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More than 50 years have passed since a laser beam was first recognized 
by the irradiation of a pulsed ruby laser. Since then many characteristic 
lasers such as high-power CO2 lasers, fiber-delivered YAG lasers and short-
wavelength Excimer lasers have been utilized in various industries. Recently, 
high-efficiency diode lasers, high-quality disk lasers and high-power, high-
brightness and compact-sized fiber lasers have been developed and are 
receiving considerable attention. Moreover, the second or third harmonic 
solid-state laser, called the green or ultra-violet laser, and the ultra-short 
pulse laser, often referred to as a femtosecond (fs) or nanosecond (ns) laser, 
have been developed to search for new applications. Accordingly, a variety 
of laser materials processing techniques including removal processes such as 
cutting and drilling, joining processes such as welding, brazing and soldering, 
surface modification treatments such as transformation hardening, cladding 
and annealing, have now been developed. Especially recently, peripheral 
apparatuses such as jigs and fixtures, monitoring systems and focusing optics, 
have been incorporated into the automation lines for welding, cutting and 
drilling to improve these processes. Thus laser processing is expected to 
continue to be an indispensable technology for the twenty-first century.
 Among laser materials processing technologies, laser welding is 
especially noted in conjunction with recent advances in laser apparatuses. 
An understanding of laser welding mechanisms and phenomena is required 
for its proper application. Consequently, this book, which includes various 
laser or hybrid welding processes, welding of various kinds of materials, 
metallurgical, chemical and mechanical aspects, is planned to appeal to 
students, engineers, scientists and professors concerned with, or interested in, 
laser welding. The book is divided into four parts: established laser welding 
technologies, laser welding of various materials, emerging laser welding 
technologies and applications of laser welding, covering almost all topics 
on laser welding. 
 The editor would like to express his appreciation for the cooperation and 
contribution of all the authors. Also, the editor would like to thank Ms Rachel 
Cox, Ms Anneka Hess, Ms Laura Pugh and Ms Sarah Lynch at Woodhead 

Preface
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xxii Preface

Publishing Limited for their encouragement, help and hard work. The editor 
really hopes that this book is essential and useful to everyone who is concerned 
with laser welding, from beginners to experts or professionals, and that laser 
welding technologies will be more and more utilized and advanced all over 
the world.

Seiji Katayama
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1
Introduction: fundamentals of laser welding

S.  KATAYAMA, JWRI, Osaka University, Japan

DOI: 10.1533/9780857098771.1.3

Abstract: This chapter describes characteristics of laser welding, features 
of main lasers used for welding, factors affecting weld penetration, laser 
welding phenomena including behavior of laser-induced plume, keyhole 
behavior and melt flows in a molten pool during laser welding. It also refers 
to welding defects and the recent trend for laser welding.

Key words: laser welding, CO2 laser, YAG laser, fiber laser, diode laser, 
fiber delivery, welding phenomena, welding defects, laser-induced plume, 
deep penetration, welding conditions.

1.1 Characteristics of laser welding

Welding is the most versatile and realistic joining method applicable to the 
construction of products in every industrial field. A laser is a high-power-
density heat source. Therefore, ‘laser welding’ is recognized as an advanced 
process to join materials with a laser beam of high-power, high-energy density. 
Representative power density profiles of laser, electron beam, plasma and 
arc, and the consequent weld bead geometries are schematically illustrated 
in Fig. 1.1.
 The power density of a laser beam, which is equivalent to that of an electron 
beam, is much higher than that of arc or plasma. Consequently a deep, narrow 
keyhole is formed during welding with a high-power-density beam of laser 
or electron, and a deep, narrow penetration weld can be effectively produced. 
In electron beam welding, the chamber for a vacuum environment and X-ray 
protection should be used, and for steel plates, demagnetization treatment is 
required before welding. Arc and plasma welding cannot be employed in a 
vacuum; however, laser welding can be performed and a sound, deep weld 
bead can be produced in a similar way to electron beam welding, which is 
described in Section 1.5. Generally the travelling speed of laser welding is 
higher than those of arc and plasma welding.
 Among all the welding processes, laser welding can produce a variety of 

The content of this chapter has been reprinted with permission from the article ‘laser 
welding’ in the McGraw Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, Vol. 9 (2012), 
pp. 707–714, written by Seiji Katayama. The author would like to express his gratitude 
to this company.
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joints of metals or plastics ranging from very thin sheets of about 0.01 mm 
thickness to thick plates of about 50 mm in the shielding gas such as helium 
(He), argon (Ar) or sometimes nitrogen (N2) under the air environment, 
and has gained great popularity as a promising joining technology with 
high quality, high precision, high performance, high speed, good flexibility 
and low distortion.1-4 It can also achieve robotization, reduced manpower, 
full automation, and systematization in production lines. Consequently, 
applications of laser welding are increasing together with the development 
of novel laser apparatuses and joining processes. In order to properly apply 
pulsed or continuous wave (PW or CW) lasers to welding or joining, it is 
important to know the specifications and capability of laser apparatuses, the 
factors affecting weld penetration and welding defects, and the mechanisms 
and behaviour of welding as well as to evaluate the weldability of materials 
and the mechanical properties of welded joints. For further details on the 
contents of this chapter, see the references in Section 1.6.1–4

1.2 Lasers for welding

The kind and characteristics of the main lasers used for welding are summarized 
in Table 1.1. Typical CO2 and Nd:YAG laser systems are schematically 
represented in Fig. 1.2. CO2 lasers, 10.6 mm in wavelength, are developed 
as high beam quality and easy achievement of higher power, the maximum 
laser power reaches up to 50 kW, and 1–15 kW power levels are mainly 
utilized in welding of steels, automotive components, airplanes, ships, etc.
 The following inconvenient problems should be considered in CO2 laser 
welding: 

Power density

Laser 
welding

Electron beam 
welding

Plasma 
welding

Arc 
welding

Penetration (schematic)

P
o

w
er

 d
en

si
ty

1.1 Power densities for typical welding heat sources, and geometry 
of weld beads obtained at respective densities. 
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Table 1.1 Types and characteristics of laser for welding

Types of laser Laser characteristics

CO2 laser Wavelength: 10.6 μm; far-infrared ray
Laser media: CO2-N2-He mixed gas (gas)
Average power [CW]: 50 kW (Maximum) (Normal): 
1–15 kW

Lamp-pumped YAG laser Wavelength: 1.06 μm; near-infrared ray
Laser media: Nd3+:Y3Al5O12 garnet (solid)
Average power [CW]: 10 kW (cascade-type max 
& fiber-coupling max) (Normal): 50 W–7 kW 
(Efficiency: 1–4%)

Laser diode (LD) Wavelength: 0.8–1.1 μm; near-infrared ray
Laser media: InGaAsP, etc. (solid) 
Average power [CW]: 10 kW (stack-type max.), 15 
kW (fiber-delivery max.)
Merits: Compact, and high efficiency (20–60%)

LD-pumped solid-state laser Wavelength: about 1 μm; near-infrared ray
Laser media: Nd3+:Y3Al5O12 garnet (solid), etc.
Average power [CW]: 13.5 kW (fiber-coupling 
max.) [PW]: 6 kW (slab-type max.) 

Disk laser Wavelength: 1.03 μm; near-infrared ray
Laser media: Yb3+:YAG or YVO4 (solid), etc.
Average power [CW]: 16 kW (cascade-type Max.)
Merits: Fiber delivery, high brightness, high 
efficiency (15–25%)

Fiber laser Wavelength: 1.07 μm; near-infrared ray
Laser media: Yb3+:SiO2 (solid), etc.
Average power [CW]: 100 kW (fiber-coupling max.)
Merits: Fiber delivery, high brightness, high 
efficiency (20–30%)

∑ High power lasers should be delivered by mirrors but not by an optical 
fiber, and 

∑ an Ar plasma, which reduces weld penetration depth, can be easily 
formed in Ar shielding gas.

Nd:YAG lasers, 1.06 mm in wavelength, can be delivered through an optical 
fiber, and are operated in CW or PW mode. PW lasers are used in welding 
of small parts such as battery cases, electric components, glass frames, etc. 
CW lasers of 2–7 kW power are employed for laser welding of tailored 
blanks, aluminum cars, Zn-coated steel sheets, stainless steel pipes and 
tanks, etc. Such lamp-pumped Nd:YAG lasers have a drawback of low 
electrical efficiency (the ratio of laser output to electrical input) of less than 
4%. Therefore, the development of high power CO2 and YAG lasers has 
already been stopped. Instead, laser-diode (LD)-pumped solid-state (YAG) 
lasers have been developed up to 6–10 kW. However, the development of 
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1.2 Schematic representation of CO2 and YAG laser welding systems. 

these lasers has also been stopped. Recently, more is expected of disk and 
fiber lasers in terms of high power, high efficiency and high beam quality 
than of lamp- or LD-pumped YAG lasers. Fiber-delivery, which is used 
for lamp- or LD-pumped Nd:YAG, diode, Yb:disk and Yb:fiber lasers, is 
representative of good flexibility.
 During the present century, thereafter, developments of lasers with high 
power and high beam quality have been concentrated upon laser diodes (LD) 
themselves, and LD-pumped disk and fiber lasers. LD has high electrical 
efficiency of 30–60%. Direct LD and fiber-delivered LD mounted to robots 
are used for welding of thin sheets of aluminum alloys, steels, stainless steels, 
plastics, etc., and for brazing of Zn-coated steels, etc. The drawback of LD 
is poor beam quality. High power, high electrical efficiency and high beam 
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quality are achieved by disk and fiber lasers. Disk lasers and fiber lasers 
with a high electrical efficiency of 25% and maximum power of 16 kW and 
100 kW, respectively, are commercially available. Their beam qualities are 
extremely high as the beam parameter products (BPP) are smaller than 10 
mm ·mrad. Disk and fiber lasers are both utilized as heat sources for remote 
welding, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Remote laser welding with a robot and a 
scanner is the most promising joining technology of high speed and high 
production rate. Further applications of these lasers are evolved to welding for 
electrical components, cars, trains, bridges, pipelines, ships, airplanes, etc.

1.3 Laser welding phenomena

There are various kinds of laser-welded joints, as shown in Fig. 1.4. 
Butt- and lap-joints are commonly welded with PW or CW lasers. Typical 
phenomena during PW and CW laser welding are schematically illustrated 
in Fig. 1.5. Depending on the laser irradiation time and the power density, 
a spot or bead weld is formed in the morphology of a heat-conduction type 
or a keyhole type. When a laser beam is shot on the metallic plate, the 
absorption of laser energy is caused by the interaction against free electrons 
in the metal, the electrons transfer inside the band, and the interaction of 
moving electrons against metal lattice, defects, imperfection and potential 
perturbation. The temperature of the plate surface rises by the transfer from 
laser energy to thermal energy. The laser absorption increases slightly with 
an increase in the temperature in the solid and considerably above the melting 
temperature, and the temperature of the laser-irradiated area rises higher to 
the boiling temperature. A cavity or a keyhole is formed by recoil pressure 
due to evaporation. A coupling (absorption) coefficient of laser energy into 

1.3 Schematic of remote welding system using solid-state laser. 
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the metal is schematically shown in Fig. 1.6. It increases according to the 
temperature and surface conditions. Since the laser absorption is extremely 
high due to multi-reflection inwards in the case of a keyhole formation, a 
keyhole type of deep penetration welding is regarded as an efficient joining 
process. A bright plume of evaporated metallic atoms and vapors is ejected 
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1.5 Schematic illustration of spot and bead welding phenomena with 
PW and CW laser, showing heat-conduction type shallow penetration 
and keyhole type deep penetration depending on laser power 
density. 
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1.4 Schematic of typical examples of laser-welded joints. 
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from laser-irradiated part, especially a keyhole. Spattering of melt droplets, 
caused by a strong stream of the ejected plume, sometimes occurs from the 
inlet of a keyhole.
 The cross sections of laser weld beads in an aluminum alloy produced by 
CO2 laser welding at 5 kW in the shielding gas of He, N2 or Ar are shown 
in Fig. 1.7. The penetration depths at both welding speeds are shallower in 
the order of He, N2 and Ar. Examples of high speed video pictures during 
CO2 laser welding under the above-mentioned same conditions are shown 
in Fig. 1.8. Ar and N plasma are seen in the respective gases, although He 
plasma is not observed during welding. It is well understood that the decrease 
in CO2 laser weld penetration, especially in Ar or N2 gas, is attributed to 
the stable formation tendency and size of Ar and N plasma. In welding with 
high power CO2 lasers, He ratio of more than 50% is required to produce a 
deep penetration weld.
 The formation situations of a laser-induced plume and/or plasma and their 
effects on the weld penetration are summarized in Fig. 1.9. The formation 
of Ar or N plasma is easy in the case of CO2 laser welding, while a laser-
induced plume only is formed from a keyhole during YAG, disk and fiber 
laser welding. The interaction between the CO2 laser beam and the gas plasma 
is interpreted in terms of the absorption due to Inverse Bremsstrahlung, 
whose effect is about 100 times greater than that of YAG, disk or fiber laser. 
The temperature of a plume during welding with the laser of about 1 mm 
wavelength is estimated to be about 3,000–6,000 K depending on the high 
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1.6 Coupling coefficient of laser energy into metal such as steel or 
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power density from about 1–1,000 kW/mm2. The effects of the plume are 
attributed to refraction due to the difference in density between the plume 
and the environment as well as Rayleigh scattering due to the formation 
of ultrafine particles. In the case of a tall plume and the consequent wide 
formation range of low refraction index, the weld penetration is drastically 
changed to be shallower from the keyhole type to the heat-conduction mode 
(at the focal point) due to the beam refraction and the downward shift of the 
focal point. As long as the height of the plume or low refractive index area 

A5083;   P1 = 5 kW,   v = 50 mm/s,   Still pictures

He shield Ar shield N2 shield

Metallic 
plume

Metallic 
plume

Metallic 
plume

Ar 
plasma

N 
plasma

1.8 High speed video pictures of induced plume and gas plasma 
during CO2 laser welding in He, N2 and Ar coaxial shielding gas. 

A5083(6 mmt); CO2 laser; P1 = 5 kW, fd = 0 mm, f = 254 mm

He N2 Ar

Porosity

1 mm

Gas 
shielding

V = 25 
mm/s

V = 100 
mm/s

1.7 Cross-sectional photographs of CO2 laser weld beads, made at 25 
and 100 mm/s in He, N2 and Ar coaxial shielding gas. 
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(namely, the interaction length of the plume to a laser beam) is suppressed, 
a deep penetration weld can be produced.
 Melt flows in the molten pool and near the surface are interpreted by 
observing using an X-ray transmission in-situ imaging system and high speed 
video cameras. It is consequently understood that the weld penetration depth 
is determined chiefly by the keyhole depth and partly by the melt downward 
flow around the keyhole tip, as shown in Fig. 1.10. Melt flows of the surface 
in the molten pool are affected by the surface tension of the melt and the 
shear stream due to a plume ejected strongly from a keyhole inlet, resulting 
in the typical shapes of wide or narrow weld beads near the surface.

1.4 Laser weld penetration and welding defects

Small parts are made by spot welding with a pulsed laser. Deep penetration 
welds are easily formed with the increase in the pulse width near the focal 
point of a focusing lens. However, the maximum depths of sound laser 
spot welds should normally be less than 1.5 mm or 3 mm under controlled 
conditions, because porosity is easily formed especially even in the shallow 
weld with extremely short time irradiation and deep welds made with a laser 
of rectangular pulse shape. Pulse shaping of slowly rising and falling power 
is carried out to reduce spattering and porosity, respectively. These results 
and data will be demonstrated in Chapter 12.

– Rayleigh scattering
– Inverse bremsstrahlung

– Refraction due to density difference

– Downward shift 
of focal point
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1.9 Schematic illustration of plume and plasma formation during 
laser welding and their respective physical effects on weld 
penetration in no gas or He, N2 and Ar shielding gas. 
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 Deeply penetrated welds are effectively produced in high power CW laser 
welding. The penetration depths of stainless steel welds made with fiber lasers 
of different beam diameters at 6 and 10 kW in Ar shielding gas are shown 
in Fig. 1.11. In fiber laser welding at high power, deep penetration can be 
achieved even with Ar shielding gas, although the penetration is reduced due 
to Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption by the formation of Ar gas plasma in 
the case of Ar shielding in CO2 laser welding.3 The penetration is shallower 
with the increase in the welding speed, and at high speeds, is deeper at higher 
power density of a smaller beam diameter. It is understood that the effect 
of laser power is more dominant at low speeds. The penetration is deeper 
at 10 kW than at 6 kW at a speed of less than 3 m/min (50 mm/s). At low 
welding speeds, porosity is easily formed, while at high speeds, porosity is 
prevented, but humping or spattering leading to underfilling occurs depending 
on the smaller or wider beam diameter, respectively. Under some conditions, 
welding defects such as porosity, cracks, humping, underfilling, and so on 
are easily formed. These mechanisms and preventive procedures will be 
described in Chapter 12.

1.5 Evolution of laser welding

In low and high vacuum, sound extremely-deep penetration welds can be 
produced, as shown in Fig. 1.12. The penetration depths of laser welds 
produced at low speeds in vacuum (under even low vacuum conditions) 
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1.11 Effect of beam diameter (power density) and welding speed on 
penetration depth of Type 304 stainless steel weld made with 6 and 
10 kW fiber laser. 
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are comparable to those of electron beam welds.5 Laser welding is also 
applicable to the joining of similar or dissimilar plastics, dissimilar metals 
such as cast irons and steels, steels and aluminum alloys, or metals and 
plastics.6 It has recently been demonstrated that strong lap joints could be 
produced between steels and light metals such as aluminum or magnesium 
alloys, and in the same way between metals such as steels, stainless steels, 
aluminum alloys and titanium alloys, and engineering plastics such as PA 
(polyamide), PET (polyethylene terephthalate) and PC (polycarbonate).6 
Figure 1.137 shows appearances of the laser lap joints between Type 304 
stainless steel and PET plastic sheets before and after the tensile shear test. 
Small bubbles are formed in the melted plastic near the joint interface, and 
the elongation of the PET base plastic is demonstrated. Figure 1.147 exhibits 
cross-sectional SEM and TEM photographs near the interface of the joint at 
higher magnification and diffraction patterns from typical points. Cr2O3 type 
oxide film is identified, and it is observed that such oxide films always exist 
as an intermediate layer between plastic and metal for any combinations. The 
SEM and TEM images clearly show that a tight joint is produced, and that 
laser joining is performed partly by chemical or physical bonding of melted 
plastic on a thin oxide film covering the base metal. These results signify 
a feasibility of the production of a strong joint between metal and plastic 
sheet. Laser direct joining mechanisms of metal and plastic lap sheets are 
considered as follows: Laser is shot through the transparent plastic sheet or 
directly on the metal plate, and then the plate is heated to melt the plastic 

10
 m

m

10
 m

m

(a) Ar shielding (b) 10 kPa

1.12 Cross-sectional photos of laser welds in Type 304 steel produced 
with 10 kW fiber laser at 0.1 m/min in Ar shielding gas at 1 atm (a) 
and under low vacuum of 10 kPa (b).
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near the joint interface. Some bubbles are generated in order to force the 
activated melted plastic to flow over the metal surface. Tight joining of 
metal to plastic is performed through mechanisms of chemical, physical (van 
de Waals force) and mechanical (anchor effect) bonding. Laser joining of 
metal plate to GFRP (glass fiber reinforced plastics; PA matrix) or CFRP 

Plastic:PET

Metal: Type 304 Metal: Type 304

Bubbles

20 μm 5 nm

Plastic:PET

(a) SEM photo (b) TEM photo (c) Diffraction 
patterns

(ii) Type 
304 Beam//

[110]

(i) Cr2O3 
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104

002

000
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Metal: Type 304 Plastic:PET
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Joint
Elongated plastic

LAMP joint after tensile shear test

LAMP joint between 
Type 304 steel and PET

1.13 Laser lap joints of 3 mm thick Type 304 steel plate and 2 mm 
thick PET plastic sheet before and after tensile shear test, showing 
that bubbles are formed in melted zone in PET during joining and 
that elongation of PET base plastic occurs during testing. 

1.14 SEM and TEM photos of cross sections near joint interface 
between Type 304 steel plate and PET plastic sheet, and diffraction 
patterns and analyzed results of gray and dark parts, showing Cr2O3 
oxide and Type 304 steel, respectively. 
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(carbon fiber reinforced plastics; PA matrix) sheet was also confirmed to be 
successfully performed.8

 In-process monitoring, on-line sensing or adaptive control system during 
laser welding is required to produce a sound high-quality laser weld.3,4 
Reflection of a laser beam and heat radiation from a laser irradiated part 
and a molten pool are important candidates for monitoring signals.9,10 The 
latter is also used for feedback or adaptive control.10 Direct observation of 
phenomena during laser welding is also important in terms of understanding 
of formation mechanisms of welding defects. Recently, great advances have 
been made in this research and the systems have been employed in practical 
applications.
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Developments in CO2 laser welding
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Abstract: This chapter describes carbon dioxide laser (CO2 laser) welding. 
Some types of CO2 lasers and special features of CO2 lasers are introduced 
in the first sections. Laser welding phenomena, which include the interaction 
of the laser beam with materials and gases, keyhole behaviour, formation 
mechanism and prevention of weld defects, are also described. Finally, some 
practical applications of CO2 laser welding are introduced.

Key words: CO2 laser welding, resonator, interaction, welding phenomenon, 
application.

2.1 Introduction

C.K.N. Patel, working for Bell Laboratories, invented the CO2 laser in 1964. 
He succeeded in producing 1 mW pure CO2 lasers. The power and efficiency 
was much improved by addition of nitrogen and helium in the medium gas. 
The first commercial 100 W CO2 laser was put on the market in 1966 by 
Coherent. Since then, CO2 lasers have undergone continuous development 
and at the end of twentieth century, high power lasers operating at up to 50 
kW were used for materials processing.
 The wavelength of the CO2 laser beam is normally 10.6 mm and it is about 
10 times longer than that of solid-state laser beams. The long wavelength 
significantly affects the interaction of the laser beam with materials, shielding 
gases and plasmas and determines the characteristics of laser welding 
behaviour and laser systems. In this chapter, the principle and types of CO2 
lasers, characteristics of CO2 laser beam, CO2 laser–materials interaction, 
CO2 laser welding behaviour and practical applications of CO2 laser welding 
are described.

2.2 Laser principles and types of lasers

A mixture of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and helium is used as a laser medium 
in CO2 lasers. It is excited by DC or high frequency AC (generally RF) 
discharge to generate the laser beam with normally 10.6 mm wavelength.
 There are some types of CO2 lasers that are classified mainly by a heat 
removal method and flow direction of the laser medium. The first type is 
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slow flow lasers. The laser gas slowly flows during discharge and the gas is 
cooled mainly through the cavity wall. A high-quality stable laser beam can 
be produced. However, the laser output power is normally small, because 
a very long cavity is required to achieve high power. Fast axis flow lasers 
increase the gas flow rate by circulating the gas with pumps or blower 
systems. The gas is cooled by heat exchangers set in the gas circulation path 
as shown in Fig. 2.1. The gas flow and laser beam have a common axis. 
High power lasers up to 20 kW with high beam quality are available in this 
type of laser. In transverse flow lasers, the laser beam axis is orthogonal to 
the discharge and gas flow as shown in Fig. 2.2. The laser gas is also cooled 
by circulation of the gas flow. This type of laser can achieve the highest 
laser power, although the beam quality is lower than the fast axis flow laser. 
Industrial lasers up to 50 kW are available. Slab lasers are classified as slow 
flow lasers. The laser medium is excited in a narrow space between two wide 
water-cooled electrodes as shown in Fig. 2.3. The wide discharge area and 
efficient heat removal through the wide electrodes enable high power and 
high beam quality laser beam to be generated. High power lasers up to 8kW 
with M2 = 1.05 are available.
 Relatively low power lasers up to 6 kW have stable resonators, where 
the output mirror is partially transparent to 10.6 mm infrared radiation. On 
the other hand, high power lasers have unstable resonators as shown in Fig. 
2.4 to avoid distortion and damage to the mirror. The unstable resonator 
consists of concave and convex mirrors with a scraper mirror. The scraper 
mirror is located in front of the convex mirror and reflects the outer annulus 
of the beam from the cavity to produce the annular output beam. Zinc 
selenide (ZnSe) is normally used as a material of output windows. For high 
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2.1 Fast axis flow laser.
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power CO2 lasers of more than 10 kW, an aerodynamic window is used to 
avoid thermal distortion and damage to the ZnSe window. As shown in Fig. 
2.5, a rapid flow of dry air isolates the laser gas in the resonator from the 
atmosphere.

2.3 Characteristics of CO2 laser beams

The wavelength of CO2 laser beams is 10.6 mm, which is ten times longer 
than that in solid-state lasers. Electrical to optical beam conversion efficiency 
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is 8–15%, which is higher than rod type Nd:YAG lasers, but lower than 
diode lasers and recent brilliant lasers such as fibre and disc lasers. The 
main advantages of CO2 laser systems compared with the other laser systems 
are: 

∑ easily scaled to high powers 
∑ high beam quality
∑ relatively low machine cost
∑ relatively stable welding.
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2.5 Aerodynamic window (source: TRUMPF Group).
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The main disadvantages are:

∑ opaque to common transparent materials (expensive special materials 
are required for optics)

∑ no use of fibre-optic delivery
∑ high reflectivity of metals
∑ high absorption of laser energy in laser-induced plasma.

Development of high output machines was first progressed in CO2 lasers, 
because it is not so difficult to increase the output power. 50 kW industrial 
machines were available by the end of twentieth century. In addition, high-
quality laser beams can be attained in high power ranges. Figure 2.6 shows 
beam parameter product (BPP), which is the product of beam divergence 
angle and beam radius and quantifies beam quality. Lower values of BPP 
mean higher beam quality. In the low output power range of less than 10 W, 
BPP in the rod-type lamp and LD pumped Nd:YAG laser is one tenth of that 
in CO2 lasers, because the minimum spot size d [mm] of the Gaussian beam 
at the focal point is proportional to the wavelength  [mm] as expressed by 
the following equation:

  d = 4 f/ D [2.1]

where f is the focal length (mm) and D is the input beam diameter at the 
lens (mm). Laser welding is normally performed using multi kW class lasers. 
In this high power range, BPP in the rod type Nd:YAG laser significantly 
increases with the output power due to thermal distortion of the cylindrical 
laser medium. On the other hand, CO2 lasers can keep high beam quality 
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even in the high power range. The BPP is almost similar to that in disk and 
fibre lasers.
 Relatively lower machine cost per unit power is also an advantage of the 
CO2 laser. In heavy section welding, the welding phenomenon is relatively more 
stable in CO2 laser welding compared with disk and fibre laser welding.
 Most of the disadvantages in CO2 laser welding are caused by the long 
wavelength (10.6 mm) of the laser beam. Common transparent materials 
such as glass and quartz are opaque to 10.6 mm wavelength laser radiation. 
Therefore, optical fibre delivery systems cannot be used. The laser beam 
must be transferred to the workstation by reflection using mirrors. Accurate 
beam alignment is required and flexibility of the laser welding is limited for 
practical purposes. This is the biggest disadvantage of CO2 laser welding. 
In addition, special and expensive materials such as zinc selenide (ZnSe) 
must be used for optics such as windows and lenses.

2.4 Laser–materials interactions

2.4.1 Absorption of laser energy on material surfaces

When the laser beam irradiates materials, some of the energy is reflected on 
the material surface. The absorptivity may depend on the kind of materials, 
surface condition, surface temperature and laser wavelength. Table 2.1 shows 

Table 2.1 Absorptivity of some materials for three wavelengths at room 
temperature (adapted from Modest, 2001)

Material 300–600 nm 1.06 mm 10.6 mm

Aluminium, smooth  0.06–0.2 0.03–0.06
 rough  0.2–0.4 0.1–0.4
Copper, polished 0.05 0.04 0.01–0.03
 rough 0.05 0.1–0.3 0.05–0.10
 oxidized 0.85 0.5 
Gold  0.02–0.04 0.01–0.02
Iron, polished 0.37–0.40 0.25–0.32 0.12
Molybdenum, polished 0.4–0.5 0.25–0.35 0.05–0.15
Nickel 0.5 0.15–0.35 0.05–0.15
Platinum  0.25–0.30 0.03–0.08
Silver  0.03 0.02–0.10
Tungsten 0.5 0.35 0.03–0.3

Carbon (graphite) 0.75 0.8–0.9 0.7–0.9
Alumina (Al2O3)  0.05–0.1 0.90–0.99
Magnesia (MgO)  0.2 0.93–0.98
Silica (SiO2) Transparent Transparent 0.9
Zirconia (ZrO2)  0.1–0.2 0.85–0.98
Silicon carbide (SiC) 0.8–0.9 0.85–0.95 0.8–0.9
Silicon nitride (Si3N4) 0.6–0.7 0.6–0.8 0.9
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the absorptivity of some materials at room temperature for three wavelengths 
corresponding to CO2 laser (10.6 mm), Nd:YAG laser (1.06 mm) and short 
wavelength laser (300–600 nm) irradiation (Modest, 2001). The absorptivity 
generally tends to decrease with the wavelength. Only a small amount of 
CO2 laser energy is absorbed on the metal surface. Conversely, CO2 laser 
beams are signifi cantly absorbed on most ceramics surfaces.
 The absorptivity normally increases with temperature. During laser welding, 
formation of molten pools enhances the absorption of laser energy. In keyhole 
mode laser welding, multiple refl ection of the laser beam on a narrow and 
deep keyhole wall signifi cantly increases energy transfer effi ciency due to 
multiple absorption. Thus, the absorptivity does not affect so much the weld 
geometry once the keyhole is formed.

2.4.2 Absorption of laser energy in laser-induced 
plasma

Attenuation of incident laser energy by inverse Bremsstrahlung

During CO2 laser welding, a high power density laser beam irradiates the 
materials and causes intense evaporation. The laser beam interacts with the 
vapour jet and a laser plume or laser-induced plasma which is formed just 
above and inside the keyhole. The laser energy is absorbed in the plasma 
by inverse Bremsstrahlung and it attenuates the incident laser energy. The 
laser energy passed through the plasma I(W) with length x(m) and absorption 
coeffi cient  (m–1) is

  I = I0 exp(– x) [2.2]

where I0 is the incident laser energy (W). For hot plasma (h /  << kTe), the 
absorption coeffi cient (m–1) is given (Hughes, 1975; Allmen and Blatter, 
1995) by:

  
a l l

p e p
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( / )l
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i e

2 6 2ll e
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e e
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c m3 kTe m3
e eeekTe  

[2.3]

where  is angular frequency, ni and ne are density of electron and ion 
(m–3), respectively, Z is the ion charge number, e is electron charge (C), k is 
Boltzmann’s constant (JK–1), Te is the electron temperature (K), h is Planck’s 
constant (Js), c is the speed of light (ms–1), 0 is the dielectric constant (C/
Vm), and me is the mass of electron [kg]. From eq. [2.3], we can know that the 
absorption coeffi cient a is roughly proportional to square of the wavelength 
l. Therefore, attenuation of laser energy is more signifi cant in CO2 laser 
welding than solid-state laser welding and this affects the weld geometry.
 Assuming that the plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) 
and Z = 1, the absorption coeffi cient a for CO2 laser beam is given by:
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Equation [2.4] indicates that a higher absorption coeffi cient is obtained for 
a higher degree of ionization (higher electron density ne) at lower electron 
temperature Te. The tendency of ionization is determined by the ionization 
potential. Atoms are more easily ionized with decreasing ionization potential 
of the element. Table 2.2 shows ionization potentials of some elements. In 
the inert gas, helium has the highest ionization potential and it is not ionized 
even in high power CO2 laser welding. Therefore, helium is sometimes used 
as a shielding gas of high power CO2 laser welding to prevent attenuation 
of the incident laser energy by plasma absorption.
 As the ionization potential of metals is about half that of argon, metals 
are more easily ionized than inert gases. Figure 2.7 shows the composition 
of Ar-50 vol% Fe plasma at various temperatures. Iron starts to ionize at 
lower temperature and shows the maximum ion density at around 10,000 
K due to low ionization potential, whereas argon ion density has a peak at 
a higher temperature of around 17,000 K. Figure 2.8 shows the absorption 

Table 2.2 Ionization potential of some elements

Element H He Ar N O Al Ti Fe Ni Cu

Ionization 
potential (V) 13.60 24.59 15.76 14.53 13.62 5.98 6.82 7.87 7.64 7.73
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2.8 Absorption coefficient of Ar plasma.

coefficient of argon plasma as a function of the temperature. The absorption 
coefficient has a peak at around 17,000 K, because the argon ion and electron 
density has a maximum value at this temperature.
 In low power CO2 laser welding, only metals are ionized due to low 
plasma temperature, but the shielding gas is also ionized in high power laser 
welding. Figure 2.9(a) shows the laser-induced plasma formed during 5 kW 
CO2 laser welding with a coaxial Ar shielding. Monochromatic images of 
some spectrum lines such as argon atom (Ar I: 696.5 nm), argon ion (Ar II: 
480.7 nm) and iron atom (Fe I: 381.5 nm) are also shown in Fig. 2.9(b)–(d) 
(Tsukamoto et al., 1999). Argon ion is clearly observed at the centre of the 
plasma, where the laser beam interacts directly with the plasma as shown in 
Fig. 2.9(c). It is surrounded by argon atoms as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). Thus, 
the gas plasma is normally formed above the workpiece in high power CO2 
laser welding. On the other hand, the metal plasma is mainly formed inside 
and just above the keyhole as shown in Fig. 2.9(d).
 Formation of the plasma significantly affects the weld geometry. Figure 
2.10 shows the penetration depth in 5.4 kW CO2 laser welding with different 
shielding gases. The penetration depth is always lower in argon shielding. It 
is caused by attenuation of incident laser energy in argon plasma, whereas 
helium is not ionized during welding due to high ionization potential. 
Figure 2.11 shows the penetration depth as a function of the welding speed 
in 20 kW CO2 laser welding with helium shielding. The penetration depth 
increases with decreasing welding speed, but it saturates below 50 cm/min. 
This phenomenon is not observed in solid-state laser welding. The salutation 
of the penetration depth in CO2 laser welding is attributed to attenuation of 
laser energy by metal plasma formed inside the keyhole.
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2.9 Monochromatic photographs of laser-induced plasma formed 
during CO2 laser welding (5 kW, fd = –2 mm, Ar shielding: 40 L/min): 
(a) normal image, (b) argon atom image (Ar I: 696.5 nm), (c) argon 
ion image (Ar II: 480.7 nm), (d) iron atom image (Fe I: 381.5 nm).

(a) Normal image

5 mm

(b) Ar atom image  
(Ar I : 696.5 nm)

(c) Ar ion image  
(Ar II : 480.7 nm)

(d) Fe atom image  
(Fe I : 381.5 nm)
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2.10 Effect of shielding gas on the penetration depth in CO2 laser 
welding (C-Si-Mn steel).
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Plasma diagnostics 

From Eq. [2.4], the absorption coeffi cient in the plasma is a function of the 
electron density ne and electron temperature Te. ne is determined by Te with 
the assumption of LTE. Therefore, a lot of research work has been carried 
out to measure Te during CO2 laser welding by spectroscopic methods 
(Rockstroh and Mazumder, 1987; Mazumder et al., 1987; Sokolowski et al., 
1988, 1989; Poueyo et al., 1992; Miyamoto and Maruo, 1992; Verwaerde 
and Fabbro, 1995; Tsukamoto et al., 1996). The intensity of a thermally 
excited spectral line nm is given by:

  
e

plnm
nm 0 n

n e=
4  pl ( )
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hcA nnmcc g
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[2.5]

where Anm is Einstein transition probability of the line (s–1), n0 is the density 
of atom or ion (m–3), gn is statistical weight of the term n, Z(T) is the partition 
function, En is the energy level (J). From Eq. [2.5], Te can be determined by 
measuring the absolute value of spectral intensity nm with the assumption 
of LTE. This is called the ‘absolute spectral intensity method’. Te can also 
be determined by the ratio of the spectral intensity enm of same species in 
different spectral lines. This is called the ‘relative intensity method’. In this 
case, assumption of LTE is not necessary. From Eq. [2.5],
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2.11 Penetration depth as a function of welding speed in CO2 laser 
welding (C-Si-Mn steel).
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where K is a constant. If we measure some spectral intensities of the same 
species with different spectral lines and plot ln( mn /Anmgn) as a function 
of En, we can know the electron temperature Te from the gradient. This is 
called the the ‘Boltzmann plot method’ and is often used to determine the 
electron temperature in the plasma. 
 Figure 2.12 shows the temperature profile of the plasma formed during 5 
kW CO2 laser welding with argon shielding flowed from the coaxial nozzle 
at 30 L/min (Tsukamoto et al., 1999). The focal point is located just on the 
sample surface. A peak temperature of around 22,000 K can be seen at the 
centre of the plasma, which corresponds to the argon ion enriched region in 
Fig. 2.9(c) due to direct interaction of the laser beam with the plasma. This 
temperature is similar to the peak temperature of argon TIG arc.
 If we know the electron temperature distribution as shown in Fig. 2.12, 
we can calculate the electron density with the assumption of LTE and the 
absorption coefficient using Eq. [2.4] at any part of the plasma. As a result, 
we can estimate the absorptivity of the plasma under various welding 
conditions. 
 Figures 2.13–2.15 show the absorptivity for various welding conditions 
(Tsukamoto et al., 1999). The absorptivity gradually increases with the laser 
power as shown in Fig. 2.13. The flow rate of the shielding gas does not 
exert a great influence on the absorptivity. The maximum temperature slightly 
decreases from 22,000 to 20,000 K with increasing the flow rate from 20 to 
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2.12 Temperature profile of argon plasma formed above the 
workpiece during CO2 laser welding (5 kW, fd = 0 mm, Ar shielding: 
30 L/min).
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2.13 Effect of laser power on absorptivity. 

60 L/min as shown in Fig. 2.14(a). In this temperature range, the absorption 
coefficient decreases with temperature as shown in Fig. 2.8, but the plasma 
size also decreases with the flow rate as shown in Fig. 2.14(b). As a result, 
the absorptivity shows approximately a constant value over a wide range 
of flow rates. The absorptivity is most significantly affected by the beam 
focusing condition. The maximum temperature is not affected significantly 
by the defocus distance fd as shown in Fig. 2.15(a). The absorptivity, on the 
other hand, increases significantly as the focal point shifts upward from inside 
to above the sample as shown in Fig. 2.15(b). It is caused by expanding the 
plasma with fd. The plasma size increases as the power density increases 
near the plasma-forming area.
 To suppress attenuation of the incident laser energy by the plasma, flow of 
the inert gas with high ionization potential is effective. A helium or helium-
argon mixture is normally used as a shielding gas in high power CO2 laser 
welding. In the welding variables, the effect of beam focusing condition is 
most significant. To suppress the plasma absorption, power density just above 
the sample surface should be reduced by selecting the negative defocused 
distance.

Plasma monitoring

The plasma is generated and maintained by evaporation of materials and 
absorption of laser energy through inverse Bremsstrahlung. Therefore, the 
plasma emission includes a lot of information on the welding phenomena and 
it is sometimes used to monitor the welding conditions, welding phenomenon 
and formation of defects.
 Figure 2.16(a) and (b) show one typical example of the in-process monitoring 
of penetration depth using the plasma signal (Mori and Miyamoto, 1997). 
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Partial and full penetration CO2 laser welding was carried out on 1.6 and 
4 mm thick mild steels. Plasma emission was detected by two photodiodes 
located at different angles of 75° and 5° as shown in Fig. 2.16(a). The 5° 
photodiode detects the emission from only the near surface plasma (A in 
Fig. 2.16(a)), whereas the 75° photodiode signal contains the emission from 
the keyhole plasma and near surface plasma (A+B in Fig. 2.16(a)). Figure 
2.16(b) shows the mean square value of the plasma signals in a frequency 
range of 2–4 kHz as a function of the welding speed. The full penetration 
region is shaded in the graph. It is clear that full or partial penetration welding 
can be distinguished from the 75° photodiode signal. The mean square value 
of the plasma signal is much higher in full penetration than that in partial 
penetration. 
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2.5 Welding phenomena and formation of defects

2.5.1 Pressure balance on keyhole wall

In keyhole mode laser welding, a narrow and deep keyhole is formed 
by evaporation of materials. The laser energy can be supplied inside the 
materials through the keyhole and then narrow and deep weld penetration 
is formed. However, the keyhole is basically unstable, if the length is larger 
than the circumference (l > 2 r, l: keyhole depth, r: keyhole radius). The 
keyhole tends to be closed at some parts along the penetration. It is called 
the Rayleigh instability (Rayleigh, 1945; Chandrasekhar, 1961). When the 
keyhole is being closed by instability, the laser beam strongly interacts with 
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the molten metal at the closing part and opens the keyhole again by high 
recoil pressure as shown in Fig. 2.17. Thus, the keyhole oscillates in the 
radial direction while it is maintained during deep penetration laser welding 
and it sometimes causes weld defects.
 Statically, the keyhole is maintained by the following pressure balance 
acting on the keyhole wall. 

  Pabl + Pg = P  + Ph [2.8]

where Pabl is the recoil pressure (N/m2), Pg is the excess vapour pressure 
( Pg = Pv – P0, Pv: vapour pressure, P0: atmospheric pressure) (N/m2), P  is 
the surface tension pressure (P  = /r , s: surface tension (N/m), r: keyhole 
radius (m)) (N/m2) and Ph is the hydrostatic pressure (N/m2). Pressure terms 
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2.16 In-process monitoring of penetration depth by plasma emission 
signal (from Mori and Miyamoto, 1997): (a) schematic diagram of 
the experimental setup, (b) mean square value of plasma signal as a 
function of welding speed (plate thickness: 1.6 mm).�� �� �� �� �� ��
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on the left side act to open the keyhole and those of the right side act to close 
the keyhole. During welding, these pressures are balanced at any parts on the 
keyhole wall. In CO2 laser welding, the metal vapour is partially ionized and 
forms the plasma inside the keyhole. The plasma temperature is higher than 
that in the solid-state laser welding due to the high absorption coefficient of  
the CO2 laser beam. High temperature plasma formed inside the keyhole 
may increase Pg and the keyhole radius may increase in CO2 laser welding. 
This may be one of the reasons why CO2 laser welding is stable.

2.5.2 Defect formation in partial penetration CO2 laser 
welding

Stability of the keyhole significantly affects the formation of defects. In 
heavy section laser welding, formation of the porosity is one of the major 
problems for practical applications. Especially in partial penetration welding, 
the porosity tends to be formed more frequently as shown in the longitudinal 
section of Fig. 2.18. Figure 2.19 shows an in-situ x-ray transmission keyhole 
image during partial penetration CO2 laser welding of C-Si-Mn steel. The 
image is taken by a high-speed video camera while a micro-focused x-ray is 
irradiated from the side of the sample. Bubble formation is clearly observed 
at the keyhole tip (Matsunawa et al., 1997; Matsunawa, 2001; Katayama 
et al., 1997; Tsukamoto et al., 2001, 2002). The bubbles formed at the 
keyhole tip combine with each other and most of them remain as porosity 
after solidification. Figure 2.20 shows the bubble formation process near the 
keyhole tip. During welding, a neck is formed near the keyhole tip (Fig. 2.20 

2.17 Keyhole behaviour during laser welding. Closure of the keyhole 
by Rayleigh instability is prevented by direct irradiation of the laser 
beam.
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Porosity

10 mm

2.18 Longitudinal section of CW CO2 laser welds (C-Si-Mn steel, 20 
kW, fd = 1.0, 1 m/min, shielding gas: He, 50 L/min). 

Porosity

Keyhole

10 mm

Bubble

2.19 In-situ x-ray transmission image of keyhole (same condition as 
Fig. 2.18). 

(c)) and then the keyhole is closed there by surrounding molten metal (Fig. 
2.20(d)). The closure of the keyhole is normally prevented by irradiation of 
the laser beam to the closing molten metal as described above. However, 
if the keyhole fluctuates and laser/molten metal interaction is significant 
in the keyhole, a lot of laser energy is consumed by the interaction and it 
reduces the laser power density near the root to less than the critical value 
to maintain the keyhole. As a result, the keyhole is closed near the root by 
Rayleigh instability. This result indicates that stabilization of the keyhole 
should be effective in preventing the porosity.
 Nitrogen shielding is normally used to prevent the porosity in high Cr 
stainless steel welding (Ishide et al., 1992), because the solubility of nitrogen 
increases with Cr concentration. Bubbles are not formed during welding by 
dissolving nitrogen in the molten pool. However, nitrogen shielding is not 
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possible in very high power CO2 laser welding due to significant attenuation 
of laser energy by large nitrogen plasma. Also nitrogen shielding is not 
effective in laser welding of carbon steels, because the solubility of nitrogen 
is quite low in carbon steels.
 The other porosity prevention method is stabilization of the keyhole by 
laser power modulation (Tsukamoto et al., 2002). The porosity is effectively 
suppressed by optimizing the modulation conditions. Figure 2.21 shows the 
porosity formation ratio Pr (ratio(%) of the sum of porosity area to the weld 
metal area) in CO2 laser welding of C-Si-Mn steel as a function of the power 
modulation frequency. Laser power is modulated with square wave at the 
peak and base powers of 20 and 12 kW, respectively. The porosity is clearly 
suppressed at 16 Hz in this condition. This optimum modulation frequency 
coincides well with the natural frequency of the molten pool oscillation. 
Stabilization of the keyhole was confirmed under the optimum frequency 
by an in-situ x-ray transmission imaging system. The porosity suppression 
effect is further enhanced by optimizing the waveform. Almost all pores are 
prevented by optimization of the waveform and frequency as shown in Fig. 
2.22 (a) and (b).

Keyhole

Neck

Bubble 5 mm

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

2.20 In-situ x-ray transmission images near the keyhole tip. A bubble 
is formed by closure of keyhole tip: (a) 0 ms, (b) 7 ms, (c) 16 ms, (d) 
17 ms.
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2.5.3 Defect formation in single pass full penetration 
CO2 laser welding

In single pass full penetration laser welding, the porosity caused by keyhole 
instability is less likely to occur, but it is formed via a different mechanism. 
A typical example is shown in Fig. 2.23, where full penetration laser welding 
was carried out on C-Si-Mn steel without back shielding (Tsukamoto et 
al., 2003). Figure 2.24(a) shows the in-situ x-ray transmission image for 
full penetration CO2 laser welding of 15 mm thick C-Si-Mn steel without 
back shielding. Bubbles are generated in the molten metal just behind the 
keyhole. This is caused by supersaturated nitrogen in the molten pool. During 
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2.21 Porosity formation ratio Pr as a function of power modulation 
frequency (square wave power modulation).
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2.22 Prevention of porosity under optimum power modulation 
condition: (a) waveform of optimum power modulation, (b) 
longitudinal section of laser welds under optimum power modulation 
condition.
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full penetration laser welding, the excessive laser energy, which penetrates 
through the steel plate, forms air plasma on the back surface as shown in 
Fig. 2.24(b). The plasma contains a lot of monatomic nitrogen, which can 
much more easily dissolve in the molten steel than diatomic nitrogen (Dong 

2.23 Longitudinal section of CO2 laser welds of 11 mm thick C-Si-Mn 
steel without back shielding (11 kW, fd = 0 mm, 1 m/min).

Keyhole

Bubble
10 mm

Porosity

Plasma

Steel plate

Plasma

(a) (b)

2.24 Single pass full penetration CO2 laser welding behaviour of 15 
mm thick C-Si-Mn steel (20 kW, fd = 0 mm, 1 m/min): (a) in-situ x-ray 
transmission image; bubbles are generated in the molten pool just 
behind the keyhole, (b) formation of air plasma just below the back 
surface.
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et al., 2004). The nitrogen concentration in the molten pool then increases 
near the bottom, and if it exceeds the solubility of diatomic nitrogen, bubbles 
are formed in the molten metal.
 The inert gas back shielding can effectively prevent this type of porosity. 
However, the solidification crack is easily formed accompanied by the locally 
expanded weld cross section, which is very susceptible to the solidification 
crack, as shown in Fig. 2.25(a) (Tsukamoto et al., 2003). This abnormal weld 
cross section is caused by a keyhole perturbation. During welding, the inert 
gas enters the keyhole from the back surface and expands in the keyhole as 
shown in the x-ray transmission image of Fig. 2.25(b). This local expansion 
of the keyhole forms the abnormal cross section, leading to occurrence of the 
solidification crack. Addition of a small amount of denitrification elements, 
such as aluminium, is effective to prevent the porosity without forming the 
solidification crack (Tsukamoto et al., 2004). 0.8 mass% of aluminium is 
enough to prevent the porosity during the full penetration welding of 15 mm 
thick carbon steels as shown in Fig. 2.26. In this case, the inert gas back 
shielding is not necessary. The solidification crack then does not occur in 
the weld metal.
 Addition of nickel and carbon is also effective in suppressing the porosity 
(Tsukamoto et al., 2006). With increasing the carbon or nickel concentration 
in the base metal, the solidification mode changes from fully ferritic to 
ferritic-austenitic or austenitic-ferritic. Higher solubility of nitrogen in the 
austenite phase suppresses the porosity formation in high carbon or nickel 
steels.
 Recently, high power brilliant lasers such as fibre and disk lasers were 
developed. These lasers are very attractive tools to weld heavy section 

5 mm

(a) (b)

Keyhole

2.25 Formation of hot cracking susceptible cross section and keyhole 
behaviour during CO2 laser full penetration welding of 15 mm thick 
C-Si-Mn steel with argon back shield (16 kW, fd = 0 mm, 1 m/min): (a) 
transverse cross section of laser welds, (b) in-situ x-ray transmission 
image of keyhole.
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plates. However, there are some problems to be solved (Rominger, 2011). 
Spatter generation, melt-through and underfill are more likely to occur and 
the optimum welding conditions are narrower in some cases compared with 
CO2 laser welding. The mechanism of the different welding phenomenon 
between CO2 and brilliant laser welding is not yet well understood. High 
temperature keyhole plasma formed in CO2 laser welding may be one of the 
factors to stabilize the keyhole due to increase in Pg in Eq. [2.8].

2.6 Industrial applications of CO2 laser welding

Multi-kW class high power CO2 lasers, which are capable of keyhole mode 
welding, were developed in the mid-1970s. Since then, CO2 laser welding 
has been applied in a variety of industries. In this section, some examples 
of the industrial applications are introduced.

2.6.1 Automotive industry

From the late 1970s to 1980s, application of CO2 laser welding started in 
the automotive industry. Various parts of powertrains including transmission 
gears, hubs and shafts were welded by CO2 lasers (Petring, 2004). High 
productivity, low heat input and low distortion are the main advantages of 
laser welding compared with the other processes. CO2 lasers are still being 
used in these applications.
 Laser welded tailored blanks are widely used in manufacturing parts of the 
car body such as doors, front and side panels, side beams and wheel arches. 

Aluminium enriched region 
(0.8 mass% of Al)

2.26 Longitudinal section of laser welds. Porosity formation is 
prevented by coating 200 mm thick aluminium on the back surface of 
the base metal prior to the welding. 
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As shown in Fig. 2.27, flat metal sheets with different gauge, strength and 
coating are joined by laser welding prior to forming and trimming. Mixture 
of different sheet metals allows a reduction in weight, number of components 
and total manufacturing cost and an improvement in crash energy management. 
This technique has been used since the mid-1980s. Most linear welding lines 
are equipped with 5–10 kW CO2 lasers. On the other hand, Nd:YAG, fibre 
or disk lasers are used mainly in non-linear welding.
 Application of laser welding in the body shop started in the mid-1980s. 5 
kW class CO2 lasers were installed by some automobile companies to weld 
body in white such as joining of the roof with the side frames. However, 
usage of CO2 lasers decreased in the late 1990s due to installation of high 
power Nd:YAG lasers with robots, which are capable of three-dimensional 
laser welding.
 Installation of remote laser welding started in the early 2000s to produce 
car body components. In this system, the laser spot quickly moves by high-
speed scanning mirrors to weld some parts very quickly. A high beam quality 
laser is required to cover the wide welding area with a long focal length of 
normally greater than 1 m. A slab CO2 laser was first used to attain a high 
beam quality laser beam. Reduction of the tact time and high productivity 
are the main advantages. Due to progress of high power disk and fibre lasers 
with high beam quality, a new remote welding system combined with a 
robot was developed. More flexible and faster welding was achieved using 
fibre and disk lasers. This system is called ‘remote welding on the fly’ and 
is used widely.

2.6.2 Aircraft industry

Airbus applied CO2 laser welding of the stringer to skin sheets for aircraft 
fuselage panels in the early 2000s (Schumacher et al., 2002; Vollertsen et 

1.3 mm
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1.3 mm

1.4 mm

1.4 mm

2.27 Laser welded tailored blanks.
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al., 2004). This was achieved by developments in laser welding systems and 
weldable Al-Mg-Si-Cu alloy. Instead of conventional riveting, the stringers 
are joined to the skin sheet by simultaneous laser welding from both sides 
as shown in Fig. 2.28. Al-12% Si filler wire is used to avoid hot cracking. 
Weight reduction, high productivity, improvement of corrosion resistance and 
high cost performance are the main advantages of replacing the conventional 
riveting process with laser welding.

2.6.3 Shipbuilding industry

The first laser welding application in the shipbuilding industry was the 
manufacture of sandwich panels by Meyer Werft in the mid-1990s (Roland 
et al., 2004). It was produced by stake welding of flat panels up to 10 mm in 
thickness to webs by 12 kW CO2 laser as shown in Fig. 2.29. Weight reduction 
with high strength and stiffness and low distortion can be attained.
 In Europe, guidelines for approval of CO2 laser welding was laid down 
following a number of national and EC projects in the mid-1990s. This 
accelerated the applications of laser welding in the shipbuilding industry. 
Long straight butt and fillet welding lines of thick steel plates were installed 
at Odense Steel Shipyard (Sellerup, 1999), Fincantiaeri (Manzon, 1998) and 
Blohm & Boss (Kahl, 1998) in the late 1990s. The line consists of a gantry 
equipped with high power CO2 lasers from 12 to 18 kW. The line includes 
monitoring and feedback control systems, edge preparation and machining 
and/or wire feeding systems. A most attractive advantage of installing high 
power laser is reduced distortion, which significantly reduces total man-
hour consumption for additional straightening operations. Improvement of 

Sealing 
compound

Rivet

Weld 
seam

Riveting speed: 0.15–0.25 m/min Welding speed: 8–10 m/min

Cross section 
of weld seam

2.28 Comparison of riveting and laser welding for the skin to stringer 
joint (from Vollertsen et al., 2004).
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mechanical accuracy enables automation of the production line and high 
productivity was realized. Meyer Werft installed four laser/GMA hybrid 
welding stations from the late 1990s to early 2000s (Roland et al., 2004) 
and now the amount of laser hybrid welds in a large cruise ship is close to 
50% of the total weld length.
 Recently, fibre and disk lasers have been installed by some shipbuilding 
companies due to flexibility of fibre delivery systems. However, CO2 
laser has also been installed in new lines due to stability of the welding 
phenomena.

2.6.4 Steel industry

From the early 1980s, the steel industry installed 5–10 kW CO2 lasers for 
welding of hot or cold rolled steel sheets in continuous coil welding lines. 
Joint interface property was much improved by replacing flash welding with 
laser welding. In the early 2000s, two 45 kW class CO2 lasers were applied 
to welding of hot steel bars of 30 mm thickness at continuous finish rolling 
lines (Minamida, 2002). 
 CO2 lasers were also installed for manufacturing small diameter stainless 
steel welded pipes to improve productivity in the early 1980s. CO2 lasers 
are still being used in this application field. For manufacturing pipes with 
medium diameter and heavy wall thickness, 25 kW CO2 laser welding 
combined with high frequency induction coil preheating was applied in the 
mid-1990s (Hayashi et al., 1996; Ono et al., 2001). 

2.6.5 Other applications

High power CO2 lasers have been used to fabricate parts of some chemical 
plants such as the plant for petroleum refining. A large skirt made by thick 
stainless steels is fabricated by CO2 lasers as shown in Fig. 2.30(a). T-beams 

2.29 Laser welded sandwich panel.
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(a)

(b)

2.30 CO2 laser welding for chemical plant: (a) a skirt 4 m in diameter 
fabricated by CO2 laser welding, (b) CO2 laser welding of 25 mm 
thick stringer to the web. 
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are also fabricated by CO2 lasers as shown in Fig. 2.30(b), where 25 mm 
thick stringer is welded to the web. Components of plasma reactor used for 
production of compound, semiconductor and nanomaterials such as carbon 
nanotube are manufactured by CO2 laser welding with low distortion and 
no weld defects. CO2 lasers are also used to weld a pipe to a blade for skate 
shoe runners.

2.7 Future trends

CO2 laser welding has been applied in a variety of industries since the mid-
1970s. In the early 1990s, multi-kW class Nd:YAG lasers were developed. 
It has a great advantage in its fibre-optic delivery system, although the beam 
quality of rod-type YAG lasers is worse than that of CO2 lasers. Therefore, 
applications of YAG laser welding immediately expanded mainly in the 
field of thin plate welding.
 In the mid-2000s, high power brilliant lasers such as disk and fibre lasers 
were developed. As the beam quality of these lasers is very high, application 
fields of these lasers have been expanding not only in thin plate welding but 
also in heavy section welding. The development of these lasers significantly 
reduced the usage of CO2 laser welding. However, some problems such as 
melt through, spattering and narrow optimum conditions still remain to be 
solved in heavy section fibre and disk laser welding. CO2 laser welding will 
continue to be used in some areas unless these problems are not solved. 
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Abstract: Laser welding in keyhole (KH) mode using solid-state laser 
emitting in near infrared at nearly 1 micron wavelength is discussed in this 
chapter. The main physical processes involved in laser welding are presented 
and the reasons for using this laser wavelength are shown. Section 3.2 
describes the KH geometry and related physical mechanisms controlling 
its stability. The role of the main operating parameters is also presented. 
Section 3.3 shows examples of the evolution of keyhole and weld pool 
behaviour for various welding speeds illustrating the mechanisms discussed 
in Section 3.2. Finally in the conclusion, expected diagnostics improvements 
necessary for supporting adapted numerical simulations of this laser welding 
process are discussed.

Key words: welding with disk or fibre laser; keyhole, vapour plume and 
melt pool dynamics.

3.1 Introduction

The recent advent of the new generation of solid-state lasers based on Nd-
YAG, disk or fibre technology, emitting in the near infrared region in the 
range of 1.03–1.07 micron, has renewed and strongly amplified the interest 
in using these types of lasers for the welding process. Compared to CO2 
lasers, their greater ability to transport this wavelength with a fibre offers 
an incomparable advantage for industrial applications particularly when 
anthropomorphic robots are used. Also, these lasers now have a very high 
level of reliability, with high efficiencies and presently achieve CW powers 
up to several tens of kW, with an outstanding beam quality reaching quite 
near diffraction limit. So, for these reasons they have become a very popular 
tool for joining technology where high performance and high quality with 
good flexibility are required for the welding of many different materials.
 One usually defines two different types of welding. The first one is called 
the conduction mode: in that case, the absorbed intensity is lower than a 
given threshold, which depends on the material and the welding speed, where 
evaporation inside the focal spot is not sufficienthy intense to generate a 
keyhole. The size of the corresponding melt pool is then mainly controlled 
by the heat conduction from the focal spot and welding speed. Keyhole (KH) 
welding or deep penetration welding is the second type of laser welding, which 
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occurs when the laser intensity inside the focal spot is high for generating 
a high evaporation rate, and so the corresponding recoil pressure depresses 
the melt pool surface and allows the laser beam to penetrate deeply inside 
the material. KH generation is therefore the basic mechanism of this mode 
of welding characterized by a combination of complex physical mechanisms 
such as laser absorption, conductive and convective heat transfer, a complex 
hydrodynamic flow around the KH and inside the melt pool, and a strong 
coupling of the vapour plume with this melt pool.
 If conductive welding appears at first glance rather simple to describe, the 
dominant mechanisms being laser absorption at the melt pool surface, and 
conductive heat flow inside the melt whose hydrodynamics is controlled by 
Marangoni surface effect, this is not at all the case with KH welding. One 
can easily understand that there are many unknowns concerning these very 
different complex mechanisms that occur during that process and great efforts 
to understand them are still being undertaken in many laboratories in order 
to master this important laser process, to make it more reliable and also to 
improve it in order to achieve better performance. In the first part of this 
chapter, we will review the main phenomena that are believed to control this 
process: they concern basically the keyhole (KH) formation and its dynamics, 
and the resulting hydrodynamics of the melt pool that will define the final 
weld seam quality. The effect of operating parameters, such as welding 
speed, laser intensity or power and of course the nature of the material used 
are also of primary importance for understanding this global behaviour. In 
the second part, a typical example of evolution of the resulting weld seam 
is presented when two of the main operating parameters, the welding speed 
and the incident power, are modified. The chapter concludes by presenting 
possible directions for improvement of the present understanding necessary 
for future adaptations to numerical simulations of that process.

3.2 Basics of laser welding in keyhole (KH) mode 

with solid-state lasers

3.2.1 Main geometrical KH characteristics: wall 
inclination and KH depth 

The basic phenomenon that is at the origin of the KH formation is the recoil 
pressure that pushes the liquid generated during the surface laser heating, on 
the sides of the focal spot and allows further penetration of the laser beam 
inside the material. This ‘piston effect’, which has been described by Semak 
and Matsunawa (1997) for welding conditions, can be easily understood 
in the case of pulsed laser welding, or of course during drilling processes 
that occur at much higher intensities than for welding, i.e. when there is no 
displacement of material during the laser pulse: the vapour/liquid interface 
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moves into the laser direction, inside the material with a ‘drilling velocity’ 
Vd and the melt is ejected laterally with a velocity Vm mainly controlled 
by the recoil pressure Pevap resulting from the strong surface evaporation. 
When there is a relative displacement between the laser beam and material, 
defined by the welding speed Vw, the previous scheme is greatly modified: 
the KH geometry no longer has an axial symmetry: it is then defined by a 
keyhole front wall (KFW) and a keyhole rear wall (KRW), characterized by 
their respective inclinations along the welding direction and the side walls 
can be considered as quite vertical (see Fig. 3.1(a)).
 For this configuration, the main process of laser energy deposition results 
from the incident laser beam that impinges the KFW under a large angle of 
incidence. Depending on the partial or full penetration regime of the KH, its 
aspect ratio L/D (L: KH depth, D: KH diameter), and its KFW inclination 

, the local piston effect on the KFW ejects the melt sideways around the 
KH and downwards along the KFW. This KFW inclination angle  is a 
very important parameter: first, it defines the main absorptivity A( ) of the 
incoming laser beam on this surface. As the local angle of incidence is rather 
high, the absorptivity can be important if one considers the Fresnel equation 
behaviours and their dependence with the beam polarization (Dausinger and 
Shen, 1993) that can be modified by local surface roughness (Bergström et 
al., 2008). Also, macroscopic or microscopic surface deformations resulting 
from surface instabilities generating humps or ripples (Golubev, 2004) have a 
non-negligible effect on the level of local absorptivity. Direct measurements 
of KFW absorptivity by using full penetration welding experiments have 
shown levels of absorptivity in the range of 60–70% (Fabbro et al., 2005) 
for non-polarized beams. As a consequence, one should expect that multiple 
reflections of the laser beam inside the KH are not important for the process 
of energy distribution inside the KH when medium range incident laser 
intensities are used.
 The second consequence that implies the KFW inclination is that it 
controls the penetration depth. From geometrical considerations (see Fig. 
3.1(b)), it is easy to see that the contribution on the penetration depth L of the 
impingement of the incident beam with a diameter D, when the entire beam 
is intercepted, is given by L = D/tg . Physical analysis of the equilibrium 
of the KFW has allowed us to determine the main basic parameters of the 
KH geometry, for stationary conditions (Fabbro, 2010b). One can find that 
the KFW inclination  is given by a rather simple relation:

  tg  ≈ Vw/(kI0 A0)  [3.1]

In Eq. [3.1], the parameter k is a proportionality factor between the 
drilling speed Vd and the absorbed intensity: Vd ≈ k . Iabs. This factor k is 
representative of some energy balance of the process that depends mainly 
on the workpiece material. It can be determined experimentally for similar 
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3.1 (a) General skech of laser welding: A: Laser beam; B: Welding 
speed; C: KH front; D: Humps; E: Vapour jets; F: FKW inclination; G: 
Melt flow; H: Chevron structure; I: Solidification front; J: Melt pool; 
K: Weld seam cross section; L: Resolidified material. (b) Scheme of 
the longitudinal section of a keyhole in a case of full penetration. 
Incident beam has a uniform intensity I0, with a diameter D. Material 
is moving from right to left with the welding speed Vw. Under these 
conditions, the bottom of the KH can be enlarged by the reflected 
beam. 

conditions of incident laser intensity (typically k ≈ 3 ¥ 10–11 m3/J for 304 
stainless steel) or estimated from the results of the ‘piston model’ of Semak 
and Matsunawa (1997). So the dependence on penetration depth L with the 
main operating parameters will be:
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  L ≈ k I0 A0 D/Vw = (4A0k/ ) · P/(D · Vw) [3.2]

where P is the incident laser power. It is interesting to notice that this scaling 
dependence on the penetration depth L with the ratio P/(D · Vw) has been 
verified in many experiments (Beyer, 2008; Dausinger et al., 2002; Verhaege 
and Hilton, 2005), particularly at high welding speeds Vw.
 At low welding speeds, because of the small inclination of the KFW, it is 
easy to show that the resulting absorbed laser intensity on the KFW becomes 
very low and only depends on the welding speed, with the relation: 

  Iabs = Vw/k [3.3]

Equation [3.3] is interesting because it shows that the absorbed intensity 
depends only on the welding speed, and not on the incident intensity. This 
is a very simple self-regulating mechanism: for a given welding speed Vw, as 
the incident laser intensity I0 increases, the KH depth L also increases (Eq. 
[3.2]), but the absorbed intensity on FKW is constant, due to the decrease 
of the FKW inclination (Eq. [3.1]).
 Now, let’s consider the KH stability at low welding speed. The KH will 
be maintained open, if the excess of recoil pressure Pevap over the ambient 
pressure Pa counterbalances the surface tension pressure Ps = 2 /D inside 
the KH (Hirano et al., 2011); as this opening pressure is increasing with 
the absorbed intensity, Eq. [3.3] shows that for low welding speeds, this 
excess of recoil pressure should become lower than the characteristic KH 
closing pressure controlled by surface tension (Fabbro, 2010b). So, for these 
conditions, the KH cannot be stationary; it closes itself quite periodically, 
and is continuously re-opened, as in a drilling process, by the continuous 
incoming incident laser beam. From these considerations, one can estimate 
that the maximum penetration depth Lmax for achieving a stable KH regime 
is given by:

  Lmax ≈ (2CA0/ )P [3.4]

where C is a constant defined by the relation between the evaporation pressure 
Pevap with the absorbed intensity: Pevap – Pa ≈ CIabs, where C is in the order of 
1 bar/(MW/cm2) for SUS304 (Fabbro et al., 2006a). For greater penetration 
depths, one can expect strong fluctuations that may lead to some defects such 
as trapped porosity from the KH bottom inside the weld seam, strong spatter 
generation and, as a final consequence, some limitation of the penetration 
depth. Typically, for SUS304, one can estimate that (Fabbro, 2010b):

  Lmax(mm) ≈ 1.5P (kW) [3.5]

 The last important effect of the KFW inclination concerns the direction 
and the level of the dynamic pressure of the vapour emitted by the ablation 
process on the KFW. We have seen that for the range of incident intensities 
characteristic of KH generation, the process generates a recoil pressure that 
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can be estimated to be linearly dependent on the absorbed intensity on the 
KFW. So, as the welding speed increases, the KFW inclination also increases 
as well as the absorbed intensity on the KFW. Consequently, the recoil 
pressure also increases and typically can reach a few bars for an absorbed 
intensity of about 1 MW/cm2 on steel material (Fabbro et al., 2006a). As the 
direction of expansion of the vapour is perpendicular to the local surface of 
the KFW, this vapour jet impinges on the KRW with a dynamic pressure Pd 
that can be similar to the recoil pressure, if the distance between the KFW 
and KRW is small, which is usually the case. It is the impact pressure Pd of 
this vapour on the KRW that maintains the KH opened, balancing the sum 
Ps + Pm of the ‘closing’ pressures of the KRW that result from the surface 
tension pressure Ps = 2 /D and from the dynamic pressure Pm ≈ 0.5 m V 2

m 
due to the liquid melt flowing laterally around the KH with the speed Vm, 
as a result of the recoil pressure applied on the KFW. (One must mention 
that if the welding velocity is not too low, the laser beam does not hit the 
KRW; so we do not have the term Pevap for the previous pressure balance 
on KRW.)
 For these conditions, one can show that the equilibrium of the KRW 
cannot be stable (Fabbro and Chouf, 2000a, b), and so the KRW shows 
many fluctuations that are likely to generate some defects inside the melt 
pool. Moreover, these fluctuations can be even more easily triggered, if one 
considers that surface instabilities such as humps or ripples are present on the 
KFW surface, this effect being reinforced at low welding speeds (Golubev, 
2004). In that case, important localized evaporation on these humps located 
on the KFW produces strong jets of vapour that can easily destabilize the 
KRW. As a result, bubbles of vapour can be generated inside the melt pool. 
Depending on the fraction content of the trapped shielding gas inside the KH 
(which may not be negligible, if one considers the very unstable behaviour 
of the KH in this regime), their position along the KH and the velocity 
field inside the melt pool, these bubbles can be evacuated at the melt pool 
surface, or if not, may result as porosity whose final size depends mainly on 
their shielding gas content when they are initially generated. The dynamic 
behaviour of these bubbles, whether or not it leads to porosity formation, 
has been remarkably demonstrated by the various X-ray shadowgraphy 
experiments realized by the Osaka team (Katayama, 2010) for the last 20 
years and also more recently at IFSW in Stuttgart (Abt et al., 2011). Also, 
some rather recent 2D and 3D numerical simulations have been able to 
reproduce the complex mechanisms of the interaction of the vapour plume 
with the melt pool (Amara et al., 2006; Amara and Fabbro, 2008; L. Zhang 
et al., 2011).
 The previous considerations about the KH geometry (and more precisely 
its KFW inclination defined by the welding speed and the incident laser 
intensity), and the corresponding direction and dynamic pressure of the 
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emitted vapour allow us to have a general view of the behaviour of the 
coupling between the KH and the surrounding melt pool:

∑ At low welding speed, the KH is rather deep, quite vertical and very 
unstable, leading to irregular collapses. The laser beam impinges on 
the collapsed liquid wall and pushes it downwards generating bubbles 
inside the melt pool that are not easily evacuated (with possible pore 
generation). Upward expansion of the vapour plume induces droplets 
and spatter generation.

∑ When the welding speed increases, KFW inclination increases and 
correspondingly the KH depth decreases. The evaporation on the KFW 
generates vapour jets that impinge on the KRW, producing different 
types of defects that may or may not be evacuated, depending on their 
size and the local induced upward flow of the liquid behind the KRW. 
So, bubbles leading to pores can be created and also droplets are emitted 
from the top part of the KRW and/or from the rear rim of the KH 
aperture. For some range of welding speeds, adapted conditions may 
lead to quite a stable configuration where the upper part of the KH is 
opened enough to allow a correct vapour ejection with a quasi-stationary 
velocity field inside the melt pool. In that case, porosity formation can 
be suppressed.

∑ At high welding speed, the KH depth still decreases and becomes rather 
small. The KFW inclination and therefore the absorbed laser intensity 
are important, so the resulting vapour jet is intense but it is emitted quite 
vertically; so, it no longer interacts with the KRW, and the previous 
defects cannot appear. However, as the melt flow expelled sideways from 
the KFW has a high velocity under these conditions, the resulting melt 
pool may present strong undercuts or even humping defects at welding 
speeds. This evolution of the KH and melt pool behaviour as a function 
of the welding speed will be detailed in Section 3.3.

3.2.2 Spatter formation

In addition to the porosity formation mechanism, the vapour jet issued from 
the KFW also plays a very important role in the spatter generation mechanism. 
From Eq. [3.1], we are able to know the mean direction of the ejected metal 
vapour, because it is emitted perpendicularly to the KFW whose inclination 

 increases when the welding speed increases or the incident laser intensity 
decreases. But when  increases, the vapour jet impinges on the upper part 
of the KRW, with an increase of its dynamic pressure due to higher absorbed 
intensity. Therefore, under these conditions, spatters can be generated and 
are ejected rearwards, in the direction of the vapour jet. By using high-speed 
video camera, the analysis of the maximum ejection angle of the trajectory 
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of droplets emitted from the rear part of the KH rim confirms the linear 
relation between the KFW inclination and this maximum angle of droplet 
trajectory (Weberpals and Dausinger, 2007). In fact, the direction of this 
spatter emission is deviated from the direction of the vapour jet. This is 
because the final velocity of the spatters is given by a sum of momentum of 
the vapour jet emitted perpendicularly from the KFW and an upward directed 
melt flow occurring on the KRW (Weberpals, 2010). This deviation is more 
important in partial penetration than in full penetration. This spatter ejection 
can even be partly controlled and reduced: for similar operating conditions, 
by inclining the laser axis in the forward direction, the resulting reduction 
of the KFW inclination makes the vapour jet rather collide with the central 
part of the KRW, instead of its upper part, which is more sensitive to droplet 
ejection. In that case, the KH becomes more elongated, and spatter formation 
or induced defects inside the melt pool are minimized. 
 There is also another method for reducing spatter emission and for 
improving the final weld seam quality. It is usually observed that when 
the laser focal spot is located inside the workpiece, at a distance from the 
workpiece surface of about 1–3 mm (depending on the corresponding beam 
waist and beam intensity profile), the weld seam quality is significantly 
improved and even a greater penetration depth results. This effect is likely 
to result from the localization of the most intense zone of evaporation in 
the beam, which corresponds to the minimum focal spot, which is then deep 
inside the workpiece. At this depth, the KRW and behind it the melt pool, 
can sustain more easily the impact of the vapour jet, than in the wider upper 
part of the KRW. So, one can understand that the vapour jet is the main 
mechanism that can perturb and efficiently modify the hydrodynamics of 
the melt pool. Its control, if possible, is of primary importance during laser 
welding. Additional examples will be shown in Section 3.3.
 A similar, and even stronger, perturbation is observed when Zn-coated 
sheets are welded in overlap joint configuration without a gap between the 
sheets. In that case, hot zinc vapours can only emerge inside the keyhole 
through a channel that is localized at the sheet interface and emerging at 
the KFW. Due to their high dynamic pressure (roughly corresponding to 
the saturation pressure of Zn at steel melting temperature), Zn vapours 
expel violently the liquid and large amounts of the rear melt pool can be 
blown away leading to cavities and blowholes in the weld seam. It has been 
shown experimentally that, depending on the relative position of this sheet 
interface with the upper surface, this liquid perturbation can be minimized 
in order to favour the Zn vapour expansion (see Fig. 3.2). The same effect 
is also obtained when a top-hat intensity distribution is used compared to a 
‘peaked’ intensity distribution, because a clear aperture is similarly generated 
at the bottom of the KRW. Another possible solution consists in using an 
elongated focal spot along the welding direction that maintains the KRW at 
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3.2 Computed keyhole profiles when two Zn-coated sheets of 
different thicknesses are welded in overlap configuration. The RKW 
is deformed by the Zn vapour jet escaping from a channel at the 
sheet interface: (a) 0.44 mm/0.90 mm and (b) 0.90 mm/0.44 mm. 
Experimentally, one observes that case (b) is much more stable 
than case (a) because the greater enlargement of the KH bottom 
allows the Zn vapour to escape more easily. A: Sheet interface; B: 
Zn vapour channel; C: Zn vapour jet; D: Flow followed by the Zn 
vapours (incident laser power: 4 kW, Vw: 3.5 m/min, top-hat intensity 
distribution, focal spot diameter: 0.45 mm, 5 ms time interval 
between each profile for visualizing their fluctuations) (Fabbro et al., 
2006b).

enough distance, at about 1 mm, in order to allow the dynamic pressure of 
Zn vapour to decrease. However, this solution requires a rather large incident 
laser power (Kielwasser et al., 2000; Fabbro et al., 2006b).
 It is also well known that an efficient solution to this problem is to maintain 
a gap of about 0.1–0.2 mm depending on the thickness of the sheet material 
and the coatings, which allows Zn vapour venting between the two sheets. 
Some recent simulations of this effect show the resulting modification of 
the melt flow field (Geiger et al., 2009). For generating such a gap between 
the two sheets, many techniques have been designed, but an elegant solution 
was recently proposed by pre-processing dimples on the upper surface of 
the second sheet before the final assembly (Gu and Shulkin, 2010). These 
dimples, with controlled height, can be easily generated using a laser weld 
seam realized in the humping regime, i.e. when the weld seam is obtained 
at very high welding speed, typically 60–80 m/min. This operation is then 
very rapidly obtained on these parts, using high-speed remote scanning optics 
and high beam quality lasers.
 At low welding speed, the inclination angle of the KFW is very small, so 
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the keyhole is quite vertical. It is also rather unstable, continuously re-opened 
and consequently the metal vapour plume is mainly ejected upwards. Under 
these conditions, this vapour plume has much less impact on the KRW, but 
interacts mainly by its friction effect along the KH walls. The corresponding 
shear stress g and induced upwards melt flow velocity U0 can be estimated 
using g ≈ 8 g Vg/D and U0 ≈ 3 ( g L/ m m)1/3. Typically g ≈ 100–200 N/m2 
and the resulting induced upward melt flow velocity U0 ≈ 5–10 m/s (Fabbro, 
2010a). This upwards melt flow is very important and, when it reaches the 
melt pool surface, it spreads along the radial direction. It is also responsible 
for the large bumps that are generally observed around the KH rim for these 
operating conditions. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can also appear for these 
high speeds of ejected vapour plume; the previous process is then amplified 
and may lead to spatter and droplet ejection (Golubev, 1995). It is likely 
that high beam quality lasers, which generate small focal spot diameters, 
easily induce these effects. On the other hand, one can also understand the 
quality improvement generally observed when large keyhole sections such 
as those obtained with large or elongated focal spots are used (Hohenberger 
et al., 1999; Luft, 2009). The use of large focal spot diameters is a general 
rule that can be applied for improving the KH stability.

3.2.3 KH opening stabilization using a side gas jet

We have seen that for low welding speeds, in stationary conditions, the 
evaporation pressure is not sufficiently intense to maintain an opened 
keyhole. It is then possible to maintain this opening by using a neutral gas jet 
delivered inside the keyhole by a small side nozzle (Kamikuki et al., 2002; 
Fabbro et al., 2006c) (see Fig. 3.3(a)). If the gas is correctly delivered, the 
dynamical pressure of the gas jet can be adjusted in order to balance the 
closing pressure controlled by its surface tension effects.
 Figures 3.4 (a) and (b) show characteristic images of the melt pool with 
and without using the gas jet. The effect of this additional gas flow is very 
interesting: It maintains the KRW wall at a large distance from the KFW 
and so the laser beam is no longer intercepted by the KRW fluctuations. 
Therefore the laser beam can penetrate deeper inside the material. Also, the 
induced vapour plume is much less important and is more stable compared 
to conventional welding. Finally the hydrodynamic flow of the melt pool 
is very different from what is usually observed without the gas jet and it 
can be controlled: melt flow is ejected rearwards in a continuous, stationary 
and quite laminar flow. As a result of the use of the side gas jet, a gain of 
40–50% in the KH penetration is observed, without any porosity. Also, the 
wine-cup-shaped weld seam usually observed at these low welding speeds 
is suppressed (see Fig. 3.3(b, c)) because the flow is no longer directed only 
upwards but also rearwards by the gas jet. This modified flow also explains 
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3.3 (a) Scheme of the opening of the KH aperture using a 
longitudinal side gas jet. The two positions, front or rear, can be 
used. Weld seam without (b) and with (c) a side gas jet. The weld 
seam contours have been highlighted (Plaser: 4 kW, Vw: 1 m/min, focal 
spot diameter: 0.6 mm). A flow rate of 20 l/min of Argon gas was 
delivered through a 2 mm diameter nozzle. It generates a dynamical 
pressure of 20 kPa at 5 mm from the nozzle aperture on its axis. 
By adjusting the argon flow rate, any dynamical pressure can be 
obtained inside the keyhole in order to avoid its closure.
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the increase of the height of the observed weld seam reinforcement (see 
Fig. 3.3(c)). 3D modelling of the interaction of a side gas jet with the melt 
pool was also realized (L. Zhang et al., 2011): it was concluded that an 
improvement in the stability of the molten pool and a reduction in spatters 
and pores could be obtained.
 This technique can be used for severe conditions: using this gas jet-assisted  
laser welding technique, X. Zhang et al. (2011) have been able to weld 316L 
stainless steel plates up to 40 mm thick, in two passes with an 8 kW disk laser 
and at 0.3 m/min welding speed without any porosity or other defects.

3.2.4 Vapour plume behaviour

Compared to the CO2 laser wavelength, the 1.06 m of the Nd-Yag laser has 
a very different behaviour concerning its interaction with the vapour plume. 
Firstly, as the Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient of an ionized 
gas with a given electronic density follows a 2 scaling law, one can consider 
that this absorption mechanism is not at all relevant at 1.06 mm, for incident 
laser intensities characteristic of welding processes. As a consequence, the 
temperature of the vapour plume follows the temperature of the surface where 
the evaporation process occurs; in fact, this plume temperature may be even 
lower, due to its expansion into the ambient atmosphere and because its re-
heating cannot occur due to the very low absorption coefficient, as discussed 
above. So these plume temperatures are rather low, in the range and above 
the evaporation temperature Tv of the material at atmospheric pressure. 
Spectroscopic measurements have confirmed this rather low temperature of 
the vapour plume and correspondingly its very low ionization state (Greses, 

(a)

(b)

3.4 Melt pool behaviour and KH aperture without (a) and with (b) a 
side gas jet that delivers a dynamical pressure of 8 kPa inside the 
KH. The resulting elongated KH obtained in that case has a length of 
about 2 mm. (Welding speed: 3 m/min; Plaser: 3 kW; Spot diameter: 
0.6 mm). White vertical arrows show the axis of incident laser beam 
location.
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2003; Greses et al., 2004; Katayama, 2010). This explains that, unlike CO2 
laser welding where the plume temperature in the range of 6,000–10,000 
K results from its reheating by the Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption, the 
nature of the shielding gas used, such as He, N2 or Ar, has no effect on the 
final result of welding when 1 mm laser wavelength is used.
 The second aspect of the laser–plume interaction concerns the important 
role of particles ejected back towards the laser along the direction of the 
beam. These particles have a very wide range of radius r that can vary 
from a few nanometres when they result from clusters of atoms, aggregates 
or ultra-fine particles generated by some complex mechanism of local 
condensation of these metallic atoms, to micron size or above, when they 
result from liquid droplets detached from the liquid wall by this violent 
expanding vapour jet as discussed in Section 3.2.2. Because this range of 
radius particles is typically smaller or about the 1.06 mm wavelength, it is 
expected that scattering and absorption by these small particles may play a 
much more important role than with the CO2 10.6 mm laser wavelength. It 
is known that Mie scattering becomes effective when the ratio r/  is about 
one and Rayleigh scattering scales with (r/ )4, so these mechanisms must 
be very efficient with short laser wavelengths. The analysis of the relative 
contribution of the beam absorption (that produces heating of these particles) 
and of the scattering terms (that induces a significant defocusing effect of 
the laser beam) shows that absorption is dominant for small particles, while 
scattering becomes important for larger ones (2 r/  > 1).
 Nevertheless, the application of these theories to experimental conditions 
is not satisfying due to the lack of precise knowledge of experimental 
parameters such as the volume ratio (ratio of particle volume to plume volume) 
or particle radius distribution along the vapour plume. However, Greses et 
al. (2004) has shown that for welding conditions at 1.06 mm, the particle 
average size inside the vapour plume varied from 20 to 50 nm when He or Ar 
shielding gas was used, while for CO2 laser welding, this size was typically 
10 times smaller; this likely results from the strong difference of the plume 
temperature between these two types of welding. Moreover, attenuation and 
scattering of a probe beam, of different wavelengths, transverse to the vapour 
plume, confirm the importance of this mechanism occurring at shorter laser 
wavelengths (Katayama, 2010). In fact, the real importance of the perturbing 
effect of these scattering mechanisms can really be emphasized when the 
vapour plume is blown away by an intense transverse gas jet located very 
near the workpiece surface. Typically, the penetration depth and weld seam 
area are improved by 15–20% when the vapour plume is correctly ‘cut’. It 
is likely that the use of a side gas jet, as discussed in Section 3.2.3, also 
induces such effect by dispersing the vapour plume and therefore reducing its 
scattering and/or absorbing effect. One must also add that, apart from these 
localized scattering mechanisms, radial index variation on the shielding gas 
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above the surface induced by thermal heating from the workpiece or from the 
vapour plume itself, can perturb beam propagation and modify the focal spot 
intensity distribution, particularly for fibre remote welding (Mitzutani and 
Katayama, 2009). These results clearly show that the control of the vapour 
plume and more particularly its size reduction or its suppression by adapted 
techniques, or of the shielding gas environment, improves the quality and 
the performance of the welding process. Moreover, due to the large relative 
variation of the focal spot by these perturbing mechanisms when small focal 
spots (and/or small apertures of focusing optics) are used, one may expect 
that these improvements should be very effective when high beam quality 
lasers are operated.

3.2.5 Welding under vacuum conditions

Welding under vacuum conditions is also another way of reducing the 
perturbing effects induced by the vapour plume previously discussed. This 
improvement has already been analysed for high power CO2 laser welding 
(Poueyo-Verwaerde et al., 1993). At low ambient pressure, the Inverse 
Bremsstrahlung process of laser absorption by the plasma plume is less 
efficient due to the decrease of its electronic density as a consequence of the 
reduction of ambient pressure. Therefore, plume temperature decreases and 
more laser energy can be transmitted into the KH; typically, on 35NCD16 
steel, at a low welding speed of 0.3 m/min and Plaser = 7.5 kW, the KH 
penetration depth was increased by about 40% when ambient pressure was 
reduced to about 0.6 kPa. Simultaneously, the characteristic ‘wine cup’ 
shape of the weld seam top disappeared and large bulging of the melt pool 
was observed behind the KH.
 At 1.06 mm laser welding, if very similar resulting effects are also observed 
(Abe et al., 2010), the physical mechanisms are rather different. We have 
seen in Section 3.2.4 that the Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption process 
is not effective at this wavelength; therefore the only mechanism that is 
likely to occur when the ambient pressure is reduced is the strong decrease 
of the vapour plume density during its expansion outside the KH into this 
reduced atmosphere. The size of the plume is efficiently reduced due to this 
3D expansion just outside the KH aperture and the strong decrease of the 
observed plume luminosity and its steady behaviour confirm the reduction 
of perturbing effects. One can also expect that inside the KH, the vapour 
plume density is also decreased due to this easy and rapid expansion into 
vacuum. This point also explains the corresponding suppression of spatter 
emission and the much more stable behaviour of the KH and the melt pool. 
At low welding speeds, the KH being quite vertical, the vapour plume is then 
ejected vertically along the KH axis and so perturbs more efficiently laser 
beam propagation. Improvements observed for welding in vacuum conditions 
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are therefore much more effective at low welding speeds. The consequence 
of the strong reduction of the absorption and scattering mechanisms in low 
vacuum conditions, with a more stable KH, is that more laser energy can 
be injected inside the KH, which then has a greater depth with a narrower 
size of the weld seam. Abe et al. (2010) obtained an increase of KH depth 
typically from 20 to 43 mm when the ambient pressure was reduced to 
about 1 kPa, on 304 stainless steel, at a welding speed of 0.3 m/min (with 
an incident laser power of 16 kW on a 0.4 mm focal spot diameter). For 
higher welding speeds, 3–6 m/min, the corresponding increase was only of 
15–20%.
 One must add that evaporation under vacuum conditions also modifies 
the temperature threshold for KH generation. As a general condition of 
KH equilibrium, we have previously seen that it is the excess of the recoil 
pressure Pevap due to evaporation, over the ambient pressure Pa, which must 
counterbalance the KH closure pressure Ps due to surface tension, at low 
welding speeds. Therefore, for vacuum conditions, this condition is realized 
for a surface temperature of the KH walls with a lower temperature than the 
usual evaporation temperature Tv. As this reduction of surface temperature 
can be about 10% of Tv (Hirano et al., 2011), by considering the energy 
balance of the process, a significantly greater penetration depth has to be 
expected for similar operating parameters.

3.3 Examples of weld speed variation on global 

behaviour of keyhole (KH) and melt pool

The previous discussion will be illustrated now by some examples of evolution 
of the melt dynamics, analysed with a high-speed video camera, for variable 
welding speeds. Incident laser power and laser spot diameter were kept 
constant at 4 kW and 0.6 mm, respectively. 304 Stainless steel samples were 
used, in partial penetration mode. This analysis allows the definition of five 
main characteristic contiguous regimes, which are only controlled by the 
welding speed and where the action of the vapour plume on the melt pool is 
emphasized. This action is controlled by the geometry of the keyhole front, 
itself defined by the welding speed and incident laser intensity. Although the 
following observations are done for specific conditions of P = 4 kW and 0.6 
mm focal spot diameter, it must be emphasized that these results are general 
and can be classified as a function of the FKW inclination angle 

3.3.1 Welding speeds below 5 m/min: ‘Rosenthal’ 
regime

This regime, occurring for welding speeds lower than 5 m/min, is characterized 
by a rather large melt pool, even in front of the keyhole, because of the 
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rather low welding speed. The melt pool surface shows many chaotic 
surface fluctuations and large swellings of liquids fluctuating around the 
keyhole aperture, which is rather well defined and remains circular (see 
Fig. 3.5(a)).
 Because of these fluctuations, there is no clear laminar flow around the 
keyhole and the Marangoni effect is unlikely to occur for these conditions. 
Many spatters are emitted mainly from the keyhole rim, and particularly on 
its front side. On this range of welding speeds, one can see a rapid decrease 
of the penetration depth as well as large fluctuations of ejection direction of 
the vapour plume. These fluctuations can be correlated with the previously 
described melt pool swelling fluctuations. Macrographs of cross sections of 
the weld seam show a gradual transition of the shape from the well-known 
‘wine cup shape’ characteristic of a low welding speed (typically about 
1–3 m/min) to a more slender shape for 5 m/min. From the analysis of the 
keyhole tilting for these low welding speeds, discussed in Section 3.2.1, we 
know that the keyhole is quite vertical. Therefore, despite these fluctuations, 
one can schematize this regime by a vertical cylindrical keyhole surrounded 
by a large melt pool with very limited hydrodynamics. So the description of 
this situation as a kind of ‘Rosenthal’ heat flow regime, where the keyhole 
surface is uniformly heated at some temperature close to the evaporation 
temperature, could be used.

3.3.2 Welding speeds between 6 and 8 m/min: ‘single 
wave’ regime

This regime is observed for welding speeds ranging from 6 to 8 m/min. It is 
characterized by the presence of a rather large single swelling generated near 
the top of the rear keyhole wall (see Fig. 3.5(b)). It is only from this region 
that large melt droplets are emitted. This large wave is ejected rearwards 
quite periodically due to back and forth oscillations of the melt pool, leading 
to quite periodic closures of the keyhole. It is the vapour plume, which is 
emitted rather deeply inside the keyhole and which collides with the melt 
pool that triggers these oscillations.
 One can observe that only the tilted KFW is clearly heated by the incident 
laser beam (unlike the ‘Rosenthal’ regime where the luminosity characterizing 
the laser heated surface was more uniformly and randomly distributed all 
around the keyhole surface). More interestingly, when the ejected vapour 
plume collides with the melt pool and lifts it, a corresponding local heating 
of the liquid surface results from the impact of this energetic heated vapour 
plume. So the vapour plume not only transfers impulse momentum, but also 
a non-negligible amount of energy due to its rather high temperature.
 It is interesting to note that when high beam quality lasers are used, i.e. 
with smaller focal spots and correspondingly rather greater penetration depths 
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(a) Rosenthal regime: Vw < 5 m/min

(b) Single wave regime: 6 Vw < 8 m/min

(c) Elongated KH regime: 9 < Vw < 11 m/min

(d) Pre-humping regime: 12 < Vw < 19 m/min

(e) Humping regime: Vw > 20 m/min
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3.5 Characteristic views of KH with surrounding melt pool with 
corresponding weld seam cross section, and corresponding sketches 
of the five described regimes obtained for various welding speeds. 
(Focal spot diameter: 0.6 mm, stainless steel material.) Scale of melt 
pool: 1 mm.
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obtained for this range of rather low welding speeds, one also observes a 
‘humping regime’ characterized by very periodic humps generated at the 
rear of the KH on the weld seam (Behler and Schäfer, 2005; Miyamoto et 
al., 2004; Thomy et al., 2006). This results from the friction of the ejected 
vapour acting all along the deep KRW that drags and lifts this part of the 
melt pool, and whose effect is dominant compared with its colliding effect 
that occurs when larger focal spots are used.

3.3.3 Welding speeds between 9 and 11 m/min: 
‘elongated keyhole’ regime

This regime, which is observed for welding speeds ranging from 9 to 11 m/
min, is characterized by an elongated keyhole whose maximum length of 
about 2 mm, is obtained at 11 m/min (see Fig. 3.5(c)). This regime also shows 
some fluctuations, but with much less intense liquid oscillations than in the 
previous regime, and smaller induced swelling heights. This elongated keyhole 
shows two characteristic zones that are heated: the first one corresponds, of 
course, to the more inclined KFW, common to all regimes, and the second 
one is located at the rear end of this elongated keyhole, inside the melt pool. 
Moreover, vapour plume seems to be also emitted from the second heated 
spot and so directed frontward. As in the previous regime, heating by the 
collision of the vapour plume emitted from the keyhole front is also possible. 
One could also add that weld seams obtained with this regime have rather 
good quality, and do not show characteristic defects.

3.3.4 Welding speeds between 12 and 19 m/min:  
‘pre-humping’ regime

This regime is observed for welding speeds ranging from 12 to 19 m/min. 
It is characterized by a rather strong sideward melt flow that contours the 
KFW, and an important tilting angle. The KH aperture is elongated (but 
with a shorter length than in the previous regime) and the surface of the 
following melt pool shows fluctuations characterized by only surface waves 
with rather small amplitudes. There is also a central melt flow along the 
KFW that emerges from the bottom of this very stable KFW and is deflected 
rearwards with its surface melt pool reaching a level close to the initial 
sample surface (see Fig. 3.5(d)). No more spatters or droplets are emitted, 
even from the rear rim of the keyhole as in the previous regime. Melt pool 
surface reaches the level of the surface sample and wets both sides. But 
above 15–16 m/min welding speeds, undercuts are observed on the sides of 
the seam. These undercuts begin to be important because the two side flows 
emitted from the KFW collide with the central emerging flow and press it 
towards its centre, slightly lifting it. Finally, the vapour plume is very stable; 
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its direction no longer fluctuates and is precisely ejected perpendicularly to 
the KFW interacting with the top part of the KRW. 

3.3.5 Welding speeds above 20 m/min: ‘humping’ 
regime

For welding speeds above 20 m/min, a very characteristic melt flow appears 
which corresponds to the humping regime, where the weld seam has very 
strong undercuts, with solidified large swellings of quite ellipsoidal shape, 
separated by smaller valleys.
 The main central flow always emerges from the bottom of the KFW (see 
Fig. 3.5(e)); it is strongly deflected rearwards and it rises up to a level that 
is much lower than the surface sample. So the mean melt velocity inside it 
is very high. It stays attached to the bottom of the resulting groove along 
a distance of about 2 mm and then a liquid jet is detached from the central 
part of this flow and forms a thin vertical strip propagating rearwards at high 
velocity. The hump appears at a certain distance from the detachment point 
along this vertical strip of liquid jet (Fabbro et al., 2007). It is the shrinkage 
of this melt jet strip, due to the Rayleigh instability driven by surface tension, 
at about 2 mm from the detachment point that generates the instability. 
This shrinkage cools locally this strip of melt jet and so attaches it to the 
sample. The fluid flowing inside this strip of melt jet is then stopped at this 
point, and the hump can grow. The growth of this hump stops when a next 
shrinkage occurs at about a similar distance from the detachment point that 
allows the growth of the next hump. Of course, as this thin melt jet strip 
is located at the centre of section of the groove, very severe undercuts are 
generated even near the humps. For higher welding speeds, this scheme is 
not modified.

3.3.6 Analysis of the transition thresholds between 
these different regimes

The five previous regimes have been observed for a given incident laser 
power of 4 kW and focal spot of 0.6 mm, for different welding speeds. 
In fact, one can say that this is a very general result: any set of operating 
parameters will produce behaviour that corresponds to one of these five 
regimes. These experiments have been reproduced by using incident laser 
powers varying between 2.5 and 4 kW and in order to have a greater range 
of incident intensities, the focal spot was reduced to 0.45 mm. The same 
regimes were observed but with modified welding speed thresholds. These 
results are reported in Fig. 3.6 on a laser power–welding speed diagram. 
Welding is obtained with a KH mode in the region labelled K. Conduction 
mode is only observed in the region labelled C. Typically, for a welding 
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speed of 25 m/min, KH regime is obtained for incident laser power greater 
than 0.5 kW. Of course, this power increases with the welding speed.
 For incident power varying from 2.5 to 4 kW, we have reported the welding 
speed thresholds between the ‘Rosenthal’/‘Single-wave’/‘Elongated’/‘Pre-
humping’/‘Humping regimes (these five corresponding regimes are labelled, 
respectively R, S, E, P, H). Except for the P/H transition, all the other 
characteristic thresholds increase with the incident laser power. Best-fit lines 
passing through the origin of these three series of experimental points of 
these consecutive regimes have also been drawn.
 For the P/H transition, it is interesting to note that for incident laser powers 
smaller than 2.5 kW, no humping instability is observed, even at very high 
welding speed. Also, when the incident power increases, the threshold for the 
P/H transition decreases; this behaviour is similar to previous experimental 
results obtained for different conditions (Thomy et al., 2006). The different 
behaviour of this P/H transition, compared to the three previous ones, results 
from the very different mechanisms driving this humping instability. It is 
also interesting to notice that if we extrapolate the P/H transition to higher 
incident powers, the pre-humping regime should disappear.
 From our previous analysis of the keyhole front equilibrium, one can 
relate the slope of the three best-fit lines plotted in Fig. 3.6 through the 
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3.6 Location of different regimes respectively labelled R, S, E, P, 
H, inside the incident laser power–welding speed plane. Regions 
corresponding to keyhole (K) and conduction (C) regimes are also 
indicated. Linear best-fits for the R/S, S/E and E/P transitions have 
been drawn, with corresponding FKW tilting angle a. (Top-hat 
intensity distribution; Focal spot diameter: 0.45 mm; Stainless steel 
material.)
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experimental thresholds of the corresponding transitions, with the mean 
inclination of the KFW. The combination of Eqs [3.1] and [3.2] gives a 
linear relation between incident laser power P and welding speed Vw:

  P = B · Vw,  [3.6]

where the slope B of this linear relation between P and Vw, is given by:
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Using Eq. [3.7], the KFW inclination angles  that would reproduce the slopes 
of these three best-fi t lines in Fig. 3.6 are 15°, 30° and 45° for respectively 
the R/S, S/E and E/P transitions. In fact, these angles are in fair agreement 
with the corresponding experimental measurements obtained by using the 
high speed videos.
 This model shows that this slope B is proportional to the penetration depth 
L (Eq. [3.7]). So, for a given transition (R/S, S/E or E/P), all the welding 
speed thresholds corresponding to that transition will occur at the same 
penetration depth or KFW inclination. Of course, as expected, when one 
goes from R to P regimes, the corresponding penetration depths decrease 
as the welding speeds increase.
 So these results indicate that the transition between the fi rst four regimes is 
basically controlled by a characteristic tilting angle of the KFW. As we have 
seen that this angle also defi nes the direction and the dynamic pressure of 
the emitted vapour plume (this vapour plume being directed perpendicularly 
to its emitting surface), these results clearly confi rm that it is the level of 
interaction of the vapour plume with the rear melt pool that defi nes the type 
of hydrodynamic regime. At low welding speeds, the KFW is slightly tilted; 
the absorbed intensity is then rather small, as well as the dynamic pressure of 
vapour. The vapour plume is directed quite horizontally inside the melt pool 
and so perturbs the melt pool from its bottom. This would correspond to the 
occurrence of the single wave regime. As the welding speed increases, the 
tilting angle increases, as well as the absorbed intensity and correspondingly 
the dynamic pressure of the vapour plume. But this vapour plume is more 
emitted quite vertically and therefore perturbs more effi ciently the top part 
of the melt pool as in the pre-humping regime.

3.4 Conclusion and future trends

We have described in this chapter the main physical mechanisms that control 
the quality of the process of laser welding in KH mode. The main conclusion 
that results is the very important role played by vapour plume generated 
by the evaporation process that leads to the KH formation. As important is 
the direction of this vapour plume defi ned by the KFW inclination. In fact, 
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two main operating parameters, the incident laser intensity and the welding 
speed, control both this direction and the dynamic pressure of the vapour 
plume. We have seen that this vapour plume can perturb the welding process 
in two ways: first by perturbing the beam propagation, by scattering and/or 
absorbing the incident incoming beam, particularly when small focal spots 
or low aperture optics are used. As a general rule, it is recommended to blow 
away the vapour jet each time it is possible, in order to get reproducible, 
constant and non-perturbed conditions of irradiations. The vapour jet can also 
strongly perturb the melt pool geometry and its hydrodynamics by its impact 
on the KRW. The final quality of the weld seam is a sensitive function of the 
method used to attenuate these perturbations. We have seen that enlarging 
the focal spot, for example by using a side gas jet that repels the KRW to 
larger distances from the KFW, or finding an adapted defocused position, 
or inclining the incident laser beam, or even welding in vacuum conditions 
may be possible solutions that should improve the final quality, but of course 
their possible use must be balanced with the induced constraints.
 However, there are still many unknowns related to different mechanisms 
and future experiments should be focused on them. One can mention several 
points that should be improved in the near future. A precise knowledge of 
absorption mechanisms on the KFW is necessary. This could be helped by 
determining the KFW surface geometry by adapted experiments with high 
time and space resolution, improving, for example, present high-speed video 
imaging and/or X-ray shadowgraphy techniques. This problem of surface 
instabilities generated by non-linear coupling of thermal field and hydrodynamic 
response should also be more deeply analysed on a theoretical basis. The 
knowledge of resulting recoil pressure is also rather poor; as we have seen, 
this parameter is very important because it controls melt side-flow velocity 
and dynamic pressure of the vapour jet. Presently, very few experiments have 
been done to determine this recoil pressure for this range of absorbed intensity. 
Moreover, the effect of several parameters such as the ambient pressure and 
the nature of alloying elements of the workpiece make the determination 
of recoil pressure rather complex. Also, the thermodynamic state of metal 
vapour (mean density, temperature, cluster or particles distribution, flow 
field, etc.) is completely unknown at present. We have seen that this point is 
very important for the beam propagation into the vapour plume outside the 
KH; but for inside the KH, beam scattering should control its propagation 
and so the resulting beam homogenization should interfere with the previous 
surface instabilities and absorption mechanisms.
 Concerning the melt pool, its geometry, and particularly the shape of its 
KRW, and also its dynamics flow field, should be analysed with greater spatial 
and temporal precision than presently. High-speed X-ray shadowgraphy, 
possibly using tracers, will be an indispensable tool. One should also add 
that a better knowledge of the surface tension or the dynamic viscosity of the 
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workpiece material dependence with temperature would be useful. Finally, one 
could also remark that there is an important thermodynamic parameter, which 
is the temperature, which is usually poorly measured during experiments and 
which is always a direct output of numerical simulations. Having diagnostics 
able to give time and space resolved temperature distribution in a sub-melting 
to evaporation temperature range is still a challenge.
 So, the precise determination of all these very different parameters should be 
important data that must be compared with corresponding results of numerical 
simulations. It is interesting to note that already, several publications begin 
to show the possibility to realize 3D numerical simulations of laser welding 
where these main various mechanisms can be described self-consistently, for 
non-stationary conditions, and where the hydrodynamics of the melt pool 
and vapour/free surface interaction are also taken into account (Ki et al., 
2002a, b; Dasgupta et al., 2007; Otto et al., 2011; L. Zhang et al., 2011; 
Pang et al., 2011). Depending on their initial various hypotheses and also 
computational facility used, the main phenomena involved in the coupling 
between the KH and the melt pool dynamics discussed in that chapter, have 
already been correctly reproduced (Pang et al., 2011). So, the numerical 
results of simulations are presently very encouraging. We are convinced that 
with continuous efforts on improvements to these numerical simulations on 
one hand, and, on the other, with the corresponding experimental progress 
on several experimental diagnostics as mentioned previously, one should be 
able to have, within a few years, very powerful simulation tools that are able 
not only to reproduce precisely the main observed characteristics, but also 
to optimize operating parameter selection for a targeted goal, by avoiding 
long series of experiments.
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3.6 Appendix: list of symbols

A( ) angular dependence of absorptivity
A0 absorptivity under normal incidence
B slope of relation between laser power and welding speed (J/m)
C slope of relation between evaporation pressure and absorbed intensity 

(s/m)
D spot diameter (m)
Iabs absorbed laser intensity (W/m2)
Icond conduction loss inside solid (W/m2)
I0 incident laser intensity (W/m2)
k constant (m3J–1)
L keyhole depth (m)
Lmax maximum depth of a quite stable keyhole (m)
P incident laser power (W)
Pa ambient atmospheric pressure (N/m2)
Pd dynamic pressure of ejected vapour plume (N/m2)
Pevap evaporation pressure (N/m2)
Ps keyhole closing pressure due to surface tension (N/m2)
r particle radius inside the vapour plume (m)
Tv workpiece evaporation temperature (K)
Vd drilling velocity (m/s)
Vg vapour plume velocity (m/s)
Vm melt velocity (m/s)
Vw welding speed (m/s)

 inclination of the front keyhole wall (rd)
 laser wavelength (m)
m  melt density (kg/m3)
  surface tension of metal liquid (N/m)
g  shear stress (N/m2)
g, m dynamic viscosity of metal vapour and melt (Pa.s)
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Abstract: The chapter presents different applications in welding with disk 
lasers. This includes the general concept of disk lasers and the advantages 
of disk laser welding in comparison to other laser concepts. Presented 
applications include laser welding of sheet metal, welding in precision 
machining, laser metal deposition, laser scanner welding and laser hybrid 
welding.

Key words: disk laser, welding in precision machining, laser metal 
deposition, laser scanner welding, laser hybrid welding.

4.1 Introduction: key principles of disk lasers

While the disk laser concept was invented in the early 1990s, the first industrial 
products were available in 2003. Before the disk laser was invented, the rod 
laser was dominating the solid-state laser market. But the relatively thick 
rod leads to a parabolic temperature profile (higher temperature in the inner 
part of the rod, lower temperature at the outer part) and limited the output 
power and beam quality respectively. The next step in laser development was 
a laser with a thin disk. The laser gain medium of such a laser is a wafer-
thin crystalline disk made of Yb:YAG, about 15 mm in diameter and 0.2 
mm thick. The disk rests on a heat sink, which dissipates heat and cools the 
disk, effectively eliminating the disadvantages of a rod and allowing highest 
output power at very good beam quality (see Fig. 4.1). The cooled rear side 
of the disk has a reflective surface, which reflects the laser beam and pump 
light and acts as a folding mirror. The disk laser is pumped by efficient diode 
lasers. Their pump laser beam is focused to a diameter of a few millimeters 
and then aimed at the disk. The disk is so thin that it absorbs only a fraction 
of the pump radiation that passes through. For this reason, the pump beam is 
passed through the disk several times, by means of a pair of folding mirrors 
and a parabolic mirror in the interior of the cavity (see Fig. 4.2).
 The laser beam is produced in the disk and exits the cavity through a 
hole in the center of the parabolic mirror. The output mirror of the resonator 
is located outside the cavity. The laser power can be modified in different 
ways: on the one hand via the excitation power, in other words the power 
of the pump laser beam; and on the other hand via the irradiated area of 
the disk. Laser power of up to several kilowatts can be generated with one 
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cavity. For even greater power levels, up to four cavities can be optically 
coupled. Folding mirrors (also called bending mirrors) guide the laser beam 
from cavity to cavity, connecting the cavities optically (see Fig. 4.3). Here, 
too, the end mirror and output mirror of the resonator are located outside 
the cavities.
 The disk laser design benefits from unique properties:

Brilliant 
output

Front side: 
pumping

Back side: 
Efficient cooling

T

r

4.1 Basic principle of disk lasers.

Bending mirror

Pump laser beam

Rear mirror
Crystalline disk

Cavity

Output mirror
Outgoing 
laser beam

Parabolic mirror

4.2 Cavity of a disk laser setup.
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∑ Virtually no thermal lensing (flat temperature profile) due to axial heat 
flow enables high brightness of the disk laser.

∑ Low power densities on the active material because of large pumping 
diameters.

∑ Low brightness requirements of the pump diodes enable cost-effective 
lasers with high electrical to optical conversion efficiency – especially 
in the high average power regime.

∑ Area scaling of the beam cross section enables power scaling while 
keeping constant internal intensities.

∑ Deep gain saturation eliminates harmful back reflection problems.
∑ The modal cross sections are generally large compared with the longitudinal 

extension of the gain medium. Therefore high peak power sources are 
possible without facing problems due to nonlinearities.

∑ Optimally suited for frequency conversion.

Figure 4.4 shows the option to adapt the pump spot on the disk, which is 
advantageous for the scalability of the output power per disk. The output 
power from a single disk can be increased while still keeping the pump power 
density constant. Only the pump spot diameter increases with the square root 
of the desired output power. If the pump spot diameter is doubled, one can 
increase the pump power by a factor of four without changing either the 
power density or the thermal conditions inside the disk. Contrary to other 
concepts, such as the rod or fiber laser, the power density on the disk itself 
is uncritical, even at the highest output power.
 With this concept it was very easy to increase the output power of one disk 

Collimated 
pump beam

Disk

Heat sink

Retro optics Output mirror

Laser beam

Bending mirror

Rear mirror

Parabolic mirror

4.3 For higher laser power, two or more cavities are optically 
connected by mirrors.
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without changing the beam quality. A change in beam quality has virtually 
no effect on the obtainable output power of the beam source. Therefore the 
beam quality of the disk laser can be adapted to the needs of the targeted 
applications.
 In addition, Fig. 4.5 shows an output power out of one disk of about 5.5 
kW achieved for industrial environments. This is the basis of the TruDisk 
4002, which guaranties 4 kW at workpiece. The reserves of the laser can be 
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4.4 A certain laser power can be extracted per unit of area Æ  
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4.5 Output power and efficiency of a typical high power single disk 
laser oscillator for two beam qualities, BPP = 2 mm mrad (1 kW 
laser) and BPP = 8 mm mrad (4 kW laser).
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used to realize a power feedback control and to compensate power losses in 
optical components such as beam guidance, laser light cables and focusing 
optics. As the achieved welding depth is directly related to the laser power, 
the end user cannot accept any variation of this parameter. Unlike other laser 
concepts, neither the environmental conditions nor internal parameters (like 
cooling water temperature of the laser) have any influence on the output 
power, which remains constant at all times in the case of the TruDisk. As a 
result of the increased output power per disk, the number of components and 
therefore the size of the laser and the cost of the system were dramatically 
reduced.
 Besides the high potential for CW lasers, the mentioned advantages of the 
disk laser concept lead to a new generation of lasers: short-pulsed lasers (ns 
pulse duration) and ultra-short-pulsed lasers (ps pulse duration). The disk 
as a regenerative amplifier is used to amplify low power pulses and hence 
to achieve pulses with highest peak power and high pulse energy (up to 50 
MW peak power (ps pulses) and up to 150 mJ (ns pulses) demonstrated at 
TRUMPF). These lasers are mainly used in micro applications such as cutting 
of mobile display glass, various applications in the photovoltaic industry, 
drilling holes, e.g., in injector nozzles or scribing materials like ceramics.

4.2 Technological trends and developments

The first available disk lasers have been operated with approximately  
500 W output power per disk. Improving the technology in different steps 
lead to 1 kW per disk, 2 kW per disk, 4 kW per disk and nowadays even 
to 6 kW per disk output power. The result was a price decline, a dramatic 
reduction in footprint and an increase in overall efficiencies of up to 30% 
which is equal to a reduction in electrical power consumption by a factor of 
ten compared to lamp pumped rod lasers. The highest CW power at almost 
diffraction limited beam quality was demonstrated by Boeing with 27 kW 
laser power. Combining these results with the results achieved in ultra-short 
pulsed ps laser development (50 MW, 300 mJ, > 100 W average power), one 
can imagine the immense potential of the disk laser setup for high power 
CW lasers as well as for high peak power short pulse lasers. As mentioned, 
the theoretical limit calculated by the University of Stuttgart indicates that 
30 kW from one disk could be possible. Hence, the future development of 
disk lasers will continue in three main areas: 

∑ increase the output power per disk to reduce investment, operating costs 
and footprint at very good beam qualities suited for cutting, welding 
and brazing

∑ increase the peak power or pulse energy respectively for short-pulsed 
and ultra-short pulsed lasers for micro applications
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∑ convert the wavelength: the features of the disk laser (e.g., modularity) 
makes it quite simple to convert the infrared wavelength to green or 
ultraviolet.

In summary, the disk laser principle will continue to play a decisive role for 
macro and micro material processing due to its high average power, high 
peak power, possibility for frequency conversion, truly scalability at constant 
internal intensities and its economical benefits in high efficiency, in short an 
ideal and versatile platform for industrial material processing.

4.3 Applications

4.3.1 Laser technology as part of the e-mobility  
mega-trend

E-mobility has generated a lot of interest in recent times. A big challenge 
to bring this trend into reality lies in the battery technology. Lithium-ion 
batteries seem most promising. The production process of lithium-ion batteries 
is already well known from the mobile phone industry. For e-mobility battery 
manufacturers now have to adapt the manufacturing process to their specific 
needs and to an even higher output. Laser technology is a key element. Besides 
laser marking, laser welding is indispensable for battery cell manufacturing 
and packaging of these. Remote welding with high-brightness disk lasers 
allows for the highest productivity.

Motivation

In the development of low emission technology for electric cars such as 
hybrid, plug-in hybrid or battery vehicles, the battery is the key component. 
The most preferred battery concept is the lithium-ion battery. A high power 
density and a very good reload behavior make lithium-ion batteries very 
attractive in comparison to other battery types. Within the production process 
of the lithium-ion battery, there are many applications for laser technology, 
from welding of the housing via welding of contacts to marking of the final 
battery.

Industrial implementation

Lithium-ion batteries for mobile phones, hand-held devices and laptop 
computers are more compact than those for electrical vehicles but the 
manufacturing tasks are the same. A major task is the hermetic sealing of 
the aluminum housings. In the electronics industry, laser welding has been 
used for many years now to close the battery housings by welding a lid to 
the can. It is a state-of-the-art production technique and known as a well-
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established reliable manufacturing process. Other processes, such as micro 
plasma welding, do not meet the demands of the industry.
 Pulsed Nd:YAG lasers have the biggest installed base in welding of lithium-
ion battery housings. They create homogeneous, perfect and hermetically 
sealed weld seams without holes and cracks (see Fig. 4.6). A precise control 
of the laser power is needed in order to guarantee the quality of the seam. It 
also prevents damage to the inner parts of the battery by assuring a constant 
welding depth. Therefore, the pulsed Nd:YAG lasers TruPulse from TRUMPF 
have a real-time power control. Although the heat-input is low in laser 
welding, specially designed fixtures made of copper help to dissipate excess 
heat from the battery and to improve the weld seam quality as well.
 With an average power of several hundred watts, welding speeds of a 
few meters per minute are possible with pulsed Nd:YAG lasers.
 Lithium-ion battery manufacturers for electrical vehicles now make use 
of the broad experience of the electronics industry. Most manufacturers are 
evolving from electronics into the fast growing field of e-mobility, so they 
have the process knowledge already in-house. The key exercise for them is 
to increase the productivity and therewith lower the total costs for battery 
manufacture. The reason for that is the large number of single battery cells 
needed for one electrical vehicle to drive for several hours and several hundred 
kilometers. Millions of batteries per year are expected to be produced for 
electrical vehicles in the near future and the numbers will even grow.
 One step here is to use continuous-wave solid-state lasers with an output 
power of 1–6 kW. High-brightness disk lasers of the TruDisk series are 

4.6 Lithium-ion battery for a mobile phone with a pulsed weld seam 
at front and laser marking.
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the ideal tool for welding of high-reflecting materials like aluminum and 
copper (Fig. 4.7). They are insensitive against back-reflections and allow 
higher welding speeds than pulsed Nd:YAG lasers. The welding speed of 
disk lasers of several meters per minute is a prerequisite to limit the heat 
input and the formation of spatters. Using a scanner focusing optics makes 
the process often more profitable, because it allows guiding the laser beam 
a lot faster.
 In many installations image processing helps to optimize the welding 
process by exactly positioning the laser beam on the weld seam. It can 
compensate tolerances in the parts and fixture and additionally can be used 
for quality inspection, too, if needed. For traceability reasons, all batteries are 
marked with a serial number and often with even more production-relevant 
data. Marking lasers are ideally suited for this permanent mark. They can 
be integrated directly into the production line.

4.3.2 Laser welding in sheet metal

The joining process has always played a crucial role in sheet metal fabrication. 
Alongside component marking, it comes at the end of the sheet metal 
process chain and therefore has to meet particularly high demands in terms 
of delivering a high-quality weld seam with little need for post-weld work 
(see Fig. 4.8).
 The current machines for laser cutting, punching and bending sheet metal 
parts are high-precision systems that produce metal components to tight 
tolerances. Up to now the subsequent joining process has largely consisted 
of arc welding, such as tungsten inert gas (TIG) or gas metal arc (GMA) 
welding. Despite new developments to reduce the heat input per unit length 
of weld – using low-energy arc welding techniques – considerable distortion 

4.7 Cross section of a welded I-seam (aluminum).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

4.8 (a)–(f) Sheet metal process chain.

(e) (f)
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is usually caused by the introduction of energy over a large area of the 
component by the arc. After the joining process, considerable straightening 
and other post-weld work has to be performed on the precision-manufactured 
part.
 In this respect laser welding enjoys an immense advantage. The small 
melt pool and low amount of heat introduced significantly reduce the amount 
of weld distortion compared with conventional methods. Hardly any post-
weld work is therefore necessary, and the seams possess very high static 
and dynamic strength. Narrow, precise, contact-free welded seams produce 
smooth, fault-free surfaces. The high process speed and reproducibility of 
laser welding reduce costs, while delivering higher quality. As sheet metal 
fabricators increasingly individualize their product portfolios, laser welding 
yields decisive competitive advantages: thanks to the advantages described, 
the investment in a laser welding system is recouped even from small batch 
sizes when all cost-relevant factors are considered.
 Robot-guided systems are particularly suitable for manipulating the laser 
welding beam. With their six axes, and possibly also additional positioning 
axes, they possess great flexibility and can perform complex movement 
sequences on frequently changing parts in response to standardized travel 
commands (see Fig. 4.9). Thanks to their great flexibility, fully automatic 
robot systems for laser welding are an ideal choice for an extremely wide 
range of applications. These extend from sheet metal users engaged in the 
manufacture of automotive parts and kitchens, to those involved in electrical 
and precision engineering, mechanical engineering and medical technology, 
through to tool and die making.
 Possible applications in sheet metal fabrication are presented below, taking 
medical engineering components as an exemplary reference. Workpieces 
in this sector must meet the most exacting demands, because safety and 
hygiene have top priority in patient care. For example, robot laser welding 
systems have been used successfully for years to produce operating tables. 
Deep penetration welds are made on parts that have to meet high strength 
requirements, while heat conduction welds with a smooth and dense visible 
seam are also produced (see Fig. 4.10).
 A further possible application of laser welding is the substitution of 
milled parts by laser-processed sheet metal components (see Fig. 4.11). 
The laser-cut sheet metal parts are positioned in sandwich configuration 
and then welded by the laser beam. The high travel speeds in laser cutting 
and welding, the low component distortion and the high strengths produce 
an efficient, low-cost component that possesses the same functionalities as 
a comparable milled part.
 Laser welding with flexible robot systems has been established for years 
in many areas of industry. Ongoing optimization of the control technology 
has made it progressively easier to operate the robot systems, which has 
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encouraged the more widespread industrial use of this technology. In 
addition, most robot installations today incorporate measuring systems 
which make them easier to use both in production planning as well as in 
the actual production process. As a result, robot laser welding systems can 
meet the major and diverse challenges that exist in sheet metal fabrication. 
This is true not only in respect of rising standards in component design, 
weld preparation and related process sensor technology, but also in the face 
of increased individualization, as batch sizes get smaller and change more 
frequently.

(a)

(b)

4.9 (a), (b) TruLaser Robot 5020 robot system for laser welding.
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4.3.3 Laser metal deposition by powder injection

Laser metal deposition (LMD) is used to produce coatings with defined 
properties as well as to repair areas where material is missing due to wear 
or damage. This technology can also be applied to add material on the 
component surface in order to change the part design.
 By means of this technique, a deposit material is melted by the laser heat 
source. Part of the energy is absorbed by the substrate causing controlled 

(a)

(b)

4.10 (a), (b) Heat conduction-welded top plate (source: TRUMPF 
Medical Systems).
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melting of a thin layer of the base material. This ensures a metallurgical 
bonding between the coating and the base material. The deposit material can 
be transferred to the substrate by powder injection or wire feeding. If using 
deposit materials in powder form, the powder particles are fed into the melt 
pool by appropriate delivery nozzles (see Fig. 4.12). Single layers with a 
coating thickness between ca. 0.3 mm and 2 mm can be produced. Several 

4.11 Laser-welded sandwich component for use in medical 
engineering.

4.12 Principle of laser metal deposition, transfer of deposit material 
by powder injection.
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layers can be deposited one upon the other in order to increase the total 
coating thickness. Track widths as narrow as 0.4 mm can be obtained. 
 Examples of application of this technology include:

∑ repairing of injection molds in mold making and tool manufacturing.
∑ reconditioning of bearing seats (bearing contact surfaces), shafts, rods 

and seals, sliding valves and discs, exhaust valves in engines as well as 
cylinders and rolls in mechanical engineering applications. 

∑ refurbishment of turbine and compressor blades, Z-notches, nozzle 
guide vanes (NGVs), sealing elements and casings in jet engines; also 
gas turbine blades can be repaired using this technique.

∑ production of coatings on orthopedic implants.

Since, by means of deposition, welding coatings with improved resistance 
against abrasive, erosive and adhesive wear can be produced, this technique 
is used for the coating of cutting tools (see Fig. 4.13).
 Also a major application of laser metal deposition is the repair and 
refurbishment of high-value components such as piston ring grooves in 
modern four-stroke engines. The surfaces of the piston ring grooves are 
affected by chemical corrosion and wear due to hard particles in the fuel. 
For reparation by laser metal deposition, cobalt and iron-based alloys can 
be used (see Fig. 4.14). Deposit requirements are not only appropriate wear 
resistance but also resistance against oscillating temperature profiles.

4.13 Laser metal deposition for coating production on agricultural 
cutting discs. 
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(a)

(b)

4.14 (a, b) Piston ring groove after laser metal deposition and 
machining, by courtesy of Gall & Seitz Systems GmbH (Hamburg, 
Germany). (c, d, e) Refurbishment of piston ring grooves by laser 
metal deposition.
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(c)

(d)

4.14 Continued
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 The laser technologies offer many advantages when compared with 
conventional processes such as TIG deposition welding: the thermal load 
produced by the laser beam affects only the area immediately surrounding 
the weld itself, making it possible to reduce dilution, distortion and thermal 
stress formation. In addition to this, by means of the laser, it is possible to 
coat complex 3D structures and to access hard-to-reach areas like inside edges 
or sunken holes. Disk or direct diode lasers (e.g., TruDisk, TruDiode) are 
suitable for automated deposition welding, the relative movement between 
the substrate and the laser optic being provided, depending on the required 
working envelope and positioning accuracy, by robotic manipulators or 
Cartesian machines.

4.3.4 Laser scanner welding

Remote laser welding or laser scanner welding is one of the most common and 
successful global applications of the disk laser. Many automotive companies 
as well as suppliers (e.g., seat industry) rely on the disk laser technology 
and have integrated remote welding in their production lines. The controllers 
of the TRUMPF programmable focusing optics (PFO) scanner systems can 
be linked together with the motion controllers of robotic systems in order 
to achieve full synchronization between the motion of the robot axes and 
the activity of the scanner optics. This so-called ‘welding-on-the-fly’ allows 

(e)

4.14 Continued
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for the fastest material processing while the scanner optics is being moved 
in space by the robot which enlarges the scanner’s processing space and, 
in addition, which provides three-dimensional access to the processed part, 
if needed.
 In this way it only takes a few seconds to weld components like car doors 
precisely and firmly. Doing this, the robot arm carries the scanner optics 
along a smooth path at a constant working distance of about half a meter 
over the workpiece. Deflection mirrors within the PFO direct the focal point 
in fractions of a second from weld seam to weld seam. A TruDisk disk laser 
far away from the processing station generates the laser beam. Up to 100 m 
long, flexible laser light cables conduct it to the programmable focusing 
optics. The PFO at the end of the laser light cable is the central element for 
the precise positioning of the laser’s focus point on the car body component. 
Inside the PFO, two very rapid and precisely pivotable deflection mirrors 
direct the beam through a so-called flat field objective. Thus, in fractions of 
a second they adjust the created focus point remotely in X and Y directions 
within the total work field, without any need to move the entire scanner 
optics itself. If in addition the PFO is also equipped with a moveable lens 
inside, this lens can also control the position of the focal point along the Z 
axis (Figs 4.15 and 4.16). The repositioning of the focused laser beam from 
one end to the other of one of these three positioning axes takes a mere  
30 ms.
 There are three basic preconditions for welding on the fly: first, a solid-state 
laser is needed as the beam source. Only flexible fiber optic cables that can 
follow the movement of the robot can conduct the laser beam to the scanner 
optics. The second precondition is high laser beam quality so that in spite 
of the long focal length of the used flat field objective, it is still possible 
to create a sufficiently small focus point. This is necessary because for the 
intended deep penetration welding process, the diameter of the focal point 
should not exceed 0.6 mm. Modern diode-pumped solid-state lasers like the 
disk laser generate the usual laser output powers for remote laser welding in 
car body production of 4–6 kW with beam qualities of 4–8 mm mrad. This 
allows for focusing distances three to six times the focusing distance being 
possible with a lamp pumped laser at the same laser power level. The third 
condition for the positioning of weld seams on the component exactly to the 
millimetre is the online synchronization between the robot and the scanner 
control. The scanner control can only take into account possible deviations 
of the robot from the originally programmed pathway, and compensate 
for them at any time of the on-the-fly laser welding process, if the robot 
control communicates to it the actual position of the scanner optics over 
the component in real time. The biggest advantage of the remote welding 
process is the extremely high productivity. Inefficient and unproductive times 
between welding steps can essentially be eliminated. Therefore, the laser, 
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as a welding tool, can be used in the most efficient way possible. While the 
laser-on time of conventional laser welding applications is about 30–40%, 
the remote laser process enables laser-on times of up to 90%. In comparison 
to conventional resistant spot welding, the process speed can be increased by 
a factor of three to ten! Another advantage of laser remote welding is a high 
flexibility. The geometry of the seam can be adapted to the actual stresses at 
the weld joint, which enables a continuously optimized laser suitable design. 
In addition, the seam geometry can be adapted to the local situation. While 
a slim flange leads to slim C-shape or linear welding geometries, circular 
C-shapes can be chosen, if the space enables such geometries. Figures 4.17 
and 4.18 show a selection of different remote welding applications.
 Welding patterns in any selected shape and size can be achieved with a 
PFO by means of the freely programmable built-in deflection mirrors with 
maximal welding speed and without any loss of precision, even when it is 
guided over the car body component by the rather clumsy and imprecise robot. 
The principal patterns used here are short lines, circles, C-shaped brackets 
or S-shaped welds. The free configuration, arrangement and orientation of 
the laser weld seams permit optimal adaptation of a welded joint to the 

–Z

+Z

–X
+X

+Y

–Y

4.15 Principle of the programmable focusing optics (PFO) 3D. Two 
rotatable mirrors are positioning the beam in the X and Y directions. 
The movement of an additional lens is positioning the focus location 
in the Z direction.
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4.16 Rapid welding sequence performed by the programmable 
focusing optics (PFO) 33.

subsequent load in daily use. In addition, linear laser weld seams require 
less space on the component than the circular weld spots produced with the 
resistance spot welding process. As a result, the width of the flange can be 
reduced. Smaller, lighter, and more economical components can be produced 
in this way.
 The advantages are not only quantitative; there are also advantages in 

(a)

(b)
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quality of parts because remote laser welding decreases production tolerances. 
On the one hand, it subjects the parts to less heat input and mechanical 
stress than the usual welding processes. The parts are not distorted as much 
and their structural geometry is not affected. On the other hand, the lower 
number of positioning and clamping procedures contributes to an even 
greater dimensional stability of the welded components as well as the entire 
car body. 

4.3.5 Laser application in powertrain production

‘Powertrain parts’ refers to the group of components that generate power and 
deliver it to the road surface, water, or air (e.g. crankshaft, clutches, torque 
converters, gear parts, drive shafts, wheels, etc.) (Fig. 4.19).

4.17 Laser remote welded car seat (courtesy of Faurecia).

4.18 Laser remote welding in body in white: rear section (courtesy of 
Daimler).
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 Powertrain components and laser welding as a joining method found each 
other early on and they are a good match. The powertrain components have 
small tolerances and are mainly machined. During assembly, the parts are 
often additionally joined mechanically, i.e. they are attached, pressed in or 
shrunk. Ideally, in laser welding, this results in a joint gap that is very narrow 
or practically nonexistent. The laser seams, in turn, can bear heavy loads. 
The welding depth can be controlled more uniformly and precisely than 
with other welding processes. This contributes to high strength and quality 
of the welded components. The laser beam welds with very little or almost 
no distortion and the seam has a high finish quality. This frequently makes  
it possible to skip the refinishing step. Precision in laser welding also makes it 
possible to further reduce the tolerances in the transmission parts. The results 
are more durable transmissions that run quieter and are more comfortable 
for the driver and passengers. However, two additional factors are driving 
the current wave of investment in powertrain applications. There is political 
pressure to manufacture lighter-weight cars and, to help achieve that goal, 
find unused potentials in the powertrain and create processes to leverage 
them. For the example of a dual clutch, laser welding in production already 
achieves direct savings in terms of material and process steps. In addition, it 
can be automated and is suitable for manufacturing large production volumes 
(Figs 4.20 and 4.21).
 In addition to the classic CO2 lasers, solid-state lasers are also being used 

4.19 Laser welding of a truck differential gear.
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more often. The deep, subtle, highly stressed seams of many powertrain 
applications require a weld quality that for a long time primarily only CO2 
lasers were able to deliver. But now even the current disk lasers meet the 
high requirements and offer the additional advantage that their light can be 
distributed by means of a laser network and fast changing beam switches 
on the processing stations. Additionally, solid-state lasers can be smoothly 
integrated into the production line since laser light can be easily delivered 
to the work station via fiber optic cable. The length of this fiber optic cable 
and thus the distance between the beam generator and the welding machine 
can be up to 100 m (Figs 4.22 and 4.23).
 All processing steps can be monitored and controlled using modern sensor 
and camera technology. This is especially true for process-critical positioning 
and the welding process itself. In order to achieve a perfect seam, the joining 
partners must be perfectly aligned and the center of the focus spot – measured 
to only a few tenths – aimed precisely at the center of the joint gap. CCD 

4.20 Differential gear: old bolted version (left), new laser welded 
version (right).

4.21 Laser welded dual clutch.
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Charge-coupled device (CCD) camera systems have proven reliable for 
this purpose, in that CCD systems are also able to identify different joining 
configurations or record and measure workpiece edges, openings and gaps 
and even an offset in the Z axis. If the components are suitably prepared, 
even a through-weld, for example in an annular duct, can be identified. The 
image processing system first gives the exact coordinates for positioning 
and determines, via a camera, whether the joint gap is optimal for welding. 
If errors are found, such as a joint gap that is too large, the control system 
reports this to the overriding controller and discharges the component as 

4.22 TRUMPF TruDisk laser.

4.23 TRUMPF TruDisk cavity.
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defective. The component can then be refinished and fed back into the 
process, which, in turn, reduces defects and makes the overall process more 
economical (Figs 4.24 and 4.25).

4.3.6 Hybrid laser welding with high laser power

Laser hybrid welding emerged in the 1980s, as CO2 lasers were reaching the 
necessary performance yield for deep welding, often called keyhole welding. 
In this process, the laser beam partially vaporizes the work material. In this 
way, a deep, narrow vapor capillary is formed in the fused metal around the 
beam. This effect is both the strength and the weakness of the process. On the 
one hand, even very thick sheets can be welded in one pass over the entire 
face, something that is generally economically or technically not feasible 
with other processes. On the other hand, the beam requires a sophisticated 

4.24 TRUMPF SeamLine Pro: process sensoric system including 
welding optic made by TRUMPF.

4.25 TRUMPF SeamLine Pro: pre, in, and post view of TRUMPF 
SeamLine Pro sensoric system.
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focus in order to achieve the necessary power density. This means that the 
joining gap has to be so precisely prepared and the components so exactly 
clamped that the tolerances of the faces on the entire workpiece length 
measure in the tenths of a millimeter range. This is only worthwhile when 
the components are handy to work with and the sheets are thin or if the work 
or equipment required are justified by an increase in productivity or demands 
that will be made on the final product. To overcome these limitations, the idea 
arose that an electrical arc could be combined with the laser beam, because 
the metal gas welding melts more material into the surface, applies filler 
materials to the seam and can therefore better fill in the gaps. However, the 
weld penetration depth is comparatively small. If the sheets become thicker, 
nothing is left to do for weld preparation other than milling the offsets in a 
V shape and closing the ‘valley’ that develops with numerous welding beads 
in multiple layers. But arc welding introduces a large amount of energy into 
the workpieces, even when there are not many layers and on cooling, the 
beads shrink, which leads to deformations and internal stresses. And then 
there are the costs for fabrication time and additional materials. 
 Laser hybrid welding solves these problems. While the arc improves the 
filling in of the gap, the laser increases the weld depth and the welding speed, 
thus considerably reducing the heat input. In spite of larger tolerances, the 
seam can be made in a single pass. In addition, with a higher processing 
speed, the melted welding volume is considerably lower so that much less 
heat is applied to the surrounding material (Fig. 4.26).

Arc welding torch

Wire filler

Welding gap

Laser beam

Drop transfer

Shielding gas

Fusion zone

Keyhole

Weld seam

Arc

4.26 Principle of laser hybrid welding. 
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 The breakthrough finally came with high-performance solid-state lasers. 
And yet there was a catch that delayed the spread of the process. The arc 
requires the plasma to do its work. However, this is a hindrance for the CO2 
laser because the plasma absorbs its beams. Added to that is the fact that 
the CO2 laser itself produces plasma; it ionizes the metal steam cloud from 
the keyhole. When welding with CO2 lasers, this plasma is ‘thinned down’ 
with gases such as helium that are hard to ionize. One non-ionizable helium 
cloud, however, is the last thing a MAG weld burner needs between the 
electrode and the workpiece. In addition, the CO2 laser cannot be transmitted 
in a laser light cable, which makes the processing of three-dimensional 
parts more difficult. But this is important, because laser hybrid welding is 
generally applied to components with unusual dimensions. That is why the 
traverse paths are large and controlling the beam in the optical path becomes 
a challenge.
 All of that changed when the disk laser broke through into the high 
performance range. The light from the solid-state lasers ionizes the metal 
vapor cloud very little or not at all. It is not absorbed by the plasma, anyway, 
so the arc plasma is no longer a problem. Moreover, with laser light cables it 
can be deployed to many processing stations. As a result, the distance from 
the processing head to the beam source or travel paths no longer makes a 
difference.
 Figure 4.27 shows a cross section of a hybrid weld of 12 mm thick ship 
panels. The T-joint was done in one pass. The welding speed was 1.3 m/
min at a laser power of 8 kW. The left-hand side of the picture shows the 
advantage of energy sharing the laser beam, which has been used for years 
with the disk laser. A simultaneous weld from both sides (using an energy 
shared laser beam) decreases distortion of the welded part. Another big 
advantage of the laser hybrid welding is the additional heated material of 
the arc welding which leads to a smoother cooling of the laser weld seam 
and helps in total to reduce negative effects like cracks and low hardness.
 Nowadays 10–15 mm thick plates in a single pass have been economically 
realized in industrial production. The limits for industrial production are more 
metallurgical effects like weld defects, cracks, dropping, hardness, etc., than 
the availability of the adapted laser system or laser power, respectively. 
 But the laser hybrid welding has already proven its high potential and 
hence there are different applications which will lead to future growth in 
different industries: 

∑ Welding of truck axles
∑ Welding of poles
∑ Welding of panels in shipyard area
∑ Pipeline construction
∑ Train and rail construction
∑ Finned tubes
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∑ Heat exchanger/boiler
∑ Heavy industry (cranes, dredger, etc.).

In summary, the laser hybrid welding process offers a lot of advantages, 
like increased welding speed with high sheet thicknesses. On the one hand, 
process efficiency is increased; on the other, the process enables less heat 
input into the material. Therefore, thermal distortion can be minimized. In 
addition, the combination of laser and arc increases the size of the fit-up gap 
that can be bridged compared to welding with the laser beam only.

4.4 Future trends

TRUMPF has further developed its disk laser technology. In 2009 a new 
series of industrial TruDisk lasers was released, which is the third generation 
of TRUMPF disk lasers. Compared to the second generation of disk lasers, 
significant reduction in both investment and running cost is achieved. The 
actual TruDisk generation is more cost efficient than ever before. The footprint 
of a 4 kW laser was reduced by 60% without cutting any of the well-known 
functionalities of the former TruDisk generation. Due to the versatile concept 
of the disk, both the output power as well as the beam quality can be adapted 

4.27 left: Laser hybrid welded T-joint; 8 kW laser power, welding 
depth 12 mm, welding speed 1.3 m/min right: double sided 
simultaneous welding of an 8 mm thick sheet (enabled due to energy 
sharing option of the disk laser).
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to the needs of all applications. While the maximum output power is increased 
to 16 kW, a beam quality of 2–8 mm mrad is available.
 The new generation of disk lasers has set new standards for industrial 
laser sources regarding price, running cost and reliability. Although the up-
time availability of disk lasers is known to be >99.5%, the modular design 
allows a service and maintenance friendly system. Most of components can be 
exchanged by the user, without requiring a TRUMPF service technician.
 The wide variety of different disk laser applications reflect the versatility 
of this laser concept. Applications in the micro area are served as well as in 
the thick sheet area. With the new ‘Cut assist’ option, the TruDisk possesses 
a superior intelligence which enables faster cutting on the one hand, as well 
as better cutting quality on the other.
 Due to the excellent beam quality, the new TruDisk series is suitable for 
cutting and welding applications in the sheet thickness range of 0.05 mm 
to >15 mm. Remote processes belong to the most common processes of the 
TruDisk laser. The disk laser has been used for remote welding for years 
with several worldwide manufacturing automotive OEM companies and 
suppliers. The latest development with the multi-kW TruDisk lasers was 
the melt pressure induced remote cutting, which can be used with sheet 
thicknesses of up to 4 mm.
 Further development of disk lasers aims mainly to:

∑ increase the output power per disk
∑ reduce the investment and operating costs
∑ make the laser even more compact 
∑ convert the wavelength: disk lasers combine high efficiency, excellent 

beam quality, high average and/or peak power with moderate cost and 
high reliability at multiple wavelengths, ranging from the infrared over 
the green to the ultraviolet; therefore, they are the ideal platform for 
wavelength conversion in short-pulse lasers (e.g., for the processing of 
silicon) and on the other hand for CW lasers (advantages in the processing 
of copper).
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Abstract: This chapter first describes the history and current status of 
the laser welding technology. Then, fundamentals of laser welding, such 
as keyhole formation and collapse, laser–plasma interaction, weld pool 
dynamics, porosity formation mechanisms, metal melting and solidification, 
etc., are elaborated. Finally, new developments in laser welding such as 
hybrid laser-arc welding, multi-beam laser welding, electromagnetically 
assisted laser welding, and future challenges and development of laser 
welding are discussed.
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droplet formation and impingement, electromagnetic force.

5.1 Introduction

Welding with lasers was first proposed in the early 1960s.1 After that, especially 
in the last two decades, laser welding has been increasingly applied to various 
applications in industries like automotive, shipyard, oil, etc., due to its many 
advantages over traditional welding techniques, such as high energy intensity, 
deep penetration depth; high precision and good flexibility; less distortion, 
etc. Much of its success is based on the development and availability of 
enabling technologies, which include improvements in process understanding, 
enhancements in laser sources and systems, and continued development and 
progression in process technology in laser beam welding.2

 In laser welding, high power lasers such as CO2 lasers, Nd:YAG lasers, disk 
lasers and fiber lasers have been used or are under continuous development 
as a heating source.1 According to the operation mode of these lasers, laser 
welding can be classified as pulsed laser welding and continuous wave laser 
welding. For the pulsed laser welding, the typical range of pulse durations is 
1–20 msec. At the lower end of this range, pulse frequencies can approach 
1 kHz. For the continuous wave mode laser welding, although penetration 
welding is possible at high average laser powers (>1 kW), this condition is not 
always obtainable at low average power. The CO2 laser is the workhorse of 
industrial laser welding systems because it is simple and reliable with output 
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powers up to 50 kW. It has higher output efficiency compared with other 
lasers, such as the Nd:YAG laser. The generation of high average power in 
Nd:YAG laser systems is accomplished by combining several individually 
pumped laser rods in a single resonator. One of the prime advantages of 
the Nd:YAG laser over the CO2 laser is its ability to deliver laser radiation 
through optical fibers, which makes it very attractive in robotic or multiaxis 
laser welding applications. With fiber-optic coupling, it is also possible to 
combine the power from two or more lasers.
 In recent years, many new developments and applications have occurred 
in laser welding, which includes the use of new laser source systems and 
laser welding process technologies.2 In terms of the laser source, diode lasers 
and diode pumped solid-state lasers have been the subject of innovative 
developments in the last decade. Most recently high power diode pumped fiber 
lasers were developed with attractive characteristics for materials processing 
applications. High-power fiber lasers can be used for deep penetration 
welding of various materials since its characteristic low wavelength allows 
its absorption by almost all metals and alloys, and the fiber delivery system 
provides the necessary flexibility on the positioning of the beam.
 The first use of fiber lasers dates back to the early 1960s, when low-
power lasers were used in optical amplifiers. The first 100 W fiber laser was 
produced for materials processing in 2000.3 Multi-kilowatt fiber lasers have 
now been introduced for materials processing and the maximum power from 
commercial fiber lasers can reach 100 kW. Multi-kilowatt power levels are 
achieved by combining the output from several single mode fiber lasers. The 
technology is under development to produce systems of even higher power. 
These new lasers have multiple advantages including high efficiency compared 
to lamp or diode pumped rod lasers; compact design; good beam quality due 
to the use of small diameter fibers, and thus small beam focus diameter; and 
a robust setup for mobile applications. The lifetime of the pumping diodes 
is expected to exceed the lifetime of other diode pumped lasers which leads 
to low cost.3 In order to understand these new developments and continue to 
optimize the laser welding process for its current applications and expand its 
capacity into more applications, it is crucial to have a good understanding 
of the fundamental physics involved in laser welding. Then, the current 
developments and future trend in laser welding will be discussed.

5.2 Fundamentals of laser welding

Laser welding involves a lot of complicated physical processes including 
metal melting and solidification; keyhole formation and collapse; keyhole 
plasma formation and laser–plasma interaction, which results in very 
complex transport phenomena in the welding process.4 As is well known, 
metallurgical structure and mechanical properties of the laser weld are 
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strongly dependent on transport phenomena such as heat transfer, melt 
flow, and plasma flow in the welding process.5–9 In the following section, 
major transport phenomena involved in laser welding will be discussed to 
understand the scientific fundamentals in the laser welding process. Special 
attention is given to discussions on: laser-induced keyhole plasma formation 
and energy transport in plasma; recoil pressure and mechanisms contributing 
to keyhole formation; keyhole collapse and solidification process; porosity 
formation; and metal melting and solidification process. 
 Due to the different nature of heat and mass transfer mechanisms in metal 
and plasma, different mathematical models have been developed to study the 
fundamental physics in laser welding. As shown in Fig. 5.1, one has been 
developed to study the transport phenomenon in the metal region containing 
base metal. The other is for the study of the keyhole region containing laser-
induced plasma. There is a free surface (liquid/vapor interface) separating 
these two regions. For the metal region, continuum formation is used to 
calculate the energy and momentum transport.10 For the keyhole plasma 
region, laser–plasma interaction and the laser energy absorption mechanism 
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5.1 Schematic sketch of a pulsed laser keyhole welding process. 
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are discussed. These two regions are coupled together and the volume-
of-fl uid (VOF) technique is used to track the interface between these two 
regions.10

5.2.1 Transport phenomena in metal

Differential equations governing the conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy based on continuum formulation are given below.10

Conservation of mass
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where u, v and w are the velocities in the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively, 
and Vr is the relative velocity vector between the liquid phase and the solid 
phase. The subscripts s and l refer to the solid and liquid phases, respectively; 
Subscript 0 represents the reference conditions; p is the pressure; m is the 
viscosity; f is the mass fraction; K, the permeability, is a measure of the ease 
with which fl uid passes through the porous mushy zone; C is the inertial 
coeffi cient; T is the thermal expansion coeffi cient; g is the gravitational 
acceleration; and T is the temperature. 

Conservation of energy
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where h is the enthalpy, k is the thermal conductivity, and cp is the specifi c 
heat. The fi rst two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. [5.5] represent the net 
Fourier diffusion fl ux. The third term represents the energy fl ux associated 
with the relative phase motion.
 The third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Eqs [5.2]–[5.4] 
represent the fi rst- and second-order drag forces of the fl ow in the mushy 
zone. The fi fth term represents an interaction between the solid and the 
liquid phases due to the relative velocity. The second term on the right-hand 
side of Eq. [5.5] represents the net Fourier diffusion fl ux. The third term 
represents the energy fl ux associated with the relative phase motion. All 
these aforementioned terms in this paragraph are zero except in the mushy 
zone. In addition, the solid phase is assumed to be stationary (VS = 0).

Conservation of species
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where D is a mass diffusivity and f  is a mass fraction of constitute. Subscripts 
l and s, represent liquid and solid phase, respectively.

5.2.2 Transport phenomena in laser-induced plasma

The vapor inside the keyhole is modeled as a compressible, inviscid ideal 
gas. No vapor fl ow is assumed in the keyhole and the energy equation is 
given in the following form:11
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where hv and v represent the enthalpy and density of the plasma; kv and cv 
represent the thermal conductivity and specifi c heat of the plasma. The fi rst 
term on the right-hand side of Eq. [5.7] represents the heat conduction term. 
The second term represents the radiation heat term and qr stands for the 
radiation heat fl ux vector. The fourth term represents energy input from the 
original laser beam. The last term represents the energy input from multiple 
refl ections of the laser beam inside the keyhole.

5.2.3 Laser-induced recoil pressure and keyhole 
formation

In the laser welding process, when the laser beam is directed on the surface 
of the workpiece, it fi rst melts the metal, forming a small molten pool in 
the workpiece. With the continuous heating from the laser beam, the liquid 
metal is then heated to high temperatures resulting in large evaporation rates. 
When the metal vapor escapes from the liquid metal, it exerts a pressure 
called recoil pressure to the liquid metal surface. This recoil pressure will 
depress the molten metal downward and then a cavity in the liquid metal 
known as keyhole will be formed. Many investigators believe that this recoil 
pressure combined with surface tension force is the main factor determining 
the shape of the keyhole. So, understanding the recoil pressure formation is 
critical for understanding the keyhole formation and thus for the control of 
the laser welding process. As known, the recoil pressure results from the rapid 
evaporation from a metal surface that has been heated to high temperatures. 
When the liquid–vapor interface temperature reaches boiling point, evaporation 
begins to occur. As shown in Fig. 5.2, there is a Knudsen layer adjacent 
to the liquid metal surface. In the Knudsen layer, the metal vapor escaping 
from the liquid surface is in a state of thermodynamic non-equilibrium, i.e., 
the vapor molecules do not have a Maxwellian velocity distribution. This 
occurs when the equilibrium vapor pressure (i.e., the saturation pressure) 
corresponding to the surface temperature is large compared to the ambient 
partial pressure of the vapor. Under these conditions the vapor adjacent to 
the surface is dominated by recently evaporated material that has not yet 
experienced the molecular collisions necessary to establish a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution. The Knudsen layer is estimated to be a few molecular 
mean free paths thick in order to allow for the molecular collisions to occur 
that bring the molecules into a state of translational equilibrium at the outer 
edge of the Knudsen layer.
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 Anisimov12 and Knight13 did the early investigations on the Knudsen 
layer. A kinetic theory approach14 is used to study the behavior of this 
layer. The analysis proceeds by constructing an approximate molecular 
velocity distribution adjacent to the liquid surface. Equations describing 
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy across the Knudsen layer 
are developed in terms of this velocity distribution. This gives Eqs [5.8] 
and [5.9], as given below, for gas temperature, TK, and density, K, outside 
of the Knudsen layer as functions of the liquid surface temperature and the 
corresponding saturation density, sat.
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The quantity, m, is closely related to the Mach number at the outer edge 
of the Knudsen layer, MK, and is defi ned as m MK V K V/uK 2R TRR = 2/ ,KT g  
where V and RV are the ratio of specifi c heats and the gas constant for the 
vapor, respectively. The value of m depends on the gas dynamics of the 
vapor fl ow away from the surface. The gas temperature, pressure and density 
throughout the vapor region (outside of the Knudsen layer) are uniform. 
The contact discontinuity, that is, the boundary between vapor and air, is 
an idealization that results due to the neglect of mass diffusion and heat 
conduction. The velocity and pressure are equal in these regions, uK = uS 
and PK = PS, where the subscript, S, denotes properties behind the shock 
wave. Note that, in general, TK ≠ TS and K ≠ S.

Liquid 
surface

Knudsen 
layer

Contact 
discontinuity

Shock 
wave

Vapor 
motion

Compressed 
moving air

Ambient 
air

5.2 A schematic of the gas dynamic of vapor and air away from a 
liquid surface at elevated temperature. 
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 The thermodynamic state and velocity of the air on each side of the 
shock wave are related by the Rankine–Hugoniot relations, where the most 
convenient forms to this application are given by Eqs [5.10] and [5.11]. MK 
is the Mach number in the vapor, M u R TK K V V K= / 2 .g
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The saturation pressure, Psat, is obtained from Eq. [5.12], where A, B and 
C are constants which depend on the material. This is used to obtain the 
saturation density, sat = Psat/(RVTL), assuming an ideal gas.

  
log( ) = –  –  log( ) +satPs

A
T

B log( C
LT

L
 

[5.12]

Eqs [5.8]–[5.12] are solved as a function of TL using an iterative solution 
method. The vapor is assumed to be iron in the form of a monatomic gas 
with a molecular weight of 56, and V = 1.67. Quantities of particular interest 
are the recoil pressure, Pr, and rate of energy loss due to evaporation, qe, 
and they are given by:

  Pr = PK + Ku 2
K, qe = HV KuK [5.13]

 The effect of recoil pressure and surface tension on the keyhole formation 
can be clearly seen in Plate I (between pages 328 and 329).11 As shown, at 
the initial stage (t < 1.8 ms), the laser energy is mainly used to heat up the 
base metal. As the temperature of the base metal increases, a small weld pool 
starts to appear under the laser beam. When the laser power reaches its peak 
value (after 1.0 ms), the laser-induced recoil pressure starts to push down 
the molten metal under the laser beam. Since it takes time to accelerate the 
molten metal from a static condition and the weld pool is thin at this time, 
the surface of the weld pool is nearly fl at. Only part of the laser energy is 
absorbed by the metal via Fresnel absorption (to be discussed later) and the 
rest of the laser energy is refl ected away. Heat conduction is the major heat 
transfer mode at this stage. As the laser light continues to radiate the metal, 
the temperature of the weld pool surface increases. The large temperature 
difference along the free surface of the weld pool due to the Gaussian 
distribution of laser power leads to a high temperature-dependent Marangoni 
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shear stress. Since the gradient of surface tension coeffi cient on temperature 
change is negative when T is above 2150 K, the temperature-dependent 
Marangoni shear stress is positive along the weld pool surface, which drives 
the fl uid to fl ow outwards. In the surface area where temperature is below 
2150 K, surface tension coeffi cient gradient will change to be a positive 
value. Since the temperature gradient is still negative, the Marangoni shear 
stress forces the liquid metal to fl ow inwards. A crater is then formed at 
some point of the weld pool where the temperature is above 2150 K, as 
shown in Plate II (between pages 328 and 329). Moreover, higher surface 
temperature leads to higher recoil pressure, which pushes the liquid metal 
under laser radiation downwards quickly. Although the liquid–solid interface 
keeps moving downwards, the liquid region of the weld pool under laser 
radiation remains only as a thin layer because the strong recoil pressure 
squeezes the liquid metal to fl ow outwards. Under the hydrodynamic force 
and the Marangoni shear force, the squeezed liquid metal fl ows upwards 
along the keyhole wall which facilitates the formation of a crater. As the 
liquid surface moves down and the crater level increases, a keyhole appears 
in the weld pool at t = 6.0 ms.

5.2.4 Laser–plasma interaction and multiple refl ections 
of laser beam in keyhole

In the laser welding process, the laser beam is refl ected several times inside 
the keyhole by the keyhole wall. Also, each time the laser beam travels 
inside the keyhole, it interacts with the keyhole plasma. Multiple refl ection 
of the laser beam by the keyhole wall and absorption mechanism of the laser 
energy by the keyhole plasma (Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption) and by 
the keyhole wall (Fresnel absorption) are critical in determining the energy 
distribution and are discussed below.

Inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption

As discussed above, with the continuous heating from the laser beam, the 
metal vapor inside the keyhole can be heated much above its evaporation 
temperature, resulting in strong ionization. Thus, keyhole plasma is produced. 
The resulting keyhole plasma can absorb a lot of laser power by the effect of 
Inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption, thus affecting the energy transport 
to the liquid metal. Equations [5.14] and [5.15] defi ne the IB absorption 
fraction of laser beam energy in plasma by considering multiple refl ection 
effects:15
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where, iB,1 is the absorption fraction in plasma due to the original laser 
beam; iB,mr is the absorption fraction due to the refl ected laser beam. 
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transportation path for the fi rst incident and multiple refl ections, and kpl is the 
plasma absorption coeffi cient due to Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption:16
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where Z is the average ionic charge in the plasma,  is the angular frequency 
of the laser radiation, 0 is the dielectric constant, k is the Boltzmann’s 
constant, ne and ni are particle densities of electrons and ions, h is Planck’s 
constant, me is the electron mass, Te is the excitation temperature, c is the 
speed of light, and g is the quantum mechanical Gaunt factor. For the weakly 
ionized plasma in the keyhole, the Saha equation16 can be used to calculate 
the densities of plasma species:
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Fresnel absorption

As discussed before, part of the laser energy will be absorbed by keyhole 
plasma and part of the laser energy can reach the keyhole wall directly. So, 
the energy input (qlaser) for the keyhole wall consists of two parts: Fresnel 
absorption of the incident intensity directly from the laser beam (I ,Fr) and 
Fresnel absorption due to multiple refl ections of the beam inside the keyhole 
(I ,mr):

  qlaser = I ,Fr + I ,mr [5.17]

  I ,Fr = Ilaser · (1 – iB,1) · Fr( 1) [5.18]

  
I Imr

mr
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Fra a aiB,
=1

laser ,iBa iB 1 ∑ ·Ilaser (1 – ) · (1 ) · (1 – ) ( ),a a) · jiB,a mr Fr mr

   [5.19]
where Ilaser is the incoming laser intensity and n is the total number incident 
light from multiple refl ections. We assume the laser beam has in the simplest 
case a Gaussian-like distribution:
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where rf is the beam radius and rf0 is the beam radius at the focal position; 
I0 is the peak intensity. Fr is the Fresnel absorption coeffi cient and is defi ned 
by the following formula:17
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where  is the angle of incident light with the normal of keyhole surface, 
and  is a material-dependent coeffi cient.
 Plate II (between pages 328 and 329) shows a typical keyhole plasma 
formation process and the effect of keyhole plasma on energy transport 
in laser welding.11 As shown, once the keyhole comes into being, some 
metal vapor will be trapped inside. The incoming laser beam interacts with 
this metal vapor and part of laser energy is absorbed by it. Since the heat 
capacity of the vapor is rather low, the temperature of the vapor increases 
very quickly. When the temperature of the metal vapor exceeds around 
8,000 K, laser-induced plasma will be formed by the ionization process. 
The physical properties of plasma are quite different from that of the prior 
vapor, which absorbs more laser energy through the IB absorption process. 
Once the keyhole plasma comes into being, it plays two roles in keyhole 
formation. The coeffi cient of the IB absorption increases with the increase 
of plasma temperature11. Hence, once plasma forms, its temperature will 
increase very quickly. This hot plasma separates the keyhole wall from the 
cold shielding gas, which reduces the heat loss from the keyhole wall to the 
surroundings. Moreover, the hot plasma heats up the surrounding keyhole 
wall via radiation. This facilitates the temperature increase on the keyhole 
wall when the depth of keyhole is not large. As shown in Plate II (between 
pages 328 and 329), the temperature on the keyhole wall under laser radiation 
keeps increasing. Therefore, the recoil pressure becomes stronger accordingly, 
which helps the depth of keyhole grow very quickly. However, when the 
plasma temperature is above 10,000 K, the IB absorption coeffi cient decreases 
with the increasing plasma temperature. Although the coeffi cient of the IB 
absorption decreases with the small increase of plasma temperature, the travel 
length of laser light increases with the increasing keyhole depth, the overall 
effect of the plasma absorption becomes more and more remarkable, and it 
will block a greater percentage of the laser energy from reaching the keyhole 
bottom wall. Meanwhile, the temperature of plasma only increases a little. 
The heat radiation from the plasma also increases a little correspondingly. 
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Thus, the blocking effect on laser light becomes more and more dominant, 
which eventually will make the plasma become a negative factor for keyhole 
depth increase at a certain time.
 The formation of the keyhole also enhances the laser light absorption 
through a mechanism called multiple refl ections. As shown in Plate I 
(between pages 328 and 329), the surface of the weld pool is nearly fl at at 
the beginning. Once laser light irradiates the fl at surface, only part of the 
energy is absorbed by the surface via the Fresnel absorption mechanism. A 
large amount of the laser energy is refl ected back. Since the direction of the 
refl ected light is contrary to its incident direction, this part of the laser light 
will never reach the weld pool surface again. However, once the keyhole is 
formed, the surface along the keyhole wall is not fl at. Part of the refl ected 
light will be incident on the keyhole wall again and again. During each 
incidence, part of the laser energy is absorbed via the Fresnel absorption 
mechanism. This brings more laser energy input to the keyhole wall, which 
leads to higher recoil pressure on the keyhole wall. Moreover, as the keyhole 
deepens, the possibilities and times of multiple refl ections increase. When 
the refl ected laser light travels in the plasma, part of its energy will also be 
absorbed by the plasma to increase the plasma temperature.

5.2.5 Radiative heat transfer in laser-induced plasma

When an intense laser beam interacts with metal vapor, a signifi cant amount 
of the laser radiation is absorbed by the ionized particles. The radiation 
absorption and emission by the vapor plume may strongly couple with the 
plume hydrodynamics. This coupling, shown on the right-hand side of Eq. 
[5.7], will affect the plasma laser light absorption and radiation cooling 
terms. The radiation source term — · (–qr) is defi ned by

  Ú· = – )
4ÚÚqr k I(4 Ida b( I(4
p

W
 

[5.22]

where ka, Ib and W denote the Planck mean absorption coeffi cient, blackbody 
emission intensity and solid angle, respectively. For the laser-induced plasma 
inside the keyhole, the scattering effect is not signifi cant compared with the 
absorbing and emitting effect. So it will not lead to large errors to assume the 
plasma is an absorbing-emitting medium. The radiation transport equation 
(RTE) has to be solved for the total directional radiative intensity I:18

  (s · —) I(r, s) = ka(Ib – I(r, s)) [5.23]

where s and r denote a unit vector along the direction of the radiation intensity 
and the local position vector. The Planck mean absorption coeffi cient is 
defi ned in the following:18
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[5.24]

where ni and ne represent the particle density of ions and electrons, Tv is the 
temperature of the plasma, Z stands for the charge of ions, e is the proton 
charge and me is the mass of electrons.

5.2.6 Tracking of free surfaces

The algorithm of volume-of-fl uid (VOF) is used to track the moving free 
surface.10 The fl uid confi guration is defi ned by a volume of fl uid function, 
F(x,y,z,t), which is used to track the location of the free surface. This function 
represents the volume of fl uid per unit volume and satisfi es the following 
conservation equation:

   

dF
dt

F
t

= + ( · )F = 0∂
∂

—V
 

[5.25]

When averaged over the cells of a computing mesh, the average value of F 
in a cell is equal to the fractional volume of the cell occupied by the fl uid. 
A unit value of F means a cell full of fl uid and a zero value indicates a cell 
containing no fl uid. Cells with F values between zero and one are partially 
fi lled with fl uid and identifi ed as surface cells.

5.2.7 Melt fl ow and weld pool dynamics

Figure 5.3 shows the melt fl ow and weld pool dynamics in a typical laser 
keyhole welding process.11 As known, in laser keyhole welding, the weld 
pool is subject to strong recoil pressure and Maragoni shear stress, which 
introduces complex melt fl ow in the weld pool. As shown, at the beginning 
of a laser welding process, since the weld pool is small and also it takes 
time to accelerate the molten metal, the melt fl ow is not signifi cant. Once 
the keyhole is formed, due to the strong push from the laser-induced recoil 
pressure, some strong velocities appear in the weld pool. On the bottom 
of the keyhole wall, the strong push from the recoil pressure leaves a very 
thin layer of liquid there. Although the hydrostatic pressure and surface 
tension at the bottom of the keyhole become larger and larger as the keyhole 
deepens, which makes it diffi cult for the drilling process, the velocity of 
liquid along the bottom surface does not decrease, as shown in Fig. 5.3. 
Meanwhile, the hydrostatic pressure at the bottom of the keyhole increases 
as the keyhole deepens, which makes it more and more diffi cult for the recoil 
pressure to pump the liquid upwards. Moreover, the temperature difference 
along the sidewall of the keyhole decreases as the keyhole depth increases. 
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This decreases the Marangoni shear stress and makes it more difficult for 
the squeezed liquid metal to flow upwards. As shown in Fig. 5.3, both the 
downward velocities at the bottom keyhole and the upward velocities along 
the sidewall of the keyhole are smaller at t = 13.5 ms compared with those 
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5.3 Weld pool dynamics and corresponding velocity distribution as 
shown in Plate I. 
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at t = 11.0 ms. At this time, since more laser energy is absorbed by the 
keyhole plasma, especially by that in the upper part of the keyhole, this hot 
plasma increases the heat input to the keyhole wall. Meanwhile, the multiple 
reflections also bring more and more energy to the sidewall of the keyhole 
as the keyhole deepens. As shown in Plate I (between pages 328 and 329), 
the increased heat input to the sidewall of keyhole causes the liquid–solid 
interface in the keyhole to move outwards, which enlarges the heat-affected 
zone in the weld substrate. Hence, the liquid region of the keyhole is getting 
bigger at t = 15.0 ms compared with that at t = 13.5 ms and the keyhole 
depth does not increase remarkably at this period. Also, the liquid metal on 
the bottom of the keyhole is getting thicker. This is because, with more and 
more laser energy being absorbed by the plasma, the recoil pressure on the 
bottom of the keyhole is decreasing at t = 15.0 ms, hence more liquid metal 
is accumulated there.
 As also noticed in Fig. 5.3, there is a vortex in the upper part of the 
weld pool at t = 13.5 ms. The formation of the vortex is the result of the 
combined action of four driving forces: temperature-dependent Marangoni 
shear stress, surface tension, hydrodynamic force, and hydrostatic force. On 
the upper part of the vortex, the liquid is driven from the hot edge to the cold 
edge by the Marangoni shear stress force when the temperature of liquid is 
above 2,150 K. As the liquid metal moves to the cold edge, the temperature 
gradient becomes smaller and smaller which makes the Marangoni shear 
stress decrease. At the point where the liquid temperature is under 2,150 K, 
the Marangoni shear stress will change its direction. This change prevents 
the liquid from moving outwards. At the same time, the surface tension on 
the cold edge also blocks the liquid to flow outwards. Therefore, the velocity 
vector along the r-direction becomes smaller and smaller. Meanwhile, the 
hydrostatic force and surface tension cause the liquid to flow downwards, 
which makes the velocity along the z-direction become larger and larger. 
Finally, the liquid metal changes its flow direction to flow downwards at 
the upper of the cold edge. When this downward-flowing liquid metal meets 
the liquid–solid interface, it is blocked by this interface and flows along the 
interface. Meanwhile, the hydrodynamic force of the squeezed liquid from 
the lower part of the keyhole makes the liquid flow upwards. Thus, the liquid 
changes its direction to flow upwards at the lower part of the hot edge. As 
the liquid flows upwards, the hydrodynamic force is counteracted by the 
hydrostatic force and surface tension, which retards the upward tendency. 
Meanwhile, the Marangoni shear stress pushes the liquid to flow toward the 
cold edge. Thus, the liquid flow rotates clockwise on the shoulder of the 
keyhole and a vortex is formed as shown in the figure. This vortex enhances 
the heat transfer along the liquid–solid interface and enlarges the liquid 
region on the shoulder of the keyhole.
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5.2.8 Keyhole collapse and porosity formation

Plate III (between pages 328 and 329) shows a typical keyhole collapse 
process in laser welding.19 As shown, once the laser is shut off, the hot 
plasma radiation is the only heat input source for the keyhole wall. However, 
since there is no heat input to the plasma and the heat capacity of plasma is 
very small, the temperature of the plasma drops very quickly. Meanwhile, 
the heat conduction from the keyhole wall to the surrounding metal is very 
strong due to the high aspect ratio and high temperature gradient. Hence, 
the temperature of the keyhole wall drops very quickly, especially in the 
lower part of the keyhole since there is only a thin layer of the metal 
liquid there. Due to this quick temperature drop, the thin layer of liquid 
metal on the bottom of the keyhole completely solidifies. At this time, the 
temperature gradient along the sidewall surface of the keyhole is negative 
from the bottom to the top and the temperature of the liquid metal is above 
2,150 K. Thus, the Marangoni shear stress is still positive, which helps the 
liquid to flow upwards. Since the temperature of the metal on the bottom 
surface drops much faster than that on the upper surface, the Marangoni 
shear stress there decreases quickly. Meanwhile, the hydrodynamic pressure 
of the squeezed liquid metal also decreases very quickly due to the removal 
of recoil pressure. The surface tension and hydrostatic pressure then make 
the liquid metal have a tendency to fill back the keyhole. However, the 
velocity of liquid metal needs time to change its direction, especially on 
the lower part of the keyhole wall due to their original high velocities 
inertia. On the keyhole shoulder, the Marangoni shear stress also decreases 
quickly with the decreasing temperature gradient. Hence, with the action of 
hydrostatic pressure and surface tension, the liquid metal on the upper part 
of the keyhole starts to flow inwards and downwards at t = 15.5 ms. Since 
there is a certain amount of liquid metal there and the flow friction along 
the liquid–solid interface is larger for the thin liquid layer, the backfilling 
velocities of the liquid metal on the upper part will be accelerated more easily 
than those on the lower part of keyhole. Thus, the keyhole is closed on the 
top first as shown in the figure. Meanwhile, the liquid metal continues to be 
accelerated by the hydrostatic force to flow downwards along the keyhole 
wall and finally the keyhole is refilled at t = 30.0 ms. The liquid region also 
shrinks as the liquid refills the keyhole, especially at the bottom because of 
fast conduction heat loss and low heat capacity. Finally, the liquid metal 
on the bottom completely solidifies. During the keyhole collapse process, 
the hot liquid metal cannot reach the far end of the top surface due to the 
disappearance of recoil pressure. Moreover, the velocity of the liquid metal 
flowing toward the edge decreases during the backfilling process. Thus, the 
liquid metal at the far end of the top surface cannot fill back and solidifies 
there, which results in a rough top surface on the final weld, as shown in 
Plate III (between pages 328 and 329) at t = 30.0 ms.
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 Compared with conventional welding processes, keyhole mode laser 
welding is more promising due to its large depth-to-width aspect ratio 
capability and high welding efficiency. However, in deep penetration laser 
welds, porosity is frequently observed.20–23 Porosity deteriorates the strength 
of the welded part. Over the years, research has been conducted to study the 
porosity formation mechanisms in laser welding. Katayama et al.24 reported 
that a lot of pores/voids were formed due to the entrainment of shielding 
gas or metal vapor and/or the dissolution of gas (for example, hydrogen) 
during the fast solidification process in high power YAG laser welding of 
A5083 alloy and 304 steel. Seto et al.25 found that the rear side of the molten 
metal was depressed near the bottom when the keyhole front was inclined 
in the rear direction at the root. The reflected laser beam can superheat the 
molten metal near the bottom, resulting in a depression due to the high recoil 
pressure acting on the molten metal. They concluded that the shape of the 
keyhole front had a significant influence on porosity formation.
 Katayama et al.26 also found that the formation of porosity had a close 
correlation with the collapse of the keyhole in their studies of the fusion 
and solidification behavior of a molten puddle during laser spot welding of 
Type 316 stainless steel. Once the laser beam was terminated, the melt in 
the upper part of the keyhole flowed downward to fill the keyhole. Some gas 
seems to have been trapped in the lower part of the keyhole. At the same 
time, the upper part of the melt rapidly solidified, which prevented the melt 
from flowing to fill the keyhole. Thus porosity was formed in the weld. Zhou 
and Tsai.19 found that porosity formation in laser welding is associated with 
the weld pool dynamics, keyhole collapse, and solidification processes, as 
shown in Plate III (between pages 328 and 329). More specifically, formation 
of porosity in pulsed laser welding was found to be due to two competing 
factors: one is the solidification rate of the molten metal and the other is the 
backfilling speed of the molten metal during the keyhole collapse process.19 
Porosity will be formed in the final weld if the solidification rate of the 
molten metal exceeds the backfilling speed of liquid metal during the keyhole 
collapse and solidification processes. As shown in Plate IV (between pages 
328 and 329), porosity formation was found to be strongly related with the 
depth-to-width aspect ratio of the keyhole.19 The larger the ratio, the easier 
porosity will be formed, and the larger the size of the voids.

5.3 New developments in laser welding

5.3.1 Hybrid laser-arc welding 

In the last two decades, one of the major developments in laser welding 
has been the development of hybrid laser-arc welding technique and its 
applications in many areas in engineering.27,28 As shown in Fig. 5.4, in 
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hybrid laser-arc welding, the laser and the arc are integrated to provide 
primary and secondary heating sources for the joining process. Due to the 
synergistic action of the laser beam and welding arc, hybrid welding offers 
many advantages over laser welding and arc welding alone,29,30 such as 
higher welding speed, deeper penetration,31 better weld quality with reduced 
susceptibility to pores and cracks,32–40 good gap bridging ability,41–46 as well 
as process stability and efficiency, as shown in Fig. 5.5.31

 The development of the hybrid laser-arc welding technique can be divided 
into three stages.27 The concept of hybrid laser welding was first proposed by 
Steen et al.47–49 in the late 1970s. In their studies, a CO2 laser was combined 

GMA-torch
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Metal vapor

Keyhole
Liquid melt
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5.4 Schematic sketch of a hybrid laser-arc welding process. 
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5.5 Comparison between (a) a laser welding and (b) a hybrid laser-
arc weld in 250 grade mild steel.
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with a tungsten inert gas (TIG) arc for welding and cutting applications. 
Their tests showed clear benefits of combining an arc and a laser beam, such 
as stabilized arc behavior under the influence of laser radiation; a dramatic 
increase in the speed of welding of thin sheets; and an increase in penetration 
depth compared with laser welding. Japanese researchers continued Steen’s 
efforts and developed various methods and corresponding devices for laser-arc 
welding, cutting, and surface treatment. However, these efforts did not result 
in the introduction of this joining technique into engineering applications, 
particularly because laser welding itself was not yet an economic and viable 
joining technique at that time.50

 In the second stage of the development of the hybrid laser welding technique, 
the observed influencing of the arc column behavior by laser radiation was 
used to improve the efficiency of arc welding processes, which leads to the 
laser enhanced arc welding technology.27 A characteristic feature of this 
technology was that only a low-intensity laser beam was needed, i.e., the 
required laser power was small compared to the arc power. For TIG welding, 
Cui, Decker et al.,51–53 demonstrated that a low-energy CO2 laser beam with 
a power of merely 100 W could facilitate arc ignition; enhance arc stability; 
improve weld quality; and increase welding speed due to a reduced arc size 
and higher arc amperages. However, despite such reported improvements 
of the arc welding process by laser support, there were neither subsequent 
extensive investigations of this subject nor known industrial applications of 
the laser-enhanced arc welding technology.
 The third stage of hybrid welding technology started in the early 1990s 
with the development of combined welding processes using a high-power 
laser beam as the primary and an additional electric arc as the secondary 
heating source.54–62 At that time, although the continuous wave CO2 laser 
welding process was already well established in industry, it had some known 
disadvantages, e.g., high requirements of edge preparation and clamping; 
high solidification rates leading to material-dependent pores and cracks; as 
well as the high investment and operating costs for the laser equipment. 
Additionally, some welding applications of highly practical interest could 
not be solved satisfactorily by the laser welding process alone, e.g., joining 
of tailored blanks in automotive engineering; welding of heavy plate under 
the conditions of the shipbuilding industry; as well as high-speed welding 
of crack-susceptible materials. In searching for suitable solutions, a hybrid 
welding technique was developed into a viable joining technique with 
significant industrial acceptance during the last decade.
 According to the combination of various heating sources used, hybrid 
welding can be generally categorized as: (1) laser-gas tungsten arc (GTA) 
welding; (2) laser-gas metal arc (GMA) welding; and (3) laser-plasma 
welding.25 Since laser welding offers deep penetration, primary heating 
sources commonly used in hybrid welding are CO2, Nd:YAG, and fiber lasers. 
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The first two types of lasers are well established in practice and used for 
various hybrid welding process developments. While the fiber laser is still 
in development for industrial applications, it seems to be a future primary 
heating source for hybrid welding due to its high beam quality. The secondary 
heating sources used in hybrid welding are mainly electric arcs. Dedicated 
processes can be divided into GMA welding with consumable electrodes and 
GTA welding with non-consumable tungsten electrodes. In GMA welding, 
the arc is burning between a mechanically supplied wire electrode and the 
workpiece. The shielding gas used in GMA welding was found to have 
significant effects on arc shape and metal transfer.63,64 Hence, GMA welding 
can be subdivided into metal inert-gas (MIG) and metal active-gas (MAG) 
welding according to the type of shielding gas used. In GTA welding, a 
chemically inert gas, such as argon or helium, is often used. A special form 
of this is the plasma arc welding (PAW), which produces a squeezed arc 
due to a special torch design and results in a more concentrated arc spot.
 In hybrid welding, the laser and arc are arranged preferably in a way that 
they can compensate and benefit from each other during the welding process, 
which implies the creation of a common interaction zone with changed 
characteristics in comparison to laser welding and arc welding alone. In 
contrast to this is the arrangement in which the laser and arc are serving as two 
separate heating sources during the welding process. Several configurations 
have been proposed. In a parallel arrangement, there is a distance in either 
the vertical or horizontal direction along the path between both heating 
sources. In a serial arrangement, the primary and secondary heating sources 
are moved along the same welding path with a certain working distance, and 
the secondary heating source can either lead or follow the primary heating 
source.27 The first one enables a preheating of the region to be welded. It 
can increase the efficiency of the laser welding process because the material 
to be welded is locally preheated and energy losses by heat conduction are 
reduced. In comparison, the second one often acts like a short-time post-heat 
treatment of the weld that can change the weld microstructure favorably. It 
is worth considering that there is an essential difference between parallel 
and serial process arrangements. In a serial arrangement, additional energy 
is dissipated within the weld seam region, whereas the parallel arrangement 
only reduces the heat flow across the weld seam. The option to move the 
working area temporally enables flexibility in influencing the cooling rates 
in order to avoid defects.
 In recent years, hybrid laser-arc welding has been increasingly used to 
join aeronautical materials, the benefit mainly originates from the ability 
of this process to adjust filler metal additions, heat input, and post heat 
treatment processes. Although some initial successes have been obtained 
to join aeronautical materials, like stainless steels, titanium, magnesium, 
and aluminum alloys, in-depth research, rigorous characterization, and cost 
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analysis are still needed. Hybrid welding of these alloys often involves 
combinations of different filler and base metals, which have to be determined 
for various hybrid welding conditions in order to obtain optimum weld 
properties. Detailed characterization of structure and properties for each 
alloy remains a major task and rigorous studies need to be carried out to 
understand the correlation between welding conditions and the resulting 
weldment structure and properties for these important engineering alloys. 
Hence, the applications of hybrid laser-arc welding technique can be widened 
in aerospace engineering. 
 Although hybrid laser-arc welding has been gaining increasing acceptance 
in recent years, good understanding of the underlying physics remains a 
challenge. For example, the interaction between the laser and the arc has 
been observed to enhance arc stability and push the arc towards the laser 
keyhole, resulting in a deeper penetration. However, the origin of this 
synergistic interaction between the arc and laser plasma is not well understood. 
Measuring the distributions of electron temperatures and densities in the 
plasma can provide a better understanding of the laser–arc interaction.9 
Porosity formation is believed to be strongly related to the keyhole collapse 
process. Hence, better understanding of keyhole stability and dynamics through 
experimental and theoretical studies would be beneficial. Hybrid welding is 
known to produce welds with desirable widths and depths, but the maximum 
gap tolerance and weld penetration for various welding conditions have not 
been quantified. In the future, advanced mathematical modeling of the heat 
transfer and fluid flow will enable accurate predictions of weld profile and 
cooling rates in the welding process, which is critical in understanding the 
evolution of weld microstructures and residual stress formation in welds. 
Thus, the hybrid welding process can be optimized to obtain quality welds 
with no cracking, no brittle phase and less thermal distortion. Better sensing 
and process control of the hybrid welding process would also be helpful in 
expanding its applications.

5.3.2 Multiple-beam laser welding

In laser keyhole welding, a number of defects, such as porosity, surfaces 
holes or pits, undercuts, humping and solidification cracking are frequently 
observed which deteriorates the quality of the welded parts.20–23 Some 
researchers65,66 believe these welding defects are related to the keyhole 
instabilities during the laser welding process. In order to overcome these 
defects to make high-quality and consistent laser welds, in recent years, a new 
welding technique combining two or more laser beam sources, called dual-/
multiple-beam laser welding, has been proposed and is under development 
to become an enabling joining technique.65–72 Studies have demonstrated 
that this new laser welding technique can provide benefits over conventional 
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single-beam laser welding, such as increasing keyhole stability, slowing down 
cooling rate, and delaying the humping onset to a higher welding speed. It 
was reported that dual-beam laser welding can significantly improve weld 
quality. As shown in Fig. 5.6, two or more laser beams can be integrated in 
either traverse or longitudinal or mixed traverse and longitudinal arrangement 
in dual-/multiple-beam laser welding.
 Although many experimental and numerical studies73–89 have been 
conducted in recent years for single-beam laser beam welding processes, 
the investigations conducted for dual-/multiple-beam welding are limited. 
Most of the studies conducted to characterize the multi-spot laser welding 
process65–72 are trial-and-error in nature. Xie65,66 found that use of dual-
beam laser processing can delay humping onset to higher speeds and slow 
down cooling rates. He also observed, in his experiments, for dual-beam 
laser welding of steel, surface quality had been improved with fewer surface 
defects such as undercut, surface roughness, spatter, and underfill. Weld 
hardness and centerline cracking susceptibility had also been reduced. For 
dual-beam laser welding of aluminum, quality improvements were in the 
form of smooth weld surfaces and fewer weld defects such as porosity, 
surface holes, and undercut. Through his experimental observations, Xie 
accredited the improved weld quality to better keyhole stability during the 
dual-beam laser welding process. Iwase et al.67 have found a larger keyhole 
during dual beam Nd:YAG laser welding via real-time X-ray observations. 
An elongated keyhole was found to be the reason that enables the vapor to 
escape from the keyhole freely and thus results in a stable welding process. 
Coste et al.68,69 found that deep penetration could be achieved up to 60 mm 
by combining two or three Nd:YAG lasers up to 12 kW. In the experiments 
conducted by Nakabayashi et al.,70 a deep penetration up to 20 mm with a 
welding speed of 1 m/min could be achieved by combining a system of a 6 
kW Nd:YAG laser and a 10 kW chemical oxygen-iodine laser. Gref et al.71 

a

a

(a) Longitudinal arrangement

(b) Cross-sectional arrangement

5.6 Typical beam arrangement in a dual-/multi-beam laser welding 
process. 
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experimentally studied the dual-beam laser welding process and concluded 
that the increased penetration depth is due to the improved energy coupling 
and process efficiency in the dual-beam welding process. They also pointed 
out that this efficiency is dependent on the configurations of two laser beam 
sources.
 Although these experimental studies can provide some useful information 
on the dual-beam laser welding process, they cannot reveal the underlying 
physics of the process. For example, as shown in the experimental studies 
of Fabbro90 and Coste et al.,68,69 the shape of the weld pool in dual-beam 
welding is different from that observed for a single-beam welding. However, 
this difference cannot be well explained without the knowledge of weld 
pool dynamics during the welding process. Mathematical models have been 
proposed to understand the transport phenomena in this new welding process. 
Unfortunately, these studies are very limited. Chen and Kannatey-Asibu91 
studied the heat transfer during a conduction-mode dual beam laser welding 
process. Hou92 and Capello et al.93 simulated a welding process involving two 
laser beams as a system in which one beam served as a minor heat source 
and the other was a major heat source. The fluid flow was not considered 
in their models and the beam distance was much larger than the beam size. 
Hu and Tsai94 simulated a stationary 3D dual-beam laser welding process; 
however, the keyhole plasma was not considered in the model.
 Recently, Zhou et al.73,74 extend their modeling work in a 3D moving 
single-beam laser welding process to investigate the heat transfer and fluid 
flow in the weld pool, the evolutions of two keyholes and their interaction in 
a 3D dual-beam laser welding process. As shown in Plate V (between pages 
328 and 329), they found that the interaction of two keyholes caused the strong 
fluid flow in the direction perpendicular to the connection line of the two 
laser beam centers, leading to the oval-circle-oval shape change of the weld 
pool in the dual-beam welding process, as observed in some experiments.90 
Their study also clearly showed the meltdown and disappearance process of 
the liquid metal in the middle of the beam centers, which indicates that the 
process is greatly dependent on the distance between the two beam centers. 
Also, it was found that a large keyhole with a big weld pool in the rear of 
the keyhole was very helpful in improving the keyhole stability and delaying 
the cooling process and, hence, suppressing the humping.

5.3.3 Pulse control in laser welding for porosity 
prevention

Based on the studies of porosity formation mechanisms, in pulsed laser 
welding, controlling the laser pulse duration and power density has been 
proposed to delay the solidification process and increase the backfilling time 
laser welding, thus to prevent/eliminate porosity formation in laser welds. 
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Plate VI (between pages 328 and 329) shows the effect of pulse control on 
keyhole collapse and metal solidification in a medium depth-to-width ratio 
keyhole laser welding process.19 As shown, when the main laser power is 
removed, the keyhole begins to collapse. However, with the pulse control, 
the laser is not completely shut down. Instead, the laser is still kept on for a 
while at a reduced power level. This reduced laser power helps to continue 
to heat the keyhole surface, which allows liquid metal at the bottom of the 
keyhole to remain as liquid for a while. As the liquid metal from the shoulder 
of the keyhole flows toward the center, it prevents part of the laser light from 
reaching the bottom surface of the keyhole, which leads to a temperature 
decrease on this part of the keyhole wall. However, the multiple reflections 
on the keyhole wall reflect some laser energy to the keyhole wall where laser 
light cannot radiate directly. This helps to delay the solidification process 
along the keyhole wall. When the keyhole is almost completely closed from 
the top, only a very small portion of the laser light can reach the bottom of 
the keyhole. However, the temperature on the bottom of the keyhole wall 
is still hot enough to allow the metal to stay liquid. At this time, most of 
the laser energy is used to heat the liquid metal on the top, which facilitates 
the liquid metal on the top to flow downward, as the downward momentum 
of the liquid metal is strong. Hence, within a short period of time, the 
downward flowing liquid metal almost completely fills up the keyhole and 
no pores will be found in the final welds. Although some gas is enclosed, 
the gas is surrounded by liquid metal, which can continue to flow into the 
gas region. During the backfilling process, the hydrostatic pressure continues 
to accelerate the melt flow, which facilitates the backfilling process. The 
downward flowing liquid metal makes the gas region smaller and smaller. In 
addition, since the gas is a mixture of shielding gas and metal vapor, some 
of it will be dissolved in the liquid metal during the compression process 
and eventually the gas region will disappear in the metal liquid, which is 
observed by Katayama and Matsunawa.22

 The effectiveness of pulse control has also been investigated on a large 
depth-to-width ratio keyhole laser welding process. As shown in Plate VII 
(between pages 328 and 329) due to the additional heat input after the removal 
of the main laser power, the hot plasma tends to keep the liquid metal on 
the bottom of the keyhole and delay the solidification process of the liquid 
metal on the side of the keyhole. However, since the keyhole aspect ratio 
is larger in this case, more liquid metal is located on the shoulder, which 
leaves a larger crater on the top of the keyhole. Meanwhile, the reduced laser 
energy can keep the temperature of the liquid metal on the top high, which 
facilitates the melt flow there. Hence, after the removal of the main laser 
power, with the action of surface tension force and hydrostatic pressure, this 
large crater will drive the hot liquid metal on the top to move inward more 
quickly to close the keyhole and shorten the time for keyhole closure. When 
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the liquid metal from the shoulder of the keyhole approaches the keyhole 
center, the amount of laser beam energy entering the keyhole becomes smaller 
and smaller. Although the multiple reflections can still bring some laser 
light to heat the keyhole wall where the laser light cannot radiate directly, 
the total area is relatively large compared with that in a medium aspect 
ratio keyhole, the heat input per unit area is reduced for a high aspect ratio 
keyhole. This facilitates the solidification process on the keyhole wall and 
bottom. As shown, since the keyhole collapsed and closed on the top very 
quickly, laser light cannot enter the keyhole after the close of the keyhole 
top and the liquid metal on the bottom of the keyhole quickly solidifies. 
Although, with the action of hydrostatic pressure, the liquid metal on the 
upper and middle part of the keyhole flows downward to fill the keyhole, 
due to the fast solidification rate, the bottom part of the downward flowing 
liquid metal completely solidifies before it can reach the keyhole bottom. 
After that, no liquid metal can reach the bottom of the keyhole and a pore/
void is still found at the root of the keyhole. However, there is no pore or 
void found in the upper part of the keyhole.

5.3.4 Laser welding with electromagnetic force 
assistance 

As discussed above, controlling the pulse shape of the laser irradiation was 
proposed to delay the solidification process, thus to reduce/eliminate the 
porosity formation in laser welding.19 This method prolongs the solidification 
rate and has been demonstrated to be effective in preventing/eliminating 
porosity for a medium depth-to-width ratio keyhole laser welding process. 
However, it failed for a keyhole with large depth-to-width ratio. In recent 
years, a new method is proposed aiming to control the backfilling melt flow 
during the keyhole collapse process, thus to reduce/eliminate the porosity 
formation in laser welding.95 This has been achieved by increasing the 
backfilling speed of the molten metal via the application of an electromagnetic 
force (Lorentz force) in laser welding. Electromagnetic force has been 
found to be able to affect melting and solidification processes.96–98 It has 
been used in arc welding to change flow conditions.99–102 In arc welding, 
when an electric current flows through the workpiece, it interacts with a 
self-introduced magnetic field, generating an electromagnetic force. This 
electromagnetic force can change the momentum of the melt flow and avoid 
weld slag or droplet detachment under the effect of gravitation when welding 
in a ‘wall position’.99,100 In gas metal arc welding, temperature and velocity 
evolutions, weld pool geometry and thermal cycles were also observed to be 
strongly influenced by electromagnetic force.101,102 Recently, experimental 
studies have been conducted to investigate the usage of electromagnetic 
force in laser welding.103,104 Electromagnetic force was found to be able to 
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affect the melt flow and weld pool dynamics in laser welding to achieve 
good quality welds.
 Plate VIII (between pages 328 and 329) shows the effectiveness of using 
electromagnetic forces on the prevention of porosity formation in laser 
welding.95 As shown, an external current of 30 A and a constant magnetic flux 
B  = 300 mT are applied as soon as the laser irradiation is shut off and they 
last for 5 ms. As shown, after the laser power is shut off, the recoil pressure 
is gone and the liquid metal near the top of the keyhole has a tendency to 
flow downward to fill the keyhole under the action of gravity and surface 
tension. As the electromagnetic force is downward and inward, it enhances 
the gravitational force and surface tension and shortens the time for the 
liquid metal to backfill the keyhole. As shown in Fig. 5.7, between t = 15.0 
ms and 15.6 ms, the downward and inward velocities of the melt flow in 
the keyhole change more quickly than those without electromagnetic force. 
This is especially true for the liquid metal near the shoulder of the keyhole; 
the inward electromagnetic force ‘sweeps’ the molten metal surrounding 
the top of the keyhole into the keyhole. Thus, the keyhole is filled earlier 
with the applied electromagnetic force. As shown, the liquid–solid interface 
(i.e., solidification front) moves inward and upward from the keyhole in the 
metal after the laser irradiation is terminated. As the electromagnetic force is 
greater near the top of the keyhole and much less liquid metal exists near the 
bottom of the keyhole than that on the shoulder, the effect of electromagnetic 
force on the liquid metal near the bottom is not as remarkable as on that near 
the top of the keyhole. Hence, the application of electromagnetic force has 
little influence on the solidification rate of the liquid metal near the bottom 
of the keyhole. However, the downward velocity of liquid metal continues 
to be accelerated by electromagnetic force and the bottom of the keyhole at 
t = 20.4 ms is filled before complete solidification. Hence, there is no pore/
void formed in the final weld.
 As discussed above, since the formation of porosity in laser welding 
is strongly related to the depth-to-width ratio of the keyhole,19 the larger 
the ratio, the more likely the porosity is easy to form. In order to prevent 
the porosity at the root of the keyhole in a large depth-to-width ratio laser 
keyhole welding process, the backfilling speed of the liquid metal must 
be accelerated faster than that in the medium ratio keyhole laser welding 
process. The effects of the strength of electromagnetic force and its duration 
on melt flow and porosity formation will be discussed in the following. In 
the following discussions, the electric current used in these study cases are 
all at 30 A, while the magnitude and duration of the external magnetic flux 
vary. Based on the relative magnitude of the magnetic flux, in the following 
discussions, small, medium, and large electromagnetic force will be used. 
 As shown in Plate IX (between pages 328 and 329), when a small 
electromagnetic force is applied, the liquid metal on the top flows inwards 
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and downwards to quickly refill the keyhole after the laser beam is shut off. 
In this case, the keyhole is deeper, which means it requires a longer time for 
the liquid metal from the top to reach the bottom of the keyhole. Since the 
magnitude of the electromagnetic force is relatively small, the liquid metal 
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5.7 The corresponding velocity evolutions in weld pool as shown in 
Plate VIII.
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could not be accelerated fast enough to reach the bottom of the keyhole before 
its complete solidification. As shown, the bottom of the backfilling liquid 
metal solidifies at the depth of about 1.6 mm. After that, although there is 
still some liquid metal on the top, it was blocked by the solidified metal and 
could not flow farther to reach the bottom of the keyhole. Hence, a pore/
void was found at the root of the keyhole, though the size of the pore/void 
is smaller than that in laser welding without using electromagnetic force.
 A medium magnetic force is then applied with the magnetic flux B  
increased to 300 mT and the duration of the magnetic field is 5.0 ms. Since 
the magnitude of the applied electromagnetic force is higher, the backfilling 
speed of the liquid metal from the top is faster. Due to the strong downward 
momentum induced by the downward electromagnetic force, the liquid metal 
on the top quickly flows downwards and reaches the bottom of the keyhole 
before complete solidification. Then, the keyhole was completely filled up by 
the liquid metal and the pore/void at the root of the keyhole was eliminated. 
A small extrusion was found in the center of the weld pool. This is due to 
the strong inward push of the liquid metal by the electromagnetic force. 
However, under the action of the hydrostatic force and surface tension, this 
squeezed liquid metal is able to flow back to the edge of the keyhole before 
complete solidification. Plate X (between pages 328 and 329) shows the effect 
of using a large electromagnetic force on porosity prevention. As shown, 
the magnetic flux B  is now increased to an even higher level at 400 mT. 
Since the magnitude of electromagnetic force is greater at t = 19.2 ms, the 
downward velocity of the liquid metal is greater. This strong electromagnetic 
force pushes the liquid metal from the top to flow downwards to fill up the 
keyhole much faster than those in the previous two cases. As shown, the liquid 
metal from the top almost completely fills up the keyhole in a very short time 
period. Hence, the pore/void at the bottom of the keyhole caused by rapid 
solidification after the shut-off of the laser power is eliminated. Although this 
large electromagnetic force can help prevent porosity formation at the root of 
the keyhole more easily, it can cause some other welding defects. As shown 
in Fig. 5.8, the inward velocity of the liquid metal becomes very strong due 
to the strong inward push from this large electromagnetic force that squeezes 
the liquid metal to move upwards. Even though the electromagnetic force is 
turned off at t = 21.0 ms, since the upward momentum of the liquid metal 
is so strong, it takes a relatively longer time for the hydrostatic force and 
surface tension to even the liquid metal. At this time, since the solidification 
proceeds quite quickly, the liquid metal flowing from the center toward the 
edge quickly solidifies. Undercuts at the edge of the final weld are clearly 
found as well as an extrusion in the center of the final weld. Hence, laser 
welding with electromagnetic force assistance must be optimized to achieve 
quality welds.
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5.4 Future trends

Thanks to the improved understanding of the process, developments in laser 
source and process technology, the use of laser welding in industries has 
experienced tremendous growth over the last decade.2 This will continuously 
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5.8 The corresponding velocity distributions in weld pool as shown 
in Plate X.
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be the trend to further develop and advance the laser welding technology in 
the future. Developments in laser source include the introduction of higher-
power Nd:YAG lasers, utilizing diode pumped rods or disks, and fiber 
lasers, both providing the capability for fiber optic beam delivery. The use 
of higher power lasers with fiber optic beam delivery allows these systems 
to be easily integrated into manufacturing systems and provide dependable 
processing conditions. These systems will continue to gain attractiveness for 
a wide range of applications, with the potential for reduced operating costs 
and greater process capability. However, the application of these innovative 
sources will be related to advancements in process technology. A critical 
examination of the emerging laser process technology for welding must 
include the hybrid laser-arc welding processes, which are seeing considerable 
interest worldwide and are currently being evaluated for various applications 
within heavy industry and manufacturing.2

 The benefit of the hybrid laser-arc process is the synergistic effect of 
improved processing rates and joint accommodation over either of the 
processes viewed separately. However, more studies need to be done to better 
understand the underlying physics in the process, such as keyhole plasma and 
laser plasma interaction. Other process technologies, such as the integration 
of dual or multiple laser beams in welding, are being developed to further 
improve the robustness of laser beam welding for industry. The most effective 
means of developing and implementing these advanced process techniques 
involves the use of improved process understanding refined through direct 
experimental observations and accurate theoretical simulations. Developments 
in mathematical modeling and numerical simulation techniques have provided 
and will continue to offer unprecedented opportunities to study the transient 
nature of the laser welding process. Accurate modeling of important phenomena 
in the welding process like laser–matter interaction, keyhole formation and 
dynamics, plasma formation, energy transport in plasma and metal; and their 
resultant effect on the weld quality will broaden the applications of laser 
welding in wider industries including shipbuilding, electronics, biology, 
automotive, oil and gas, and medicine. In the near future, laser welding 
will be continuously developed to become an enabling joining technology 
for assembling a broad range of materials like aluminum and magnesium 
alloys, plastics, biomaterials, dissimilar materials, etc., at both macro and 
micro scale.
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Plate I Keyhole formation in a pulsed laser welding process.
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Plate II Keyhole plasma formation and corresponding temperature 
distributions as shown in Plate I.
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Plate III A typical keyhole collapse process in pulsed laser keyhole 
welding.
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Plate IV Effect of depth-to-width ratio of the keyhole on porosity 
formation in laser keyhole welding.
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Plate V Weld pool dynamics and temperature evolutions in dual-
beam laser keyhole welding.
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Plate VI Keyhole collapse and porosity elimination in a medium 
depth-to-width ratio keyhole laser welding with pulse control.
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Plate VII Effect of pulse control on keyhole collapse and porosity 
prevention in a large depth-to-width ratio keyhole laser welding 
process.
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Plate VIII Effect of external electromagnetic force on keyhole collapse 
and porosity prevention in a medium depth-to-width ratio keyhole 
laser welding process.
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Plate IX Effect of applying a small electromagnetic force on porosity 
prevention in a large depth-to-width ratio keyhole laser welding 
process.
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Plate X Effect of applying a large electromagnetic force on porosity 
prevention in a large depth-to-width ratio keyhole laser welding 
process.
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Abstract: Laser welding has two different operational regimes: conduction 
and keyhole welding. The key difference between these two modes is the 
power density applied to the welding area. Conduction takes place when the 
intensity is not sufficient to cause boiling. In keyhole mode, the intensity 
used is high enough to cause vaporisation and create a keyhole in the 
melt pool. The current definition of conduction laser welding mode based 
on power density is discussed. Some studies focused on conduction laser 
welding are also discussed, emphasising the effect of beam diameter in 
this mode. Finally, an overview of some of the most relevant applications 
of conduction laser welding in industry is presented. This chapter not only 
emphasises how good and diverse the applications of this welding mode are, 
when compared to keyhole laser welding, but also helps in understanding the 
flexibility of this welding process.

Key words: conductive laser welding, power density, applications.

6.1 Introduction: comparison between keyhole and 

conduction laser welding

There are two main operational regimes in laser welding: keyhole and 
conduction laser mode.1,2 The main difference between these two modes 
is the power density used. In this chapter the focus will be on the process 
differences between these two welding modes, such as productivity, stability, 
spatter and others. The characteristics of keyhole laser welding led industry 
to focus on this mode. The main characteristics of keyhole laser welding are 
deep penetration, the small heat affected zone and the high productivity of 
this process.1 However, keyhole welding also possesses several problems that 
may lead to high levels of porosity, instabilities, spatters (Fig. 6.1) and other 
weld defects.1,3–5 For example, keyhole laser welding of aluminium shows 
numerous problems. The high thermal conductivity, low boiling point elements 
and low viscosity are just some of the characteristics of aluminium alloys 
that lead to defects such as loss of alloy elements, degradation of mechanical 
properties, excessive porosity and blowholes, and to an unstable process 
when keyhole laser welding.4,6–9 Ion showed in a review paper how different 
aluminium series behave when keyhole laser welded.8 For example, when 
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laser welding a 5000 series there is significant vaporisation of magnesium. 
This vaporisation creates fluctuations in the keyhole mechanism, which 
affects the properties of the weld. This results in coarse porosity and in an 
irregular weld beam. Also, the magnesium loss to the vaporisation reduces 
solid solution hardening and degrades the tensile strength and ductility in 
comparison with the base material.8 In terms of the laser system, keyhole 
laser welding requires a relatively good beam quality.9

 On the other hand, conduction laser welding shows several advantages. 
This welding process can be a viable alternative to keyhole laser and to 
arc welding. It is a stable process which allows better control of the heat 
delivered to the workpiece. The use of large beams in this mode reduces fit-up 
problems and the laser system used does not require a high beam quality.9 
One of the disadvantages attributed to conduction mode welding was that 
the penetration depth of the welds was small, around 2 mm.10 Recent work 
has shown that it is possible to obtain high penetration depth (see Fig. 6.2), 
using conduction mode welding and that this penetration is related to the 
parameters chosen.9

 One of the disadvantages of conduction mode laser welding is the coupling 
efficiency of this process, especially when welding high reflective materials. 
Coupling is basically the percentage of energy that comes from the laser 
that is absorbed by the material. In keyhole laser welding, most of the beam 
is absorbed; however, in conduction the amount of laser beam absorbed by 
the material is smaller. For example, when laser welding stainless steel, the 
absorption of the laser beam in conduction mode is around 15% while in 
keyhole mode it jumps to 65%.11 The increase of the absorption is a good 
indicator of the formation of a keyhole due to the increase of the coupling. 

6.1 High-speed images of a blowout event that originates spatter in 
keyhole laser welding.13
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However, the values of coupling depend on several factors, such as the 
wavelength of the laser, the surface finishing, the material and the thickness 
of the welded material.11,12 Some studies have been made in measuring the 
coupling for different materials. While for steel the coupling was between 
20 and 90%, in aluminium it varied from 10 to 80%.12,13

 A brief comparison between conduction and keyhole mode is presented in 
Table 6.1. Due to the differences in the welds obtained and in the welding 
process itself, conduction laser welding tends to increase the applications 
of laser welding and not ‘compete’ with keyhole laser welding.

Table 6.1 Advantages and disadvantages of conduction and keyhole laser welding

Process Advantages Disadvantages

Keyhole laser welding Low heat input which 
originates low distortion
Deep penetration welds 
with a big aspect ratio
High productivity

Unstable process
High levels of porosity
Big amount of spatter
Loss of alloy elements
Degradation of mechanical 
properties
Requires a laser system 
with a relatively good 
beam quality

Conduction laser welding No vaporisation takes 
place – which means no 
porosity, no cracks and no 
undercut on the welds
No spatter during welding
Stable process with 
control of the heat input
Good gap bridging ability 
due to the large beams 
used
Does not require a laser 
system with a high quality 
beam

Low coupling efficiency
Slow process
High heat input which 
means higher distortion

6.2 Conduction laser weld with 6.35 mm of penetration.23
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6.2 The transition between conduction and  

keyhole mode

The major difference between conduction and keyhole welding is the 
power density applied to the welding area. When the power density used 
is insufficient to cause boiling, the weld occurs in conduction mode. The 
alternative to this mode is keyhole mode welding, where the power density 
is sufficient to provide evaporation and open a hole in the melt pool. Despite 
different studies of these two welding modes, the boundaries between them 
are not clear in terms of processing parameters. Often it is considered that 
conduction welding occurs when the power density is lower than 106 W/
cm2.14–16 This value is completely independent of the welding speed or the 
beam diameter used. It is also sometimes considered that conduction welding 
occurs when the value of the laser power is low, of the order of 1 kW; at this 
low value of power, the power density at the surface of the welded material 
is limited. Despite these different definitions for conduction laser welding, 
there is one fundamental point where there seems to be agreement, which 
is that conduction welding occurs when the vaporisation of the material is 
insignificant1,15 or when the power density is not enough to cause boiling.14 
Another definition for conduction laser welding mode is that it shows an 
aspect ratio smaller than 0.5.17 Nevertheless, these definitions have one thing 
in common: they do not take into account other welding parameters such as 
beam diameter and welding speed. A schematic of the current definition of 
conduction and keyhole laser welding is shown in Fig. 6.3.
 There are not that many studies focused on the transition between 
conduction and keyhole laser welding mode. The following paragraphs 
review the relevant work done in this area.
 Beyer et al. studied the absorption of a laser-induced plasma during laser 

Conduction welding Keyhole welding

Current power density of transition = 106 W/cm2

6.3 Current definition of the transition between conduction and 
keyhole welding.
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processing.18 The main focus of this paper was not the study of the transition 
between conduction and keyhole mode. However, a relation between power 
density, pulse duration and beam radius and the threshold power density 
for vaporisation was established, mainly in the region of laser processing 
(between 1 and 100 ms of interaction time) where the power density 
necessary for vaporisation is dependent on the beam radius and interaction 
time (Fig. 6.4). This part of the paper relied on an analytical equation that 
represents the surface at the beam centre for Gaussian beams.19 However, 
no final conclusion was drawn regarding the transition between conduction 
and keyhole laser welding.
 Liu et al. and Weckman et al. studied the effects of process variables on 
pulsed laser welding, for stainless steel and aluminium, respectively (Fig. 
6.5). They concluded that the power density at which keyhole mode starts 
is independent of the pulse duration after a certain value of pulse time. 
However, there was a change in the power density at which a keyhole starts 
depending on the material. This was, in part, in agreement with what was 
previously considered to be true. However, the threshold power density for 
when the keyhole starts for stainless steel was 4 GW/m2 and 10 GW/m2 
for aluminium (different from the 106 W/cm2 mentioned previously) and so 
dependent on the material.20,21

 Zhang et al. studied the transition between the different laser welding 
modes. In this work, it was concluded that laser power, focal position and 
travel speed will influence the welding mode. However, the double-U curve 
described is difficult to apply in a broader parameter range.22 
 Using a finite-element model, Buvanashekaran et al. evaluated the 
welding mode based on different energy levels. The authors concluded that 
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there was a range of power densities where conduction mode takes place. 
At a welding speed of 1,000 mm/min, it was concluded that the transition 
from conduction to keyhole mode took place with 400 W of laser power.23 
In this work, despite concluding that there was a range of power densities 
where conduction mode takes place, no relation between the parameters and 
the welding mode was made and just a set of parameters was given as an 
example of where conduction would transit to keyhole mode.
 Sibillano et al. used a real-time monitoring of the plasma, formed during 
the different welding regimes, to identify the welding mode.24 However, this 
study showed no relation between the welding parameters and the welding 
mode. It also relied on the definition that the welding mode is defined based 
on the power density used (>106 W/cm2 for keyhole and <106 W/cm2 for 
conduction). 
 Nakamura et al. combined the optical and acoustic emissions from a laser 
irradiated spot. It was stated that, depending on the material, for 3 kW of 
laser power there was a welding speed range where conduction laser welding 
took place.17 However, the identification of the welding mode was based on 
the ratio between penetration and width. Also no relation was established 
between the welding parameters and the welding mode.
 All these works do not relate the transition from conduction to keyhole 
to the process parameters and how the process parameters influence the 
transition between conduction and keyhole. In some points, the works even 
show different conclusions. For example, while some studies show that there 
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is a sharp transition between conduction and keyhole regime, other works 
identified a regime between conduction and keyhole. The presence of two or 
three welding modes in laser welding is also a common difference in some 
laser modelling papers. The following paragraphs present some examples 
of those differences.
 Zhang et al. identified three kinds of laser welding process: stable heat 
conduction welding, stable deep penetration welding and unstable mode 
welding. The existence of this unstable mode welding or transition mode 
was attributed to thermal focusing or to an unsuitable selection of welding 
parameters.22 The existence of this unstable mode, which was attributed to 
welding mode fluctuation, was previously identified by Chen et al.25 and 
Zhang et al.26 
 The existence of just conduction mode regime and keyhole mode regime 
in PW laser welds was shown by the use of a model. The model shown by 
Semak et al.27 relates metal displacement to the vaporisation recoil pressure 
(Fig. 6.6). In this model the melt displacement happens when the vaporisation 
recoil pressure accelerated the melt created in the fusion zone allowing this 
molten material to reach the edge of the molten pool. In this model it was 
possible to identify three different thresholds: one for when drilling starts to 
take place, another for when displacement starts to happen and another for 
melting. In this model, Semak et al. observed that at energy levels lower than 
the drilling threshold and higher than the displacement threshold was where 
the keyhole mode regime took place. On the other hand, it was assumed that 
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6.6 Identification of the different welding regimes, conduction and 
keyhole, in pulsed laser welding by Semak et al.27
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the regime between the displacement threshold and the melting threshold 
was when the conduction mode regime took place.27 In this work no regime 
was identified between conduction and keyhole regime. The model shown 
by Resch and Kaplan also considers two welding modes, conduction and 
keyhole laser welding.28

 Based on the drilling model, Colegrove et al. identified three different 
regimes in pulsed laser welding.29 They were conduction mode, mixed mode 
and keyhole mode regime (Figs 6.7 and 6.8). The presence of these three 
regimes had also been shown previously by Steen14 and Ahmed.30 
 Buvanashekaran et al. identified three laser welding modes that are 
determined by the laser power and welding speed. Although, the authors 
established that the transition between conduction and keyhole for a 1,000 
mm/min welding speed would occur at 400 W beam power, if a mode between 
conduction and keyhole was identified these values should represent the 
end of conduction or the beginning of keyhole mode and not the transition 
between these two modes (Fig. 6.9).23 
 Sibillano et al. also identified a mixed mode in laser welding. The authors 
defined this regime as having properties of both conduction and keyhole. 
This was noticed when the power density was just over the threshold for 
keyhole mode and so it was assumed to be caused by unstable keyhole 
formation.24 
 Based on the literature review, it is clear that the threshold of conduction 
laser welding mode is inaccurate and does not take into account the process 
parameters. An analytical approach to the transition between conduction 
and keyhole mode would also be possible. However, most of the analytical 
models found19 are not dependent on the beam diameter or on the welding 
speed when the boundary conditions for determining the temperature at the 
centre of the laser beam are applied. The number of regimes and the transition 
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between conduction and keyhole mode have been studied by several authors 
and progress made, though further research on this topic might clarify some 
of the aspects mentioned above.

6.3 Conduction laser welding 

Conduction welding mode is mainly controlled by convection and conduction. 
In the specific case of laser welding at high intensities, it is normal to form 
a temperature gradient that itself will lead to surface tension also known as 
Marangoni convection. The literature about Marangoni convection is extensive; 
research by Zhao et al.,31 Limmaneevichitr and Kou32–34 and Chan et al.35 
are just a few examples. This convection is responsible for the geometry of 
the laser melt pool, e.g. its shape and aspect ratio. The composition of the 
melt pool during conduction laser welding is also influenced by convection, 
mainly due to the fact that convection is responsible for the mixing of 
material that happens during the laser welding process.36 In this mode the 
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6.8 The three welding regimes in pulsed laser welding.29
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energy absorbed at the surface and by thermal conduction is transferred to 
the interior of the material (Fig. 6.10).14

 Conduction welding can be a viable alternative to keyhole welding mainly 
because it is a very stable process and easier to obtain high quality welds 
free of pores and spatter.37 This mode takes place when the vaporisation of 
the material is insignificant, in other words, when the thermal power density 
is not high enough to cause boiling.38 Another advantage of conduction laser 
welding is that it can be made with a significantly low laser cost, because 
it does not require a high beam quality or very high power.15 
 Some studies, based on modelling and followed by experimental validation, 
have shown that there is an optimum beam diameter. This means that for 
a certain value of power and travel speed there is a specific beam diameter 
in which the penetration is maximum. This phenomenon occurs when, 
by increasing the beam diameter, the temperature at the surface remains 
at vaporisation temperature. In other words, when welding in conduction 
mode, a progressive increase in the spot size will result in an increase in 
penetration depth as long as the temperature at the surface of the workpiece 
is maintained at boiling temperature. However, when the optimum beam 
diameter is achieved, the increase of the spot size will result in a decrease 
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in the penetration depth because by increasing the spot size the temperature 
at the surface will decrease, which means it will be lower than the boiling 
temperature.9,38 
 Based on this principle, Bardin et al. were able to control the conduction 
mode welding process by thermal measurements (Fig. 6.11). Controlling the 
temperature of the welding process, keeping it just below the boiling point 
of the material, allowed the maximum penetration to be obtained. It was 
also noticed that when the temperature went over the boiling temperature, 
the presence of porosity was clear.38

 Despite the fact that not many investigations have been carried out on 
conduction laser welding, some pioneer studies have been made in this 
welding mode and are reviewed in the following paragraphs. 
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6.10 Schematic of conduction laser welding.14
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 One of the first works on conduction laser welding was by Esposito 
et al.39 An evaluation of the welding parameters based on a theoretical 
model and experimental data was shown. One of the conclusions was that 
the temperature was controlled by the beam diameter and that the rise in 
temperature over the melting point would reduce the process efficiency. It 
was also concluded that the welding speed was related to the desired width 
of the weld and that the choice of the beam diameter was made by selecting 
a beam diameter that would provide the better coupling.39 However, in this 
work the relation between welding speed, beam diameter and laser power 
was not fully discussed and evaluated. The principles behind this work were 
correct. The issue was how it related the choice of the beam diameter to the 
coupling and not to the control of the maximum temperature at the surface 
of the weld pool (as shown previously). 
 Paul and Debroy simulated the weld pool shape and the peak temperature 
based on numerical solutions of Navier–Stokes equation and the equation 
of energy conservation. The results showed good approximation to the 
experimental data; however, no evaluation of the welding parameters on the 
weld shape was made. They also showed that the temperature achieved in 
the laser–material interaction was close to the boiling point of the material. 
This emphasises that in this welding mode the vaporisation of material is 
insignificant.40 Zhao and Debroy also evaluated the composition change 
in conduction mode laser welding of aluminium. They noticed that when 
vaporisation takes place in conduction mode, it is confined to a very small 
region under the laser beam. This vaporisation takes place due to a slight 
increase in the temperature over the boiling point of the aluminium. In this 
work, they evaluated that the welding speed and the laser power had no 
influence on the composition of the welded metal.41 De and Debroy developed 
a model based on heat transfer and fluid flow for conduction mode spot 
welding. In this model they were able to optimise the laser beam absorptivity, 
effective thermal conductivity and the effective diffusivity based on a small 
number of experiments.42 
 More work has been carried out on modelling conduction laser welding. 
Bag et al. and Trivedi et al. studied the effect of power and on-time on 
the weld pool shape, using a finite element model with an adaptive heat  
source.43, 44 Tsai and Kannatey-Asibu implemented a model suitable 
for feedback control based on a 2D heat flow model.45 A numerical and 
experimental investigation was made to determine the importance of sulphur 
content and welding parameters on the fluid flow, heat transfer and shape of 
the welds obtained using a pulsed laser in conduction mode.46 Pitscheneder 
et al. also developed a model to study the behaviour of solid precipitates.47 
The heat conduction in the weld pool and the convections phenomena were 
analysed by Bos and Chen, allowing a prediction of the pool geometry based 
on the parameters used during the welding process.48 Conduction mode welds 
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in different materials were carried out by Russo in order to allow a numerical 
and experimental investigation of the weld-pool surface phenomena.49 Tobar 
et al. developed a three-dimensional numerical model to study aluminium 
laser welding in conduction mode and to evaluate the use of different surface 
treatments in order to increase the laser absorption. The authors concluded 
that in conduction mode the heat transfer is controlled by convection and 
not by conduction and that the flow of liquid material is caused by surface 
tension.50 None of the works mentioned here related the influence of each 
process parameter and how they will influence conduction laser welding. 
Most of the work was actually based on modelling just using some welded 
samples as the starting point. This means that despite the models showing 
a good relation to the experimental data, there is no analysis over a range 
of parameters, which should include laser power, welding speed and beam 
diameter.
 An interesting study has been carried out by Kell et al.51 They evaluated 
the use of different beam profiles in conduction laser welding, maintaining the 
same energy density for the different beam profiles. The beam profiles used 
were: Gaussian, top-hat, rugby post and peaked edge line.51 The conclusions 
were more related to the microstructure obtained by each beam profile and 
on the welded profile. However, based on Fig. 6.12, the assumption of the 
paper that all the welds were made in conduction mode does not seem to be 
completely correct. While the weld profile obtained using the peaked edge 
line is clearly in conduction mode, the weld profiles obtained using the other 
beams might not be. The reason might be related to the irradiance distribution 
obtained in all the profiles, which in the case of the peaked edge line might 
be more suitable for conduction laser welding. This paper is a good example 
of the lack of clarity in the definition of conduction laser welding.

6.4 Applications of conduction laser welding

The number of applications that use conduction laser welding is very low 
when compared to the number of applications that use keyhole laser welding. 
Even the applications that used conduction laser welding do not mention 
this welding mode. In these cases, a closer look at the welding parameters 
proves that this mode was used. One of the first applications of conduction 
laser welding goes back to 1970, when it was used to weld thermocouples to 
a sample container carried by the Apollo space shuttle.51 Other applications 
included welding seals of electronic packages53 and welding non-precious 
dental alloys.54

 One of the applications where conduction laser welding has been most 
used is in welding aluminium alloys. The problems in using keyhole mode 
in laser welding of aluminium alloys can be overcome by using conduction 
laser welding. Some examples of the application of conduction laser welding 
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6.12 Micrographs and respective beam profiles of the welds 
obtained: (a) Gaussian, (b) top-hat, (c) rugby post and (d) peaked 
edged line.51

in aluminium are the work done by Morgan and Williams,9 by Okon et al.37 
and by Sanchez-Amaya et al.16,55 The results showed that by using conduction 
mode laser welding, it is possible to obtain welds free of pores and of cracks, 
two defects normally associated with laser welding of aluminium. In terms 
of the penetration achieved, Okon et al. were able to obtain full penetration 
in 3 mm thick AA5083,37 Sanchez-Amaya et al. were also able to obtain 
full penetration on 3 mm thick AA5083 and 2.3 mm penetration on AA6082 
(Fig. 6.13) while Morgan and Williams were able to achieve full penetration 
on 6.35 mm thick AA2024.9 
 Another application of conduction laser welding is in joining of dissimilar 
materials.56–58 One of the most common combinations of materials is 
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aluminium to steel weld. Due to the difficulty of this type of weld, several 
studies using resistance spot welding arc welding brazing and friction stir 
welding have been carried out. However, in recent years laser welding has 
been introduced as an alternative for welding steel to aluminium. Studies 
using keyhole welding in order to join aluminium to steel were made59 but 
with limited success. Nevertheless, studies using conduction laser welding 
have shown very good results.60–62 The advantage of using conduction laser 
welding in this application is related to the stability of the process that 
allows a better control of the temperature in the interaction area between 
the aluminium and the steel.61

 The use of conduction mode welding on magnesium alloys has also been 
assessed.63,64 It was possible, using conduction welds, to obtain a weld with 
less porosity, fewer cracks and with a smaller crater. However, in these 
works, it is unclear if the welds were made in ‘pure’ conduction mode. The 
profiles shown by the welds resemble a conduction mode. But the presence 
of a high vaporisation in the welding process raises some issues about the 
use of conduction laser welding.64 Even so, the use of an ‘almost’ conduction 
mode weld has shown encouraging results in laser welding of magnesium 
alloys.
 The introduction of new high power diode lasers will increase the use 
of conduction laser welding.65 mainly because the use of this type of laser 
will solve one of the biggest issues in conduction laser welding, the low 
beam absorption, due to the wavelength of these lasers. Applications like 
aesthetical welds, brazing, cladding, soldering and polymer welding that are 
normally done in conduction mode will increase.66 Figure 6.14 shows some 
examples of conduction laser welding using a diode laser.
 The use of high power diode lasers allows the use of conduction laser 
welding in materials like aluminium and titanium55,67 without any concerns 
related to the absorption of the laser beam by the material. Abe et al. showed 
some applications using this type of laser.68 However, in no part of this work 
is conduction laser welding mode mentioned. A closer look at the welds 
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6.13 Some examples of conduction laser welding in AA6083 with 
different power and welding speeds.55
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obtained (Fig. 6.15), and at the characteristics of the welding process (no 
spatter and no plasma), it was clear that the welds were made in conduction 
mode. Funada69 and Abe68 also used conduction laser welding on thin film 
with good results.69–70

 Bassani et al. also used diode laser source to study the effect of process 
parameters on laser welding of an aluminium metal matrix composite 
reinforced with SiC particles. In this work a comparison was made between 
using a CO2 laser to create a weld in keyhole mode, while a diode laser was 
used to produce a conduction mode weld (Fig. 6.16). The welds obtained in 
conduction mode showed a good metallurgical quality and the formation of 
Al4C3 was reduced considerably when compared to the welds made under 
keyhole mode.71

 The application of a diode laser in welding titanium was also assessed 
by Block et al.72 In this work no reference to conduction laser welding was 
made but the profile of the welds and the parameters used indicate that the 
welds were made in conduction mode (Fig. 6.17). Diode lasers have also 
been used in laser welding magnesium alloys with good results, which 
include the increased resistance to corrosion and wear.73 Once again there 
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6.14 Kitchen sink weld (left) and powder deposition (right).66
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6.15 Examples of conduction laser welding using a high power diode 
laser.68
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is no reference to conduction mode laser welding, but the profiles shown 
in Fig. 6.18, mainly the low aspect ratio, indicate that conduction was the 
welding mode used.74

 These last applications emphasise how the appearance of new high power 
diode lasers will increase the use of conduction mode laser welding. With 
the number of applications of conduction laser welding increasing, it is 
important to better understand the limits and the process of conduction laser 
welding.
 However, conduction mode is not only used in laser welding. Another 
application is laser cladding, also known as laser metal deposition.75–76 
Despite in the literature related to laser cladding there being few references 

6.16 Some examples of diode laser welding, in conduction mode, of 
A359/SiC metal matrix composite.71

6.17 Laser filler weld seams on titanium.72

6.18 Macrographs of laser welded AZ61 magnesium alloy.74
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to conduction mode, based on the parameters used, mainly the low power 
densities, the properties of the cladding process (no spatter and stable process) 
and the properties of the clad (free of pores), it is possible to conclude that 
the process is normally done in conduction mode. Some studies mention 
that the power densities used are below the threshold for plasma formation, 
which means below the start of vaporisation,76 emphasising the fact that 
conduction mode is used in laser cladding. Contrary to the applications 
of conduction mode in laser welding, the number of applications of laser 
cladding is extensive.77–81 These types of applications show how, very often, 
conduction mode laser welding is mistaken for keyhole laser welding. As 
mentioned previously, the number of applications that use laser cladding 
is vast and it is common to see laser cladding parameterisation as if it was 
done in keyhole mode (Fig. 6.19).81,82 
 Conduction mode laser welding is also used in welding plastics. This 
process is sometimes referred to as laser transmission welding.83,84 It requires 
a very controllable heat delivery to the workpiece and a very stable welding 
process. 
 An innovative application of conduction mode is in underwater laser 
beam welding. This technique is used in the nuclear industry for repair/
maintenance applications. In this application, which is a laser cladding 
process and not a laser welding process, the heat input to the base material 
needs to be extremely well controlled. The principle behind this application 
is to deposit a cladding layer in order to avoid crack propagation in the base 
material (Fig. 6.20). It is the stability of the process, the control of the heat 
delivered to the workpiece and the quality of the welds obtained in this 
welding mode that trigger its increasing application.

10 mm

6.19 Manufacturing of a 3D block of a Ti-47Al-2Cr-2Nb (left)82 and 
manufacturing of a Cp-Ti tube (right).81
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Abstract: The term microwelding, also known as precision welding or 
microjoining, is somewhat elusive and consensus on a precise de nition 
is probably very dif cult to achieve. For this chapter a working de nition 
is suggested, i.e. laser microwelding concerns the joining of parts having 
a weld bead size <1 mm and a weld penetration depth of <1 mm. Laser 
microwelding is used for joining high value miniature components in a 
range of industries (i.e., electronics, telecom, automotive and medical). 
Typical applications include catheters or implants, orthodontic brackets, bre 
optic couplings to laser diodes, hermetic seals, watch part components and 
other photonic fabrication devices. This chapter reviews the basics of laser 
microwelding, including the laser choice for microwelding, the microwelding 
process and the quality of microwelds. The chapter also examines 
applications of microwelding and covers future trends in microwelding 
technology.

Key words: bre laser, Nd:YAG laser, beam quality, beam mode, power 
density, spot size, peak power, pulse energy, dissimilar materials, weld 
joints, weld defects, applications. 

7.1 Introduction

A range of small components are increasingly being used in microelectronics 
and engineering devices. These miniature parts are made of complex shapes 
and material combinations which require joining techniques capable of 
producing good mechanically sound joints. This has increased the interest 
in the use of lasers for microwelding in a range of applications. The term 
microwelding, also known as precision welding or microjoining, is somewhat 
elusive and it is probably very dif cult to reach consensus on a precise 
de nition. For this chapter, a working de nition is suggested, i.e. laser 
microwelding concerns the joining of parts having a weld bead size less than 
1 mm and a weld penetration depth of less than 1 mm. Apart from the weld 
bead size and weld depth penetration, other laser microjoining requirements  
are:

 very ne welds (spot sizes could range from approx. 10um up to 
100um) 

 reduced distortion and heat affected zone
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 process reliability and stability (pulse to pulse stability for micro spot 
welding)

 high process speed (welding with scanner)
 welding of re ective materials
 welding dissimilar materials.

Laser microwelding is used for joining high value miniature components 
in a range of industries (i.e., electronics, telecom, automotive and medical 
industry) (Table 7.1). Typical applications include catheters or implants, 
orthodontic brackets, bre optic couplings to laser diodes, hermetic seals, 
watch part components and other photonic fabrication devices.1–3

 Compared to conventional microwelding methods (i.e., resistance, ash, 
arc, TIG, MIG and plasma), laser microwelding offers a number of advantages 
including: 

 low heat input: the weld energy is delivered only where it is needed and 
with exceptional control

 clean welds: in addition to the aesthetic bene ts, clean welds result in 
products that are easier to sterilise or t into other assemblies

 strong welds: lasers provide high strength with a minimum number of 
welds

 hermetic welds: unlike soldering or brazing, lasers can provide awless 
hermetic welds essential for many micro-applications. 

Some of the applications outlined in Table 7.1 require joining dissimilar 
metals such as stainless steel and copper alloys. Applications like electrical 
connectors and electromechanical components are normally made out of 
steel and copper-based alloys. The trends of joining dissimilar metals and 

Table 7.1 Examples of microwelding applications

Market sector Applications

Automotive Air bag assemblies, fuel injectors, lighting assemblies, 
batteries, ignition controls

Medical Hearing aids,  prosthetics, pacemaker and defibrillator 
implants, implantable radioactive capsules, cochlear 
implants, surgical tools, ultrasound catheters, orthodontic 
appliances 

Electronics Leadframe assemblies, electrical connectors, relay terminal 
connections, mobile phone batteries, flexural arms for hard 
disc drives, mobile phones, stator spacers,  fuel and solar 
cells 

Other micro-products Jewellery, razor blades, sensing devices, thermocouples, 
micro-pumps, ink-jet cartridges, micro-turbines, micro-
motors, micro-gears, watch part components
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the miniaturisation of components offer big challenges for welding methods 
and will be discussed in later sections. 

7.2 Laser choices for microwelding 

There are a number of laser sources available for laser microwelding 
applications, i.e. pulsed Nd:YAG,  bre, disk, diode and CO2. The choice 
of laser will depend on the speci  c aspects of the application such as 
material type, cycle time,  t-up tolerance, integration requirement and, 
most importantly, the cost of the laser system. The choice of a laser source 
for a speci  c application is no longer straightforward and obvious. Laser 
users are now faced with additional questions of laser beam quality and 
brightness. The main advantage of high beam quality is that the laser beam 
can be transported via a small diameter optical  bre, which translates to a 
small spot size at the workpiece.

7.2.1 Beam quality

For the majority of microwelding applications, it is necessary to have a laser 
with good beam quality to produce a small spot size at the workpiece. A 
combination of good beam quality and small spot size offers a number of 
advantages during microwelding including:

 small focused spot size
 high power density at the workpiece
 reduced heat input
 reduced heat affected zone
 enhanced processing speeds. 

The quality of a laser beam can be calculated by the beam parameter product 
(BPP),4 which is de  ned as the product of a laser beam’s divergence angle 
(half-angle) and the radius of the beam at its narrowest point (the beam 
waist):

  
BPP =

20w q¥
 

[7.1]

where 0 and  denote the beam waste radius and the laser beam’s divergence 
angle, respectively (Fig. 7.1) and the BPP quanti  es how well the laser beam 
can be focused on to a small spot. A Gaussian beam has the lowest possible 
BPP, / , where  is the wavelength of the light.
 The ratio of the BPP of an actual beam to that of an ideal Gaussian beam 
at the same wavelength is denoted M ² 

  
M BPP

BPPqPP
2  =

BPP
 1

 
[7.2]
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The beam quality M² parameter is a wavelength-independent measure of 
beam quality. Figure 7.2 shows beam quality data for commercial and 
laboratory lasers.4 
 For a number of years, low power (up to 300 W) lamp-pumped pulsed 
Nd:YAG lasers with an adequate beam quality (M2 = 15–20) have been the 
laser of choice for a number of microwelding applications. At a wavelength 
of around 1 mm, the focusing optics are smaller and simpler to enable smaller 
spot sizes than equivalent CO2 lasers. As these devices are getting smaller 
and smaller, it is very important to have laser sources that have good beam 
quality to produce a small spot size and produce a very stable output for a 
consistent process.
 The need for more ef  cient, compact and high beam quality lasers for very 
 ne microwelding has fuelled the rapid growth in developing  bre lasers. 

b

z

w(z)

qw0

ZR

2 w0

7.1 Gaussian beam width w (z) as a function of the axial distance z. 
w0: beam waist; b: depth of focus; zR: Rayleigh range; q: total angular 
spread.
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7.2 Beam quality (M2) vs. laser output power (W) for selected laser 
sources used for laser material processing.4 
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The following sections highlight the advantages and disadvantages for both 
pulsed lamp-pumped and bre lasers for microwelding applications. 

7.2.2 Laser structure

Figure 7.3 shows the basic components comprising a laser. The gain medium 
is capable of producing light when the excitation energy is applied to it. The 
front and rear mirrors de ne the resonator, which ensures the light re ects 
back and forth through the gain medium, thus gaining in intensity and 
reducing in angular spread. The fraction of the light which passes through 
the partially transmitting front mirror becomes the useful laser beam.
 For a CO2 laser, the gain medium is a mixture of gases (mainly helium, 
nitrogen and carbon dioxide) and the excitation energy comes from the 
electrical discharge through the gas. The laser beam wavelength is 10.6 mm. 
For a solid state laser, the gain medium is typically a rod of YAG (yttrium 
aluminium garnate) doped with about 1% Nd (neodymium) atoms, and the 
excitation energy is provided by the broadband light from a pulsed ashlamp 
of a continuous arc lamp. The laser beam wavelength is 1.064 mm.
 For a bre laser, the gain medium is an ytterbium-doped glass bre, with 
the excitation energy being provided by laser diodes, operating around 950 
nm, coupled by various schemes into the core of the doped bre. The laser 
beam wavelength is typically in the range 1.07 mm to 1.09 mm and the 
physical dimensions of the gain medium for the bre laser are very different 
from other laser types. A Nd:YAG rod might be 200 mm, a CO2 discharge 
around 2 m, but the gain bre in a bre laser will be tens of metres long. 
The re ectors used in the bre laser are physically very different from 
traditional lasers. Typically the mirror will be formed from a dielectric 
coating on substrate, which will be transmissive at the laser wavelength for 
the output coupler. For the bre laser, Bragg gratings written into the core 
of a bre are used. These bre Bragg gratings (FBGs) consist of periodic 
refractive index variations. The longitudinal period of the grating determines 
the wavelength of the re ected light, and the magnitude of the variation 
controls the re ected percentage.

Laser beam

Excitation energy

Laser gain medium

Rear mirror
Total reflector

Front mirror/output coupler
Partial reflector

7.3 Basic components of a laser.
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Nd:YAG laser

The Nd:YAG laser is a solid-state laser (Fig. 7.4) usually in the shape of a 
rod, operating at 1.06 mm.5 The active species are neodymium ions present in 
small concentrations in the YAG crystal. Both continuous wave and pulsed 
laser outputs can be obtained at an overall ef ciency in the 3–5% range. 
The laser is used in industry because of its ef ciency, output power and 
reliability compared to other solid-state lasers. The crystal is grown using the 
Czochralski crystal growing technique6 which involves slowly raising a seed 
Nd:YAG crystal from the molten crystal constituents to extract an Nd:YAG 
boule. A single boule typically yields several laser rods. The concentration 
of Nd ions in the boule is carefully controlled and is not greater than about 
1.1%. Increasing the Nd doping further in order to increase the laser power 
can produce unacceptable strain in the crystal which can lead to a dramatic 
reduction in laser power. 
 Laser rods are typically 6 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length with the 
largest commercial size rods being 10 mm in diameter and 200 mm in length. 
Because of the crystal’s small size, Nd:YAG lasers tend to be much more 
compact than CO2 lasers. Illustrated in Fig. 7.4 are the main components of 
a single-rod Nd:YAG laser. Laser action is achieved by optically exciting 
the crystal by lamps placed in close proximity to it. The lamps have an 
emission spectrum, which overlaps the absorption bands of the Nd:YAG 
crystal at 700 nm and 800 nm. In order to couple the maximum amount of 
lamp light into the rod and extract the maximum laser power from it, the rod 
and the lamp are enclosed in specially designed and manufactured cavities. 

Output mirror

Laser beam

Reflector

Nd:YAG crystal

Flash lamp

Rear mirror

Flash lamp

Pump light

Cooling water

7.4 Schematic of Nd:YAG laser.
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The two most common pump cavity con gurations are elliptical and close-
coupled. In the case of elliptical cross sections, the rod and the lamp are 
placed along the two foci, and in the case of close-coupled cavities, the rod 
and the lamp are placed close together at the axis. The inside surface of the 
cavity is normally coated with gold in order to maximise the coupling of 
lamp light into the rod. Some laser manufacturers also manufacture ceramic 
cavities which produce more uniform pumping of the rod but at the expense 
of lower ef ciency (some 5% lower) compared to that of the gold-coated 
cavities.
 For continuous operation, krypton arc lamps are most widely used, while 
for pulsed operation high-pressure xenon and krypton ashlamps are used. 
Lamp lifetime dominates the service requirement of modern Nd:YAG lasers. 
For arc lamps, the lifetime ranges between 400 and 1,000 hours, while for 
pulsed lasers it is about 20 to 30 million pulses depending on operating 
conditions. 
 As only a fraction of the emitted spectrum is absorbed by the laser crystal, 
the rest of the emitted light is dissipated as heat in the cavity and has to be 
removed for ef cient laser operation. This is usually achieved by owing 
deionised water around the rod and lamp in a closed loop cooling system. 
The loop is coupled to a heat exchanger for ef cient heat removal. 
 Nd:YAG lasers are characterised by their power output over time, i.e. 
pulsed, continuous wave and super modulated7,8 (a feature exclusive to JK 
continuous wave products).9 Pulsed Nd:YAG lasers employ a power supply 
designed for delivering high peak powers during the laser pulse and do not 
have continuous wave (CW) capability. Pulsing implies that the laser’s active 
medium is excited by a very quick response stimulus. This allows the laser 
to transmit a burst of energy for a brief length of time (generally in terms 
of milliseconds). Peak pulse powers for pulsing Nd:YAG lasers can reach 
values of over 30 times greater than the maximum average power levels. 
This allows low-to-medium power lasers to achieve enough energy to reach 
vaporisation temperatures for most materials. The basic laser pulse from the 
pulsed laser is a rectangular pulse as shown in Fig. 7.5. Often the single sector 
standard pulse is quite adequate when microwelding standard ferrous alloys 
without any coating or pulsed Nd:YAG microcutting applications. However, 
with most welding of re ective or dissimilar materials, pulse shaping has 
a measurable effect on the quality and consistency.10 Most lasers are rated 
by their CW output, but pulsed lasers have pulse energy, peak power, pulse 
width and frequency terminology that must be understood.

Pulse energy

The volume of the melt puddle for each pulse is determined by pulse energy. 
There is a minimum pulse energy required for weld penetration to a certain 
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weld depth for a given material. Energy per pulse in joules (E) is related to 
the average power (P) and the pulse frequency (f) by the following: 

  
E (joules(( ) = Power (watts)

Frequency (Hz)  
[7.3]

Peak power

Height of the pulse is the peak power as shown in Fig. 7.6 and this peak 
power breaks down re  ectivity and overcomes thermal diffusivity. High 
peak power is required for precious metal welding and a range of aluminium 
alloys. The peak power (Pp) can be calculated by the following: 

  
P

E
tpPP  (kW) =

(joules)
(seconds)  

[7.4]

Pulse frequency and overlap

During pulsed Nd:YAG welding, seam welds are produced by a series of 
spot welds. The pulsing rate of the laser results in faster or slower seam 
welding as the rate is increased or decreased. To produce hermetic welds, 

Trig’dTek Run

T

T

1

500 mVCh1 M CH1/630 mVA400 ms

7.5 Basic temporal laser pulse shape from pulsed Nd:YAG laser. 
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pulse rate (f), spot diameter (d) and the weld speed (v) have to be matched 
to produce the required percent overlap (%OL). Generally speaking, typical 
values for hermetic welds are between 70 and 80%OL and for non-hermetic 
welds between 50 and 60%OL. The percent overlap can be calculated by 
the following: 

  %OL = 100{(d – v)|d} [7.5]

Figure 7.7 shows the relationship between welding speed and frequency for 
three different percentage overlaps. 

Fibre laser

The low power bre lasers are very compact and robust and have an edge 
over lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers in terms of beam quality (M 2  1.1) and 
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wall plug ef ciency of approx. 25%.11,12 Current investigations13,14 have 
shown that a single-mode bre laser is an ef cient, reliable and compact 
solution for microcutting, microwelding and microdrilling. The diode-pumped 
technology offers low maintenance cycles and high conversion ef ciency. 
Theoretical pump-light conversions of more than 80% are possible15 but 
typical optical conversion ef ciencies for ytterbium double-clad bre lasers 
are 60–70%.16 Average power levels up to 500 W are possible with air-
cooling. Since the overall ef ciency is high, most bre lasers are powered 
by standard 110 V/230 V supplies.
 In the design of a robust and reliable bre laser system, a number of other 

bre-based components enable the construction of monolithic ‘all- bre’ laser 
cavities. The bene ts of the all- bre design have been widely discussed 
elsewhere,17 with two of the principal advantages being the absence of 
optical alignment and exposed optical surfaces. Chief amongst these enabling 
components are the pump combiner and Bragg grating re ector. Figure 7.8 
shows a schematic of such a bre laser cavity design. The output bre has 
a single-mode core with a diameter of less than 10 microns which ensures 
a high beam quality output. This architecture is designed to be capable of 
producing output powers of up to 500 W with a 100,000 hour diode ensemble 
lifetime in a water-cooled heatsink con guration and up to 120 W using 
forced air-cooling at ambient air temperatures of up to 35°C with the same 
level of diode reliability.
 Central to the performance and reliability of the bre laser system are 
the pump laser diodes. In the last ten years, multimode diode pump sources 
emitting many watts of output power in the 900–980 nm wavelength range 
have become commercially available. Some of these sources have extremely 
high levels of reliability, with mean time to failure of greater than 500,000 
hours under normal operating conditions. By incorporating a suitable level 
of redundancy, ensembles of such pump sources having a mean time before 
failure (MTBF) of greater than 100,000 hours can be used to construct bre 
lasers emitting several hundred watts of output power.
 The advantages of the bre laser for industrial applications can be 
summarised as follows:

Bragg
grating

Pump laser
diodes Power

monitor
Beam

delivery

Yb-doped
optical fibre

Feedback 
monitor

7.8 Fibre laser schematic.
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Existing advantages of bre lasers:

 Good reliability and lifetime
 High stability of laser output leading to consistency of processing
 Small size of overall unit
 Generally longer warranty than standard lasers
 Option of air-cooled or water-cooled up to a few hundred watts output 

power.
 Lower price than equivalent power traditional laser.

Advantages of emerging industrial bre lasers:

 Integrated damage protection against backre ection issues
 Control software offering full functionality and ability to be integrated 

into system level controllers
 Fault diagnostics for improved warning or alarm identi cation
 End-of-life warning for tracking diode lifetimes
 Reliable, stable and linear power monitor integrated to laser
 Single sourcing for laser and process tools (cutting head, welding head 

or galvanometer based scanners)
 Ability to increase processing performance of re ective materials through 

periodic enhancements to laser peak power.

7.2.3 Beam delivery 

From the laser microwelding point of view, the laser by itself is very much 
ineffectual. The laser must be used in conjunction with several different 
items of optical and mechanical equipment, which need to be integrated 
into a functional unit, in order to be able to weld materials. It comprises 
three key elements: 

 laser source (Nd:YAG or bre laser)
 beam delivery and focusing optics ( bre delivered) 
 multi-axis, numerically controlled motion system or scanning head.

Fibre delivery 

The delivery bres used with 1.06 mm wavelength industrial lasers are 
of the ‘step index’ design. This means that they have a core with a high 
refractive index surrounded by a cladding with a lower refractive index (Fig. 
7.9). Transmission of light occurs by total internal re ection at the core/
cladding interface due to the refractive index difference between the core 
and the cladding. A property of these bres is that the exiting beam has a 
relatively homogeneous intensity distribution over its diameter. Depending 
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on the power of the laser, the core diameters range in size from 100 to 600 
mm for pulsed Nd:YAG lasers and from 10 to 20 mm for single-mode  bre 
lasers. The  bres are manufactured from high purity fused silica and possess 
minimal loss at the laser wavelength. 
 To launch a laser beam into a  bre, so that it experiences a minimal 
transmission loss as it propagates along it, requires that the diameter of 
the focused spot on the  bre face be smaller than or equal to the  bre core 
diameter. The focused spot size in commercial systems is normally 80–90% 
of the core diameter, which allows for easier adjustment of the  bre and 
any variation in the spot diameter due to laser parameters.18 In addition, the 
divergence of the input laser beam must be less than the acceptance angle 
of the  bre de  ned by its numerical aperture, NA.
 Delivery of the output beam to the workpiece is an important issue. A  bre 
laser beam delivery system must protect the  bre end-face from damage due 
to contamination or back-re  ected light from the workpiece. Furthermore, to 
take advantage of the high beam quality in microwelding applications, high 
quality optics and ‘through-the-lens’ viewing are advantageous. GSI Group 
Laser Division manufactures  bre end-terminations, process and scanning 
heads.19

 Figure 7.10 shows a schematic of a  bre termination (Luminator™ 
technology) designed for high-power YAG laser  bre beam delivery of the 
JK laser products. This patented technology makes use of a  bre mounting 
scheme and an angled capillary that is robust against back re  ection. GSI 
are using a variation on this existing design for  bre laser beam delivery. 
By applying the patented Luminator™ technology to the beam delivery  bre 
on the GSI Group  bre lasers, an integrated protection system against back 
re  ection issues has been provided that protects the  bre laser at a number 
of levels.
 As the effective mode area at the end of the delivery  bre is very small 
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7.9 The coupling of laser beam into an optical fi bre.
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for single-mode beams, so the power density on the bre ends is extremely 
high, meaning that they can be easily damaged if contamination is present, 
especially in the presence of back-re ected light. By shaping the bre end, 
so that the beam is allowed to expand in diameter before it exits the silica 
material of the delivery bre, the occurrence of this damage mechanism can 
be greatly reduced.

Scanning heads 

Laser microwelding with a scanning head provides signi cant advantages 
over the conventional process tool-based systems. Areas from fractions of 
square meters to a few square meters can be scanned depending on whether 
the galvanometer mirrors are in a xed or movable arrangement (Table 
7.2). This can be achieved at rates of many metres per millisecond, which 
signi cantly reduces processing cycle time and increases the productivity. 
In most welding applications the average welding time is 20–50% of 
the cycle time, which is relatively short compared to the positioning and 
loading time of the system. By reducing the non-productive times during 
the manufacturing process with a scanning head, the welding time can be 
increased by up to 90% or more. Additionally, the shape of the weld can be 
programmed in a variety of geometrical shapes and gures such as circle, 
sine wave, open circle and spiral, giving laser welding further structural 
advantage over conventional spot and MIG welding. As a leader in both the 

Laser beam

Temperature switch

Back
reflection

7.10 Fibre delivery incorporating backreflection protection. © JK 
Lasers, GSI Group.

Table 7.2 Range of scanning heads available for microwelding 

Focus lens code 100 160 163 254 330 420

Scan head model Scan dimensions (mm)

LDS-7, LDS-10, 
LDS-14

62 ¥ 62 99 ¥ 99 115 ¥ 115 157 ¥ 157 217 ¥ 217 291 ¥ 291

LDS-20 N/S N/S 110 ¥ 110 157 ¥ 157 217 ¥ 217 283 ¥ 291

LDS-25 N/S N/S 84 ¥ 84 130 ¥ 130 170 ¥ 170 216 ¥ 216
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scanner and laser elds, GSI19 has developed its own scanner and integrated 
software solution to enable laser-based scanner delivered processing. The 
system has been designed speci cally for laser processing applications rather 
than the more traditional marking applications for which scan heads are 
predominantly used. The software application has been seamlessly integrated 
into its industry-leading LaserViewSETM laser software.19 The end result is a 
single user application that allows the operator to manage all laser and scan 
head programming functions. Figure 7.11 shows a scanning head tted with 
delivery bre from the laser and Fig. 7.12 shows spot welds made with the 
scanning head system.

Laser performance

An area where there is a signi cant difference between lamp-pumped YAG 
and bre laser performance is pulsed operation. Lamp-pumped lasers are 
capable of producing long, multi-ms pulses with peak powers many times the 
rated average power of the laser, provided that the duty cycle is suf ciently 
low. This ability stems from the ash-lamp itself, which is often more 
constrained by the maximum average thermal load than the peak power 
output. Pulsed Nd:YAG lasers employ a power supply designed for delivering 
high peak powers during the laser pulse and do not have CW capabilities. 
These lasers are very good for welding highly re ective materials. High peak 

7.11 Scanning head fitted to delivery fibre from the laser. 
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power overcomes the thermal diffusivity and re ectivity of precious metals, 
copper and aluminium alloys. Some materials, i.e. high carbon steels, casting 
alloys, and a range of aluminium alloys, are dif cult to weld. These materials 
tend to either crack or produce welds with pores or other defects. It may 
be possible to produce defect-free welds in these materials by changing the 
laser pulse shape.20 The basic laser pulse from a pulsed laser is a rectangular 
pulse which is adequate for microwelding most ferrous materials without 
any coating or plating. For crack-sensitive alloys, welding of dissimilar 
materials or materials with coatings, a metallurgical, or sometimes known 
as ramp-down, temporal pulse shape is used.20 
 By contrast, while the semiconductor laser diodes used to pump a bre 
laser can be on-off modulated over a wide frequency range as shown in Fig. 
7.13 (from DC to tens of kHz in most industrial applications), they cannot 
typically be over-driven for long periods (multi-ms), in the same way as a 

ash-lamp, without reducing the lifetime of the device to an unacceptable 
level.

7.2.4 Beam profiles

Apart from different temporal pulse shapes of both lasers, another factor to 
consider when choosing a laser for microwelding is the beam pro le of the 
lasers. The beam pro le of the laser can affect the welding performance, 
i.e. weld penetration depth, weld pro le and weld quality. A top hat beam 
pro le as for lamp-pumped pulsed Nd:YAG lasers (Fig. 7.14), for example, 

7.12 Spot welds made with pulsed Nd:YAG laser fitted to a scanning 
head. 
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is more forgiving since the power and energy are evenly distributed across 
the weld zone. Top hat energy distribution is achieved when the laser beam 
is delivered to the workpiece via a bre optic cable. Increasing the pulse 
energy increases the weld depth (Fig. 7.15). Vaporisation does not occur if 
the power/energy density remains below the vaporisation point.
 The beam pro le from a single-mode bre laser is Gaussian in pro le 
(Fig. 7.16). This produces very deep and narrow welds (Fig. 7.17). For 
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7.13 Typical output waveform with relaxation pulse, when turning the 
SM fibre laser on and off.

7.14 Nd:YAG pulsed laser beam profile (top hat). 
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overlap joint welds, this weld shape is not so good in terms of mechanical 
properties because the interface is very small compared to the top hat beam 
pro le. However, it is possible to have a low power bre laser 100–500 W 
with a at top beam pro le (Fig. 7.18). This leads to a lower beam quality 
by introducing extra bre modes and the delivery bre is of large core 

(a)

(b)

7.15 Cross sections of top hat welds at different pulse energies; a = 
0.80 J, b = 1.96 J.
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7.16 Single-mode fibre laser beam profile (Gaussian); fibre diameter 
size 10–12 mm. 

7.17 Cross section of Gaussian beam profile weld; 100 W average 
power.
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diameter, i.e. 100 mm compared to 10–20 mm diameter bre for the Gaussian 
beam pro le. Both of these beam pro les can provide advantages during 
microwelding.

7.2.5 Nd:YAG versus fibre

Considering the differences in beam quality and pulsed performance between 
the two types of laser, there are different operating regimes for the two types 
of laser. The lamp-pumped YAG laser is characterised by long high-energy 
pulses but poorer beam quality, and the bre laser is associated with high 
repetition rate, on-off type modulation, single-mode beam quality but low 
pulse energy. From the perspective of microwelding applications, both of 
these regimes have their advantages and a few of the application examples 
are highlighted in Section 7.5. 

7.3 Laser microwelding process

7.3.1 Welding modes 

The heat transfer and molten metal ow experienced during laser microwelding 
can signi cantly in uence the weld pool geometry, solidi cation structure,21,22 

and defect formation.23 Laser beam microwelding is a process that melts and 
joins metals by heating with a focused laser beam. Figure 7.19 shows the 

7.18 Top hat (flat top) beam profile of 300 W fibre laser; fibre 
diameter size 100 mm.
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schematic setup for laser welding. The focused laser beam is made to melt the 
workpiece or joint at given laser power and welding speed. A shielding gas, 
usually an inert gas, is supplied either coaxially or by a pipe to protect the 
molten weld pool from oxidation. The main features of laser microwelding, 
which make it an attractive alternative compared to other fusion microwelding 
processes (i.e. resistance microwelding or arc microwelding), are:

 precise narrow and deep welds can be produced with high metallurgical 
quality 

 small heat affected zone which reduces metallurgical damage and also 
allows welds to be made close to heat-sensitive components

 the low heat input into the material obviating the need for complex 
jigging and allowing distortion-free welding of thick to thin sections

 high process speed (welding speeds in excess of 10 m/min can be 
achieved with materials of thickness about 1 mm)

 flexibility allowing one laser to be shared amongst a number of 
workstations

 post-weld treatment is not normally required
 welds can be performed in dif cult geometries and dissimilar material 

thicknesses.

 Laser microwelding of metals is classi ed into two welding modes i.e. 
thermal conduction and keyhole or sometimes known as deep penetration 
welding.24,25 Both the laser beam power and the focused spot size with 
respect to the workpiece will govern the welding modes. 
 Conduction limited welding (Fig. 7.20) occurs when the laser beam is 
out of focus and power density is insuf cient to cause boiling at the given 
welding speed. In this welding mode, overlapping spots from a pulsed 
laser or the beam from a continuous laser is absorbed by the surface of the 
material and the volume below the surface is heated by thermal conduction 
producing a semi-circular cross section. The minimum laser power needed 
to melt the material’s surface can be evaluated by a simple equation.26 When 

Laser 
beam

Gas shielding

Weld 
sample

Welding 
fixture

7.19 Schematic of laser welding, shielding gas prevents oxidation 
during welding.
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a stationary Gaussian beam interacts with material surface, the temperature 
at the centre of the heat source T (t) is given by:27

  

T
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d
t( )t =
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ÎÍ
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[7.6]

where d is focused laser spot diameter, W is the laser power, A is the 
absorptivity of the surface, K is the thermal conductivity and  is the thermal 
diffusivity. Thus the minimum laser power needed to melt a metal of melting 
temperature Tm is given by:

  
W

KdT
AmWW mTT

=
p

 
[7.7]

One of the most important parameters in  uencing the effects of laser–material 
interactions is the absorptivity of the material for laser radiation and the 
absorptivity of the material is greatly in  uenced by the wavelengths and 
temperature.28 When the laser beam strikes the target material, part of the 
energy is re  ected, the rest is absorbed, and the absorbed energy heats up the 
target material. The absorptivity is strongly dependent on the material being 
irradiated and on the laser wavelength. Figure 7.21 shows the absorptivity of 
some common metals which are routinely used in a range of microwelding 
applications with different laser wavelengths.28 Figure 7.2226 shows the 
minimum laser power needed with a given focused spot size to melt common 
microwelding metals with Nd:YAG wavelength (1.06 mm). It can be seen that 
silver is the most dif  cult material for conduction mode welding, requiring 
almost 900 W to melt. Aluminium-based alloys, steels and nickel are the 
easiest to weld. Copper is also dif  cult for conduction mode laser welding 

Welding direction
(moving laser beam)
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Weld pool

Laser beam

Conduction mode welding

7.20 Principle of conduction mode laser welding.
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because it requires approximately 300 W to melt. Sometimes copper-based 
alloys are nickel plated to enhance laser absorption and reduce the laser 
power needed to weld this material. 
 In keyhole or deep penetration welding (Fig. 7.23), the metal surface is 
heated by a focused laser beam (increased power density) to a temperature 
where the surface evaporation creates a recoil force suf cient to depress 
the molten surface into a cavity or a small keyhole. The keyhole grows in 
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7.21 Absorptivity vs. wavelength of different metals for selected 
lasers.
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7.22 Minimum laser power needed to melt different metals with 
pulsed Nd:YAG laser.26 
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depth because of increased coupling of radiation into the workpiece, through 
multiple re ections of the laser beam off the keyhole walls, and material 
vaporisation.25,29,30 The balance between the hydrostatic forces of the liquid 
metal surrounding the keyhole governs its existence and the pressure of 
vaporised and ionised material or plasma within it. 
 Figure 7.24 shows the transition in the weld bead shape and the weld 
penetration by changing the power density at the workpiece. The welds 
were made in stainless steel with a 400 W single-mode bre laser.31 The 
micrographs show that as the power density increases, the welding mode 
changes from conduction to keyhole. During these tests the welding speed 
was kept constant at 9 m/min. 

7.3.2 Welding joints

When considering laser microwelding, the design of the joint and possibly 
the fabrication method of the whole product should be assessed in order 
to gain the maximum advantage from the process. Laser microwelding 
requires high tolerances in gap control and joint positioning (Fig. 7.25). For 
macrowelding, ller material can be used to widen the tolerance eld, but 
in practice this is not very common because of the associated cost related 
with the process and also reduction in the weld speed. Laser microwelding 
is usually performed without any ller metals so gaps must be lled with 
metal from the adjacent area and bridging a gap requires extra laser energy. 
Generally, a gap no more than 10% of the thickness of the thinnest component 
is allowed. This can be relaxed for thicker materials greater than 1 or 2 mm 
but might need to be reduced to 5% or lower for materials less than 0.2 mm. 
Gap problems show themselves as very concave weld beads or failure to 

Welding direction
(moving laser beam)
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7.23 Principle of keyhole or deep penetration mode laser welding. 
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

7.24 Welds made with 400 W (JK400FL) single-mode fibre laser; 
304SS, 9 m/min, argon shield gas: (a) 4.98 MW/cm2; (b) 5.98 MW/
cm2; (c) 6.98 MW/cm2; (d) 7.98 MW/cm2.31

bridge the gap between parts. It is also much more dif cult to start a laser 
weld in a large-gap area compared to seam welds through a short section 
of high-gap area where bridging can sometimes be maintained. In addition 
to the suitable preparation and alignment of the joint faces, they should be 
free from contaminants such as grease, paint, dirt and oxide scales. Residue 
from chemical degreasing and cleaning agents should be carefully removed, 
since weld spatter and porosity (see below) can result if these substances 
are present on the workpiece. 

7.3.3 Materials

The metallurgy of laser welding is not much different from other conventional 
welding techniques, but there are two very important features which make 
laser microwelding very challenging and the engineer/designer must be aware 
of these before designing the component and deciding on the material type. 
The rst point to note is that laser welding is almost always an autogenous 
process, which means that no metal is added during the welding process. 
This was discussed previously in the consideration of t-up tolerances. The 
second special feature of laser welding is the relatively rapid cooling rate 
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of the solidifying metal, which places some special constraints on a few 
metal choices.
 When microwelding microwave packages, a designer requires a 
lightweight, corrosion-resistant, heat-dissipating, robust, and cheap material. 
Aluminium is usually the rst choice. Aerospace packages for microwave 
circuits, sensor mounts, or small-ordinance initiators are the most common 
examples of aluminium components that need to be laser welded. Laser 
welding with penetrations up to 1.5 mm are common in these applications 
and 6061-T6 aluminium alloy (Al-Mg-Si) is the material of choice because 
of economics, rigidity and ease of machining. However, the material cannot 
be successfully laser welded to itself, because the partially solidi ed melt 
zone cannot withstand the stress of shrinkage upon solidifying, and cracks 
are formed, known as solidi cation cracking or hot cracking. Hot cracking is 
the cause of almost all cracking in aluminium weldments. Hot cracking  
is a high-temperature cracking mechanism and is mainly a function of how 
metal alloy systems solidify. This cracking mechanism is also known as hot 
shortness, hot ssuring, solidi cation cracking and liquation cracking. 
 Figure 7.2632 shows the aluminium crack sensitivity curves and is a 
helpful tool in understanding why certain aluminium welds crack. The crack 
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7.25 Maximum gap and positioning tolerances for different laser 
welded joints.
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sensitivity curves show that with the addition of small amounts of alloying 
elements, the crack sensitivity becomes more severe, reaches a maximum, 
and then falls off to relatively low levels. After studying the crack sensitivity 
curves, it is easy to recognise that most of the aluminium-based alloys are 
considered unweldable autogenously (without ller alloy addition). The 
solution to this problem is to improve the ductility of the weld metal by using 
aluminium with high silicon content, such as alloy 4047 (Al-12% Si). This 
alloy is very ductile as a solid and dif cult to machine into complex shapes. 
Therefore, 6061 is usually employed as the package component with intricate 
features, and 4047 is used as a simple lid that is relatively thin (typically less 
than 1 mm). The only aluminium alloys that can be welded with low heat 
input and without the use of 4047 ller are the 1000 and 1100 alloys. These 
commercially-pure aluminium alloys have the metallurgical characteristics 
to avoid hot cracking, but their poor mechanical and machining properties 
usually prohibit use in most applications.
 Kovar (Fe-29% Ni, 17% Co) is another material which is often chosen 
for microwelding because its thermal expansion coef cient matches that of 
other package constituents such as glass-to-metal seals. Plated Kovar offers 
good corrosion resistance and can be machined and drawn relatively easily. 
Kovar is denser and heavier than aluminium, but it presents few metallurgical 
problems compared to those of aluminium. In addition, it provides the bene t 
of a low coef cient of thermal expansion. Usually welded to itself, Kovar 
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7.26 The effects of four different alloy additions on the crack 
sensitivity of aluminium.
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welds with ease up to 2 mm penetration. It is important to consider plating 
constituents when specifying Kovar package components.
 Stainless steel with its excellent corrosion resistance and good metallurgical 
characteristics is used in a number of microwelding applications. Stainless 
steel is slightly more dif cult to machine, and is heavier and more expensive 
than aluminium. Some aerospace packages employ stainless steel, but the 
majority of uses seem to be in the military, the medical eld or in automotive 
airbag systems. The various types of stainless steel are identi ed, and 
guidance given on welding processes and techniques that can be employed 
in fabricating stainless steel components without impairing the corrosion, 
oxidation and mechanical properties of the material or introducing defects 
into the weld. The unique properties of stainless steels are derived from the 
addition of alloying elements, principally chromium and nickel, to steel. 
Typically, more than 12 or 13% chromium is required to produce a stainless 
iron. 

Austenitic stainless steels 

These steels are usually referred to as the 300 series and are generally 
suitable for laser microwelding. Slightly higher weld penetration depths or 
increased weld speeds can be achieved when compared with low carbon steels 
(Fig. 7.27)33 due to the lower thermal conductivity of most stainless steel 
grades. The high speeds of laser welding are also an advantage in reducing 
susceptibility to corrosion caused by precipitation of chromium carbides at 
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7.27 Welding performance of 304 stainless steel and low carbon 
steel. Welds made with 400 W single-mode fibre laser (JK400L), spot 
size 30 mm.33 
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the grain boundaries that can occur with high heat input welding processes. 
In addition, laser welding of these grades results in less thermal distortion and 
residual stresses compared with conventional welding techniques, especially 
as these steels have 50% greater thermal expansion than plain carbon steels. 
The use of free-machining grades should be avoided because these steels 
contain high sulphur and high phosphorous that can lead to hot cracking. 
These elements segregate to the weld centreline, causing a brittle zone that 
cracks under the stress of solidi cation (hot cracking). 

Ferritic and martensitic stainless steels

These 400 series steels do not possess the good all-round weldability of the 
austenitic grades. Laser welding of the ferritic grades in some cases impairs 
joint toughness and corrosion resistance. The reduction in toughness is due in 
part to the formation of coarse grains in the heat-affected zone, and martensite 
formation, which occurs in the higher carbon grades. The heat-affected zone 
may have a higher hardness due to the fast cooling rate. Pre-heating can 
reduce martensite formation in 400 series alloys. Some 400 series alloys 
can be welded to 300 series alloys with good results, but again, results can 
vary from batch to batch, or with variations in heat input.
 Titanium and its alloys is another material used extensively in microwelding 
applications, especially in the medical industry, i.e. for pacemakers and 
pacemaker battery packages. Commercially-pure titanium and Ti-6Al-4V 
weld extremely well, but nitrogen cannot be used as shielding gas because of 
the formation of titanium nitride. Argon or helium must be used to prevent 
oxidation.
 Pure copper and its alloys are used mainly in microelectronic applications. 
Pure copper has good metallurgy for welding, but it is highly re ective to 
Nd:YAG laser energy and has high thermal conductivity, therefore making 
it dif cult to achieve weld penetrations greater than 0.5 mm. The re ectivity 
of pure copper can be overcome by plating it with electroless nickel before 
welding. Beryllium copper (BeCu) has better weldability and can produce 
very good welds to pure copper.
 Copper-tungsten is very heavy, but has very good heat conductivity, as 
well as a thermal expansion close to that of many electrical components. 
Copper-tungsten and copper-nickel alloys weld well. Brass alloys are not 
good candidates because of their zinc content. Zinc vaporises near the melting 
temperature of other metals, and vapour expansion tends to expel metal out 
of the weld pool. The little molten metal remaining solidi es, trapping the 
gas pockets in the joint, creating undercutting and porosity.
 Both silver and gold can be laser welded but with penetration limited 
to less than 0.5 mm because of high re ectivity and thermal conductivity. 
These metals are used for special applications in aerospace, electronics and 
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military ordnance, where corrosion resistance and electrical conductivity are 
paramount.

7.3.4 Microwelding of dissimilar materials 

Many applications in various industrial sectors, i.e. electronics, medical, 
consumer goods, automotive applications, etc., require joining of dissimilar 
metals. The trends of joining dissimilar metals of components are creating big 
challenges for welding methods. The weldability of dissimilar metals depends 
on many different factors. The physical properties have a big in uence on 
the amount of coupled-in energy and the heat transfer.34 In principle, a laser 
can also weld any material that can be joined by conventional processes. 
Illustrated in Table 7.3 is the weldability of metal pairs. In the welding of 
dissimilar metals, good solid solubility is essential for sound joint properties. 
This is achieved only with metals having compatible melting temperature 
ranges. If the melting temperature of one material is near the vaporisation 
temperature of the other, poor weldability is obtained and often involves 
the formation of brittle intermetallics. When joining dissimilar materials, 
there may be certain advantages in using laser welding even though brittle 
intermetallics may tend to form. Since the weld itself is narrow, the volume 
of intermetallics may also be reduced to acceptable limits. Again, it may be 
possible to offset the beam in one direction or the other, thus allowing some 
control over composition of the resulting alloy. Although it may be possible 
to produce sound joints by these methods on a laboratory scale, it is more 
dif cult to achieve similar control under production conditions. Mixing the 
molten metal in a laser weld seldom produces a chemically homogeneous 

Table 7.3 Weldability of metal pairs 

Al Ag Au Cu Pt Ni Fe Ti W

Al – C X C X X X X X
Ag C – S C S C D C D
Au X S – S S S C X N
Cu C C S – S S C X D
Pt X S S – S S X X
Ni X C S S S – C X X
Fe X D C C S C – X X
Ti X C X X X X X – X
W X D N D X X X X –

Al: aluminium; Ag: silver; Au: gold; Cu: copper; Pt: platinum; Ni: nickel; 
Fe: iron; Ti: titanium; W: tungsten
C: complex structures may exist; X: intermetallic compounds 
formed, undesirable combination; S: solid solubility exists in all alloy 
combinations; D: insufficient data for proper evaluation; N: no data 
available
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fused zone between the two dissimilar materials. Although the average 
chemical composition of the weld may be acceptable, local heterogeneity 
can be responsible for the presence of brittle zones. It will also be apparent 
that minor variations in the beam position can signi cantly in uence the 
relative proportions of the two main constituents in the weld zone.
 To date most microwelding of dissimilar metals has been carried out 
with pulsed lamp Nd:YAG lasers.35,36 Lamp-pumped lasers are capable of 
producing long, multi-ms pulses with peak powers many times the rated 
average power of the laser, provided that the duty cycle is suf ciently low. 
This ability stems from the ash-lamp itself, which is often more constrained 
by the maximum average thermal load than the peak power output. High 
peak powers of pulsed lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers coupled with pulse 
shaping make these lasers ideal for welding dissimilar materials. The shaping 
of pulses is of great importance since the temperature has to be controlled 
in the region where the two molten phases are mixed. Weld depth that is 
too deep – which can lead to defective joints – and also insuf cient weld 
depths can be avoided by adjusting the high starting power and the correct 
decreasing power to the joint geometry and the material properties of the 
pulse shape. Figure 7.28 shows examples of dissimilar material welds made 
with a lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser. These welds were made with a ramp 
down pulse shape (Fig. 7.29). 
 Compared to conventional lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers, bre lasers offer 
a number of advantages when microwelding dissimilar materials. The big 
advantage of these new laser sources is the beam quality or focusability. 
Focusability is understood as the ability to achieve a small focus diameter 
with a given optical element.37 The small focus diameter of the bre lasers 
offers a number of advantages during laser microwelding, i.e. 

 high power density at the workpiece
 reduced heat input
 reduced heat-affected zone
 reduced cycle time
 the volume of intermetallics may also be reduced to acceptable limits.

7.3.5 Plating and coatings 

The majority of the materials used in microwelding applications are either 
plated or coated to improve corrosion resistance, solderability, or for better 
absorption of the laser energy. Nickel and gold are the most common plating 
choices. Nickel is used alone, and it is almost always used as under-plating 
for gold or tin. These metals are plated on top of the nickel, because they 
do not plate well directly to other base metals. Nickel can be plated by 
an electrolytic or electroless process. Ferrous alloys such as Kovar and 
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stainless steel must be plated with electrolytic nickel. Electroless nickel 
plating contains phosphorous, which produces intermetallics within the 
weld that cause porosity and cracking. Gold-plated Kovar packages weld 
well, as long as there is not under-plating of electroless nickel. Gold-plated 
mild steel produces weld voids due to intermetallic segregation in the weld. 

(a)

(b)

331.1 mm

7.28 Examples of dissimilar weld joints; (a) Kovar to stainless steel, 
(b) 304 stainless steel and bronze. These welds were made with 125 
W pulsed Nd:YAG laser (JK125); spot size 60 mm.
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Aluminium and copper can bene t from nickel plating, because the plating 
has better laser-energy absorbability than the base metals. This technique 
is not often used with aluminium but is an excellent aid in the welding of 
copper and its alloys.
 Tin and zinc have low melting and vaporisation points, which result in 
porous welds. These platings should be absent from the weld joint. Even 
when platings bene cial to laser welding are chosen, there are other plating 
additives, such as organic brighteners, which can cause problems. Organic 
brighteners are gaseous when metals are liquid and, as discussed above, they 
create voids in the weld. Matte nishes with no organic brighteners work 
best for improving laser welding performance. Platings that only exist on 
top and not in the joint are often vaporised by the impinging laser beam and 
will not affect the weld quality. 

7.4 Defects and evaluation of microweld joints

7.4.1 Weld defects

Welding defects such as porosity, lack of fusion, spatter, burn through, 
oxidation and different forms of cracking can occur during laser microwelding 
either due to material-related problems as outlined in Section 7.3.3 or during 
the welding process. 

T

T Trig’dTek Run

1

Ch1 500 mV M A Ch1/630 mV400 ms

7.29 Example of ramp down temporal laser pulse shape used mainly 
for welding dissimilar or crack-sensitive materials.
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Weld cracking 

There are a number of cracking mechanisms associated with the welding of 
metallic alloys. One of the most notorious is hydrogen cracking, also referred 
to as cold cracking. Hydrogen cracking is often a major concern when 
welding carbon steels and high strength low alloy steels. However, when 
welding aluminium alloys, hydrogen cracking cannot occur. Hot cracking  
is the cause of almost all cracking in aluminium weldments. Hot cracking is 
a high-temperature cracking mechanism and is mainly a function of how 
metal alloy systems solidify. This cracking mechanism is also known as hot 
shortness, hot ssuring, solidi cation cracking and liquation cracking. The 
cracking mechanisms that can occur during laser welding can generally be 
resolved by process parameter optimisation and xturing. The combination 
of xturing and weld con guration often introduces geometry defects that 
provide location of high stress concentration that can start a crack.
 Figure 7.30 shows examples of microweld with excessive cracking and 
porosity, however, by just changing the temporal pulse shape of the pulsed 
laser, it is possible to produce defect-free cracks in the same materials. 

Undercutting

Undercutting or weld blowout of the microweld is attributed to two main 
processing parameters. The rst mechanism is due to high laser power which 
results in the expulsion and loss of liquid material from the weld pool (Fig. 
7.31). The loss of the material comes from splattering and evaporation.38 
However, the loss of the material through splattering is just down to high 
laser power. A more valid criterion would be the laser power divided by the 
welding speed, as this governs the heat input and the rapid ow of the energy 
through the keyhole.39 The other type of undercutting defect is observed when 
the gap is too big in overlap or butt joint welding (Fig. 7.32). This defect 
can be prevented by reducing the gap with good xturing/clamping. 

Weld spatter and porosity 

Weld spatter is de ned as the molten metal droplets that are thrown out of 
the fusion zone (Fig. 7.33). The formation of the spatter can be controlled 
by reducing the peak power and reducing the weld temperature. However, 
changing the peak power settings could also lead to a reduction in the weld 
penetration. 
 Rapid closing of the keyhole, thus preventing full penetration through 
the plate, can lead to the formation of porosity (Fig. 7.34). With the rapid 
cooling usually present with laser welding, pores are left in the weld when 
the rapidly solidifying pool traps pores before they can oat to the surface. 
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(a)

7.30 Pulsed laser welding of 6061 aluminium alloy: (a) the weld 
shows excessive porosity and centreline cracking with standard 
temporal laser pulse shape; (b) ramp down temporal laser pulse 
shape produces crack- and porosity-free weld.

However, with pulsed Nd:YAG welding, it is possible to tailor the pulse 
shape to allow the pores suf cient time to rise to the top. A long cooling 
segment of the pulse shape is normally utilised to reduce porosity.40 
 In the majority of cases, some sort of shielding gas is used during laser 
microwelding. The function of the shielding gas is to protect the weld surface 
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from oxidation and atmospheric contamination. A range of shielding gases 
can be used (i.e., N2, Ar, He and CO2, etc.). This will depend on the material 
being welded. The presence of a shielding gas can also cause porosity 
during laser welding. The gas is entrapped by the turbulent welding pool 
and keyhole.41 
 Microwelding of dissimilar materials can introduce a number defects 
caused by the difference in the mechanical and physical properties. One of 
the most serious involves the formation of intermetallic compounds in the 
fusion zone which can lead to microcracking. Figure 7.35 shows a microweld 
between copper and aluminium showing microcracks in the fusion zone. 

7.4.2 Evaluation of welds 

Once the microweld has been made, there are a number of different methods 
available (visual, metallographic sections, mechanical testing and leakage 

(b)

1 mm
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14:40:0915.60%

500 mV M  1.00ms Ch1/630 mVA

Tek Run Trig’d
D: 1.31 V
@: 1.44 V
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No period 
found
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7.30 Continued
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7.31 Undercutting or weld blowout caused by too much power/
energy at the workpiece. This leads to vaporisation of material.

7.32 Excessive gap between two sheets during overlap welding 
leading to undercutting of both top and bottom weld beads. 
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7.33 Combination of high power density at workpiece and low 
welding speed leading to porosity and spatter during laser welding.

7.34 Rapid closing of the keyhole, thus preventing full penetration 
through the plate, can lead to the formation of porosity; 304 stainless 
steel overlap weld joint.
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testing) to evaluate the quality of the welds, i.e. cosmetic appearance, porosity, 
cracking, hermeticity and strength. 
 The simplest and most widely used method is visual observation of 
the surface of the weld. This method is very useful for determining if the 
microwelds are free from spatter and surface oxidation, and for in-depth 
analysis (i.e. cracking, porosity weld penetration, etc.), metallographic methods 
are required. This method is very slow but very necessary to evaluate the 
microwelds, and extreme care should be taken when sectioning very small 
components. The metallurgical laboratory should be well equipped with the 
suitable equipment to cut and polish very small parts. 
 Leak testing is another method which is very common for checking 
hermeticity of the microwelds. Lithium ion batteries and microwave packages 
are two of the applications which are tested for leaks. Figure 7.36 shows a 
typical leak detection jig used for checking welded batteries. Leak tests are 
performed on the welded samples to check that battery case (can and cap) 
and electrolyte inlet (ball and cap) are hermetically sealed. The samples are 
tested with nitrogen gas at 15 kgf/cm2 for 5 minutes in water. The schematic 
of the leak test is shown in Fig. 7.37. The welds are good, i.e. hermetically 
sealed, if no bubbles are observed along the length of the weld and around 
the ball and cap. 
 For tensile strength, small-scale tensile testing machines are used to evaluate 
the strength of the microwelds. During the pull test, the welded joint is often 
exposed to a complex stress state, resulting most often in tensile shear of 
the weld zone.42 During laser microwelding it is important to consider the 

7.35 SEM micrograph of the root of the weld between aluminium 
alloy and pure copper. This shows formation of intermetallic 
compounds in the fusion zone leading to microcracking.
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effect of the weld process on the raw parent material. The strength of the 
overlap weld joint is governed by power density and the spot size of the 
laser beam.
 The mechanical properties of these joints are governed to an extent by 
the weld width at the interface. A weld width equal to or greater than the 
thinnest sheet thickness is a suitable target. Table 7.4 shows the effect of 
spot weld diameter and the nugget size on the shear strength of the spot 
welds. These spot welds were made with single-mode 200 W bre laser in 
thin foils of stainless steel. At low power the weld had very little strength 
due to very small nugget size at the interface. As the power increases, the 
weld diameter also increases, which produces spots welds with good strength 
due to bigger nugget size. 

Battery

O-ring

Air port
(Fitting)

Pusher

Height
adjustment

7.36 Leak testing jig mainly used for checking hermeticity of laser-
welded lithium ion batteries (courtesy of Hana, South Korea). 

Pressure
15 kg/cm2

Pressure: 15 kgf/cm2

Nylon tube or suitable one

Water tank

7.37 The schematic of the leak test. The welds are good, i.e. 
hermetically sealed, if no bubbles are observed along the length of 
the weld and around the ball and cap.�� �� �� �� �� ��
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7.5 Applications of laser microwelding

Laser microwelding plays a very important role in joining microparts for 
a number of industries, i.e. medical, electronics, automotive and consumer 
goods, and some applications are listed in Table 7.1. 

7.5.1 Examples of laser microwelding applications 

Lithium ion batteries for portable applications such as mobile phones and 
laptops are made in very high volumes and as such need very high throughput 
on production lines to make manufacture cost effective. Lithium cells are 
poisoned by water vapour, so a hermetic seal of the cell is critical for long 
life. Laser welding a lid to the can is fast, reliable, low cost, and easy to 
automate. Pulsed YAG lasers produce the necessary pulse energy and peak 
power to produce hermetically sealed welds with the required penetration for 
the mechanical strength. Galvo-mirrors or translating optics can be used to 
match the speed of the cells if a weld-on-the- y application is needed. Figure 
7.38 shows an example of a lithium ion battery welded with a JK300HP 
(300 W average power). 
 Disk drive exures (Fig. 7.39) hold the ferrite reader that oats over the 
spinning magnetic media in a hard drive. The high speeds of positioning 
and the ultra-close proximity of the ferrite reader mean that this assembly 
must be accurately assembled from three or four pieces of stainless steel 
with thicknesses ranging from 20 mm to more than 200 mm. Their design 
must accommodate resonances, stiffness, and overall component accuracy 
in three planes. Assembly of these exures must be highly automated for 
low-cost, repeatable manufacture. 
 Lasers have been the only joining solution available for this application 
since the early 1980s. Their ability to produce discreet energy levels and pulse 
shapes for each weld location and relative thickness means that each weld 
is tailored to its target and the welding rate can be over 150 welds/second. 
Most systems today use galvo-mirrors that direct the laser beam through 
a at- eld lens onto the part. Ultra-precise xtures hold the parts together 

Table 7.4 Effect of weld diameter on the nugget size and shear strength (overlap 
spot welding)

Material combination Weld diameter (μm) Nugget size (μm) Shear strength (Psi)

20 m + 25 m
20 m + 25 m
20 m + 25 m

75
115
170

35
65
95

0.40
1.39
1.52

25 m + 35 m
25 m + 35 m
25 m + 35 m

95
140
195

55
80

110

0.57
1.45
1.60
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for laser welding and also feed inert gas to the weld area for clean, smooth, 
oxide-free welds. Any brittle oxide or melt spatter on the surface can ake 
off and contaminate the drive rendering it useless. For this application both 
low power Nd:YAG and bre lasers can be used to produce welds. Figure 
7.40 shows spot welds made with both lasers. 

(a)

(b)

7.38 (a) Lithium ion battery welded with pulsed Nd:YAG laser at 
50 mm/sec; weld penetration (b) 350 mm. The battery is made of 
aluminium alloy (0.2 mm thick case and 1 mm thick cap). 
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 Medical devices – pacemakers, de brillator and drug-pump – welding 
implanted medical devices that incorporate electronics and sensors, require 
process control and end-product quality that is second to none. These devices 
must not only function awlessly, they must have an aesthetic quality that 
helps with sterilisation and does not irritate the tissue. The welds on these 
implantable devices must be a hermetic seal very close to heat-sensitive 
components and since the value of the component before welding is very 
high, the yield from the welding process must also be high. Pacermakers and 
de brillators are electronic devices that are encased in a titanium package 
that holds the circuitry and battery. Most of the laser welding employed with 
these units is in the outer case weld. Drug pumps are more complex since 
at their core they are a mechanical pump and reservoir system along with 
control electronics and batteries. Laser welding of the different mechanical 
sub-assemblies and reservoirs means that dozens of laser welds can be part 
of these systems.

(a)

(b)

Thin flexures

Spot welds

Dimple provides preload

Pad attachment area (shaded)

Top view of suspension arm

7.39 (a) Disk drive flexure; (b) flexure arm schematic, highlighting 
laser spot weld positions. 
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 Low-power pulsed YAG lasers (300 W) are the best choice for medical 
package assembly and sealing. Their high peak powers and low heat input 
can handle all the different alloys and create a very tolerant process while 
maintaining deep penetrations. Fibre optic beam delivery is most common 
for these parts because of the consistent focus spot size and top-hat energy 
distribution which helps with llet and butt joints to ll any gaps and get 
good weld nugget size for maximum yield. It may be also possible to weld 
some of these medical devices with CW bre lasers (200 W), but care 
is needed to optimise the laser parameters because pure CW power may 
cause distortion of the sensitive parts of the component. Figure 7.41 shows 
a titanium hearth pacemaker welded with a JK300HP (300 W). The weld 
penetration is approx. 200–250 mm.
 Radioactive isotopes (Fig. 7.42) used for cancer therapy have a rather 
short half-life and must be produced to order and shipped immediately for 
implanting into the patient. The capsules or seeds containing radioactive 
elements are implanted into the body inside or near the cancer itself to produce 
a much localised radiation treatment. Other radioactive isotopes are used in 
heart procedures where the radioactivity helps reduce scarring around stents 
that begin to close the vessel sometime after the stent is inserted. In this 
case the radioactive material is laser sealed into a capsule and the capsule 
attached or laser welded to a lead for insertion into the body. It takes several 
minutes to locally radiate the artery around the stent.

(a)

(b)

7.40 Laser spot welds, 304 stainless steel (51 + 102 mm); (a) pulsed 
Nd:YAG laser, (b) single-mode fibre laser. 
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7.41 The seam weld around the cardiac pacemaker demonstrates the 
precision that can be achieved with a laser process. A laser welding 
also offers a greater degree of control resulting in stability, excellent 
repeatability, and consistency. Pacemakers require high integrity 
hermetic seals at the same time as ensuring well-controlled depth 
of penetration and low heat input to prevent damage to internal 
components.

7.42 Laser welded radioactive isotopes. Pulsed YAG lasers are the 
best choice for capsule and seed assembly and sealing. Their high 
peak powers and low heat input create a very tolerant process while 
maintaining consistent shallow weld penetrations (200 mm). 

 For implantable medical applications, the alloy of choice is titanium which 
is very easy to weld due to its low thermal conductivity. Its reactivity with 
oxygen and nitrogen is the only process drawback. Weld shielding with argon 
is critical for bright silver welds. Pulsed YAG lasers are the best choice for 
capsule and seed assembly and sealing. Their high peak powers and low 
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heat input create a very tolerant process while maintaining consistent shallow 
weld penetrations (200 mm). 
 In microwave packages welding (Fig. 7.43), the microwave circuitry is 
different from many other electronic devices in that the package around the 

(a)

(b)

7.43 (a) Laser welding of microwave packages: a laser weld produces 
a hermetic seal so that no contaminants can reach the circuits and 
the weld also traps a very high quality inert atmosphere in the 
package. (b) Weld cross section of drop-in cover shown in (a). The 
cover is 0.50 mm thick 4047 aluminium alloy and the housing is 6061 
aluminium alloy. Weld penetration is 1.20 mm. 
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active elements is also part of the microwave circuit. Since most microwave 
circuits involve expensive radar or communication systems, they require 
a very high reliability hermetic seal and a high yield. Therefore, their 
packaging must be robust, hermetically sealed, and capable of being opened 
and reworked when needed. Laser welding meets these requirements. A 
laser weld produces a hermetic seal so that no contaminants can reach the 
circuits and the weld also traps a very high quality inert atmosphere in the 
package. Laser welding has very low heat input and can be placed very close 
to polymer seals, glass-to-metal seals, soldered components and electronic 
circuits.
 For aerospace applications, the alloy of choice for these packages is 
aluminium. It has the electrical and thermal properties, is easy to machine, 
and very light weight. 6061-T6 alloy is used for the base of the package 
and then a 4047 alloy lid is laser welded onto the base with a butt, lap or 

llet joint. The 12% silicon-aluminium alloy 4047 can be fusion welded to 
the 6061 without cracking, creating a strong hermetic seal. For rework, an 
end mill will machine through the laser weld back to the same level as the 
original base. Once repaired, another lid can be located on the package and 
laser welded again. The number of repairs is virtually unlimited. In some 
instances, a laser weld is required through the lid into dividing labyrinth 
walls in the base to isolate certain parts of the circuit from others. Some 
microwave packages can use stainless steel or Kovar components.

7.6 Conclusion and future trends

Laser microwelding is an established technology that is becoming both a 
necessity and a valuable asset for manufacturing micro components for 
various industry sectors, and a range of industrial lasers with diffraction-
limited spot sizes are available to meet the growing demand. 
 More and more of the microwelding applications will require joining 
dissimilar metals with different mechanical and physical properties which 
creates big challenges for welding. In the future, laser microwelding of 
dissimilar material combinations will bene t from a deeper understanding of 
welding methods and materials, so that good quality welds can be produced 
in a range of material combinations. The weldability data outlined in Table 
7.3 need more detailed study in terms of welding technology, as most small-
scale laser welds will cool very rapidly giving rise to many welding defects, 
and the process can violate what the handbook would indicate as a weldable 
material combination. There is also potential for using lasers to microweld 
plastics to metals or plastics to ceramics. Metals are strong and ductile, and 
plastics are light and easily formable, and a laser joining technology for 
direct bonding a metal and a plastic, called laser-assisted metal and plastic 
(LAMP) joining, has been developed.43 LAMP joining is performed by 
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melting the plastic near the joint interface and then forming small bubbles 
in the melted plastic by utilising a simple lap joint. The transmitted laser 
beam is absorbed to heat the metal surface, and the plastic near the joint can 
be melted to form bubbles by the heat conducted from the metal. The metal 
interface near the lap joint is not melted, but the plastic on the metal plate 
is melted to form small bubbles. The LAMP joining is applicable to bond 
thermoplastics, especially engineering plastics, to any metal. A strong LAMP 
joint is characterised by the formation of small bubbles in the plastic near the 
joint, which should be heated above the decomposition temperature of the 
plastic. This LAMP joining technology is applicable to many combinations 
of metals such as steels, titanium and aluminium alloys, and plastics such 
as PET, polyamide (PA) and polycarbonate (PC). It is also con rmed that 
LAMP joining is applicable to the joining of dissimilar metals with a plastic 
intermediate layer sheet in terms of the preventive means of local electric-
physical corrosion in the metals.
 Lastly, a key future trend in microwelding is a push towards more complete 
microwelding systems, i.e. good xturing for good part t-up, good gas 
shielding system, good vision system and some sort of in-process monitoring. 
It is very easy to produce sound welds in the laboratory environment by 
optimising laser and processing parameters. In production, however, it is not 
that easy to maintain optimal parameters of output and mode of laser beam, 
since the focusing optics or the cover glass slides can deteriorate in long-term 
operation. The weld quality can also be affected by non-laser conditions such 
as t-up between the parts, variation in input materials, contamination (oil or 
dust), focus position and oxidation of the work surface. Thus it will be useful 
and cost saving to evaluate the weld quality during the welding process by 
in-process monitoring. The use of a complete microwelding system has the 
potential to improve the overall weld quality, reduce the cost and improve 
reliability by removing the human element and inherent variability of the 
manual process. 
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Abstract: In this chapter, laser welding procedures employed in the 
literature to join aluminium and titanium alloys are reviewed. The chapter is 
divided into two main sections, comprising reviews of the literature on laser 
welding of aluminium alloys and titanium alloys, respectively. Each of these 
sections has an introductory part in which general concepts and specific 
properties influencing the weldability of alloys are described. Subsequently, 
the main experimental details of the reviewed papers are reported, including 
description of the laser equipment, welding modes, powers and processing 
rates, shielding gas, superficial pre-treatments of samples, etc. The 
microstructure, main defects, mechanical properties and corrosion behaviour 
of the weld beads are also reviewed. The main objective of this chapter is to 
introduce the reader to the latest results obtained in the literature regarding 
laser welding of these two light alloys, emphasising the most influential 
factors for each alloy.

Key words: Laser welding, aluminium alloys, titanium alloys.

8.1 Introduction to laser welding of aluminium 

alloys

Laser welding (or laser beam welding, LBW) presents some advantages in 
comparison with other conventional joining techniques, as reported in previous 
chapters of this book. However, there still exists the fundamental problem 
that the welding reliability of aluminium alloys is lower than that of other 
industrial metals, such as steels. The reason lies in the physical properties of 
aluminium alloys, especially their high thermal conductivity, high reflectivity 
and low viscosity (Kuo and Lin, 2006; Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009a, 2009b; 
Pierron et al., 2007). The coefficient of thermal conductivity of aluminium 
alloys depends on different factors, such as the temperature, the amount and 
nature of the alloying elements and the previous heat treatment of the alloy 
(T3/T4 usually decrease the thermal conductivity in comparison with T0). 
Figure 8.1 shows the thermal conductivity at room temperature of some 
aluminium alloys in relation to their percentage of alloying elements. Data 
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shown in this figure highlight that thermal conductivity of aluminium alloys 
is usually higher the purer the alloy. 
 The relatively high thermal conductivity values provoke a rapid heat 
transfer when the aluminium alloys are subjected to a laser beam. This 
effect constitutes an important drawback for LBW, as the heat diffuses to 
the whole welding piece, avoiding the concentration of energy in the weld 
pool. Thus, aluminium alloys require higher laser energies than other alloys 
to be welded, as higher fluencies are needed to reach the melting temperature 
of the welding zones. It should be taken into account that each alloying 
element has a different influence on the coefficient of thermal conductivity. 
In the case of steels, it is claimed that molybdenum appreciably increases its 
thermal conductivity, nickel and copper increase it moderately, aluminium and 
silicon reduce it considerably, and chromium, vanadium, tin and antimony 
reduce it moderately (Rukadikar and Reddy, 1986). Unfortunately, such 
detailed information is not available for aluminium alloys. It is indicated 
in Sakamoto et al. (2003) that elements such as Si, Mg and Zn modify the 
thermal properties of aluminium alloys, therefore affecting their weldability. 
The effect of the Si content on the thermal conductivity of Al-Si diamond 
composites and Al-Si matrix has also been reported. In both materials, thermal 
conductivity decreases as Si content increases (Zhang et al., 2009).
 Some works demonstrate the influence of some alloying elements on 
other properties affecting the weldability of aluminium alloys. Thus, the 
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8.1 Thermal conductivity of some aluminium alloys at room 
temperature in relation to the total amount of their alloying 
elements. 
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Mg and Zn content, which have lower boiling points than aluminium, are 
known to improve the weldability of aluminium alloys under the keyhole 
regime (Sakamoto et al., 2003; Ancona et al., 2007). In other work, taking 
into account the weld penetration and the susceptibility to solidification 
cracking, the weldability of six different aluminium alloys have been seen 
to depend on the magnesium content and, to a lesser extent, the zinc and 
silicon amount (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2012b). Authors conclude that these 
elements decrease the thermal conductivity and the melting temperature, 
therefore increasing the weldability of aluminium alloys. 
 The second important factor limiting the applicability of LBW to aluminium 
alloys is their high reflectivity. The radiation absorption of aluminium 
alloys depends on the input laser wavelength; Howard et al. (2006) indicate 
that the absorption of the high power diode laser (HPDL) wavelength by 
aluminium alloys is higher than the CO2 and Nd:YAG wavelengths. Thus, the 
emission wavelength of the HPDL (808 nm) provokes a higher absorptivity 
in aluminium than the longer wavelengths of Nd:YAG (1,064 nm) and CO2 
(10,640 nm) lasers (Howard et al., 2006). In any case, regardless of the laser 
source, the reflectivity of aluminium alloys can be higher than 80%, this value 
being higher as the aluminium alloy is purer. This high reflectivity makes 
the aluminium alloys absorb a small fraction of the incident radiation. For 
example, the absorptivity of pure polished aluminium at 800 nm is reported 
to be around 13% (Howard et al., 2006). In practice, the actual absorptivity 
is influenced by the presence of an oxide layer, other surface contaminants 
and surface roughness (Howard et al., 2006). 
 Different conventional surface treatments, such as sandblasting or the 
application of dark coatings are reported to decrease the reflectivity of 
aluminium alloys (Okon et al., 2002; Duley, 1999; Howard et al., 2006; 
Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009a). More sophisticated treatments based on laser 
texturisation treatments have recently been proved to increase the absorption 
of laser radiation of 5083 aluminium alloy surfaces, in comparison with the 
above commented conventional treatments (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2012a). 
These results indicate that laser texturisation treatments improve the absorption 
and weld penetration of aluminium alloys up to 20%. Further research is 
required in order to determine the precise influence of the experimental 
texturisation variables. In any case, superficial conditions are expected to 
play a larger role in conduction mode than in keyhole mode welding, as the 
formation of a keyhole increases the energy absorbed by multiple reflections 
and plasma interactions inside the keyhole (Howard et al., 2006; Duley, 
1999).
 Finally, the third factor responsible for the low weldability of aluminium 
alloys is the low viscosity of the weld pool, which limits its expansion 
before solidification (Kuo and Lin, 2006; Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009a). To 
the authors’ knowledge, there are no investigations that have succeeded at 
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increasing the viscosity of the weld pool of aluminium alloys, this property 
being a constant drawback for laser welding of these alloys.

8.2 Laser welding technologies for aluminium 

alloys

As commented in previous chapters, there are two laser welding mechanisms: 
keyhole (usually involving density power higher than 106 W·cm–2) and 
conduction (with density power normally lower than 106 W·cm–2) (Okon et 
al., 2002; Duley, 1999). The basic difference between the two modes depends 
on the characteristics of the generated weld pool. Thus, as the energy density 
of the laser beam is higher in keyhole welding than in conduction welding, 
the keyhole usually leads to narrower weld beads. This regime generates a 
cavity in the weld pool as a consequence of the metal evaporation. This cavity 
is stabilised by the pressure of the own vapour generated (Duley, 1999). The 
keyhole is associated with violent plasma generation which consists of metal 
vapour, ionised ions and electrons. The plasma resides both outside and inside 
the keyhole, known as the plasma plume and keyhole plasma, respectively 
(Jin et al., 2012). Both plasma plumes and keyhole plasma have been studied 
with spectroscopic methods (Jin et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2012). The stability 
of the keyhole depends on a balance between surface tension pressure and 
vapour pressure: surface tension pressure tends to close the keyhole while 
vaporisation tends to keep it open (Sibillano et al., 2007). Keyhole welding 
is employed more than conduction welding, because it produces welds with 
high aspect ratios and narrow heat-affected zones (Dowden, 2009; Matsunawa 
et al., 1998, 2000; Akhter et al., 2007; Kuo and Lin, 2006; Shi et al., 2007a; 
Bassani et al., 2007). However, the keyhole welding mechanism can lead 
to some problems, such as instability, keyhole oscillation and intermittent 
closure of the keyhole that often produces porosity due to gas entrapment. 
Additionally, in some alloys, the high weld speed (and hence high rates of 
cooling) under the keyhole regime can lead to embrittlement in the weld or 
heat-affected zone (Okon et al., 2002). 
 On the other hand, conduction welding is a more stable process, since 
metal vaporisation occurs at a lower level than in keyhole mode (Okon 
et al., 2002; Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009a; Sibillano et al., 2007). In the 
conduction regime, the energy density of the laser beam locally heats the 
material up to a temperature above its melting point and below its boiling 
point (Cao et al., 2003). Conduction welding offers an alternative way of 
welding traditionally difficult materials such as aluminium alloys (Okon 
et al., 2002). Different studies have been carried out concerning the laser 
welding of aluminium alloys by means of the conduction mechanism. Thus, 
the applicability of the diode laser to the conduction welding of AA2024 
is analysed and interpreted by thermal modelling (Williams et al., 2001). 
Zhao and DebRoy (2001) developed a model to study the vaporisation 
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rate and weld metal composition change of automotive aluminium alloys, 
based on principles of transport phenomena, kinetics and thermodynamics. 
AA5083 welded under conduction has been reported to lead to magnesium 
loss of about 1–4% in the fusion zone when using a high power diode laser 
(Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009b) and around 8% when employing a high 
power CO2 industrial laser (Sibillano et al., 2007). This contrasts with 
the magnesium loss measured in 5083 welds produced under the keyhole 
regime, which range between 13% and 22% (Sibillano et al., 2006a, 2007). 
As commented before, magnesium is the most influential alloying element 
on welding aluminium alloys; therefore, its evaporation must be reduced. 
 In addition to these well-known conduction and keyhole regimes, 
Assuncao et al. (2012) have just proved the existence of a third welding 
mode so-called transition regime, leading to welds with characteristics of 
both keyhole (undercut, not flat top profile and small depression at the 
surface) and conduction (low aspect ratio). These results also highlight that 
the welding mode (keyhole, transition or conduction) depends not only on 
the power density but also on the welding speed and beam diameter.
 Examples of six aluminium butt welds using a high power diode laser 
under the conduction regime are shown in Fig. 8.2 (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 
2012b). The relatively high penetration of these welds, together with the 
low density of defects, demonstrate that laser welding of aluminium alloys 
under conduction regime is nowadays a reliable joining method. 
 In the literature, the possibility of changing the welding mode of aluminium 
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8.2 Examples of butt welds of aluminium alloys (1050, 2017, 2024, 
5083, 6082, and 7075) generated with a HPDL under the conduction 
regime. 
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alloys is discussed (from the conduction to the keyhole regime or vice versa), 
by means of the variation of different laser experimental variables. For 
instance, using a CO2 laser of 2.5 kW, Sibillano et al. (2007) showed that 
the flow of the shielding gas and/or the processing rate induced a change in 
the welding mode of 5083 samples. The results of this research indicate that 
low flows of shielding gas and high processing rates encourage conduction 
versus keyhole (Sibillano et al., 2007). In a previous study employing a 
Nd:YAG laser of 1 kW, Hoult (1990) also observed that the processing rate 
controlled the welding mechanism and, therefore, the weld shape. Thus, at 
low rates (0.5 m/min) the welds were produced under the keyhole regime, 
while at higher processing rates (3 m/min), they were generated under the 
conduction regime (Hoult, 1990). 
 In more recent works, it is indicated that other variables can also induce 
a transition of keyhole to conduction, such as the laser beam defocusing (the 
laser beam defocusing provokes a spot size increase leading to a density energy 
decrease) (Okon et al., 2002). In this context, Nakamura et al. (2000) proposed 
a technique to detect the transition between laser keyhole welding and laser 
heat conduction welding by monitoring optical and acoustic emissions from a 
laser-irradiated point. The study of the effect of defocusing high power laser 
beams was first restricted to distances between the focus and the workpieces 
ranging from –10 mm to +10 mm (Esposito et al., 1982; Matsumura et al., 
1992). However, in Okon et al. (2002) the transition from keyhole to conduction 
mode is achieved when the distances of the workpiece range from +5 mm to 
+ 100 mm below the focus (Okon et al., 2002). This methodology offers an 
alternative method of welding resulting in lower cooling rates, which may 
enhance weld bead properties of aluminium alloys. Thus, full-penetration 
laser conduction welds produced by means of high-power defocused CO2 and 
Nd:YAG laser beams could reduce or avoid defects related to the keyhole 
regime (Okon et al., 2002). Sibillano et al. (2007) have recently developed 
a real-time monitoring technique to detect the transition between keyhole 
and conduction modes in 5083 aluminium alloy welds generated with a CO2 
laser. This methodology is based on the correlation analysis of the plasma 
plume optical spectra generated during laser welding. The principle of this 
technique, so-called covariance mapping technique (CMT), is that the keyhole 
mode provokes a higher evaporation of alloying elements, generating therefore 
higher plasma plume than the conduction mode. 
 Another experimental parameter leading to a change in the welding 
mechanism is working with continuous (continuous welding, CW) or pulsed 
laser beams (pulse welding, PW). Kuo and Lin (2006) have analysed the 
influence of the welding mode (CW or PW) of a Nd-YAG laser (2.5 kW) on 
the properties of butt welds of 5754 and 6022 aluminium alloys. This study 
shows that CW mode leads to a higher penetration than the PW mode. The 
alternating periods in the PW mode is thought to induce an unstable heat input, 
which would result in a dispersion of the energy in the specimen (Kuo and Lin, 
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2006). By contrast, the energy input remains uniform and stable when welding 
is performed in the CW mode, generating deeper penetration beads. 
 In order to give the readers a rough overview of the papers published in the 
literature, a summary of the most recent works dealing with laser welding of 
aluminium alloys is reported in Table 8.1. This table summarises the alloys 
welded, the applied superficial treatment, the welding mode (conduction or 
keyhole), weld type (butt welding, bead-on-plate, lap-fillet, T-joint, etc.), 
the laser source (Nd:YAG, CO2, HPDL or Hybrid-GMAW), the applied 
laser power and welding rate, the shielding gas, and welding mode (pulse 
or continuous). Taking into account the data included in Table 8.1, it can be 
concluded that 5000 series alloys are most employed for research studies, 
providing their well-known good weldability. Concerning the laser devices, 
the most employed are the Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers to obtain deep penetration 
under keyhole regime, although HPDL are also employed for morphological 
analyses of welds obtained under conduction mode. Additionally, Table 8.1 
indicates whether or not the paper includes information related with the weld 
shape, microstructure, microhardness, defects, tensile strength, corrosion and 
simulation and/or modelling studies. A similar table has been put together 
in the subsequent section dealing with laser welding of titanium alloys. 
 Among the experimental variables detailed in Table 8.1, the shielding gas 
has been reported to have a strong influence on laser welding of aluminium 
alloys. Thus, the influence of the shielding gas composition (Ar, He, N2, CO2, 
or mixtures of them) on weld penetration has recently been analysed (Chung 
et al., 1999; Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2010; Katayama et al., 2009; Matsunawa 
et al., 1999). Concerning the nature of the shielding gas, contradictory 
results can be found in the literature. Thus, low density gases are reported 
in Tani et al. (2007a) to diffuse more easily in the welding, leading to worse 
protection than denser gases. However, Wang et al. (2007) claimed that He 
has a higher protection effect than Ar. High density gases (Ar) can be kept 
for longer times at the welding, but also have a higher absorption coefficient 
(leading to the absorption of higher laser radiation) than low density gases 
(He). These two effects can vary depending on the laser type and alloys, 
explaining the divergence of the results. Nitrogen gas has also been reported 
to reduce the porosity of 5083 weld beads, in comparison with Ar (Katayama 
et al., 2009). 
 Optimisation of the shielding gas nature is a very active research line 
nowadays. Thus, mixtures of Ar-He (Akhter et al., 2007), Ar-CO2 or He, Ar 
and O2 (Tani et al., 2007b) have been demonstrated to improve the penetration 
of laser welds of aluminium alloys. The effect of Ar/He gas ratio on melting 
of different aluminium alloys (5052, 5083, 5182, 6061 and 7N01) has been 
investigated, revealing that the use of Ar is beneficial to welding more highly 
conductive and reflective alloys at lower power and higher welding speed, 
while a higher content of He is preferred for higher power and lower welding 
speed (Matsunawa et al., 1999). In addition to the influence of the nature 
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of shielding gas, the effect of applying vacuum has also been analysed by 
Katayama et al. (2001, 2011). In Katayama et al. (2001), a reduction of the 
porosity is observed in the formation of AA5052 aluminium alloy weld beads 
when welding with high-power CW CO2 and Nd:YAG laser under vacuum. 
More recently, the same authors (Katayama et al., 2011) have developed a 
new vacuum chamber providing 0.1–10 kPa, with which a high power disk 
laser is successfully employed to obtain high penetration AA5052 welds. 
Weld penetration depth is seen to increase with decreasing ambient pressure 
(higher vacuum) and low welding speed. The morphology of the obtained 
welds is also seen to be modified by vacuum conditions (Katayama et al., 
2011). Other works have focused on the effect of the nozzle shape and design 
(Ancona et al., 2005), or on the influence of shielding gas contamination, 
the inclination angle of the nozzle, the flow and the density of the protection 
gas (Tani et al., 2007a, 2007b). Theoretical considerations analysed in Tani 
et al. (2007a) indicate that coaxial nozzles lead to a better protection against 
atmospheric contamination in the welding zone. 
 The effect of the welding rate and laser power (parameters influencing the 
laser fluence) on the weld shape have been also investigated. It is reported 
that for a specific alloy, the depth and width decreases as the welding speed 
is increased (Akhter et al., 2007). When comparing the energy (fluence) 
needed to obtain similar penetration on 5000 and 6000 series alloys, it is 
found that the former require much less energy than the latter, for the 5754-O 
alloy being approximately 2.5 times less than that for the 6022-T4E29 alloy 
(Kuo and Lin, 2006). This means that the welding rate in 5000 series alloys 
can be increased by a factor of 2.5. This factor is seen to be 2.0 in Abe et 
al. (2006) for similar alloys (5000 and 6000 series). The welding rate and 
laser power have also been systematically analysed for butt welds generated 
under the conduction regime of six aluminium alloys (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 
2012b, 2012c). A linear relationship between the applied laser fluence and 
the penetration of the butt welds has been found in all alloys. Katayama et 
al. (2009) have employed a fibre laser to weld AA5083, at the power of 6 or 
10 kW and several power densities from 0.4 kW/mm2. The authors observe 
that the keyhole weld beads were narrower and deeper with the increasing 
laser power density. 

8.3 Microstructure, defects, mechanical properties 

and corrosion behaviour of aluminium welds

8.3.1 Microstructure

The heat treatments produced during laser welding provoke significant 
microstructural changes on the processed materials. These changes have a 
strong influence on both the mechanical properties and corrosion behaviour 
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of the joint pieces. The results obtained by different authors regarding the 
weld properties are reviewed subsequently. 
 Concerning the analysis of the microstructure, three different zones are 
generally identified at welding beads: fusion zone (FZ), heat-affected zone 
(HAZ) and base metal (BM), the extension of each depending on the alloy 
and the welding conditions (Nègre et al., 2004; Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2012c; 
Akhter et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2007a; Paleocrassas, 2005). 
 According to Paleocrassas (2005), the properties of the weld rely mainly 
on the microstructure of the FZ. Thus, depending on the alloy and laser 
processing conditions, the microstructure can consists of columnar dendrites 
and/or equiaxial grains. The latter microstructure is reported to be better than 
the former in 7000 series aluminium alloys, because of its isotropic properties, 
leading to an improvement in the mechanical properties of the weld, reducing 
its susceptibility to cracking during solidification (Paleocrassas, 2005).
 The microstructure of butt welds of four aluminium alloys (2024, 5083, 
6082 and 7075) generated with a HPDL under the conduction regime has 
been deeply investigated in Sánchez-Amaya et al. (2012c). The external zones 
of 5083 and 6082 weld beads, FZ close to the base metal, are characterised 
by showing dendritic growth, which correspond to the zones with higher 
solidification rates. Additionally, it can be seen that the microstructure of 
the inner part of the FZ consists of a fine precipitation of the second phases 
in a solid solution matrix of aluminium (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009a). 
The fusion zone of A356 aluminium alloy welds analysed in Akhter et al. 
(2007) also consisted of a fine dendrite structure. The microstructure of the 
FZ in 2024 and 7075 alloys was seen to change gradually when approaching 
from the external part close to the HAZ to the centre of the bead. In 2024 
and 7075 welds, the microstructure in the outer zone of the FZ is dendritic 
growth (oriented towards the bead centre), becoming a finer solidification 
as approaching the bead centre (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2012c). Figure 8.3 
shows examples of the aforementioned typical microstructures described for 
2024 and 5083 weld beads. 
 Figure 8.4 reports the microhardness measurements performed on the 
different zones of four aluminium alloy (2024, 5083, 6082 and 7075) welds 
obtained in similar experimental conditions (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2012c). 
AA5083 alloys showed FZ with higher microhardness values than the BM. 
Similar tendencies are found in other works, in which the fusion zone of 
1420 Al–Li alloy (Shi et al., 2007a), AA5083 (Ancona et al., 2007) or A356 
aluminium alloy (Akhter et al., 2007) showed a microhardness increase of 20 
HV in comparison with their base metal (microhardness increase between 10 
and 16%; Ancona et al., 2007). This microhardness evolution is due to the 
microstructural refinement obtained in the FZ. Thus, the increase in hardness 
in the weld metal of 5000 and 6000 series aluminium alloys is attributed 
to the fine dendrite structure of the weld fusion zone (Akhter et al., 2007; 
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8.3 Microstructure of 2024 and 5083 weld beads.
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8.4 Microhardness of different zones of the aluminium alloy welds.

Ancona et al., 2007) and to the fine precipitation of the second phases in 
the aluminium matrix (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009b). Other aluminium 
alloys, such as 2024 and 7075 (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009b) have presented 
the reverse tendency, FZ showing lower microhardness than BM. This 
microhardness decrease is related to the loss of hardening related to the 
original heat treatments (T3 in 2024 and T6 in 7075). These previous heat 
treatments are known to induce precipitation hardening processes in these 
alloys. Laser treatments are observed to provoke microstructural changes 
leading to microhardness decrease, especially in the FZ. This microhardness 
decrease associated to the loss of original heat treatment hardening in the 
FZ is also observed in 6000 series welds (Nègre et al., 2004). 
 In order to minimise the differences in microstructures and properties 
between weld bead and base metal, a post-weld heat treatment (PWHT) is 
sometimes applied to the welds. This post treatment provokes a microhardness 
decrease in the bead, associated with coarsening and solution of strengthening 
precipitates (Shi et al., 2007a).
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8.3.2 Defects

Aluminium alloy welds can suffer from different types of defects, provoking an 
important decline in the quality of the welds (Duley, 1999; Paleocrassas, 2005; 
Matsunawa et al., 1998; Seto et al., 2000), such as lack of penetration (due 
to their poor absorption ability), weld oxidation (due to poor gas protection), 
porosities (due to gas entrapment during weld solidification), cracks (due to 
the high coefficient of thermal expansion of aluminium alloys, leading to 
a strong contraction during the solidification of the weld pool), inclusions 
(such as oxides, provoking a fluidity decrease of the melted aluminium before 
solidification) (Kwon and Lee, 2003; Di Sabatino et al., 2005) or loss of 
alloying elements (Li, Mg, Zn) (Duley, 1999; Paleocrassas, 2005; Sanchez-
Amaya et al., 2009a). The meticulous control of the processing parameters 
(welding rate, laser power, shielding gas, etc.) is reported to minimise the 
appearance of these defects (Duley, 1999). 

8.3.3 Mechanical properties

Regarding the analysis of mechanical properties, Shi et al. (2007a) have 
studied the effect of laser beam welding on tear toughness of a 1420 
aluminium alloy. The tear energies of base metal are seen to be higher than 
those of weld metal and HAZ. The decrease in tear toughness of the weld 
metal is attributed to the transition of fracture mode from transgranular to 
intergranular (Shi et al., 2007a). Akhter et al. have also analysed the mechanical 
properties (yield strength, YS and ultimate tensile strength, UTS) of welded 
A356 aluminium alloy samples, finding that welds reached around 80% of 
the mechanical properties measured for the BM (Akhter et al., 2007). Kuo 
and Lin have also performed tensile strength tests on base metal and welds 
performed with different experimental conditions on AA5754 and AA6022 
alloys (Kuo and Lin, 2006). Compared to the BM, the tensile strength of 
welds ranged between 83% and 90% for AA5754 (Kuo and Lin, 2006), 
around 80% for 5083 (Ancona et al., 2007) and between 64% and 73% for 
AA6022 (Kuo and Lin, 2006). While in Akhter et al. (2007), the fracture in 
tensile tests always occurred in the BM, in Kuo and Lin (2006), all welds 
ruptured in the FZ. Micro-flat-tensile specimens taken from different zones 
of the weld joints of 6061 samples have been tested in Nègre et al. (2004). 
The results obtained show that yield strength and elongation at rupture of FZ 
are in the order of 70% of those of BM. Tensile strength tests performed in 
Okon et al. (2002) indicate that laser conduction welds were stronger than 
laser keyhole welds, providing fracture loads of 5.733 kN and 4.775 kN, 
respectively. These results are related to the higher alloy constituent depletion 
and to the smaller groove formed under the keyhole regime (Okon et al., 
2002). Ancona et al. (2007) observe a decrease of the mechanical properties 
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(tensile strength) of the joints at lower welding speeds (probably because 
of the larger selective vaporisation of magnesium in the fused zone) and at 
low power laser conditions (leading to welds with high porosities) (Ancona 
et al., 2007). Katayama et al. (1997) have also confirmed the influence of 
the porosity of the static mechanical properties (strength and elongation) of 
laser-welded A5182 joints. The authors conclude that large pores exerted a 
great influence on the reduction in strength and elongation but small ones 
hardly affected the tensile properties (Katayama et al., 1997).
 In summary, the tensile strength results reported in the literature indicate 
that, when welding under optimum experimental conditions, laser welds 
normally reach a minimum of 70% of the UTS obtained for the BM. 
 Very few studies regarding fatigue resistance of laser welds of aluminium 
alloys are available in the literature (Mizutani et al., 2008). Among them, 
Mizutani et al. (2008) have studied the influence of weld defects, such as 
porosities, on the fatigue properties of AA5182 laser welded with a CO2 
laser. These authors have demonstrated the detrimental effect of porosities 
on the fatigue strength and life of these welds. Daneshpour et al. (2012) 
have studied the crack retardation mechanism due to overload to predict 
the crack growth rate of base metal and laser welded AA6056. Thus, using 
experimental and finite element methods, the authors determined the plastic 
deformation and resulting damage profile after overloading. Interestingly, 
welds presented significant crack retardation and longer fatigue life than 
base metal, since the application of a tensile overload induced a large crack 
tip plasticity confined to the weld zone, which elongated ahead of the crack 
tip.

8.3.4 Corrosion

Relatively few data have been found regarding the corrosion behaviour of 
laser welds of aluminium alloys. Recent results indicate that the weld bead 
generally behaves as a cathode, while the base metal surrounding the bead 
normally behaves as an anode (Mujibur et al., 2007; Sanchez-Amaya et al., 
2009a). Therefore, it seems that the corrosion resistance of the fusion zone 
is slightly improved, due to the microstructural refinement. However, this 
different corrosion activity between BM and weld bead can lead to undesirable 
galvanic corrosion (Sanchez-Amaya et al., 2009a). This galvanic corrosion 
is expected to provoke different degrees of intergranular corrosion in HAZ, 
especially in heat-treatable alloys, such as 2000 and 7000 series aluminium 
alloys. This topic, unfortunately, has not been explored systematically in 
the literature, and there is currently a lack of knowledge regarding the 
actual influence of the experimental laser conditions on the susceptibility to 
intergranular corrosion (IGC) of welds of the different aluminium alloys. 
 Post-weld treatment methodologies focused on reducing the IGC 
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susceptibility of aluminium alloy welds have been little explored yet in 
the literature. In this context, conventional post-welding heat treatments 
have reported to improve the corrosion resistance of friction stir welds in 
aluminium alloys (Proton et al., 2011; Paglia et al., 2002). Post-welding laser 
treatments have also been employed for this purpose. Thus, laser surface 
melting (LSM) treatments performed with excimer laser have been applied 
after friction stir welding to AA2024 and AA7010 (Williams et al., 2003) 
and to AA2024 and AA7449 (Padovani et al., 2008, 2011, 2012), achieving 
significant corrosion resistance improvements. These LSM treatments lead 
to the formation of a thin layer (between 3 and 10 mm) where constituent 
particles are dissolved, the alloying elements being retained in solid solution 
(Williams et al., 2003; Padovani et al., 2008, 2011, 2012). These post-
weld laser treatments reduce the intergranular corrosion of the HAZ and 
nugget (FZ) region. Diode laser surface treatments have also been applied 
after friction stir welding of AA2024 (Jyoti, 2011) and AA5083 (Kalita 
and Waldera, 2011). These latter laser treatments provoke thicker remelted 
layers (higher than 100 mm) and are proved to increase the pit nucleation 
resistance in comparison with the parent material. Unfortunately, as reported 
by Padovani et al. (2008, 2011, 2012), laser-treated layers can delaminate 
from the substrate as a consequence of corrosion propagation. Therefore, 
these treatments seem to require further research in order to provide better 
protective behaviour. Future work will be possibly directed towards the 
employment of unique laser devices to perform both the weld and the LSM 
in aluminium alloys.

8.4 Introduction to laser welding of titanium alloys

Attending to their microstructure, titanium alloys have been conventionally 
classified into three categories: a alloys (consisting of various grades of 
commercially pure titanium alloys), a + b alloys (presenting a phase and 
a small volume fraction of b phase in equilibrium, although martensite 
transformation can also occur upon fast cooling) and b alloys (which do not 
transform martensitically upon fast cooling from the b phase field) (Lütjering 
and Williams, 2007: 33–36). At room temperature, titanium alloys have a 
good corrosion resistance as a consequence of the formation of very stable, 
continuous, highly adherent and protective oxide films on metal surfaces 
formed when they are exposed to air (Lütjering and Williams, 2007: 16; 
Tsay et al., 2006).
 The weldability of titanium alloys strongly depends on the category 
previously described: Destefani (1992: 1771) reports that unalloyed titanium 
and all a titanium alloys have good weldability, toughness and strength. a 
+ b alloys show good formability and weldability, their properties being 
highly influenced by heat treatments. b alloys are claimed to present bad 
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weldability due to the degradation of strength after welding (Richter et al., 
2007). 
 Some interesting properties for welding of titanium alloys are their low 
thermal conductivity (lower than 22 W·cm–1·K–1), which prevents heat 
dissipation, and their low coefficient of thermal expansion (around 8.6 
¥ 10–6 m/m K), which avoids the appearance of stresses during welding 
(Bertrand et al., 2007). In other words, titanium alloys have low heat input, 
which minimises welding stresses and reduces distortion (Costa et al., 2007). 
Titanium alloys also present a good rate of laser beam absorption (0.4%) and 
a high melting point (around 1670°C, i.e., 1943 K) (Bertrand et al., 2007). 
These properties imply that high energy must be used to weld these alloys. 
Therefore, taking into account these considerations, laser welding technology 
is an adequate technology to join these alloys, as it allows a high localisation 
and low size of the melting pool, reducing the required energy considerably 
in comparison with other welding technologies. 
 Laser welding has some specific requirements for titanium alloys. Firstly, 
the cleaning procedure of samples before welding is of crucial importance. 
These strict measures are needed because of the high reactivity of titanium 
alloys at high temperature with gases such as oxygen and nitrogen, resulting 
in contamination by interstitial impurities in the weld. Titanium alloys also 
have high reactivity with grease, dirt, refractories and most other metals 
at high temperature, resulting in embrittlement of the weld (Costa et al., 
2007). Although titanium alloys are reported to have a limited reactivity 
with oxygen below 600°C (873 K), above this temperature an extensive 
growth of the oxide layer is formed due to fast diffusion of oxygen, leading 
to embrittlement of the adjacent oxygen-rich layer (Lütjering and Williams, 
2007: 16). For this reason, the use of shielding gas is compulsory to prevent 
the oxidation and embrittlement during the formation of the weld molten 
pool. Under effective shielding, no significant oxygen contamination occurs 
in laser welding. 
 The most commonly used shielding gases to weld titanium alloys are 
argon, helium, or argon-helium mixtures (Caiazzao et al., 2004). According 
to the results of Caiazzao et al. (2004), helium leads to greater penetration 
welds than argon, due to the lower ionisation energy of the latter gas. The 
results obtained in Wang et al. (2007) also show that helium provides better 
shielding efficiency than argon. Thus, the employment of argon means 
that part of the supplied laser energy is consumed by the argon ionisation, 
reducing therefore the actual energy transferred to the metal for melting 
(Caiazzao et al., 2004). Due to their different density, argon is most used 
when applied from the top and helium when applied from the bottom of the 
welding zone. 
 The shielding gas used in laser welding to protect the molten pool can 
also provoke welding defects such as porosity and cracks. Porosity in the 
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welding process is generated as a consequence of the entrapment of gas 
bubbles in the molten material before solidification. Employing a vacuum 
environment in the welding process is an easy way to reduce the porosity 
problem in titanium alloys (Akman et al., 2009). The configuration of the 
gas delivery system must ensure that both the front and back of the weld 
zone is not in contact with atmospheric gases until the surface temperature 
is lower than 300°C. Several laser welding nozzles have been developed 
in the literature. Grevey et al. (2005) designed a conical coaxial nozzle 
system assuring protection against oxidation using minimal gas flow rates 
and increasing the welding penetration in the case of high-power Nd:YAG 
laser welding. By means of a lateral nozzle, Wang et al. (2007) have also 
analysed the influence of the lateral gas angle, shielding gas and flux rate 
on the shielding zone size and shielding efficiency. The authors conclude 
that the larger the inclination angle of the assist gas nozzle, the smaller the 
extent of the shielding zone. 

8.5 Laser welding technologies for titanium alloys

Table 8.2 includes the main parameters employed by some recently 
published papers dealing with laser welding of titanium alloys. Note that, 
due to space limitations, only a few of the most recently published works 
in the field are reported in the table. This table specifically reports the laser 
beam parameters (laser type, laser power, frequency, etc.), the variables of 
the workpieces (surface treatments, weld type, etc.) and the experimental 
processing parameters (welding speed, shielding gas, etc.). Similarly to laser 
welding of other alloys, the laser fluence (energy density) employed in the 
treatments are modulated by experimental variables, such as laser source, 
laser power, welding speed, spot size, welding mode, etc. In addition, 
Table 8.2 indicates the properties of the welds analysed in each work: weld 
shape, microstructure, defects, mechanical or corrosion properties, and so 
on. As shown in the table, different types of laser have been used so far 
to weld titanium alloys: Nd:YAG, CO2, fibre laser, diode laser and high 
power diode laser. The most widely employed types of laser equipment are 
Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers. It can be observed in Table 8.2 that the titanium 
alloy most investigated is the a + b Ti6Al4V alloy (also called Ti64 or 
TiG5), because it is also the most employed in the industry. Butt welding 
is the most common configuration in the literature to investigate the laser 
welding of titanium alloys.
 The experimental parameters mentioned above must be carefully optimised 
to obtain good quality welds. In this context, many studies focus on the 
optimisation of laser setting variables in order to monitor the morphology 
and mechanical properties of the welds obtained. Thus, Casalino et al. 
(2005) applied the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Taguchi analysis 
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to laser welding experimental data of Ti6Al4V (shape of welded area and 
hardness), leading to the forming of a suitable database on butt and overlap 
welds. Kwang Pan et al. (2007) have employed Taguchi method-based 
Grey analysis for optimising multiple quality characteristics in machining 
parameter settings of laser welded titanium alloys. 
 As can be observed in Table 8.2, the keyhole mode is more used to weld 
titanium alloys than conduction, because it leads to full penetration welds. The 
conduction mode is mostly employed in research work involving simulations 
and modelling of the weld. Thus, Cho et al. (2009) performed a simulation 
to understand the weld pool flow patterns of titanium. The results show that 
laser weld pool flow dynamics play a key role during the transition from 
conduction mode to keyhole. On the other hand, Du et al. (2004) presented a 
model for flow simulation of full penetration laser beam welding of titanium 
alloy, concluding that the molten pool becomes shorter and wider under 
the conduction regime, as a consequence of the Marangoni effect. More 
in-depth studies dealing with laser processing under the conduction mode 
are performed in Costa et al. (2007) and Amaya-Vázquez et al. (2012a), in 
which microstructure transformations and variations of mechanical properties 
are analysed. 
 Titanium alloys can be welded using pulsed or continuous wave mode laser 
(as can be observed in the table, continuous mode is the most employed). 
For example, Blackburn et al. (2010) conducted a study on the influence of 
different waveforms and frequencies on the quality of bead on plates (BOP) 
of Ti6Al4V produced with a Nd-YAG laser. The welds performed with square 
waveform at frequencies higher than 250 Hz considerably reduced the weld 
metal porosity when compared with BOP produced with a continuous wave 
output. The sinusoidal waveform increased the porosity formation compared 
with the continuous wave BOP tests. In a recent investigation regarding 
pulsed laser welding of Ti6Al4V, Akman et al. (2009) determined that the 
ratio between the pulse energy and pulse duration is the most important 
parameter in defining the penetration depth, while the variation of pulse 
duration at constant peak power was seen to not influence the penetration 
depth. These authors have also reviewed the relationship between welding 
mode (pulsed or continuous) and welding regime (conduction or keyhole). 
Thus, under pulsed mode, a small molten pool is formed by each laser pulse 
and within a few milliseconds it re-solidifies. When the peak power is low or 
the spot size is increased, welding occurs in conduction mode and a shallow, 
smooth weld pool is produced. On the other hand, when the peak power is 
increased or the spot size is reduced, a much deeper weld pool is obtained, 
leading to keyhole welding mode (Akman et al., 2009).
 In addition to avoiding surface oxidation, the application of surface pre-
treatments to titanium alloys before welding to improve laser absorption 
has been analysed in the literature. Thus, Bertrand et al. (2007) carried 
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out a study focused on improving laser beam absorption in TiG1 (a alloy) 
samples, concluding that sandblasted surfaces lead to the highest laser beam 
absorption, because they reduce the beam reflectivity. However, there is 
not a clear consensus about the real influence of surface treatments on laser 
weld penetration in titanium alloys, as preliminary works performed in our 
laboratory have shown that different pre-treatments lead to similar weld 
depths in Ti6Al4V (although resulting in different weld microstructure). In 
any case, superficial treatments in titanium alloys seem to be less influential 
than in aluminium alloys (Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009a), especially under 
conduction regime, as the laser reflectivity and the thermal conductivity of 
aluminium alloys are much larger than those of titanium alloys. 
 In the literature, not only previous superficial treatments have been 
applied, but also post-weld heat treatment (PWHT), with the objective of 
relieving stress (Shi et al., 2007b). The authors observed that PWHT of Ti-
6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V weld leads to microstructural changes and a significant 
fracture toughness decrease. The welds of unalloyed titanium, however, do 
not seem to require PWHT unless the material is highly stressed in a strongly 
reducing atmosphere. 

8.6 Microstructure, defects, mechanical properties 

and corrosion behaviour of titanium welds

8.6.1 Microstructure

When subjected to specific heat treatments, titanium alloys can undergo an 
allotropic phase transformation in which a (HCP) transform to b (BCC). The 
transformation temperature (so-called beta transus temperature) is modulated 
by the type and amount of impurities and/or by the alloying additions 
(Destefani, 1992). Thus, beta transus temperature is about 883°C (1156 K) 
for pure titanium (Destefani, 1992), and approximately 995°C (1268 K) for 
Ti6Al4V alloy (Akman et al., 2009). 
 During laser welding, the joining zone of the samples undergoes 
microstructural changes due to the rapid cooling of the weld pool. The 
microstructure generated at the fusion zone (FZ) and heat affected zone 
(HAZ) strongly depends on the type of laser employed and on the energy 
density applied. Due to its great importance on the quality of welds, the 
weld microstructure is systematically studied by almost all the investigations 
reviewed (see Table 8.2).
 The microstructure of Ti6Al4V base metal consists of two phases: 
intergranular beta phase and an equaixed alpha phase (Akman et al., 
2009; Amaya-Vázquez et al., 2012a). Akman et al. (2009) described the 
microstructure of Ti6Al4V welds obtained with a Nd-YAG laser. Thus, the 
grain size is seen to increase with the average laser power in both HAZ and 
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FZ. The generated microstructure in FZ is described as acicular martensite 
(martensitic a¢) formed by columnar a and b grains. The average grain 
size in FZ is seen to range between 160 and 350 mm. HAZ microstructure 
is described as a mixture of martensitic a¢, acicular a and primary a. 
Similar microstructures in FZ and HAZ were reported by Wang et al. 
(2003) in Ti6Al4V laser beam welds obtained with a high power CO2 laser. 
Balasubramanian et al. (2011a) depicted the microstructure of Ti6Al4V welds 
obtained with CO2 laser as a fine lamellar and acicular a, although martensite 
is also present in the FZ. A similar microstructure is observed by Cheng et 
al. (2010) and Chen et al. (2012), together with coarse columnar b grains 
that grow opposite to the heat flow direction and then undergo martensitic 
transformation upon cooling. Similarly, Costa et al. (2007) have analysed the 
microstructure of Ti6Al4V welds performed with laser fibre. HAZ showed 
a fine cellular dendritic structure, while FZ presented martensitic structure, 
its morphology depending on the applied laser energy. Thus, martensite 
presented needle-like morphology at lower heat inputs (higher cooling rates) 
and plate-like morphology at higher heat inputs (lower cooling rates) (Costa 
et al., 2007). 
 Martensitic phase can only be obtained when the temperature reaches the 
b transus (980°C, i.e., 1253 K, for Ti6Al4V) and the cooling rate is high 
enough (a¢ martensite is claimed to be fully formed in FZ when the cooling 
rate is higher than 410°C/s) (Cao and Jahazi, 2009; Squillace et al., 2012; 
Ahmed and Rack, 1998). The HAZ of Ti6Al4V welds is reported to be a 
mixture of a¢ and primary a phases, corresponding to a structure quenched 
below the b transus (Cao and Jahazi, 2009; Squillace et al., 2012).
 Two different microstructural patterns have been identified in laser remelted 
Ti6Al4V samples, depending on the input laser fluence applied (Amaya-
Vázquez et al., 2012a). At high fluences (involving low cooling rates) only 
two zones are generated, melted zone (MZ) and heat affected zone (HAZ), 
both composed of clearly defined grains with microlaminar b in a matrix 
microstructure. The grains of MZ are bigger and more elongated than those 
generated in HAZ. At low and medium fluences (leading to high cooling 
rates), three zones are identified: MZ (martensite acicular a¢), HAZ (mixture 
of a + b) and base metal (equiaxed a with intergranular b). The formation of 
martensitic microstructure, generated in the FZ as a consequence of the high 
heating and cooling rates, has also been reported by other authors (Akman 
et al., 2009; Amigó et al., 2010; Candel et al., 2010; Pasang et al., 2011; 
Chen et al., 2012). Some examples of metallographic images of the different 
microstructures reported for Ti6Al4V welds are shown in Fig. 8.5.
 The microstructure of commercially pure titanium laser welds has also 
been described in the literature. The microstructure of TiG2 base metal (Fig. 
8.6(a)) is elsewhere depicted as Ti-a type equiaxial grains with a relatively 
uniform grain size (Lampman, 1990; Polmear, 1995; Amaya-Vázquez et al., 
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2012a). Li et al. (2005) and Amaya-Vázquez et al. (2012a) have reported that 
laser treatments with a pulse Nd:YAG laser and HPDL, respectively, modify 
the shape and size of the grains, the microstructure consisting of serrated 
Ti-a grains (S) with higher size than the base metal, together with some fine 
acicular a grains (A), as shown in Fig. 8.6(b). Clear evidence of martensite 
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8.5 Examples of microstructures obtained in different zones of 
Ti6Al4V welds: (a) Ti6Al4V base metal; (b, c and d) melted zone (MZ) 
and heat-affected zone (HAZ) of Ti6Al4V weld obtained with low 
cooling rate (MZ with a + b); (e, f and g) BM, HAZ and MZ of Ti6Al4V 
weld obtained with high cooling rate (MZ with a¢).
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has not been observed in TiG2 weld bead in either Li et al. (2005) or in 
Amaya-Vázquez et al. (2012a). These results contrast with those reported by 
Sun et al. (2003) and Zhang et al. (2007) in which martensite formation has 
been evidenced for CP titanium welded with a Nd:YAG pulsed laser (Sun et 
al., 2003) and with a continuous wave CO2 laser (Zhang et al., 2007). These 
different results are related to the relatively higher cooling rates involved in 
these latter laser treatments.
 Results obtained by different authors show that the weld microstructure 
of titanium alloys are strongly dependent on the laser processing parameters. 
Taking into account that weld microstructure is one of the main factors 
influencing both the mechanical properties and corrosion behaviour of 
titanium welds, a systematic study of the microstructure is always highly 
recommended when using laser welding.

8.6.2 Defects

The main defects reported in the literature for titanium alloy laser welds are 
described next. Regarding the superficial cleanliness, Buddery et al. (2011) 
have analysed the effect of contamination on the metallurgy of commercially 
pure titanium welded with a Nd:YAG pulsed laser beam. These authors 
conclude that Fe is a strong promoter of the martensitic phase, while O and 
N cause a significant amount of solid solution strengthening. 
 Unless the laser treatment is performed in a vacuum furnace or in an 
inert atmosphere, oxygen reacts with the titanium at the metal surface and 
produces an oxygen-enriched layer commonly called ‘alpha case’ (a case). 
This undesirable superficial microstructure is formed in titanium alloys when 
exposed to air at temperatures higher than 540°C (813 K) (Lampman, 1990; 
EN 3114-001:2006). a case is hard, brittle and considered detrimental because 
it results in marked lowering of fatigue properties (EN 3114-001:2006; 
AMS4945C, 2006). This brittle layer must be removed before the component 
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8.6 Microstructure of (a) TiG2 base metal (with equiaxial a grains), 
(b) TiG2 fusion zone (with serrated alpha grains (S) and fine acicular 
a grains (A)).
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is put into service. Standard practice is to remove a case by mechanical 
methods, chemical methods or by both (Lampman, 1990).
 Contamination by interstitial elements such as O or N can decrease the 
tensile ductility of the titanium welds (Tsay et al., 2006). Removal of external 
TiO2 layer before welding has been reported to reduce weld metal porosity 
when CO2 laser welding (Blackburn et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2006) because 
this oxide layer is hygroscopic and absorbs moisture from the atmosphere. 
 As mentioned above, one important defect to be taken into account is 
superficial oxidation, which can be due to poor cleaning procedures and/or 
an inadequate shielding atmosphere. Evidence of titanium oxide formation 
can be easily identified by a simple visual inspection of the surface colour. 
The standard (ANSI AWS D17.1:2001) specifies the discoloration of titanium 
oxides and the acceptance criteria of welds for aerospace applications. 
Acceptable colours of titanium welds are indicated to be: bright silver, silver, 
light straw, dark straw, bronze or brown. Meanwhile, unacceptable oxide 
colours for welds are: violet, green, blue, gray or white (Amigó et al., 2010; 
ANSI AWS D17.1:2001).
 Li et al. (2005) have also demonstrated the influence of adding oxygen to 
the shielding gas (argon) on the microstructure, discoloration and mechanical 
properties of CP Ti welds. Thus, as the oxygen content was increased, the 
weld surface colour changed from silver or straw to blue; the surface hardness 
increased; and the weld strength first increased and then decreased, because 
the microstructure changed from mainly serrated alpha to mainly acicular 
and platelet alpha (Li et al., 2005).
 In addition to the aforementioned superficial contamination effects 
and a case formation, different types of defects are reported for titanium 
welds, such as porosities, surface oxidation, microcracking and face/root 
undercut (underfill) (Blackburn et al., 2010; Cao and Jahazi, 2009; Tsay 
et al., 2006; Donachie, 2000; Bertrand et al., 2007). Weld metal porosity 
is reported to form easily when keyhole laser welding (Blackburn et al., 
2010; Matsunawa, 2001). Pores are generated due to cavities formed by gas 
(metal vapour and/or inert shielding gases) trapped during solidification of 
weld metal. Porosities can break the surface, act as stress concentrators and 
reduce the fatigue resistance of the weld. Therefore, their formation should 
be minimised to fulfil the strict quality control standards (Blackburn et al., 
2010). Blackburn et al. (2010) have recently reported that the input waveform 
of Nd:YAG laser when applied to titanium alloy welding can influence the 
porosity formation. Thus, square waveform at frequencies >250 Hz reduced 
the weld metal porosity when compared with continuous wave output, while 
the sinusoidal waveform increased the porosity formation in the weld metal 
when compared with continuous wave. Similarly to the appropriate choice 
of the waveform, modulation frequency and modulation amplitude are 
reported to have importance in achieving excellent weld quality (Blackburn 
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et al., 2010). Micropores are also observed by Cao and Jahazi (2009) in butt 
joints of Ti6Al4V alloy welded using a high-power Nd:YAG laser, being 
more prevalent in thicker joints. Torkamany et al. (2012) have studied the 
spattering and weld porosity of thin CP Ti sheet welds performed with a 
Nd:YAG laser. The authors observed that increasing laser pulse peak power 
leads to a higher tendency of spattering and weld porosity formation. For 
this reason, titanium thin plates are not recommended to be welded under 
keyhole regime. Concerning underfilling, Cao and Jahazi (2009) reported 
that these defects decrease with increasing welding speed. At higher welding 
speed, less evaporation of molten metal leads to lower underfill area and 
depth. Therefore, high welding speed is preferred to minimise the underfill 
defects (also contributing to increase in productivity).
 Other reported defects for titanium welds are microcracks, located at 
HAZ (Cao and Jahazi, 2009). Although titanium alloys are generally highly 
resistant to HAZ liquation cracking (Donachie, 2000; Cao and Jahazi, 2009), 
contamination cracking can still occur due to hydrogen delayed cracking 
or liquation of iron-rich eutectic (Donachie, 2000; Cao and Jahazi, 2009). 
Microcrackings are claimed to be caused by local melting of the titanium-
iron eutectic (Cao and Jahazi, 2009).

8.6.3 Mechanical properties

Most investigations regarding laser beam welding of titanium alloys have 
focused on the study of the mechanical properties of the joints being normally 
desired to obtain welds with similar properties to the BM. Hardness and the 
ultimate tensile strength are the main mechanical properties analysed by the 
majority of the researchers (Table 8.2).
 In order to characterise weld hardness, most research performs microhardness 
measurements on different zones of the welds. The melted zone (fusion zone) of 
the weld is normally harder than the BM. This is due to the very high cooling 
rates to which the melted zone is subjected following the laser welding process. 
This microhardness increase is attributed to the microstructure developed. 
For example, the FZ of a alloys, such as TiG2 samples, are reported to have 
microhardness values between 140 and 200 HV, while untreated base metal 
ranges between 110 and 140 HV (Liu et al., 2011; Amaya-Vázquez et al., 
2012a). The welding heat input in this alloy led to grain coarsening in the 
HAZ and FZ. In this specific alloy, coarse grains resulted in increasing its 
hardness. The strengthening mechanism in the HAZ and FZ is attributed to 
substructure strengthening, solute solution strengthening (Liu et al., 2011) 
and the formation of serrated/acicular a-grains (Amaya-Vázquez et al., 
2012a). Influencing factors on the microstructure obtained and, therefore, on 
the hardness of pure titanium welds, are the microelement contents and grain 
orientation due to its hexagonal close-packed structure (Liu et al., 2011).
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 Similarly, in the case of laser welds of a + b alloys, such as Ti6Al4V, the 
zone with highest microhardness is also reported to be the melted zone, due 
to the formation of a¢-martensite (Ahmed and Rack, 1998; Squillace et al., 
2012; Akman et al., 2009; Costa et al., 2007; Amaya-Vázquez et al., 2012a, 
2012b; Cao and Jahazi, 2009; Gao et al., 2013). a¢-martensitic microstructure 
in Ti6Al4V is reported to present microhardness values between 350 and 500 
HV, while a + b base metal values ranged around 300–350 HV (Akman et 
al., 2009; Squillace et al., 2012; Costa et al., 2007; Amaya-Vázquez et al., 
2012b; Cao and Jahazi, 2009; Gao et al., 2013). 
 As can be seen in Table 8.2, most research works include studies of the 
tensile strength of titanium welds. Liu et al. (2011) have analysed the tensile 
strengths and elongations of the laser beam welds of TiG2, presenting the same 
values as those of BM. These results, together with the high microhardness 
measurements of the FZ and the fact that all tensile specimens fractured at 
the BM, permit the authors to conclude that the HAZ and FZ are stronger 
than the BM. 
 Regarding Ti6Al4V (Cao and Jahazi, 2009; Kwang Pan et al., 2007; Wang 
et al., 2003) and Ti24Al17Nb (Wu et al., 2002) welds, some authors have also 
reported similar or slightly higher joint strength compared with metal base. 
Ti6Al4V BM usually has a yield tensile strength of 880–1045 MPa, tensile 
strength of 950–1081 MPa and elongation at fracture of 10–14% (Cao and 
Jahazi, 2009; Kwang Pan et al., 2007). Meanwhile, Ti6Al4V butt welds are 
reported to have tensile strength from 975 to 1043 MPa, yield strength from 
936 to 987 MPa and elongation at fracture of 6.5–12.4% (Cao and Jahazi, 
2009). These results indicate that these laser weld joints have similar joint 
strength but lower ductility than base metal, the ductility decrease being 
associated with the presence of micropores and aluminium oxide inclusions. 
Similarly, Kwang Pan et al. (2007) obtained welds at optimum processing 
conditions with UTS values between 900 and 1000 MPa. On the other hand, 
Ti24Al17Nb (Wu et al., 2002) and Ti6Al4V (Gao et al., 2013) laser beam 
welds also presented similar tensile strength to the BM (around 1000 MPa), 
the fracture occurring in the base metal, the elongation of welds being slightly 
lower than that of BM.
 The tensile strength and ductility are sensitive to temperature. Strength 
decreases and ductility increases when increasing temperature (Chen et al., 
2012). Wang et al. (2003) have analysed the influence of temperature (up to 
450°C, i.e., 723 K) on the tensile properties of laser beam welds in Ti6Al4V. 
The authors observed that the UTS of the weldments was slightly superior 
to that of the BM; the yield stress of welds was inferior to that of the BM, 
especially above 150°C (423 K); and the elongation of welds was about 5% 
lower for the entire temperature range. At 300°C (573 K), the tensile yield 
strength of weldments decreases, due to the b precipitation in the tempered 
martensite of the fusion zone.
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 In contrast with previously commented results, other research work on 
Ti6Al4V welds reports tensile strength decrease in comparison with base metal, 
this mechanical detriment normally being related to the presence of defects 
in the welds, such as porosity, bad alignment or poor shielding procedure. 
For example, Akman et al. (2009) observed a tensile strength decrease in 
Ti6Al4V laser welds, this being associated with the microstructure change, 
growth in grain size and the presence of pores. 
 Among other properties, Caiazzao et al. (2004) have analysed the tensile 
strength of Ti6Al4V welds obtained with a CO2 laser, observing UTS 
values for welds around 75% of that obtained for BM. Results obtained for 
different sheet thicknesses almost always highlighted a failure that began 
at the bead foot and spread towards the same bead, HAZ or base metal. 
The explanation given is the contamination of the join in the foot due to a 
low He protection at the lower side. The results showed lower UTS values 
attributed to a non-perfect alignment between the edges to be joined and an 
excessive air gap.
 With the presence of sharp notches, the maintenance of high notched 
strength at elevated temperature is required for the material to resist cracking 
and/or embrittlement under tensile straining (Tsay et al., 2010a). Tsay et 
al. (2010a, 2010b) conducted a study on the effect of test temperatures on 
the notched tensile strength (NTS) of Ti6Al6V2Sn and Ti4.5Al3V2Fe2Mo 
laser welds, with and without post-weld heat treatments (PWHT) at different 
temperatures. Results generally show that NTS decreases as temperature 
rises. In Ti6Al6V2Sn specimens, NTS values of welded specimens are 
normally much lower than those of the MB specimen at room temperature; 
however, the tendency is the reverse when testing at elevated temperatures 
(Tsay et al., 2010a). These results are associated with the microstructure 
developed. The lack of deformation compatibility between the a and b 
phases enhanced interface separations in the MB specimen or induced voids 
in the welded specimens, resulting in lowered NTS at elevated temperatures. 
Ti4.5Al3V2Fe2Mo laser welds (Tsay et al., 2010b) generally presented 
lower NTS than base metal at room temperature (except when performing 
PWHT). Thus, while as-welded and BM samples presented NTS and ductility 
decrease when increasing testing temperature, PWHT specimens preserved 
these properties even at 450°C (723 K). The fracture mode of the welds was 
strongly affected by the columnar grain size and the direction of the crack 
growth with respect to the columnar grain orientation (Tsay et al., 2010b). 
 Casavola et al. (2009) pointed out the importance of investigating the 
fatigue behaviour of titanium welded joints, especially in light of the lack 
of official standards. This is a critical condition when the objective is to 
develop applications that must satisfy strict requirements on structural safety 
(Nakai et al., 2012). Balasubramanian et al. (2011a, 2011b) have recently 
studied fatigue properties of Ti6Al4V welds obtained by gas tungsten arc 
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(GTAW), electron beam (EBW) and laser beam welding (LBW). Regardless 
of the joining technique, fatigue crack growth resistance of Ti6Al4V welds is 
reported to be much lower than that of base metal (Balasubramanian et al., 
2011a, 2011b; Tsay et al., 2006). Fatigue crack growth of welds has been 
correlated with mechanical properties and microstructural characteristics of 
welds. Interestingly, the welds obtained by LBW exhibited higher fatigue 
crack growth resistance than those generated by EBW and GTAW, due to the 
presence of fine lamellar microstructure in the weld metal (Balasubramanian 
et al., 2011a, 2011b). The formation of this microstructure using LBW, 
consequence of the lower heat input and associated faster cooling rate, also 
enhances the yield strength and ductility of the welds (Balasubramanian et 
al., 2011a). However, of the three types of welded joints, the ones fabricated 
using EBW exhibit the highest strength values, due to the presence of fine 
serrate and regular plate-shaped a microstructures. Meanwhile, the joints 
obtained using GTAW exhibit higher impact toughness compared with the 
LBW and EBW joints, due to the presence of coarse serrate and acicular a 
structures of grain boundary a, massive a, and Widmanstätten a + b weld 
metal microstructure (Balasubramanian et al., 2011b).
 Squillace et al. (2012) have analysed the influence of welding parameters 
on morphology and mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V laser beam welded 
butt joints (including fatigue). The authors observed that the main defect is 
underfill, this causing a stress concentration at the weld edges. The fatigue 
life is, consequently, strongly influenced by the value of the underfill radius. 
The fatigue fracture initiates and propagates near the lower point of the 
underfill convexity at the interface between the FZ and the HAZ (Squillace 
et al., 2012).
 Casavola et al. (2009) have conducted an experimental and numerical 
study of static and fatigue behaviour of butt laser welded joints of CP Ti and 
Ti6Al4V. For almost all specimens, the fatigue final rupture in the welded 
titanium alloy is localised far from the seam, indicating that the welded zone 
is not the weakest part of the structure. The high fatigue performance observed 
is related to the microstructural transformations (Casavola et al., 2009); the 
HAZ could result in a high resistance area for fatigue loads (Torster et al., 
1997).
 Tsay et al. (2006) have investigated the effect of microstructures and 
weld porosity on the fatigue crack growth behaviour of Ti6Al4V laser 
welds. Fatigue crack growth rate (FCGR) of the fusion zone of welds was 
significantly lower than that of base metal. Randomly oriented martensite 
in the FZ led to local cleavage fracture, altering the crack growth direction 
out of the primary crack plane. The zigzag crack path in the FZ resulted in 
reduced FCGR. The porous weld showed a serration on the crack growth 
curve, the crack growth characteristics behaving similarly to the defect-free 
weld (Tsay et al., 2006). Mechanical properties of Ti4.5Al2.5Cr1.2Fe0.1C 
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laser welds have just been studied, presenting improved fatigue properties 
compared to the Ti6Al4V laser welds. Due to the presence of porosities, 
fatigue strength of Ti4.5Al2.5Cr1.2Fe0.1C welds is much lower than that 
of Ti4.5Al2.5Cr1.2Fe0.1C base metal (Nakai et al., 2012).

8.6.4 Corrosion

Another interesting property of the titanium laser welds is their high corrosion 
resistance. Thus, Sun et al. (2003) have performed laser remelting (LR) 
treatments on TiG2 samples with a Nd:YAG laser, observing a microstructure 
change from a phase to acicular martensite, leading in improvements in 
the corrosion behaviour in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solutions. Amaya-Vázquez et al. 
(2012a, 2012b) have also recently reported that TiG2 and Ti6Al4V alloys 
subjected to LR treatments with a HPDL have similar corrosion behaviour 
in NaCl solutions to their BM. In agreement with the results obtained by 
Sun et al. (2003), the zones presenting martensitic microstructure have 
shown a slight corrosion resistance improvement in comparison with the 
base metal (Amaya-Vázquez et al., 2012a, 2012b). In another study, Yue 
et al. (2002) applied surface treatments with an excimer laser to Ti6Al4V 
samples, achieving improvements in the pitting corrosion resistance of the 
alloy, especially when shielding with argon. More recently, Zaveri et al. 
(2008) have subjected Ti6Al4V samples to different processing conditions 
with a pulsed-wave Nd:YAG laser shielded with argon, to obtain surface 
oxide layers with high corrosion resistance. The authors reported that laser-
treated specimens presented better corrosion resistance than the BM in three 
different simulated biofluids (SBFs): NaCl solution, Hank’s solution (8 g/L 
NaCl, 0.14 g/L,CaCl2, 0.4 g/L KCl, 0.35 g/L NaHCO3, 1 g/L glucose, 0.1 
g/L NaH2PO4, 0.1 g/L MgCl2·6H2O, 0.06 g/L Na2HPO4·2H2O and 0.06 g/L 
MgSO4·7H2O), and Cigada solution (8.75 g/L NaCl, 0.35 g/L NaHCO3, 0.06 
g/L NaH2PO4, and 0.06 g/L Na2HPO4·2H2O).
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Abstract: Mixed-material joints between, for example, aluminium and 
steel or aluminium and CFRP are increasingly used in modern automotive, 
airplane or ship lightweight structures. The chapter addresses the present 
state-of-the-art and future perspectives for laser-based joining of such 
material combinations, focusing on both joining processes and joint 
properties.

Key words: dissimilar materials, aluminium-steel joints, hybrid welding.

9.1 Introduction

Today’s products cannot be thought of without joints between different 
materials, either between different metals or even between metals and plastics 
or composites. In those cases where the basic elements differ (e.g. aluminium 
and steel) or different classes of materials (e.g. aluminium and CFRP) are 
used, the joint is called a dissimilar or mixed-material joint.
 Such mixed-material joints are increasingly used in modern lightweight 
structures, e.g. in cars or airplanes. The driving force behind this development 
towards multi-material lightweight designs is to reduce the ecological 
footprint of transportation by reducing fuel consumption. As an example, 
the European Commission has adopted a comprehensive strategy in 2007 
to considerably reduce CO2 emissions associated with new cars and vans 
in order to ensure that the EU complies with the greenhouse gas emission 
targets of the Kyoto Protocol. Both the production and the consumer (in use) 
side of CO2 emissions are tackled, with the long-term objective of limiting 
average CO2 emissions from new cars to 120 g/km by 2012 (a reduction of 
around 25% compared to 2006 levels) (Smokers, 2006).
 One opportunity to reach these goals (aside from switching to alternative 
concepts such as electric vehicles) is to reduce weight. With the overall 
trend towards more and more amenities in passenger cars (air conditioning, 
electrical seats, and so on), the only option seems to be to reduce structural 
weight whilst maintaining or even improving structural performance (see 
survey by Thomy et al., 2007a). 
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 A recent example of such attempts is the European Super LIGHT-CAR 
project, where a wide variety of steel, aluminium, magnesium and CFRP 
materials are used to ensure maximum, locally optimised structural properties 
of the car body at minimised overall weight (N.N., 2009; Toelle, 2011) (Fig. 
9.1). The predominant joint in this study was between aluminium and steel. 
 However, although the advantages of specifically adapted material 
combinations may be numerous, the challenges, especially considering an 
appropriate joining technology, are also significant. These challenges result 
from the differing properties of the materials, which have a considerable 
effect on both the joining process and the properties of the weld. With respect 
to thermal joining processes, these challenges are primarily associated with 
two properties:

1. Different coefficients of thermal expansion, potentially resulting in 
excessive distortion and residual stresses. 

2. Limited solubility of the joining partners (in some important cases, 
such as aluminium and iron), potentially resulting in brittle intermetallic 
phases in the joining zone and inadequate joint properties.

Both effects are related to the heat input by the welding process and, in 
general, tend to be more detrimental with higher heat input. This makes it 
highly desirable to precisely control heat input and, if possible, limit it – an 
ideal playground for laser-based processes, which is the focus of this chapter 
on laser welding of dissimilar materials. 

9.2 Special issues in joining of dissimilar materials

As illustrated above, the key challenges associated with joining of dissimilar 
metals are differences in (thermophysical) properties and potential limited 
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9.1 Mixed-material design in the automotive industry (N.N., 2009). 
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solubility of the materials with each other. Properties such as thermal 
conductivity, melting temperature and coefficient of thermal expansion can 
have a significant effect on the mechanical and micostructural properties of 
the resulting joint.
 The main physical properties of exemplary (pure) metals considered as 
basic elements in alloys used in the transportation industry for either structure 
(aluminium, iron, titanium, magnesium) or (electrical) equipment components 
(aluminium, copper) are given in Table 9.1. As an example, for the case of 
aluminium-steel joints widely investigated (see survey in Thomy, 2009), the 
differences in thermal expansion in combination with the differences in the 
modulus of elasticity will result in thermally induced stresses, potentially 
leading to excessive distortion or residual stresss. This is often especially 
challenging in cases where complex parts requiring precise fit-up are to be 
joined.
 The fundamental challenge to thermal joining of some (yet not all) dissimilar 
metals, however, arises from the limited solubility and, as a result, from 
the formation of intermetallic phases between the two metals. These are a 
potential location of brittle fracture under dynamic or even static load.
 As an example, in the binary system Al-Fe, the solubility of Al in Fe is 
fairly limited, and exceeding an Al-content of 12 vol.% in Fe, intermetallic 
phase formation occurs. Conversely, the solubility of Fe in liquid Al is 
close to zero, which results in a very early interfacial phase formation 
when Fe is dissolved in Al. Depending on the aluminium content and the 
time–temperature cycle, the phases Fe3Al, FeAl, FeAl2 Fe2Al5 and FeAl3 
or even more complex structures of higher order may be formed (see Table 
9.2). However, for typical laser-based joining processes, thermodynamic 
calculations show that the aluminium-rich phases will be formed preferably. 

Table 9.1 Materials properties

Material Aluminium Iron Titanium Copper Magnesium 
 Al F e Ti Cu Mg

Density (g/cm³) 2.7 7.85 4.5 8.92 1.738

Melting temperature 660 1563 1668 1357 650
 (°C)

Heat conductivity 238 75 22 400 160
 (W/mK)

Coefficient of thermal 23.8¥10–6 12.3 ¥ 10–6 10.8 ¥ 10–6 16.5 ¥ 10–6 26 ¥ 10–6

 expansion (1/K)

Modulus of elasticity 72,000 210,000 105,000 130,000 45,000
 E (N/mm²)

Tensile strength (N/mm²) 80 270–410 300–900 200–240 250

Source: Bargel and Schulze (2000); Klein (1997); Ostermann (1998).
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This is also substantiated by experimental investigations (Wirth et al., 2007). 
Unfortunately, as phase layer hardness increases with increasing aluminium 
content, these phases show a significant hardness in the range of 600–1100 
HV (Table 9.2).
 The binary system Ti-Al (Hansen, 1958) is also characterised by limited 
solubility, consequently showing comparable phase formation behaviour. 
Exceeding an aluminium content of approx. 10 at.% in the titanium, a 
composite of Ti and Ti3Al will be formed. With rising aluminium content the 
phases TiAl, TiAl2 and TiAl3 are formed, respectively. On the aluminium-
rich side, the low solubility of titanium leads to an early formation of the 
intermetallic phase TiAl3 when the titanium content exceeds approx. 2 
at.%. Based on thermodynamic assumptions, it is predicted that the TiAl3 
phase is formed preferably, which again is found in experimental studies 
on laser joining (Möller et al., 2010b). Compared to the system Fe-Al, the 
intermetallic phases tend to show less hardness (Möller et al., 2010b), which 
in turn makes them less detrimental to mechanical joint properties.
 However, other systems, such as Fe-Cu, show excellent solubility with each 
other (ASM, 1993), consequently not producing any intermetallic compound 
in thermal joining. Yet, most technically relevant examples for dissimilar 
joints in structures require the joining of alloys with limited solubility, such 
as iron-based alloys with aluminium alloys. Because such joints typically 
require high strength and toughness, the formation of brittle intermetallic 
phases has to be limited to a minimum size (Radscheit, 1997; Zerner et al., 
1999). 
 Aside from alloying element distribution (Gebhardt and Obrowski, 1953; 
Rabkin and Rjabow, 1967), as an important driving mechanism for phase 
formation is diffusion (Achar et al., 1980a), limiting the time where the 
joining zone is at elevated temperature is an effective means to reduce phase 
formation and potentially decrease joint brittleness (Achar et al., 1980b). In 
other words, heat input has to be reduced and the time–temperature cycle 
has to be precisely controlled (Ozaki et al., 2010).
 In conclusion, both issues – distortion and phase layer formation – 
call for a reduction of the heat input by the joining process. Under these 

Table 9.2 Properties of intermetallic phases for 
the binary system Fe-Al

Phase Micro hardness HV

Fe3Al 250–350
FeAl 400–1050
FeAl2 1000–1050
Fe2Al5 1000–1100
FeAl3 820–980
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considerations, laser-based joining processes, as highly controlled processes 
typically characterised by low heat input and high speed, seem to be an 
appropriate solution to obtain optimised joints in dissimilar metals.

9.3 Laser joining processes and their applications

9.3.1 General considerations

With respect to laser-based joining processes for lightweight structures, the 
stage of the joining process in the process chain has to be considered in 
order to select the appropriate process for joining. Basically, the joining of 
dissimilar metals can be performed during the production of semi-finished 
products such as tailored blanks (Engelbrecht et al., 2006) or during the 
production of the structure itself. The first option has the advantage of a mostly 
two-dimensional joining task and excellent fit-up tolerances. However, the 
tailored blank in general and the joint in particular will have to show a good 
formability for the subsequent stamping process, which is usually required to 
obtain three-dimensional structural elements. Conversely, joining of three-
 dimensional structural elements will not face the challenge of formability, 
but rather of poor fit-up tolerances (Thomy et al., 2007a).
 Table 9.3 gives a concise, yet not comprehensive overview of some recent 
research work in the field of laser joining of dissimilar materials, grouped 
by material combinations investigated. Although these combinations are 
among the most challenging, most research work was carried out on joining 
of aluminium to steel and aluminium to titanium, two combinations with 
significant relevance for the automotive industry (Al-Fe) and the aircraft 
industry (Al-Ti), respectively. 

9.3.2 Laser brazing and welding

For material combinations with low solubility, most laser-based joining 
processes can generally be grouped into those designed to melt only the 
aluminium side of the joint with or without filler wire and laser brazing 
processes, trying to avoid the melting of both base materials.
 In the latter processing approach for joining of aluminium to steel, mostly 
high-power diode lasers (Saida et al., 2008) or Nd:YAG lasers are used 
for standard seam geometries such as raised edge welds and fillet welds in 
overlap configuration (Mathieu et al., 2005). As filler materials, a wide range 
of alloy systems based on zinc, aluminium or silver were considered. Partly 
depending on the selection of filler materials as well as on the surface layer 
of the steel, the use of flux is suggested.
 The other processing approach, i.e. melting only the lower melting material 
with or without filler wire, is called ‘braze welding’ by some authors (e.g., 
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Mathieu et al., 2007). The bond is then obtained by brazing with the lower-
melting melt onto the higher melting substrate material (e.g., steel). 
 A typical example for joining aluminium to steel in overlap configuration 
by this approach is provided by Mathieu et al. (2007), where heterogeneous 
steel–aluminium assemblies were joined by welding in the aluminium and 
brazing on the steel sheet. The filler material was a Zn-based alloy chosen for 
its compatibility with the aluminium alloys and its low melting temperature. 
Similar results are described in Vrenken et al. (2009), however at elevated 
brazing speed of up to 4 m/min at a laser power of 4.5 kW.
 For joining of aluminium to steel (zinc-coated) in butt joint configuration, a 
laser welding process using either CO2 or Nd:YAG laser for sheet thicknesses 
in the range of 1 mm was suggested (Fig. 9.2) (see, e.g., Thomy et al., 2007a). 
The laser beam was positioned completely on the aluminium side of the 
joint to obtain a deep-penetration weld. The molten aluminium then wetted 
the steel sheet (to which flux was applied). Mainly for process stabilisation 
(and not predominantly for metallurgical reasons), filler wire was used.

Table 9.3 Some recent research activities in the field of laser joining of dissimilar 
materials

Material 1 Material 2 Selection of publications 

Aluminium Steel Dharmendra et al. (2011)
  Engelbrecht et al. (2006)
  Güngör and Gerritsen (2008)
  Katayama et al. (1998)
  Kreimeyer et al. (2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2004) Kreimeyer 

and Vollertsen (2006)
  Mathieu et al. (2005, 2007)
  Möller et al. (2009, 2010b)
  Ozaki et al. (2010)
  Radscheit (1997)
  Saida et al. (2004, 2008)
  Schubert and Zerner (1999)
  Thomy et al. (2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2008); Thomy and 

Vollertsen (2009, 2011)
  Vollertsen and Thomy (2009, 2011)
  von der Haar et al. (2008)
  Vrenken et al. (2009)
  Zerner et al. (1999); Zerner (2002)

Aluminium Titanium Chen et al. (2010, 2011)
  Kreimeyer and Vollertsen (2005)
  Möller et al. (2010b)
  Ozaki et al. (2009)

Aluminium Copper Jokiel et al. (2005)
  Kraetzsch et al. (2011)
  Mai and Spowage (2004)
Steel Copper Mai and Spowage (2004)
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 Crucial factors of influence were the exact positioning of the beam relative 
to the interfacial region between aluminium and steel and the use of specially 
designed clamping devices to avoid the opening of a gap during the process. 
Using an Nd:YAG laser with 4 kW power, a joining speed of up to approx. 8 
m/min was demonstrated, with the joints mostly failing in the aluminium.
 A comparable approach was pursued for joining of aluminium to titanium 
for aircraft applications (see, e.g., Möller et al., 2010a). In this process, 
again the aluminium is molten in order to wet the higher-melting joining 
partner, the titanium. However, contrary to the above example for joining 
of aluminium to steel, a heat conduction and not a deep-penetration laser 
welding process is carried out. The sheets are arranged in vertical position 
with aluminium on top to achieve a good wetting of the titanium sheet under 
the effect of gravitation (Fig. 9.3). 

Laser

Wire feed

Steel
Aluminium

Weld seam

Steel 20°C
1250°C

700°C

Aluminium

9.2 Laser welding of aluminium to steel. 

Prior to processing After processing

Aluminium

Titanium

Laser

9.3 Process principle of the aluminium-titanium joining process. 
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 A typical joint appearance from Möller et al. (2010a) and a cross section 
are given in Fig. 9.4. By the simultaneous joining process, a reproducible, 
constant wetting of the titanium for joint lengths of 1 m was achieved. For 
the same material combination, Chen et al. (2010) and Chen et al. (2011) 
investigated a single-sided joining process using filler for good wetting.
 Whereas the two combinations steel/aluminium and aluminium/titanium 
(which are the focus of this chapter) are mainly considered for structural 
applications, joints between aluminium and copper or stainless steel and 
copper are of importance in electronics and precision mechanics.
 Welding of (stainless) steel to copper (or brass) is a task encountered, 
for example, in precision mechanics for joining heat conduction elements 
(Mai and Spowage, 2004). These materials, such as aluminium and iron, 
typically also show limited solubility. However, as part dimensions and the 
melt pools are typically much smaller, heat input is smaller and the cooling 
rate is much higher than for macro applications considered for aluminium-
steel and aluminium-titanium joints. Consequently, using pulsed laser spot 
welding techniques (melting both materials) can also be feasible, resulting 
in at least sufficient mechanical properties of the joints.
 Such pulsed laser spot welding techniques are also used for joining of 
aluminium to copper especially in the micro range (Jokiel et al., 2005). 
For thicker sections, either direct laser welding in overlap configuration 
or laser joining using oscillating beam techniques (Kraetzsch et al., 2011) 
was considered to join sheet thicknesses of up to 2 mm, for example for 
application in electrical conductors. 

9.3.3 Combined and special processes involving lasers 

In order to further improve joint properties, a variety of combined processes 
have been suggested: 

5 mm

14 μm

9.4 Aluminium-titanium joint surface and cross section (laser power 
1.75 kW each side, joining speed 0.22 m/min) (Möller et al., 2010a). 
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∑ laser joining with superimposed force (Radscheit, 1997)
∑ laser-MIG hybrid welding (Kreimeyer and Vollertsen, 2006; Thomy and 

Vollertsen, 2009a) 
∑ fluxless laser-plasma hybrid welding (Möller et al., 2009).

In Radscheit (1997), a process for joining of aluminium to steel in overlap 
configuration with additional, superimposed clamping/forming force enacted 
by a specially designed welding head is presented. The joining zone is 
irradiated by either Nd:YAG or high-power diode laser, thus heating both 
materials, melting the aluminium and wetting the steel with the aluminium 
(Fig. 9.5). By optimising heat input, the formation of intermetallic phases was 
restricted significantly. The basic advantage of this process is that joints with 
one flat side (optimised for material flow in forming tools) can be obtained 
(Fig. 9.6), however at the limitation that only two-dimensional welds with 
limited curvature can be produced (Ozaki et al., 2010). This seems to limit 
the process to tailored blank applications or aluminium.
 More recently, a laser MIG hybrid welding process for dissimilar metals 
was suggested by Kreimeyer and Vollertsen (2006) and developed further by 
Thomy and Vollertsen (2009). In this process, a laser beam (CO2, Nd:YAG, 
YB fibre or Yb:YAG) and a MIG-arc operated in the pulsed mode are used. 

Laser beam

Force

Steel

20°C
950°C

700°C

Steel

Aluminium

Aluminium

9.5 Laser joining with superimposed force – process principle and 
temperature distribution for overlap joints (see, e.g., Thomy, 2009). 

Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

F = 200 N F = 250 N F = 270 N

Steel Steel Steel
EL = const. EL = const.

9.6 Laser joining with superimposed force – effect of force at 
constant heat input (see Thomy et al., 2008).
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The process principle is depicted in Fig. 9.7. The aluminium and steel sheet 
are arranged preferably in butt joint configuration, also allowing a gap. The 
laser beam is positioned on the aluminium side. During joining, the edge of 
the aluminium sheet is molten, and together with the molten wire, the gap 
between the aluminium and the steel is bridged and the steel is wetted by 
the aluminium melt. Figure 9.8 gives the top view and the cross section of 
a typical aluminium-steel joint obtained by laser MIG hybrid welding using 
optimised parameter settings. It is obvious that the weld seam is smooth 
and its width and the wetting length are fairly constant over the total seam 
length. In particular, no weld sagging, undercut or excessive spatters were 
observed. There was no melting of the steel sheet, and the weld showed only 
few small pores close to the face side of the steel sheet. This was attributed 
to the use of flux on the face side, which can contain humidity and, as a 
consequence, be a source of hydrogen to the melt pool. Moreover, the authors 
have suggested a parameter envelope giving basic rules for adjusting the 
parameters to obtain appropriate joint properties (i.e. with respect to seam 
appearance, tensile strength and phase layer thickness), which equal or 
surpass those reported in the literature, however at a significantly elevated 
speed of 6 mm/min or higher (Fig. 9.9).
 Although this process yielded state-of-the-art properties at high productivity, 
it was still required to apply flux to the uncoated edge of the zinc-coated steel 
sheet to support wetting. In order to avoid the use of potentially corrosive 
flux, a laser-plasma hybrid welding was developed by Möller et al. (2009) 
as a coaxial combination of laser beam and plasma arc. The principle of the 
laser plasma hybrid joining process is depicted in Fig. 9.10. A ring-shaped 
plasma beam is used to heat the steel and the aluminium and activate and 
clean the surfaces, whereas an Nd:YAG laser beam increases heat input and 

Laser beam Torch

Filler wire

Weld seam

Melt

Gap

Steel

Flux

Aluminium

9.7 Principle of the laser MIG hybrid joining process (Thomy and 
Vollertsen, 2009). 
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Aluminium 
AA6016

Steel DC05+ZE

DC05 + ZE AA6016

5 mm

500 μm

9.8 Top view and cross section of a laser MIG hybrid welded 
aluminium-steel specimen (Thomy and Vollertsen, 2009). 
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9.9 Process parameter envelope for laser MIG hybrid welding of 
aluminium to steel (Thomy and Vollertsen, 2009).
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stabilises the plasma arc, thus allowing a higher joining speed and the joining 
of thicker aluminium sheets. The combined heat input led to a melting of the 
aluminium and a wetting of the steel by the aluminium, which was further 
promoted by the heating of the steel by the plasma arc. Overlap joints (EN-
AW 6016, 2mm + DC 05+Z, 0.8 mm) were carried out using AlSi12 filler 
wire, and the authors found joining aluminium-steel tailored hybrid blanks 
without flux at an elevated speed of 2.6 m/min feasible. 

9.3.4 Application potentials

As discussed above (and in detail in Thomy, 2009), one of the important 
application fields for laser joining of dissimilar materials is the transportation 
industry. The first significant area of application is the production of tailored 
hybrid blanks preferably from aluminium and steel, the focus of many 
application studies (see, e.g., Thomy and Vollertsen, 2009). An example 
of such a tailored hybrid blank (produced by Nd:YAG laser MIG hybrid 
welding) is shown in Fig. 9.11. The aluminium and steel sheet with a length 
of 400 mm were joined in butt joint configuration at a competitive speed of 
66 m/min. Consequently, and taking into account the limits in formability 
in design of the parts as well as forming tools, such hybrid blanks may be 
used in lightweight structures in a way comparable to conventional tailored 
blanks.
 The second field of application is the welding of tailored hybrid tubes or 
other three-dimensional structural elements (see, e.g., Thomy et al., 2007a). 
As an example, the tube displayed in Fig. 9.12(a) was produced by Nd:YAG 
laser MIG hybrid welding (welding speed 4 m/min) from aluminium and 
zinc-coated steel tubes with a diameter of approx. 10 cm. Joint configuration 
was fillet welding in overlap configuration, with the aluminium tube on top. 
Comparable elements and structures may be used for structural elements 
(e.g. axles) in the automotive industry.

Steel

Arc

Aluminium

Plasma ring electrode

Laser beam

XC
YC

9.10 Principle of laser-plasma hybrid joining (after Möller et al., 2009). 
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 However, not only the automotive industry, but also shipbuilding may be a 
potential field of application of dissimilar joints in more complex structures. 
In modern shipbuilding (especially of yachts and military vessels), material 
combinations of aluminium and steel are already used in order to improve 
structural properties predominantly in view of stiffness, weight and position 
of the centre of gravity. Whereas the hull is normally manufactured from 
steel, the upper decks or the deckhouse are made from aluminium alloys. A 
structural part of a yacht deckhouse (steel on the lower part of the demonstrator 
and aluminium on the upper part, thickness 3 mm each, length 1 m) joined 

9.11 Aluminium-steel tailored hybrid blank after hydromechanical 
deep drawing (Courtesy: LFT, Chair of Manufacturing Technology, 
University Errlangen-Nuremberg and BIAS; Thomy and Vollertsen, 
2009). 

Aluminium

Aluminium

Steel
Steel

(a) (b)

9.12 (a) Aluminium-steel tailored hybrid tube joined by laser-MIG 
process; (b) yacht deckhouse element, painted aluminium and steel 
(length: 1 m, material thickness: 33 mm) (after Thomy et al., 2007a).
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in butt joint configuration by laser MIG hybrid welding using a CO2 laser is 
shown in Fig. 9.12(b) (see, e.g., Thomy et al., 2007c). With this demonstrator 
produced in an industrial environment, a static strength of up to 140 MPa 
was achieved. This is a significant improvement compared to the so-called 
‘Triclad®’ profiles (explosion welded transition profiles between aluminium 
and steel) used in shipbuilding today.
 Comparably large structures from dissimilar materials are also found in 
aircraft. A potential application for laser joining of dissimilar materials is 
found in the so-called seat track, to which seats and other cabin interior are 
mounted. Currently, in most cases, aluminium is used for these seat tracks. 
However, to avoid defects from the presence of liquids in the passenger cabin, 
it is desired to use titanium instead of aluminium in the top area of the seat 
track. Since the remaining seat track part should still be made of aluminium 
(especially for cost reasons), laser joining for aluminium  titanium seat tracks 
was developed (Möller et al., 2010a). Figure 9.13 shows a demonstrator seat 
track with a length of 1 mm produced by the process presented in Section 
9.3.3, fulfilling all relevant industrial requirements with respect to process 
and properties.

9.4 Formation and properties of dissimilar joints 

9.4.1 Joint formation and the intermetallic phase layer 

In most laser processes discussed, the bonding between the different joints 
is obtained by brazing, which makes two aspects especially crucial for the 
properties of the joints: 

∑ the wetting of the substrate material by the melt (braze metal), and 
∑ the formation of intermetallic phases in the interfacial zone between the 

braze metal and the substrate metal. 

For the case of joining of aluminium to steel, several authors have identified 
the relevance of a zinc coating on the steel substrate (Kreimeyer et al., 
2004; Güngör and Gerritsen, 2008) for the wetting process in general and 
the resulting wetting length in particular. In case wetting occurs, typically 

9.13 Demonstrator of titanium-aluminium aircraft seat tracks (Möller 
et al., 2010a). 
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a marked zinc-rich region is observed in the interfacial zone, mostly close 
to the tip of the wetted zone (Fig. 9.14) (see, e.g., Mathieu et al., 2007). 
Studies by Vollertsen and Thomy (2009, 2011) seem to suggest that the 
wetting length is essentially correlated to the melting isotherm of the zinc 
coating. However, the behaviour of the zinc coating during wetting is not 
completely elucidated yet. 
 Provided wetting has occurred, typically an intermetallic phase layer is 
formed. For the case of joining aluminium to steel, Wirth et al. (2007) has 
taken a closer look at a typical intermetallic phase layer (Fig. 9.15 right) 
and subjected it to EDX (Fig. 9.15 left) and EBSSD (Fig. 9.16) (see also 
Thomy, 2009). It was established that the intermetallic phase layer consisted 
of Al5Fe2 and Al3Fe. The Al5Fe2 phase forms a continuous layer between 
the aluminium and the steel, whereas the Al3Fe-phase forms needle-shaped 

DC05+ZE

Cross 
section

Micro 
section

500 μm

AA6016

~ 50 wt.% Zn

100 μm

9.14 Zinc-rich region at the tip of the wetted zone, laser-MIG hybrid 
welding (after Vollertsen and Thomy, 2009). 
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structures protruding into the aluminium matrix. Comparable results were 
found by Mathieu et al. (2007). 
 Regarding crystal orientation, there seems to be a preferred growth direction 
for Al5Fe2 perpendicular to the steel sheet surface, whereas the Al3Fe needles 
show a more or less random orientation. This was interpreted by Wirth et al. 
(2007) as follows: initially, only the Al3Fe-phase is created during heating by 
diffusion of Fe atoms into the aluminium as a layer between the two metal 
sheets. The continuous phase of Al3Fe2 is created by diffusion of Al atoms 
into the iron at temperatures above the melting temperature of aluminium 
(Radscheit, 1997). The formation of the needle-shaped Al3Fe phase should 
then be connected to the cooling at temperatures between 50 and 350°C.
 As is to be expected by the nature of phase formation, heat input and, 
consequently, process parameter variations can have a significant effect on 
phase layer thickness. For example, for the case of Nd:YAG laser MIG 
hybrid welding of aluminium to steel, Thomy and Vollertsen (2009) have 
found a slight trend towards an increase in intermetallic phase layer thickness 
with increasing laser power (Fig. 9.17), staying below approximately 4 mm, 
however, for most laser powers. For a laser power of 3400 W, a marked 

5 μm

Analysed 
area

Phase
Al3Fe

Al5Fe2

Al

Fe

9.15 SEM (right) and EDX (left) of a typical phase layer in aluminium-
steel joints (courtesy: MPIE Dusseldorf). 
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9.16 Orientation of the grains of a typical phase layer in aluminium-
steel joints (courtesy: MPIE Dusseldorf). 
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9.17 Effect of laser power on phase layer thickness for laser 
MIG hybrid welding of aluminium to steel (see, e.g., Thomy and 
Vollertsen, 2009). 
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increase in phase layer thickness to 12 mm on average at significant scatter 
was observed, and cracking occurred without external load. This substantiates 
the generally held belief that a phase layer thickness exceeding 10 mm should 
be avoided in all cases (see, e.g., Radscheit, 1997).
 For the case of joining of aluminium to titanium, Möller et al. (2010a) 
have investigated phase layer thickness depending on heat input (Fig. 9.18). 
Again, it was found that with increasing heat input, phase seam thickness is 
also increased. 

9.4.2 Mechanical properties and formability 

The mechanical properties in general, and tensile as well as fatigue strength 
in particular, of dissimilar joints are closely related to the two crucial aspects 
of bonding: 

∑ the wetting of the substrate material by the melt (braze metal), and 
∑ the formation of intermetallic phases in the interfacial zone between the 

braze metal and the substrate metal.

 Generally, a strong correlation between wetting length and tensile strength 
is found (Möller et al., 2009). Figure 9.19 gives the correlation between 
wetting length and tensile strength for aluminium-steel overlap joints. For 
the same case, Mathieu et al. (2007) have found a roughly linear correlation 
between wetting length and tensile strength, despite significant scatter.
 However, not only wetting length, but also the shape of the weld seam 
(which is, of course, often associated with wetting length; Möller et al., 2009), 
have an influence on static strength. In general, it is found that a smoother 
transition between the braze metal and the substrate (i.e., a smaller wetting 
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9.18 Effect of heat input per length on phase seam thickness for laser 
welding of aluminium to titanium (Möller et al., 2010a). 
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angle, indicating better wetting) should improve tensile strength even under 
static conditions (Mathieu et al., 2007). 
 In fatigue testing of laser MIG hybrid welded samples, an influence of 
several geometrical parameters of the seam on fatigue strength was identified 
(Thomy et al., 2007b). In particular, with increasing gap and, consequently, 
decreased wetting length at otherwise unchanged parameters, the upper 
tension was reduced (Fig. 9.20).
 Provided seam quality as such is adequate, the location of fracture not only 
depends on wetting length, but also on the cross section of the aluminium 
and the steel sheet. However, the interface zone with its steep property 
gradient is often associated with crack initiation or crack propagation under 
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9.19 Relation between wetting length (i.e. the transverse length of 
the steel/seam interface) and tensile strength (Möller et al., 2009).
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static load as well as in fatigue testing. Thomy and Vollertsen (2009) found 
that in those cases where the interface zone was involved in fracture, either 
a phase layer thickness in the range of 10 mm or above or a defect close 
to the interface zone was identified. In the latter case, fracture typically 
started at a small pore close to the interface zone and then deviated along 
the intermetallic phase layer (Fig. 9.21). A closer look at the fracture surface 
typically reveals remainders of the intermetallic phase layer on both the steel 
and the aluminium side (see, e.g., Mathieu et al., 2007).
 Comparable results were found for aluminium-titanium joints (Chen et al., 
2010). Whereas for lower heat input, fracture was in the fusion zone, higher 
heat input resulted in a steep decrease in tensile strength due to fracture in 
the interface zone, which was often associated with porosity occurring at 
higher heat input. 
 Of significant relevance, especially for tailored hybrid blanks, is formability. 
For aluminium-steel tailored hybrid blanks produced at adequate parameters, 
a bend test is typically passed (Thomy and Vollertsen, 2011; Fig. 9.22). In 
particular, transverse cracking normally does not occur, and delaminations 
or cracks between the aluminium weld metal and the steel sheet surface 
are not observed. Moreover, typical limit drawing ratios of at least 1.6 are 
achieved. 
 In hydromechanical deep-drawing (with a multi-axial stress state), the 
shape given in Fig. 9.12 (length approx. 250 mm, width approx. 2500 mm, 
height approx. 45 mm) was achieved applying a pressure of 65 bar. Aside 
from some slight transverse cracks in the weld metal in the zone of the edge 
radius of the die plate, no defects were observed. Increasing the pressure 
much further resulted in longitudinal cracks in the weld metal. Aside from 
the difference in stress condition compared to static tensile testing and bend 
testing, another reason is assumed to lie in the fact that both tool and part 
design were not yet fully optimised. In order to further improve formability, 

500 μm

9.21 Cross section of a fractured laser MIG hybrid welded aluminium-
steel specimen. 
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both the forming process and the joint properties of the tailored hybrid blanks 
before forming should be dealt with. One means to address the latter aspect 
should be connected to the selection of filler wire with the aim of obtaining 
a more ductile weld metal.

9.5 Future trends

Whereas until recently laser joining of dissimilar materials meant joining of 
dissimilar metals, the trend towards the use of composite materials such as 
CFRP in the aircraft industry, but also in the automotive industry (see Fig. 
9.1) has called for appropriate joining processes using lasers also for these 
challenging combinations.
 An approach to directly join plastics to metals or to use plastics as 
interface materials between dissimilar metals as a means of avoiding phase 
layer formation has been presented by the research group of Katayama (see, 
e.g., Katayama et al., 2006, 2007; Niwa et al., 2008) and also investigated 
by Wang et al. (2010). In this method (so-called LAMP joining), basically 
laser irradiation is used to promote bonding between the (partially) molten 

Longitudinal section

AA6016 (1.15 mm) +
DC05 + ZE (1.0 mm)
SG-AlSi12

Laser power 2.4 kW
MIG power 2.45 kW
Welding speed 6 m/min
Wire feed rate 6.2 m/min
MIG position + 1.5 mm

Bend radius 10 mm; bend angle 180°

9.22 Result of bend test of laser MIG hybrid welded aluminium-steel 
sheets (Thomy and Vollertsen, 2011). 
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and evaporating plastic (e.g. PET) and the metal. As this method can produce 
sound joints with considerable strength and is potentially suitable to solve 
the challenges of intermetallic phase layer formation and corrosion in joining 
of dissimilar metals such as aluminium and steel, it is to be expected that 
it will further attract significant interest. Moreover, this method should be 
of significant interest also for CFRP materials especially with thermoplastic 
matrix material.
 A novel joining process to produce integral, load-bearing aluminium-
CFRP-aluminium structures has been suggested by Möller et al. (2010a). The 
principle is based on the production of a fabric of carbon fibres and titanium 
wires, which is then thermally joined to the aluminium metallic structure 
(Fig. 9.23 left). As a thermal joining process, a heat conduction laser beam 
welding process is used. For the welding process, the aluminium and the 
titanium wire structure are arranged in a vertical position with the aluminium 
on top. The defocused laser beam is positioned directly onto the joining 
zone, simultaneously irradiating both sides of the specimen and creating a 
brazed bond between the aluminium and the titanium. After thermal joining, 
the structure is then immersed with the matrix material, e.g. a thermoplastic 
(Fig. 9.23 right).
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Laser welding of plastics
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Abstract: Lasers may be used for rapid and reproducible welding of plastics. 
The principles of plastics welding and direct and transmission laser welding 
for plastics are described. The equipment variations and process parameter 
effects are discussed and guidance for practical application of the technique 
is provided. Typical application areas are summarised.

Key words: laser, welding, plastics, theory, modelling, equipment, process, 
parameter effects, monitoring, direct, transmission, applications.

10.1 Introduction

Welding of plastics is of practical importance in many automotive, medical 
and electronic packaging applications. There have also been developments 
in textile joining, and in joining dissimilar materials (e.g. plastics to metals 
or ceramics). The laser provides a heat source that is very controllable in 
terms of the amount of energy applied and the location or size of the applied 
heat. These properties are becoming ever more important for small and large 
devices alike where complex joint lines and products with thermally sensitive 
parts are made. Welds produced by lasers in plastics can be used for wide 
area laminating or can have a resolution of less than 100 microns enabling 
precise patterns, smaller scale and increased complexity in the joints made. 
In this chapter the principles of welding plastics and the use of lasers for 
this are introduced, and the methods available to the manufacturer of plastics 
components are described in detail.

10.2 History

Laser welding of plastics was first reported in the early 1970s (Silvers and 
Wachtell, 1970), when film materials were welded using a CO2 laser. This 
was a ‘direct’ laser welding process, where the laser heated the films directly 
without the laser being transmitted through the upper part of the joint. The 
distinction between direct and transmission laser welding of plastics is 

This chapter is a revised and updated version of Chapter 22 ‘Plastics Microwelding’ by 
Ian Jones, originally published in Microjoining and Nanojoining edited by Norman Zhou, 
Woodhead Publishing Limited, 2008, ISBN 978-1-84569-179-0.
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described in more detail below. In 1985 the first transmission laser welding 
process was demonstrated and patented by Toyota in Japan (Toyota, 1985) 
using carbon black additive to modify the absorption properties of the lower 
plastic. This was carried out using a near infrared Nd:YAG laser. Transmission 
laser welding of plastics is now carried out using diode and fibre lasers. 
Amongst the first mass production applications using a diode laser was a 
motor vehicle key fob, which was announced in 1997 (Puetz et al., 1997). 
Further developments since then have included procedures using different 
laser wavelengths to modify the interaction and heating effect in the plastics. 
In this way it is possible to apply direct laser welding to thicker materials. 
Additionally, there have been developments of alternative absorbers, with 
minimal visible appearance unlike carbon black (Jones and Wise, 1998; Jones 
et al., 1999). This has allowed application to parts and fabrics with almost 
any colour combination. Most recently, the use of high and low intensity 
parts of the beam has been applied to modify the absorption of the beam in 
the plastic and allow parts to be melted locally and internally only where 
the beam intensity is high enough (Roesner et al., 2008).

10.3 Theory of welding plastics

10.3.1 Plastic materials and thermal effects

Thermoplastics may be divided into two groups, amorphous and semicrystalline, 
each with its own set of properties. Amorphous thermoplastics have no 
order beyond that on the level of the repeat units, which make up the long 
chain macromolecule. The linear chains exist often in random positions and 
orientations in the bulk polymer and are separated by a distance proportional 
to their dynamic state, which is governed by temperature.
 If a linear thermoplastic has very regular chemistry within repeat units 
(stereoregular) and little or no chain branching, then it may exist in crystalline 
form (Stevens, 1953). Crystalline synthetic thermoplastics are invariably partly 
crystalline and partly amorphous and so the term crystalline polymer always 
implies partial crystallinity or semicrystalline (McCrum et al., 1988).
 For every amorphous thermoplastic homopolymer (one exhibiting no 
crystallinity) there exists a narrow temperature region in which it changes 
from a viscous or rubbery condition at temperatures above this region, to 
a hard and relatively brittle one (sometimes called glassy) below it (Wool, 
1995). This temperature region is called the glass transition temperature Tg 

(Fig. 10.1) and is usually obtained from a volume versus temperature plot 
of observations taken on cooling (McCrum et al., 1988). Since movement 
of whole polymer chain segments is a necessary prerequisite of welding, 
amorphous thermoplastics need to be above Tg before welding can take 
place.
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 Semicrystalline thermoplastics are composed of crystalline regions and 
amorphous regions. For flow to occur in these polymers, their temperature 
must be above the crystalline melting point Tm, as shown in Fig. 10.2, which 
is the temperature at which all of the crystalline regions have disappeared 
(Stevens, 1953). Semicrystalline thermoplastics will generally have a Tg 
associated with the amorphous regions and Tm associated with the crystalline 
regions, with Tm > Tg. Viscous flow will generally only occur above Tm.
 Thermal welding of thermoplastics relies on the temperature at the interface 

Tg

Glass
Liquid  

(or rubber)

Specific 
volume

Temperature (°C)

10.1 A typical graph of specific volume versus temperature for an 
amorphous thermoplastic (from Wise, 1999).

Specific 
volume

Tm Temperature (°C)

10.2 A typical graph of specific volume versus temperature for a 
semicrystalline thermoplastic (from Wise, 1999).
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being above Tg for amorphous thermoplastics or above Tm for semicrystalline 
thermoplastics. Above Tm or Tg, there is increased chain mobility of the 
thermoplastic in the region of the weld. It is this increased mobility of  
the chains, which allows them to diffuse across the joint interface and 
entangle with chains on the other side of the interface. This is the mechanism 
for generation of strength at the joint and the formation of a weld between 
surfaces of similar thermoplastics.

10.3.2 Strength development at a joint: diffusion by 
reptation

A weld in a thermoplastic is generally formed when two pieces above their 
glass transition temperature or melting point are brought together for a period 
of time at temperature under sufficient pressure to ensure intimate contact at 
the joint interface. Based on this simple argument, early theories on welding 
were based around diffusion (Voyutskii, 1963). Molecular chains are said to 
diffuse across the interface and strength develops at the joint due to bridging 
by these chains (Fig. 10.3). Equations have been developed to account for 
the strength development as a function of time based on diffusion theory 
(Vasenin, 1961). The term ‘tack’ has been used to describe the build-up of 
mechanical strength at joints between similar and dissimilar materials. Tack 
at joints in similar materials is also sometimes called autohesion and was 
studied extensively by Voyutskii. 
 The main results of Vasenin’s derivation are that autohesion force for 
separation (F) has the following dependencies:

  F μ r (the rate of separation)

  F μ M–2/3 (molecular weight)

  F μ t1/4 (time of contact before breaking)

Or in combination, the force to separate two polymer surfaces is:

  F μ t¼M –2/3e–1/T

where t = time of contact, M = molecular weight, T = temp.
 Following the work by Voyutskii and Vasenin, the next most significant 
advance in the theory of the welding of thermoplastics came from the 
development of reptation theory, which is important in explaining the 
development of weld strength.
 The word reptation was originally coined by de Gennes (1971), from the 
Latin reptare (to creep), to describe the motion of polymer chains under 
certain circumstances. He first considered the snake-like movements of a linear 
polymer chain inside a strongly crosslinked polymeric gel. The gel provided 
a regular array of fixed obstacles through which the chain could not pass. 
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Instead the linear chain had to wriggle between the obstacles. The reason for 
this approach was that theories for the motion of polymer molecules in their 
molten state could not be made to agree with the experimental observations 
of viscosity and self-diffusion. De Gennes therefore simplified the problem 
to one linear chain moving in a crosslinked gel.
 Amongst others, Wool developed the reptation theory into a model for 
welding. Wool’s theory for the welding of polymers has evolved since the 
late 1970s (Wool and O’Connor, 1980) and one incarnation involves dividing 
the welding operation into five stages (Wool and O’Connor, 1981):

1. surface rearrangement
2. surface approach
3. wetting
4. diffusion
5. randomisation.

Using the five identified stages of welding, Wool next defined a welding 
function W, such that the mechanical energy G required to separate two 
welded polymeric parts, was given by:

  G = W (t, T, P, M)

where W is a function of t = contact time, T = temperature, P = contact 
pressure and M = molecular weight. The general conclusions of the theory 
include:

∑ long molecules take longer to diffuse, increased weld time
∑ at least half a molecule is needed to crossweld for optimum properties
∑ high temperatures lead to rapid welds.

10.4 Effect of main welding parameters

From reptation theory and experimental observations, the inferences 
summarised in Table 10.1 can be drawn in relation to the effects of the 
main welding parameters.

10.5 Modelling of plastics welding

Molecular simulation of plastics welding has been studied using a Monte 
Carlo model at the mesoscale, i.e. with detail of polymer chain motion, but 
not with atomic scale detail (Haire and Windle, 2001). The models described 
the polymer chain interdiffusion and could predict completion times for 
welds when surfaces were brought into contact at a temperature greater than 
Tg. The models were successful for linear amorphous polymers and there is 
suggestion that the theory can be extended to semicrystalline and/or branched 
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Table 10.1 Effect of plastics welding processing parameters

 High Low

Temperature Fast weld  Slow or no weld
 Thermal degradation 

Pressure Chain diffusion inhibited Insufficient surface wetting

Weld time Oxidative degradation, flash Insufficient diffusion, weak weld

Molecular weight Very long weld times and  Rapid weld times and
 high pressures required  low pressures required
 Slow diffusion weak parent
 materials and welds

polymers. More complex is the extension to all the commercial welding 
processes which can involve flow of the material and non-isothermal heating 
conditions in combination with chain interdiffusion. Figure 10.4 shows the 
output from a mesocale model of polymer welding after different periods 
of heating following contact of the two pieces.
 Thermal modelling of plastics welding (i.e. using heat flow considerations 
rather than chain interdiffusion) is applied most easily when the process is 
predominantly one of diffusion at the surfaces and has minimal melt flow, 
which complicates the heat flow calculations. Transmission laser welding 
is one such process. A finite element thermal model for transmission laser 
welding has been developed (Jones and Olden, 2000) and used to simulate 
the welding of thermoplastic polymers. Cooling rate curves generated 
experimentally and using finite element analysis have shown good agreement 
as have the weld dimensions measured and calculated.
 The model takes details of the materials’ radiation absorption coefficient, 
thickness, reflectivity, melting point, density, heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity. It also takes details of the laser source, including the laser 
beam profile, laser power and welding speed. Through analysis of the heat 
flow, it is possible to generate the thermal history for all points in the joint 
during the welding cycle. Thus it can provide the weld dimensions, the peak 
temperature and, with details of the materials’ mechanical properties, the 
residual stress remaining after welding can be estimated. Plate XI (between 
pages 328 and 329) shows a typical output from a finite element thermal 
model.

10.6 Introduction to plastics welding processes

Before considering the plastics laser welding methods, it is useful to review 
the other plastics welding methods available: techniques for thermally 
welding polymers can be broadly divided into three groups: those where 
heat is generated by mechanical movement of components to be joined; 
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those where heat is generated by an external source and this source heats 
the joint by thermal conduction; and those using electromagnetism directly 
(Wise, 1999).

10.6.1 Techniques in which heat is generated by 
mechanical movement

∑ Spin welding
∑ Vibration welding
∑ Ultrasonic welding
∑ Orbital welding
∑ Friction stir welding

When two surfaces are brought into contact and rubbed together under 

t = 500

t = 1500

t = 1000
~ 10–8s

10.4 Simulation of polymer welding showing chain interdiffusion at a 
joint. (Haire and Windle, 2001).
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pressure, there is generally a temperature increase at the interface. The 
thermal welding of thermoplastics may most efficiently be accomplished 
by the generation of heat at the joint interface and for this reason welding 
techniques employing mechanical movement have found many commercial 
applications. The rate of temperature increase at the interface is generally 
related to the speed of the mechanical movement such that the greater the 
speed, the more rapid the temperature increase. High heating rates generally 
imply high welding rates and for this reason techniques where heat is 
generated by mechanical movement are often exploited in mass production. 
If the amplitude of vibration is small and correspondingly the frequency is 
high, then the methods become applicable to parts with small dimensions. 
Ultrasonic welding provides such conditions and is the only method in this 
group to be considered for microjoining applications.

10.6.2 Techniques employing a mechanical heat source

∑ Hot plate welding
∑ Hot bar welding
∑ Impulse welding
∑ Hot gas welding
∑ Extrusion welding
∑ Forced mixed extrusion welding
∑ Flash-free (BCF) welding

Thermoplastics generally have low coefficients of thermal conductivity 
particularly when compared to metals. This means that if heat can be applied 
to the joint area prior to joining, the temperature gradient normal to the 
surface may be high. However, in joining small parts, the loss of heat from 
the surface may be too rapid for the joint to be completed before cooling. 
Therefore methods where heating is carried out with the parts separated are 
normally only applied to large components. The only methods applicable 
to microjoining are hot bar or impulse welding, where the heat is applied 
externally to the parts as they are pressed together, and hot gas welding where 
a narrow gas stream may be used to provide a precise heating position to 
heat two small parts simultaneously.

10.6.3 Techniques which employ electromagnetism 
directly

∑ Resistive implant welding
∑ Induction welding
∑ Dielectric welding
∑ Microwave welding
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∑ Infrared welding
∑ Laser welding

The welding techniques which directly employ electric or magnetic fields are 
listed above. Although most thermoplastics exhibit dielectric (non-electrically-
conducting) properties, they generally produce some response when excited 
by an electric or magnetic field at a certain frequency.
 Heat is generated at the joint line by an electric or magnetic field or both. 
In some cases, the field heats the thermoplastic directly, e.g. dielectric (high 
frequency) welding, and in other cases the field heats a different material 
at the joint which in turn heats the thermoplastic, e.g. resistive implant 
welding.
 Of these methods, only laser welding has found application for joints at 
small scale. This is as a result of the precise control available on the position 
and amount of energy applied by the process at the joint. 

10.7 Polymer combinations that can be welded

Only certain combinations of plastics are melt compatible and can be welded 
together. Generally the materials must have good miscibility, similar melting 
points and similar melt viscosities. Laser welding can provide a little more 
flexibility than other methods because the procedure can be completed 
rapidly without melting a large volume of material. Under these conditions, 
it becomes more feasible to combine materials with different melt properties. 
The combinations that can be welded are shown in Table 10.2.

10.8 Laser welding of plastics: process description

10.8.1 Introduction

The technique, suitable for joining both sheet film and moulded thermoplastics 
and textiles, uses a laser beam to melt the plastic in the joint region. Two 
general forms of laser welding exist: direct laser welding and transmission 
laser welding. 
 In direct laser welding, the materials are heated from the outer surface 
possibly to a depth of a few millimetres. Normally, no specific radiation 
absorber is added to the plastics. Laser sources from 2.0 to 10.6 mm wavelength 
are used. At 10.6 mm (CO2 laser) radiation is strongly absorbed by plastic 
surfaces, allowing high-speed joints to be made in thin films (Jones and Taylor, 
1994; Coelho et al., 2000). At 2.0 mm, where the absorption is less strong, 
a fibre laser might be used to make welds in sheet a few millimetres thick. 
Direct laser welding is not widely applied for joining plastics. Alternatively, 
a beam with a large convergence angle can be used to make a weld where 
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the beam intensity is high enough to melt material, and otherwise leave the 
material unaffected (Roesner et al., 2008).
 Transmission laser welding is widely used, and the bulk of the following 
discussion refers to this technique. Laser sources from 0.8 to 1.1 mm wavelength 
such as diode, Nd:YAG and fibre lasers are applied. The radiation at this 
wavelength is less readily absorbed by natural plastics without absorbing 
additives. Laser absorbing additives are put into the lower part or applied 
as a thin surface coating at the joint, so the parts can be positioned together 
before welding and the laser beam passes through the upper part to heat the 
joint at the absorbing surface of the lower part (Fig. 10.5). The absorber 
in or on the lower plastic is typically carbon or an infrared absorber with 
minimal visible colour (Clearweld) (Jones and Wise, 1998). These and other 
variations allow a wide range of part colours and appearances to be welded. 
Transmission laser welding is capable of welding thicker parts than direct 
welding, and since the heat-affected zone is confined to the joint region, no 
marking of the outer surfaces occurs. 

Transparent to 
infrared laser

Laser beam

Clamping pressure

Infrared absorber

Weld zone Clamping pressure

Transparent or opaque to infrared laser

10.5 Diagram of transmission laser welding showing the movement 
of a beam over a workpiece. The lower part can be arranged to be an 
infrared absorber or the absorber may be placed at the joint surface.
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10.8.2 Equipment and variations

The main elements of a laser welding system are:

∑ power supply including a chiller for higher power laser sources
∑ laser source
∑ beam delivery optics (lens, mirror or fibre-based)
∑ beam focusing or shaping optics including masks if required
∑ beam manipulation optics such as galvanometer controlled mirrors (if 

used)
∑ workpiece clamping and support
∑ workpiece manipulation
∑ monitoring and control.

10.8.3 Laser types for transmission laser welding

The main types of NIR laser used for through-transmission laser welding, 
and selected properties, are listed in Table 10.3. Additional details of each 
type of laser are given below.

Nd:YAG lasers

Nd:YAG lasers are widely used in industry for materials processing. High-
power systems are bulky, but lower power systems are relatively compact. 
Water-cooling is usually required. The beam is transferred from the laser to 
the workpiece via an optical fibre. It is feasible to combine the beam from 
more than one laser to produce higher powers if required. The high beam 
quality allows a relatively small spot size to be produced if required for 
precision welding. Focused spot sizes of less than 50 mm are available for 
sources with power greater than 10 W if required. 

Diode lasers

Diode lasers produce radiation at a wavelength of 808 nm (InGaAlAs) or 
940 nm (InGaAs). Water-cooling is usually required. Their relatively low 

Table 10.3 NIR laser types

Nd:YAG Diode Fibre

Wavelength (nm) 1064 808 or 940 ~1000 and higher

Efficiency (%) 3 30 20

Approximate cost for 
100 W system (£k)

40 10 30

Beam quality High Low High
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beam quality means that they cannot be used to produce spot size as small as 
Nd:YAG or fibre lasers. However, this is rarely a problem for plastics laser 
welding, where the relatively low purchase and running costs have attracted 
a great deal of interest. The beam may be delivered by an optical fibre, but 
the diode laser is sufficiently small and light that it is often feasible to use a 
direct system, in which the diode is included with a lens system in a single 
unit, typically ~150 ¥ 150 ¥ 300 mm. This unit can be readily mounted on 
a gantry system or robot arm to manipulate the beam.

Fibre lasers

Rare-earth-doped fibre lasers typically supply a single wavelength in the 
range 1,000–2,100 nm. In the field of materials processing, much interest has 
focused on wavelengths around 1,100 nm to provide a direct replacement for 
Nd:YAG lasers, with equivalent beam quality, but greater efficiency. Systems 
are relatively compact and can be air-cooled. In the field of plastics welding, 
the use of fibre lasers has been demonstrated for a range of applications, 
including precision welding, films, textiles and larger moulded parts. 

10.8.4 Manipulation equipment

The beam or workpiece manipulation equipment for laser welding will take 
one of the following forms as illustrated in Fig. 10.6 and described in more 
detail below.

Moving part

With the laser fixed, the part can be manipulated to form a continuous weld. 
This can be achieved, for example, with rollers, or a single- or two-axis 
moving table. This type of system is relatively simple to set up and program. 
It would not normally be used if three-dimensional welds are required.

Moving laser

The optical system for a fibre delivered laser, or the laser head for a direct 
diode laser, can be mounted on a variety of robotic systems. These range 
from simple two-axis gantry systems to multiple-axis robotic arms. The 
laser is then manipulated around the part to be welded, potentially allowing 
complex, three-dimensional welds to be produced. To facilitate automatic 
production, it is feasible to combine a moving laser with a moving part, for 
example by using a rotating table to present different faces of a component 
to a laser mounted on a robot arm. The resolution is limited by the size of 
the laser beam which could be as small as 10 microns.
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Curtain laser

The laser energy is spread into a line and then passed over the component, 
either by moving the laser or by moving the part. A mask is typically used 
to ensure that only the relevant areas of the component are exposed to the 
radiation. This is particularly suited to small components with a complex 
weld geometry. The process would usually be used only to produce two-
dimensional welds. The welds are completed very quickly with a single sweep 
of a line source, but the resolution is limited to around 100 microns.

Simultaneous welding

If a large number of identical welds is required, then an array of diode lasers 
can be assembled in the shape of the weld. This is then used to irradiate the 
whole joint simultaneously, with a typical cycle time of 1–3 s. This approach 
is well suited to automated assembly. The equipment used is frequently 
based on ultrasonic welding equipment, and this process is typically used in 
place of ultrasonic welding where a good cosmetic appearance is required or 
for components that are sensitive to vibration. Two- and three-dimensional 
welds can be produced. The entire joint is welded at the same time, allowing 
more collapse of the polymer at the joint, and therefore allowing wider part 
tolerances.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

10.6 Welding methods (from Warwick and Gordon 2006): (a) moving 
workpiece; (b) moving laser; (c) curtain laser; (d) simultaneous 
welding; (e) scanning laser.
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Scanning laser

The laser radiation is manipulated by a pair of orthogonal rotating mirrors 
over an area that may range from 50 mm ¥ 50 mm up to approximately 1000 
mm ¥ 1000 mm. In general, a larger working area implies a longer working 
distance and a larger spot size. It is possible to co-ordinate an assembly of a 
number of scanning systems to give a larger working area. In general, only 
two-dimensional welds can be produced.
 Repeatedly scanning the laser at high speed over the same path can be 
used to give quasi-simultaneous welding. As for simultaneous welding, this 
welds the entire joint area at the same time, allowing more collapse of the 
material in the joint and potentially allowing wider tolerances.

10.8.5 Clamping systems

A wide variety of clamping systems have been used for through-transmission 
laser welding. They are mostly variants of the two systems illustrated in 
Fig. 10.7.
 Variants of the fixed clamp include systems using mechanical fastenings, 
rather than an actuator, to apply a load. In the simplest variant, if the part 
design allows it, a bolt can be passed through the workpiece to apply the 
load. The transparent cover must be rigid enough to provide the clamping 
pressure. Thick acrylic or plain plate glass can be used. Borosilicate glass 
is less vulnerable to thermal shocks during welding, but more expensive. 
For welding of high-temperature polymers, quartz glass may be used. In 
all cases, it is important to ensure that suitable safety precautions are taken 
to avoid the risk of injury if the transparent cover breaks while it is under 
load.

Transparent 
cover Laser 

radiation

Support table

(a) (b)

Laser 
radiation

Roller or 
bearing 
clamp

Movement of 
laser and clamp

Pneumatic 
actuator

10.7 Clamping systems for through-transmission laser welding (from 
Warwick and Gordon, 2006): (a) fixed clamp; (b) moving clamp.
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 The moving clamp can use bearings, rollers, or a simple sliding shoe to 
apply a clamping load. Because the load is applied only at the point where 
the joint is irradiated, clamping loads may be much lower when a moving 
clamp is used. There is therefore less risk of distorting the workpiece, and 
equipment can be less bulky. This is particularly advantageous for large 
components, where application of a suitable clamping pressure to a large 
area can require large loads.

10.8.6 Monitoring and control methods

Although several commercial imaging techniques, such as infrared, ultraviolet, 
ultrasonic and visible light imaging are available (Jones and Rudlin, 2006) 
for viewing welding phenomena in metals and plastics, the transmission 
laser welding process poses a unique challenge, whereby the weld interface 
is typically behind two layers of polymer sheet: the pressure transmitter 
sheet, typically made from poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and the top 
layer of the part to be welded. Any top face monitored image of the weld 
region must therefore pass through these two layers. In addition, methods 
using IR absorbing coatings are designed to have minimal visible impact, 
making some monitoring methods difficult to use. Low colour IR absorbers 
can also be used in the resin of the lower part in a similar way to the normal 
use of carbon black absorber. Monitoring methods needed for this case are 
different again compared to use of IR coatings.
 Visible light imaging is appropriate when transparent and translucent 
materials are used as the top layer. It is a low-cost option that uses off-the-
shelf equipment. However, this method would be unsuitable when visibly 
opaque materials are used as the top layer.
 Thermographic techniques remotely measure the radiation emitted from 
a hot surface by virtue of its temperature. The temperature of the surface 
can be calculated from the spectrum and intensity of the radiation emitted. 
The strength of the signal available is the product of the spectral radiance 
and the material’s emissivity at a given wavelength. Emissivity values range 
from 1.0 for lampblack down to 0.02 for polished silver. Thermography 
is used effectively for monitoring laser welding in real time, providing a 
temperature measurement. This technique is regularly used to control the 
laser power to keep the process within a pre-defined range of temperatures 
and can indicate when and where problems have occurred if the temperature 
goes outside the acceptable range.
 Infrared imaging is carried out in the same way as visible light imaging, 
with cameras sensitive to the near infrared range of wavelengths. In principle, 
if wavelengths of the thermal emission spectrum from the weld are used, 
then a thermal picture of the weld can be seen. A method of using an IR 
camera to image a complete weld line immediately after the welding process 
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has fi nished has been described when welding clear to black polycarbonate 
parts. Regions of differing temperature could be identifi ed and could indicate 
variations in weld quality along the joint.
 Spectroscopic transmission measurements are used to measure the 
absorption properties of the IR absorber and substrate materials over a 
range of wavelengths. This procedure may be used before and after the 
coating deposition to check the position and amount of absorber present. 
As a result of the laser heating, some or all of the dye decomposes during 
the welding process into products that have a different absorption signature. 
Measurements made using a spectrophotometer before and after welding can 
therefore reveal information about the heat generated during welding.
 Monitoring may be applied for a number of reasons, both assessing that 
various stages of the process have occurred, as well as indicating the quality 
of the weld:

∑ Check infrared absorber is applied correctly to parts before welding.
∑ View of weld during process.
∑ Indication that parts are in contact during process.
∑ Indication that weld heating is being carried out and control of 

temperature.
∑ View of weld after completion.
∑ Indication that parts are in contact after completion.
∑ Indication that weld has been achieved after completion.
∑ Indication that weld quality and strength are satisfactory.

Monitoring methods can give information for most of these points with 
varying degrees of confi dence. However, it must be noted that a complete 
quality and weld strength assurance can only be achieved with destructive 
testing. 

10.9 Welding parameters

As with all plastics welding processes there are three critical process 
parameters: temperature, time, and pressure.
 The energy density used during welding combines the process parameters 
of temperature and time. It is determined by the laser power, the spot size 
at the joint, and the irradiation time (for fi xed processes) or welding speed 
(for processes in which the part moves with respect to the laser):

  
Energy density = Power Time

Spot size
¥

or 
 

Energy density = Power
Spot width Speed¥
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If the energy density is too low, then insufficient heating takes place and the 
material at the joint is not held at a high enough temperature for a sufficiently 
long time to form a strong weld. If the energy density is too high, then 
excess heating can degrade the polymer at the joint, resulting in porosity, 
or, in extreme cases, burning or charring of the polymer. Either case results 
in a weld of lower strength than the optimum. In practice, a relatively wide 
processing window can usually be found within which satisfactory welds 
can be produced. Typically, laser welding applications use an energy density 
within the range 0.1–2 J/mm2, although this will vary depending on the depth 
of melt required to ensure a satisfactory joint. Although the energy density 
can be used to characterise the welding process, it should be treated with 
caution. The conduction of heat away from the joint during welding means 
that using the same energy density will not necessarily result in the same 
quality of weld. For example, with a constant spot width, doubling the power 
will usually allow the speed to be more than doubled, whilst retaining the 
same performance from the weld.
 The pressure applied is controlled using the clamping system. If the 
workpieces are not clamped together during welding, or if the pressure at 
the joint is insufficient, then the joint faces will not be in intimate contact. 
This results in:

∑ poor conduction of heat to the upper workpiece
∑ limited interdiffusion of polymer chains on either side of the joint.

Both effects result in a weld of lower strength than the optimum. Care is 
needed to ensure that a clamping load actually provides pressure at the 
joint. Typically, clamping pressure in the range 0.1–1 N/mm2 is used. If 
the workpieces bend under the clamping load in such a way that the joint is 
distorted, then a poor weld can result. For this reason, it is often useful to 
have some compliance, for example an elastomeric element, in the clamping 
system.

10.10 Advantages and disadvantages of transmission 

laser welding

10.10.1 Advantages

∑ Joint designs are simple flat-to-flat surfaces in general
∑ Hermetic seal possible
∑ Fast, <1 sec weld possible
∑ Non-contact
∑ No vibration
∑ No particulate generation
∑ Precise placement of welds
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∑ No surface damage
∑ Low residual stresses
∑ Complex shapes possible
∑ Localised heating – no thermal damage to sensitive features close to 

weld
∑ Multiple layers can be welded simultaneously
∑ Thin or flexible substrates can be welded
∑ Little or no flash

10.10.2 Disadvantages

∑ Expensive compared to other plastics welding equipment
∑ Joint surfaces must be of good quality
∑ Part clamping must be designed carefully to ensure contact at the whole 

of the joint area during welding
∑ Laser absorbing material must be added to one of the plastics or at the 

joint surface
∑ The top part must transmit the laser radiation. This can limit the thickness 

of the top substrate when welding plastics with low transmission (e.g. 
PEEK or some filled plastics).

10.11 Applications

Transmission laser welding is used in a wide range of plastics joining 
application areas, including:

∑ Electronic packages
∑ Textiles and inflatable film products
∑ Biomedical devices including catheters and microfluidic chips
∑ Windows and signs
∑ Food and medical packaging
∑ Visual displays
∑ Automotive fluid and pressure vessels and brake components.
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Plate XI Typical temperature distribution for a laser welded specimen 
resulting from the finite element analysis.

Plate XII Computed effect of deposition pattern on residual stress 
distribution (from Foroozmehr F and Kovacevic R (2009) ‘Effect 
of path planning on residual stress distribution in laser powder 
deposition process’, Proceedings of ICALEO’09, 830–839).
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Laser welding of glass
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Abstract: Laser welding of glass enables monolithic joint structure 
providing excellent mechanical strength, high temperature stability and 
space selectivity in comparison with existing joining procedures without 
pre- and post-heating. For welding of glass, CW CO2 lasers and ultrashort 
pulse lasers (USPL) can be used. While CO2 laser welding can be used for 
welding glass with a small coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) based 
on linear absorption process similar to metal welding, USPL is applicable 
to any glass without restriction of CTE based on nonlinear absorption. 
This chapter discusses laser-matter interaction, welding characteristics and 
applications of laser welding of glass.

Key words: glass welding, nonlinear absorption, mechanical strength.

11.1 Introduction

Glass can be welded without pre- and post-heating by two different approaches 
using continuous wave (CW) laser and ultrashort pulse laser (USPL) to which 
glass is opaque and transparent, respectively. In the former approach, the 
laser energy is absorbed at the surface of the glass plate by a linear process 
following the same principles as the laser welding of metal discussed in the 
other chapters. Some applications of glass welding by CW laser are described 
here, which include observations on keyhole-welding, spot welding for optical 
assembly and welding of optical fibers to a substrate.
 In the latter approach, USPL is absorbed within bulk glass by a nonlinear 
process due to multiphoton ionization followed by avalanche ionization, 
enabling internal melting of glass plate without giving any damage at the 
surface of the glass plate. The internal melting by USPL has been attracting 
much attention due to its unique absorption process and thereby an innovative 
welding technique for glass has been realized by the recent advancement 
of USPL technologies. Interaction between USPL and bulk glass during 
welding is still under investigation, since USPL with average power high 
enough for glass welding became commercially available only within the 
last five years. So, interaction between USPL and glass is discussed in some 
detail, and overlap-welding technology is introduced.
 This chapter contains fundamentals and applications of CW-laser and 
USPL laser welding techniques to glass, which is followed by a conclusion 
and future trends.
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11.2 Features of glass welding

There exist a variety of procedures for joining glass pieces other than 
fusion welding discussed in this chapter. They include adhesive bonding 
[1], soldering [2], optical contact [3] and direct bonding (diffusion bonding) 
[4]. Different joint performances are required depending on the application 
field. Table 11.1 compares joining procedures of glass in terms of the 
process performance (flexibility, process easiness and space selectivity) and 
the joint performance (mechanical strength, temperature stability, chemical 
resistance and optical indices matching). In the applications to mechanical 
structures, for instance, mechanical strength and temperature stability will 
be important. For joining optical components like optical fibers, for instance, 
the mechanical strength and the efficiency of the transmission of the optical 
signal can be major concerns. 
 While adhesive is most widely used in different industrial fields due to 
excellent joining performance such as flexibility in positioning and filling 
the space between the glass pieces, it has major disadvantages in terms of 
joint performance such as mechanical strength, temperature stability and 
chemical resistance. In soldering, solder glass, whose melting temperature 
is lower than that of the glass piece, is inserted at the interface of the glass 
pieces, and the solder glass is selectively melted by heating in furnace or 
laser irradiation. These two joining procedures provide a joint performance 
lower than that of the glass pieces themselves for mechanical construction, 
and also have disadvantages of absorption and back reflection of the optical 

Table 11.1 Comparison of glass joining procedures and their performance

Evaluation Adhesive Soldering Optical 
contact

Diffusion 
bonding

Fusion 
welding

Performance 
of joining 
process

Flexibility

Process 
easiness

Space 
selectivity

Performance 
of joint

Mechanical 
strength

Temperature 
stability

Chemical 
resistance

Optical 
indices 
matching

 = excellent;  = fair; X = poor.
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signal at the joint due to mismatch of the refractive indices for optical  
applications. 
 The optical contact has disadvantages in that very high surface flatness 
( /20) and surface roughness are needed, and the strength of the optical 
contact is approximately two orders lower than that of the base material [5] 
since the joining is based on van der Waals interaction [6]. Although the 
joint strength of diffusion bonding is as high as that of the base material, 
this process is not practical, since the joining is based on diffusion of atoms 
near the joint interface, which requires not only high flatness and surface 
roughness of the glass pieces, but very long heating time at high temperature 
and high pressure. Optical contact and diffusion also do not have space 
selectivity of the joining area.
 Fusion welding is based on local melting to provide excellent performance 
in terms of joining process and weld joint. While traditional glassblowing 
can be used for joining glass components, there is a desire for development 
of more precise procedures with automation, especially for the miniature 
part of the process. Advantages of glass welding include the monolithic 
joint structure with excellent spatial resolution of the joining area and its 
simple joining procedure in contrast to diffusion bonding. The monolithic 
joint structure provides advantages including not only thermal and chemical 
stability and mechanical strength comparable to glass itself, but no transmission 
and reflection loss at the weld joint due to no discontinuity in the refractive 
indices in the applications to joining transmission optics.
 Glass can be welded using two contrastive lasers, CW-laser [7] and 
USPL [8–10], to which glass is opaque and transparent, respectively. In 
the former case, CW (or normal pulse) CO2 laser (  = 10.6 mm) is used 
where the laser energy is absorbed following the same principles as those 
of well-established laser welding technology of metal in the sense that the 
laser energy is absorbed at the surface of the material to be welded through 
linear absorption.
 In the latter case, USPL with infrared wavelength (typically  = 1.06 mm) 
is used, and the laser energy is absorbed only in the high intensity region in 
the focus volume through nonlinear absorption by multiphoton ionization 
followed by avalanche ionization without any absorbent. Since the laser 
energy is absorbed only in the focus volume and no laser energy is absorbed 
at the locations apart from the focus, the molten pool is embedded in the 
solid bulk glass. In overlap welding with USPL, the interface of the glass 
plates is selectively melted without giving any damage at the top and the 
bottom surfaces of the glass plates.
 In laser welding of glass, prevention of cracks is one of the most important 
tasks, since local laser heating produces a steep temperature gradient so that 
cracks can be easily produced due to brittleness of glass at room temperature 
in contrast to metal. While tensile and compressive stress are developed by 
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the local heating, cracks normally develop when the tensile stress exceeds 
the material strength, since the tensile strength of material is generally much 
smaller than the compressive strength.

11.3 Glass welding by continuous wave (CW) lasers

11.3.1 Fundamentals of CW laser welding

Welding modes

Glass is opaque to radiation in wavelength ranges of  < 250 nm and  > 
3500 nme. One of the most useful lasers in these wavelength regions is the 
CO2 laser with a wavelength of  = 10.6 mm. The Fresnel reflection at this 
wavelength is approximately 14%, and 86% is absorbed at the surface of 
the glass.
 There are two types of glass welding using CO2 laser: thermal conduction 
and deep penetration (keyhole welding) depending on the laser intensity as 
in the case of laser welding of metal, as schematically shown in Fig. 11.1 
[11]. When the power density of the laser beam is not high enough to heat 
the surface above the boiling temperature of the glass, the interior of the bulk 
glass is heated by thermal conduction from the surface (Fig. 11.1a), providing 

Laser beam

Shallow hole

Keyhole

Multiple reflections  
T ~ TBoil

A few reflections  
T ~ TBoil

Single reflection  
T < TBoil

2D
 c

o
n

d
u

ct
io

n3D conduction

(a) (b) (c)

11.1 Schematic illustration showing different welding modes: (a) 
thermal conduction welding; (b) intermediate between thermal 
conduction and keyhole welding; (c) typical keyhole welding.
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thermal conduction welding. Thermal conduction welding is useful in welding 
micro parts or thin sheets of glass, since the distance of thermal diffusion 
is limited due to low thermal diffusivity of glass. In thermal conduction 
welding, a rather large spot of laser beam is used at slow welding speeds. 
An application demonstrating hermetic sealing of a thin pressure-bearing 
quartz diaphragm to a thicker frame has been reported [12].
 When the power density of the laser beam is high enough to heat the 
glass surface above the boiling temperature, the molten glass surface is 
depressed by the recoil pressure of the evaporation, and a shallow hole is 
produced. The keyhole grows deeper, when the laser beam is refocused to 
the bottom of the hole by the reflection at the wall of the hole (Fig. 11.1b). 
As the power density increases, the depth of the hole becomes deeper to 
produce a deep keyhole. Then the inside bulk glass is directly heated by the 
laser beam guided in the keyhole through multi-reflections (Fig. 11.1c). 

Residual stress in melting containing free surface

It is not simple to evaluate the exact stress field in welding, and it has to be 
numerically simulated based on three-dimensional elasto-plastic analyses. 
However, the stress developed in fusion welding of glass can be qualitatively 
estimated by a simple three-bar model consisting of a center bar A and 
sidebars B as shown in Fig. 11.2. In this one-dimensional model, it is 
assumed that the three vertical bars are connected to rigid horizontal bars 
at their ends, and the laser energy is absorbed in A. In the early stage of the 
heating period (Fig. 11.2a: Phase I), compressive stress and tensile stress are 
elastically developed in A and B, respectively, since thermal expansion of A 
is constrained by B. When A is melted (or yielded), the resultant stress field 
depends on whether or not the molten region can be plastically deformed. In 

(a) (b) (c)

B A B B A B B A B

Phase I Phase II Phase III

11.2 Three-bar model in CO2 laser welding of glass, assuming laser 
energy is absorbed in A. (a) Heating period (elastic deformation). (b) 
Melting (stress is released). (c) Cooling periods. + and – represent 
tensile and compressive stress, respectively. 
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the case of CO2 laser welding of glass, the molten region can be plastically 
deformed. Then the stress in A and B is completely released when A is 
melted, since the melted region contains free surface and hence the plastic 
deformation of the molten region can occur freely. Thus the lengths of A 
and B return to the original values on melting without producing any stress 
(Fig. 11.2b: Phase II).
 In the cooling period after the solidification of the molten region, the 
shrinkage of A is constrained by B (Fig. 11.2c: Phase III). Therefore the tensile 
and compressive stresses are left in A and B, respectively, when A is cooled 
down to room temperature. Cracks are developed in A if the tensile stress 
(called shrinkage stress) exceeds the mechanical strength of the glass, since 
glass is brittle at room temperature. The residual tensile stress in A increases 
with increasing thermal expansion coefficient of the glass. Therefore in CO2 
laser welding of glass, crack-free welding is possible only in glass having 
a small thermal expansion coefficient like fused silica, as cracks are easily 
developed by the shrinkage stress. The shrinkage stress also increases with 
increasing absorbed laser energy. If the absorbed laser energy is not large 
enough to melt (or yield) A, no residual stress is left in Phase III, since no 
plastic deformation occurs and hence the shrinkage stress is compensated 
by the compressive stress produced in Phase I. The formation mechanism of 
the residual stress in glass welding is basically the same as metal welding. 
However, cracks can normally be prevented in metal welding, since metal 
has ductility even at room temperature in contrast to glass.
 In the three-bar model, it is implicitly assumed that cracks due to the tensile 
stress in B in Phase I can be suppressed. This assumption is justified by the 
direct observation of glass welding by CO2 laser as will be shown later. No 
cracks are observed during CO2 laser welding of glass as will be shown 
below (see Figs 11.3–11.6). In the following sections, some applications of 
CO2 laser welding of glass are introduced.

8 
m

m

(a) (b) (c)
Crack

11.3 Keyhole welding in soda-lime glass using electron beam 
(150kV-0.5mA; 40mm/s). (a) Keyhole observed during welding. (b) 
Cross-section of weld bead. (c) Side view of weld bead, Cracks are 
developed after long delay at room temperature [7].
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8 
m

m

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(a) (b) (c)

11.4 CO2 laser welding of soda-lime glass at laser power of (a) 50 W, 
(b) 70 W, (c) 100 W and (d) 120 W at welding speed of v = 70 mm/s. 
Focus point was located 2 mm above the surface [7].

11.5 CO2 laser welding of soda-lime glass at 150 W at welding speed 
of (a) 10 mm/s, (b) 60 mm/s and (c) 100 mm/s [7].

11.3.2 Applications of CO2 laser welding

Observation of keyhole welding process

Keyhole welding is widely used for joining metal using a high power density 
source such as a laser beam and electron beam due to the advantage that thick 
sections can be welded in a single path with reduced heat-affected zone. The 
keyhole welding process, however, is not fully understood, since the dynamic 
behavior of the keyhole and the molten material is very complicated. Thus 
the keyhole welding process has been investigated experimentally by X-ray 
transmission imaging [13]. The X-ray transmission images, however, are not 
clear enough to investigate the dynamic behavior of the keyhole precisely.
 It was found that a keyhole can be produced by focusing CO2 laser in glass, 
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where the surface tension force is balanced with the recoil pressure of the 
evaporation at the keyhole wall [7]. When the glass sample moves forward, 
the keyhole is maintained stably by burying the backside of the keyhole with 
molten glass continuously in a similar way to the keyhole welding of metal. 
This means that the dynamic behavior of the keyhole welding process can be 
directly observed in glass with much higher spatial and temporal resolution 
than the X-ray transmission images in metal welding. This technique also 
provides a useful measure to investigate the effects of thermal properties 
such as viscosity and thermal conductivity on welding phenomena.
 Figure 11.3(a) shows the side view of the keyhole welding in soda-lime 
glass by electron beam in vacuum. Interestingly, no influence of charge-up 
of electrons is found. High-speed photographs clearly show that as the glass 
sample moves forward at a constant speed, the backside of the keyhole is 
continuously buried by the molten glass to maintain a stable keyhole. The 
electron beam reaches directly the bottom of the vertical keyhole unlike the 
case of CO2 laser welding of glass as will be described below. The cross-
section of the molten zone is similar to that of keyhole welding of metal 
as shown in Fig. 11.3(b). This suggests that glass is a useful material for 
observing the dynamic behavior of the keyhole and the molten material.
 It is noted that no cracks are developed during welding in spite of the 
steep temperature gradient developed during localized heating. This is 
considered to be because the heat-affected region gains ductility to prevent 
cracks in Phase I. However, cracks are always developed when the welded 
sample is cooled down to room temperature, sometimes after a very long 
delay as shown in Fig. 11.3(c). This indicates that the cracks are caused by 
shrinkage stress in Phase III, and that crack-free keyhole welding of soda-
lime glass is not possible because of the large thermal expansion coefficient 
of soda-lime glass, = 94 ¥ 10–7/°C (T = 0–300°C). Crack-free welding is 

10
 m

m

Porosity

Keyhole

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

11.6 CO2 laser welding of 96% silicate Vycol glass at 90 W at welding 
speeds of (a) 10 mm/s, (b) 20 mm/s, (c) 30 mm/s, and (d) 40 mm/s. 
(e) Schematics at 40 mm/s [7].
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limited to glass having a thermal expansion coefficient one order smaller 
than soda-lime glass like fused silica or Vycol glass using beam sources to 
which glass is opaque as shown below.
 Figure 11.4 shows the laser welding of soda-lime glass observed at 
different laser powers at a welding speed of 70 mm/s. In this experiment, 
a multimode CO2 laser beam with a rather large focus diameter of 0.3 mm 
was used to make the observation easier, and the high-speed photographs 
were taken without lighting. A shallow keyhole is observed at 50 W (Fig. 
11.4a). It grows quickly at 70 W by refocusing the reflected laser beam at 
the wall to the bottom of the keyhole. The inclination angle of the front wall 
of the keyhole in CO2 laser welding is larger than that in electron welding, 
suggesting that CO2 laser energy is absorbed by the multiple reflections at 
the keyhole wall. No humping and closure of the keyhole entrance were 
observed. The flow velocity of the molten glass was considerably slower 
than that of metal due to the larger viscosity of the molten glass than that of 
metal. This suggests that the instabilities of welding such as humping bead 
and closure of the keyhole entrance in metal welding are related to larger 
flow velocity of the molten metal. However, the dynamics of the keyhole 
process observed in glass is basically the same as that of metal.
 Figure 11.5 shows the keyhole observed at different welding speeds at 
a laser power of 150 W. As the translation speed increases, the keyhole 
becomes shorter, and the front wall of the keyhole is somewhat bent as the 
bottom of the keyhole is approached.
 Figure 11.6 shows the photographs observed in 96% silicate glass (Corning 
Vycol) at 90 W at different welding speeds. The keyhole is considerably 
thinner and longer than that of soda-lime glass. The thickness of the molten 
layer surrounding the keyhole appears to be much thinner (almost invisible 
near the bottom of the keyhole), since the viscosity of the molten glass in 
this material is much larger than that of soda-lime glass.
 At a welding speed of 10 mm/s, a thin and long keyhole with large bending 
is produced indicating that at least three to four reflections are needed for the 
laser beam to reach the bottom of the keyhole. It is interesting to note that 
the keyhole swings back and forth near the bottom at a frequency of several 
tens Hz like a snake motion. Several inflection points are observed and the 
keyhole is bent even in the opposite direction with respect to the welding 
motion due to larger recoil pressure of evaporation at the reflecting points 
as shown in Fig. 11.7. This suggests that the laser intensity at the keyhole 
wall is not uniform. Such a stable keyhole cannot be produced in soda-lime 
glass, because the stability of the keyhole is prevented by the flow of the 
liquid glass.
 At welding speeds faster than 20 mm/s, the inclination of the keyhole 
at the front wall becomes larger with accompanying increased diameter of 
the keyhole, and a long porosity is produced at the back of the keyhole, 
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suggesting the burial by the molten glass at the backside of the keyhole is 
only partially successful since the flow velocity of the molten glass cannot 
keep up with the welding speed. Such a porosity is not observed in soda-
lime glass, suggesting higher welding speeds require larger fluidity of molten 
glass for obtaining sound keyhole welding.
 It is known that the molten material is driven downward along the front 
wall of the keyhole by the recoil pressure of evaporation. If the melt flow 
stagnates due to larger viscosity of the molten material, the front wall has 
to be inclined so that the incident laser beam is absorbed at a larger incident 
angle to increase the evaporation recoil pressure. Figure 11.6 clearly shows 
that the inclination angle becomes larger with larger viscosity of the melt 
in Vycol. In laser welding of metal, bending of keyhole is much smaller, 
because the molten metal flows down quickly along the front wall due to 
smaller viscosity. 
 It is noted that no cracks were found in Vycol after cooling to room 
temperature unlike the case of soda-lime glass. This suggests that the CO2 
laser can be used for welding of Vycol. This is because the thermal expansion 
coefficient of this material is as small as 7.6 ¥ 10–7/°C, at least one order 
smaller than that of soda-lime glass, so that the shrinkage stress developed 
in Phase III can be suppressed below the tensile strength of the material.

Spot welding for optical assembly

A spot welding technique using a CO2 laser was developed to join thick glass 
plates of fused silica with a small deformation, and was applied to assembly 
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11.7 High-speed photographs of keyhole in Vycol glass (150 W, 10 
mm/s, 1000 f/s). The keyhole swings back and forth in a snake-like 
motion. Beam propagation in the keyhole is drawn in schematics (N: 
frame number) [7].
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of the rooftop structure consisting of thick glass plates with a thickness of 
10 mm [14]. Laser welding was adopted because it allows joining of glass 
pieces with an extremely high level of angle accuracy, while providing 
high stiffness and excellent stability over a large temperature range. This 
procedure was developed as a first step toward the fabrication of complete 
corner cubes.
 A side of the glass piece with dimensions of 50 mm ¥ 50 mm ¥ 10 mm 
was set in contact with the second piece of 50 mm ¥ 70 mm ¥ 10 mm. The 
first piece was joined at a location 10 mm apart from the edge of the second 
piece to allow the formation of the welded spots located far enough from the 
edges of the glass pieces. For welding the thick glass plates, holes (diameter = 
1.5 mm, depth = 9.2 mm, leaving a 800 mm layer) are drilled by an ultrasonic 
drill into the second glass piece to make the junction accessible, as shown in 
Fig. 11.8. The glass piece is deformed by the drilling process at the surface 
to form small bumps with a height less than 60 nm and a diameter of 2 mm. 
The glass pieces to be welded were pressed together by a mechanical holder. 
A Gaussian beam was focused into the bottom of the drilled hole to provide 
a focused waist of 300 mm. Average powers ranging between 20 and 70 W 
were irradiated at different exposure programs consisting of preheating by 
linearly increasing power, slowly decaying laser power for thermal relaxation 
and laser process duration. Total durations of the laser exposition recipes 
ranged from 110 to 900 s. 
 It is interesting to note that the glass pieces are pulled against each other by 
the shrinkage of the molten material during the cooling process, so that two 
glass pieces are brought into visual optical contact. The laser-welded rooftop 
assembly was coated with gold in a sputtering system after laser welding. 
This results in an interesting feature of the assembly that the junction between 
the two pieces cannot be distinguished when viewed from the gold-coated 

Hole

Melted 
zone

(a) (b)

11.8 Spot welding of thick plates by CO2 laser: (a) side view; (b) 
perspective view. [14]
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side (Fig. 11.9). This is because the upper glass piece had no chamfer at 
the interface between the principal face and the contact face. This excellent 
optical quality junction can be an advantage for some applications.
 The tensile strength of the weld spot was measured. The results show that 
the joint strength ranges from 10 kg to 30 kg per spot, which corresponds 
to approximately as large as 50–150 MPa, assuming the diameter of the 
spot welding is 1.5 mm. This indicates two welded spots were sufficient to 
provide a strong junction between the substrates.
 The beam deviation error of the rooftop by the spot welding was measured 
with the Mark GPIxps interferometer from Zygo having an accuracy of ±0.05 
arc second. The result indicates the angle deviation from 90° was 1.87 arc 
second. Considering that the width of the junction area between the two 
pieces of the assemblies is 10 mm, deviation of 1.87 arc second corresponds 
to 90 nm height error along 10 mm length. The measured deviation error 
indicates the welding process is very promising for the fabrication of high 
accuracy assembly.
 The results of the wave front deformation errors also show the spot welding 
technique is very promising in keeping the quality of the initial optical 
faces. Melting and shrinking associated with the welding process provided 
negligible effect on the surface of the optical piece thanks to the distance 
separating the surface and the melted zones and the limited power range that 
minimized the side of the melted zone. One of the main advantages of laser 
welding is its stability over wide temperature ranges due to its monolithic 
structure. High temperature stability was verified by measuring the reflected 
wave front and angle over a temperature range between –60°C and +40°C. 
These tests indicated that the wave front distortion stayed below /10 and its 

(a) (b)

11.9 Bare gold-coated laser-welded rooftop. (a) Photograph. 
The junction between two glass pieces cannot be seen on the 
photograph. (b) Drawing of the photograph. [14]
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value varied less than 0.04 . In the same temperature range, the variations 
of the assembly angle were all within a 0.7 arc second interval, showing the 
spot welding of thick glass plates is promising.

Welding of optical fiber for fiber optical rotary joints (FORJ)

An interesting application of glass welding in the optical field is found in 
fiber optical rotary joints (FORJ), which are used for transmission at high 
data rates, for instance, between rotating radar antennas or medical sensors 
and stationary systems for analysis and further processing of the data. To 
establish an optical connection between the rotating and stationary fiber 
bundle, the optical fibers have to be attached to an array of collimator lenses, 
and the beam is focused onto the fiber core again and coupled into it on the 
opposite side, as schematically shown in Fig. 11.10.
 The existing procedure for connecting fibers to collimator lenses in the 
production process of FORJ is adhesive bonding. This procedure, however, 
has disadvantages in that the laser energy absorbed in the adhesive can heat 
up the adhesive to reduce the mechanical stability. The temperature rise also 
changes the refractive index of the adhesive, resulting in an increase in the 
back reflection. As an alternative to adhesive bonding, a CO2 laser welding 
technique has been developed. For heating the glass fiber at the end face 
and the glass substrate uniformly, a ring-shaped laser beam is ideal to heat 
the whole circumference of the glass fiber. In order to convert the Gaussian 
beam into the ring beam, the Schwarzschild objective was used, which 
consists of two spherical mirrors having concave and convex geometries. 
A laser welding system was designed to allow a minimum fiber pitch of 
approximately 1 mm [15].
 The laser-irradiated region thus obtained is shown in Fig. 11.11, and the 

Sender Receiver

Fibers

Lens array

11.10 Coupling between two fiber arrays over freeboard.
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laser welding is of thermal conduction mode. Figure 11.12 shows the cross 
section of the weld joint, indicating the optical fiber is excellently welded 
to the substrate with a good concave weld seam. The mechanical strength 
evaluated by a pulling test of the welded optical fiber was as high as 326 
MPa, which is significantly higher than the value of existing adhesive joining, 
33 MPa [16]. 
 Back reflection is an important factor for characterizing the quality of the 
optical data transmission system. The back reflection can be specified as an 

1 mm

11.11 Profile of collimated beam provided by Schwarzschild objective 
[15].

100.00 um/div

11.12 Cross section of optical fiber welded to glass substrate [15].
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attenuation value (return loss). A return loss of around –40 dB is the best 
achievable value for adhesive joints [17]. The measured mean value of the 
weld joint is –49.4 dB with a deviation of 0.6 dB, which is in the range of 
the measurement accuracy. So there is an enhancement of the return loss of 
nearly 10 dB, corresponding to an absolute improvement of a factor of 10.

11.4 Glass welding by ultrashort pulse lasers  

(USPL)

11.4.1 Fundamentals of USPL welding of glass

Nonlinear absorption process

Ultrashort pulse laser (USPL) is a useful energy source for internal modification 
of glass due to its unique absorption process. When glass is irradiated by 
infrared CW laser with normal intensity, no laser energy is absorbed in the 
glass, since the band gap energy Eg is larger than the photon energy. When 
infrared USPL is tightly focused into bulk glass, the laser energy is absorbed 
into glass by a nonlinear absorption mechanism by multiphoton ionization 
to promote a valence electron to the conduction band as is schematically 
shown in Fig. 11.13 [18,19]. Then the free electron gains kinetic energy by 
absorbing the laser energy by Inverse Bremsstrahlung. When the kinetic 
energy of a free electron exceeds the conduction band minimum by more 

Energy

2Eg

Eg

Inverse bremsstrahlung

Conduction band

Valence band

Avalanche

TimeMultiphoton 
ionization

Collision 
ionization

11.13 Nonlinear absorption process consisting of multiphoton 
ionization and avalanche ionization.
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than Eg, the electron can then collisionally ionize another electron from 
the valence band (avalanche ionization). While the breakdown process is 
dominated by the multiphoton ionization in the early period of the laser 
pulse, the avalanche ionization starts to govern the breakdown dynamics to 
produce more free electrons thereafter. 
 Recent rapid advancement of USPL technology [20] has enabled attractive 
applications of internal modification of glass such as refractive index change 
[21], nano-grating [22], selective etching [23], three-dimensional memory 
[24] and fusion welding [5,8,10,25]. In particular, the advent of USPL with 
high-pulse repetition rates has made it possible to achieve internal modification 
at high throughput thanks to cumulative heating arising when the interval 
between laser pulses is less than the time required for the absorbed laser 
energy to diffuse out of the laser-irradiated region [10,26].
 The laser energy absorbed by free electrons is transferred to lattice 
(atoms) to elevate the temperature of the glass after the laser pulse. Then the 
temperature field is developed in bulk glass by thermal diffusion to produce 
a molten region. The thermal conduction theory can be utilized to simulate 
the temperature distribution or the melt dimensions in the glass, assuming 
the intensity distribution of the absorbed laser energy is known [10].

Melting structure of glass

Since avalanche ionization requires seed electrons, which can be provided 
by multiphoton ionization, the laser-absorption region is limited only to 
the focus volume, enabling localized internal melting of bulk glass, if the 
focus is located inside the bulk glass. The glass molten pool can actually 
be observed by focusing USPL at the rear surface of the glass plate. Figure 
11.14 shows a SEM photograph of the molten pools with a size of 3–4 mm 
produced by single laser pulses of 10 ps pulse duration [9]. 
 Figure 11.15 shows a cross section of overlap welding of borosilicate 
glass plates (Corning 0211) [27]. Two advantages are found in the figure in 
comparison with CO2 laser welding. First, selective melting is possible only 
at the interface of glass plates without any damage at the top and bottom 
surfaces of the glass plates. Second, crack-free overlap welding is possible 
with most commercially available glass materials even though their thermal 
expansion coefficient is 10 times larger than fused silica. The cross section 
of the weld joint consists of a teardrop-shaped inner region and an elliptical 
outer region as seen in Fig. 11.15(b). The glass plates are joined together 
within the outer region, indicating the glass is melted in the outer region. Since 
glass does not show a clear melting point, the characteristic temperature of 
the outer structure (Tout) is defined as the forming temperature of the glass, 
of which viscosity is = 104 dPas. The inner structure corresponds to the 
region where the laser beam is absorbed as discussed later [10].
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 The stress field developed in USPL welding of glass is different from 
that in CO2 laser welding. Although no difference is found between USPL 
and CO2 laser in Phase I, the plastic deformation with the internal melting 
is prevented by surrounding solid glass in Phase II, since the molten region 
produced by USPL is embedded in the solid bulk glass. The embedded molten 
region is considered to behave like an elastic body, so that no residual stress 
is produced in Phase III. This is because the stresses in A and B induced 
during Phases II and III are elastic, although detailed study is needed to 
understand the exact mechanism. 

1 μm

Molten pool

Ultrashort 
laser beam

Borosilicate glass (5J/p)

11.14 Local melting of glass plate (Schott D263) at the bottom 
surface using USPL (tp = 10 ps, l = 1.064 mm) [9].

(a) (b)

25 μm

50 μm

Glass piece 2

Glass piece 1

Weld

11.15 Example of overlapped welding of borosilicate glass (Corning 
0211) using USPL (tp = 360 fs, l = 1.045 mm, f = 1 MHz): (a) cross 
section of overlap welding; (b) magnified picture [27].
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Thermal conduction model for analyzing laser absorption

A simulation model has been developed to correlate between the intensity 
distribution of the average absorbed laser power and the temperature distribution 
in a glass sample by Miyamoto et al. [10], assuming the thermal properties 
are independent of temperature, for simplicity. The steady temperature 
distribution is given by:
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w

dz( ,xx y )x = 1
4
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2
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¢ + 0

0
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[11.1]

where w(z) is average absorbed laser power at z, l is the length of the absorption 
region, K is the thermal conductivity,  is thermal diffusivity given by K/c  
(c = specifi c heat and = density), T0 = room temperature and s2 = x2 + y2 + 
(z–z¢ )2. In this model, it is assumed that a line heat source with continuous 
heat delivery [28] of w (z) appears in an infi nite solid moving at a constant 
speed of v along the x-axis, and w(z) is given by w(z) = Q(z)f, where Q(z) is 
pulse energy absorbed at location of z and f is pulse repetition rate. Despite 
the actual laser beam having fi nite spot size with pulsed energy delivery, 
the simple line heat source model with continuous heat delivery can be 
used to calculate the temperature at the contour of the molten zone, because 
the temperature rise at locations apart from the heat source is spatially and 
temporally averaged. Using the simulation model given by Eq. [11.1], one 
can determine w (z) and its extent l by fi tting the simulated isothermal line 
of the characteristic temperature to the experimental outer structure (melt 
region) [10].
 Figure 11.16 shows the experimental cross section of borosilicate glass and 
the simulated isothermal lines of the inner and outer regions, assuming that 
w(z) is given by a simple quadratic function. Excellent agreement is found 
between the simulated isothermal lines and the experimental contours of the 
outer structure of Tout = 1,051°C, which is the forming temperature of the 
material (Schott D263). The intensity distribution w(z) is also plotted in the 
fi gure. The length l agrees with the vertical length of the tear-drop-shaped 
inner structure. This means that the inner structure is defi ned as the region 
where the laser energy is absorbed.

Nonlinear absorptivity

Figure 11.17(a) shows the cross sections of borosilicate glass at different 
pulse energies obtained at a constant welding speed of 20 mm/s. The 
geometrical focus was determined at the bottom tip of the inner structure 
from the modifi ed region at lowest limit of internal melting assuming the 
self-focusing [29] is negligible. The inner structure, which corresponds to 
the laser-absorbed region [10], extends toward the incoming laser side as 
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50 μm

w(z)

Tout
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(a) (b)

11.16 (a) Cross section of modified zone of borosilicate glass (Schott 
D263) using USPL (tp = 10 ps, l = 1.06 mm, f = 500 kHz) at 20 mm/s. 
(b) Simulated isothermal lines at Tout = 1051°C and Tin = 3600°C [10].

50
 μ

m

Focus

Focus

Q, (μJ): 0.46 1.0 1.58 2.63 3.27 4.07 4.98
(a)

Q, (μJ): 0.41 0.62 0.83 1.21 1.59 1.98 2.46
(b)

11.17 Cross section of modified zone of borosilicate glass (Schott 
263) using USPL (tp = 10 ps, I = 1.06 mm, v = 20 mm/s) at pulse 
repetition rate of (a) 200 kHz and (b) 500 kHz.
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the pulse energy increases. The outer region (molten region) also extends 
in accordance with the extension of the inner structure. Figure 11.17(b) 
shows the cross sections at different pulse repetition rates at a constant pulse 
energy of 3.8 mJ. The inner structure also increases as the pulse repetition 
rate increases. The nonlinear absorptivity ACal is given by [10]:

  
A

fQ
z dzCal

l

 = 1 (w )
0 0Ú0  

[11.2]

where f is pulse repetition rate and Q0 is pulse energy. Nonlinear absorptivity 
can also be determined experimentally by measuring the transmitted pulse 
energy below the glass plate (see the inset of Fig. 11.18). Since the refl ection 
and scattering of the laser beam by the plasma induced in bulk glass is 
negligible [30], the nonlinear absorptivity A is given by [9,10]:

  
A

Q
Q R

t = 1 –  1
(1 – )0

2
 

[11.3]

where Q0 is incident pulse energy, Qt is transmitted pulse energy and R is 
Fresnel refl ectivity of the glass plate.
 Figure 11.18 shows the simulated and the experimental nonlinear 
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11.18 Nonlinear absorptivity of USPL (tp = 10 ps) at different pulse 
energies and pulse repetition rates. Data points and solid lines show 
simulated and experimental values, respectively [10].
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absorptivity at different pulse energies and pulse repetition rates, showing 
excellent agreement between the simulated and the experimental values. The 
simulation model can predict the nonlinear absorptivity with an uncertainty 
less than ±3%. The nonlinear absorptivity increases with increasing pulse 
energy, since the multiphoton ionization rate increases with increasing  
pulse energy. The nonlinear absorptivity also increases with increasing pulse 
repetition rate at constant pulse energy. This can be attributed to the heat 
accumulation effect; the density of the thermally excited free electrons to 
the conduction band increases due to the heat accumulation, and contributes 
as seed electrons for avalanche ionization [10], as shown below.
 Figure 11.19 shows the simulated absorption region l plotted vs. the 
average absorbed power Wab (= Qabf : Qab = absorbed pulse energy) for 
pulse durations of 10 ps and 400 fs. The length of the laser absorption region 
l increases monotonically with increasing Wab independently of the pulse 
repetition rate, the pulse energy and the duration of the laser pulse. 

11.4.2 Overlap welding of glass plates

Mechanical strength of internally melted zone

Overlap welding technology has been developed with Foturan glass (Schott), 
which is widely used for three-dimensional structuring of components and is 
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11.19 Length of laser absorbed region l vs. Wab (=ACalfQ0) at different 
energies Q0 and repetition rates of laser pulse f at tp = 10 ps. Data 
for tp = 400 fs are also plotted [10].
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finding increasing use in devices ranging in application from the medical to 
the development of miniaturized satellites [31–33]. Prior to evaluating the 
mechanical strength of the overlap weld joint, single glass samples of Foturan 
glass were internally melted using USPL, and the mechanical strength of 
the molten zone was tested. The laser-irradiated samples were lapped and 
polished parallel to the melt line to expose the maximum width of the melt 
line to the surface. Then the samples were cut perpendicularly to the melt 
line, and the mechanical strength was determined with a three-point bending 
test by applying the maximum stress at the molten region.
 Figure 11.20 shows the mechanical strength determined at different 
pulse repetition rates f and translation speeds v. The strength of the virgin 
material is in the region of 115–200 MPa (average value: 152 MPa), and 
the average value of all the internally melted samples (60 data points in 
total) is approximately 145 MPa, which is equivalent to the virgin or base 
material, showing no reduction in the mechanical strength due to internal 
melting. This is because no shrinkage stress is left at room temperature as 
mentioned above. However, the strength of the internally melted single plate 
is approximately 30 MPa lower than that of the base material at the lowest 
pulse repetition rate of f = 0.2 MHz, suggesting that some slight damage is 
produced when the peak intensity of USPL is too high. There is a tendency 
for the strength to increase with increasing v and f, reaching values equivalent 
to or even higher than that of the base material.
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11.20 Mechanical strength of internally melted single Foturan sample 
determined by a three-point bending test at different f and v at a 
constant average laser power of 2.5 W. [5]
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 The bending strength data of the internally melted single sample is replotted 
as a function of the averaged absorbed laser power Wab in Fig. 11.21. The 
shaded zone in the figure highlights the region where the measured data 
distributes. While the mechanical strength is lower than the base material for 
larger Wab values, there is a net positive effect on the mechanical strength 
with decreasing Wab. As Wab decreases, the mechanical strength increases 
such that in the region Wab < 1.0 W there is the possibility of strengthening 
the material beyond the strength of the base material. Similar results with 
the internally melted single plate of fused silica with 10 ps are also reported 
[34]. These results are in accordance with the results using fs laser pulses, 
showing the strengthening of bulk glass by the irradiation of USPL that were 
evaluated by different testing procedures including the four-point bending 
test [35], the double torsion test [36] and nano-indentation [37, 38].

Laser welding system

Figure 11.22 shows the laser welding system of glass using USPL. Optical 
contact is strongly recommended to prevent the molten glass from flowing 
out of the laser-irradiated region. The optical contact is marked by a lack 
of reflections from the joining surfaces, since the gap between the plates 
is small enough to excite evanescent waves by an impinging light wave at 
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11.21 Mechanical strength of internally melted Foturan (single 
glass sample) and overlap-welded joint plotted in Foturan glass vs. 
average absorbed laser power Wab. The result of overlap welding of 
D263 is also plotted [5].
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the surface of the first glass part, almost without attenuation, a propagating 
wave inside the other part [39]. The optical contact is available by facing 
the commercially available float glass plates together, if the glass surfaces 
are carefully cleaned.
 For focusing USPL tightly into bulk glass to realize nonlinear absorption, 
an objective lens for the microscope can be used. No absorbent is needed in 
spite of the fact that the glass is transparent to the laser wavelength, since the 
laser energy is absorbed by nonlinear absorption. The welding can be carried 
out at room temperature without pre- and post-heating. The focus location 
should be adjusted a little below the interface of the glass plates in order to 
make the widest molten region at the interface, since the absorption region 
extends upward as the average absorbed power Wab increases, as shown in 
Figs 11.17 and 11.19. 

USPL welding of glass has a lot of advantages, which include

∑ welding is possible in a clean room due to no fume emission
∑ crack-free welding is possible independently of thermal expansion 

coefficient
∑ only the interface is selectively melted without absorbent
∑ high throughput welding is possible

Glass A

Glass B

Objective 
lens

Welding 
direction

Ultrashort pulse laser

11.22 Schematic illustration of overlap welding of glass plates with 
optical contact. USPL is tightly focused by an objective lens for 
optical microscopy.
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∑ high mechanical strength of the weld joint is available with 
hermeticity.

Overlap welding

Figure 11.23 shows the peeled-off sample of overlap welding [9]. The fractured 
face does not show the original flat face but has an irregular appearance, 
suggesting that the two plates were strongly joined with vacuum tightness. 
 Figure 11.24 shows the cross section of multi-path welding with a 
separation of 15 mm for borosilicate glass [34]. No cracks were developed 
with overlaying the beads, showing excellent versatility of the USPL welding 

Glass A
Glass B

11.23 SEM photograph of the peeled-off weld joint in overlap 
welding of D263 [9].

30 μm

11.24 Multipath overlap welding of borosilicate glass of D263. The 
weld paths are overlapped with a separation of 15 mm (tp = 10 ps, f = 
640 kHz, v = 20 mm/s) [34].
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of glass and the possibility to increase the joint strength without restriction 
of the overlay number.
 The mechanical strength of the overlap weld joint was evaluated by a 
shear test. In evaluating shear strength, the effect of the optical contact force 
FOC has to be taken into account [5], since the attractive force caused by van 
der Waals interactions works at the interface [6]. Figure 11.25 shows the 
shear force FOC required to break the optical contact between commercially 
available float glass plates without welding plotted as a function of optical 
contact area SOC. The optical contact force per unit area OC (= FOC/SOC) is 
approximately 1.5 MPa at L = 1 mm, and tends to decrease with increasing 
SOC. 
 Overlap welding was performed with L = 10 mm corresponding to FOC 
≈ 88N ( OC ≈ 0.6 MPa), which is strong enough to keep optical contact in 
handling the sample for the welding operation [5]. While OC ≈ 0.6 MPa is 
approximately two orders smaller than the strength of the glass, L = 10 mm 
is also two orders larger than the typical width of the weld bead. Therefore 
the strength of the weld joint W was determined by subtracting the optical 
contact force FOC from the rupture load FRUP, and then dividing by the cross-
sectional area of the weld bead SW as is given by the following equation 
[5, 39]:
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11.25 Shear force to break optical contact FOC plotted vs. contact area 
SOC. The optical contact force sOC is also plotted [5].
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 Overlap welding was performed at different pulse repetition rates and 
translation speeds. Figure 11.26(a) shows the rupture load FRUP and the 
welded area SW plotted as a function of translation speed v at a constant pulse 
repetition rate of f = 1MHz. Figure 11.26(b) shows FRUP and SW plotted as 
a function of pulse repetition rate at a constant translation speed of v = 20 
mm/s. It is noticeable that the rupture strength FRUP is increasing in spite of 
the fact that the width of the weld bead decreases as the translation speed v 
or pulse repetition rate f increases.
 The weld joint strength W was calculated by Eq. [11.4] using the data 
plotted in Fig. 11.26, and is plotted vs. average absorbed laser power Wab in 
Fig. 11.21. Although some data scattering is found, most data points of the 
overlap weld joint fall in the zone that highlights the data from the internal 
melt single plate studies, suggesting that higher joint strength can also be 
obtained at reduced Wab.

11.5 Conclusion and future trends

Although glass is widely used in a variety of industrial fi elds due to its 
excellent physical and chemical properties, the welding technology of glass 
has not been used widely in industry, and the assembly of glass parts is 
actually dependent on technologies other than welding at the moment. This 
is because only CO2 lasers have been used for long time, and crack-free 
welding is available only in glass having low thermal expansion coeffi cient 
such as fused silica or Vycol due to cracks caused by the shrinkage stress.
 It is expected that such a situation will be changed dramatically by the 
recently developed novel welding technology of glass using ultrashort pulse 
laser (USPL). This welding technology has been attracting much attention, 
because of many of the advantages discussed above. Among these, most 
importantly cracks can be prevented, and hence most commercially available 
glass can be welded without pre- and post-heating independently of the 
thermal expansion coeffi cient. It is expected USPL welding technology will 
become popular in glass-made products in a variety of micro applications 
such as electronics packaging, MEMS and micro optics in different industrial 
fi elds, as is the case for laser welding technologies for metal. Fundamental 
research work is, however, still needed in parallel to developing industrial 
applications of USPL welding of glass, since the laser–matter interaction 
during the welding process has not yet been fully understood.
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11.26 Effect of (a) translation speed at f =1 MHz and (b) pulse 
repetition rate at v = 20 mm/s on the rupture strength and weld area 
of the overlap-weld samples. (L = 10 mm, length of weld path = 8~9 
mm) [5].
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Defect formation mechanisms and  

preventive procedures in laser welding

S.  KATAYAMA, JWRI, Osaka University, Japan

DOI: 10.1533/9780857098771.2.332

Abstract: This chapter deals with the terminology, characteristics, formation 
conditions, causes, occurrence mechanisms and preventive procedures or 
measures of laser welding defects or imperfections. In particular, porosity 
and solidi cation cracking are described in detail in conjunction with laser 
welding phenomena.

Key words: laser welding defects, welding imperfection, weldability, 
porosity, solidi cation cracking, melt ows, keyhole behavior, bubble 
formation.

12.1 Introduction

Laser welding can join parts together at very fast speeds or produce deep-
penetration welds ef ciently in any environment such as air, shielding gas 
or vacuum. Consequently, it is known as a high-quality, high-precision, low-
distortion, low-deformation, high-ef ciency, high-performance, high- exibility 
and high-speed joining process. It also facilitates robotization, automation, 
saving manpower, systematization, etc. Accordingly the applications of 
laser welding in many industrial elds are increasing together with the 
development of carbon dioxide (CO2) laser, YAG laser, diode laser (LD), 
LD-pumped solid-state laser, disk laser and ber laser of high power, high 
ef ciency or high quality. However, welding imperfections or defects leading 
to a fracture or a disaster of manufactured goods or constructions may take 
place under improper conditions. In order to manufacture sound goods or 
constructions of high quality and high reliability with a laser beam, it is 
inevitably important to establish preventive procedures for welding defects 
and to take the necessary measures on the basis of understanding of welding 
phenomena as well as their formation conditions and mechanisms.1

 In the following sections, the formation mechanisms and preventive 
measures of laser welding defects or imperfections are reviewed. In particular, 
the formation mechanisms and preventive procedures of porosity and 
solidi cation cracking will be described in detail together with laser welding 
phenomena.
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12.2 Terminology, characteristics, causes and 

preventive procedures of laser welding 

imperfections and defects

In laser welding, a variety of defects or imperfections may occur depending 
on the kinds of material and their compositions, welding conditions, and 
so on. Laser welding defects are classi ed into three characteristic groups: 
geometrical or appearance defects, internal or invisible defects, and property 
or quality defects1,2 (which are modi ed from arc welding defects3). The 
kinds, features, schematic representation, causes and suppression or prevention 
procedures of the main laser welding defects are summarized in Table 
12.1.1,2 In laser welding, porosity is easily formed in deeply penetrated 
welds, characterized by high-power laser welding. Solidi cation cracking 
and liquation cracking may occur in laser weld fusion zones and the heat-
affected zone (HAZ), respectively, in aluminium alloys, Ni-base alloys, 
etc. Such internal defects result in degradation in mechanical properties or 
may cause a catastrophic-failure, and their detection is sometimes dif cult. 
Therefore, porosity and solidi cation cracking, which should be prevented, 
will be described in further detail in the other sections. 

12.2.1 Geometrical or appearance defects

Laser welding deformation or distortion

During laser welding, the metal or material is subjected to thermal cycles or 
histories, such as heating, melting, evaporation, solidi cation and cooling, 
and is inevitably accompanied by volume changes of thermal expansion and 
contraction. This causes distortion or deformation, residual stresses, or even 
cracking in the welded joint.
 Welding deformation and/or distortion should always occur. In thin 
plates or sheets and various manufactured goods of the materials such as 
aluminum alloys and austenitic stainless steels with great thermal expansion 
coef cients, welding deformation or distortion takes place easily. It occurs 
more appreciably in the case of larger heat inputs, a larger welding molten 
pool, and a greater difference between the upper and lower bead widths. 
Angular deformation and/or lateral contraction distortion happens in thick 
plates, and warping such as angular deformation, longitudinal distortion and 
buckling deformation occurs in thin sheets.4 Solidi cation cracking may take 
place due to rotary deformation during welding near the edge or the end of 
thin plate.1

 As suppression procedures for welding deformation or distortion, the 
following measures are considered:

 the use of rigid xture or jig,
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 rapid cooling or quenching of the welded part and its vicinity just after 
the molten pool,5

 keeping the welded products cooled to room temperature in the 
xture, 

 formation of a parallel full-penetration weld bead (that is to say, almost 
the same weld bead widths in the penetration depth direction), and

 optimization of welding procedure and conditions.

 In addition, the deformation and/or distortion is much smaller in laser 
welding than in any other fusion welding, since the heat input and bead 
width of a laser weld are generally smaller and narrower, respectively, than 
those of any other welding process.6

Poor surface appearance of laser welds

Poor surface appearance of laser or hybrid laser-arc welds is caused by 
oxidation, the deposition of ultra ne particles, fumes and debris, and/or 
rough surfaces due to spatters, pits, humps, under lls, undercuts, etc. (These 
technical terms will be described in detail in later section.1) The surface of 
a laser welded part and its vicinity is exposed to high temperatures during 
laser welding, and therefore a shielding gas is used to protect a molten pool 
and the surrounding part from oxidation. Nevertheless, the surface is oxidized 
or suffers from deposition of ultra ne particles produced by evaporation or 
spatters of melt particles. The color of the surface may be changed from 
metallic silver to purple, dark blue and black, golden or white depending on 
the oxidization levels in stainless steels or titanium alloys. Spattering results 
in the deposition of spatters on or near the weld beads and the formation of 
concave bead surfaces,7 which are judged to be poor surface appearances. 
Pits or rough surfaces are observed in the weld beads of cast alloys enriched 
with segregated inclusions or hydrogen sources, Zn-coated steel lapped sheets 
or some alloys produced under improper conditions.
 To counteract poor surface appearance of welds, the respective proper 
measures should be taken by considering their causes:

 In the case of the deposition of ultra ne particles or evaporated particles 
and oxidation, a proper amount of an inert shielding gas (for example, 
Ar, He or N2) should be owed from the optimum direction.8 

 In the case of laser-arc hybrid welding of aluminum alloy, a weld bead 
made under the condition of laser-leading and arc-following exhibits a 
better surface appearance than that of arc-leading and laser-following 
because of the surface cleaning action of an arc.9

 In order to suppress spattering in bead (melt-run) welding with CW 
(continuous wave) lasers, the following measures may be recommended:
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 The adoption of beam-defocused conditions or heat-conduction 
welding.

 The adoption of an extremely small beam spot in comparison with the 
molten pool size.

 The enlargement of a keyhole inlet by a proper ow of a shielding 
gas. 

 The utilization of pulse-modulated mode with power decrease before 
the occurrence of spattering instead of CW mode.

 The use of minus defocused conditions (setting a focal point below the 
specimen plate surface) in high power laser welding.

 The utilization of forward inclination of a laser beam.
 The use of vacuum environment.

 In the case of laser welding of zinc(Zn)-coated steel sheets, a proper 
gap (e.g., 0.05–0.3 mm) between sheets should be employed to reduce the 
detrimental effect of the Zn vapor against the molten pool, although no gap 
at all is normally used in laser welding of other metals.
 In spot welding with a PW (pulsed wave) laser, spattering takes place 
due to a small tolerance of a melt around a keyhole when the keyhole is 
formed in a small molten puddle. Therefore, to suppress spattering in spot 
welding, a relatively larger molten pool should be formed, and the (peak) 
laser power density should be increased gradually so as to slowly deepen a 
keyhole.

Burn-through or melt down

Burn-through is the phenomenon where the melt in a molten pool is dropped 
down during welding to form an under lled bead with concave top surface 
and convex bottom surface. Burn-through occurs easily in the case of full 
penetration welding of a thin sheet or a thick plate with wide bottom surface 
of a molten pool at high heat input.1 It happens more readily in materials 
with lower surface tension. In the case of a thick plate of steel or stainless 
steel with a higher surface tension at a lower temperature, noticeable 
humping on the bottom surface takes place if the laser power is not so high 
as to produce a full penetration weld with a low content of oxygen with a 
through-keyhole.10,11 Figure 12.1 shows examples of a sound full penetration 
weld bead and a poor one with humps on the bottom surface in HT 780 steel 
plate of 12 mm thickness, observation results of a molten pool on the top 
and bottom surfaces during 10 kW ber laser welding with a hot wire, and 
the mechanism of the formation of under lling and bottom humps.11 In the 
weld metal with an appropriately high content of oxygen, bottom humping 
is prevented. The melt at lower temperatures near the bottom rear end of the 
molten pool with a low content of oxygen has such a high surface tension 
to pull the higher temperature liquid near the keyhole tip, resulting in the 
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formation of bottom humps.11 It is noted that surface tension and its gradient 
may affect melt ows and the formation of welding defects.
 To prevent the burn-through or melt down, the welding conditions should 
be optimized. The use of a hot wire and a proper content of oxygen in a 
molten pool should prevent bottom humping in laser welding of thick steel 
plates.10,11 The use of a backing plate or a shielding gas to suspend the 
bottom molten pool surface may be required as a preventive measure against 
burn-through.

Undercutting

Undercut is the name for a groove along the toe of the weld bead. Examples 
of a sound laser weld bead and poor ones with under ll or undercut in 3 mm 
thick AZ31 alloy plates are shown in Fig. 12.2.12 Undercutting is likely to 
occur in a wide bead made with a high power laser, at high pressure of an 
assist gas or under a large amount of ow of shielding gas from the front 
side of welding. In laser-arc hybrid welding, undercutting may occur easily 
in full penetration weld bead made at high arc current. A high arc current 
must induce shielding gas and plasma ows backward. In the case of llet 
welding for a T-joint, an undercut is easily formed in the vertical plate. The 
cause is attributed to the effect of gravity which causes the upper melt in 
the molten pool to sag.
 The optimization of welding conditions is needed as a measure to prevent 
undercutting. In hybrid welding, an additional ller wire may prevent 
undercutting. 

Under lling

Under lling is the name for a concave surface of a weld bead, as shown in 
Fig. 12.2(b).12 It occurs when welding the butt-joint with a wide gap with 
a shortage of ller wire, in the case of full penetration weld accompanied 
with burn-through,10 or severe spattering of melts.7,12

 Under lling is suppressed or prevented by beam-scanning, utilization of 
a ller wire, or hybrid welding (with additional ller wire for a wider gap13) 
under the proper conditions.
 In the case of lap welding of Zn-coated steel sheets without gap, 
spattering occurs very easily due to evaporation of the Zn layer, resulting 
in the formation of under lling.14 In this case, control of the gap between 
sheets is needed.14,15 In spot welding, when a high power density laser is 
shot rapidly, spattering takes place due to a keyhole formation because of a 
small tolerance of melt in the molten pool, leading to a under lled weld. In 
such a case, the optimization of welding conditions such as slow increase 
in laser power or energy is required.16
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(a) Sound weld

Underfill

Root 
concavity

1 mm

(b) Underfill

Undercut

(c) Undercut

12.2 Examples of (a) sound weld bead, (b) underfilled weld bead and 
(c) weld bead with undercuts produced by disk laser welding of 3 
mm thick AZ31 alloy plates in Ar shielding gas.

Reinforcement of weld or overlapping

Reinforcement of a weld may be formed in the case of welding with the 
excessive amount of a ller wire or with high power density laser with a small 
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beam size at higher welding speed.7 It is well known that fatigue properties 
of the toe of the weld are degraded. Therefore, the reinforcement of a weld 
may be removed to improve the fatigue properties of a welded joint.
 Overlapping occurs due to the over ow of a melt on the base metal, and it 
may take place in llet welding with a ller wire. The means of optimization 
of ller wire supply and suf cient melting of metal are needed.

Humping

Humping, which means the periodical formation of humps of weld metal on 
the bead surface, may occur in a narrow weld bead produced with a very small 
focused beam during high speed welding7 or during low vacuum welding at 
a focal point.17 Examples of humping and preventive conditions are shown 
in Fig. 12.3.7 Humping is formed owing to the backward ow of a melt 
ejected by plume ejection and the high surface tension of the accumulated 
melt due to a narrow molten pool width.7

 Such humping may be suppressed under the conditions of defocused 
distances (a focal point below the plate surface leading to wider molten pool 
surface) or by changing partial penetration to full, leading to the suppression 
of a melt ejected upward, as shown in the middle and lower parts of Fig. 
12.3, respectively.7

12.2.2 Internal or invisible defects

Hot cracking (solidi cation cracking and liquation cracking)

Hot cracking (or high temperature cracking) in the weld fusion zone 
and the HAZ is called ‘solidi cation cracking’ and ‘liquation cracking’, 
respectively. Examples of such cracking in laser-welded A2090 aluminum 
alloy are shown in Fig. 12.4.3,18 In aluminum alloys, fully austenitic stainless 
steels, Ni-based alloys, etc., solidi cation cracking and liquation cracking 
may occur along grain boundaries. In particular, solidi cation cracking can 
occur easily during spot welding with a pulsed laser or during high speed 
welding with continuous wave (CW) laser.2 These causes are attributed to 
microsegregation and resultant formation of low solidi cation temperature 
liquid lms along the grain boundaries, and thus the selection of proper 
materials and the process to reduce tensile load or strain during welding are 
important.1,2 In the case of spot welding with a pulsed laser, the irradiation 
conditions of tailing laser power so as to narrow the area of a mushy zone 
(coexistence of solid and liquid) should be preferably selected to suppress 
solidi cation cracking.16,19

 In mild or high tensile strength steels, hot cracking or pear-shaped cracking 
may take place near the middle or bottom part of a partially penetrated deep 
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weld bead made with high power laser17 or laser-arc hybrid. The causes 
may be ascribed to the formation of retained liquid areas due to melt ows 
near the bottom part of the laser or hybrid weld beads.17 The optimization 
of weld penetration depth or bead geometry or the selection of a ller wire 
is recommended.
 In welding of dissimilar materials, hot cracking occurs very easily if a 
large amount of intermetallic compound is formed.20 In this case, the area of 
the intermetallic compound should be minimized by controlling the mixing 
of a molten metal of dissimilar materials. It is important to suppress the 
melting area in the lower plate at high welding speeds.

(a) Solidification cracks in weld fusion zone

(b) Liquation crack in HAZ

100 μm

12.4 Examples of solidification crack in laser weld fusion zone (a) and 
liquation crack in HAZ (b) of A2090 alloy plate. 
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Cold cracking

Cracking which occurs below 300°C is generally called ‘cold cracking’.3 
In general structural steels and low-alloyed high tensile strength steels, 
cold cracking known as ‘delayed cracking’ or ‘hydrogen-assisted cracking’ 
may take place due to the harmful effect of hydrogen accumulated in the 
highly stress-concentrated zone,21 while in the case of medium and high 
carbon steels, ‘quenching cracking’ or ‘restraint cracking’ may occur due 
to the formation of brittle martensite and/or cementite during welding. Cold 
cracking is affected by hydrogen content in the weld, restraint stress and 
the formation of hard martensite phase, and occurs in a shorter period under 
conditions of higher hydrogen content, higher restraint stress and/or higher 
hardness of the weld.
 Cold cracking may be prevented by pre- or post-heating treatment similar to 
the other welding processes.21 Nevertheless, laser welding or hybrid welding 
can be performed in the high tensile strength steels at room temperature without 
pre- or post-heating because of low hydrogen content in the weld metal.22

 For high carbon steels and cast iron, quenching cracking is easily generated, 
and so the pre- or post-heating treatment, slow cooling of a weld or the use 
of a Ni-enriched wire is recommended to prevent cracking.23

Porosity

Porosity refers to blowhole, pore, wormhole, pit or bubble. In this chapter, 
porosity and bubbles are used in the ‘solid’ weld fusion zone and the ‘liquid’ 
molten pool, respectively.1,2

 Porosity is very easily formed during laser welding. In the keyhole type 
of deep penetration welding, the majority of bubbles, which are generated 
from the tip of a keyhole during welding, lead to the formation of porosity in 
the weld fusion zone. Porosity formation is affected by the surface cleanness 
of the butt-joint, the kind of shielding gas, and welding conditions.1,2

 The suppression or prevention procedures for porosity are:

 keyhole laser welding under the proper conditions (for full 
penetration), 

 welding with a shallow, stable keyhole or heat-conduction type 
welding, 

 low or high vacuum laser welding,
 forward welding with an inclined laser beam,
 pulse-modulated welding,
 twin laser beam welding,
 welding under the properly defocused conditions (for the formation of 

a conical, stable keyhole),
 the selection of a proper shielding gas for the material, and so on.1,2
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In aluminum alloys, especially, the cleaning of butt-joint or lap-joint surfaces 
is needed to remove oxide lms and hydrogen sources. In spot welding with 
pulsed laser, a part of a keyhole is retained as porosity in the middle or 
bottom part of the weld metal due to the rapid collapse of the keyhole.2,16,24 
To prevent such porosity, the control of laser power (or its density) or the 
selection of proper pulse waves in the nal stages of laser irradiation is 
required.2,16,24

 In cast or die-cast alloys, porosity is formed by the enlargement of the 
origins of bubbles in the base materials.25,26 Thus it is dif cult to prevent 
such bubbles. It may be slightly reduced by the use of an intermediate (insert) 
sheet or a ller wire.26 In laser welding of Zn-coated steel sheets, a proper 
degree of gap between the sheets is required to prevent porosity. 

Spiking

Saw-like penetration with periodical variation may be formed near the bottom 
part of a partially penetrated weld bead made with CO2 laser, LD-pumped 
YAG laser, disk laser or ber laser with a high power and high density 
under the defocused conditions of large minus values.8,27,28 This is called 
‘spiking’ or ‘spiking phenomenon’. Welding defects called spiking porosity, 
root porosity and cold shut occur in deep weld metal parts of spiking. In 
order to prevent such defects, a defocused beam (of focal point above the 
plate surface) with reduced power density, beam scanning, and tandem beam 
welding can be applied.

Swelling of lap weld

Swelling may take place in thin aluminum alloy sheets subjected to low 
welding speed and high heat input. It is also observed in a pulsed YAG 
laser spot weld of 0.1 mm thick upper sheet onto 1 mm thick lower sheet of 
aluminium alloy.2,29 It is especially present in the case of a larger amount of 
melting in the upper sheet in comparison with the lower plate. Some measures 
such as use of a strong restraint to prevent deformation or distortion of the 
upper sheet, improvement in thermal conductivity or heat transfer of the 
upper and lower sheets, the reduction in heat input, and re-melting treatment 
of the upper part of swelling are effective.

Incomplete penetration, incomplete fusion or lack of fusion

Incomplete penetration of a weld bead accompanied with the change from a 
keyhole type of deep penetration to a conduction type of shallow penetration 
may take place easily in the material with high re ectivity and high thermal 
conductivity such as aluminum alloys and copper alloys.2,28,30 Such a change 
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may be caused by argon (Ar) plasma in CO2 laser welding in addition to 
the material properties of high light re ection and high heat conduction. To 
prevent this, the use of helium (He) shielding gas or a laser with about 1 
mm wavelength is needed. The lack of fusion may be observed in the case 
of multi-pass deep welds in a narrow gap with a ller wire. To prevent this 
lack of fusion in multi-layers, beam scanning method, higher laser power or 
a smaller amount of deposited layer are considered to be effective.

Inclusions

Inclusions such as oxides or nitrides are formed in the case of oxidized plate 
surface or butt-joint surfaces, or welding with an active shielding gas such 
as O2, N2 and CO2. Oxides are sometimes detrimental to ductility in the 
weld of martensitic steel and austenitic stainless steel, but have a bene cial 
effect on the ductility by forming embryos for ferrite phase formation in 
the steel weld fusion zone.31 It is known that nitrides, which are formed at 
high temperatures in the molten pool, are effective in reducing solidi cation 
cracking by the presence across the grain boundaries in A6xxx aluminum 
alloy.32 To reduce inclusions, the plate surfaces and butt-joint surfaces 
must be cleaned, and laser welding should be performed in the appropriate 
shielding gas conditions.

Evaporation loss of alloying elements

Evaporation always occurs during laser welding, and the contents of impurity 
or volatile alloying elements with low vaporization temperatures (e.g., Mn in 
Fe, and Mg, Zn, Li, etc. in Al) decrease by a higher amount of evaporation 
than the base metal.2,30,33 Evaporation loss should be reduced by welding 
at high speed or compensated by using a ller wire with a higher content 
of alloying elements.

Macrosegregation

Macrosegregation is present in the weld fusion zone in the case of laser 
welding of dissimilar materials20 or using a ller wire different in chemical 
composition from the base metal.23 Mixing or steering of melt in the molten 
pool can reduce macrosegregation. The cross section and schematic of a laser 
weld, EDX analysis results of Fe and Ni elements and line analysis results 
of Fe and Ni along the bead centerline are shown in Fig. 12.5, where laser 
welding was performed for a butt-joint of 0.4 mm gap between cast iron and 
low carbon steel plates using a 97%Ni ller wire.23 In laser welding, suf cient 
mixing of a ller wire into the base metal is dif cult, and consequently the 
compositions of the bottom part of the weld fusion zone are approaching 
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those of the base metal.23,34 The wider the gap in the butt-joint, the more 
deeply the compositions of the ller wire reach.23

Microsegregation

Microsegregation necessarily occurs due to the solidi cation process in fusion 
welding (such as arc, plasma, laser and electron beam welding) of alloys.1,2,35 
An SEM photo of the laser weld fusion zone in A6061 aluminum alloy, and 
EPMA analysis results of Fe, Mg and Si of some areas are shown in Fig. 
12.6.33 EPMA and EDX analysis results can reveal microsegregation of Fe, 
Mg and Si along cellular dendritic boundaries and the same enrichment of 
Mg and Si at the partial cell boundaries. White phases in the SEM photo 
correspond to the microsegregation of Fe (of higher density). Thus the 
microsegregation takes place more easily for an alloying element or an 
impurity with a smaller distribution coef cient and at a higher content.35 As 
a result, the solidi cation temperature of the melt falls during solidi cation, 
leading to the occurrence of solidi cation cracking and degradation in the 
strength of the weld joint.36–38 In the case of age-hardenable alloys, aging 
recovery is insuf cient due to lower contents of chief aging elements near 
the cell cores.37 To prevent the reduction in hardness and strength due to 
microsegregation, solid solution heat treatment of the joint after welding is 
effective.

5 
m

m

Fe Ni

50% Ni

20% Ni

12.5 Cross section and schematic of laser weld made in butt-joint 
of cast iron and low carbon steel plate with 0.4 mm gap using 
97%Ni filler wire, EDX analysis results of Fe and Ni elements and 
line analysis results of Fe and Ni along bead centerline, showing 
enrichment of Ni in upper part of weld fusion zone.
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12.2.3 Quality or property defects

Reduction in mechanical properties

In the case of normal carbon steels, the welds are hardened due to the 
formation of harder phases such as lower bainite and martensite, and the 
strengths of the joints are generally higher than those of the base metals.39 
On the other hand, in the case of quenched and tempered high tensile strength 
steels, and age-hardenable or work-hardenable materials such as aluminum 
alloys, Ni-base alloys and copper alloys, the hardness or strength of the 
weld fusion zone and HAZ becomes lower than that of the base metal.30,33,37 
The tensile strength results of welded joints of various aluminum alloys 

(a) SEM photo
(b) EPMA mapping of Fe

(c) EPMA mapping of Mg (d) EPMA mapping of Si

12.6 SEM photo and EPMA analysis results of Fe, Mg and Si in laser 
weld fusion zone of A6061 aluminium alloy, showing formation of 
inclusions and microsegregation along cellular dendritic boundaries.�� �� �� �� �� ��
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are shown in Fig. 12.7. In the annealed base alloys such as A5052, A5083 
and A5182, the strengths and strains of the joints are slightly lower and 
appreciably lower than those of the base alloys, respectively. The reduction 
in the strength and strain is attributed to the formation of porosity. The 
strength and the strain can be increased by a decrease in the porosity with 
an increase in the welding speed. On the other hand, the strength and the 
strain of age-hardenable alloys become lower than those of the base alloys 
because of the disappearance of age-hardenable phases by melting and the 
suppression of precipitation-hardenable phases due to microsegregation, as 
shown in the right column of Fig. 12.7. To fully improve the joint strength 
of the age-hardenable alloy, the heat treatment (i.e., solid-solutionizing and 
aging treatment) is required after welding.37 To lessen the reduced strength 
of a work-hardenable alloy, higher welding speed may be employed.33 
Furthermore, the mechanical properties are degraded in the weld with some 
welding defects.38 The prevention of welding defects is needed in terms of 
a suf cient welded joint. For quenched and tempered high tensile strength 
steels, rapid welding speed may be used. 
 The toughness of steels for pipelines, ships, and so on is evaluated by the 
V-notch Charpy impact test. Fracture pass may occur to apparently show 
high toughness in the test,40 and then the Charpy test specimens with side 
notches should be used.41,42

 The fatigue strengths of laser and hybrid weld joints are generally higher 
than those of other fusion welding processes.43 The strengths are higher 
when the welds have higher hardness and strengths, while they are lower 
when the welds are weaker than the base metal. It is noted that the fatigue 
strength of the high tensile strength steel is not so high in comparison with 
that of the base metal, because the softer zones are formed in the HAZ. The 
reinforcement may sometimes be removed to improve the fatigue strength 
by suppressing the stress concentration.
 Welding defects such as under lling, cracking and porosity may remarkably 
reduce tensile strength and strain (elongation) as well as the fatigue strength by 
enhancing an actual applied load and by inducing stress concentration.38,44,45 
Therefore, to improve the mechanical properties, the prevention of welding 
defects is essential.

Degradation in chemical properties

In some steels and alloys, stress-corrosion cracking and grain boundary 
corrosion may take place in the HAZ1. The selection of a material, the use 
of low heat input welding, reduction or removal of residual stresses, good 
protection of a weld for preventing oxidation due to an inert shielding gas, 
etc., are required to improve chemical properties. Grain boundary corrosion 
due to the precipitation of carbides in the HAZ of austenitic stainless steel is 
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12.7 Tensile test results (stress–strain curves) of base metals and 
welded joints of A5052P-O, A5083P-O, A5182P-O, A6061P-T6, 
A6N01S-T5 and A7N01S-T5, showing respective reductions in 
strengths of welded joints.
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a big problem in other fusion processes such as arc, but may be lessened by 
low heat input in laser welding. In welding or joining dissimilar metals or 
alloys, the problem of galvanic corrosion may occur.20 The normal measures 
such as painting protection and proper applications without water or corrosive 
environment are required.

12.3 Formation mechanisms and preventive 

procedures of porosity

12.3.1 X-ray transmission apparatus for observation of 
bubble and porosity formation

Concerning the formation of porosity during laser welding, brazing and 
hybrid welding, keyhole behavior, bubble generation situation and melt 

ows in the molten pool were elucidated by utilizing the microfocused X-ray 
transmission in-situ observation system. The system is schematically shown 
in Fig. 12.8.2,24,27,46,47 X-ray transmission observation results are described for 
spot welding with pulsed YAG laser, bead (melt-run, butt-joint or lap-joint) 
welding with CW laser, hybrid welding with laser and arc, brazing, welding 
of Zn-coated steel and cast alloys in the following subsections.

12.3.2 Formation mechanism and preventive procedure of 
porosity during spot welding with pulsed laser

When the metal or alloy is subjected to spot welding with pulsed YAG 
laser of rectangular shape, porosity is easily formed in the middle or bottom 
part of the weld fusion zone in the case of extremely short pulses or deep 

Fiber laser 
head

Optical 
fiber

Fiber laser

High speed 
camera

Shielding 
gas

Work table
Specimen

Image intensifier
Microfocused 

X-ray tube

G
A
S

CRT

Recorder
< Monior >

12.8 Schematic arrangement of microfocused X-ray transmission 
in-situ imaging system for observation of keyhole behavior, bubble 
generation resulting in porosity formation and melt flows in molten 
pool during laser welding.
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penetration welds, as illustrated by the welding results of austenitic stainless 
steel in Fig. 12.9.24,48 Examples of X-ray transmission observation results 
exhibiting keyhole behavior, and a schematic representation showing formation 
mechanisms of typical and root porosity are shown in Fig. 12.10.1,24,47 The 
porosity was observed to form from a collapsed keyhole. The keyhole grows 
deeper together with some uctuation. If the laser power is rapidly terminated 
when the keyhole tip reaches the bottom of a molten pool, the root porosity 
is formed. When the laser power is terminated by keyhole uctuation, the 
porosity is formed near the middle of the spot weld. The gas inside the porosity 
is mainly air or environmental shielding gas in the case of air or shielding 
gas atmosphere, respectively. Such porosity can be reduced or prevented 
by controlling the pulsed laser power.1,17,24,48 Therefore, in the nal stage 
of laser irradiation, a keyhole becomes shallow slowly through the process 
whereby the melt ows into the bottom tip to bury the keyhole gradually 
due to the gradual decrease in the laser power. As shown in Fig. 12.11, the 
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12.9 Effect of defocused distance and pulse width on penetration 
depths of spot welds with pulsed YAG laser of rectangular shapes, 
showing formation conditions of porosity.
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prevention of porosity is feasible by a saw-like pulse wave with a reduced 
power.17,24 The rst gradual increase in pulse laser power is used to suppress 
spattering, and the subsequent three pulses can produce a keyhole from deep 
to shallow depths depending on the power levels. Bubble generation from 
a shallow keyhole, leading to porosity formation, should be avoided by the 
last pulse wave shape.

12.3.3 Formation mechanisms and preventive procedures 
of porosity during bead welding with CW laser

In welding of various metals and alloys with high power CW laser, porosity 
such as a large pore of more than 1 mm size, root porosity, porosity near the 
fusion boundaries of the butt or lap joint, small porosity of about 0.1–0.4 
mm or less than 0.1 mm size, and healed porosity lled with melt during 
solidi cation may be present in the weld fusion zones, as illustrated by 
the examples of CO2 laser welds of aluminum alloys in Fig. 12.12.2,28,46 
Small or large pores are formed from the keyhole tip during welding, as 
examples of X-ray transmission observation photos during laser welding of 
A5083 aluminum alloy and Type 304 stainless steel.8,24,27,46 Examples of 
observation photos during ber laser welding are shown in Fig. 12.13.8 A 

Porosity type Formation mechanism

12.10 Examples of typical and root porosity in spot welds of stainless 
steel, showing schematic illustration of keyhole behavior and 
porosity formation mechanisms.
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Specimen: A5083, P1: 6 kW, 3 m/min, : 6 deg, @ focus, Ar 15 l/min

Ds: 560 μm
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12.13 Cross-sectional weld beads and X-ray transmission in-situ 
imaging photos observed during welding with fiber laser of 560 and 
130 mm in focused beam diameter, showing generation of bubbles 
leading to formation of porosity.
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lot of bubbles are generated and result in porosity in the case of about 0.6 
mm beam diameter, but bubble formation is hardly seen in the case of about 
0.13 mm diameter. Very small porosity of less than 0.1 mm in size is formed 
due to the effect of hydrogen in CO2 laser welding of aluminum alloys with 
Ar-1%H2 mixture shielding gas. Porosity near the fusion boundaries of the 
butt or lap joint in aluminum alloys is also formed owing to the effects of 
a gap between the plates or hydrogen when hydrogen is enriched beneath 
the surface oxide lm or the moisture is high on the surface. Root porosity 
may occur under defocused minus (–) conditions (of a focal point under 
the plate surface) or in the case of the existence of interaction between a 
laser beam and induced plume or plasma in high power CO2, ber or disk 
laser welding.
 Based upon the X-ray transmission observation results, bubbles and porosity 
formation situations are shown together with keyhole behavior and melt 

ows in Fig. 12.14.1,2,47 At very slow welding speed, an unstable keyhole 
is easily formed and leads to the formation of bubbles, since a laser beam is 
irradiated on the wall, which causes the melt downward ows to produce a 
bubble by closing the bottom keyhole. In this case, the bubbles sometimes 
disappear from the molten pool surface. Porosity is more easily formed 
by the generation of bubbles from the tip of the keyhole at slow welding 
speed. Such large bubbles, resulting in pores or porosity, are generated from 
evaporation of the keyhole (front) wall. Such porosity is prevented by full-
penetration welding. Pulse modulation is sometimes effective. In the case 
of high power density due to a 0.2 mm small focal beam, bubbles leading 
to pores or porosity are formed from the middle part of a full-penetration 
keyhole (at about 5 mm below the focal point). In steels or austenitic stainless 
steels, porosity is absent due to the ejected plume upwards at high welding 
speed. 
 According to the gas analyses of porosity, a large amount of shielding gas, 
a small amount of hydrogen (H) and sometimes a small amount of nitrogen 
(N) are detected.1,2,27,45 It is generally considered that the bubbles have the 
same compositions as a keyhole such as a large number of evaporated vapors 
and a small number of the other elements composing a shielding gas, and 
N (nitrogen) or O (oxygen) in air. Vapors and oxygen make oxide lms on 
the porosity inside surface, and the remaining vapors also deposit on the 
porosity surface as the temperature falls. Consequently, a shielding gas is 
mainly left in the porosity, and H is contained because it can diffuse into 
the porosity during and after welding.
 The procedures for the suppression or prevention of porosity in laser 
welding are as follows:1,2

 a heat-conduction type of shallow welding (but it should be noted that 
another type of porosity may be formed due to the effect of a gap or H 
in aluminum alloys),
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12.14 Schematic illustration of laser welding phenomena under 
various welding conditions, showing bubbles and porosity formation 
situations at low speeds and no porosity at high speed, together with 
plume ejection, keyhole behavior and melt flows in molten pool.

 laser welding with a conical (V-geometry) stable keyhole under the 
properly defocused conditions, 

 full-penetration welding due to a complete-through keyhole (but the 
laser power density with 0.2 mm focal spot size is too high to induce 
bubbles in thick plate, and so moderate power density is required),

 vacuum laser welding under the proper conditions,
 welding with a forward inclined laser beam,
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 a low welding speed at a high power, which induces melt ows upwards 
for bubbles to disappear from the molten pool surface, (it was especially 
observed in laser welding of aluminum alloy),

 a high welding speed, which can suppress or prevent bubble 
formation,

 pulse-modulated welding for moderate penetration,
 twin laser beam welding (not always effective but the location/arrangement 

of beams is important to produce a wide and stable keyhole),
 the selection of a proper shielding gas for the material (e.g., N2 gas for 

austenitic stainless steel and CO2 gas for some steels).
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Melt flow

Melt flow

(c) Medium speed welding (high power)

Porosity

Welding direction

Keyhole

Melt flow

(d) High speed welding

Welding direction

12.14 Continued
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12.3.4 Formation mechanisms and suppression 
procedures of porosity during welding of materials 
with great sensitivity to porosity 

In laser welding of cast alloys, including gases or die-cast or thixomolded 
alloys, small or large bubbles leading to porosity or pores of various sizes 
are formed not only from the keyhole tip but also from the origins of very 
small bubbles of H, N or CO2 gas in the base materials.25,26 An example of 
porosity in a laser weld of die-cast AZ91 magnesium alloy is shown in Fig. 
12.15.25 Such porosity is characterized by the growth of very small holes 
from the fusion boundaries. Thus it is very dif cult to prevent such bubbles 
and porosity. The contents of H, N or CO2 gas should be reduced. It may 
be slightly reduced by the use of an intermediate (insert) sheet or a ller 
wire. In welding of cast alloys, good welds may be formed if the parts with 
reduced macro- and microsegregation are selected to be welded. 
 There is a demand for laser butt-joint welding of specimens whose 
surfaces are prepared by laser cutting. In the case of steels prepared by laser 
cutting with pure O2 gas, the cut surfaces are covered with oxide lms, and 
consequently porosity may be easily formed probably due to rimming action 
(FeO + C > Fe + CO) between carbon (C) in the steel and O in the oxide 

lms or a similar phenomenon in the weld molten pool.1,49 To suppress or 
prevent this porosity, deoxidation elements such as Al, Ti, Mn and Si may 
be used effectively.49

 In laser welding of Zn-coated steel sheets, a proper degree of gap between the 
sheets is required to prevent porosity.15 Nevertheless, there is a great demand 
for establishment of laser lap welding of Zn-coated steel sheets without any 
gap. The examples of surfaces, cross sections and X-ray inspection results 

Laser weld 
fusion zone

HAZ

Laser weld 
fusion zone

100 μm1 mm

Pre-existent porosity in 
base metal

12.15 Example of porosity in laser weld fusion zone of die-cast AZ91 
magnesium alloy.
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of laser welds made at 1–5 mm/s under the conditions of pulse-modulation 
are shown in Fig. 12.16.14 In the case of a 0 mm gap, worm-like porosity 
is formed from the fusion boundaries of the lap joint at low welding speed. 
On the other hand, at high welding speed, under lled weld beads are formed 
by spattering of melts. Nevertheless, under the conditions of proper pulse 
modulation and adequate welding speeds, porosity and under lling are 
reduced or suppressed by the procedures that laser power decreases before the 
occurrence of spattering and low heat input due to pulsation of laser power 
can prevent Zn vapors from invading into the molten pool by suppressing 
the amount of Zn evaporation.
 Laser welding phenomena are schematically shown in Fig. 12.17.14 In 
the case of a large heat input, the molten pool is so big that spattering is 
suppressed but porosity is formed. In the case of normal focal beam spot 
(of about 0.6 mm diameter), the smaller the molten pool, the more severely 
the spattering occurs. Such spattering leading to poor weld beads can be 
prevented by setting the gap to about 0.05–0.3 mm for lapped sheets. 
Spattering should be reduced with an increase in the thickness of the upper 
sheet. Porosity should also be reduced with an increase in the welding speed 
in thick Zn-coated plates.
 In laser lap welding of Zn-coated steel sheets, the procedures recommended 
for the production of good weld beads are as follows:1,14,15,50–53

 control of the gap between sheets at about 0.05 to 0.3 mm depending 
on the Zn-coating layer thickness,

 device or modi cation of lap joint geometry (which can produce a proper 
gap),

 removal of Zn-coated layer at the lap joint part,
 backward inclination welding with high power laser beam,
 hybrid welding,
 the use of thin Cu sheet,
 laser brazing with Cu-Si alloy ller wire, etc.

It is probably considered that backward inclination welding and hybrid welding 
can produce a gap naturally during welding by inducing deformation of the 
upper sheet. Besides, laser butt-joint welding of Zn-coated steel sheets can 
produce welds without defects, since the Zn layer on the surface has little 
effect on the welding results.

12.4 Formation mechanisms and preventive 

procedures of hot cracking: solidification 

cracking and liquation cracking

Hot cracking generally occurs along grain boundaries in the welds of aluminum 
alloys, Ni-based alloys, etc., when the liquid lms are formed along grain 
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boundaries near the nominal solidus temperature, and tensile strains higher 
than the minimum ductility for cracking initiation are applied at a higher 
rate than the critical strain rate for cracking occurrence, as illustrated by the 
example of solidi cation cracking shown in Fig. 12.18.2,36 The cracking takes 
place in the weld fusion zone and in the HAZ near the fusion boundary. The 
hot cracking in the weld fusion zone and the HAZ is called ‘solidi cation 
cracking’ and ‘liquation cracking’, respectively.1,2 In Invar, hot cracking 
called ‘ductility-dip cracking’, which has no relationship with liquid lms, 

u

min
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12.18 Strain levels applied at constant strain rate for ductility curve 
of BTR (brittleness temperature range) during weld solidification, 
showing crack initiation above the minimum strain and solidification 
length according to applied strain level.
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may occur in the previous weld metal heated as HAZ by the subsequent 
welding process.1

 In laser welding, cracking is most likely to occur as solidi cation cracking 
along grain boundaries due to the rapid growth of cellular dendrite tips and 
the consequent formation of low solidi cation temperature liquid lms in 
the central part of the spot made with a pulsed laser. In spot welding, the 
tailing laser power is preferable if the area of mushy zone can be narrowed 
owing to the suppression of the rapid growth of the dendrite tips, as shown 
in Fig. 12.19.19
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12.19 Surface appearance and cross sections of spot welds made 
with pulsed lasers of rectangular shape and controlled shape, and 
calculation result of solid–liquid ratio at initiation of solidification of 
spot center, showing cracking due to wide solid–liquid zone by rapid 
solidification and reduced cracking due to narrowed solid–liquid zone 
with additional level of tailing laser power.
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 Solidi cation cracking may take place in deep, partial-penetration weld 
beads made in thick steel plates with CW high power laser or by hybrid 
welding with high laser power and high arc current.17,22 The causes may be 
attributed to the formation of wide retained molten areas due to melt ows 
near the bottom part of the laser or hybrid weld beads. The optimization of 
weld penetration depth or bead geometry or the selection of a ller wire is 
recommended.22 In a thick plate of high tensile strength steel, cracking occurs 
in the weld bead made in a shielding gas (at 1 atm), but is prevented in the 
weld produced at 16 kW, 1.2 m/min and 0.1 kPa, as shown in Fig. 12.20.17 
Under low vacuum, a sound full-penetration weld bead can be produced in 
23 mm thick plate by one-pass welding.17

 The conditions for cracking in laser-welded A7N01 alloy are shown as 
functions of plate thickness and welding speed in Fig. 12.21.2,3 It is considered 

HT 980 plate (23 mm thickness)

P1 = 16 kW, fd = 0 mm, : 0°Laser 
welding 
conditions

Top 
surface

Bottom 
surface

Cross 
section

1 atm (N2) 
0.3 m/min

0.1 kPa (N2) 
1.2 m/min

10 mm

Solidification
crack

HAZ

Weld fusion zone

12.20 Partial-penetration and full-penetration welds in HT 980 with 
disk laser at 1 atm and 0.1 kPa, showing crack and no crack in the 
weld fusion zone, respectively. 
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in aluminum alloys that solidi cation cracking is more likely to occur in a 
thicker plate at a higher welding speed.
 Observation of cracking surfaces is important in understanding the 
occurrence mechanism of solidi cation cracking. Generally, long cellular 
dendrites are observed. If the surface is characterized by clear dendrites, 
cracking should occur at high temperatures near the liquidus. If both cellular-
dendritic and at features are observed, it is supposed that the strain should 
be rapidly applied to the boundary, and consequently cracking occurs at a 
dendritic area of higher temperature and propagates along the grain boundary 
to a lower temperature region. On the other hand, in the HAZ of Ni-based 
alloys, etc., as the heating speed is fast during laser welding, compositional 
liquation should occur along the grain boundary between the base metal and 
an inclusion, which results in a higher possibility of liquation cracking.
 The hot cracking susceptibility of aluminum alloys is summarized as 

125 μm

v = 25 mm/s v = 75 mm/s v = 125 mm/s

125 μm

25 mm/s

1 mmt

2 mmt

3 mmt

4 mmt

5 mmt

6 mmt
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A7N01; P1 = 5 kW(CW), f = 254 mm, fd = 0 mm, Ar (Rg = 5 ¥ 105 mm3/s,  = 8 mm)

250 μm
Crack

Crack

: No cracking : Crack in half sections observed : Crack in all sections

12.21 Conditions of cracking formation in laser weld fusion zones of 
A7N01 alloy, showing effects of welding speed and plate thickness 
on cracking susceptibility. 
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a function of alloying content in Fig. 12.22.2,54–61 In each alloy system, 
cracking susceptibility increases with an increase in the alloying content to 
a certain level, and then the susceptibility decreases with the increase in the 
eutectic content. In normal welding, therefore, cracking prevention is tried 
by controlling compositions in the molten pool using a ller wire with a 
high content of Si or Mg.2,32,54,62
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12.22 Effects of alloying element and content on hot cracking 
susceptibility of welds in aluminum alloys.
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 From the above results, the relationship between cracking susceptibility, 
laser welding process and the plate thickness is schematically summarized 
in Fig. 12.23.1,2,36 Cracking susceptibility is the highest in spot welding with 
a pulsed laser, and is the lowest with CW laser welding of thin sheet (of 
about 1–3 mm thickness) under the proper welding conditions. However, it 
is noted that a rotational crack may occur when the full-penetration welding 
of thin sheets starts near the end.
 In order to reduce or prevent weld hot cracking, it is necessary to 
take measures from the viewpoints of both material or metallurgical and 
mechanical factors. In laser welding, therefore, the following measures are 
considered: 

 proper selection of the base metal, its thickness and weld fusion zone 
geometry,

 proper control of molten pool compositions by using a ller wire, and
 adoption of proper welding conditions for narrowing a mushy zone as 

well as suppression of rapid solidi cation and rapid tensile strain during 
solidi cation.
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12.23 Schematic representation of effects of various factors on 
solidification cracking susceptibility of laser welds. 
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Residual stress and distortion in laser  

welding
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Abstract: Typical examples of welding distortion and residual stress 
are presented first and the mechanism by which they are produced is 
explained using a simple mechanical model. Further, influential factors 
on various types of welding deformations and the distribution of residual 
stress are discussed based on the temperature distribution and the restraint. 
To understand the welding distortion and the residual stress associated 
with laser welding, typical examples selected from published articles are 
presented. 

Key words: residual stress, distortion, transverse shrinkage, angular 
distortion, longitudinal shrinkage, buckling, thermal cycle, mismatch, 
inherent strain, inherent deformation, inherent force, heat input, simulation, 
prediction, control.

13.1 Introduction

Fusion weldings, such as arc, electron beam weldings and laser welding, 
are commonly used to assemble a wide range of metal structures, ships, 
automobiles and passenger trains for example, because of their high productivity 
and advantages in weight saving. However, distortion and residual stress are 
formed as unavoidable consequences. Figure 13.1 shows the typical forms of 
welding distortions. Transverse shrinkage, longitudinal shrinkage and angular 
distortions are the three fundamental modes of welding deformations. The 
welding distortions observed in real welded structures are a combination of 
these modes. When the plate is thin and the heat input is large relative to 
the plate thickness, buckling type distortion can be produced by welding. 
Welding distortion is one of the major causes of the dimensional error of 
welded structures and the deflection of panels reduces the buckling and the 
load carrying capacity of thin plate welded structures. If the welding distortion 
exceeds the tolerable limit, it may cause delay in production schedules and 
reduces the productivity due to additional correction works.
 Figure 13.2 illustrates the distribution of welding residual stress on a butt 
welded plate. Figure 13.2(a) shows the distribution of longitudinal residual 
stress (component in welding direction) along the welding direction and the 
transverse section at the center. On the center section, the largest tensile 
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residual stress is observed in the location around the welding line and the 
value reaches almost the yield stress when the material is mild steel. To keep 
the balance, small compressive stress is produced in the area away from the 

S/2

S/2
DL/2 DL/2

(a) Transverse shrinkage

(c) Angular distortion

(b) Longitudinal shrinkage

(d) Rotational deformation

13.1 Typical welding distortions: (a) transverse shrinkage; (b) 
longitudinal shrinkage; (c) angular distortion; (d) rotational 
deformation.
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x x
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along welding 
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Distribution 
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section

Distribution 
on center 
section
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(a) (b)

13.2 Schema of welding residual stress distribution: (a) stress in 
welding direction (b) stress in transverse direction.
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weld line. As for the distribution along the welding line, the longitudinal 
residual stresses at both ends become zero because of the free boundary. In 
the same manner, the distribution of the transverse residual stress is shown 
in Fig. 13.2(b). The transverse residual stress is tensile at the center and it is 
compressive at the start and finish ends of the welding line. The transverse 
residual stress becomes zero along both edges of the plate.
 As will be discussed in this chapter, the magnitude of the welding distortion 
and the residual stress are strongly influenced by the welding heat input. 
Generally, the magnitude of the welding distortion and the residual stress 
increase with the heat input. In this sense, high energy density welding 
such as laser welding is advantageous because it requires smaller heat input 
compared to conventional arc welding.
 The welding distortion and the residual stress are produced as an undesirable 
consequence of the thermal cycle generated by the heat concentrated in a 
small area. The same mechanism can be utilized to form or bend plate to a 
desired curved shape by controlling the heat given to the plate. Since laser 
is superior in controllability, it can be used to form flat plate to arbitrary 
3D curved shapes for shipbuilding applications and it can be employed for 
fine adjustment of the geometry of machine parts. Also it can be employed 
to mitigate or improve the residual stress distribution of welded structures, 
such as the pressure vessels in power plant.

13.2 Causes of residual stress and distortion 

13.2.1 Mismatch and inherent strain

Welding residual stress and distortion are produced by mismatch of macroscopic 
scale (structural component level) and microscopic scale (strain level). Figure 
13.3 shows a simple example of macroscopic mismatch. Three bars a, b and 
c are connected at both ends as shown in Fig. 13.3(a) and the bar b in the 
center is melted by heat and cooled down to room temperature. Since bar 
b shrinks during cooling, the connected three bars shrink as shown in Fig. 
13.3(b). The deformation corresponding to this shrinkage is the displacement 
u and compressive stresses a and c are produced in bars a and c. Tensile 
stress b is produced in bar b. Figure 13.3(c) shows the lengths of three 
bars separated by cutting. Because of the thermal cycle, the length of bar b 
becomes shorter than the other two by DL. This difference of length DL is 
the mismatch and it produces the distortion u and the residual stresses a, 

b and c. 
 At this stage, it is worth noting that the distortion and the residual 
stress can be estimated if the mismatch DL is known. Let Aa, Ab, Ac be the 
cross-sectional area of three bars and E is the Young’s modulus. Then the 
deformation of the three bars joined together u and the residual stresses a, 

b, c are obtained as:
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  u = DL k (k + k*) = (1 – ) DL [13.1]

  a = c = –E (u/L) = –(1 – ) E(DL/L) [13.2]

  b = E (DL – u)/L = E (DL/L) [13.3]

In the above equations, k represents the stiffness of bar b and k* represents 
the sum of the stiffnesses of bars a and c, i.e.:

  k = EAb/L [13.4]

  k* = E(Aa + Ac)/L [13.5]

Then the parameter  defined by the following equation means the degree 
of restraint from bars a and c on bar b. 

   = k*/(k + k*) [13.6]

When the restraint is small, in other words (k* << k),  ª 0. If the restraint is 
large (k* >> k),  ª 1. Applying these relations to Eq. [13.1] and Eq. [13.3], 

Heat input

(a) Before applying heat (b) After cooling down

(c) Separated state

u

La

a

b

b

c

c

a b c

b

DL

L

13.3 Deformation and force produced by mismatch.
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it is readily seen that the mismatch turns into the deformation, and stress is 
not produced when the restraint is extremely small, i.e:

  u ª DL,      b ª 0      when  ª 0 [13.7]

If the restraint is extremely large, the mismatch turns into stress and no 
deformation is produced, i.e.:

  u ª 0,      b ª E(DL/L)      when  ª 1 [13.8]

 The microscopic mismatch can be explained using decomposition of 
strain into its components. The total strain  can be decomposed into the 
sum of the elastic strain e, the plastic strain p, the thermal strain T, the 
creep strain c and that produced through phase transformation t, i.e:

   = e + p + T + c + t [13.9]

Noting that the deformation and the stress are produced by the total strain 
 and the elastic strain e, Eq. [13.9] can be rearranged to:

   – e = p + T + c + t = * [13.10]

This equation means that the distortion  and the residual stress e are 
produced by the inherent strain * which consists of the plastic, the thermal, 
the creep strains and that caused by the phase transformation. The inherent 
strain is sometimes called ‘misfi t strain’. Though the detail is not explained 
here, the distortion and the residual stress after welding can be computed 
by elastic analysis if the distribution of the inherent strain * is known as 
in the case of the mismatch DL in the three-bar model.

13.2.2 Inherent strain and deformation in thin plate

Welding deformations in thin plate, such as the transverse shrinkage, 
longitudinal shrinkage and angular distortion shown in Fig. 13.1, are mostly 
produced by the longitudinal and the transverse inherent strains e ex y

* * and  
where x, y and z are coordinates taken in the welding, the width and the 
thickness directions. By integrating the inherent strain over the cross section 
normal to the welding line and taking the average through the thickness h, 
the inherent deformations are obtained:

  
Longitudinal shrinkage

 
d eL xd e

h
dydz* *dd 1 Ú  

[13.11]

  
Transverse shrinkage

 
d eT yd ed

h
dydz* *dd 1 Ú  

[13.12]

  
Longitudinal bending

 
qL xq

l
de xe yddd zdd** 1 Ú  

[13.13]
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Transverse bending

 
qT yqq

l
de ye yddd zdd** 1 Ú  

[13.14]

where
  

I z dydz1
12

2Ú
Among the above four components of the inherent deformation, three 
components except the longitudinal bending are important components 
in the distortion of welded structures. The inherent deformations can be 
calculated from the computed results by fi nite element analysis according 
to Eqs [13.11]–[13.14]. They can be also measured by experiments and 
used to predict the welding distortion of large-scale complex real structures 
(Murakawa et al., 1998).

13.2.3 Inherent stress and inherent force in thin plate

As the inherent deformation is defi ned based on the concept of the inherent 
strain, inherent stress and inherent force can be defi ned as relevant concepts. 
Through the constitutive relation, the inherent strains e ex ye e* *  are transformed 
into inherent stresses s sx ys* * :

  
Transverse inherent stress

 
s n ex xn e y

E*
2

* *=
1 –

)ne y
*(

 
[13.15]

  
Longitudinal inherent stress

 
s n ney xn ne y

E*
2

* *=
1 – 

 + )e y
*(nn

 
[13.16]

Further, the inherent forces and the inherent moments can be defi ned by the 
following equations.

  
Longitudinal inherent force F EE y zL xF EF E L

* *EE *ÚÚ ddyddd z Edd hEEx
* *dydd zdd

 
[13.17]

  
Transverse inherent force

 
F EE y zT yF EF E T

* *EE *EE ÚÚ ddyddd z Edd hEEy
* *dydd zdd

 
[13.18]

  
Longitudinal inherent moment

 
M E zE y zL xE zE L

* *E *zEE ÚÚ e qdydz EIx
* dydzx =

 
[13.19]

  
Transverse inherent moment

 
M E zE y zT yE zE T

* *E *zÚÚ e qdydz EIy
* dydzy = 

 
[13.20]

 As explained, the mismatch (inherent deformation) turns into deformation 
when the restraint is small and it turns into force when the restraint is large. It 
is natural to use the inherent strain or deformation for the transverse direction 
in which the restraint is small and to use the inherent stress or force for the 
longitudinal direction in which the restraint is large.
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13.3 Mechanism of formation of longitudinal and 

transverse shrinkage of welded joints

13.3.1 Inherent strain in three-bar model subjected to 
thermal cycle

As discussed, the welding distortion and the residual stress are caused by 
the mismatch in microscopic and macroscopic scales or the inherent strain 
and the inherent deformation. In this section, the mechanism by which the 
inherent strain and the inherent deformation are produced is explained using 
a simple model that consists of three bars, a, b and c as shown in Fig. 13.4. 
In this model, there is no mismatch in the beginning and the initial length 
of the three bars is L.
 If the temperature of bar b is raised by T °C in the heating process and 
the thermal expansion ratio is , the length of bar b in stress-free state is 
increased by TL due to the thermal expansion. The stress b acting on bar 
b can be obtained by substituting this value into Eq. [13.3] as the mismatch 
DL, i.e.:

  b = – E T [13.21]

Assuming E = 200 GPa,  = 10–5 1/°C, the thermal stress induced in the 
steel bar which is fully restrained (  = 1) becomes

  b = –2.0T MPa [13.22]

If the yield stress is 300 MPa, the stress reaches the yield stress when the 
temperature becomes 150°C and plastic deformation is produced during the 
further increase in temperature. 
 As a general case, the case in which 0 <  < 1 and the thermal cycle is 
0°C Æ Tmax °C Æ 0°C is considered. The time history of the stress during 

Heat input

La b c

13.4 Three-bar model under thermal cycle.
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the thermal cycle can be divided into three types depending on the maximum 
temperature reached Tmax as shown in Fig. 13.5:

1. Tmax < T1: (O Æ A Æ O) 

 Since the thermal stress remains below the yield stress, no plastic strain 
or inherent strain eb

*  is produced.

2. T1 < Tmax < T2      (O Æ B Æ C Æ D)

 Compressive plastic strain is produced only in the heating process.

3. T2 < Tmax      (O Æ B Æ G Æ H Æ F)

 Compressive plastic strain is produced in the heating process. Then 
tensile plastic strain is produced in the cooling process. As a result, 
compressive plastic strain remains as the inherent strain.

 Though the details of the derivation are not shown, the relation between 
the highest temperature reached Tmax, the inherent strain eb

*  and the residual 
stress b are summarized as follows:

1.  T T bmaTT x 1TT *  = 0e  [13.23]

  b = 0 [13.24]

2.  T T T T Tb1 mT TT T ax 2TT *
1 maxmTT ax <  = ( )e aT Tb 1 mTT TT ax  ( – )  [13.25]

  b = E (Tmax – T1) [13.26]

3.  T T b Y2 mT TT T ax
*    /e eb = – b  [13.27]

  b = Y [13.28]

S
tr

es
s

Y

– Y

0

F H

D

O

A

B C E G

T1 T2

Temperature

13.5 Stress in bar b under thermal cycle.
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where

  T1 = Y/ E  [13.29]

  T2 = 2T1 [13.30]

  Y = Y /E [13.31]

The above equations can be used to calculate the longitudinal shrinkage dL
*d  

or the tendon force F*
L as will be discussed in the next section. Also, Eqs 

[13.29] and [13.27] tell us that critical temperature T1, which corresponds to the 
transition point of the inherent strain, becomes high and the maximum value 
of the inherent strain eb

*  becomes large when the restraint  is small. 

13.3.2 Welding deformations in longitudinal and 
transverse direction

If the temperature distribution in a structure is uniform and there is no external 
restraint, neither residual stress nor distortion is produced by the thermal 
cycle. However, the metal is melted and joined by applying concentrated 
heat to a small area in welding. The temperature distribution in welding is 
not uniform and it changes with time. Figure 13.6 illustrates the temperature 
distribution during butt welding. The highest temperature is observed at 
the position of the heat source and the equitherms near the heat source 
are ellipsoids close to circles. As they move away from the heat source, 
the equitherms become long ellipsoids. This means that the temperature 
gradient near the heat source is large and that in the welding direction and 
the transverse direction is roughly of the same order. At the point behind 
the heat source, the temperature gradient in the transverse direction is large 
while that in the welding direction is small.
 The temperature gradient can be related to the restraint using the three-bar 
model. Figure 13.7 illustrates the temperature distribution and the restraint 
in the welding direction which produce longitudinal residual stress. Since 
the temperature gradient is large in the transverse direction, the area close to 
the weld can be considered as the heated bar b in the center. The remaining 
areas on both sides of the weld, corresponding to bars a and c, have large 
stiffness and their temperature is close to room temperature. The temperature 
distribution in each bar is assumed to be uniform for simplicity. It is readily 
understood that large tensile residual stress is produced in the weld zone due 
to the large restraint and the shrinkage in the welding direction is small for 
the same reason.
 Similarly, the illustration for the transverse stress and deformation is 
given in Fig. 13.8. As shown in the fi gure, the temperature gradient in the 
heating and the cooling processes are different. The temperature gradient in 
the welding direction in the heating process is large while that in the cooling 
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13.6 Schema of transient temperature distribution during butt 
welding.
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13.7 Temperature distribution and restraint in welding direction.
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process is small. Since the restraint in the heating process is large and the 
yield stress of the bars in the center and that just behind the heat source 
is small, the thermal expansion of these bars is fully transformed into the 
compressive plastic deformation. Thus, the shrinkage of these bars due to 
the plastic deformation dT

*d  is equal to the thermal expansion, i.e.:

  d a rTdd Q c hr*dd /aQa  [13.32]

where Q is heat input,  is density, c is specifi c heat, and h is thickness of 
plate. In the cooling process, the restraint becomes small due to the small 
temperature gradient in the longitudinal direction. Since the restraint and 
the stress are small, additional plastic deformation is not produced and the 
width of the plate becomes smaller by rTdd Q c hr*dd /aQa  after welding. 
 As is demonstrated through a simple three-bar model, the processes by 

Temperature gradient is 
small in cooling process

Temperature gradient is 
large in heating process

Thermal cycle Thermal cycle

13.8 Temperature distribution and restraint in transverse direction.
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which the stress and the deformation are formed are different between the 
welding and the transverse directions.

13.4 Infl uential factors on welding distortion and 

residual stress

The fundamental components of local deformations or the inherent 
deformations are the transverse shrinkage, the longitudinal shrinkage and 
the angular distortion shown in Fig. 13.1. The deformations, such as the 
longitudinal bending of beam, the buckling deformation and the twisting 
deformation shown in Fig. 13.9, are produced by the combination of the 
above fundamental components. Thus, if these inherent deformations are 
known, the distortion of the welded structure can be predicted by an elastic 
analysis (Murakawa et al., 1998).

13.4.1 Transverse shrinkage and angular distortions

In case of arc welding, Satoh and Terasaki (1976) showed that the transverse 
shrinkage dT

*d  can be consistently related to the heat input parameter Q/h2, 
where Q and h are welding heat input per unit length and thickness of plate, 
respectively. Figure 13.10 shows the relation between the transverse shrinkage 
and the heat input parameter Q/h2 for mild steel under arc welding. The heat 
input Q can be estimated by the following formula:

  Q = IU/v [13.33]

where  is heat effi ciency, I is welding current, U is welding voltage and v 
is welding speed.
 The parameter Q/h2 indicates the relative size of heat input compared to 
the plate thickness. When this parameter is small, only the part of the metal 
close to the surface along the weld bead is heated above the mechanical 
melting point (in the case of mild steel, it is roughly 700–800°C). When the 
parameter is greater than 20 J/mm3, the temperature reaches the mechanical 
melting point throughout the thickness. In such cases, the measured points 

13.9 Longitudinal bending of beam, buckling deformation and 
twisting deformation.
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are plotted along a line and the linear relation holds between the transverse 
shrinkage dT

*d  and the parameter Q/h2. This corresponds to the fact that the 
transverse shrinkage is roughly equal to the thermal expansion caused by 
the heat input. If mild steel is taken as an example:

   ª 1.2 ¥ 10–5 1/°C

  c ª 4.6 ¥ 102 J/kg.°C

   ª 7.8 ¥ 10–6 kg/mm3

By substituting the above material constants into Eq. [13.32], the following 
relation is obtained:

  dT
*d /h = Q/c h2 = (3.3 ¥ 10–3) Q/h2 [13.34]

The proportional constant 3.3 ¥ 10–3 is close to the slope of the line in Fig. 
13.10, which is 2.85 ¥ 10–3. If the heat input parameter is smaller than 20 
J/mm3, the shrinkage becomes smaller than the value corresponding to this 
line. This can be explained by the fact that the restraint from the region near 
the back surface of the plate, where the temperature is below the mechanical 
melting temperature, becomes large.

* T
/h
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T : transverse shrinkage
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13.10 Infl uence of heat input on transverse shrinkage under bead on 
plate welding.
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 Similarly, Fig. 13.11 shows the relation between the angular distortion qT
*  

and the net heat input Q. The angular distortion is produced by the through-
thickness temperature gradient. This is observed when the heat input is 
small and the plate is melted partially in the thickness direction. The angular 
distortion increases almost linearly with the heat input parameter up to Q/h2 
= 10 GJ/m3. When the parameter is larger than this, the angular distortion 
decreases with the parameter because the through-thickness temperature 
gradient becomes small.

13.4.2 Longitudinal shrinkage

Unlike the transverse shrinkage and the angular distortion, which can be 
directly represented as deformations, the longitudinal shrinkage is represented 
as the tendon force FLFF*. As explained, the inherent deformation is refl ected 
directly to the deformation when the restraint is small, while it is refl ected 
mainly to the force or the stress when the restraint is large. Thus, it is quite 
natural to describe the longitudinal shrinkage in terms of the force.
 According to White et al. (1980), the tendon force FLFF*  is proportional to 
the net heat input Q, i.e.:

  F aQLFF*    (N)  [13.35]

* T
/ 
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13.11 Infl uence of heat input on angular distortion under bead on 
plate welding.
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White et al. proposed 200 as the proportional constant a. As discussed in the 
above, the transverse shrinkage, the angular distortion and the longitudinal 
shrinkage are basically proportional to the heat input Q.
 The formula given by Eq. [13.35] can be derived from Eqs [13.24], [13.26] 
and [13.28]. When the butt welding of two plates with large enough width 
is considered, the restraint in the welding direction is very large so that the 
plane normal to the weld line can be assumed to be fully fi xed. When the 
plate is thin, the highest temperature reached at the point y away from the 
center line of the weld Tmax (y) is approximated as:

  
T y

Q
c h y

TT ( )yy = 0.242 1
r  

[13.36]

Using Eqs [13.24], [13.26], [13.28] and [13.36], the distribution of the 
residual stress component in the welding direction can be drawn as in Fig. 
13.12. Further its integration over the transverse cross section gives the 
tendon force FLFF*: 

  F c Q aQLFF*  = 0.335( /E )  Q =a rc/  [13.37] 

If the material is mild steel, the constant  becomes 233 and this value 
roughly agrees with the value proposed by White et al. Further dividing the 
tendon force by the stiffness of the cross section EBh, average strain in the 
longitudinal direction L is obtained:
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13.12 Distribution of longitudinal residual stress. 
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  L = FT/EBh = 0.335( /c Bh) Q [13.38]

where B is the breadth of the plate. It is noticed from the above equation 
that the Young’s modulus is involved in the tendon force but not in the 
longitudinal strain L.
 As shown in Fig. 13.12, the widths of the residual stress distribution B1

*  
and B2

*  are determined by the temperature T1 and T2. From Eq. [13.36], T1, 
T2 and B1

*, B2
*  are related through the following equations:

  
T

Q
c h B

T
Q

c h B1TT *

1
* 2TT *

2
* = 0.242 2 ,      = 0.242 2

r rh B c h1
* 2,

 
[13.39]

Noting that

  T1 = Y/E       and      T2 = 2 Y/E  [13.40]

the widths of residual stress distribution B1
*  and B2

*  are given by:

  
B

Q
c h

E
B

Q
c h

E
Yh1

*
2
* = 0.242

2
= 0.242 =rh

a
s rc hY c2

a
s 2

1
*B

 
[13.41]

The above equation tells us that the width of the residual stress distribution 
is also proportional to the heat input Q. And they are proportional to 
the Young’s modulus E and the thermal expansion ratio , and they are 
inversely proportional to the yield stress Y, specifi c heat c, density  and 
thickness h.

13.4.3 Buckling due to welding

Since the buckling is a nonlinear problem, it is diffi cult to explain it in 
a simple manner. Noting that the phenomena is linear up to the onset of 
buckling, it is relatively easy to discuss the critical heat input Qcr at which 
the plate starts to buckle by the residual stress produced by welding, and it 
can be easily shown that Qcr is proportional to (c / )(h3/B). For simplicity, 
let’s consider a square plate with stiffeners welded along four edges. The 
distribution of the welding residual stress in the plate is roughly approximated 
as shown in Fig. 13.13. The buckling is driven by the compressive residual 
stress R distributing in the center part of the plate. When the equilibrium is 
assumed, R must be in balance with the tensile stress distributing near the 
weld line or the tendon force LFF* . Further, the tendon force can be related 
to the heat input Q through Eq. [13.35]. i.e.: 

  
Bh F E

c
QR LFFs a

r= LFF = 0.335*

 
[13.42]

On the other hand, buckling stress cr is given by the following equation:
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s cr kE

h
B

=
2

Ê
ËÁ
ÊÊ
ËË

ˆ
¯̃
ˆ̂
¯̄  

[13.43]

where k is a constant determined by the aspect ratio and the boundary condition 
of the plate. Noting that the plate buckles when the welding residual stress R 
reaches the buckling stress cr, the critical heat input Qcr is shown to be:

  
Q k

c h
Bcr

3rh
aB  

[13.44]

The above equation tells us that Qcr is proportional to (c / )(h3/B). 
 As summarized in Table 13.1, the magnitudes of various types of welding 
deformations and the width of residual stress distribution can be related to 
the heat input Q and other parameters. All deformations and the width of 
residual stress distribution are linearly related to the heat input Q and the 
parameter /c . It is also seen that the Young’s modulus and the yield stress 
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W
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13.13 Distribution of residual stress in plate surrounded by welding 
lines.

Table 13.1 Factors infl uential to welding distortion and residual stress
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do not appear as primary factors except for the tendon force and the width 
of residual stress distribution.

13.5 Distortion and residual stress produced by laser 

welding

13.5.1 Welding distortion and its control

Laser welding is effective in reducing the distortion because of the small 
heat input resulting from deep and narrow weld seams compared with arc 
welding. For further improvement, influence of the welding power and 
welding speed on distortion and residual stress of laser beam welded shaft-
hub joints was investigated by Buschenhenke et al. (2010), who reported 
that high brightness lasers generate deeper welds with higher aspect ratio but 
this leads to higher tensile stress levels and is not necessarily beneficial for 
deformation. The deformation can be reduced at the higher welding speed 
with large laser power as shown in Fig. 13.14. Also the effectiveness of the 
multi-beam laser shown in Fig. 13.15 has been investigated (Buschenhenke 
et al., 2011). Figure 13.16 shows the distortions such as dishing slope and 
tilt measured and computed for single-beam and multi-beams. As seen from 
the figure, the tilt is significantly reduced by two beams on one side and 

Weld depth Aspect ratio Measured seam area
Max. tensile hoop stress Bending deformation

 4kW RL 4 kW FL 4 kW FL 8 kW DL 8 kW FL
 (600 μm) (200 μm) (150 μm) (200 μm) (200 μm)

400%

300%

200%

100%

0%

13.14 Influence of welding condition on residual stress and distortion 
(Buschenhenke et al., 2010).
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the dishing can be reduced by two beams on the face and back sides. It is 
also shown in this report that dense tack welds are effective in controlling 
the tilt.

Welding head

Sample

Laser beam

Clamping 
device

One beam

Two beam 
one-sided

Two beam 
double-sided

13.15 Welding set-up with one laser beam and the schematic 
overview of all beam positions (Buschenhenke et al., 2011).
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13.16 Effectiveness of multi-beam laser welding to reduce distortions 
such as dishing slope and tilt (Buschenhenke et al., 2011).
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13.5.2 Residual stress

Zhang et al. (2010) investigated multi-pass narrow gap laser welding of 
austenitic stainless steels. Thick stainless steels are welded by three welding 
methods, namely LBW, GTAW and GTAW + SMAW. Figure 13.17 shows 
the distribution of residual stresses measured on the surface of the specimen. 
As seen from the figure, the maximal value of the residual stress perpendicular 
to the welding bead for the laser welded joint is lower than those of the 
conventional GTAW. As for the width of residual stress distribution, the 
width for the laser welding is smaller than GTAW in both residual stresses 
perpendicular and parallel to the welding. This is because the heat input for 
the laser welding is small and this agrees with Table 13.1, which shows that 
the width of residual stress distribution is proportional to the heat input.
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Distance from the centerline of welding bead (mm)

(a) Residual stress perpendicular to welding direction
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(b) Residual stress parallel to welding direction
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13.17 Residual stresses of LBW, GTAW and GTAW+SMAW (Zhang et 
al., 2010).
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 In the case of laser powder deposition, the effect of the deposition pattern 
on the temperature and stress distribution has been studied by Foroozmehr 
and Kovacevic (2009). Figure 13.18 shows three deposition patterns tested 
and Plate XII (between pages 328 and 329) shows the influence of deposition 
pattern on the computed residual stress. It is reported that dividing the area 
under deposition into smaller areas results in less variation in temperature with 
a higher average temperature during the process. The stress distribution along 
the deposition direction and perpendicular to that direction are changed as a 
result of changing the deposition pattern. The results have a close agreement 
with the X-ray diffraction residual stress measurements. Similarly, Chae and 
Mazumder (2011) investigated how the residual stress in laser direct metal 
deposition is developed over time. Also the effects of the laser power on 
thermal behavior such as melt pool size and temperature field have been 
studied.

13.5.3 Prediction by simulation

There are two simulation methods which can be employed for the prediction 
of welding distortions and residual stresses. One is the thermal elastic 
plastic finite element analysis, in which the welding is treated as a transient 
nonlinear problem (Ueda and Yamakawa, 1971). The other is the inherent 
strain method, in which the distortion and residual stress are computed by 
elastic analysis using the inherent strain as initial strain (Ueda et al., 1977; 

2

3

1

Y

X

Three-section Two-section One-section

13.18 Coupons made with different deposition patterns (Foroozmehr 
and Kavacevic, 2009). 
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Murakawa et al., 1998). They have both advantages and disadvantages. The 
latter is advantageous in computational time and disadvantageous because 
the detail of the welding condition, such as the gap control and fitting, may 
not be fully considered in some cases. To predict the welding distortion and 
the residual stress of large-scale structures, methods combining these two 
are proposed as a practical approach. 
 A local–global finite element approach (Tsirkas et al., 2003b) is one of 
the combined methods to predict welding distortions of large structures. 
Figure 13.19 shows the distortions of a member of a ship structure assembled 
in two different sequences by laser welding. The local approach takes into 
account thermal, metallurgical and mechanical aspects of the laser welding 
process. The simulation of the laser welding process was performed using a 
nonlinear heat transfer analysis, based on a keyhole formation model, and a 
coupled transient thermomechanical analysis. The global approach involves 
the transfer of residual plastic strains and the stiffness of the weld, obtained 
from the local model, to the global analysis, which provides the distortions 
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13.19 Predicted distortions of a ship structure member assembled in 
two different sequences by laser welding (Tsirkas et al., 2003b).
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in the member. The developed methodology was applied to the evaluation 
of global distortions due to laser welding of stiffeners on a plate. 
 The thermal elastic plastic finite element method was employed to 
predict distortions of various types of joints, such as butt joints (Tsirkas et 
al., 2003a; Arai and Asano, 2009) and aluminum lap joints (Moraitis and 
Labeas, 2008).

13.5.4 Laser forming

Since laser is superior in controllability compared to other heat sources, 
such as gas frame and arc, it can be applied to forming three-dimensional 
doubly curved shapes from a flat plate. The mechanism of deformation during 
the forming process is the same as in the case of welding deformation. By 
selecting process parameters, such as the power, beam diameter and scanning 
speed, the laser can be applied to structures with a wide range of plate 
thicknesses from thick plate for ship structures (Romero et al., 2011) to thin 
sheet metals (Jamil et al., 2010). In the case of application to shipbuilding 
industries, Plate XIII (between pages 328 and 329) shows the computed 
deformation of plate after forming by CO2 laser. Computer simulation has 
a great potential in the design of the forming procedure. Simulation of the 
process to form a bowl shape from a circular plate (Venkadeshwaran et al., 
2009) and the simulation of laser forming of the particle reinforced metal 
matrix composites (Liu et al., 2009) have been reported. Attempts have also 
been made to predict the deformation in the laser forming process using an 
analytical method (Kyrsanidi et al., 2000).
 When the plate is relatively thick, the plastic strain produced by the 
thermal load can be employed. In the case of very thin plate, the plastic 
strain produced by micro shockwave (Bechtold et al., 2009), illustrated in 
Fig. 13.20, can be employed and this type of forming method can be used 
for fine adjustment of geometry of thin metal parts.

13.5.5 Problems to be tackled

Judging from the amount of literature reporting the simulation of the laser 
welding process, it is clear that theoretical prediction is a powerful means 
to understand how the deformation and residual stresses develop. It is also 
useful to identify the influential factors to reduce the distortion and the 
residual stress. To obtain reliable conclusions from the simulations, the 
modeling of the heat source is very important as in the case of arc welding. 
In the case of the laser welding, development of an accurate and simple 
keyhole model is necessary. 
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Plate XI Typical temperature distribution for a laser welded specimen 
resulting from the finite element analysis.

Plate XII Computed effect of deposition pattern on residual stress 
distribution (from Foroozmehr F and Kovacevic R (2009) ‘Effect 
of path planning on residual stress distribution in laser powder 
deposition process’, Proceedings of ICALEO’09, 830–839).
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Plate XIII Computed deformation of plate after forming by CO2 laser 
(from Romero P, Otero N, Pintos V, Arias R (2011) ‘Experimental 
analysis of automated laser forming for shipbuilding industry’, 
Proceedings of ICALEO’ll, 1272–1279).

Plate XIV Weld pool shape in the cross section perpendicular to the 
laser scanning direction obtained by FEM analysis: (a) single-beam 
irradiation, (b) parallel twin-beam irradiation. 
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Applications of robotics in laser welding 
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Abstract: This chapter describes how seam-tracking sensors can be 
integrated in a robotic laser welding system for automatic teaching of the 
seam trajectory as well as for correcting small errors from a pre-defined 
seam trajectory. Calibration procedures are required to derive accurate 
transformations of laser and sensor tool frames relative to each other or 
relative to the robot flange. A tool calibration procedure is described that 
involves movements of the tool above a special calibration object. The 
accuracy of this procedure is influenced by errors in the robot movement. 
Therefore, another calibration procedure is developed, which is a direct 
measurement of the sensor tool frame relative to the laser tool frame. A 
trajectory-based control approach is presented for real-time seam tracking, 
where a seam-tracking sensor measures ahead of the laser focal point. In this 
control approach, sensor measurements are related to the robot position to 
build a geometric seam trajectory, which is followed by the laser focal point.

Key words: robotics, sensors, laser welding, hand-eye calibration, seam-
tracking, trajectory-based control.

14.1 Introduction: key issues in robotic laser 

welding

In the manufacturing industry, many types of joints are used for laser welding. 
This chapter considers continuous seam welding of 3D seams, where the 
handling of the laser welding head is done with robotic manipulators. Six-
axis robotic manipulators are relatively cheap and flexible as they can reach 
more complicated seams, opening a wider range of applications. A typical 
example of a 3D product where robotic laser welding may be applied can 
be found in Fig. 14.1.
 Unfortunately, the absolute accuracy of robotic manipulators does not meet 
the accuracy demands of laser welding. Therefore, welding of 3D seams is 
not a trivial extension to seam welding of two-dimensional seams. Accurate 
manual programming of these welding trajectories is time-consuming. CAD/
CAM or off-line programming software may be used to generate the welding 
trajectories, but it remains difficult to accurately match such a trajectory 
with the actual seam trajectory in the work cell. The important accuracy 
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requirement is the accuracy of the laser focal point relative to the product. 
This accuracy is influenced by the robotic manipulator and the product, e.g. 
product tolerances and clamping errors. For laser welding of steel sheets 
using a laser spot diameter of 0.45 mm and a focal length of 150 mm, it 
was found that a lateral tolerance of ±0.2 mm has to be satisfied in order 
to avoid weld quality degradation (Duley, 1999; Kang et al., 2008), which 
has to be achieved at welding speeds up to 250 mm/s.
 To cope with these issues, seam-tracking sensors that measure the seam 
trajectory close to the laser focal spot are required (Huissoon, 2002). The 
requirements for the positioning accuracy of the laser beam on the seam, the 
integration and the automation of the process will be fulfilled using seam-
tracking sensors. Many different sensing techniques for measuring three-
dimensional information can be distinguished, e.g. inductive measurements, 
range measurement using different patterns, surface orientation measurement 
using different surfaces, optical triangulation, etc. (Regaard et al., 2009). 
Sensors based on optical triangulation with structured light are used most 
often as they provide accurate 3D information at a considerable distance 
from the product surface. Optical triangulation can be divided into two 
parts: beam scanning and pattern projecting. In beam scanning, a projector 
and detector are used that are simultaneously scanning the surface. Pattern 
projecting is done with different structures, e.g. one or multiple lines, circles, 
crosses or triangles. A two-dimensional camera observes the structures, and 
features are detected using image processing. The sensor uses a laser diode 
to project a single line of laser light on the surface at a certain angle. A 

14.1 Example of a complex 3D product that is very suitable for 
robotic laser welding.
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camera observes the diffuse reflection of the laser diode on the surface at 
a different angle. Deviations on the surface will result in deviations on the 
camera image, which are detected. Several features are detected from the 
camera, e.g. the 3D position and an orientation angle.
 A considerable amount of work preparation time consists of programming 
the robot for a new welding job. This can be decreased by using a seam-
tracking sensor for automatic teaching of the seam-trajectory. Once a seam 
has been taught in this way, it can be welded in any number of products as 
long as no modifications of this trajectory occur, e.g. due to clamping errors, 
product tolerances, heat deviation errors, etc. In cases where modifications of 
this trajectory do occur, the sensor can be used to correct small errors from 
a pre-defined seam trajectory, using sensor measurements obtained some 
distance ahead of the laser focal point. Both the sensor and laser welding 
head are tools that are attached to the robot flange. The sensor measures 
relative to its own coordinate frame, but the corrections need to be applied 
in the laser coordinate frame. The transformations between these coordinate 
frames and the robot flange need to be accurately calibrated.
 This chapter describes how such sensors can be integrated in a robotic laser 
welding system. A typical connection topology with the main components 
used in a sensor-guided robotic laser welding system is given in Section 
14.2. Different coordinate frames are described in Section 14.3. From a 
scientific point of view, two major subjects are of particular interest: tool 
calibration (Section 14.4) and seam teaching/tracking (Section 14.5); for 
the latter a trajectory-based control architecture is presented (Section 14.6), 
which allows the construction of the robot trajectory during the robot motion. 
Finally, integration issues and future trends are discussed in Section 14.7. 

14.2 Connection topology

Common components in a sensor-guided robotic laser welding system are a 
robot controller, seam-tracking sensor, laser source and a fibre to guide the 
laser light to a welding head, where it is focused on the product. Process gas 
protects the melt pool from oxidation and a crossjet protects the focusing lens 
in the welding head from process spatters. Figure 14.2 shows the components 
used in a typical sensor-guided robotic laser welding system.
 All the components inside the dotted box require real-time execution. 
The robot controller controls not only the robot motion but also the other 
equipment during laser welding. The laser, crossjet and process gas have to 
be switched on and off synchronously with the robot motion. An industrial 
Devicenet bus system is used here, but in general many different bus systems 
exist that are equally well suited. The seam-tracking sensor is located within 
the real-time execution box, as its measurements must be synchronised with 
the measurements of the robot joint angles to get accurate results at the 
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high speeds that occur in a robotic laser welding system (De Graaf et al., 
2005).
 The system operator can control the system using a (graphical) user interface 
(GUI) called ‘24Laser’, which may be present on the teach pendent of the 
robot controller or on a separate computer. The GUI is used to prepare and 
start a laser welding job. Furthermore, it may contain various algorithms for 
seam teaching, real-time seam tracking and tool calibration.

14.3 Coordinate frames and transformations

An overview of the coordinate frames and transformations that can be 
distinguished in a sensor-guided robotic welding system can be found in 
Nayak and Ray (1993). Their overview is generalised, by adding a station 
frame M and a product frame H.
 A transformation describes the location (position and orientation) of a 
frame with respect to a reference frame. Transformations are indicated by 
the symbol T with a leading superscript, that defines the reference frame 
they refer to. The leading subscript defines the frame they describe, e.g. 
transformation A

BT describes frame B with respect to frame A.
 In the literature, 4 ¥ 4 homogeneous transformation matrices are often 
used to describe transformations (Craig, 1986; Khalil and Dombre, 2002). 

Devicenet

Ethernet

Laser  
source

Robot 
controller

Process gas 
crossjet

Real-time 
execution

24Laser 
GUI

Seam-tracking 
sensor

Camera

Fibre

Robot

Seam trajectory

14.2 Typical connection topology in a sensor-guided robotic laser 
welding system.
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They consist of a 3 ¥ 3 rotation matrix and 3D position vector. Homogeneous 
transformation matrices have some useful properties, e.g. different 
transformations can be added using matrix multiplication. The following 
frames are defined in Fig. 14.3:

∑ B: Base or world frame. This frame is attached to the robot base and 
does not move with respect to the environment.

∑ N: Null frame. The null frame is located at the robot end-effector or the 
end of the robot flange. The null frame is described with respect to the 
base frame by coordinate transformation BNT, which is a function of the 
joint positions of the robot arm (forward kinematics or direct geometric 
model).

∑ L: Laser tool frame. The laser tool frame is located at the focal point 
of the laser beam. The z-axis of this frame coincides with the laser 
beam axis. Because the laser beam is axi-symmetric, the direction of 
the x-axis is arbitrary, unless the symmetry is broken due to, e.g., the 
presence of peripheral equipment. Without loss of generality it will be 
chosen in the direction of the sensor tool frame. The transformation 
N

LT describes the laser tool frame with respect to the null frame. This  

B
NT

N
LT

N
ST

L
ST

P
Ci

TM
P T

B
MT

N

H

L
B

M

S

Gi

z

x
y

14.3 Frames and transformations for sensor-guided robotic laser 
welding.
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is a fixed transformation determined by the geometry of the welding 
head.

∑ S: Sensor tool frame. The seam-tracking sensor is fixed to the welding 
head and therefore indirectly to the robot flange. The transformation NST 
describes the sensor tool frame with respect to the null frame. Note that, 
because both transformations are fixed, this transformation can also be 
described with respect to the Laser tool frame instead of the Null frame 
by transformation L

ST.
∑ M: Station frame. The station frame is the base of the station or worktable 

a product is attached to. It is possible that the product is clamped on a 
manipulator which moves the product with respect to the base frame. In 
that case the transformation BMT describes the station frame with respect 
to the base frame and depends on the joint values of the manipulator.

∑ H: Product frame. This frame is located on a product. The transformation 
M

HT describes the product frame with respect to the station frame. This 
frame is useful if a series of similar products are welded on different 
locations of a station.

∑ G: Seam frame. Every discrete point on a seam can be described with 
a different coordinate frame. The transformation H

GT describes a seam 
frame with respect to the product frame.

∑ T: Robotic tool frame. A general robot movement is specified by the 
movement of a robotic tool frame T, which can be either the sensor tool 
S or laser tool L. Some equations used in this chapter account for either 
S or L. In that case, the symbol T will be used.

∑ F: Robotic frame. A general robot movement is specified with respect 
to a frame F, which can be the base frame B, station frame M, product 
frame H or seam frame G. The symbol F will be used in general equations 
that account for all of these frames.

In many cases, an external manipulator is not present and a series of products 
will only be welded at a fixed location in the work cell. Both transformations 
B

MT and MHT can then be chosen as unity. A seam frame G is then described 
with respect to the robot base with transformation B

GT.

14.4 Tool calibration

Generic work on calibration of wrist-mounted robotic sensors has been 
performed since the late 1980s and early 1990s. It is often referred to as the 
hand-eye calibration or sensor mount registration problem. Homogeneous 
transformation equations of the form AX = XB are solved, where X represents 
the unknown tool transformation, A is a pre-defined movement relative to the 
robot flange and B is the measured change in tool coordinates. It was first 
addressed by Chou and Kamel (1988), although several other approaches 
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for obtaining a solution have been presented by Shiu and Ahmad (1989), 
Tsai and Lenz (1989), Zhuang and Shiu (1993), Park and Martin (1994), 
Lee and Ro (1996), Lu et al. (1996), Thorne (1999), Daniilidis (1999) and 
Huissoon (2002).
 In most of the above-mentioned references, mathematical procedures 
are presented to solve the generic calibration problem of wrist-mounted 
sensors. In these publications, the procedures are verified using simulation 
data only. Daniilidis (1999) and Huissoon (2002) are the only ones who 
present experimental results. A major drawback in the presented simulations 
is that in all publications, except Lee and Ro (1996), only the influence of 
stochastic errors (measurement noise) is considered and not the influence 
of systematic errors originating from robot geometric nonlinearities, optical 
deviations, sensor reflections, etc. In De Graaf (2007), the influence of such 
systematic errors on the tool calibration procedures is analysed in more 
detail, which shows that the accuracy that can be achieved with these tool 
calibration procedures is limited to approximately 1 mm.
 Huissoon (2002) is the only author to directly apply the tool calibration 
methods to robotic laser welding. However, he does not give results of the 
sensor tool calibration procedure he uses. No publications were found that 
apply the calibration procedures to a laser welding head without a sensor. 
A calibration procedure for a laser welding head is presented in Section 
14.4.1, which uses the coaxial camera attached to the welding head and a 
calibration object.
 In a sensor-guided robotic laser welding system, the sensor measures 
relative to its coordinate system (S), but the measurements are applied in the 
laser coordinate frame (L). According to Fig. 14.2 the transformation L

GT 
that describes the transformation between laser frame L and seam frame G, 
representing the deviation of the laser focal point and the seam trajectory, 
can be computed as:

  L
GT = L

ST · S
GT, [14.1]

where L
ST is a fixed geometrical transformation from the laser frame to the 

sensor frame and SGT represents a measured location on the seam trajectory 
relative to the sensor frame S. To position the laser spot accurately on the 
seam, both of these transformations need to be accurately known (< 0.2 
mm).
 Robot movements can be defined relative to the flange frame N or relative 
to any tool frame T, which can be S or L. When robot movements are defined 
relative to the sensor or the laser tool frame, the transformations NLT (which 
represents the transformation from flange to laser frame) and N

ST (which 
represents the transformation from flange to sensor frame) need to be known 
respectively. According to Fig. 14.2, one of the transformations L

ST, N
LT 

and N
ST can be computed if the other two are known using:
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  N
ST = N

LT · L
ST [14.2]

The most important transformation that needs to be accurately known is 
the transformation L

ST, which can be computed using Eq. [14.2] from the 
result of a laser tool calibration procedure and a sensor tool calibration 
procedure. Because both N

LT and N
ST cannot be accurately determined due 

to geometric robot errors, a combined calibration procedure is presented in 
Section 14.4.2, where the transformation L

ST is determined by means of a 
direct measurement that does not involve robot movements. Therefore, errors 
in the robot geometric model do not influence the measurement, which makes 
this method much more accurate.

14.4.1 Laser tool calibration

The laser tool calibration procedure uses a coaxial CCD camera, which is 
attached to the welding head. The setup with coordinate frames used are 
shown in Fig. 14.4.
 For the calibration procedure, the following additional frames are 
defined:

∑ C: Camera frame. The surface normal of the camera chip coincides with 
the z-axis of frame C and with the optical axis of the laser beam.

∑ R: Reference frame. A calibration object with a mirror, a pinhole with 
a light emitting diode (LED) and a plate of black anodised aluminium 
is placed in the robot work space. The origin of frame R is located at 
the pinhole providing a fixed point in robot space that can be measured 
by the camera.

∑ P: Pilot laser frame. A low-power pilot laser will be applied, using the 

14.4 Frames for laser tool calibration.
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same optical fibre as the high power Nd:YAG laser. The projection of 
the laser light spot from this pilot laser on the camera chip will be used 
for focal measurements.

In the calibration procedure, the pilot laser will be used. The transformation 
N

LT can be split according to:

  N
LT = N

PT · P
LT [14.3]

The pilot laser and Nd:YAG laser share the same optical axis. The rotation 
of these frames around the optical axis is assumed to be identical and P

LT 
is a transformation that represents a pure translation with a distance d along 
the z-axis. The distance d only depends on the optical system of the welding 
head. If the optical system does not change, it needs to be determined once. 
In the calibration procedure the transformation NPT from flange frame to pilot 
frame will be determined and finally a procedure is outlined to determine 
distance d. Using Eq. [14.3] and known distance d, the transformation N

LT 
from flange frame to laser frame is easily computed.
 The camera may be rotated freely around the optical axis. The orientation 
between the laser frame or the pilot frame and the camera frame is therefore 
related as:

  L
CR = P

CR = rot(z, f) [14.4]

where rot(z, f) is a rotation matrix that represents a pure rotation around 
the z-axis with an angle f.
 The camera is used to observe the pinhole in the calibration object or a 
reflection of the pilot laser beam in the mirror. In either case, the camera 
image shows a light spot in a dark background (Fig. 14.5). Using basic image 
processing (Van der Heijden, 1994), the centre of gravity of the light spot 
and the number of pixels of the light spot are determined. Details of the 
image processing algorithms used can be found in Van Tienhoven (2004).
The position CP in pixels of the centre of this light spot relative to the camera 
frame C is denoted by

  CP = [CPx 
CPy 0]T. [14.5]

The camera measures two degrees-of-freedom. The orientation of the camera 
frame and the pilot frame are related through Eq. [14.4]. If frame P moves 
from location Pi to location Pi+1, the camera frame moves from location 
Ci to location Ci+1. The positions between the frame movements are then 
related as

  Pi Pi+1 P = rot(z, f) · Ci Ci+1 P · 1/c [14.6]

where 1/c is a scaling factor to convert from camera pixels to millimetres. 
The camera pixels may not be square in which case different ratios 1/cx and 
1/cy are used for the camera x-direction and y-direction.
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 To make sure that the observed object stays within the range of the 
camera, movements are defined relative to a nominal pilot frame Pn, which 
is an estimation of the actual pilot laser frame Pa. The maximum allowable 
difference between the nominal frame and the actual frame depends on the 
field-of-view of the camera. In practice, this is large enough to start the 
calibration procedure with a user-defined nominal tool transformation N

PnT 
that is known from the dimensions of the welding head. 
 The generic AX=XB equation is written relative to the nominal pilot frame 
Pn, instead of the flange frame N, where A is a prescribed transformation 
(movement) in the nominal pilot frame and B is a measured transformation 
in the actual pilot frame. Transformation B cannot be completely measured 
because a 2D camera is used. By choosing the prescribed movement A in a 
suitable way, parts of the AX=XB equation can be solved in subsequent steps. 
During the calibration procedure, the translation and rotation components of 
X are solved separately using the following procedure:

∑ Determination of the pilot frame orientation: A number of robot movements 
are made that are defined as pure translations in the nominal pilot frame, 
while observing the pinhole in the camera image to find the rotation 
matrix Pn

PaR. During this calibration step, the ratios cx and cy to convert 
from camera pixels to millimetres are computed as well as the camera 
rotation angle f.

∑ Determination of the surface normal and focal position: The calibration 
object is placed arbitrarily in the robot workspace. In this step the optical 
axis of the welding head and the surface normal of the calibration object 
are aligned by projecting the pilot laser on the camera image using the 
mirror and moving the pilot frame along its optical axis. Furthermore, 
the focal position of the pilot laser on the camera will be determined.

∑ Determination of pilot frame position. A number of robot movements 

y

xCCP

14.5 Typical camera measurement during the laser tool calibration 
procedure. Note that the angle of the line is irrelevant for the laser 
tool calibration, but used later in the combined calibration procedure 
of Section 14.4.2.
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are made that are defined as pure rotations in the nominal pilot frame, 
while observing the pinhole in the camera image to find the position 
vector Pn

PaP.
∑ Determination of the difference d in focal height between the pilot 

frame as it is focused on the camera chip and the Nd:YAG frame as it 
is focused on the surface. This is done by making spot welds on a plate 
of anodised aluminium attached to the calibration object (in the same 
plane as the mirror) and determining the height corresponding to the 
smallest spot relative to the pilot focal position.

Details of the algorithms used and experimental results can be found in Van 
Tienhoven (2004) and De Graaf (2007).

14.4.2 Combined calibration

To be able to compute the sensor pose relative to a calibration object from 
a single sensor measurement, Huissoon (2002) proposes to add edges to 
such a calibration object. He describes a calibration object with three edges 
and a mathematical approach for computing the sensor pose relative to the 
calibration object. For this task, a calibration object with two edges is used 
as this is sufficient to determine the complete sensor pose. This calibration 
object offers improved accuracy and noise suppression over Huissoon’s 
object. A more complex nonlinear matrix equation has to be solved however, 
which Huissoon avoids by using an additional edge feature.
 The two upper edges of the calibration object give three lines in a sensor 
image (Fig. 14.6). From the lines in the sensor image, the intersections of 
the edges of the calibration object with the laser plane can be computed. 
This is done by fitting lines through the sensor data and computing their 
intersections P1, P2 and P3 as indicated in Fig. 14.6(b). Note that P1 is a virtual 
intersection that is constructed by extrapolating the outer line parts. These 
intersections are 3D vectors in the sensor frame, where two coordinates are 
measured in the CMOS image and the third coordinate is computed using 
the known diode angle of the sensor. Hence, there are a total number of nine 
parameters, where six of them are independent. Every sensor pose yields a 
unique combination of these parameters. The algorithms for computing the 
sensor pose from the intersections as well as experimental results can be 
found in De Graaf (2007).
 In order to measure the transformation L

ST, the two calibration objects 
that are used in the sensor and laser tool calibration procedure are combined 
in a single calibration object (Fig. 14.7). From this figure, it can be derived 
that the transformation L

ST is computed as:

  L
ST = L

RT · R
ET · E

ST [14.7]
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The sensor calibration object has its own frame E and is mounted in such a 
way that the transformation R

ET is known from the geometry of the object. 
The transformation E

ST can be measured using the measurement method 
described in De Graaf (2007). The only unknown transformation is L

RT, 
which will be derived next.
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(b)

14.6 (a) Sensor positioned above the calibration object. (b) Typical 
sensor profile on the calibration object.
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 After the laser tool calibration procedure has been performed, a number 
of important conditions are determined:

1. The welding head is positioned normal to the calibration object.
2. The origin of the laser frame L has been determined in the camera image, 

so the position of the light spot can be measured relative to frame L.
3. The focal position of the welding head is positioned at the surface of 

the calibration object.
4. The scaling factors cx and cy from camera pixels to millimetres are 

determined.

These conditions will be used to determine transformation L
RT. The optical 

axis of the welding head is normal to the calibration object (condition 1). Using 
condition 2, 3 and 4, it is known that transformation L

RT can be determined 
from several features in the camera image, using the scaling factor cx and cy 
that were obtained during the laser tool calibration procedure.
 The position of a spot and the orientation of a line in the camera image 
(Fig. 14.7) are needed to determine transformation L

RT. Image processing 
algorithms and experimental results are beyond the scope of this chapter and 
can be found in De Graaf (2007). 

L

E
S

R

y
y y

z z

z

x xx

R
E T

E
ST

L
ST

14.7 Laser and sensor positioned above the combined calibration 
object. Note that in this figure, frame L (attached to the welding 
head) overlaps frame R (attached to a pinhole in the calibration 
object), which is not generally the case.
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14.5 Seam teaching and tracking

Two strategies are distinguished for sensor-guided robotic laser welding:

1. Teaching of the seam trajectory with the sensor in a first step (seam 
teaching) and laser welding in a second step.

2. Real-time seam tracking during laser welding. When the sensor is mounted 
some distance in front of the laser focal point, it can measure the seam 
trajectory and let the laser focal point track the measured trajectory in 
the same movement.

Seam teaching (method 1) has the advantage that it can be performed using 
point-to-point movements, where the robot stabilises after every step. This 
increases the accuracy as dynamic robot behaviour and synchronisation 
errors can be avoided.
 In a production environment, method 2 would be preferred as it is faster 
and thus saves time and money. The seam-tracking sensor measures relative 
to its own coordinate frame (which is attached to the end-effector of the robot 
arm). Therefore its measurements cannot be directly used during a robot 
movement. The sensor measurements will only be useful if the Cartesian 
location of the sensor frame in the robot workspace (computed from the 
robot joint angles) is known at the same time. This can be accomplished in 
two ways:

∑ Let the robot make a movement and wait until it stabilises. Because the 
robot is stabilised the location of the sensor frame in the robot workspace 
does not change in time. Then, a sensor measurement can be easily 
related to the corresponding robot position.

∑ When a sensor measurement is obtained during the robot motion, the 
time axes of the robot and the sensor need to be synchronised. If these 
are synchronised the robot joints can be interpolated to match the sensor 
measurement with the robot joints or vice versa.

Robot-sensor synchronisation can easily be achieved for a simple external 
sensor (like a LVDT), where the sensor operates continuously and is interfaced 
directly to the robot, because the sensor data is immediately available when 
the robot needs it. Synchronisation becomes more challenging when complex 
sensor systems, like camera-based sensors with their own real-time clock, 
are used (De Graaf et al., 2005).
 Seam teaching for arc welding has been regarded as being solved by 
many authors (e.g. Nayak and Ray, 1993). They focus on ways to use sensor 
information for real-time seam tracking and job planning. Most publications 
apply seam tracking to robotic arc welding, where the accuracy requirements 
(±1 mm) are less stringent than for laser welding. Two publications (Andersen, 
2001; Fridenfalk and Bolmsjö, 2003) apply seam tracking to the application 
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of robotic laser welding. Unfortunately, Andersen (2001) gives no technical 
details of his algorithms. Fridenfalk and Bolmsjö (2003) describe their 
algorithm but do not pay much attention to robot integration aspects (e.g., 
robot–sensor synchronisation). The inaccuracy of their system (±2 mm) is 
much larger than the 0.2 mm that is aimed at for laser welding of seams.
 No publications were found that analyse the influence of various error 
sources (e.g., robot geometric errors) on seam teaching and seam tracking. 
The influence of these error sources on seam teaching and seam tracking 
cannot be underestimated, as shown in De Graaf (2007).

14.6 Trajectory-based control

To use a sensor for real-time seam tracking, a deep integration in the robot 
controller is needed. Unfortunately, most robot manufacturers do not allow 
the robot trajectory to be changed on-the-fly. Others do allow it, but no 
generic interfaces exist, and for each different robot manufacturer, different 
strategies have to be applied. In this section, a trajectory-based control 
strategy is proposed as a generic way of generating and extending the robot 
trajectory when the robot motion is already in progress.
 The trajectory-based control approach can be used for a number of different 
operations:

∑ teaching a seam trajectory, with prior knowledge of its geometry, e.g. 
from CAD data

∑ teaching an unknown seam trajectory
∑ real-time tracking a seam trajectory, with prior knowledge of its 

geometry
∑ real-time tracking an unknown seam trajectory.

The prior knowledge of the seam trajectory is included in the nominal seam 
trajectory, which is an approximation of the actual seam trajectory that 
the laser focal point has to track during laser welding. The nominal seam 
trajectory can be obtained in several ways:

∑ by manual programming
∑ from a previous seam-teaching procedure
∑ from a CAD file or off-line programming software.

The seam locations of the nominal and actual seam trajectories are both 
stored in buffers that contain a number of seam locations. In practice, the 
nominal seam locations are expected to be within a few millimetres of the 
actual seam trajectory, which implies that if the sensor is positioned on the 
nominal seam trajectory, the actual seam trajectory is in the sensor’s field 
of view.
 Figure 14.8 shows a block diagram of the trajectory-based control strategy. 
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The top part of this figure contains the robot trajectory generation, the bottom 
part contains the sensor integration part. The figure will be explained, starting 
from the top left.
 The tool trajectory buffer contains a list of locations (positions and 
orientations) that the robot tool T (which can be S or L) has to pass through 
during the robot motion. These locations do not need to be equidistant. 
During the robot motion, new locations can be added to the tool trajectory 
buffer, thus extending the robot trajectory.
 A real-time setpoint generator interpolates the locations in the tool 
trajectory buffer and computes location setpoints FTTk for every kth fixed time 
interval (4 ms in our case). The movement should be smooth as defined by 
the maximum acceleration, velocity and deceleration specified in the motion 
descriptor. A real-time setpoint generator that uses cubic interpolation based 
on quaternions is used (De Graaf, 2007).
 From a location setpoint FTTk, the known tool transformation NTT and the 
known frame transformation BFT, transformation BNTk is calculated. Next, a 
robot joint angle setpoint qd

k is calculated using the inverse geometric model 
(Khalil and Dombre, 2002).
 The robot joint angle setpoints qd

k are the reference input for the joint motion 
controller, which is proprietary to Stäubli. It tracks the joint measurements 
qm

k in such a way that the tracking error |qd
k−qm

k| on the specified path 
remains small.
 The seam-tracking sensor computes the transformation S

GTi from a 
camera image using image-processing, where i is a measurement index. If 
properly synchronised, S

GTi can be related to the measured joint angles qm
k 

to compute a seam location F
GTi. The result is stored in the seam trajectory 

buffer. After the robot joints and sensor image are synchronised, the actual 
time upon which the seam locations were measured is no longer relevant as 
the seam is defined by its geometric description only. Of course, the order 
in which the seam locations are obtained is of importance and it has to be 
assured that the number of points measured on the seam trajectory is sufficient 
in relation to the complexity of the seam. By moving the sensor tool along 
the seam trajectory and storing the seam locations obtained in the seam 
trajectory buffer, the complete geometry of the seam trajectory is obtained. 
For real-time seam tracking, the smoothing and orientation correction block is 
needed. In particular for this operation, the trajectory-based control approach 
yields some major advantages, compared to the common time-based control 
approaches:

∑ The measured locations in the seam trajectory buffer can be filtered in 
the position domain instead of in the time domain. This is more logical 
as seam trajectories are characterised by their radius of curvature. 
Curvature is meaningful in the position domain, not in the time or 
frequency domain.
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∑ Both historical and future information is available for filtering as the 
sensor measures ahead of the laser focal point. Phase-coherent or central 
filtering can be easily applied.

∑ The sensor image processing is not part of the robot motion control 
loop. The control structure is therefore independent of a variable delay 
after processing of the sensor image, which may be caused by the image 
processing algorithm. Furthermore, stability issues are properly decoupled 
this way.

∑ It is easy to remove outliers. The sensor measurements may be incorrect 
(due to dust, spatter from the process, etc.) or completely missing (due 
to sensor–robot communication errors). As long as the robot tool frame 
has not reached the end of the tool trajectory buffer, the movement will 
continue.

The trajectory-based control structure only differs slightly for the mentioned 
seam teaching and seam tracking operations. In the case of teaching of a 
seam trajectory, with prior knowledge of its geometry, the smoothing and 
orientation correction block in Fig. 14.8 is not used, because the tool trajectory 
locations are known beforehand and the seam trajectory only needs to be 
recorded. For the other three procedures, the control loop has to be closed 
by on-line calculation and addition of locations to the tool trajectory buffer. 
A proper smoothing must be taken care of to prevent oscillatory motion 
behaviour, because the trajectory-based control strategy contains no other 
bandwidth limitations. In the case of teaching an unknown seam trajectory, 
the tool trajectory buffer needs to be filled with estimated seam locations, 
somewhere ahead of the current sensor location, which are extrapolated from 
the measured seam locations.
 For real-time tracking of a seam trajectory, the sensor is used to obtain 
the location of the actual seam trajectory. The laser spot is kept on this 
seam trajectory. Obviously, the seam trajectory has to remain in the sensor’s 
field of view, e.g. by rotating slightly around the laser tool. Real-time seam 
tracking without any prior knowledge of the geometry of the seam trajectory 
is considered to be impractical for safety reasons. We suggest that real-time 
seam tracking is only performed when a nominal seam trajectory is already 
present to prevent the welding head from hitting obstacles in the work cell 
due to erroneous sensor measurements, e.g. scratches. Only small deviations 
from a nominal trajectory are allowed. The nominal seam trajectory will 
be kept in the sensor’s field of view to make sure its measurements can be 
used.
 A detailed description of the trajectory-based control architecture is 
beyond the scope of this chapter. Experimental results and a description of 
the algorithms used can be found in De Graaf (2007).
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14.7 Conclusion

To conclude this chapter, an overview is given of reasons that limit the 
current applicability of industrial robots for laser welding, which have been 
partly solved in this chapter:

∑ Serial link robots have a poor absolute accuracy at tip level, as the 
inaccuracies of each link accumulate towards the tip. The repeatability 
is usually an order higher. By making smart use of sensor information, 
the welding accuracy can reach the repeatability levels.

∑ The robot controller interface is not designed for the complex application 
of sensor-guided robotic laser welding. Many robot controllers allow 
operators or system integrators to program the robot controller with 
custom robot programming languages. These languages are usually 
fine for simple applications, like pick-and-place, but lack functionality 
for complex applications where modifications of the robot trajectory 
are needed on the fly. Furthermore, the programming languages differ 
between each robot manufacturer.

∑ Accurate synchronisation between the robot joint angles and external 
sensors is needed if tip-mounted sensors are used at high speeds. Most 
robot controllers have this information available at a low level, but few 
of them have a generic interface to synchronise with external sensors.

∑ Errors in the robot geometric model limit the accuracy of the tool 
calibration procedures, the seam teaching procedures and the real-time 
seam tracking procedures. It is expected that a considerable improvement 
can be achieved when more accurate geometric robot models are available, 
e.g. by calibrating the robot.

A number of promising techniques and trends are recognised to further 
improve the accuracy and usability of robotic laser welding:

∑ Development of integrated and compact welding heads (Iakovou, 
2009; Falldorf Sensor, 2006): Welding heads with integrated sensors 
that measure close to or at the laser focal point give a great increase 
in welding accuracy. Besides this advantage, the welding head that is 
developed by Iakovou measures with a triangle around the laser focal 
point and does not require a specific orientation of the sensor relative 
to the seam trajectory. Therefore, it can be used to measure and weld 
specially shaped trajectories like rectangles, circles, spirals, etc.

∑ Iterative learning control (Hakvoort, 2009): ILC is a control strategy used 
to increase the tracking accuracy of the robot joint motion controller, 
by repeating the trajectory and learning from errors made in previous 
runs. For laser welding this has the advantage that the tracking accuracy 
of the laser spot is considerably increased (better than 0.05 mm), even 
during welding of complex trajectories, e.g. sharp corners. The accuracy 
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increase comes at the expense of a decrease in cycle time, as the welding 
trajectory needs to be taught at least once before it can be welded. 
Furthermore, a welding head with an integrated sensor that measures 
close to or at the laser focal point is needed.

∑ Improved laser beam manipulation (Hardeman, 2008): In this work, 
laser welding scanning heads are considered, where the laser spot can 
be moved in one or more directions by means of a moving mirror. These 
scanning heads contain integrated seam-tracking sensors and a motorised 
mirror. Using an integrated feedback controller, the laser spot is kept 
on the seam trajectory.

∑ Off-line programming for laser welding (Waiboer, 2007): Off-line 
programming software can be used to generate welding trajectories 
for complex 3D products. In the software, 3D models of the welding 
cell, robot, external manipulator, welding head, worktable, product 
and clamping materials can be used to create a collision-free welding 
trajectory. A disadvantage of off-line programming software is the 
deviation between the product position in the software and in the real 
work cell. Off-line programming software is very useful to generate 
complex welding trajectories, without spending a lot of time and money 
on the real welding equipment. Next, the work from this thesis can be 
applied using sensors to teach the actual seam with the accuracy that is 
needed for laser welding.

∑ Synchronous external axes support: By positioning the product on an 
external manipulator that moves synchronously with the robot arm, fast 
robot arm movements can be decreased considerably for complex products 
by using a combined motion of the robot and product on the manipulator, 
thus decreasing the dynamic tracking errors. Furthermore, the external 
manipulator can decrease gravity effects during welding by keeping the 
melt pool horizontal. The combination of external axes and sensors for 
seam teaching and seam tracking is considered a challenge.
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Abstract: This chapter describes the state of the art as well as the future 
trends of fast laser beam deflection and shaping for welding applications. 
The key principles of fast laser beam manipulation like galvanometer-driven 
and conventionally-driven mirrors are introduced. The beam movement over 
the workpiece as the first purpose and beam shaping as the second purpose 
are discussed in detail and explained by means of welding examples. Finally, 
an outlook for future trends and forthcoming requirements for the beam 
scanning equipment is given.

Key words: laser beam scanning, smart beam processing, fast laser beam 
deflection, beam shaping for welding applications, galvanometer scanning.

15.1 Introduction

A relative motion between the focused laser beam and the workpiece is needed 
in order to generate a welding seam. Usually, three axes are sufficient for a 
2D and rotation-symmetric application like laser beam welding of a flat panel 
or drive shaft. Five axes are only needed in the case of three-dimensional 
welding. These axes can be designed completely as workpiece axes, split 
into workpiece and tool axes, or designed completely as tool axes. For 
conventional machines, the most dynamic set-up is achieved by a so-called 
split axes concept. However, maximum welding speed and acceleration, which 
are important for positioning motions, are limited by the mass inertia of the 
mechanical axis. A more elegant way to provide fast motion for welding 
and positioning is only to move the laser beam in lateral direction x and 
y by one or two deflection mirrors and to move the focusing optics in one 
direction where required. The focusing optics can be arranged in front of 
the bending mirrors or behind them (in the direction of beam propagation) 
(Kögel, 2011; Lütke, 2011).
 The most common way to move the laser in the lateral direction is to utilize 
galvanometer-driven mirrors. It is the fastest method whereas the working 
field is limited to a size of typically 300 mm ¥ 300 mm and the transmitted 
laser power is limited to 8 kW (Fig. 15.1). An alternative solution consists 
of using conventional direct rotary drives which has the advantage to be 
able to move bigger masses, e.g. larger mirrors that are providing a larger 
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working envelope. There are two options available for these so-called large 
field scanners: usage of two mirrors (one for each direction) or usage of one 
gimbal mounted mirror (SEF, 2011).
 In the case of beam shaping, where only small amplitudes are needed, an 
alternative way to move the laser beam is conducted by means of rotating 
mirrors or rotating prisms (Meier, 2006; Harris, 2001). In order to focus the 
laser beam, an objective is necessary which can be arranged either in front 
of the scanning unit or behind it.
 CO2 lasers are established as laser sources for remote welding processes 
since these lasers are available on the market with single mode beam quality 
(Bachmann, 2007). Nowadays, solid-state lasers, e.g. fiber lasers and disc 
lasers are representing an alternative laser source (Hammer and Brockmann, 
2006). Since the beam parameter product of single mode CO2 laser and 
multi-mode fiber or disc lasers are in the same range (2–4 mm mmrad) 
mirror sizes, focal length, and focal size of the laser beam are similar. The 
main difference concerns the coating of the mirrors as well as the material 
of the focusing optics. Another challenge is the required surface roughness 
of the mirrors which must be better than a tenth of the wavelength. That 
means in the case of a fiber or disc laser, a surface roughness of 0.1 mm is  
needed.

v

x

y

15.1 Principle of beam deflection by using scanning mirrors.
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15.2 Beam movement over the workpiece

A typical example of a scanning head is shown in Fig. 15.2. The typical welding 
speed of less than 20 m/min can be achieved easily by this experimental 
set-up. The biggest advantage compared with conventional welding systems, 
besides the more cost-effective system set-up, consists of the fast positioning 
speed that can be provided between the single welding seams (Munzert, 2009). 
The disadvantage is the limited working field of about 300 mm ¥ 300 mm. 
This drawback can be overcome by a combination with a robotic movement 
(Fig. 15.3). Figure 15.4 shows a typical example of welding of an automotive 
heat exchanger made of stainless steel by means of a CO2 laser.
 The scanning head is hooked up to the arm of the robot which provides 
a smooth path movement over the whole of the workpiece to be welded, 
whereas the scanning head is conducting the motion needed for the welding 
process as well as for the positioning within a superposition. Due to the fact 
that the high speed and the precision of scanning optics are combined with 
the flexibility of a robot, this welding technique is widespread among the 
automotive industry to join sheet metal. In particular it has become a standard 

15.2 Small field scanner. 
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15.3 Superposition of scanning head with robot for welding of large-
scale 3D parts. 

15.4 Welding seam of automotive heat exchanger.
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production technology within the body-in-white manufacturing (Hopf, 2010). 
Typical examples of body-in-white applications are remote welding of doors, 
inner side walls, and rear center sections. The biggest advantage of remote 
welding by using scanning technology in combination with robots is to raise 
productivity by up to 100% through reduction of non-productive positioning 
times. 
 Another option is to combine the scanning head with a Cartesian system, 
in particular when the welding seams are within one level (2D) and therefore 
an axes extension is needed, mainly in two, or better only in one, direction 
(Fig. 15.5) (Bartels, 2011).
 Another alternative is a large-scale remote welding system (Fig. 15.6). 
The working field of about 2,000 mm ¥ 2,000 mm is achieved by means of 
focal length up to 2,000 mm which requires a raw beam diameter of about 
100 mm. Such a system is mainly used as a stand-alone system (Fig. 15.7) 
(SEF, 2011). Figure 15.8 shows typical welding seams, whereas the seam 
on a 2D-part in Fig. 15.8(a) was generated by means of superposition of 
scanning head with linear axes and the seam on a 3D part in Fig. 15.8(b) 
was generated by means of a large-scale remote welding system.

15.3 Beam shaping

A different goal of using fast beam scanning methods is to provide beam 
shaping. Beam shaping in the case of laser welding is necessary to provide 

15.5 Superposition of scanning head with linear axes for welding of 
large-scale 2D parts. 
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15.6 Principle of large-scale remote welding system. 

15.7 Stand-alone system of large-scale remote welding station from 
Rofin (by courtesy of ROFIN-SINAR Laser GmbH, Hamburg). 
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(a) (b)

15.8 (a) Typical 2D-part welded; (b) typical 3D-part welded. 

Focusing optics

Laser beam

Dual oscillating mirror

Welding seam

Workpiece

Distracted beam

Feed 
material

15.9 Schematic of beam shaping by means of oscillating mirror.

a fast keyhole movement which enables a variable shape of the welding 
seam by affecting the metallurgy, the energy input per unit length, and the 
solidification behavior. In order to achieve these effects, oscillations of the 
laser beam in the range of a maximum of 1 mm on the workpiece are needed. 
The method of choice is to use two galvanometer-driven mirrors which will 
allow a superposition with the feed motion (Fig. 15.9). Due to the fact that 
both mirrors can be operated independently, circular, ellipsoidal, and linear 
oscillations along and across the feed direction are possible (Fig. 15.10) 
(Mahrle and Beyer, 2007).
 State-of-the-art scanning heads are approaching maximum frequencies 
of about 4 kHz (Krätzsch et al., 2011), which is sufficient for most welding 
processes. The beam shaping can be utilized to improve the weldability 
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of dissimilar metallic materials like copper and aluminum (Fig. 15.11), to 
enhance the joining capability for butt welding of thin material (Fig. 15.12) 
as well as to enable narrow-gap welding (Fig. 15.13).

15.4 Future trends

Remote laser welding is already an established manufacturing process. 
Momentum to further develop this welding technique will come from the 

Line 
(longitudinal)

Eight 
(longitudinal)

Line 
(transversal)

Eight 
(transversal)

Circle

Ellipse

15.10 Various possibilities of oscillations. 

15.11 Cross section of welding seam of aluminum against copper 
achieved by beam oscillation. 
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1 mm

1 mm(b) FotoNr: 0803A00075

(a) FotoNr: 0803A00076

15.12 (a) Cross section of butt weld (steel) without beam scanning; 
(b) cross section of butt weld (steel) with beam scanning. 

requirements of the joining process itself and from the availability of solid-
state lasers in single mode beam quality (Havrilla and Brockmann, 2009, 
2010; Gapontsev, 2009). The latter will lead to smaller laser spot sizes and 
therewith to narrower welding joints, if the same optical set-up is used. By 
maintaining the same focus size, the usage of fraction limited lasers will 
allow the size of the optics and deflections mirrors to be reduced, which will 
enhance the dynamics (e.g. positioning speed) of the whole system. Thus, 
diffraction limited solid-state lasers enable narrower welding joints, reduction 
of laser power, and faster positioning between separate joints. One of the 
future challenges that comes from the process is the requirement to join 
dissimilar materials like aluminum to copper. Therefore, scanning mirrors 
as shaping systems will be combined with deflection systems for beam 
movement over the workpiece. One option is to utilize only one deflection 
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system, whereas the scanning mirrors provide the oscillation motion, which 
is necessary for beam shaping and the deflection of the laser beam within a 
larger angle range for guiding the beam on the workpiece. The other option 
would be to combine two scanning heads as illustrated in Fig. 15.14. Another 
trend will result from more dynamic scanning mirrors. This can be achieved 
by using lightweight carrier material for the mirrors like SiC or Be and by 
using resonance scanners.

45
 m

m

5 mm

15.13 Narrow gap welding by means of beam scanning. 
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Abstract: In this chapter the phenomenon, mechanism and method of twin-
beam laser irradiation are introduced. Welding, including dissimilar materials 
welding, surface modification and cutting of a brittle material, are shown 
as particular applications of twin-beam laser welding. The advantages and 
effects of the technique are described. An analytical study on the convection 
behavior occurring during twin-beam laser irradiation is also shown as an 
example of using a numerical approach to understand the mechanism of 
twin-beam laser welding.
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16.1 Introduction

There are many advantages to laser welding, such as its small heat-affected 
zone, deep penetration, precision welding, high applicability for robotics 
technology, etc. There are, however, some limitations to the optimization 
of single-beam welding parameters for improving weldability, and weld 
quality, such as laser power, pulse condition and spot size, because they 
strongly depend on the kind of laser beam used. Twin-beam or dual-
beam laser irradiation has been developed to overcome the limitations of 
single-beam irradiation welding. Twin-beam or dual-beam laser irradiation 
means that two laser beams are used at the same time in one process. Two 
effects are expected from the use of twin-beam irradiation: an increase in 
the number of heat sources compared to single-beam irradiation and the 
ability to realize different phenomena. The main result of applying a twin 
beam instead of a single one may simply be an increase in the power of the 
laser. The power of twin-beam irradiation is not, however, the simple sum 
of two beams. Sakamoto et al. [1] studied energy coupling in twin-beam 
laser irradiation. According to their calculation of the energy coupling rate 
based on the Gouffe–Dausinger model, the keyhole opening size, which is 
not simply the sum of the diameters of the two laser spots, was assumed 
to be a spot diameter when the distance between two beams was narrow. 
Furthermore, it is also expected that two heat sources can produce different 
temperature distributions and histories during the process, even if two of 
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the same type of laser beam are used. In cases where two different types 
of laser beams are applied, complex and interesting phenomena can also be 
expected. This chapter introduces twin-beam laser welding techniques and 
describes methods of twin-beam laser irradiation and its phenomena and 
mechanism. Examples of the applications of twin-beam laser irradiation are 
also described to demonstrate its advantages.

16.2 Numerical study on molten metal flow behavior 

during twin-beam irradiation

The use of two heat sources as opposed to one, i.e. applying a twin beam 
instead of a single beam, has a significant effect on the flow behavior of 
molten metal. In this section, a comparison of the convection behavior in the 
molten pool during both single- and twin-beam laser irradiation is provided 
[2]. A magnesium alloy was the metal alloy used in the analysis, the physical 
properties of which are shown in Table 16.1. 
 Plate XIV (between pages 328 and 328) shows molten pool shapes in the 
cross section perpendicular to the laser scanning line, which were created 
using both single- and parallel twin-beam irradiation. For the purposes of 
the analysis, the region with a temperature above the melting temperature 
of a magnesium alloy was assumed to be the molten pool region. The total 
applied energy was the same for both the single and the twin-beam in this 
case, meaning that during the twin-beam irradiation, each beam used about half 
of its total applied energy. The maximum temperature at the laser irradiated 
point in the twin beam was, therefore, lower than that in the single beam. 
Plate XV (a) (between pages 328 and 329) shows the convection behavior 
in the cross section perpendicular to the laser scanning line in the case of 
single-beam irradiation. This was calculated according to the temperature 
distribution as shown in Plate XIV. Plate XV (a) shows the flow direction 
travelling from the inside to the outside around the laser irradiation point. The 
middle of the molten pool shows almost no flow. Flow behavior following 
irradiation using parallel twin beams is shown in Plate XV (b). In this case, 

Table 16.1 Thermo-physical properties of the material used for the 
analysis

Heat conductivity, kW m–1 K–1 155
Specific heat capacity, J kg–1 K–1 1360
Liquid metal density, kg m–3 1738
Expansion coefficient of volume, K–1 1.523 ¥ 10–4

Surface tension gradient, kg s–2 K–1 –1.49 ¥ 10–4

Liquid metal viscosity, m2 s–1 1.23 ¥ 10–3

Melting temperature, °C 650
Ambient temperature, °C 25
Coefficient of heat emission, Wm–2K–1 125
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surface tension from the irradiation point of each beam directs the flow to the 
center between the two beams, and flow from the top to the bottom occurs 
at the center of the molten pool.
 Plate XIV (between pages 328 and 329) shows molten pool shapes 
obtained in the cross section parallel to laser scanning line following both 
single- and tandem twin-beam irradiation. It is clear from the figure that the 
molten pool shapes created by the two types of irradiation are completely 
different. Plate XVII (between pages 328 and 329) shows flow behavior in 
the cross section parallel to laser scanning line by both single- and tandem 
twin-beam irradiation. In the case of single-beam irradiation, convection 
is not significantly observed in the middle part of the molten pool. In the 
case of the tandem twin-beam irradiation, however, flows are significantly 
observed at the end and middle sections of the molten pool. The two different 
convection flows induced by two-beam irradiation affect one another and 
cause the flows to become active in the middle section of the molten pool. 
Additionally, the total duration for melting of the material is longer in the 
tandem beam irradiation.

16.3 Apparatus and procedure of twin-beam laser 

technique

There are two methods of creating a twin-beam laser for welding: splitting 
one laser beam into two beams using a prism or a mirror, or using two laser 
oscillators. The former method has the advantages of a simple structure 
and low cost, whilst the latter allows the operator to control the two beams 
separately and precisely to create the phenomena caused by mixing different 
beams. 
 Figure 16.1 shows an example of a twin beam apparatus. When prisms 
are used to split a laser beam, the beam distance and intensity ratio can be 
controlled by altering the wedge angle and insert distance of the prism used 
[3]. Figure 16.2 shows a cross section of an aluminum alloy sheet following 
twin-beam laser irradiation. The distance between the two beams is changed 
by altering the wedge angle of the prism. 
 When two oscillators are used, two or more beams can be applied either in 
the same optical line or a different line. Figure 16.3 shows a three oscillator 
laser welding system [4]. Energy distribution obtained by applying three 
oscillators is shown in Fig. 16.4. In this case, two CWs and one pulse laser 
beam are applied through one single optical line. Figure 16.4 shows that 
three beams are not separated from one another and it seems like a one-
beam irradiation. The actual waveform is almost following the command 
waveform as shown in Fig. 16.5. 
 Figures 16.6 and 16.7 show schematics of a twin-beam laser welding 
system and the distribution of beam intensity observed by using the system 
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[5]. In this case, the beam distance is controlled by the distance between the 
optic fibers.

16.4 Application of twin-laser beam

16.4.1 Welding

Jonghyan et al. [6] reported the melting characteristics of various metals 
following irradiation by combined lasers with different wavelengths. A 

Prism

Lens

16.1 Twin-beam laser head created using a prism to split an original 
beam.

Beam 
condition

Single 
beam

Beam 
condition

Wedge 
3[deg]

Wedge 
4[deg]

Wedge 
2[deg]

1 mm

1 mm 1 mm

1 mm

16.2 Cross-sectional observations applied to the twin-beam laser on 
A5052 with power of 1 kW.
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Q-switched YAG laser and pulsed YAG laser were combined both through 
different optics lines and the same optics line as shown in Figs 16.8 (a) and 
(b), respectively. Figure 16.9 shows cross sections of a weld bead obtained 
both by single-beam irradiation and twin-beam irradiation. In this example, 

Continuous wave oscillator (#1)

Continuous wave oscillator (#2)

Triangular pyramid mirror

Pulsed oscillator

Optical fiber input 
optics

Relay lens

Optical fiber

Processing optics

16.3 Schematic of the three-beam laser welding system.

Laser oscillator : CW1+CW2+PW
 (2.0kW, 2.0kW, 1.4kW)
Work distance of procesing optics : 49.5 mm
Optical fiber Type : SI, NA : 0.25
 Core diameter : 1.5 mm
 Length : 20 m
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16.4 Energy distribution of the laser spot using the three-beam laser 
welding system.
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16.6 Twin-beam laser produced two laser oscillators.
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the Q-switch and pulse YAG laser were applied through different optical 
lines. The size and depth of the molten pool were increased after twin-
beam irradiation. Figure 16.10 shows a cross section of weld bead obtained 
using twin-beam irradiation in different metals. Keyhole type penetration 
was observed and the molten area and depth of the molten pool increased 
following twin-beam laser irradiation (Fig. 16.10). The effect of twin-beam 
laser irradiation is schematically shown in Fig. 16.11. In cases where a highly 
reflective and thermally conductive material was used, two layers of molten 
pool were observed. Contrastingly, in cases where materials with a low 
thermal conductivity were used, deeper penetration was obtained. Jonghyan 
et al. [6] reported that the absorptivity of the laser increased when twin-beam 
laser irradiation was used by 21%, 29% and 25% for a pure copper, A5083 
and SUS304, respectively.
 Shibata et al. [7] studied the effect of twin spot beam configuration on 
the overlap joint welding of aluminum alloys. Two different Nd:YAG laser 
beams were separately applied as shown in Fig. 16.6. During this study the 
distance between the two beams was changed. Figure 16.7 shows the beam 
profile obtained at different beam distances. Tandem beam and parallel beam 
configurations were applied as shown in Fig. 16.12. Figure 16.13 shows 
a cross section of a weld bead. The penetration depth decreased with the 
increase in beam distance for both beam configurations. When the beam 
distance became too short, however, the welding process became unstable. 
The configuration of twin beams should be selected depending on material 
thickness, laser power and scanning speed in order to obtain higher quality 
welding.
 The effect of the twin-beam laser irradiation on porosity formation was 
studied by Shibata et al. [5], who changed the welding configuration and 
applied the beam to an aluminum alloy. Two different Nd:YAG lasers were 
applied with different optical lines. Figure 16.14 shows the relationship 
between the level of porosity and the beam distance in both the tandem 
and the parallel beam configurations. The figure shows that the level of 
porosity decreased as the beam distance increased, regardless of the beam 
configuration. A large opening distance and a shallow keyhole depth might, 

af = 0.72
ab = 0.36

af = 1.2
ab = 0.6

af = 2.0
ab = 1.0

16.7 Laser spot profile of twin beam produced by using two 
oscillators.
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therefore, suppress the occurrence of porosity. Twin laser beam irradiation 
proved to be an effective method of controlling keyhole shape. Hayashi et 
al. [8] also studied the effect of twin-beam irradiation on porosity formation 

Q-sw. SHG YAG laser
(  = 532 nm) Pulsed YAG laser

(  = 1,064 nm)

Specimen

Fiber

Collimator

Dichroic 
mirror

Q-sw. SHG YAG laser
(  = 532 nm)

Lens

Nozzle

Pulsed YAG laser
(  = 1,064 nm)

Welding 
direction

(a) Different optics line

(b) Same optics line

Specimen

Beam expander

 =
 3

0°

16.8 Combination between Q-switched YAG laser and a pulsed YAG 
laser: (a) different optics line, (b) same optics line.
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using stainless steel. A CO2 laser beam was split into two beams using a 
mirror to obtain the tandem beam configuration. According to the X-ray 
transmission in-situ observation during the welding process, two types of 
keyhole were observed as shown in Fig. 16.15. Where the two beams were 
separately applied, as shown in Fig. 16.15(a), porosity formed at the bottom 
of the keyhole. Where one large keyhole formed, as shown in Fig. 16.15(b), 
however, the formation of porosity was suppressed due to the change in the 
flow behavior.
 Another expected advantage of applying twin beams is their effect on gap 
tolerance as reported by Ohashi et al. [9]. In this study, two YAG lasers were 
used and applied through different optical lines and both tandem and parallel 
laser beam configurations were applied. In the case without a filler wire, the 
parallel beam configuration had a greater tolerance than the tandem beam 
configuration, as shown in Fig. 16.16. Figure 16.17 shows cross sections 
obtained by applying the twin beam to a filler wire. Welding was available 
until the gap dropped below 1.6 mm for both the tandem beam and the parallel 
beam configurations. Where the gap was much larger, however, the energy of 
the laser beam was spent in heating the wire and the heat input into the base 
material therefore decreased. One solution to the problem is shown in Fig. 
16.18. In cases using the parallel beam configuration, the irradiation area can 

A5083, Bead-on-plate welding, In air
Pulsed 1  YAG laser (  = 1,064 nm):
E = 55 J/P,  = 10 ms, f = 5 Hz, fd = 0 mm (f = 120 mm)
Q-sw. 2  YAG laser (  = 532 nm):
Pa = 49.5 W, f = 10 kHz, fd = 0 mm (f = 100 mm)

Pulsed 1  YAG laser
(  = 1,064 nm)

Q-sw. 2  YAG laser
(  = 532 nm)

Pulsed 1  YAG laser + Q-sw. 2  YAG laser

0.5 mm

16.9 Cross section of weld bead obtained using single-beam 
irradiation and twin-beam irradiation.
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Bead-on-plate welding
Pulsed 1  YAG laser (  = 1,064 nm): Pa = 275 W.r = 10 ms, f = 5 Hz
Q-sw. 2  YAG laser (  = 532 nm): Pa = 40 W, f = 10 kHz
v = 0.6 mm/s, N2(30 l/min), fd = 0 mm (f = 100 mm)

A1050

A5083

SUS304

1 mm

1 mm

1 mm 1 mm 1 mm

1 mm 1 mm

1 mm1 mm

 = 532 nm  = 1,064 nm  = 532 + 1,064 nm

16.10 Cross sections of weld bead obtained by single-beam 
irradiation and twin-beam irradiation in different metallic materials.

(a) (b)

16.11 Effect of twin-beam laser irradiation in (a) high reflective 
and high thermal conductive material, (b) low thermal conductive 
material.
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16.12 Configurations of twin-beam irradiation.
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16.13 Effect of distance between laser beam spots on molten pool 
shape (Al-Mg alloy).

be controlled by changing the beam distance. By using this technique, heat 
input at the bottom of the gap is increased and gap tolerance is effectively 
improved.
 Iqbal et al. [10], [11] applied the twin-beam technique for the welding 
of zinc coated steel. An Nd:YAG laser was used as an advancing beam 
and a CO2 laser was used as the following one in the tandem twin-beam 
configuration. The front beam (Nd:YAG laser) cut a slot to remove the zinc 
coating and the back beam (CO2 laser) welded a material as shown in Fig. 
16.19. Figure 16.20 shows a schematic of the proposed welding method by 
the tandem twin-beam irradiation.
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16.14 Effect of beam distance on formation of porosity in different 
beam configurations (aluminum alloy).

Welding 
direction Laser beam (split ratio 2:1)

Keyhole Keyhole

(a) Separate keyhole (b) Large single keyhole

16.15 Schematic illustration of formation of porosity in type 304 
stainless steel.

16.16 Effect of configuration of twin-beam laser on gap tolerance 
(type 304 stainless steel).

Beam arrangement

Tandem

Gap: 0.7 mm

Parallel

Gap: 1.6 mm
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Beam 
arrangement

Tandem

Gap

0.7 mm 1.3 mm 1.9 mm 2.2 mm

Parallel

16.17 Effect of filler wire on gap tolerance in different configurations 
of twin-beam laser (base metal; type 304 stainless steel, filler wire; 
SUS308Y, dia = 12 mm).

Wire Position

Proper

Laser
Laser

Workpiece Workpiece

Deviation

(a) d = 0 mm (b) d = 1 mm

16.18 Increasing gap tolerance by changing the irradiation point of 
the laser beams.

Beam direction

Welding direction

Seam weld track

Welding beam (CO2 laser)
Cutting slot 

(Nd:YAG)

~ 0.1 mm clearance slot 
to exhaust zinc vapors

16.19 Laser lap welding by the tandem twin-beam laser in zinc-
coated steel.
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16.4.2 Dissimilar materials welding

The application of the twin-beam laser technique for dissimilar materials 
welding is described below [3]. In the majority of cases involving the welding 
of dissimilar materials, intermetallic phases are formed, which reduce the 
strength of the joint. In cases where the materials have very different melting 
temperatures, the formation of the intermetallic phase could be controlled using 
a solid-state–liquid-state reaction at the interface [12]. When there is only a 
minor difference in the melting temperature of the materials, however, such 
as in magnesium alloy/aluminum alloy dissimilar metals welding, the solid-
state–liquid-state reaction cannot be achieved and the intermetallic phase can 
be easily formed in the molten pool. An alternative method for controlling 
the formation of the intermetallic phases will therefore be required. 
 AZ31B magnesium alloy and A5052-O aluminum alloy plates of 1 mm 
in thickness were used in the present study. The Nd:YAG laser was used 
for welding with both single-beam and twin-beam with the parallel beam 
configuration that both beams were placed in perpendicular to the welding 
direction. Twin laser beams were obtained by splitting an original beam using 
a prism as shown in Fig. 16.1. In this study, the two wedge angles of the 
prism were 2° and 4°, which separated the beam distances into 0.87 and 1.60 
mm, respectively. The welding configuration used is shown in Fig. 16.21. 
The laser was irradiated on the AZ31 plate, which was the upper plate of 
the lap joint configuration in the direct welding. The laser power used was 
3 kW with CW. 
 Plate XVIII (between pages 328 and 329) shows cross sections of a weld 
pool for all welding configurations. The joint width and depth of the molten 
metal for the joints obtained are shown in Fig. 16.22. The weld bead width 
and depth of the molten metal slightly increased with a decrease in welding 

Welding beam

Welded area Slotted area

Molten area Zinc coating Welding 
direction

Keyhole 
(Pt-1)

Zinc vapor exhaust 
through slot (Pt-2)

Cutting beam

16.20 Schematic illustration of the proposed lap welding method by 
using the tandem twin-beam laser in zinc-coated steel.
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speed for single-beam welding and twin-beam welding with a 2° wedge 
prism. In the case of the twin beam with a 4° wedge prism, however, an 
increase in the depth of the molten metal was not significantly observed, but 
the weld width increased. Figure 16.23 shows the failure load and joining 
strength of the joints. It was found that an application of single-beam and 
twin-beam welding with a 2° wedge prism resulted in decreasing joining 
strength with a decrease in welding speed because deep penetration of the 
molten metal might cause the formation of thick intermetallic compounds. 
In the case of the twin-beam welding with a 4° wedge prism, however, the 
change in depth of the molten metal is very small resulting in an increase in 
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16.21 Welding and configuration in A5052/Z31.
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16.22 Effect of welding configuration on width and penetration depth 
of the weld pool in AZ31/A5052 dissimilar materials direct joint.
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the failure load and a negligible change in the joining strength even when 
the welding speed decreased. 
 The failure load of the joints could be improved by applying the twin beam 
to direct welding as just described. An intermetallic phase was still formed 
at the interface, however, which affected the strength of the joint. In order 
to control the composition of the material at the interface, a filler metal was 
applied. The filler wire used was an Al12Si eutectic alloy with a diameter 
of 1.2 mm. The wire was positioned at the edge of the upper plate. Both 
the single beam and twin beam were used. In the case of twin beam when 
welding with a filler metal, the tandem beam configuration with two beams 
placed parallel to the welding direction was used. A5052 was placed as an 
upper plate irradiated by the laser beam. The laser power used was 3 kW. 
For the twin-beam welding, a 4° wedge prism was used to split an original 
beam. The intensity ratio between the forward beam and the following beam 
was 1:2. A schematic illustration of the welding configuration for twin-beam 
laser welding with a filler wire is shown in Fig. 16.24.
 According to observations made by a high-speed camera during the 
twin-beam laser welding process, it was confirmed that the forward beam 
was used only for pre-heating without melting the base metal. Plate XIX 
(between pages 328 and 329) shows cross-sectional observations of the 
joints welded with the filler wire for both single- and twin-beam welding. 
Full penetration always occurred during single-beam irradiation, whereas 
only partial penetration was observed during twin-beam irradiation. At the 
interface between the filler metal and the base metals, Mg2Si and Al-Mg 
intermetallic phase was observed. Figure 16.25 shows the failure load of the 
joints welded with a filler wire. The failure load of the joints welded with 
the twin beam was higher than that of those welded with a single beam.
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16.23 Effect of welding configuration on failure load and strength in 
AZ31/A5052 dissimilar materials direct joint.
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16.4.3 Surface modification 

Laser cladding is a surface modification technique and has been used in 
applications such as preparing the valve sheet of an engine component in the 
motor industry. In the process, particles are mixed together with the molten 
metal at the surface. A composite or alloying material is then formed to 
improve the properties of the original material such as its ability to withstand 
corrosion, temperature and wear, etc. In this section, laser cladding using 
twin-beam irradiation on a magnesium alloy is discussed.

40
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16.24 Welding configuration in A5052/AZ31 dissimilar materials 
welding with a filler wire.
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16.25 Failure load of the AZ31/A5052 dissimilar materials joints 
welded with a filler wire.
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 The material and particle used for the surface modification were an AZ31 
magnesium alloy and Si. These can be expected to form Mg2Si, which will 
increase the hardness and wear resistance of the alloy. An Nd:YAG laser 
was used and the beam was split by a prism with a wedge angle of 4°. Two 
configurations of twin beams were applied: (1) the parallel beam in which two 
beams were placed perpendicular to the laser scanning direction, and (2) the 
tandem beam in which two beams were placed parallel to the laser scanning 
direction. A Si powder layer with a thickness of 0.3 mm was placed on the 
surface of the base metal before irradiation of the laser beam. A schematic 
illustration of the laser cladding experiment is shown in Fig. 16.26.
 The modified cladded surfaces following the single-beam and twin-beam 
irradiation are shown in Fig. 16.27. Two welding beads can clearly be observed 
in the case of the surface cladding using parallel beams. This separation of 
the beads becomes more apparent as the scanning speed increases. The bead 
width of the parallel beam surface was also small compared with that in the 
single beam case. Cross-sectional observations of the materials modified with 
single- and twin-beam irradiation are shown in Plate XX (between pages 
328 and 329). In the case of the parallel twin-beam irradiation with lower 
laser scanning speed, Si powders were mixed well. The amount of non-melt 
Si powders increased with the laser scanning speed, however. The cross 
sections show that the depth of the molten pool created by the twin-beam 
irradiation was shallow compared with that created by single-beam irradiation. 
This was due to the low energy density of the laser beams in the twin-beam 
irradiation. If attention was paid to the one molten line, the Si compound 
was distributed along the molten pool, but the mixing was not well done 
inside the molten pool. In the middle section of the irradiation points of the 
two beams, granular-like Si compound was observed. It is speculated that 
the duration time for maintaining the molten pool decreases in the case of 
parallel twin-beam irradiation under the higher scanning speed conditions. 
 Observation of a weld bead created with the tandem-beam irradiation is 
shown in Fig. 16.27(c). The bead width was narrower with the parallel-beam 
irradiation when compared with the single-beam irradiation as previously 
mentioned. Bead width was also narrower in the case of the tandem-beam 

Laser scanning 
direction Laser head

Cladding powder Si Cladded layer Mg2Si

Base metal

16.26 Schematic illustration of the laser cladding experiment. 
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Laser scanning direction

Laser scanning direction

Laser scanning direction

Single laser beam
Defocus: +5.0 mm
Laser power: 2.0 kW
Thickness of Si powder: 0.3 mm

Cross laser beam
Defocus: +2.9 mm
Laser power: 2.0 kW
Thickness of Si powder: 0.3 mm

Tandem laser beam
Defocus: +2.9 mm
Laser power: 2.0 kW
Thickness of Si powder: 0.3 mm

(a) Single-beam irradiation

(b) Parallel-beam irradiation

(c) Tandem-beam irradiation

16.27 Appearance of cladding surface: (a) single-beam irradiation, (b) 
parallel-beam irradiation, (c) tandem-beam irradiation.
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irradiation. The smooth surface of the material following irradiation with the 
tandem beams was obtained due to the long laser irradiation time. Plate XX 
(between pages 328 and 329) shows the cross section of the part subjected 
to the tandem laser beam cladding. The molten pool shape was completely 
different between the single-beam irradiation and the parallel twin-beam 
irradiation. In the cases of the single-beam irradiation and the parallel twin-
beam irradiation, Si particles were found around the bottom of the molten 
pool and a lack of Si was also observed in the middle section. Contrastingly, 
in the case of the tandem-beam irradiation, Si particles were uniformly 
distributed in the molten pool. However, the increase in scanning speed meant 
that the molten metal and Si particles were not thoroughly mixed. Inside the 
molten pool, Mg2Si was formed significantly. In the case of the tandem-beam 
irradiation, the following beam effectively mixed the material melted by the 
irradiation of the advancing beam and the total duration time of melting was 
much longer than that of either the single or parallel twin-beam irradiation. 
The tandem twin-beam irradiation is an effective method of inducing flow 
activity in the molten pool. Clusters of Si particles were not found around the 
bottom of the molten pool in laser clad material which had been irradiated 
using the tandem twin beam. Plate XXI (between pages 328 and 329) shows 
the cross section and Si distribution of the material after laser cladding using 
the tandem twin-beam irradiation. Around the interface between the base 
metal and the molten pool, the Si content continuously increased from the 
base metal to inside the molten pool. Plate XXII (between pages 328 and 
329) shows the enlarged images of Plate XXI. A large number of Mg2Si 
particles were formed. This was due to effective and thorough mixing of 
the molten metal induced by the tandem twin-beam irradiation.

16.4.4 Cutting

A diamond tool is conventionally used to cut brittle materials, since it provides 
a high cutting quality and productivity [13]. The unavoidable disadvantages of 
diamond tools, however, include the occurrence of pollution for the material 
and working environment, micro-cracking and a loss of the material cut due 
to finite thickness of the tool. Conventional laser cutting of metals usually 
causes the melting and vaporization of the material, which not only would 
not solve the conventional mechanical cutting process caused by diamond 
tools, but would add thermal distortion and residual stress in the cut material 
to the problem. The laser cutting method studied in this section avoids this 
melting process, however. A basic idea for the method is schematically shown 
in Fig. 16.28. The local thermal stress is generated ahead of the crack tip by 
laser irradiation without melting the material, which is a driving force for 
crack propagation. The method is a possible solution to the aforementioned 
brittle material cutting issues, which have been studied analytically as well 
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as experimentally in previous works. Practical application of this new laser 
method is still limited, however, due to the difficulty of controlling crack 
propagation behavior. In this section, the applicability of twin-beam irradiation 
for laser cutting as a method of controlling crack propagation behavior is 
presented based on the results of FEM analysis. 
 A soda-lime glass with a thickness of 1.77 mm was used as an example 
of a brittle material. A starter notch was introduced using a diamond cutter 
at the starting point of laser irradiation. The laser equipment used was a 
Nd:YAG laser. The laser power and scanning speed were fixed at 500 W 
with continuous wave (CW) and 20 mm/s, respectively. The focusing point 
was adjusted to 3 mm up from the specimen surface to avoid the melting of 
the material. The laser beam began irradiating from the edge of specimen 
and continued to scan straight up to 10 mm and then changed the scanning 
direction of the laser beam to angles, y = 30, 60 and 90 degrees.
 Figure 16.29 shows an example of a laser cutting line for y = 90°. The 
figure shows that the laser cutting line was swerved from the original laser 
scanning line. The crack propagation direction did not follow the laser scanning 
direction from 1.4 mm before the turning point of laser scanning direction. 
Similar results were obtained at other angles too. It is considered that the 
crack follows 1.4 mm behind the laser spot and the crack propagation direction 
is changed immediately when the laser scanning direction is changed. 
 The crack propagation behavior was estimated using FEM analysis under 
the same condition of laser irradiation as the experiment shown above. In the 
crack path estimation, a criterion for crack propagation is assumed as Kqmax > 
Kc, where Kqmax is a stress intensity factor for the maximum tangential stress 
generated by the laser irradiation, and Kc is the fracture toughness of the 
material. The crack propagation direction is also assumed to be the direction 
of Kqmax. The crack propagation path obtained using FEM analysis is also 
shown in Fig. 16.29. The crack propagation behavior estimated by the FEM 

Crack

Laser

Specimen

16.28 Schematic illustration of the laser cutting method.
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analysis corresponds well with the experimental results. A stress intensity 
factor for the maximum tangential stress, Kqmax, is therefore considered to 
be a dominant parameter for crack propagation. Crack growth direction can 
be controlled by controlling the maximum tangential stress, i.e. controlling 
the thermal stress distribution induced by the laser irradiation.
 In order to control the crack growth direction during the laser cutting, a 
twin-beam laser technique was studied using FEM analysis. Laser cutting 
using the tandem twin beam is schematically shown in Fig. 16.30. The two 
beams are placed parallel to the laser scanning direction, which is called the 
tandem twin-beam configuration as shown in the figure, and the position of 
the crack tip is in between the front and the back beams. The back beam 
moves toward f , which is equal to the expected angle for the change of 
crack path, when the crack tip reaches the expected position for changing 
the crack propagation direction. The expected angle for the change of crack 
path was 30° in this analysis. The distance between the front and the back 
beams was 1 mm with a laser spot radius of 0.35 mm. Figure 16.31 shows 
the change in stress intensity factors for Mode I and Mode II, i.e. KI and 
KII, due to the change in the intensity ratio between the front and the back 
beams. The mode ratio KI/KII is changed depending on the beam intensity 
ratio. This means that the direction of the maximum tangential stress can 
be controlled by the twin-beam irradiation. Figure 16.32 shows an example 

Laser scanning direction Laser scanning path

Laser scan
n

in
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irectio

n

1.4 mm

Crack growth path 
predicted by FEM

Translated from marc file 
ODB: k19079s.odb ABAQUS

2

3 1
–1
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16.29 Comparison of crack path between experimental and analytical 
results for single-beam laser cutting at y = 90°.
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of crack growth behavior estimated by FEM analysis for the tandem-beam 
irradiation with intensity ratio of 1:2 (front:back) at an expected angle for 
crack growth of 30°. As can be seen from the figure, the crack propagation 
direction followed the laser scanning direction. The twin-beam method could 
therefore control the crack propagation direction by changing the beam 
intensity ratio. Parallel twin-beam laser cutting, where two beams lined 
perpendicular to the laser scanning direction, was also studied [14], but the 
result indicated that it was not an effective method of controlling the crack 
path.

16.5 Conclusion

The application of twin laser beams allows for the possibility of overcoming 
limitations in laser processing with single-beam laser irradiation due to the 
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16.30 Tandem-beam irradiation in the laser cutting of a glass.

16.31 Effect of the beam intensity ratio on change in stress intensity 
factors, KI, KII and Kq max at an expecting angle for crack growth of 
30°.
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increase in processing parameters, such as a combination of the wavelengths 
of two beams, beam distance and beam configuration, etc. A simple increase 
in laser power by using two beams is less important as an application than 
the twin beam, because the advances in the technology of laser welding 
apparatus with its cost reduction have been significant in recent years. Particular 
phenomena induced by the twin-beam irradiation, such as the increase in 
laser absorptivity, the active convection of molten metal, the increase in gap 
tolerance, and the control of thermal stress are all introduced in this chapter. 
Combining a different heat source with a laser beam is also being actively 
developed as a hybrid welding technique. Theoretical and numerical studies 
as well as experimental study are required to develop new applications for 
twin-beam laser welding and laser processing technology.
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Plate XIII Computed deformation of plate after forming by CO2 laser 
(from Romero P, Otero N, Pintos V, Arias R (2011) ‘Experimental 
analysis of automated laser forming for shipbuilding industry’, 
Proceedings of ICALEO’ll, 1272–1279).

Plate XIV Weld pool shape in the cross section perpendicular to the 
laser scanning direction obtained by FEM analysis: (a) single-beam 
irradiation, (b) parallel twin-beam irradiation. 
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Plate XV Flow pattern in the cross section perpendicular to the 
laser scanning direction obtained by FEM analysis: (a) single-beam 
irradiation, (b) parallel twin-beam irradiation.

Plate XVI Weld pool shape in the cross section parallel to the laser 
scanning direction obtained by FEM analysis: (a) single-beam 
irradiation, (b) parallel twin-beam irradiation.
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Plate XVII Flow pattern in the cross section parallel to the laser 
scanning direction obtained by FEM analysis: (a) single-beam 
irradiation, (b) parallel twin-beam irradiation.
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Plate XVIII Cross-sectional observations of AZ31/A5052 dissimilar 
materials direct joint: (a) single beam, (b) twin beam (wedge angle 
2°) and (c) twin beam (wedge angle 4°).
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Plate XX Cross-sectional observations of cladded specimen: (a) 
single-beam irradiation, (b) parallel-beam irradiation and (c) tandem-
beam irradiation.
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Developments in multi-pass laser welding 

technology with filler wire

X. ZHANG, Hitachi Research Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd, Japan

DOI: 10.1533/9780857098771.3.459

Abstract: This chapter presents the results of multi-pass laser welding 
of thick plates for type 316L stainless steels with filler wire. The lack of 
fusion can be prevented by optimizing the relationship between laser power 
intensity and the deposited metal volume. The solidification crack, which 
usually occurs in the weld metal of the build-up passes, can be suppressed 
by controlling the chemical composition of the filler wire. The maximal 
tensile residual stress and the range of the tensile stress of the laser welded 
joint are lower than those of the conventional gas tungsten arc welding 
(GTAW). 

Key words: laser welding, filler wire, stainless steel, lack of fusion, 
solidification crack.

17.1 Introduction

Many thick-section structures are fabricated using welding in several industrial 
fields such as power plants, shipbuilding and pipelines. The welding processes 
for fabrication of these thick-section structures include traditional multi-pass 
arc welding, laser-arc hybrid welding, one-pass electron beam welding and 
laser welding. For arc welding, such as the application of narrow-gap arc 
welding, submerged arc welding and hot-wire tungsten inert gas welding, 
the production efficiency is limited by the low welding speed and too many 
weld passes. Furthermore, welding distortion is also a problem, and distortion 
correction is often needed after welding. In the past decade, electron beam 
welding1–3 and laser welding have been paid more attention for welding 
of thick-section stainless steels.4–9 They both are very high-efficiency and 
low-distortion process methods due to the features of ultra-deep penetration 
and very narrow weld bead width. For electron beam welding, the thickness 
to be penetrated for single-pass electron beam welding of stainless steels 
has been over 100 mm,2,3 As for laser welding, it can produce weld joint 
with smaller welding distortion and higher welding speed than arc welding, 
and the process can be performed in atmosphere with appropriate shielding 
gas. Although the penetration depth is still lower than that of electron beam 
at present, the process flexibility is a great advantage by combination of 
a laser beam with additional materials like a filler wire or powder, or by 
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combination with an arc, which can permit larger gap tolerance and adjust 
the composition of the weld metal. Especially for thick-section steel plates 
of 30–60 mm or greater, multi-pass laser welding with a filler wire is one 
of the appropriate methods.
 This chapter presents the process principle, welding parameters and welding 
results for multi-pass laser welding with a filler wire. All the experimental 
results are for laser welding of SUS316L steels with thicknesses of 30–60 
mm.10–14 The exact results obtained for a welding operation depend on a 
wide variety of process parameters and vary with different laser welding 
systems. These parameters are not usually specified well enough to allow 
one to duplicate exactly the conditions for a particular process. Thus the 
tabulated and graphed data must be interpreted as indicating an approximate 
range of welding results that may be obtained. In order to obtain the best 
results, the welding parameters for a particular processing operation must 
be optimized experimentally.

17.2 Principle of multi-pass welding with filler wire

Multi-pass welding with a filler wire is one of the efficient methods for 
joining thick-section materials with a laser beam. It has been reported that 
150 mm thick low carbon steels could be butt-jointed by narrow-gap laser 
welding with a filler wire.15 Multi-pass laser welding can be performed 
from one side or both sides. Figure 17.1 shows the schematic diagram of the 
experimental setup for multi-pass laser welding from both sides. A groove 
with a thick root face and small groove angle is often prepared. In order to 
reduce the total weld passes, the thickness of root face can be prepared as 
thick as possible, for the laser beam welding has high penetrating ability. As 
the smaller the angle of groove is, the less is the total deposited metal, the 
angle of groove should be set as small as possible. The root pass is usually 
performed without filler wire, but it is also possible for filler wire to be added. 
The subsequent build-up passes are performed by adding a filler wire. One 
of the major aspects that concerns the laser beam properties is that the laser 
beam must be assured to irradiate the groove bottom, so it is necessary to 
use a laser beam with small beam parameter product and a focusing lens 
with long focal length.
 As an example, Fig. 17.2 shows the groove geometries of the workpieces 
for one side (Fig. 17.2(a)) and both sides (Fig. 17.2(b)) welding when using 
an 8 kW disk laser to perform welding. The thickness of the plate is 30–50 
mm for one-side welding, and 60 mm for both-sides welding. The thickness 
of root face R is from 8 mm to 10 mm for one-side welding, and 10 mm to 
15 mm for both-sides welding. The groove angle a is 4–5° and the width of 
root face W is 2–4 mm. The groove depth is from about 20 mm to 50 mm 
for different thick plates.
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17.3 Developments in technology 

17.3.1 Welding systems 

The welding system for multi-pass laser welding with a filler wire consists 
of at least a laser oscillator, an optical system for transferring a laser beam, 

Laser 
beam

Shielding 
nozzle

Welding 
directionBuild-up 

pass

Root 
pass

Build-up 
pass

Wire

17.1 Schematic diagram of multi-pass laser welding with filler wire 
from both sides.

t t

R

R

W

W

17.2 Groove geometry of workpiece for multi-pass laser welding  
(t = 30–60 mm).
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a laser process head, a shielding gas nozzle, and a system for feeding filler 
wire into the groove. The other additional equipment includes a monitoring 
system to check the welding process, and a seam-tracking system to guide 
the welding position. 
 Multi-pass welding with a filler wire is usually utilized for large-scale thick-
section structures, so the process stability in long-time continuous welding 
is one of the most important aspects that concern the welding quality. The 
stability of welding process involves the stability of laser beam quality and 
the other welding conditions. In particular, the thermal focus shift, which 
is induced by the change in the position of focal point of the optical lenses, 
often happens in high-power laser welding and is not easy to detect. Figure 
17.3 shows a sample of the instability of weld bead shape and penetration 
depth in bead-on-plate welding. The welding conditions are laser power 
of 10 kW, welding speed of 0.3 m/min and defocused distance of –2 mm. 
The total welding time is 46 s and the length of the weld bead is 230 mm. 
It shows that at the beginning of welding, the weld surface is smooth (Fig. 
17.3(a)) and the cross section shape is sound (Fig. 17.3(b)), but the weld 
surface becomes unstable, with large spatters, and the cross section shape 
also becomes narrow and underfill occurs near the end of the welding (Fig. 
17.3(c)). The penetration depth is respectively decreased from 16.7 mm near 
the welding beginning to 14.7 mm near the welding end. Such instability 
in penetration depth and weld bead shape is considered to be related to the 
thermally induced focus shift of the focusing lens. Measures to prevent the 
thermal lens effect have to be taken for applications of high-power laser 
welding.

(a)

(b) (c)

16
7

14
7

17.3 Instability of weld bead shape induced by thermal focus shift in 
laser welding10 (laser power 10 kW, welding speed 0.3 m/min): (a) 
weld surface; (b) cross section of weld bead near weld start; (c) weld 
cross section near weld end.
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17.3.2 Welding parameters 

Root-pass welding

The effect of welding conditions on the weld geometry of the root pass has 
been investigated with penetration welding of 30 mm thick plates without 
filler wire. The thickness of the root face is 10 mm. The result is shown in 
Fig. 17.4. Instability or variation of penetration depth occurs under some 
conditions if no backing plate is used in welding. The appropriate welding 
conditions for good weld bead geometry are 6 kW laser power and 0.5 m/
min welding speed. When the welding speed is increased to 0.75 m/min at 6 
kW laser power, the weld bead becomes partial penetration. When the laser 
power is increased to 8 kW, the penetration bead becomes unstable at the 
welding speed of 0.8–1.2 m/min due to the excessive penetration, and partial 
penetration occurs at the welding speed of 1.5 m/min. It is predictable that 
the penetration bead is unstable when the welding speed is less than 0.8 m/
min for 8 kW laser power. Thus the appropriate welding parameter range 
is too narrow and, moreover, many spatters are stuck on the groove surface 
and the backside of the workpieces in the experiment when the laser power 
is 8 kW. Therefore, the welding parameters of 6 kW laser power and 0.5 
m/min welding speed are adapted for the root-pass welding.

Power 
(kW)

Speed  
(m/min)

Cross  
sectionBackside of weld

6

6

8

8

8

8

0.5

0.75

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.5

Partial penetration —

—

—

—

—Partial penetration

17.4 Results of root pass welding.13
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Build-up welding 

One of the most important aspects that concerns the weld quality in build-up 
multi-pass welding is ‘lack of fusion’. Build-up welding is performed under 
various welding conditions so as to study the relationship between welding 
conditions and weld bead geometry. The welding parameters are laser power 
6 kW and 8 kW, welding speed 0.3 m/min and 0.4 m/min, and beam spot 
size at the welding point varying from 0.69 mm to 1.56 mm. The feeding 
speed of the filler wire is varied from 3.5 m/min to 8.0 m/min to get different 
build-up heights and deposition areas. The welding results show that lack 
of fusion occurs easily if the welding conditions are not appropriate, which 
is described in detail as follows. 
 The typical weld bead geometries for the build-up welding, and the 
relationship between the welding conditions and the welding results are shown 
in Fig. 17.5. Two types of lack of fusion, lack of fusion A and lack of fusion 
B, are observed in the weld joint. In Fig. 17.5, the horizontal axis is labeled 
laser power intensity, and the vertical axis is labeled deposited area, which 
is the result of the wire feeding speed multiplied by the cross area of wire. 
It shows that when the laser power intensity is low and the deposited area 
is high, lack of fusion A tends to occur. The feature of lack of fusion A is 
that the weld bead formed in the initial root-pass welding is not re-melted 
during the following build-up welding, and as a result, lack of fusion occurs 
between the root weld bead and the build-up bead. In this case, non-fully 
melted wire is also observed. This is because the volume of wire fed into 
the welding zone is excessive and the melting ability of the laser beam is 
insufficient; as a result, even the filler wire cannot be fully melted. As the 
laser power intensity increases, lack of fusion A can be suppressed due to 
increases in the melting ability of laser energy, and good weld bead can be 
obtained in an appropriate range. However, if the laser power intensity is 
increased to very high level, lack of fusion B will readily occur. 
 The feature of lack of fusion B is that the side wall of the groove could 
not be melted and, as a result, there is lack of fusion occurring between the 
side wall of the groove and the deposited metal. The reason for lack of fusion 
B can be explained as follows: the volume of filler wire fed in the welding 
zone is not enough, resulting in the weld bead formed in root welding being 
re-melted by a deep and very narrow keyhole. The width of the penetration 
part induced by the keyhole is narrower than that of the groove, thus the 
groove wall near the upper of the root bead (or the bottom of the build-up 
bead) is not melted, leading to lack of fusion. In this case, the non-fully 
melted wire observed in lack of fusion A is not observed. Therefore, the 
relationship between deposited area and laser power intensity should be 
considered so as to prevent the lack of fusion. 
 Figure 17.6 shows a sample of multi-pass laser welding of 50 mm thick 
stainless steel plates. The length of weld bead is 400 mm. The number of 
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welding layers is 8, including two layers of root welding without filler wire, 
4 layers of normal build-up welding, and 2 layers (4 passes) of reinforcement 
welding. No lack of fusion and porosity is found by optical microscope 
observation of the cross section of weld bead and X-ray inspection.

17.3.3 Example applications

This section presents welding results in terms of solidification cracking, 
microstructure and mechanical properties in applications of multi-pass 
welding for austenite stainless steel.

Welding crack and microstructure 

Table 17.1 shows the compositions of the base metal and filler wires used in 
the welding experiment. Figure 17.7 shows the cross section of weld bead 
with crack and the microstructure of the weld metal near the crack. The crack 
usually occurs in the center of the build-up pass weld and is solidification 

Multi-pass laser welding of 50 mm thick SUSL316L

17.6 Sample of multi-pass laser welding of 50 mm thick plates.

Table 17.1 Chemical compositions of base metal and welding wires (mass%)

C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo N Fe Ferrite 
content (%)

Base 
metal

0.011 0.48 0.87 0.023 0.005 12.37 17.48 2.24 – Bal. –

Wire A 0.016 0.39 1.78 0.017 0.001 13.35 19.30 2.32 0.055 Bal. 5.9

Wire B 0.009 0.42 1.83 0.011 0.003 12.42 18.95 2.15 0.0262 Bal. 9.2

Wire C 0.007 0.31 1.86 0.017 0.005 10.15 19.95 0.02 0.0406 Bal. 9.4

Wire D 0.014 0.5 1.5 0.006 0.0095 9.87 20.79 0.01 0.0022 Bal. 16.8
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cracking according to SEM observation. For this weld, the filler wire is 
wire A (Table 17.1) and its theoretical ferrite content should be about 5%. 
In the experiment, nitrogen is used as the shielding gas in order to suppress 
keyhole type porosity; however, the nitrogen content of the weld metal is 
much higher than that of the filler wire and the base metal, resulting in low 
ferrite content in the weld metal. Figure 17.7 indicates that the ratio of the 
ferrite microstructure near the crack is less than 1%, much less than that 
of the other zone. An increase of 300–400 ppm nitrogen of the weld metal 
compared with that of the base metal is also apparent. Considering that the 
nitrogen shielding gas decreases the ferrite content, filler wire with higher 
ferrite content should be used.
 Table 17.2 shows the effect of welding conditions and wire composition 
(mainly the ferrite content) on the welding crack. The ferrite contents of the 
filler wires A, B, C and D are 5.9%, 9.2%, 9.4% and 16.8%, respectively. 
Under any conditions of welding speed and defocused distance of a laser 
beam at a laser power of 6 kW, cracks are observed in all the weld metals 
produced with wire A, wire B and wire C. When filler wire D with the ferrite 
content of 16.8% is used, however, no crack is found in the weld metal for 

50 μm

17.7 Bead shape, crack and microstructure of deposited weld.

Table 17.2 Effect of welding conditions and wire composition on welding crack

Welding conditions Wire composition (ferrite %)

Laser 
power
(kW)

Welding 
speed
(m/min)

Defocused 
distance
(mm)

Wire A
(5.9%)

Wire B
(9.2%)

Wire C
(9.4%)

Wire D
(16.8%)

6 0.225 7 – – ¥ ○
0.3 7 ¥ – ¥ ○

10 ¥ ¥ ¥ ○
15 ¥ – ¥ ○

0.4 10 – – ¥ ○

○: No crack   ¥: Crack   –: no data
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all the welding conditions. The ferrite content of the weld metal is measured 
and it is found that the ferrite content of the weld metal is in the range of 
6–11%. The decrease of 5.8–10.8% ferrite content of weld metal compared 
with the filler wire is the result of the nitrogen content increase in the weld 
metal due to the shielding gas of nitrogen. Therefore, it is suggested that 
increasing ferrite content of filler wire can prevent cracking. In addition, the 
increase in the ferrite content in the weld metal at room temperature should 
be correlated with the formation of a larger amount of ferrite phase during 
solidification.

Microstructure and mechanical properties 

Figure 17.8 shows the microstructure of the weld metal for multi-pass welded 
50 mm thick plates. The ferrite contents in the weld metal differ with welding 
pass, but the ferrite content is in the range of 7–11% for all layers. 
 The results of the tensile test for the welded joint are shown in Table 17.3. 
It shows that the laser welded joints have enough tensile strength compared 
with that of the base metal, and also satisfy the specification of the base 
metal. 

(a) Root weld (ferrite 7%)

(c) 3rd layer weld (ferrite 10.5%)

(b) 2nd layer weld (ferrite 10%)

(d) Reinforcement weld (ferrite 11%)

17.8 Microstructure of weld metal for multi-pass laser welding of 50 
mm thick SUS316L plates.14
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 Figure 17.9 shows the distribution of hardness of weld metal and the base 
metal near the weld bead. The hardness of the weld bead and the hardness 
at 3 mm from the fusion boundary is in the range from 180 Hv to 220 Hv, 
which is greater than the hardness of the base metal (150–160 Hv). As the 
distance from the fusion boundary increases, the hardness decreases. The value 
of hardness shows the same level as that of the conventional GTAW.

Residual stresses 

The residual stresses on the surface of the laser welded joint with 50 mm 
thickness are measured. The distribution of residual stresses perpendicular 
to the welding direction and parallel to welding direction are shown in Fig. 
17.10(a) and (b), respectively. To compare the residual stresses of laser beam 
welding (LBW) with GTAW and shielded metal arc welding (SMAW), the 
residual stresses of GTAW and GTAW + SMAW joints16 are also shown in 
Fig. 17.10. It shows that the residual stresses of laser welded joints have the 
same tendency as that of GTAW and GTAW + SMAW joints. The maximum 
value of tensile stress is near the centerline of the welding bead. The tensile 

Table 17.3 Results of tensile tests

Welded joint Base metal

Tensile strength (MPa) 577 551

0.2% yield strength (MPa) 294 236

Centerline of weld metal

1 mm from fusion boundary

2 mm from fusion boundary

3 mm from fusion boundary

5 mm from fusion boundary

7 mm from fusion boundary
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17.9 Vickers hardness distribution of laser welded joint.
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stress decreases as the distance from the centerline of the welding bead 
increases, and the stress changes to be compressive at the areas far away 
from the welding bead. The maximum value of tensile residual stress and the 
tensile range of stresses are different in LBW, GTAW and SMAW joints. 
Compared with GTAW, the maximal tensile residual stress is lower and the 
tensile range (above 0 MPa of stress) is narrower for a laser welded joint. 
This is probably because of the different angles of the grooves for different 
welding methods, which results in different total heat inputs and the volume 
of the weld bead. The narrower welding groove, lower heat input and fewer 
weld passes for laser welding lead to lower residual stress.
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17.10 Residual stresses of LBW, GTAW and GTAW+SMAW.14 (a) 
Residual stress perpendicular to welding direction (b) Residual stress 
parallel to welding direction.
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17.4 Future trends: further improvement of welding 

efficiency 

The number of welding passes need to be reduced further from the standpoint 
of process productivity; however, the thickness of the root pass is dependent 
on the penetration capability of the laser beam. For instance, the penetration 
is about 18 mm for welding stainless steel under the conditions of laser 
power 10 kW and 0.3 m/min welding speed.10 One of the possible methods 
to increase the penetration is to use a side gas jet.11–13,17 Figure 17.11 shows 
the schematic diagram of gas jet assisted laser welding. The main feature of 
this method is that the keyhole opening is deepened and widened by high 
pressure gas flow, so that the laser beam can enter the keyhole inside directly 
under no interaction with the surface of the molten pool at the keyhole 
opening. In this case, the keyhole depth can be increased and the penetration 
depth can be improved greatly, which has the same meaning as the use of 
higher power laser. In the next subsections, the difference between the gas 
jet assisted laser welding and the conventional laser welding is discussed, 
and then the results of the butt-joint welding of 40 mm thick plates and 50 
mm thick plates are presented.11–13

17.4.1 Comparison between conventional and gas jet 
assisted laser welding

In order to understand the mechanisms of the penetration depth improvement 
induced by side gas jet, the keyhole behavior and the metal flow in gas jet 
assisted laser welding are investigated with high-speed cameras and X-ray 

Laser beam

Shielding gas

Gas jet

Weld pool

Keyhole

Cavity

Plume

Weld metal

Welding direction

Nozzle

17.11 Schematic diagram of gas jet assisted laser welding.
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17.12 Comparison of conventional and gas jet assisted laser welding. 

transmission observation. Figure 17.12 shows a comparison between the 
conventional laser welding and gas jet assisted laser welding for bead-on-
plate welding of 30 mm thick plates. The welding conditions are the same 
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laser welding

Penetration  
(18 mm)

Penetration  
 (25 mm)

Gas jet assisted  
laser welding

Weld pool

Plume

Keyhole  
behavior

Weld bead

Gas shield 
nozzle Gas jet 

nozzle

Keyhole 
opening

Keyhole 
opening

Weld pool Weld pool

Base metalBase metal

Keyhole

Bubbles Keyhole

Keyhole opening
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10 kW laser power, 0.3 m/min welding speed and argon as the shielding gas 
for both processes. The different parameters between the two processes are 
the gas flow rate of the inner gas jet. The gas flow rate of the inner gas jet 
nozzle is set to 0 for the conventional laser welding, and 12 l/min for the 
gas jet assisted laser welding.
 The welding phenomena and results for the conventional laser welding are 
shown in the left of Fig. 17.12. The photo of the weld pool, which is taken 
by high-speed camera, shows that for conventional laser welding without 
gas jet, a wide and flat surface of the molten pool is formed during welding 
(in the case of good shielding condition), but the keyhole opening is very 
small and melt metal with some extent of thickness exists between the front 
edges of the keyhole and the molten pool. The photo of the plume shows that 
a very strong and severely fluctuating plume is injected from the keyhole 
during welding. The keyhole behavior observed by the X-ray transmission 
apparatus shows that the keyhole presents a very narrow line shape, many 
bubbles form near the bottom of the keyhole, and some bubbles result in 
porosities during solidification. The photo of the cross section of weld bead 
shows that a wine-cup shape weld of about 18 mm in penetration and 17 
mm in width is formed.
 The welding phenomena and results for gas jet assisted laser welding are 
shown in the right of Fig. 17.12. For gas assisted laser welding, the weld 
pool becomes narrower and the keyhole opening is enlarged and deepened 
considerably, and the thickness of the melt metal between the keyhole front 
and the molten pool front also becomes thinner. The plume induced in the 
process is much weaker and more stable, and the height of the plume is also 
much lower than that of conventional laser welding without gas jet. From 
the X-ray in-situ observation, the keyhole shows different behavior, and 
the opening of the keyhole is significantly deepened and enlarged to form a 
cavity of about 3 mm in diameter and 3 mm in depth. In this case, the laser 
beam could be directly irradiated on the bottom of the keyhole opening under 
the conditions of no obstacles by removing the molten metal, resulting in a 
considerably deepened keyhole. As a result, the penetration depth is greatly 
increased to 25 mm at the same laser power and welding speed. Because of 
the formation of a deep keyhole opening, the defocused distance can be set 
to a greater minus value in order to get a deeper keyhole. 
 Another difference between the conventional laser welding and gas jet 
assisted laser welding is the weld appearance. The reinforcement height of 
the weld in conventional laser welding is less than 0.3 mm in the experiment. 
For gas jet assisted laser welding, however, the reinforcement height is about 
3.0 mm even if no filler wire is used in the process. That is because the gas 
jet pushed the molten metal around the keyhole to flow backward and a weld 
bead with excessively high reinforcement is formed. 
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17.4.2 I-butt joint welding of 40 mm thick plates without 
filler wire 

I-butt joint welding is undertaken on type 316L steel plates of 200 mm 
length, 100 mm width and 40 mm thickness, at the laser power of 10 kW. 
Two joints are welded: one is welded at 0.2 m/min welding speed, and the 
other at 0.3 m/min. Figure 17.13 shows the photos of the cross sections 
of weld beads. At the welding speed of either 0.2 m/min or 0.3 m/min, a 
regularly shaped bead without any lack of fusion and porosity is obtained 
in the welded joint. The width of the bead surface at 0.2 m/min welding 
speed is wider than that at 0.3 m/min. It shows that for butt-joint welding 
of 40 mm thick plates, a fully penetrated good joint can be obtained with 
a 10 kW laser in two passes, and penetrated from both sides without filler 
wire, by using the gas jet assisted laser welding method. 

17.4.3 I-butt joint welding of 50 mm thick plates with 
filler wire 

I-butt joint welding of 50 mm thick plates is tried by combining gas jet 
assisted welding and multi-pass welding with a filler wire. The geometry of 

(a) (b)

17.13 Butt-joint laser welding of 40 mm thick plates with gas jet (two 
passes, without filler wire): (a) welding speed: 0.2 m/min; (b) welding 
speed: 0.3 m/min.
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the test piece used in the experiment is shown in Fig. 17.14. The welding is 
performed from both sides. The welding conditions and the welding results 
are shown in Fig. 17.15. The number of passes is four, including two passes 

50 mm

200 mm

3 mm

3 mm

45°

Groove shape

17.14 Groove geometry of 50 mm thick plates for gas jet assisted 
laser welding (butt joint).

17.15 Butt-joint laser welding of 50 mm thick plates with gas jet (four 
passes, laser power: 10 kW, welding speed: 0.2 m/min).
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of deep penetration laser welding with gas jet and two passes of repair 
welding with a filler wire. It shows a regularly shaped weld bead and no 
lack of fusion and porosity.
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Abstract: The laser welding process is the most flexible fusion welding 
process industrially available. The degree of flexibility is further enhanced 
and process limits are expanded if hybridisation or combination techniques 
are applied. After a general introduction of various related concepts, the 
enhancement of welding capabilities is illustrated in more detail by the 
state-of-the-art and latest advancements in laser-MAG (metal active gas) 
hybrid welding of up to 25 mm thick high-strength steel components. In 
addition, the manufacturing benefits of integrated cutting and welding with a 
multifunctional laser combi-head are described.

Key words: laser-arc hybrid welding, high-strength steels, aluminium alloys, 
laser combi-head, combined laser cutting and laser welding.

18.1 Introduction

Within the last three decades industrial lasers have become established 
as the tools for flexible manufacturing. Recent developments in fibre and 
disk lasers with multi-kW output power at beam qualities with single-digit 
mm*mrad values push the trend to laser assisted production even further. 
They open up new vistas to fibre-coupled laser systems, with multiple 
manufacturing cells sharing a single laser source. The increased electrical 
to optical conversion efficiency of the new diode-pumped sources and their 
better utilisation by laser networks leads to highly productive, flexible, and 
cost-efficient production solutions.
 A further chance to enhance the capabilities of lasers is offered by their 
combination with other processes or tools. In fact, this idea is not new 
and already well implemented in various industrial applications. In order 
to systematise and illustrate the high variety of possibilities, Plate XXIII 

This chapter is a revised and updated version of Chapter 10 ‘Enhancing laser welding 
capabilities by hybridisation or combination with other processes’ by Dirk Petring, 
originally published in Advances in laser materials processing by J. Lawrence, J. Pou, 
D. K. Y Low and E. Toyserkani, Woodhead Publishing Limited, 2010, ISBN 978-1-
84569-474-6.
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(between pages 328 and 329) presents a map of combined laser processes and 
tools. While the abscissa accounts for the diversity of involved processes, the 
ordinate displays the diversity of involved tools. The combination is specified 
as hybridisation if the combined tools are different and the processes are acting 
simultaneously in a common processing zone. Obviously this specification 
and the scales of the coordinates in Plate XXIII are rather qualitative. 
However, the distribution of the depicted examples in the map demonstrates 
their relative position in the context of the selected systematisation.
 Let us start at the origin, which is at the left bottom corner of the map in 
Plate XXIII. It represents the area with the lowest diversity of the contributing 
tools and processes. The picture shows two laterally displaced laser foci – 
normally produced by a beam-splitting element in the focusing head. It is a 
well known method to improve the capabilities of laser welding aluminium 
[1] or overlapped zinc-coated steel sheets [2]. The two laser spots may be 
identical or slightly different in power or power density. In the latter case, 
the more powerful spot is arranged as the leading part of the dual-spot 
tool, which is responsible for promoting the welding process at the keyhole 
front. The trailing spot supports the action of the first one by increasing the 
welding depth and, more importantly, it prevents the capillary back wall 
from approaching the front wall and thus from choking the capillary. The 
capillary is elongated in the welding direction and the top and bottom capillary 
apertures are increased. The proper shaping of the capillary stabilises the 
welding process and facilitates the escape of gas (such as insoluble hydrogen 
in aluminium) and vapour (such as vaporised zinc of coated steel sheets). 
Thereby, porosity and melt expulsions are significantly reduced. Another 
well-established application for the ‘dual-spot laser welding’ technique is 
using the two spots displaced transversally to the weld track, in order to 
increase the bridging capabilities (e.g. during welding of tailored blanks). 
Already this simple example at the origin of the map illustrates the benefits 
which can be achieved by changing from a standard system configuration 
to a combination of, in this case, even identical laser tools supporting the 
same process.
 Consistently following this idea, we move only a little diagonally on the 
map, and arrive at the combination of different laser distributions, originating 
from the same or different lasers. The ‘dual-laser hybrid processing’ can 
be used, for example, by combining standard laser beams with diode laser 
beams, arranged in advance, subsequently or coaxially. Examples of this 
approach are the overlap welding of zinc-coated steels [3] and the burn-off 
stabilised thick section cutting of steel plates [4]. The assisting diode laser 
radiation provides additional heat beside the actually processing laser beam. 
The induced lateral temperature field serves, for example, for preheating, 
decoating, premelting or post-processing.
 In the centre of the map, ‘laser-arc hybrid welding’ represents one of the 
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most established laser hybrid processes. It will be discussed in more detail 
below, as well as ‘cutting and welding with the combi-head’, using a single 
tool for processes as different as cutting and welding, thus being well located 
in the bottom right corner of the map in Plate XXIII (between pages 328 
and 329).
 Exactly at the opposite corner of the map, the ‘water jet guided laser 
cutting’ is an impressive example of how a sophisticated combination of 
laser radiation with a completely different tool can expand the application 
range of lasers, both figuratively and literally speaking. A pressurised water 
jet with a diameter of 100 mm or less is used as a liquid laser waveguide 
into the cutting zone with a range of up to 100 mm. Additionally, the water 
jet supports material ejection out of the cutting kerf. The so-called micro-jet 
technique achieves an unrivalled focal position tolerance, effective cooling 
of the cutting zone and safe protection of the material surface from debris by 
the formation of a self-contained water film [5]. It is a laser hybrid process 
par excellence.
 A special sequence of three different processes, the so-called ‘eSIE.
CONNECT laser cutting, riveting and laser welding’ is positioned at the 
largest distance from the map’s origin in Plate XXIII. Here, a rather large 
diversity of processes and tools is combined in a process chain for the 
manufacturing of modular railway vehicles. Laser cutting is used for preparing 
the parts including the drill holes for the riveting process, riveting itself is 
used for pre-assembling the sheet metal structures without the requirement 
of expensive clamping devices, and laser welding is used as the final joining 
technique to accomplish the strength and endurance which are essential for 
railway vehicles [6].
 The above described spectrum of combinations, some of them also 
representing hybridisations, illustrates the wide variety already existing in 
the laser field and demonstrates the potential for more in the future. The 
following sections deal with the principles, state-of-the-art and recent progress 
in two of the most important representatives of hybridisation and combination 
techniques, namely laser-arc hybrid welding and combined laser cutting and 
laser welding.

18.2 Laser and arc hybrid welding

18.2.1 Principles and state-of-the-art

The expression ‘laser-arc hybrid welding’ represents welding processes which 
use – besides the laser beam – an arc as the second source, acting in the 
same melt pool as the laser beam. The arc provides additional heat and, as 
the case may be, also filler material. Laser-arc hybrid welding processes are 
meanwhile the most established hybrid welding variants and well recognised 
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for their robustness, efficiency and flexibility. Especially the coupling of a 
deep-penetrating laser beam with the heat and molten metal supplying gas 
metal arc (GMA) is a proven hybrid technique. It significantly expands the 
original welding application range of lasers.
 Laser-arc hybrid welding has been investigated since 1978, when Professor 
Steen and co-workers in the UK published their first paper about TIG (tungsten 
inert gas) augmented laser welding [7]. Replacing the tungsten electrode by 
a wire-fed electrode, heat of the arc as well as molten filler material of the 
wire are transferred to the welding zone by the so-called MIG/MAG (metal 
inert/active gas) process. Since the first industrial laser-MIG hybrid system 
was put into operation by Fraunhofer ILT in the year 2000 at a German 
oil tank manufacturer [8], a hybrid boom can be observed and various new 
installations followed. Laser hybrid welding systems have been installed in 
shipbuilding [9, 10], as well as in the automotive industry [11].
 The laser-arc hybrid process is characterised by the simultaneous application 
of a focused laser beam and an arc, creating and moving a common melt 
pool along the weld pass (see Fig. 18.1). The combination offers an increased 
number of parameters compared to the single processes, thus allowing 
flexible control of the welding process adapted to the demands of material, 
construction and manufacturing conditions.
 The main benefits of the hybrid technique compared to laser beam welding 
with or without filler wire are:

Welding direction Laser beam

Contact tube

Workpiece

Electric arc and 
molten filler 
metal

Weld materialMelt cavityMelt

Assist gas nozzle

Electrode: fixed 
(TIG/plasma) or 
wire fed (MIG/
MAG)

Focusing 
optics

Laser-induced 
plasma/metal vapour

Welding gap/groove

Arc-torch (here: trailing configuration)

Vapour capillary
(here: full penetration welding)

18.1 Principle of laser-arc hybrid welding [8].
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∑ better gap bridging capability at lower laser beam power
∑ better levelling of edge offset
∑ lower demands on edge preparation and clamping
∑ improved adjustment of the thermal cycle.

There are also significant benefits compared to arc welding techniques:

∑ higher welding speed
∑ weldability of zero-gap and I-seam at lap joint
∑ single-pass full-penetration welding even at high welding depth
∑ lower heat input
∑ lower distortion
∑ at T-joints or in corners: smaller fillet, more clearance.

The result is a more flexible and robust welding process providing higher 
productivity and quality.
 The arrangement of the arc relative to the laser beam axis (leading, trailing 
or coaxial type, inclination and distance between laser and arc) depends on 
the material to be welded and its surface properties. Also important are type 
of joint, edge preparation and welding position. The laser and arc power, the 
laser focusing parameters, and the laser wavelength, as well as the striven 
metal-transfer mode (MIG/MAG) and special boundary conditions (e.g. 
the accessibility for a seam-tracking sensor) are other factors with strong 
influence on the design of hybrid process and equipment.
 Normally, the smallest possible arc inclination is desired. Angles in the 
range of 15–30° relative to the laser axis work with technically acceptable 
effort. Nd:YAG, disk and fibre laser radiation, due to a lower interaction 
with the arc’s plasma, allows a closer approach to the arc than CO2 laser 
radiation, as long as the laser induced vapour jet is not leading to detrimental 
interaction effects.
 The currently most preferred laser-arc hybrid welding process is using 
MIG/MAG. The process can be controlled in such a way that the MIG/
MAG part provides the appropriate amount of molten filler material to 
bridge the gap or fill the groove, while the laser is generating a vapour 
capillary within the molten pool to ensure the desired welding depth at high 
speed. The coupled process increases the welding speed above the sum of 
the single speeds, and produces an increased regularity of the weld bead. 
Improvements of metallurgical properties regarding hardness and toughness 
as well as diminished porosity due to promoted escaping of gas out of the 
enlarged melt pool are noted [8, 12].
 The correct setting of gas parameters is an important factor in hybrid 
welding, where laser and arc-specific criteria have to be taken into account 
simultaneously. Using Nd:YAG, disk or fibre laser radiation, beam absorption 
within the plasma and resulting plasma shielding can be neglected due to 
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the shorter wavelength compared to CO2 lasers. Thus, with these lasers the 
selection of process gas can be determined according to the arc stability 
demands and bead shielding properties, for MIG/MAG also droplet detachment 
and spatter-free metal-transfer have to be considered. In this case argon will 
be the dominant portion of the gas used. Small addition of oxygen promotes 
the droplet detachment and reduces spatter. Mixtures of helium lead to higher 
arc voltage and the corresponding power increase results in wider seams, but 
also to a destabilising of the arc. Nevertheless, using CO2 lasers, a helium 
mixture is necessary to avoid plasma shielding. Fortunately, the presence of 
the laser beam enables acceptable arc stability even with a significant helium 
portion [8].
 To demonstrate the general capabilities of laser-MIG/MAG hybrid welding, 
typical macro sections of seams in aluminium and steel are shown in Fig. 
18.2 [12]. The examples provide evidence of fast speed, wide gap bridging, 
smooth levelling of misalignment and high quality. A further two examples 

Fast (14.4 m/min)  
1 mm mild steel sheets

Levelling of misalignment (2 
mm) 10 mm pipeline steel X25

Gap bridging (0.8 mm)  
4 mm aluminium profile

High quality (acc. to ASME section 
VII, IX) 12 mm stainless steel tube

18.2 Cross sections and related parameters showing benefits of 
hybrid welding [12].
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in aluminium illustrate important hybrid welding features in more detail. In 
Fig. 18.3 the gap variation at butt joint in 4 mm aluminium sheets could 
be bridged even without any backing melt support or root protection [8]. 
Fillet welds at lap joint (see Fig. 18.4) get an effective reinforcement by the 
contribution of the MIG process [12].

18.2.2 Physical model of the root formation

The appropriate amount of filler wire deposition depends on groove and 
gap volume as well as on welding speed and can easily be estimated and 
adjusted. The amount and the distribution of the energy input due to the 
laser beam power and the focal position influence the root formation and 

bs = 0 mm
VD = 8.3 m/min

bs = 0.4 mm
VD = 8.1 m/min

bs = 0.8 mm
VD = 7.8 m/min

bs = 1.2 mm
VD = 7.1 m/min

∑ Aluminium 6000 series alloy
∑ Sheet thickness 4 mm
∑ Square butt weld in flat position without backing bar or root protection
∑ Gap width bs
∑ Welding speed 2.5 m/min
∑ Nd: YAG-laser 2.7 kW
∑ MIG impulse arc in trailing configuration
∑ Wire material S-AlSi12, diameter 1.2 mm, wire feed rate VD
∑ Assist gas argon

18.3 Gap bridging capability in an aluminium alloy [8].

Laser only
Vs = 2.0 m/min

Laser only
Vs = 0.5 m/min

MIG only
Vs = 2.0 m/min

MIG only
Vs = 1.2 m/min

Nd: YAG laser-MIG hybrid
Vs = 2.0 m/min

∑ 6000 series alloy
∑ Thickness 4 mm
∑ Nd: YAG laser 2.7 

kW
∑ MIG impulse arc 

(trailing)
∑ Wire material 

S-AlSi12
∑ Diameter 1.2 mm
∑ Assist gas argon

18.4 Hybrid welding of fillet weld at lap joint and comparison with 
the welding result using the single processes alone [12].
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is handled experimentally. A remaining important question is: Which gap 
width can maximally be bridged and what are the determining factors for 
existing limits especially in thick-section welding?
 As mass and energy balance have already been treated above, a momentum 
or pressure balance, respectively, shall give the answer (see Fig. 18.5). The 
pressure balance determines, for example, whether the root becomes concave 
with perhaps even incomplete penetration, whether it becomes convex and 
sound with regular appearance, or whether excessive penetration with drop 
through and sagging melt occurs. With a simple physical model the pressure 
balance at the root can be calculated [13]. The outcome will reveal suitable 
measures to improve gap bridging capabilities.
 The model illustrated in Fig. 18.5 considers the gravitational force 
(gravitational constant g) due to the mass of the melt column (density r and 
height t) above the root with width wm, the dynamic pressure of a ‘downward’ 
melt flow component with a velocity vm and the supporting capillary forces 
due to the surface tension s of the root melt. The arc pressure could also be 
included in the balance equation, but during thick-section welding of steels 
its contribution can be neglected compared to the other terms. The gap width 
w determines the minimum possible root width. On the other hand, the root 
width determines the minimum possible root radius wm/2, which occurs at 
a contact angle a = 90° (see Fig. 18.5).
 By setting gap and root width identical, the balance equation can be 
resolved for the maximum gap width wmax [13]:

  wmax = 2s [r (g t + vm
2/2)]–1  [18.1]

To adjust the process, first of all an appropriate wire feed rate has to be set 
for properly filling the missing volume. It is also clear, that in order to fulfil 

2 /Wm

W

t

Wm

g
t 

+ 
/2

 V
2 m

18.5 The pressure balance at the root [13].
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the above condition of minimising the root width wm to the gap width w, the 
laser beam power has to be adapted, namely minimised, accordingly:

∑ Adapted laser power reduces root width wm to gap width w.

This is of course a somewhat idealised condition, but as the absolutely 
limiting case it perfectly leads to the maximum allowable gap.
 Equation 18.1 presents three possibilities to maximise the allowable gap 
width wmax, which can be implemented by corresponding measures:

∑ increasing surface tension s by root protection with inert gas (if two-
sided access is accepted)

∑ reducing downward melt velocity vm by ensuring a stable process 
with low melt dynamics, mainly achieved by a proper basic parameter 
configuration

∑ avoiding gravitational effects by using horizontal position PC.

An example is calculated in Table 18.1, where three different theoretical cases 
for laser-arc hybrid butt welding of structural steel plates at a thickness of 15 
mm in flat position PA are compared. A corresponding experimental value 
for the maximum allowable gap size with properly adapted wire feed rate and 
laser power has also been determined. The first case in Table 18.1 implies 
a clean root, free of oxides and with correspondingly high surface tension. 
Furthermore, an ideal situation with no downward melt flow is assumed. In 
the second case, an oxidised steel melt surface reduces the surface tension 
at the root, and in the third case additionally a significant melt flow velocity 
typical for high dynamics is indicated. Following these steps, the maximum 
gap width which can be bridged is decreasing from 1.7 mm to 0.5 mm. An 
experimental value of 0.7 mm has been achieved without root protection, 
which means with an oxidised root. The process was adjusted quite stable, 
which should result in a moderate downward melt velocity component. 
This condition meets the situation between the second and third case and 
corresponds very well with the average of these two theoretical values. This 
rather simple model provides a surprisingly accurate description of the gap 
bridging capability and allows a well-defined course of action to optimise 
the process.

Table 18.1 Three different cases for the gap bridging capability wmax 
during welding steel in flat position PA, calculated according to Eq. [18.1] 
with r(steel) = 7,800 kg/m3 and thickness t = 15 mm

Clean root Oxidised root Oxidised root and 
melt dynamics

s [N/m]
vm [m/s]
wmax [mm]

1.0
0
1.7

0.5
0
0.9

0.5
0.5
0.5
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18.2.3 Advanced technical equipment

With the standard approach of combining a discrete arc-torch in off-axis 
configuration with a laser focusing head, there are certain limitations on the 
possible position and orientation of the arc. In order to prevent the torch 
nozzle from interfering with the laser beam, it has to be positioned at sufficient 
distance and inclination. Another problem with this off-axis configuration 
approach as sketched in Fig. 18.1 is that it promotes entrainment of air into 
the weld by the Venturi effect. 
 To address these problems, a more sophisticated approach uses a welding 
head where the laser beam and arc are surrounded by a common water-cooled 
nozzle device with integrated contact tube for contacting and stable guiding of 
the wire electrode (see Fig. 18.6) [8]. This arrangement provides the closest 
laser and arc proximity at the steepest arc inclination. The process gas flows 
out of an annular channel coaxially to the laser beam. A diffusing aperture 
within the channel enables a homogeneously distributed stream of the assist 
gas onto the welding zone. Thus, a transverse suction of air by the Venturi 
effect is avoided and effective protection of the weld bead is ensured (see 
Fig. 18.6). Moreover, a minimal but sufficient leak gas flow in the upward 
direction avoids process gas contamination by air entrainment via the laser 
beam entrance.

Laser beam

Fixed or fed electrode
Electrical insulation

Assist gas
Diffusing aperture
Core nozzle, contact tube
Jacket nozzle

Workpiece

Optics flange

Crossjet exit

Arc source connection

Axial adjustment (z)

Water-cooled 
laser/arc-nozzle

Lateral adjustment (x, y)

18.6 Principle (top) and practical device (bottom) of the ‘integrated 
hybrid welding nozzle’ [8].
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18.2.4 Welding of heavy section high-strength  
steel plates

As with any other welding process, also the capabilities of laser-MAG hybrid 
welding are essentially determined by the appropriate selection of the system 
setup and the basic parameter configuration. If these boundary conditions 
are well chosen, hybrid welding proves to be a really stable, efficient and 
flexible technology. In the following, all welds are carried out with the above 
described integrated hybrid welding nozzle with an Ar-He-O2 mixture, a 20 
kW CO2 laser and a programmable MAG welding source operated in the 
pulsed mode. In that case, the control parameters of laser, MAG and machine 
can be varied freely in a rather wide range in order to adjust the welding 
process to the required performance regarding welding depth, gap bridging, 
seam shape and metallurgical properties. As an example, the framed cross 
sections in Figs 18.7 and 18.8 indicate the parameters with the most efficient 
welding processes out of the respective variation, also to be recognised by 
the widest roots. On the other hand, in fact all cross sections in Figs 18.7 

d = 1.0 mm
bead: 10.7 mm
root: 1.9 mm

12 mm EH36
Bevel preparation: 4° 
Y with 3 mm root face 
Gap 0.5 mm

v = 1.2 m/min
Plaser = 9.6 kW
vwire = 12.0 m/min

Wire: 1.2 mm G3Si1
Laser leading
MAG trailing

d = 5.0 mm
bead: 11.3 mm
root: 2.3 mm

d = 3.5 mm
bead: 11.1 mm
root: 2.2 mm

d = 3.5 mm
bead: 11.7 mm
root: 1.6 mm

18.7 Moderate influence of distance d between laser and arc with an 
optimum for weld efficiency in the range of 3–5 mm [13].
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and 18.8 show very acceptable properties, which demonstrate the robustness 
of the selected system setup and parameter configuration.
 There are well-defined control functions for setting welding speed, laser 
power and wire feed rate adapted to material thickness, groove preparation, 
gap width and welding position (e.g. for 15 mm plate thickness in Figs 18.9 
and 18.10). It is worth mentioning, that the allowable laser power ranges to 
be read from Fig. 18.9 are quite wide (more than 3 kW) and even overlapping 
in the case of welding 15 mm in flat position PA. A control function for the 
laser beam power depending on gap width could in this case be dispensable 
and the welding speed remains constant at 1.2 m/min. Only a control of the 
wire feed rate adapted to the gap width is recommendable as indicated in 
Fig. 18.9, if an excessive weld reinforcement or underfill shall be avoided 
at varying gap.
 In Fig. 18.10 a phenomenon is demonstrated, which again confirms the 
robustness of the hybrid configuration used. With increasing gap width, the 
process has to be and can be continuously varied from laser-MAG hybrid 
welding to pure MAG welding. The transition to wide gaps up to 3 mm is 
achieved successfully by reducing the laser power, increasing the filler wire 
deposition and decreasing the welding speed in position PC. These are in fact 
the control functions to be considered also in practice when gap variations 
occur.
 In the thickness range up to 25 mm, welds without any hot cracks and, if 
any, with only very few small pores, compliant with the highest assessment 
group B of EN ISO 13919-1 can be produced in a single pass [13]. Cross 
sections of optimised hybrid welds are presented in Fig. 18.11. In order to 
achieve crack-free welds, V- or Y-shaped groove preparation in the range 

12 mm EH36
v = 1.2 m/min
Plaser = 9.6 kW
vwire = 12.0 m/min

20 mm EH36
v = 0.8 m/min
Plaser = 16.2 kW
vwire = 10.0 m/min

z = 0 mm
bead: 9.2 mm
root:  1.4 mm

z = 0 mm
bead: 12.0 mm
root:   2.0 mm

z = –4.5 mm
bead: 10.6 mm
root:    1.6 mm

z = –6 mm
bead: 12.3 mm
root:   2.7 mm

z = –9 mm
bead: 11.1 mm
root:   2.2 mm

z = –12 mm
bead: 12.2 mm
root:   2.5 mm

z = –12 mm
bead: 11.1 mm
root:   2.0 mm

z = –18 mm
bead: 11.6 mm
root:   2.1 mm

18.8 Moderate influence of focal position with an optimum for weld 
efficiency at focal positions within the plate [13].
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Wire feed rate

10.5 m/min

15 m/min

17 m/min

20 m/min

Weld ok
Not ok, partial drop through
Not ok, open pores at root
Not ok, thin root
Not ok, partial penetration
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18
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8

6

4

2

0

Zero
Plaser = 14.2 kW

0.7 mm gap
Plaser = 10.4 kW

0.5 mm gap
Plaser = 10.6 kW

1.0 mm gap
Plaser = 7.1 kW

18.9 Process windows and gap bridging capability for laser-MAG 
hybrid welding of 15 mm structural steel in flat welding position (6° V, 
PA) with leading MAG at a constant welding speed of 1.2 m/min [13].

Continuous 
variation from 
laser-MAG to 
pure MAG with 
increasing gap:

 gap ›

 laser fl

 MAG ›

 Speed fl

Vwire = 9.5 m/min
V = 1.2 m/min

Vwire = 18 m/min
V = 1.2 m/min

Vwire = 18 m/min
V = 0.8 m/min

Vwire = 18 m/min
V = 0.6 m/min

Vwire = 18 m/min
V = 0.4 m/min

 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
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Weld ok

Not ok, partial drop through

Not ok, open pores at root
Not ok, thin root
Not ok, partial penetration

18.10 Expanded process windows and improved gap bridging 
capability for laser-MAG hybrid welding of 15 mm structural steel in 
horizontal position (6° V, PC) with leading MAG [13].
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between 4 and 8° full angle and an appropriate welding speed together with 
the right energy input per unit length are the crucial points to be considered. 
These measures ensure an ascending columnar dendrite structure upwardly 
curved and partly converging against the centreline in the upper MAG-
dominated cup-shaped part of the seam. In the lower laser-dominated ‘trunk’ 
of the seam, an equiaxial grain structure is preferred, which possibly changes 
in the root to small columnar dendrites downwardly curved and converging 
against the centre line or growing down to the root surface [13].
 The laser beam power as well as the welding speed must be adapted to the 
plate thickness and the gap width. Figure 18.12 shows a general overview 
of the required beam power and the achieved process capabilities regarding 
weldable plate thickness, welding speed and gap width for butt joints in 
positions PA and PC, respectively. In the thickness range between 12 and 
25 mm, excellent fatigue properties of high-strength structural steel butt 

Material
EH36 RQT701

Thickness

15 mm

20 mm

25 mm

18.11 Cross sections of hybrid welded high-strength steel plates up 
to 25 mm thickness using a 20 kW CO2 laser at adapted power level 
[13].
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joints have been determined by extensive uniaxial tension and four-point 
bend tests (Fig. 18.13) [13].

18.2.5 Applications

The advantages of laser-MAG hybrid welding are increasing the thickness 
range of laser welding significantly. Important benefits are high welding 
speed, low distortion, the ability to bridge gaps, and the capability of single-
pass full-penetration welding. Applications with thick wall thicknesses can 
be found in pipeline construction, shipbuilding, load-bearing structures, off-
shore engineering, special constructions and in heavy vehicle construction 
such as earth-moving equipment.
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18.12 CO2-laser-MAG hybrid welding parameters and capabilities 
versus thickness, gap size and welding position for single-pass butt 
joints in structural steel [13].

18.13 Fatigue results of heavy section laser hybrid welds [13].�� �� �� �� �� ��
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18.3 Combining laser welding and laser cutting

18.3.1 Multi-functional processing

Demands for innovative manufacturing techniques are high. The main targets 
for these techniques are greater flexibility and higher productivity at lower 
costs. In many cases, this seems to be impossible; nevertheless, possibilities 
can be discovered if process chains are analysed and consequential methods 
to shorten or integrate them are found [14]. Sheet metal fabrication is one 
example of a complex process chain. Nearly all component assemblies being 
manufactured from sheet metal are produced by a sequence of cutting and 
joining techniques. Hitherto, these different processes were carried out on 
different machines. The sheet components are successively prepared by 
cutting, joined together and, for instance, completed by cut-outs or weld-
ons. If in a single machine, both cutting and welding could be performed, by 
this integration and shortening of the process chain, the cost of production 
would be reduced substantially and products could be manufactured much 
more flexibly.
 Even the particularly flexible laser systems are usually either dedicated to 
a single process or valuable time is spent on changing between applications 
such as cutting and welding. In practice, different processes are mainly carried 
out sequentially on different systems. Accordingly, machine expenditure is 
high. Within these classical process chains a high potential of flexibility 
and cost savings inherent to lasers remains unutilised hitherto in industrial 
production.
 In order to overcome these limits a so-called ‘combi-head’ allows quick 
switching from one process to the other and vice versa in a temporally and 
spatially optimised, integrated process chain. Thus, a completely new degree 
of flexibility is achieved in production. New designs and a large number of 
variants can be produced much more cost effectively by combining cutting 
and welding capabilities in one tool. Process and tolerance chains are shorter 
due to minimised material and tool handling within a single machine and due 
to a combi-head with a process spanning, constant tool centre point (TCP) 
[15].
 Laser manufacturing with a combi-head is a new, highly flexible solution 
based on old ideas [16–20]. Some years ago, these ideas were taken up 
again by several groups [21–23] who were motivated by the availability of 
laser sources with simultaneously high power and high beam quality and 
by increasing market demands for flexible production. In a multifunctional 
laser cell, the combi-head is able to perform 3D cutting and welding tasks 
in an arbitrary sequence without retooling. Part handling, positioning and 
clamping steps are omitted. This results in shorter and more flexible process 
chains and with it reduced production time and costs as well as improved 
manufacturing accuracy [24, 25]. Moreover, the combi-head opens up efficient 
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solutions for innovative products from sheet metal with a wide range of  
variants.

18.3.2 The laser combi-head

In cutting heads, coaxially to the focused laser beam, an intense cutting gas 
flow has to provide for effective melt ejection out of the kerf. The laser 
beam is guided through a high pressure nozzle in such a way that the beam 
focus together with the gas jet meets the workpiece below the nozzle exit 
(see Fig. 18.14). A lens in the laser entrance aperture of the nozzle provides 
for a gas-tight sealing of the nozzle chamber and focuses the laser beam. 
In addition, the nozzle tip serves as a capacitive clearance sensor, ensuring 
a constant distance to the sheet surface of about 1 mm by a closed-loop 
control of the machine axes.
 In welding heads, with solid-state and diode lasers also lens optics 
accomplish focusing, but with CO2 lasers usually mirror optics are used. To 
create smooth shielding and process gas flow, as required for welding, mainly 
off-axis nozzles are applied some millimeters from the laser impingement 
point (see Fig. 18.14). In addition, a compressed air crossjet is arranged 
between the optics and the process gas nozzle that blows transversally to 
the laser axis in order to reliably protect the optics from smoke or spatters 
emitted from the weld zone. Accordingly, in contrast to the gas-tight optics 
of standard cutting heads, a welding head requires an open flow section 
below the optics, which is gas dynamically decoupled from the processing 
zone.
 This conflict between the requirements of cutting and welding heads can 
be resolved with the autonomous nozzle [14] (see Plate XXIV between pages 
328 and 329), which has best proved itself already in industrial applications 
with high-power mirror cutting heads up to 12 kW. Besides various job shops, 
it has also been installed at the Blohm & Voss shipyard, where it is used 
in a mirror cutting head for precise cutting of ship panels, which are later 
welded together with the same laser to produce large ship sections. In this 

Sealed 
lens

Open 
mirror

Body

Coaxial 
nozzle

Cutting Welding Welding

Open lens

Crossjet

Off-axis nozzle(s)

18.14 Difference of cutting heads and welding heads.
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application, a head exchange was still accepted for switching from cutting 
to welding and vice versa. 
 In principle, the idea of the autonomous nozzle is rather simple and it 
seems predestined for solving the conflict described in Fig. 18.14. By shifting 
the laser entrance aperture in the vicinity of the nozzle exit, a patented flow 
design enforces a minimum process gas leakage and simultaneously prevents 
suction of air (see Plate XXIV). That way the nozzle can produce a coaxial 
process gas flow in a wide pressure range, independent from the focusing 
optics and without a sealing window. Being ‘autonomous’, it easily permits 
the integration of a crossjet between itself and the focusing optics. This is 
necessary because the smooth process gas jet used during welding cannot 
protect the optics from smoke and spatters. Consequentially, a crossjet with 
compressed air supply, an alternating check valve for cutting and welding 
gas, and an appropriate numerical control program to change process 
parameters suffice to also make a welding head out of the cutting head. 
The autonomous nozzle with its rotationally symmetrical, slim design and 
an integrated capacitive clearance sensor represents the key component of 
a universal processing head for three-dimensional cutting and welding. The 
combi-head, as sketched in Plate XXIV, can optionally be equipped with 
lens or mirror optics and is suited for solid-state lasers as well as for CO2 
lasers.
 The main technical features of a laser combi-head as shown in Plate XXIV 
can be summarised as follows [14]:

∑ quick, software-controlled switching between cutting and welding in 
arbitrary sequences

∑ one machine, one setting, one tool for cutting (N2 and O2) and welding 
processes

∑ constant tool centre point (TCP)
∑ rotationally symmetrical, coaxial, and slim head design with the 

autonomous nozzle, integrated capacitive clearance sensor, and effective 
crossjet

∑ gas functions decoupled from the optical system
∑ no principle limits regarding beam power and gas pressure.

18.3.3 Impact of laser brightness

The manufacturing benefits of integrated cutting and welding with a 
multifunctional laser combi-head are evident. In principle, there are no 
differences between the capabilities and parameters of standard cutting 
and welding heads and the combi-head. Nevertheless, some details are 
worth mentioning in order to avoid needless confusion or scepticism. It is 
sometimes believed that adaptive optics or motorised nozzles for changing 
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nozzle distance and focal position independently are obligatory during 
switching between cutting and welding. Of course these are possible options, 
but with the autonomous nozzle for many applications, it turned out to be 
appropriate to use an identical focal distance from the nozzle tip for both 
cutting and welding. That means focal position and nozzle distance relative 
to the workpiece surface are changed simultaneously, simply by lifting the 
complete head, when switching from cutting to welding. Fewer optical and 
electrical elements reduce the complexity of the combi-head to the required 
minimum and ensure maximum robustness. Of course the head distance 
as well as gas type and flow rate, laser beam power, and processing speed 
can be adapted automatically by the machine control being programmed 
accordingly. 
 What makes brightness relevant for combined cutting and welding is the 
enlarged operating window allowed for changing head distance. A ‘slim’ 
focal zone of a bright enough laser allows for cutting narrow kerfs with a 
small nozzle stand off and for excellent welding conditions with a larger 
stand off with the same nozzle, without changing the focal position relative 
to the nozzle exit [26]. A suitable beam quality and the correct layout of the 
collimation and focusing optics according to the demands of the combined 
processes are the crucial boundary conditions to be successful with the 
above-described concept.

18.3.4 Solutions and applications

Use of the combi-head allows precise cut edges to be produced and reliable 
welding of the resulting perfectly matched parts, without the need to change 
tools or employ a seam-tracking sensor [26]. Examples of the use of this 
technology include tailor-welded blanks (TWB) (Fig. 18.15) and thicker 
components from structural steel (Fig. 18.16).
 Particularly in the production of nonlinear tailored blanks, lack of precision 
in the prefabrication of the blanks causes gaps to form between the edges 
being joined. This can lead to either increased costs during the prefabrication 
phase, greater demands being made on the accuracy of seam tracking and gap 
measurement during the welding process, or even the use of filler material. 
In this context, integrated cutting and welding with the combi-head opens 
up new possibilities.
 Figure 18.15 illustrates how a test series of blanks is prepared with the 
help of an industrial combi-head from Laserfact GmbH. A 4 kW fibre laser 
from IPG is connected to the combi-head by a process fibre with a diameter 
of 100 μm. The combi-head is mounted on a six-axis industrial robot. The 
sheets are clamped on movable linear slides, used for positioning. First of all, 
the edges of the blanks out of two differently galvanised car body materials 
with thicknesses of 1.0 and 1.2 mm are laser cut at 8 m/min and 1.5 kW, 
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Edge preparation by laser cutting
1.5 kW, N2 11 bar

Laser welding
2.2 kW, Ar 15 l/min

Cuts in welded blank
1.5 kW, N2 11 bar

18.15 Integrated process chain for nonlinear tailored blank 
production (zinc-coated high-strength steel 1.0 mm/1.2 mm) using 
integrated laser cutting and welding with identical path concept at a 
speed of 8 m/min with moderate laser power; bottom pictures show 
processing results after the different process steps. (Photos: courtesy 
Fraunhofer ILT and Laserfact.)

Top bead

Root

Cutting with N2:
R*

z = 75 μm
dross-free
2.4 m/min

Combi-head:
Laserfact
F2-Y:
f = 300 mm
nozzle 3 mm

Welding of 
laser cut 
edges with 
Ar: 3.6 m/min

18.16 Edge preparation (oxide-free cutting with nitrogen) and 
welding of 8 mm structural steel plates at 8 kW with the combi-head 
Laserfact F2-Y, fibre-coupled to a disk laser TruDisk 8002 with a 200 
mm fibre.
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resulting in two perfectly matching edges. The edge of the first blank is then 
positioned against the edge of the second and the two workpieces are welded 
together at 8 m/min and 2.2 kW, while remaining in their original clamping 
device. Finally, two elongated holes located exactly to one another are cut 
out of the blank (see Fig. 18.15).
 The integrated production flow was demonstrated to produce very high 
quality, even in nonlinear cuts and welds. It is particularly worth noting 
that the welding line can be located without a seam-tracking system, as the 
precise position for the weld is known to the machine coordinate system from 
the laser cut that precedes it. The weld line can therefore be identically (re)
produced without any difficulties. This is called the ‘identical path concept’ 
[26].
 After welding, drill-holes, contoured cut-outs or edge cuts can be performed 
on the metal sheets while they remain clamped. This option further enhances 
manufacturing flexibility and the number of different variants that can 
economically be produced. These subsequent cut-outs can even be made 
across the weld itself, resulting in a high precision component.
 The integrated production of tailored blanks is a particularly cost-effective 
and flexible solution for the manufacture of small and mid-sized batches 
and can cope even with ultra high strength steels due to the integrated laser 
cutting process. Another industrial application of the combi-head is the 
processing of coils to produce ‘endless’ coil material in coating lines by 
laser trimming the ends of coils, laser welding them together and subsequent 
laser cutting of a smooth coil transition at the start and the end of the welded 
joint track. ThyssenKrupp Steel has been using a laser combi-head for this 
application in coil production lines in Germany and the United States since 
2009. With enough laser power, the combined cutting and welding can also 
be managed with thicker plate or profile material, as demonstrated in Fig. 
18.16. Achievable processing speeds (Fig. 18.17) and the wide spectrum 
of possible applications (Fig. 18.18) are the big drivers of multifunctional 
processing with lasers.

18.3.5 Future trends

The increased flexibility gained through combining the processes is particularly 
brought to bear with the utilisation of robots and fibre-coupled solid-state 
lasers. Combi-processing is used to manufacture 3D assemblies from 3D 
raw parts: deep-drawn sheets, blanks, profiles or tubes, etc. For example, 
the upper and lower shells of closed structures are fixed in a single clamping 
setup and can be welded together, sections can be cut out, and clips can be 
welded on in a rapid sequence of processes.
 The impact of the features that support 3D performance (high beam 
quality, an optimised combi-head design and speed adapted laser power 
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modulation) is demonstrated in an automotive application example, namely 
combi-processing of a B-pillar [26]. Driven by the use of modern high-strength 
materials in cars, laser trimming and cutting of holes in hot-formed parts is 
well established, because those materials are difficult to cut mechanically. 
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18.17 Cutting (a) and welding (b) speeds versus thickness during 
multifunctional processing of galvanised steel sheets at 4 kW with 
the combi-head Laserfact F2-Y, fibre-coupled to a fibre laser IPG 
YLR4000S with a 150 mm processing fibre.
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18.18 Various case studies of combined laser cutting and welding. 
(Photos: courtesy Fraunhofer ILT.)
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With the availability of combi-processing, it is only a small step to integrate 
the cutting process with welding operations and thus shortening the process 
chain. At first, several holes are cut into the B-pillar. Secondly, the final 
dimensions of the outer contour are cut. Next, a reinforcing sheet is welded 
on the pillar and, finally, holes are cut through the reinforcing sheet and the 
B-pillar (Fig. 18.19). All operations are performed in one clamping, thus 
high positional accuracy between the outer contour and the holes, including 
those in the weld-on part, is guaranteed.
 The processing was done on a gantry robot (RLP16 from Reis) with a 
Laserfact combi-head F2-X (Fig. 18.20). This head is specially designed for 
being optimally mountable to the axes-integrated beam path of the gantry 
robot – without a stressed fibre connection near to the end effector. The 
laser source was an IPG fibre laser YLR4000 SS with a 100 mm diameter 
process fibre. The large contours were cut at 15 m/min, the holes at 3–9 
m/min, depending on their diameter and the material thickness (thickness 
of the B-pillar material at least 1.4 mm). During cutting of small radii and 
accordingly reduced speeds of the TCP, the pulsed mode was automatically 
activated by properly programmed control characteristics for the speed 
adapted laser power modulation. The welding speed was 3 m/min for the 
lap weld through the reinforcement plate (1.3 mm) and the pillar (1.4 mm). 
The maximum laser power was 2.5 kW. Depending on the details of the cut 

1 cm

18.19 Combi-processed B-pillar with details of the welded reinforcing 
sheet and cut edges in small contour (hole, speed 6 m/min) and big 
contour (trim-cut, speed 15 m/min). (Photos: courtesy Fraunhofer ILT.)
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contour, the overall processing time for cutting and welding a B-pillar as in 
Fig. 18.19 is in the range of 1 min.
 Another demonstration of combi-processing capabilities is the possibility 
of overlap welding a circular seam just before cutting the hole precisely at 
the edge of the weld seam to produce a gap-free hole, preventing subsequent 
crevice corrosion (Fig. 18.21). The coordinates of the weld are known in the 
machine and with an identical path plus an offset, a precise position of the 
cut relative to the weld is possible thanks to the common TCP for cutting 
and welding. As both processes can be done right one after the other, there 
is no additional positioning.
 The combi-head particularly shows advantages in the following three 
product groups:

∑ complex component assemblies requiring multiple quick changes between 
welding and cutting operations,

18.20 Combi-head at work. Cutting process on the B-pillar with a 
gantry robot. (Photo: courtesy Laserfact.)
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∑ products with a wide range of variants, i.e., customised, optional cut-outs 
and weld-ons,

∑ components with a functionality that benefits from the exact positioning 
and orientation between cut contours and weld joints.

Combination of laser welding and laser cutting with one tool in one system 
can lead to the following benefits for production when manufacturing sheet 
component assemblies:

∑ short, integrated process chains for high productivity,
∑ high flexibility and cost-efficient production of options and variants,
∑ savings in handling, positioning and clamping operations,
∑ savings in machine investment and floor space,
∑ increased utilisation of the machine,
∑ easy reconfiguration of the system for new products,
∑ short tolerance chain improving accuracy of parts and components.

Taking into account the combi-head’s technical features and capabilities, it 
becomes obvious that investment, organisation and operation costs can be 
reduced by a factor of two or more in spite of equally improved productivity, 
time to market and flexibility. The innovative possibilities opened up by 
multifunctional processing are expanded as product designers and production 
people jointly take up this concept and combine their expertise and ideas.
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Developments in hybrid laser-arc welding 
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Abstract: Laser hybrid welding technology provides a number of 
advantages, which in the previous decade have promoted its implementation 
in different branches of industry such as automotive manufacturing, 
shipbuilding and power generation. Some examples of the applications of 
laser hybrid welding are reviewed to demonstrate the technological and 
economic potential of this technology. The main objective of this chapter is 
to show some of the benefits and limitations of the process and to give some 
examples of how the number of applications could rise, taking into account 
the advantages of the new laser systems, optical components, arc power 
sources and sensor systems available nowadays.

Key words: laser beam welding, laser hybrid welding, high power laser, 
shipbuilding.

19.1 Introduction

Global trends in manufacturing of welded components are characterised 
by a growing demand for reduced welding operation costs and welding 
cycle times on the one hand, and consistent, or even improved, quality and 
mechanical integrity of welded components on the other. In this situation, 
the substitution of a new welding technology for the existing traditional ones 
with a view to increasing productivity could be beneficial, if it guarantees the 
required quality levels. Laser hybrid welding technology provides a number 
of advantages, which over the last decade have seen it applied across a broad 
range of industrial branches such as automotive manufacturing, shipbuilding 
and power generation. The use of combined laser beam and arc welding in 
one process zone has been recognised since the early 1980s (Eboo et al., 
1978) but broad industrial application of this technology only began around 
the year 2000 (Möller and Koczera, 2003). The principle of laser hybrid 
welding based on the combination of laser and arc welding in one welding 
process zone is characterised not only by an increase in the overall process 
efficiency, resulting in an augmented melting capability compared with a 
single process, but also by an improvement in process stability, which allows 
it to realise a reliable welding process at significantly high welding speed. 
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The application of a variety of laser hybrid welding processes is wide and 
ranges from thin sheet metal welding to heavy section welding with plate 
thicknesses of up to 20 mm. Depending on the particular welding task, 
the choice of the appropriate laser or arc processes could be crucial to the 
successful application of the technology in terms of the welding process 
requirements (e.g. minimal or maximal required heat input, high melting 
efficiency of the welding process, required penetration depth, special filler 
materials, necessary dilution in weld metal, etc.). Recent reports state that 
hybrid processes with different laser sources like CO2 and solid-state lasers 
as well as different arc processes (GMA, TIG, PAW, SAW) can be used in 
combination with lasers. All of these technologies provide certain benefits 
according to the above requirements. The purpose of the present contribution 
is not to give a full overview of all the possible applications of laser hybrid 
welding, but rather to focus on some of the advantages and limitations of the 
process. At the same time, the aim of the authors is to show using examples 
how the potential applications of this technology could be broadened and 
its limitations overcome by exploiting the advantages offered by recent 
developments of new laser systems, optical components, arc power sources 
and sensor systems.

19.2 Developments in technology

Recent developments in laser hybrid welding technology are closely connected 
with progress in equipment development, and first of all with the emergence 
of new laser sources. Until the beginning of the year 2000, the industrial 
application of continuous wave (CW) solid-state lasers was restricted by 
a power limit of about 6 kW. One reason for this was increasing energy 
dissipation in the active medium, which led to inhomogeneous heating, thermal 
lens formation and, as a result, to beam quality loss. New developments in 
solid-state laser design have helped to overcome this problem and have led 
to a number of innovative laser system concepts such as high power fibre 
lasers, disk lasers and high power direct diode lasers with high beam quality. 
This new era in the development and application of high power lasers began 
with the market launch of scalable high power fibre lasers by the company 
IPG around 2003. This boosted the utilisation of those systems in the high 
power segment, especially for welding applications. In contrast to the former 
generation of high power CO2 lasers, the new solid-state laser systems 
have a number of advantages, making them very attractive for applications 
where heavy sections have to be manufactured (such as shipbuilding, power 
generation, mobile crane and railway wagon fabrication). The high available 
power ranges of solid-state lasers, along with their extremely high beam 
qualities, result in a very high power density in combination with a focal 
depth that enables their application for heavy plate welding, making them 
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competitive with the electron beam. The typical BPP value of a multimode 
fibre laser operating in the power range of 15–30 kW corresponds to 11 
mm*mrad, which allows the laser beam to be sharply focused at a very 
high power density along the beam axis. This parameter is far ahead of 
that of conventional solid-state laser systems (25 mm*mrad). Comparable 
beam quality is provided by disk lasers, even though their available power 
is currently restricted to 16 kW (Havrilla and Brockmann, 2009).
 Another big advantage of the new generation laser systems, apart from 
their high brilliance, is their extremely high overall plug efficiency. This can 
reach a mark of 30% for modern fibre and disk lasers, whereas the hitherto 
available plug efficiency of CO2 lasers was about 10% and of solid-state 
Nd:YAG lasers, between 3% and 12%. This extremely high energy efficiency 
in combination with compactness and robustness transforms the modern laser 
into a kind of mobile system for manufacture.
 However, the high brilliance of the new laser sources imposes special 
requirements on the peripheries of optical systems like optical fibres, fibre 
connectors and optical components of the processing heads. Due to the 
thermal effects of the laser beams, the heating of the optical elements can 
lead to temporary instability of the optical characteristics, resulting in, for 
example, focus shift (Reithemeyer et al., 2009) or in the worst case to damage 
of the parts of the optical system operating at high power. Manufacturers of 
optical components have made great progress in meeting these requirements 
in the last decade. There are currently several manufacturers who provide 
optical heads for laser material processing and particularly for welding 
applications designed for laser powers in the range of 10–30 kW. Apart 
from the traditionally used transmissive optical components (lenses) for 
shorter wavelengths, mirror based optics are now used more and more for 
high power applications (companies include Scannsonic, Trumpf, Kugler 
and Arnold). Special coatings provide a very high degree of reflectivity at 
1 micrometer wavelength. Due to better cooling possibilities, these optics 
have the advantage of being more stable regarding the heating effects and not 
being influenced by the alteration of the shape or optical properties during 
operation, thus providing very stable beam characteristics.
 Temporary stability of the focus position during the welding operation is 
one (but not the only) requirement for the design of the optics as a part of the 
welding head. Compactness, along with protectiveness against different kinds 
of emissions from the welding process in the form of evaporation products, 
spatters, etc., are two additional factors to be considered in determining the 
sometimes contradictory requirements for the design. Since laser hybrid 
welding implies a number of additional parameters to be adjusted, such as 
vertical and transverse distances between focal spot and wire tip of a GMA 
torch and between the spatial orientation of the GMA torch and the laser 
axis, the requirements for welding head design become even more complex. 
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One of the most important properties can be referred to as ‘flexibility’ which 
includes several criteria:

∑ the dimensions and weight of the welding head;
∑ the capacity to change and adjust the aforementioned geometrical 

parameters;
∑ in certain cases, especially for 3D welds, the existence of an integrated 

mechanical axis allowing precise and fast reorientation of the whole 
system and its alignment according to the weld trajectory.

An interesting solution to the last requirement has been provided by the 
company Cloos, who have designed a welding head with an additional rotational 
axis integrated in the optical head. This allows circular motion of the GMA 
torch around the optical axis of the focusing module (Paul, 2010).
 One of the disadvantages of autogenous laser welding is its very high 
propensity to gaps. Successful application of laser welding requires in most 
cases that there be no gap. This can be achieved by precise preparation of 
the edges to be welded and careful application of the mechanical fixtures. 
During the assembly of heavy sections for joining, for example, fitting of the 
joint edges exactly together is often difficult, and poor fitting results in gaps 
occurring between the parts to be welded. Laser hybrid welding can improve 
the situation due to the application of filler material. Further advancements 
can be obtained by the application of special scanning modules that provide 
laser beam weaving transversely to the welding direction, with amplitudes 
up to 1 mm and frequencies up to 1 kHz. An example of such a system is 
the scanner module made by ILV. This system is based on the principle of a 
motor-driven mirror, which deflects the laser beam at a certain angle according 
to its initial optical axis. In contrast to the galvanometric systems, it uses a 
massive copper water-cooled mirror that is able to sustain extremely high 
laser beam powers up to 20 kW and, at the same time, allow a frequency 
of oscillation up to 1 kHz. Gook et al. (2010) have applied this system to 
improve ability to bridge the gap for single-run laser hybrid welding of 16 
mm thick structural steel. It was found that when using 16 mm structural 
steel, gap sizes of above 0.3 mm could result in weld imperfections such as 
lack of side wall fusion, as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 19.1. When 
the scanner optics module is applied at a frequency of 200 Hz and at an 
amplitude below 1 mm, the tolerable gap size can be effectively increased 
to up to 0.7 mm, as shown on the right-hand side of the figure. Another 
advantage of the application of the scanning system in this study was an 
improved formation of the root side of the weld, especially in the case of 
orbital welds produced in an overhead position.
 Another important element of laser welding systems is an appropriate 
seam-tracking sensor, which becomes especially significant in the case 
of a fully automatic welding process. As the parts to be welded increase 
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in thickness and the weld trajectory becomes more complex, the risk of 
misalignment and therefore lack of fusion due to improper laser head 
positioning increases. There are a large number of varied sensor solutions to 
this problem. Such systems can be either integrated into the optical system, 
such as CCD cameras, or they can be mounted externally, for example when 
using tactile sensors, laser triangulation-based sensors, etc. The latter group 
can be used not only for seam tracking but also for precise measurement of 
some of the quality-relevant parameters before and after welding, such as 
gap size, edge misalignment and weld profile. On-line systems that determine 
the misalignment during welding and allow correction of the welding head 
position have significant advantages in comparison to offline systems that 
program the motion of robots or other manipulators in the stage prior to 
welding. Stability and insensitivity to the intensive light emission from the 
welding zone are important requirements for online systems, especially in the 
case of laser hybrid welding processes. From this point of view, optical-based 
sensors are at a disadvantage compared to other types of sensor. For laser 
hybrid welding of T-joints, it is possible to use the arc as a seam-tracking 
sensor by measuring the arc voltage signal, as reported by Reisgen and 
Olschock (2008).
 New developments in lasers and optics are not the only recent achievements 
in laser hybrid technology. Progress in the development and application 
of new equipment for arc welding has also had an impact on laser hybrid 
welding. Depending on the requirements of particular applications, and 
first of all on the metallurgical peculiarities of the materials to be welded, 
different modifications of the classical laser-GMA hybrid process can have 
certain advantages. In various applications it is necessary to increase the 
heat input of the laser hybrid process in order to enhance the metallurgical 
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Focusing 
module

Cross jet

Gap 0.5 mm Gap 0.5 mm Gap 0.7 mm
Focal length: 300 mm
Spot diameter: 0.42 mm
Rayleigh length: 3.8 mm
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0 2 m
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m

19.1 Optics with scanner module used in experiments: weld with 0.5 
mm gap (left) without scanning compared to 0.5 mm gap (middle) 
and 0.7 mm gap (right) both with scan width of 0.7 mm at 200 Hz, 16 
mm thick plates.
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and mechanical properties of the weld metal or simply to increase metal 
deposition, i.e. to fill the rest groove for smooth reinforced welds. In such 
a situation, an arc welding process with a high melting efficiency (such 
as GMA-tandem welding) in combination with a laser hybrid process can 
be used as an effective tool to increase overall productivity and improve 
the quality of welding (Staufer and Egerland, 2010). For several other 
applications, it might be necessary to decrease the heat input during filler 
wire deposition, especially when crack-sensitive materials or thinner sheet 
metal are being welded. For such applications, Reisgen has demonstrated 
a successful combination of laser welding with low heat input arc welding 
processes such as cold arc or CMT (Reisgen et al., 2011).

19.3 Examples of applications

The shipbuilding industry was a pioneer in the application of laser hybrid 
welding. Demand for new ships of lightweight design required the application 
of thinner steel sheets for their construction. This resulted in much higher 
levels of welding deformation and consequently in a high amount of rework in 
the pre-production stage. The main requirement for the introduction of a new 
welding technology was to significantly decrease welding distortions occurring 
during the manufacture of the stiffened panels, which require immense effort 
straightening procedures, as well as high costs (Roland and Lembeck, 2001). At 
the same time, the new welding technology needed to provide an appropriate 
quality at gap tolerances typical for the 20 m long sections. Laser hybrid 
welding provided the best prerequisites to fulfil these requirements, owing 
to its three times lower heat input compared to conventional arc welding and 
to its ability to bridge gaps of up to 1 mm in the thickness range relevant to 
shipbuilding. As a result of the substitution of laser hybrid welding for the 
conventional SAW in the production of stiffened steel panels at Meyer Werft 
in 2001, the productivity of this line was doubled and the amount of necessary 
straightening work reduced by 60%. Low levels of weld distortion allowed 
the manufacturers to increase the panel size from 10 m ¥ 10 m to 20 m ¥ 20 
m. This resulted in the complete reorganisation of the production line, with 
four 12 kW CO2 lasers executing all welding operations in stiffened panel 
manufacture. Today 20 m ¥ 20 m large panels can be welded in 6 hours and 
a total length of 3 km of laser hybrid welds is produced per day. The total 
length of laser-hybrid welds in the construction of a 300 m long cruise ship is 
estimated to be about 400 km. The first generation of laser hybrid equipment 
used 12 kW CO2 lasers in combination with a GMAW process. Recently the 
company purchased two 10 kW disk lasers, which will be integrated into the 
new production line for manufacturing parts of sections. The flexibility of 
the disk lasers due to the fibre delivery of the beam allows their use for more 
complex 3D welds, including welding in different positions.
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 Since 2008, a 10 kW fibre laser has been in use at the Fincantieri shipyard 
in Monfalcone, Italy. The 600 m long production line at Fincantieri was 
designed and realised by the company IMG (Seyffarth, 2010) for nearly 
deformation-free welding of 36 m long and 16 m wide panels with thicknesses 
in the range 4 mm to 20 mm. The production line also includes a highly 
precise milling machine for preparing the edges of the 16 m long steel sheets, 
directly before clamping them in the hydraulic fixture for welding. This 
provides a high level of precision with zero gap between the welded parts, 
minimising the risk of weld imperfections. For the first time an additional 
trailing tandem GMAW process was used in combination with laser hybrid 
welding, making a capping run. This combination enables the thickness of 
the welded sheets to be increased to up to 20 mm by preparing a Y-groove 
with a root face size adapted for 10 kW laser hybrid root run welding.
 The compact design and high efficiency of high power fibre lasers provide 
the optimal conditions for their use in field pipeline construction. The first 
patented CO2 laser system for offshore pipeline welding was tested in 1998. 
More recent solutions (Begg et al., 2008; Harris and Norfolk, 2008; Neubert 
and Keitel, 2010) are based on the use of high power fibre or disk lasers in 
combination with one or several arc processes, which significantly contribute 
to the productivity and cost effectiveness of this welding technology. The 
idea of using lasers for pipeline welding is not a new one. Several research 
studies have been published since 2000 where the authors proposed CO2 
(Gainand et al., 2000) or Nd:YAG (Fujinaga et al., 2005) laser applications 
to establish this kind of welding technology for orbital pipeline welding. The 
weld thickness was mostly restricted to the value of 10 mm by producing 
either a single run or a root run for multi-run welding of line pipes of 
C-Mn steels. One reason for such a restriction was the power of the laser 
systems available at that time: either 12 kW CO2 or 4.4 kW Nd:YAG. With 
the availability of high power solid-state laser systems like fibre and disk 
lasers, new possibilities have been opened up for establishing a single-run 
welding process for thicknesses up to 20 mm, as has recently been reported 
by Rethmeier et al. (2009).
 The new laser tailored design of welded joints can result in significant 
savings on welding consumables. The higher welding speed of the laser 
beam welding process compared with conventional welding would result in 
a reduction of the production cycle time and in the long run in a reduction 
in the number of welding stations working in pipeline construction, while 
providing the same productivity as a conventional system. Direct comparison 
of three welding methods shows that the consumption of consumables can be 
reduced by a factor of five by the application of laser-hybrid welding to a 20 
mm thick pipe compared with gas metal arc (GMA)-tandem welding, which 
is considered to be the most productive welding technology for pipelines, by 
a factor of ten compared with manual metal arc welding (MMAW), which 
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is the most popular welding technology used today in pipeline construction. 
The difference is even more dramatic when studying the production time for 
one weld. For example, producing a complete weld will take about 1.5 min 
using laser hybrid welding, about 12 min using GMA-tandem welding and 
about 190 min using manual metal arc welding. At the same time, the energy 
consumption when using laser hybrid welding, despite the lower energy plug 
efficiency of modern solid-state lasers (approximately 30%), is comparable 
to that of GMA-tandem welding and an order of magnitude lower than that 
of manual metal arc welding. This is the reason why laser-hybrid welding 
can be considered a sustainable method of production, preserving resources 
and contributing to public health protection. On the other hand, in order to 
implement this technology in industry, it is necessary to meet the requirements 
of quality standards for the prevention of weld imperfections or at least for 
their reduction to an acceptable level, as well as for the achievement of high 
mechanical weld properties.
 The possible applications of laser hybrid technology using high-power 
solid-state lasers for welding of transmission pipelines have been studied 
recently by several research teams. Different approaches have been suggested 
to suitably realise the orbital welding process for application in a field 
environment.
 Taking advantage of the potential of modern lasers with output powers 
of 15 kW and more is an attractive option for welding of long distance 
transmission pipelines designed for high pressure operation and with a wall 
thickness of up to 42 mm. In this case, the economic impact of implementing 
the new welding technology becomes most remarkable, owing to the significant 
welding depths it is able to reach.
 The first progress in this area was achieved by demonstration of the half 
orbital welding process, operating the fibre laser with an output power of 
20 kW, for joining of pipe segments with a 36≤ outer diameter and 16 mm 
wall thickness. Orbital welding equipment, as shown in Fig. 19.2, has been 
used by the BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing in 
Berlin to perform these experiments. It was shown that the laboratory-
developed welding process can fit the requirements of field pipeline welding, 
although some modification of the equipment has to be carried out to suit 
field conditions. In general, the laser hybrid process meets the tolerances 
originating from misalignment and irregularity of the pipelines.

19.4 Quality issues

Successful application of laser-hybrid welding in the mass production of 
structural components requires, on the one hand, very high levels of integrity 
and safety of welded joints and, on the other, a high degree of confidence 
from customers and end product users.
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 The acceptance of this technology by the potential user can be supported 
by development of new national and international standards and technical 
regulations based on long-term experience of the industrial users of this 
technology and on a high level of R&D expertise. The first international 
document dealing with quality standards of laser beam welding was developed 
under the European research project ‘Laser Welding in Ship Construction’ 
in the form of ‘Guidelines for the Approval of CO2-Laser Welding’ and 
adopted by five European Classification Societies such as Germanischer 
Lloyd and Det Norske Veritas among others (Guidelines, 1996). Around the 
year 2000 a German national research project resulted in a number of EN 
standards specifying the quality requirements for laser welding applications. 
Recently, several classification societies have developed approval guidelines 
for laser hybrid welding based on numerous applications of this technology 
in different shipyards and on previous positive experience in the application 
of laser beam welding standards (DNV, 2006; ClassNK, 2009).
 Since 2008, a working group of international experts in the field of 
laser hybrid welding (ISO/TC044/SC10/WG09) has been involved in the 
development of three new interrelated standards for laser hybrid welding: 

∑ ISO DIS 12932 Welding – Laser-arc hybrid welding – Quality levels 
for imperfections.

Girth mounting with welding head

Leading rails Welded parts

19.2 Orbital welding equipment with laser arc hybrid weld head for 
large diameter pipes at BAM.
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∑ ISO DIS 15609-6: 2010 Specification and qualification of welding 
procedures for metallic materials – Welding procedure specification – 
Part 6: Laser beam arc hybrid welding.

∑ ISO DIS 15614-14 Specification and qualification of welding procedures 
for metallic materials – Welding procedure test – Part 14: Laser-arc 
hybrid welding of steels, nickel and nickel alloys.

These three standards are largely based on similar existing standards for arc 
welding and laser welding.
 The problems of solidification flaw formation, which typically occurs 
in laser beam welding of heavy structural steel sections as a consequence 
of extremely directed solidification, do not seem to be an issue for laser 
hybrid welding. They are not evident when welding low carbon steels of up 
to 15–20 mm thickness, which require a certain degree of purity in terms 
of their chemical compositions. The critical values of carbon, sulphur and 
phosphor for laser welds have previously been determined (Guidelines, 
1996). It is assumed that due to the higher heat input in the case of laser 
hybrid welding, the critical amounts of sulphur and phosphor are higher 
(Laitinen et al., 2003), but direct experimental evidence has not yet been 
found. Another important factor to be considered as having an impact on 
solidification flaw formation is the mechanical restraint conditions affecting 
the stress and strain redistribution near the solidification zone. Unfavourable 
local restraint factors may originate from the design of the welded joint, 
the geometry of the welded parts or the external mechanical clamping. 
In Gebhardt et al. (2010), experimental evidence of such influence on the 
amount of solidification cracks was provided for the case of full penetration 
laser beam welding of 16 mm S690 steel. The experiments were conducted 
using specimens fixed in a specially designed rigid frame allowing gradual 
three-step variation of the restraint intensity by external fixture modification. 
The results of the restrained specimens were compared with unrestrained 
specimens freely shrinking upon cooling. The evaluation of the results showed 
a direct dependency between the number and the total length of solidification 
cracks appearing in the restrained specimens. In Fig. 19.3 the total crack 
length is represented as a function of the applied restraint intensity, i.e. the 
stiffness of the construction. As can be seen from the figure, the highest 
number of cracks during welding appears at the highest restraint intensity 
that could be realised in the experiments, whereas no cracks occurred when 
the unrestrained specimens were welded under the same conditions.
 Another point of concern relates to the extremely short temperature cycles 
of laser hybrid structural steel welding. The typical cooling conditions in 
the heat-affected zone (HAZ) correspond to the heating rates of several 
thousands and to the cooling rates of several hundreds of Kelvin per second, 
which correlates with a typical characteristic cooling time between 800°C 
and 500°C (t8/5) of less than one second. This results in most cases in brittle 
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martensitic weld metal and HAZ microstructures of steels, even for those 
which are typically considered to have good weldability properties. Even 
for steels with a reasonable amount of carbon at 0.18 wt%, this would 
result in hardness profile peaks of above 400 HV as shown in Fig. 19.4. 
This is the reason why pre-heating or post-weld heat treatment might be 
necessary to reduce the HAZ hardness values for some steel grades. As a 
consequence of the fully martensitic structure, reduced impact toughness 
values, especially at deep temperatures, may be observed in Charpy tests of 
laser hybrid welds. In contrast to the well-known properties of arc welded 
joints determined by critical Charpy test values of notched HAZ or fusion 
lines, the most critical zone for the notch position in laser hybrid welds is 
normally the weld centreline. An effective method of improving the weld 
metal toughness is to use a special filler wire containing grain refining 
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elements such as Ti in combination with Ni. In several recent reports, the 
successful application of flux cored filler wire for laser hybrid welding was 
demonstrated. The achievable level of impact toughness was reported to be 
within or even exceeding the standard requirements. The thickness of the 
material can significantly determine the possibility of using the metallurgical 
potential for enhancing the mechanical weld metal properties, as it governs 
the through-thickness distribution of the elements supplied to the weld metal 
by filler material. It has been proven that the number of trace elements 
transported into the weld pool by the addition of filler wire during laser 
hybrid welding dramatically decreases over the depth of the weld in case 
of deep and narrow laser hybrid welds. The measured concentration of Ni 
(provided by the filler wire) at a depth of 10 mm changes by the factor of 3.8 
compared with the superficial concentration (Gook et al., 2012), as shown 
in Fig. 19.5. Other factors identified as having an effect on the distribution 
of alloying elements are, among others, the mutual orientation of the laser 
and GMA process (leading or trailing arc orientation) as well as the joint 
configuration (square butt joint, V-groove, Y-like joint, etc.).

19.5 Future trends

A major potential application of laser hybrid welding technology in shipbuilding 
is that of production re-engineering in the manufacture of complete ship 
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sections and blocks. The use of laser hybrid welding here would allow 
further reduction of welding deformations and a switch to near net shape 
fabrication. Another instance in which the use of laser hybrid welding could 
be advantageous would be fabrication of ship structures made of tailored 
blanks like those typical for the automotive industry. Using laser hybrid 
welding would allow the structural design of the sections to be fitted to the 
load requirements, resulting in high savings on material costs. On the other 
hand, the manufacture of hulls with higher plate thickness ranging at 20–25 
mm (e.g., in container ships or LNG tankers) represents a further application 
field where the potential of laser hybrid welding technology could be deployed. 
A very important issue in this case would be the assessment of the weld for 
hot cracking resistance, as well as ensuring that the mechanical properties 
were according to the quality requirements. 
 Laser hybrid welding also has high economic potential in the oil and 
gas industry. Two sectors in which a breakthrough similar to that recently 
occurring in shipbuilding is possible in the near future are large diameter 
pipe fabrication for transmission pipelines and pipeline construction for 
on-shore and off-shore applications. Current research projects are focused 
on the possibility of applying laser hybrid welding to pipeline construction 
and similar applications in the field of oil and gas exploration. Most of 
these research programmes are either directly conducted by industrial 
companies or by an industrial consortium consisting of several companies. 
This technology could therefore be implemented in the near future. It is more 
likely that the first practical application will take place offshore, where the 
welding process would take place in less harsh environmental conditions 
and with fewer unpredictable factors, compared to those encountered in 
cross-country pipeline laying. On the other hand, the extremely high rental 
cost of pipe-laying barges, combined with the restricted number of welding 
stations available at those barges, means that the productivity of the welding 
process is a key factor in determining the overall cost of offshore pipeline 
construction. The economic impact of the application of laser hybrid arc 
welding would be remarkable if it were to become a competitor against 
the current high productivity welding methods used in pipe-laying barges. 
The latter enable welding of large diameter pipes with up to four double 
torch welding heads, operating at maximal welding speeds of up to 1.5 
m/s (Serimax, 2012). The advantages of using the new welding technology 
could thus become especially significant through the realisation of single-run 
welding processes in 2G- or 5G-position.
 The current applications of laser and laser hybrid welding in pipe mills 
(Outokumpu, 2007) are still restricted to stainless steel grades and pipes 
with relatively small wall thickness. Different research groups are working 
to implement laser hybrid welding technology for the manufacture of 
longitudinally welded large diameter pipes. In other words, progress can also 
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be expected in this field, especially in connection with the implementation 
of high strength steel grades beyond X80. In the latter case, this technology 
not only provides an economical advantage compared with well-established 
conventional welding techniques, but has a real chance to compete with them 
in terms of the mechanical properties and reliability of the weld joints. 

19.6 Sources of further information and advice

In the past, several reports have been published reflecting the state-of-the-
art in technology and application of laser hybrid welding. Readers may find 
further information in the following works: (Dilthey et al., 1999; Abe and 
Hayashi, 2002; Bagger and Olsen, 2005; Mahrle and Beyer, 2006; Olsen, 
2009; Egerland et al., 2012). A comprehensive report of physical mechanisms 
regulating the process of laser arc interaction during hybrid welding is given 
in the monograph (Krivtsun and Seyffarth 2002). A number of PhD theses 
covering certain aspects of laser hybrid welding have also been published 
recently, of which the following can be referred to as most important: 
(Neuenhahn, 1999; Wieschemann, 2001; Keller, 2003; Fuhrman, 2007; 
Olschok, 2008; Stelling, 2008; Lorenz, 2011; Kah, 2011).
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Abstract: Laser and hybrid welding processes involve very complex 
transport phenomena and thus rather limited modelling and simulation 
are available yet. With the advances in computing power and efficient 
computation techniques, however, it is expected that comprehensive 
modelling and simulation can be achieved and used to determine the optimal 
welding parameters resulting in minimum weld defects. This chapter 
presents the research trends and issues on modelling and simulation of laser 
and hybrid welding.

Key wards: laser welding, hybrid welding, arc welding, modelling, 
simulation.

20.1 Introduction: the role of modelling in laser 

welding

The CO2 laser and the lamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser have been commonly 
used in industrial welding applications for many years. High power welding 
is realized mainly with a CO2 laser but its 10.6 mm wavelength means it 
cannot be delivered via fibre-optic cable. The lamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser 
is applied in various fields because it enables the beam to be delivered by 
fibre; however, it is limited to relatively low power welding and has the 
disadvantages of low efficiency and low beam quality due to problems with 
elevated temperatures, thermal lensing and depolarization loss. Fibre lasers 
and disk lasers have recently been commercialized; by using a diode-pumping 
method as well as a fine fibre or a thin disk (as the gain medium), fibre and 
disk lasers can achieve a high level of efficiency and a high beam quality at 
high power levels. Accordingly, besides being used for microprocessing, fibre 
and disk lasers can now be used as an alternative to CO2 lasers in multi-kW 
applications for a thick plate range. In this case, Yb:YAG is used as the gain 
medium and the beam can therefore be delivered by fibre.
 One of the goals of welding research is to determine optimal conditions 
by analysing the effects of the welding conditions from the perspective of 
the process, metallurgy and mechanics. The focus of such analysis should 
be the final weldment after cooling and the molten pool behaviour during 
the welding process, as is done for welding of zinc-coated steels where a 
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well-directed control of the process has reduced the chaotic behaviour [1]. 
Also empirical methods like the Taguchi method can be used to optimize the 
laser welding process [2], but a high number of experiments are needed to 
get a deeper insight into the process characteristics. A better understanding 
of the latter could be helpful for determining the direct effect of driving 
forces on the molten pool under various welding conditions. Thus, the 
molten pool behaviour is an important research topic. The related studies can 
be divided into experimental and numerical approaches. The experimental 
approach can be used to observe the molten pool flow and surface shape, 
though environmental limitations of the strong light and high temperature 
limit the availability of precise information. The X-ray transmission in-situ 
observation method of the Joining and Welding Research Institute is the 
most developed way of observing the keyhole shape inside a molten pool [3]. 
However, the application of this method is limited because the equipment 
is expensive and bulky. Therefore, a numerical approach is favourable for 
comprehending the molten pool flow.
 Rosenthal used a simple heat conduction model to estimate the fusion 
zone shape [4]; and heat conduction simulations were conducted until the 
early 1980s. Numerical simulations of the molten pool flow began in the 
mid-1980s for arc welding and in the late 1980s for laser welding. In laser 
welding, the recoil pressure forms a unique keyhole, and estimating the 
keyhole shape is a major research topic. In the early stages of laser welding 
simulation, however, the focus was on the conduction mode of laser welding 
and the simulation was similar to that of arc welding [5]. Depending on 
the aim of the simulation, the usage of a Goldak heat source model can be 
sufficient in laser welding simulation, e.g. in determination of the residual 
stresses and distortion [6]. For some special tasks, even more simplified 
models than finite element modelling (FEM) can be helpful (see e.g. [7]). On 
the other hand, other defects, like pores, demand more detailed description 
of the keyhole. To estimate the laser keyhole shape, Kaplan used an energy 
balance equation with a simple multiple reflection model [8]. Multiple 
reflections were considered in a conical shape with an average angle of the 
keyhole wall; thus, only rough predictions could be made of the keyhole 
shape. Since then, various numerical techniques have been used to track the 
free surface so that the precise keyhole shape can be calculated. Ki et al. [9] 
used a level-set method [10] to calculate the free surface of the keyhole for 
the purpose of realizing the multiple reflections inside the calculated keyhole 
shape. Lee et al. [11] used a volume-of-fluid (VOF) method [12] to understand 
the mechanism of keyhole instability. Cho and Na [13] also used the VOF 
method in conjunction with a ray-tracing algorithm to calculate the keyhole 
shape and realize the real-time multiple reflections. The same algorithm was 
used to estimate the results of the drilling process vis-à-vis the polarization 
of the laser beam [14] as well as the results of laser-arc hybrid welding [15]. 
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In addition, a laser model based on the optical geometry of a laser system 
and the theoretical laser- and material-dependent value which affects the 
refl ectivity in the simplifi ed Fresnel’s refl ection model was recently used in 
simulations of the laser-arc hybrid welding process [16] and laser welding 
process [17].
 In welding simulations, it is important to formulate the reliable models 
based on actual welding phenomena. However, practical welding involves 
complex multi-physical phenomena, such as heat transfer, diffusion and 
electromagnetism, as well as solid, liquid, gas and plasma phases. Thus, 
researchers have attempted to simplify the physical phenomena of welding 
through various assumptions. This chapter features the numerical simulation 
of molten pool dynamics in laser and hybrid welding. 

20.2 Key issues in modelling laser welding 

processes

20.2.1 Laser-matter interaction

If light moves between media of differing refractive indices, both refl ection 
and refraction (or absorption) of the light can be described by the Fresnel 
refl ection model. The Fresnel refl ection model determines the refl ectivity 
of a material surface according to the polarization of the incidence beam. 
It has already been defi ned in previous reports and textbooks that the plane 
of incidence is a plane determined by two vectors of the incidence ray and 
surface normal. p-Polarization refers to the case where the polarization 
direction of the beam is parallel to the plane of incidence. On the other hand, 
s-polarization means that the polarization direction is perpendicular to the 
incidence plane. If a beam ray is irradiated vertically on the material surface, 
however, one cannot defi ne whether it is s-polarization or p-polarization. 
Determination of the absorption rate of the material surface starts with dividing 
the electric fi eld of the incoming beam ray, 

r
Ei,  into two components of the 

directional unit vector, as shown in Fig. 20.1 and as given in the following 
equations [18, 19]:
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One of the directional components êi|| is parallel to the plane of incidence, 
which is determined by the incoming ray’s unit vector ŝi and the negative 
surface normal n̂. This component represents the p-polarization case. The 
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other, denoted as êi^, is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and results 
in s-polarization. Each direction is decided by the polar angle of incidence 

, as delineated in Eq. [20.3]. The refl ected ray vector ŝr lying on the plane 
can be derived by the following simple equation, and the electric fi eld of 
the refl ected beam ray also should be split into two directions according to  
a êr|| nd êr^ as described above:

  cos  = ŝi · n̂ [20.4]

  ŝr = –2n̂ cos  + ŝi [20.5]

  êr^ = êi^ [20.6]

  êr|| = – ŝr ¥ (êi || ¥ ŝi) [20.7]

  
r
E E e E er r r r r =  + || ||ˆ ˆ^ ^  [20.8]

Er^ and Er^ are calculated by the Fresnel’s formula as follows:
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20.1 Schematic diagram of the refl ection model.
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where p and q are expressed as:
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In the above equations, n1 is the refractive index of gas, n2 and k2 are the 
refractive and absorptive index of the material, respectively. The refl ectivity  
cr and the absorption rate of the material surface ca are fi nally determined 
as follows:
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  ca = 1 – cr [20.14]

where the asterisk superscript in the equation denotes a complex 
conjugate.

 In Eq. [20.13], the refl ectivity depends on the wavelength of the beam, 
the temperature of the surface, and the incident angle of the beam , because 
the complex refractive index of the material, m = n2 – ik2, varies with the 
wavelength of the beam and the temperature of the surface. The complex 
refractive index of the metal such as steel can be obtained by Drude theory. 
Because  metal is generally a good conductor and free electrons move freely, 
the Lorentz model can have a special form: the Drude model with a vanishing 
spring constant leading to a resonance frequency of 0. Therefore, the complex 
refractive index can be obtained by solving the following equations:

  n2 – k2 = 1 – 2
p( 2 + –2) [20.15]

  
2  = 

( + )

2

2 –+ 2nk pw
wt + +  

[20.16]

where t s
g

 =
*

 = 1.0
2

m
eNe
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 Here, p is the plasma frequency (rad/s),  is the angular frequency of 
the laser (rad/s),  is the relaxation time of electrons (s), N is the number 
of free electrons per cubic centimetre, e is the electron electric charge (C), 
m* is the optical mass of the electron (kg), 0 is the permittivity of free 
space (F/m), 0 is the conductivity of material (Ω/m) and  is the damping 
frequency (Hz). Based on the Fresnel refl ection model and Drude theory, 
Fig. 20.2 shows the absorptivity according to the incident angle between the 
incoming ray and the surface normal for a CO2 laser (10.6 mm) and a disk 
laser (1.03 mm).
 The Fresnel refl ection model of Eq. [20.13] can be simplifi ed to Eq. 
[20.17] [20] by the Hagen–Rubens relation, 

p
n k dc2 2k 30@k2k ls  ( dc is 

the dc-conductivity of the material), derived under the assumptions that the 
material is a good conductor and the wavelength of the beam is suffi ciently 
long (infrared). In this equation, the refl ectivity crs is a function of the incident 
angle of the beam and a laser- and material-dependent quantity,  ( 2 ≈ 1/
n2

2 ≈ 1/k2
2) [21, 22]:

  
crs = 1 1 + (1 – )

1 + (1 + s )
 +

2

22
e q cos
e qcos

e 2 222

2 2
– 2 + 2cos

 cos
e q cos q

e e2 + 2 q q2 + 2cos

Ê
ËÁ
ÊÊ
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ˆ
¯q˜̃
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¯̄̄̄  

[20.17]
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20.2 Absorptivity vs. incident angle based on the Fresnel refl ection 
model and Drude theory.
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where e e
e e s

2 2

1 1e ee 0
2 1/2=

2
+ [ + ( / )we0 ]

.2
dc

Here, 1 and 2 denote the real parts of the dielectric constants of metal and 
plasma, respectively, and 0 denotes the permittivity of free space. Based 
on the simplifi ed Fresnel refl ection model and Hagen–Rubens relation, Fig. 
20.3 shows the absorptivity according to the incident angle between the 
incoming ray and the surface normal for a CO2 laser (10.6 mm) and a disk 
laser (1.03 mm).

20.2.2 Laser heat source model

In terms of energy transfer, the laser beam undergoes rather complex processes. 
However, in the simplest case, the absorbed laser beam power at the keyhole 
wall might be described by considering only the Fresnel absorption, using a 
Gaussian-like surface heat fl ux [8]. Figure 20.4 shows one important problem 
when the surface heat fl ux is used without consideration of an axisymmetric 
laser beam in nature. If bundle 1 and bundle 2 are symmetric, for example, 
the energies of bundle 1 and bundle 2 should be the same. However, 
because the projected area of the free surface in cell 1, A1, is larger than 
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20.3 Absorptivity vs. incident angle based on the simplifi ed Fresnel 
refl ection model and Hagen–Rubens relation.
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the projected area of the free surface in cell 2, A2, the energy of bundle 1 
is greater than that of bundle 2, a physically incorrect outcome. Therefore, 
it is necessary to defi ne the bundles of rays whose energy distribution is 
Gaussian-like axisymmetric as well as whose number is fi nite but large 
enough to reproduce the real laser beam. To defi ne the initial energies and 
directions of bundles of rays, the original mesh is divided at the focal plane 
into sub-meshes having smaller size, as schematically shown in Fig. 20.5. 
Then, the Gaussian-like energy distributions of the bundles at the focal plane 
can be predefi ned as given by:

  

e x y z
P
r

x y
rL

LPP

fr fr0 0x y z
0

2

2 2y

0
2) = 

2
 exp –2(
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Ê
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[20.18]

where r FM
fr 0

2
= 2 .lFF

p
Here, Asm is the area of a sub-mesh and ∆t is the time increment. After 

Bundle 1 Bundle 2

A1 A2

20.4 Schematic diagram of incoming two bundles of rays in the 
keyhole.
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defi ning the initial energies of the bundles, the initial directions of the bundles 
can be defi ned according to the fact that bundles are limited by the optical 
geometry, which is related to the focal length f and the beam diameter on 
the optics Db, as shown in Fig. 20.6. That is, if the divergence half-angle 

Sub-mesh

Original 
mesh

1.5rf0
: 98.9% of total
laser power

20.5 Schematic diagram of original mesh and sub-mesh.
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20.6 Schematic diagram of optical geometry of laser beam.
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of the laser beam is limited by Eq. [20.19] and all bundles pass through the 
focal point, the initial directions of the bundles can be generated.

  
0 ≤ ≤ tan

2
–1q D

f2
bÊ

ËÁ
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ËË

ˆ
¯̃
ˆ̂
¯̄

 
[20.19]

Besides the focal plane, any plane perpendicular to the axis of the laser beam 
can be used to defi ne the initial energy values of the rays. The previous work 
assumed that the beam was focused on an infi nitesimal point that defi nes the 
initial directions of the rays, but this step is practically impossible in laser 
welding. In the practical laser processing, however, the calculation of the 
focal spot size and the corresponding laser beam ray directions are based 
on the diffraction parameter. Because the disk laser used in welding is not 
diffraction-limited, the beam radius at position z along the axis of the beam 
can be expressed as follows:

  

r r z z
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[20.20]

where zr = ±2rf 0F.
 Equation [20.20] implies that the beam is diffracted in the manner shown in 
Fig. 20.7(a), where the direction vector rr  at any arbitrary point is calculated 
as shown in Fig. 20.7(b). In this calculation, the value of Dz is given as the 
value of the original mesh size.

20.2.3 Multiple-refl ection model of keyhole

The portion of total energy transfer from laser beam to fl at material surface 
is quite small compared to other welding methods. However, it increases 
dramatically after a keyhole is generated because of the multiple refl ection 
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20.7 Schematics of (a) the diffracted laser beam and (b) the direction 
vector of a ray at an arbitrary point.
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effect on the keyhole wall. Its basic concept is that a fi xed portion of energy 
of the laser beam is absorbed at the irradiation point on the wall and the rest 
is refl ected to the opposite wall and acts as a new energy beam. Most of the 
traveling rays in the keyhole are superposed at the keyhole bottom, which 
results in a deep penetration and an increase in the total energy absorption 
rate.
 To implement the multiple refl ections in analysis, a ray-tracing technique 
with the discrete grid cell system is proposed, as shown in Fig. 20.8. First of 
all, a ray vector is formed from the focal point to an arbitrary cell denoted 
as I . Some portion of the energy contained in the ray is absorbed according 
to the Fresnel absorption model, which will be explained later, and the rest 
is delivered by the refl ected ray 

r
R  to the point Pr on the opposite side by 

the following simple vector equation:

  
r r r r r
R I I N N I + 2(– )  [20.21]

where 
r
N  indicates the surface normal at the irradiated point Pi. In a discrete 

grid cell system, it is not possible to fi nd an exact point consistent with 
a given 

r
R  vector. Therefore, it is necessary to make a temporary vector 

Collimated beam

Focusing lens

Focal point

Keyhole surface

Pr

Pi

r
N

r
I

20.8 Schematic diagram of methodology of multiple refl ection effect 
on the keyhole.
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P Pr iP PP P
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 in Fig. 20.8 and select a point which makes the vector most similar 
to 
r
R. Its criterion is expressed in the following equation:
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[20.22]

In this equation, 
r
PrPP  indicates the point to be irradiated by the refl ected ray 

and 
r
PiPP  the irradiated point by the incoming ray. Dx is the distance between 

grids along the x axis and Dy, Dz are set to be equal to Dx throughout the 
simulation. Proposed ray tracing is conducted for each ray incoming into the 
keyhole until there is no more point satisfying  Eq. [20.22]. The whole of 
this process is expressed as a fl owchart in Fig. 20.9. By using the suggested 
inverse tangent criterion, it is possible to trace the ray path even at the narrow 
bottom region in the keyhole as shown in Fig. 20.10 [13, 14].
 In addition, the aforementioned algorithms for searching the free surfaces 
and the multiple-refl ection model are modifi ed as follows [16, 17]:

1. In the algorithm for searching the free surface cells, these are searched 
by comparing the fl uid fraction F of 26 neighbouring cells with the 
critical fl uid fraction Fcr. In the unmodifi ed algorithm, however, many 
free surface cells are discarded at the narrow bottom region. In the 
modifi ed algorithm, therefore, the searching algorithm for free surface 

While a ray 
escapes from 
the keyhole

Updated free surface of keyhole

Derive refl ected ray 
r
R  and

surface heat fl ux at that point

Set an incoming ray 
r
I

For all grids on free surface
Is this grid consistent with I? No

Yes

Calculate the whole governing equations

20.9 Flowchart of molten pool simulation process including multiple 
refl ection iterations until a ray escapes from the keyhole.
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cells at the narrow keyhole region is improved by increasing the critical 
fluid fraction Fcr, from 10–6 to 0.5 and then by excluding the non-free 
surface cells indirectly by selecting the cell that has the shortest beam 
flight.

2. Figure 20.11 shows that the critical length, which is represented by 
the radius of the sphere, is decreased from Dl to Dl ¥ √ 3/2 to improve 
the search accuracy; that is, the second cell vanishes and the first cell, 
which is more reliable, is selected automatically. For the case where 
multiple cells are candidates, the selected cell can be changed by the 
scan direction in the solution domain. Thus, a new procedure wherein 
a cell having the shorter length from the incident point is selected by 
comparing the length of each cell and is incorporated in the algorithm 
to guarantee the consistency of multiple reflections.

3. As shown in Fig. 20.12, the large original cell makes it impossible to 
accurately select a cell where the ray is incident. In this example, the 
ray is captured at cell 1  and therefore unable to reach cell 2 , which is 
wrong if the original cell is used in multiple reflections. Greater accuracy 
can be attained in the search for the cell on which the reflection occurs if 
the original cell is subdivided and if the sub-cells with fluid are selected 
on the basis of a comparison of the lengths between the sub-cell centre 
and a position which is sufficiently far (in the surface normal direction) 
from the centre of the original cell. The selected sub-cells can be used to 
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20.10 Example of ray-tracing technique proposed for an assumed 
keyhole. On the right is an enlarged picture of the keyhole bottom, 
which shows that the ray can reach to the bottom.
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test whether the ray is incident; cell 2  can then be chosen for the next 
reflection cell in this example. As in other studies, the energy absorbed 
in a cell is redistributed by means of the weighting function to increase 
the computational efficiency.

20.2.4 Scattering model of keyhole

When an electromagnetic wave or a photon interacts with containing small 
particles, the radiative intensity may be changed by absorption and/or scattering. 
How much and in which direction a particle scatters an electromagnetic wave 
passing through its vicinity depends on (i) the shape of the particle, (ii) the 
material of the particle (i.e., the complex index of refraction, m = n–ik), 
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20.11 Schematic diagrams for the algorithm searching a free surface 
where reflection occurs.�� �� �� �� �� ��
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(iii) its relative size, and (iv) the clearance between particles. In radiative 
analyses, the shape of particles is usually assumed to be spherical. These 
simplifying assumptions generally give excellent results.
 In the following discussion, absorption and scattering by spherical particles, 
as shown in Fig. 20.13, are considered. An electromagnetic photon wave 
passing through the immediate vicinity of spherical particles will be absorbed 
or scattered. The scattering is due to three separate phenomena:

∑ diffraction (waves never come into contact with the particle, but their 
direction of propagation is altered by the presence of the particle),

∑ reflection by a particle (wave reflected from the surface of the sphere), 
and

1

1

2

2

20.12 Search schematic for the cell on which the ray is incident.

Incident beam

Diffracted

Refracted

Reflected

c

r

20.13 Interaction between electromagnetic waves and spherical 
particles [18].�� �� �� �� �� ��
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∑ refraction in a particle (waves that penetrate into the sphere and, after 
partial absorption, re-emerge traveling in a different direction).

The vast majority of photons are scattered elastically. A tiny fraction undergo 
inelastic  Raman scattering. If scattering by one particle is not affected by the 
presence of surrounding particles, it is considered as independent scattering, 
otherwise it is dependent scattering. Thus, the radiative properties of a cloud 
of spherical particles of radius r, interacting with an electromagnetic wave of 
wavelength , are governed by three independent non-dimensional parameters: 
complex index of refraction, size parameter, and clearance-to-wavelength 
ratio. If scattering is independent (c/  >> 1), then only the first two parameters 
are needed. The nature of the interaction between electromagnetic waves and 
particles is determined by the relative size of the particles compared with 
the wavelength of the radiation. Let us define a size parameter

  x = 2 r/ 2 [20.23]

where r is the effective radius of the particle. It is distinguished among three 
different regimes:

1. x << 1, Rayleigh scattering, named after Lord Rayleigh, who studied the 
interaction of atmospheric air (whose molecules are, in fact, very small 
particles) with sunlight [23]. He observed that, for very small particles, 
scattering is proportional to 1/ 4. Thus, within the visible part of the 
spectrum, blue light is scattered the most (accounting for blue skies) 
and red the least (resulting in red sunsets), as shown in Fig. 20.14.

Air

Light from the sun

20.14 Scattering (why the sky is blue). Shorter-wavelength light is 
scattered out of the beam, leaving longer-wavelength light behind, 
so the sun appears yellow. In space, there’s no scattering, so the 
sun is white, and the sky is black (Georgia Tech. Prof. Rick Trebino’s 
lecture note).
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2. x ~ 1, Mie scattering, named after Gustav Mie, who developed a 
comprehensive (and difficult) theory for the interaction between 
electromagnetic waves and particles [24].

3. x >> 1, normal surface, in this case the surface of the particle may be 
treated as a normal surface, and properties may be found through geometric 
optics. The high particle number density generated by laser causes the 
scattering of the incident light. And these particles lead to low degrees 
of transmission. Table 20.1 shows the classifi cation of light-scattering 
phenomena.

20.2.5 Weld pool dynamics in laser welding

For analysis of the heat transfer and fl uid fl ow in relation to the tracking 
free surface in the weld, solutions are found for the governing equations 
of mass conservation, momentum conservation (Navier–Stokes), energy 
conservation and the VOF. In the simulation, the molten metal is assumed 
to be an incompressible laminar fl ow with Newtonian viscosity.
 With these assumptions, the governing equations can be expressed in 
Cartesian coordinates as follows:

∑ Mass conservation equation:

  — · v = 0 [20.24]

 where v is the velocity vector.
∑ Navier–Stokes equation:

  

∂
∂

— — —v v — v v G
t

P+ 1 — + +2

r
n—— K

 
[20.25]

Table 20.1 Classifi cation of light-scattering phenomena

1. Frequency shift/Energy transfer
 (1) Elastic scattering: Rayleigh, Mie scattering (negligible energy transfer)
 (2) Inelastic scattering: Brillouin, Raman, inelastic X-ray and Compton 

scattering

2. Particle size
 (1) Rayleigh scattering: Size parameter << 1
 (2) Mie scattering: Size parameter ~ 1

3. Density
 (1) Independent scattering: Disregard ‘interference’
 (2) Dependent scattering: Consider ‘interference’

4. Interference
 (1) Coherent scattering: Constructive with in-phase, Destructive with out-of-

phase
 (2) Incoherent scattering: Waves adding with random phase, Partially 

cancelling
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In Eq. [20.25],  is the fl uid density, P is the pressure,  is the dynamic 
viscosity, K is the drag coeffi cient for a porous media model in the mushy 
zone, G is the body acceleration due to body force, C is a constant representing 
the mushy zone morphology, Fs is the solid fraction, B is the positive zero 
used to avoid the division by zero, 0 is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid 
phase and Fs,cr is a user-defi ned constant denoting the critical solid fraction 
value at which all fl uid in the mushy zone freezes. It is assumed that the drag 
coeffi cient is zero and the dynamic viscosity is constant in the molten metal 
(over liquidus temperature), but in the mushy zone those are dependent on 
the solid fraction as shown in Eq. [20.25]. The third term on the right-hand 
side of Eq. [20.25] is the source term induced by the frictional dissipation 
in the mushy zone. The Carman–Kozeny equation derived from the Darcy 
model is used to model the fl ow in the mushy zone, with the assumption 
that this zone can be treated as a porous medium [25].

∑ Energy conservation equation:
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∂
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k— T+  · 1 ( )v
r  

[20.26]

 where h is the enthalpy, k is the thermal conductivity, and T is the 
temperature. The following enthalpy-based continuum model is used 
in many cases to consider the solid–liquid phase transition:
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[20.27]

 where h is the enthalpy, s and l are the solid and liquid density, Cs 
and Cl are the specifi c heat at a constant volume of the solid and liquid 
phase, Ts and Tl are the solidus and liquidus temperature respectively, 
and hsl is the latent heat of fusion.

∑ VOF equation:

  

∂
∂

—F
t

F+ · ( ) = 0v
 

[20.28]

 where F is the volume of fl uid.

 The keyhole formation process is a phenomenon of particular interest in 
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laser welding. Its main driving force, called recoil pressure, involves the 
evaporation of material. The following model can be used in many cases to 
calculate the recoil pressure on the keyhole wall [26]:

  
P P P L

T T
RTTTTR sPP PP at v
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[20.29]

where Psat is the saturated pressure, P0 is the atmospheric pressure, Lv is 
the latent heat of vaporization, Tb is the boiling temperature, and R is the 
universal gas constant.
 A surface tension model that Sahoo et al. [27] developed for a binary 
Fe-S system is used to model the Marangoni fl ow. Thus, the surface tension 
can be expressed as follows:

  g g( ) ( ) – ln(1 + 1
– /Ag) – T T – RT k a1 eo

m s)  TT RT i
R//o

m G D TT )  
[20.30]

where o
m is the surface tension of pure metal at the melting point, A is the 

negative surface tension gradient for pure metal, Tm is the melting point, Gs 
is the surface excess at saturation, k1 is the constant related to the entropy 
of segregation, ai is the weight percent of sulphur, and DHo is the standard 
heat of adsorption.
 The buoyancy force (body force), which is modelled on the Boussinesq 
approximation, can be expressed as follows:

  Fb = g (T – T0) [20.31]

where g is the gravity,  is the thermal expansion rate, and T0 is the reference 
temperature.
 For the simulation of bubble formation through a partial keyhole collapse, 
the transient distributions of the metal vapour and plasma or the shielding 
gas mixture in the keyhole should be determined by solving the governing 
equations of a multiphase problem. For the sake of simplicity, however, a 
bubble is assumed to be fi lled with an ideal gas and the heat transfer and 
mass transfer between the gas and molten metal are ignored. The bubble can 
be maintained by using the energy conservation equation and state equation; 
specifi cally, the pressure is increased as the volume is reduced [16, 17].
 In laser welding, metallic vapour is generated and ejected through the 
keyhole entrance. A spectroscopic measurement of a plume in 10 kW fi bre 
laser welding confi rms that the Inverse Bremsstrahlung effect is negligible; 
that the plume is weakly ionized; and that almost all the elements in the 
plume consist of neutral atoms of iron [28]. On account of the metallic 
vapour effect, the additional driving force and heat source are modelled on 
the assumptions that metallic vapour consists of iron vapour at a temperature 
of 6000 K [28] and that iron vapour is an ideal gas. The power absorbed 
during the welding process is calculated. The velocity of the metallic vapour 
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at the keyhole entrance depends on the absorbed laser power density [29]. 
Inside the keyhole, the vapour velocity is assumed to increase linearly along 
the depth from zero velocity at the bottom of the keyhole to its calculated 
velocity at the entrance of the keyhole. The calculated velocity and average 
diameter of the keyhole suggest that the vapour fl ow is a laminar fl ow (Re 
< 2000); thus, the shear stress induced at the keyhole walls by the vapour 
can be expressed as follows [30]:

  
f Vrr1

8
2

 
[20.32]

where f
Re

= 64  for the laminar fl ow.

With regard to the heat source of the metallic vapour plume, the calculation 
region is divided as shown in Fig. 20.15. In region 1 (inside the keyhole), 
only the convective heat transfer is considered. The convective heat transfer 
coeffi cient can be expressed as follows, provided that the keyhole has a 
circular tube shape with a laminar fl ow of metallic vapour, and provided that 
there is a fully developed condition and a uniform surface heat fl ux [31]:
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where D is the average diameter of the keyhole. In region 2 (above the 
keyhole), the convective heat transfer and the radiative heat transfer are both 

Region #2: 
above keyhole

Region #3: away 
from keyhole

Region #1:
inside keyhole

zr (Rayleigh length: 2.2 mm)

1.5 ¥ zr 1.5 ¥ zr

Focal point

20.15 Schematic diagram of the regions for calculating the heat 
transfer by metallic vapour.
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considered because the plume is observed to remain above the keyhole. Thus, 
an ambient temperature of 6,000 K is used to calculate the heat transfer in 
this region. This region is assumed to extend from the laser focal point to 
the bottom of the keyhole by a value of Rayleigh length. In region 3 (away 
from the keyhole), the convective heat transfer and the radiative heat transfer 
are calculated with respect to the ambient room temperature.

20.2.6 Laser–arc interaction

Laser arc hybrid welding, which simultaneously uses a high power laser and 
a conventional arc, has been developed to improve the welding speed and 
quality. After the development of hybrid welding techniques, a considerable 
number of studies have been carried out on system configurations, parameter 
optimization and the characteristics of weld beads. Although the hybrid 
welding plasma operates in a quite different way from the conventional 
one, little attention has been given to the new welding heat source. When 
the laser and arc plasma are used simultaneously, each heat source mutually 
assists and influences the other. The reason why the characteristics of hybrid 
plasma are improved is the generation of intensive metal vapour over the 
laser irradiated position. When the laser is irradiated on the metal surface, 
sufficient energy of light can cause metal vaporization and metal vapour can 
be further developed to laser induced plasma (LIP) plume by continuous 
supply of more laser energy. Because LIP is generated inside the arc plasma 
in laser arc hybrid welding, two kinds of plasma interact with and affect each 
other. In the coupling of laser and plasma, previous studies [32–34] have 
shown that the absorption of the laser beam is an important phenomenon; 
simulations have been used to understand this interaction effect. For the 
absorption mechanism of laser beams in the plasma, Inverse Bremsstrahlung, 
photoionization, and Mie absorption are considered in general [32, 33]. In 
the case of Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers, Inverse Bremsstrahlung is dominant 
because of its relatively long wavelength [34], whereas it is known that for 
ultraviolet lasers the photoionization effect is dominant [33]. Additionally, 
the Mie absorption is dominant at low plasma temperature [35], when the 
effect of Inverse Bremsstrahlung and photoionization is low.
 For CO2 laser-TIG hybrid welding, Startsev et al. [36] conducted a 
numerical simulation for a co-axial axisymmetric hybrid configuration. They 
considered the absorption of laser beams in the Ar arc plasma. The results 
show a significant temperature rise in the core of the arc, but LIP is not 
considered. LIP has been considered in laser welding simulation [33] but 
it has not yet been considered with arc plasma in hybrid welding. Cho et 
al. [37] focused on an investigation of the interaction mechanism between 
Nd:YAG laser and gas tungsten arc/LIP mixture plasma using numerical 
analysis. In addition to this, the characteristics of hybrid plasma such as 
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temperature distribution, current density distribution and flow pattern are 
explained. In numerical simulations, the other absorption mechanisms, except 
for inverse Bremsstrahlung, are neglected for Nd:YAG LIP and Ar arc plasma. 
First, the temperature distribution of the base metal due to laser irradiation 
is obtained by solving the corresponding heat conduction equations. By 
fixing this result as the boundary condition, the distribution of metal vapour 
induced by the laser can be obtained. The distribution of temperature in the 
base metal and metal vapour are set as the boundary condition and analysis 
domain, respectively, in order to conduct the analysis of the hybrid plasma. 
The analysis is completed after checking the absorption of laser light in the 
plasma by Inverse Bremsstrahlung. The simulation results of temperature 
distributions for various laser powers are shown in Fig. 20.16. In the case of 
a laser with low power, the amount of evaporation is relatively small and the 
effect of current concentration decreases. Consequently, the local increase 
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20.16 Temperature distribution of laser arc hybrid plasma for various 
laser powers (effective radius of the laser: 0.6 mm, arc current: 100 
A, arc length: 5 mm).
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in plasma temperature gradually disappears. Conversely, the local increase 
in plasma temperature in the vicinity of laser irradiation is extended and the 
absolute value of temperature also increases when the laser power is high. 

20.2.7 Modelling of arc welding process

The heat source of the electric arc can be modelled as a surface heat fl ux 
with a Gaussian function:
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Here, A is the arc effi ciency and V and I are the electric voltage and current 
of the arc, respectively. The pressure boundary condition of the arc plasma 
can be modelled by a Gaussian-like function [38]:
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Here, m0 denotes the magnetic permeability of free space.
 Besides the gravitational force, the electromagnetic force that is generated 
by the electric current density and self-induced magnetic fi eld is considered 
in the Navier–Stokes equation as body force. The analytical solutions for 
the vertical and radial components of the current density and the angular 
component of the magnetic fi eld can be expressed as [39]:
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Here, J0 is the fi rst kind of Bessel function of zero order, c is the thickness 
of the workpiece, z is the vertical distance from the origin, J1 is the fi rst 
kind of Bessel function of fi rst order, and m is the magnetic permeability 
of the material.
 The plasma drag force is exerted on the surface due to impingement of 
the arc plasma jet fl ow and it causes an outward fl ow from the centre. To 
model the plasma drag force, the following analytical solution of the wall 
shear stress produced by the normal impingement of the jet on the fl at surface 
was used [40]:
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Here,  is the shear stress, p is the plasma density, u0 is the initial plasma 
velocity, Re0 is the Reynolds number, H is the nozzle height, D is the nozzle 
diameter, r is the radius from the centre, and g2 is the universal function. In 
the calculation, it is assumed that H and D are the same as the arc length 
and electrode diameter, respectively. Finally, models of the surface tension 
and the buoyancy force are shown in Eqs [20.30] and [20.31].
 As mentioned above, in addition to the models of GMA welding, the 
additional conservation equation is used for calculating the distributions of 
alloying elements:
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Here,  
·Fs is the scalar source term added by an alloying element in molten 

drops. By Eq. [20.40], a scalar quantity indicating the weight percentage of 
the alloying element in a cell can not only be conserved but also is affected 
by the molten pool fl ow.
 The arc power is about 6.5 kW (231 A, 28 V). For adding the droplet 
in the simulation, the droplet is moved at an angle of 61° to the horizontal 
with measured values of velocity and generation rate, and its temperature is 
assumed to be 2,400K. In addition, the droplet diameter can be calculated 
using the measured droplet generation rate and wire feed rate of 8 m/min. 
For calculating the alloying element distributions, chromium and nickel 
are addressed and their concentrations are all zero in the case of a SS400 
workpiece, while they are 20% and 10% in the case of droplets of Y308 
solid wire. Plates XXV and XXVI (between pages 328 and 329) show the 
temperature and Cr distributions with the fl ow patterns in GMA welding. 
At the weld start, where only a limited amount of base metal is melted 
and mixed with the fi ller metal, the Cr concentration is relatively high and 
decreases gradually as the welding progresses, before it reaches a stationary 
distribution condition after some time.

20.2.8 Weld pool dynamics in hybrid laser welding

In the numerical simulation of the hybrid welding process, three-dimensional 
transient simulations are conducted by combining the arc welding model and 
the laser welding model without any interactive effect between the two. The 
temperature profi le characteristics of the weld bead and molten pool fl ow 
and alloying element distribution in the molten pool are analysed. It is found 
that fusion zones and alloying element distributions predicted by numerical 
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simulations are quite similar to the experimental ones [16]. It shows that the 
assumptions and models used in this study are appropriate. Despite those 
fair prediction results, it is important to note that some other effects have 
not been taken into consideration in the proposed algorithm, including:

∑ the Inverse Bremsstrahlung representing the laser-arc plasma 
interactions; 

∑ the Rayleigh scattering representing the laser–metal vapour interactions; 
and

∑ the heat and mass exchanges between the molten metal and the 
bubble.

Accordingly, it is deemed that further study that takes into account the 
overlooked effects noted above is necessary.

20.3 Applications for improving the laser welding 

technique and the quality of laser welded 

components

Three-dimensional simulation of molten pool dynamics in multi-kW laser 
welding is conducted. Basically, in a three-dimensional transient simulation 
of laser welding, the mass conservation equation, the momentum conservation 
equation, referred to here as the Navier–Stokes equation, the energy 
conservation equation and the VOF equation were used as governing equations 
to execute the molten metal flow analysis. Molten metal is assumed to be 
an incompressible laminar fluid with Newtonian viscosity. The simulation 
considers the buoyancy force, the Marangoni force, the recoil pressure, 
the vapour-induced shear stress, and the vapour-induced heat transfer, and 
the bubble pressure model is used to simulate the pore generation with a 
keyhole collapse.
 Structural carbon steel (namely A36 (ASTM) or SS400 (JIS)) with a 
thickness of 12 mm is used in both the simulation and experiment. The disk 
laser power is 6 kW, and the travel speed is 1 m/min. Plates XXVII (a) to 
(c) (between pages 328 and 329) show the three-dimensional cross-sectional 
views of the simulation results. The red part is the molten region which 
has the temperature over the solidus temperature. At the beginning of the 
welding process, the upper part of the molten region is extended slightly 
in opposite, welding direction. The region is gradually extended over time, 
but ends up with almost the same length. With regard to the shape of the 
keyhole, it reaches its widest point at the opening, becomes narrow at the 
middle, and then becomes wider again at the end. Accordingly, the keyhole 
may collapse at the middle. In the simulation results, however, only a few 
pores came up, and this behaviour is acceptable in terms of the industrial 
standard (ISO 13919-1). The keyhole is considered to be relatively stable 
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because the laser energy is distributed evenly by multiple reflections rather 
than being focused at a specific region.
 Plates XXVII (d) to (f) show the calculated temperature profiles and flow 
patterns from a cross-sectional side view. Clearly, as mentioned above, the 
molten pool is stretched at the upper part. Except for the upper part, however, 
the shape of the molten pool remains almost unchanged over time, probably 
due to the fact that the same flow pattern, namely a clockwise vortex, is 
maintained in the molten pool. This flow pattern helps transport the molten 
metal heated by the laser to the rear upper part of the molten pool. Because 
of this phenomenon, the rear upper part is extended over time in the opposite 
welding direction. The molten pool flow in this part oscillates back and forth, 
so that no specific flow pattern can be defined. The bottom of the keyhole is 
cooled relatively quickly because the strong flow pushes the molten metal in 
this region, which is bound by a large solid region. A narrow molten pool is 
consequently generated and acceptably small pores appear in this region.
 Plate XXVIII (between pages 328 and 329) shows the temperature profiles 
and fluid flows from a cross-sectional front view. After a dimpled shape 
appears near the surface, as shown in Plate XXVIII(a), a keyhole is generated 
and a small amount of molten metal exists around the keyhole. As shown in 
Plate XXVIII(b), a downward flow was observed for about 0.1 s in a small 
region behind the keyhole, most likely due to the recoil pressure. At t = 1.0 
s, the downward flow disappears and an upward flow appears. The upward 
flow is dominant for a long time until the solidification is completed. The 
solidification starts at the bottom and, as a result, the last solidification occurs 
in the upper molten region.
 Plate XXIX (between pages 328 and 329) compares the simulation results 
of the weld bead cross section with the experimental results to verify the 
welding models and algorithms used in simulations. Plate XXIX(a) and 
(b) shows the simulation results of the fusion zones in the transverse and 
longitudinal cross sections after the solidification of the molten pool. In the 
experiment, the weld bead was polished and etched to show the fusion zone, 
and a transverse cross section is shown in Plate XXIX(c). The profile of the 
calculated fusion zone Plate XXIX(b) is in considerably good agreement 
with the experimental results Plate XXIX(c).
 As mentioned above, in addition to the models of the GMAW and laser 
welding, the additional conservation equation is used for calculating the 
distributions of alloying elements. The separation between the arc and laser 
is 3 mm with the GMA leading the laser, and the laser and arc power is 6 
kW and about 6.5 kW (231 A, 28 V), respectively. For adding the droplet 
in the simulation, the droplet is assumed to move at an angle of 61° to the 
horizontal plane with measured values of velocity and generation rate. Its 
temperature is assumed to be 2,400 K. In addition, the droplet diameter can 
be calculated using the measured droplet generation rate and wire feed rate 
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of 8m/min. For calculating the alloying element distributions, chromium 
and nickel are addressed and their concentrations are all zero in the case of 
a SS400 workpiece, while they are 20% and 10% in the case of droplets of 
Y308 solid wire. The case of 1.8 s laser-GMA hybrid welding and a 1.2 s 
cooling process is simulated and analysed.
 Plate XXX (between pages 328 and 329) shows the temperature and Cr 
distributions with the flow patterns in the longitudinal cross sections during 
hybrid welding. In the figures, maximum temperature and concentration values 
of Cr are set to 1,768 K and 8%, respectively. First, the molten pool with the 
flow patterns is analysed. At the keyhole front, where a high intensity laser 
beam is directly irradiated, the material is removed without a thin molten 
layer, a process that resembles the laser cutting and drilling process. The 
laser beam reflected at the keyhole front reaches the other position of the 
keyhole wall and is then absorbed. As shown in the figures, not only can 
the incident beam reach the keyhole wall easily, but also the reflected beam 
can be collected around a specific point, if the shape of the keyhole is not 
smooth but rather has a bulge. In particular, the region is rapidly expanded 
by the excessive recoil pressure, if the reflected laser beam is concentrated 
at the rear part of the keyhole surrounded by the molten metal. For this 
reason, complex flows with relatively high velocity are observed near the 
keyhole and can make the keyhole unstable. Meanwhile, it is observed that 
clockwise-rotating vortices form a quasi-steady state flow pattern in the wide 
molten region located away from the keyhole. It can be inferred that these 
vortices are driven by the strong flow at the keyhole. Because the vortices 
extending a relatively wide range of the molten pool not only have high Cr 
content but also rotate in the same direction, they help mix Cr in the molten 
pool and thus Cr is distributed uniformly in the wide molten region. However, 
the outer clockwise-rotating vortex with relatively high or low Cr content 
passes through around the solid–liquid interface, and thus Cr can be entrapped 
and make a pattern like the teeth of a comb. In this simulation, this type 
of alloying element distribution pattern can be observed but is not severe, 
when compared to the results of full penetration hybrid welding experiments, 
although the experiments were carried out with different welding parameters 
and filler metal [41]. For the region around the keyhole bottom, strong up-
and-back flow arises and pushes out the flow having high content of alloying 
elements because of the fast cooling rate and small accompanying molten 
region. Therefore, low content of alloying elements exists in the keyhole 
bottom.
 Plate XXXI (between pages 328 and 329) shows the simulation results of 
fusion zone and Cr and Ni distributions in the transverse and longitudinal 
cross sections after solidification of the molten pool. In these figures, 
maximum content values of Cr and Ni are set to 8 and 4%, respectively, 
for clear comparison with experiments. In the experiment, the weld was 
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polished and etched to analyse the fusion zone. An electron prove micro 
analyzer (EPMA) was used to investigate the alloying elements of Cr and Ni 
in the weld, and the experimental results are shown in Plate XXXII (between 
pages 328 and 329). For the calculated fusion zone in Plate XXXI(a), the 
penetration depth and melting width are predicted considerably accurately, 
while the fusion zone is a little wider at the middle region in comparison 
with the experimental result of Plate XXXII(a). Given the observation of a 
fluctuating fusion zone in both Plate XXXI(b) and Plate XXXII (b), it appears 
that the laser induced keyhole is rather unstable, which can be explained by 
the unstable nature of the keyhole. From the simulation results for alloying 
element distributions presented in Plates XXXI (c) to (f), it is seen that the 
lower part of the molten region is very narrow and has a relatively low content 
of alloying elements. On the other hand, the upper part of the molten region 
is considerably wide and has a relatively high content of alloying elements. 
Between these two parts, a transitional region, where high and low contents 
of alloying elements coexist, is observed and wave-shaped patterns are 
extended from the bottom to the up-and-opposite direction of welding. Plate 
XXXI shows that strong up-and-back flow with low Cr content and outer 
clockwise-rotating vortex with high Cr content is intersected in this region. 
However, the pattern like the teeth of a comb is not remarkable because the 
alloying element is distributed relatively uniformly, when compared to the 
results of full penetration experiments [41]. These simulation results are in 
fairly good agreement with the experimental results in Plates XXXII(c)–(f). 
Shown as dashed lines in Plates XXXII(a), (c), and (e), the boundaries of 
the fusion zone and alloying elements are quite similar, indicating that the 
alloying elements can be reached only at the molten region under these 
welding conditions. Although the absolute content of Cr is twice that of Ni 
in the solid wire, the distribution characteristics of Cr in Plates XXXII(c) 
and (d) are quite similar with those of Ni in Plates XXXII (e) and (f). From 
the aforementioned results, it is thought that the distributions of the alloying 
element such as Cr and Ni are affected mainly by the molten metal flow and 
also that their diffusive effects are negligible in this case. By the simulation 
where the diffusive effect of each alloying element is not considered, identical 
patterns of Cr and Ni are calculated as shown in Plates XXXI(c)–(f).

20.4 Future trends

Using the aforementioned models for laser and arc welding, reasonable 
predictions can be made based on the comparison of fusion zone shape 
and alloying element distribution between the numerical calculation and 
the experimental observation. However, it should be pointed out that the 
developed models are far from the full solutions to the welding process, and 
developing a united model for the welding is very challenging. In particular, 
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in the hybrid process the new phenomena such as the synergistic interaction 
of the laser and electric arc and the effect of the coupled parameters should 
be considered. The origins of those phenomena are not well understood and 
many important questions related to such modelling are still unanswered, 
which bring more difficulties for modelling of the hybrid welding. The main 
challenges for such modelling are as follows [42].
 First, the synergistic interaction of the laser and electric arc is not well 
understood in terms of the following phenomena: the electric arc preheats 
the base metal that enhances the absorption of the laser energy by the target 
metal; the electric arc dilutes the laser induced plasma and hence reduces 
the ability of the plasma to absorb and reflect the laser energy; the laser 
beam stabilizes the electric arc; the laser induced metal vapour and plasma 
distort the electric arc structure; and the synergistic interaction of laser–arc 
changes the energy transfer and hence the welding process.
 Second, the laser beam and the laser induced metal vapour significantly 
influence the features of metal transfer, but the underlying physics is still 
unclear. The transient arc plasma and droplet generation were ignored, and/or 
the droplets were assumed to impinge into the weld pool at a fixed size and 
frequency in the existing models, which fail to couple the generation of arc 
plasma, droplet formation, detachment and transfer during hybrid welding.
 Third, the effects of shielding gas, including its composition, flow rate 
and injecting direction, are still unclear. The shielding gas has significant 
influence on the plasma formation, the arc stability and hence the weld 
quality in hybrid welding, which depends on the intrinsic properties of the 
shielding gas. However, the effects of the shielding gas in hybrid welding 
are contradictory in some functions for the individual welding process, which 
requires further research to reduce the plasma shielding effect for the laser 
and also enhance the electric arc stability.
 Finally, a real united model of hybrid laser–GMA welding will need an 
excess computation time. Therefore, more advanced computer technology 
and a more time-efficient computation method are required.
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Plate XXVI Alloying element (Cr) distributions and flow patterns in 
GMA welding (cross-sectional side view: a, c, e and cross-sectional 
front view: b, d, f).
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Plate XXIX (a) and (b) Calculated fusion zone profiles and (c) an 
experimental fusion zone profile.
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Plate XXXI Simulation results in transverse and longitudinal cross 
sections after solidification: (a) transverse cross section (fusion zone), 
(b) longitudinal cross section (fusion zone), (c) transverse cross 
section (Cr), (d) longitudinal cross section (Cr), (e) transverse cross 
section (Ni) and (f) longitudinal cross section (Ni).
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21
Applications of laser welding in the  

automotive industry

M. GRAUDENZ and M.  BAUR, Audi AG, Germany

DOI: 10.1533/9780857098771.4.555

Abstract: This chapter introduces the key laser welding technologies and 
their applications in the car body production (hang-on parts included) at 
Audi AG. The successful implementations of laser welding technologies for 
steel and aluminium are presented at the instance of the laser remote steel 
door application of the Audi A3/A4/Q5 and the aluminium door and divided 
tailgate application of the Audi A6/A8.

Key words: laser, remote, aluminium, steel, welding, joining, car body, 
hang-on parts, seam quality, surface coating, laser source. 

21.1 Introduction

Modern high brightness laser sources are the key to highly efficient production 
engineering in the automotive industry. The enhancements in beam quality 
and energy efficiency make laser applications more and more competitive 
with other established joining technologies (e.g. resistive spot welding) in 
cases where different joining technologies can be realized. 
 In most cases, laser welding technology is used when there are special 
demands from design and construction that no other joining technology can 
fulfil. The most important advantages of laser welding applications are the 
realization of very short flanges which means weight reduction and additional 
freedom for design, single-sided accessibility and contact-free joining in 
combination with a highly efficient productivity.

21.2 Production targets and challenges

21.2.1 Targets

Due to the demands of modern lightweight construction, design language, 
economic efficiency and environmental compatibility, the challenges in modern 
automotive production are enormous. The key to making the functionalities 
of a virtual car body concept real is the efficient use of new materials. 
The right material used in the right place – that is the philosophy of Audi. 
That can only be initiated by highly efficient and reliable existing joining 
technologies and by new joining technologies that have to be developed. 
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In the field of joining technologies, laser applications, especially laser 
welding applications, have some very important advantages compared to all 
other joining technologies and therefore are, and will become, increasingly 
important in the future. 

21.2.2 Challenges

In modern automotive production there are different challenges during the 
development process from the first sketch to a real volume-produced vehicle 
with hundreds of cars or thousands of parts per day. The main challenge 
is to conflate design language and lightweight material design by means of 
different joining technologies and to integrate new applications and processes 
into running production. 
 In a modern car body concept like the body in white of the Audi A6/A7, 
a wide mixture of different material classes and mixtures are used, including 
aluminium panels, cast components and extruded profiles with steel panels. 
What is the reason for that? 
 On the one hand, there are increased safety requirements that mandate high 
strength materials in the crash-relevant areas. On the other hand, there are 
constantly rising environmental requirements such as the reduction of CO2 
emissions, leading to a reduction in fuel consumption or the electrification 
of the powertrain. 
 From our point of view, the most interesting approach to reach that aim is 
to reduce car weight. The body in white is one major part in total car weight 
and is the initialization point for inverting the weight spiral. Therefore it is 
very important to reduce weight to a minimum. All these requirements lead to 
car body constructions with reduced sheet thickness. As a logical conclusion, 
the materials used tend to be higher strength materials (e.g., high or ultra 
high strength steel) with specific properties. Additionally, multi-material 
design with combinations of different strength and lightweight materials 
(e.g., aluminium) are the consequence. The right material used in the right 
place – that also describes requirements for the future car body lightweight 
architecture at Audi. The joining of these different material mixtures in an 
economic and reliable fashion is now the great challenge.
 Laser appropriate construction is the basis for exploiting synergies of laser 
applications and improving process productivity to the maximum. Minimal 
flange width for joining means an additional weight reduction in general 
and, in the case of the door application, an improved all-around view, which 
is a direct benefit to the customer. In the laser remote door application of 
the Audi A3/A4/Q5, flanges shorter than 6 mm could be realized. These 
requirements could not be realized by any other joining technology like 
standard resistant spot welding, where a minimal welding flange width of 
over 10 mm is necessary. 
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 Another advantage of laser welding applications is the excellent process 
stability that is reflected in the high process reliability. Due to the low space 
requirements for a laser remote welding system with regard to the high output 
quantity, it is a preferred joining technology when there is only limited space 
available for a plant. Further advantages will be discussed in detail in Section 
21.3.1. These are some of the most important unique characteristics of laser 
joining applications in the body shop.
 With that in mind, laser welding applications enhance the philosophy of 
Audi ‘Vorsprung durch Technik’ (‘Truth in Engineering’) as a technological 
pioneer and one of the leading premium car manufacturers. 

21.2.3 Economic efficiency

Besides the technical advantages, the economic efficiency is especially 
important for the success of the laser in the automotive industry. The most 
important figures for the use of laser applications are the investment and 
operating costs. Both are dependent on the reliability and flexibility of an 
application in combination with its space requirements. A modern body 
shop is a highly automated system, which consists of hundreds of robots 
with working tools, like the laser process optics or a spot welding gun, and 
every single component’s reliability directly influences the overall system 
reliability.
 In the body shop, the laser is often used for applications that cannot be 
realized with other joining technologies. When there are alternative joining 
technologies available, like in most cases, the laser must compete. An example 
of such a unique feature is the zero gap joint, between the side panel and 
the roof of a car, but normally this unique feature is not required. 
 For the development of laser invest costs, there has been a tremendous 
price reduction per kilowatt output power over the last 10 years of nearly 50 
per cent. This could be realized through new technological approaches and 
solutions in laser concepts. One of the most important improvements was 
the development of much more efficient laser pumping processes, e.g. the 
replacement of lamp-pumped by diode-pumped systems. These improvements 
also enabled a massive reduction of the operating costs. The wall plug 
efficiency of today’s most efficient laser sources could be improved by a 
factor of ten compared to a former lamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser. In concrete, 
the wall plug efficiency went from about 3 per cent to nearly 40 per cent 
and as a result of that the energy consumption could be reduced even more. 
As a direct consequence, the space requirements for laser cooling systems 
were reduced to a fraction. For a 4 kW laser system, the space requirements 
could be reduced by a factor of four, and this opens up the opportunity to 
place the laser source directly into the laser cabin and not onto the top of 
the laser cabin as often happened before. 
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 The next important advantage of the new generation of lasers is the 
reduced maintenance expenses. In a lamp-pumped system, the lamps had 
to be changed every 1,200 working hours; in a diode-pumped systems, the 
diodes normally do not need to be changed over the complete cycle period 
of a car model.
 All these improvements connected with new laser process monitoring 
systems and quality inspection systems result in the increased attractiveness 
and competitiveness of the laser in the automotive industry. 

21.3 Laser applications in the body shop

With further development of modern laser sources the number of industrial 
laser applications is continuously growing. Classical laser welding, remote 
laser welding, cutting with scanner optics and laser brazing are well-known 
industrial applications. The current trends for laser applications also tend 
to specific functionalizing of materials and surfaces properties, like local 
hardening or softening of components, depending on the specified component 
requirements. Modern high brightness laser sources like disk or fibre lasers 
with best beam quality are available in the multi kilowatt power region and 
high efficiency laser concepts like direct diode lasers have reached wall 
plug efficiencies in the order of magnitude of 40 per cent. This means an 
improvement of a factor greater than ten compared to a conventional lamp-
pumped solid-state Nd:YAG laser. 
 For every application one can find the perfect laser source for best 
performance and quality. Laser remote welding and cutting with a small spot 
diameter and a long focal length, which means a great distance from the 
workpiece, are predestined for disk and fibre lasers with a beam parameter 
product of 2–8 mm*mrad or better. 
 Laser remote welding with scanner optics is the laser joining application 
with the highest performance in the body shop. It is used very efficiently 
in steel door applications. A detailed overview of the very successful 
implementation of the laser remote door application in the Audi A3/A4/Q5 
will be given in the next section. 
 In laser brazing applications, where only moderate beam quality is 
necessary, the direct diode laser with highest energy efficiency is the state 
of the art. 
 Typical fields of application for classical laser welding processes of steel 
or aluminium are structural components in the body in white or hang-on parts 
like doors or divided tailgates. Because of the high optical quality demands 
for aluminium hang-on parts like doors, the aluminium alloy group EN AW-
6016-T4 is commonly used due to its better deep-drawing properties, but 
additional filler wire has to be used to reduce the increased hot shortness of 
that specific aluminium alloy (Ostermann, 2007). 
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21.3.1 Laser welding of steel

For laser welding, the light from the laser source is transferred and focused with 
optical components (fibre optics, laser optics, lenses) onto the workpiece. If 
energy density is high enough and impact time is long enough, the workpieces 
are melted locally and after solidification they are joined together.
 In classical laser welding, the laser optics are guided with an industrial 
robot locally along the seam geometry. For the welding of steel, laser 
remote welding with scanner optics is also suitable, where the laser beam 
position can be varied between different positions in the working area 
nearly without delay. The laser remote process is not yet available for laser 
welding applications where an additional filler wire is required, because the 
filler wire cannot be tracked with the same speed as the laser beam. This is 
the case for some specific aluminium alloys, like the alloy group specified 
in DIN EN AW-6016-T4 (Ostermann, 2007), where additional filler wire is 
necessary.

Laser remote door application of Audi A4/Q5

For the implementation of laser remote welding of the A4/Q5 doors application, 
the following conditions had to be complied with in the project. The quality 
demands for door applications are generally very high because the joints are 
partly in direct view to the customer. For that reason, the joining technology 
must not be visible to the customer and single-sided accessibility of the 
joining technology is essential (see Fig. 21.1). Another direct customer benefit 
in door applications is the window opening that determines the maximum 
viewing angle. For safety and comfort aspects, the all-around view should 
be maximal. A maximum viewing angle can only be realized if the door 

21.1 Side view of the Audi A4 with open door.
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flanges are as short as possible. The joining technology that enables the 
shortest flange width is laser (remote) welding. The flange geometry of the 
Audi A4 door is shown in Fig. 21.2. In the Audi A4/Q5 door application, 
flanges shorter than 6 mm could be realized – at the moment no other joining 
technology can compare with that. For standard resistant spot welding, if 
flange geometry is optimal, a minimum flange width of more than 10 mm 
is required. By means of flange width reduction, a weight reduction of 
more than 100 g per door was achieved with laser remote technology. The 
implementation of laser remote welding was realized with a 4 kW TruDisk 
laser system with two-dimensional TRUMPF scanner optics (PFO-33). 
 For performance reasons the distance from the workpiece should be at 
least 500 mm. Short variations of the orientation of the scanner mirrors in 
the optics then lead to great variations of laser spot position on the workpiece 
and the classical non-welding times for transferring the optics from one seam 
position to the next are reduced drastically. The laser spot diameter on the 
workpiece was chosen to be 0.6 mm, which was realized by using a 0.2 mm 
diameter fibre-optic cable. 
 Another benefit of a long focal length is the effective reduction of 
contaminants on the optical components from the welding process itself. 
Steam and spatter from the welding process can affect the protection glass 
or, in the worst case, destroy expensive components like optical lenses. For 
a constant and stable laser welding process, different cross jet modules blow 
away the accruing metal vapour above the keyhole. If not removed, the 
metal vapour will absorb parts of the laser light, resulting in an alteration of 
the laser light intensity on the workpiece. That can affect the seam quality 
negatively. 
 All seams in the door application were performed as overlap joints with 0.7 
mm on 0.6 mm zinc-coated metal sheets. Depending on the door variations 
(e.g. front or rear door), the number of joints varies from 45 to 49 laser seam 

21.2 Door frame of an Audi A4 door (right) with section view (left).
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steps per door. The length of each linear seam varies from 25 mm to 40 mm 
(see Fig. 21.3). Seams no. 1–34 are welded in flat position and the seams 
no. 35–45 are performed in a perpendicular orientation. To obtain the best 
seam quality, one has to ensure a constant and precise clamping over the 
whole flange geometry. A well-defined gap between the two metal sheets is 
one of the most important prerequisites in laser welding applications with 
zinc-coated metal sheets contrary to aluminium, where a zero gap is required. 
The steel sheets used in the Audi A4/Q5 door application are double-sided 
zinc-coated for corrosion requirements. The zinc coating leads to an additional 
challenge in the laser welding process. The melting point of steel is over 
600°C higher than the vaporization temperature of the zinc coating. This 
leads to sudden vaporization of the coating during the welding process of 
steel. The zinc vapour that is generated between the metal sheets then leaks 
under high pressure through the molten metal. As a result of uncontrolled 
vapour expansion, the liquid metal will be ejected and spatters and pores 
will occur. The special preliminary treatments that are necessary to guarantee 
a controlled degassing for zinc-coated steel sheets are presented in Section 
21.4.2.
 The door production of the Audi A4/Q5 family was set up to a maximum 
quantity of 2,000 doors per day and welding station. That required four 
parallel welding stations, two for the front doors and two for the rear doors 
with a cycle time for producing a door of less than 33 seconds (arrangement, 
handling and joining included). The sole laser welding time per door is 19.5 
seconds. This performance was only possible through the advantages of laser 
remote welding.
 Moreover, laser remote welding in the door application is a very stable 
joining technology even without the use of laser process monitoring tools. 
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21.3 Seam positions on the Audi A4 door of two different welding 
orientations.
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For that reason, the overall process reliability per laser cell, including laser 
source, cooler, scanner optics and robotics, reaches values beyond 98 per 
cent.

21.3.2 Laser welding of aluminium

As noted in Section 21.3 the laser welding of aluminium in the body shop of 
Audi differs from remote steel welding in terms of the additional filler wire 
that is needed. The filler wire is necessary to ensure the requested strength 
properties of the laser seam and to reduce hot shortness. The filler wire that 
is used for the 6000 aluminium compound has an alloy content of 12 per 
cent silicon (AlSi12). With the additional filler wire, the alloy content of the 
melt is raised above the critical value for crack susceptibility and a minimum 
volume fraction of 2 per cent should be obtained. The filler wire is also used 
as tactile guidance in the laser welding process. The wire is attached below 
the process optics so that the wire guides the process optics along the seam 
geometry. The additional material is fed into the laser spot where it melts 
and contributes to the welding process. To produce a better seam quality 
and to raise welding speed, a hot wire feed system is used, where the filler 
wire can be preheated separately. 
 The high optical reflectivity of aluminium in the 1 mm wavelength regime 
can lead to problems when the laser welding process is initiated. When the 
laser beam strikes nearly perpendicular onto a plain surface, an amount 
between 80 and 99%, depending on the surface finish of an aluminium sheet, 
is reflected. When the highly focused laser light is directly scattered back into 
the optical system, it can lead to complete destruction of laser components 
or transport/feeding fibre. For that reason, the wavelength-dependent 
absorption of laser light can be used to optimize the initiation of the laser 
welding process for aluminium. A higher absorption means that the energy 
from the laser source can be used more efficiently for melting the metal. 
As described in Fahrenwaldt (2009), the absorption curve of aluminium has 
a local maximum at the wavelength of 800 nm and the slope falls steeply 
at higher wavelengths. That leads to different laser welding efficiencies for 
lasers with higher operating wavelengths. The operating wavelengths of disk 
and fibre lasers are around 1,030 and 1,070 nm, which leads to an absorption 
of about 5%. For wavelength-coupled direct diode lasers, a wavelength 
mixture between 900 nm and 1,000 nm is used to generate multi-kilowatt 
output power. In that wavelength domain, the absorption for aluminium is 
a factor of two higher and the laser welding process can be initiated more 
efficiently. This is one reason why direct diode lasers can be favourable for 
aluminium laser welding applications. 
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Laser welding door application of Audi A6: demands of the project

Besides the general advantages of laser welding applications, as discussed 
in Section 21.3.1 for the steel doors of the Audi A4/Q5, there are additional 
potentials for the reduction of car weight. The use of lightweight materials 
for structural components in the body in white and for hang-on parts is one 
possibility. With a specific weight of 2.71 g/cm3 (Hornbogen et al., 2008), 
aluminium is roughly a factor of three lighter than steel. 
 For laser welding of aluminium, there are some specific requirements that 
should be discussed in detail. First of all the aluminium metal sheets used 
in the door application are not zinc-coated as in the case of steel doors, due 
to corrosion demands. The surface of a pure aluminium sheet reacts with 
atmospheric oxygen and an amorphous oxide layer accrues. That Al2O3 layer 
is very stable and resistive and naturally protects the aluminium surface from 
external influences. Under normal conditions, a very thin oxide layer starts 
to grow immediately. For the laser welding process, this oxide layer acts 
as a kind of thermal shield. To melt the aluminium underneath, the laser 
energy has to be transferred through the oxide layer into the aluminium 
volume. The melting temperature of the oxide layer lies at 2,054°C (Lide, 
2010) and is much higher than the melting point of pure aluminium, which 
is 660.32°C (Lide, 2010). Due to the ‘activation energy’ that is caused by 
the sheet thickness independent oxide layer, the thickness of the aluminium 
sheet itself is limited to a minimum for a stable laser welding process. The 
minimum upper sheet thickness for the Audi A6 doors was chosen to be 
1.2 mm. If the sheet thickness is below 1.2 mm, then the activation heat for 
breaking up the oxide layer cannot be deposited in the sheet volume without 
causing hot cracks or other defects. 
 Another aim was the reduction of the number of single parts for the door 
assembly, but there are restrictions from the produceability of the single 
parts. The deep drawing degree of the inner section part was too high to 
be produced as a single component. For that reason, the inner door section 
consists of two parts (1.2 mm and 1.5 mm) that are joined by laser welding. 
That welded sub-assembly is then joined with the outer doorframe element. 
The number of structural single parts in the Audi A6 door concept could 
thereby be reduced to three. With that new door concept, a total weight saving 
of over 10 kg, compared to the predecessor, could be achieved. The overall 
laser seam length in the Audi A6 door application reaches almost 10 m. The 
seam geometries used in this door application are fillet and overlap joints. For 
optimal welding, the surface of the aluminium sheets should be cleaned of 
oil and drying lubricant that are normally used in the manufacturing process 
of the single part. If not cleaned properly, surface contaminations will lead 
to an increased number of pores that will reduce the strength of the joint 
and pores can also be the origin of corrosion. One possibility to clean the 
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aluminium surface is the so-called ‘laser-clean’ process which is presented 
in Section 21.4.2.

Laser welding door application of Audi A6: implementation

For the aluminium door application of the Audi A6, a direct diode laser 
(Laserline, LDF 4000-30) with a wall plug efficiency of nearly 40 per cent 
and a beam parameter product of 33 mm · mrad with a maximum output 
power of 4 kW was chosen. This beam quality is good enough for a classic 
laser welding application with a working distance of about 200 mm. For a 
higher optical seam quality, argon was used as a shielding gas in the laser 
welding process. 
 The high wall plug efficiency and the relative low investment costs in 
combination with the preferred wavelength window (900–1,000 nm) for 
aluminium welding make this laser source the ideal tool for that application. 
The laser optics in use is an adaptive laser processing optical system (ALO3) 
from Scansonic IPT GmbH. Several features are integrated in the ALO3 
device, such as the functionality of beam-shaping optics with optional 
autofocus module and seam-tracking sensors. With these features, a weld-
seam deviation in the millimetre range from the programmed robot path can 
be automatically compensated.
 The challenge of the Audi A6 door application was to weld the three 
single door parts with 49 laser seams within a cycle time of 300 s per 
door. Due to high optical and functional quality demands of the welds, 
the welding speed was limited to 3 m/min. To make all 49 seam positions 
accessible for a single six-axis robot, a rotatable clamping device was used. 
A highly dynamic robotic path could be achieved for the welding process by 
avoiding the robotic movement through the single-axis singularities. The so-
called axis singularities are fixed locations in the robotic frame of reference 
where two or more joints no longer independently control the position and 
orientation of the tool. In the American National Standard for Industrial 
Robots and Robot System – Safety Requirements (ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999) 
a singularity is defined as ‘a condition caused by the collinear alignment 
of two or more robot axes resulting in unpredictable robot motion and  
velocities.’ 

Laser welding divided tailgate application of Audi A8

The demands of this project were similar to that of the laser welding door 
application. The tailgate of the Audi A8 could also not be produced as a single 
part due to high deep drawing degree in the region of the badge hollow. As 
a consequence, a divided tailgate was transcribed with the guideline that the 
joint, in that case a zero gap laser joint, must not be visible to the customer 
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as a junction of two single parts and additionally no post-treatment (e.g., a 
finish process), was acceptable.
 Therefore the laser welding process with its very high optical seam quality 
was chosen. To raise the optical seam quality to the maximum, an additional 
shielding gas (He) was used. The basic conditions for the divided tailgate 
application of the Audi A8 were similar to that of the door application of 
the Audi A6. The cycle time was also 300 s and the welding speed 3 m/
min. The same tactile guided process optics (ALO3) in combination with a 
4 kW Laserline direct diode laser (LDF 4000-40) has been used. The joining 
length for the divided tailgate laser welding application was roughly 1 m. 

21.4 Quality issues

The quality issues for joining technologies can roughly be distinguished 
into two different groups: the group of inner and the group of outer findings 
of a joint. Quality criteria like the optical impression of the seam, seam 
geometry, edge notches, spatters, outer cracks and surface pores among the 
surface are included in the outer findings. They can normally be identified 
non-destructively by visual/optical inspection, which can be done manually 
or via automated process control. Optical camera systems can generate a 
three-dimensional profile of the seam surface that can be analysed in a further 
analysis step. The inner findings are characterized through the strength 
properties of the joint. Typical volume imperfections are inner pores and 
cracks or a reduced binding length.

21.4.1 Stability

The binding or weld length is the minimal joint length where two metal sheets 
are fused together in a way that an intact metallic compound is formed. Inner 
pores reduce the effective binding length of a laser joint and the maximum 
force that a laser joint can transmit is reduced. The minimal binding length 
for a correctly performed laser joint depends on the thickness of the metal 
sheets used and the joint geometry. As a coarse estimate, a minimal binding 
length of more than 70% of the thinner sheet thickness should be achieved. 
Microcracks directly in the weld or hot cracks in the heat-affected zone lead to 
crack propagation under stress that can cause complete failure of the joint. 
 Seam geometries used in laser door applications are mostly overlap 
and fillet joints. Laser processing parameters like laser power, focusing 
conditions or welding speed are well known and can be controlled during 
the welding process. External process parameters (e.g., surface coatings or 
contaminants like oils and drying lubricants), the dimensional stability of the 
single assembly parts and the gap situation between the metal sheets in the 
clamped situation are not normally known exactly during the welding process 
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and they also cannot be controlled that easily, but they greatly influence the 
quality of the joint. For laser welds used in crash-relevant areas, preliminary 
treatment before the laser welding process is therefore essential. A detailed 
overview of pre-treatment methods for zinc-coated metal and aluminium 
sheets is given in the next section.

21.4.2 Preliminary treatments 

Surface cleaning of aluminium metal sheets

The surface conditions of an aluminium metal sheet play a major role in the 
quality of the laser welding process. The stability of the laser process and 
the formation of defects, like pores, are massively influenced by the surface 
conditions of an aluminium metal sheet. To guarantee a constant and stable 
surface quality for the laser welding process, the clean surface conditions 
have to be ‘recovered’ in a separate cleaning process. That should be done 
as close as possible to the laser welding process to guarantee the best surface 
conditions for joining. 
 The cleaning of aluminium can be implemented with different pre-
treatments. The most efficient treatment is a chemical washing process, where 
the aluminium parts are handled through different immersion baths. In the 
first treatment step, surface contaminants like oils and lubricants are washed 
away, in a second step the oxide layer is chemically etched, and finally the 
aluminium surface is passivated. The chemical cleaning of aluminium parts 
is very space and cost-intensive, because the cleaning chemicals have to 
be renewed at regular intervals. Additionally, the cleaned parts have to be 
transferred to and from the chemical cleaning facility, which requires a high 
logistical effort.
 An alternative method is the so-called laser-clean process. The laser-
clean process is industrially available (commercially distributed by Clean-
Lasersysteme GmbH) and established. It is implemented in several Audi car 
projects, e.g. the pre-cleaning of the zero gap joint of the Audi TT and the 
divided tailgate of the Audi Q5. The physical principle that is used for this 
cleaning process arises from the different optical properties of the aluminium 
surface and the oxide or dirt layer for a laser radiation of 1 mm wavelength. 
The oxide layer absorbs that wavelength particularly well and blasts away 
from the surface. Existing dirt on top of the oxide layer will also be ejected 
and can then be removed easily. Blasting away the oxide layer is realized 
through very short but intense laser pulses. 
 The aluminium surface is highly reflective to the laser light used and 
therefore the cleaning process does not remove the aluminium surface 
underneath the oxide layer. The result is a bare metallic and oxide-free 
surface. The cleaning speed is limited by the laser track width and the ablation 
rate. In fact, a cleaning speed of 65 mm/s can be achieved. For best seam 
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quality, all relevant flange surfaces that are affected in the joining process 
have to be cleaned by that method and, at worst, that can be up to four in 
an overlap joint situation with two metal sheets. Due to the use of highly 
intense laser radiation, generally increased security requirements, e.g. laser 
safety cabins, are required. 

Pre-treatment of zinc-coated metal sheets

As stated in Section 21.3.1, a special pre-treatment is necessary for laser 
welding applications with zinc-coated metal sheets. To consider the situation 
for an overlap joint geometry with two double-sided zinc-coated metal sheets, 
two different sections have to be differentiated: the outer surfaces of the 
overlap joint on the one hand, and the inner surfaces, where the two metal 
sheets are in direct contact, on the other. When the joint is performed, the 
steel is melted and the zinc coating is vaporized suddenly due to the high 
welding temperatures required. For the outer surfaces the zinc coating can 
freely expand when vaporization temperature is reached. That only barely 
affects the quality of the welded seam. 
 The situation is completely different for the inner surfaces of the joint. 
For a zero-gap situation, the two zinc layers will be vaporized under high 
local pressure when the laser beam strikes the intermediate zone through the 
keyhole. As a result of the zero-gap situation, the zinc vapour can only leak 
through the molten metal, because the lower sheet is still in the solid phase. 
The consequence is an uncontrolled vaporization of the zinc layer with the 
side effect of spatters, pores and holes that negatively affect the quality of 
the joint (see Fig. 21.4). 

Without gap

Spatters and pores

Zinc coating

21.4 Uncontrolled zinc expansion without degassing gap.
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 A technological solution is obtained when a controlled degassing situation 
can be guaranteed where the zinc vapour must not pass through the molten 
metal. How can such a situation be generated? With a defined gap between 
the two metal sheets, the zinc vapour that is generated through vaporization 
of the inner layers can leak out to the sides and the quality of the joint is 
not affected (Fig. 21.5). The easiest solution is a ‘spacer’ between the two 
metal sheets. With this spacer in between, the metal sheets can be clamped 
with a constant gap. These spacers are normally performed in the form 
of small, so-called humps. These humps can be produced directly in the 
manufacturing process of the single part by stamping them into the surface 
of the sheet metal or they are produced in a separate process afterwards. For 
the door application of the Audi A4/Q5, the latter option was chosen as it 
has some advantages over a mechanical process. The best gap distance for 
a controlled degassing in the laser welding process is only approximately 
0.15 mm. Therefore, sub-millimetre fluctuations in the humping height affect 
the quality of the welding process considerably. Influencing factors, such 
as a continuing tool wear during the single part production, would lead to 
a continuing deterioration of the degassing gap in the mechanical process, 
which should be avoided.
 An alternative generating process for the humps is laser pulsing. For this 
purpose, the laser optics are guided over the welding flange of the underlying 
part before clamping the two parts together for the welding process. With 
short but highly intensive laser pulses, the humps, are ‘shot’ into the surface 
of the component. The right choice of pulse energy and pulse duration melts 

With degassing gap

Controlled degassing (good quality)

Steel sheet

21.5 Controlled zinc expansion with degassing gap.
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the surface locally as the melt is swapped aside. Solidification of the melt 
leads to a crater in the centre of the laser focus and to a ‘hump’ at the edges. 
These humps generate the necessary degassing gap for the following welding 
process between the zinc-coated sheet metals. Through the high quality 
and precision of the laser tool, the heat quantity and the pulse duration can 
be controlled very exactly. This results in a very reproducible and stable 
humping process and, as a direct consequence, in the high stability of the 
laser welding process.

21.5 Future trends 

The most important objective targets in automotive car body manufacture 
are stable and highly efficient production processes with highest reliability 
and quality output. To ensure that these targets can be reached requires 
a lot of effort and expense from the first car body concepts to the final 
automobile. 
 For a new car body concept, all potential metal sheet combinations 
for construction have to be validated before the first prototypes can be 
produced. The starting point of the validation of new materials or metal sheet 
combinations for a laser welding application is normally a joining test in the 
laboratory. After successful welding tests, individual prototypes of structural 
components are produced. If all pre-tests have been successfully finished, 
more validation with a larger number of parts, produced with prototype tools 
and finally with the tools for volume productions follows. 
 Additional to the evaluation of the materials used and the joining process 
itself, there are a lot more relevant technical parameters that can only be 
estimated in the real volume production process. The variation of material 
quality, temperature effects, local contaminations, abrasions, fitting accuracy 
of the component parts, vibrations and additional effects that only appear 
after the production of a large number of parts cannot be safeguarded without 
the production of original parts in the serial plant. This time-intensive and 
costly safeguarding process is necessary to guarantee an optimal start of 
production (SOP). The basis for an efficient validation process is a detailed 
knowledge of the laser process and all the relevant explanatory variables. 
This is essential for stable processes and a high quality. 

21.5.1 Car body construction

Enhanced environmental responsibility and the fact that fossil fuels are 
limited induce alternative mobility concepts like electro mobility and CO2 

reduction in terms of lowering fuel consumption. New concepts for energy 
storage have to be developed and integrated into the car structure. Additional 
components induce additional car weights that have to be compensated 
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if the driving dynamics are to be maintained. For that reason, future car 
body concepts will be driven by lightweight design. This trend will also 
affect more and more hang-on parts like doors and tailgates. Lightweight 
metals will increasingly substitute classical steel hang-on parts in the  
future.
 Weight reduction in the car body can be reached by functional use of 
multi-material design. Therefore the Audi philosophy for car body design is 
the use of materials with specific properties exactly where they are needed 
and where they generate maximum benefit for car body functionality.
 This leads to the challenge to join different materials with different 
physical properties. At the moment, laser welding is only possible for a few 
different material combinations. For example, laser joining of aluminium 
with steel is principally possible, but problems like contact corrosion in 
the presence of an electrolyte and the huge difference in the coefficients of 
thermal expansion lead to physical problems of the joint during later thermal 
treatment of aluminium parts (temperatures up to 180°C are possible). Also 
laser remote welding, which is the most efficient laser welding technology, 
is not yet available for lightweight materials like aluminium, where an 
additional filler wire is essential. 
 On the one hand, the developments of new laser welding processes have 
the potential to overcome those limitations and to transfer the steel remote 
welding performance to aluminium. The active control of welding dynamics, 
for example keyhole formation/stability and temperature control of the melt, 
is a promising approach. On the other hand, the development of new materials 
(e.g. sandwich structures) with better welding characteristics and optimized 
physical properties has continuously to be pursued. 

21.5.2 Laser process monitoring and control

Laser joining technologies are very successful applications, if prerequisites 
of the technical process are considered correctly. Every process device in 
the laser application has technical limitations in accuracy. For every single 
car body component there are tolerances due to the production process that 
lead to variations in the assembly parts. The surface quality of the metal 
sheet varies and surface impurities can occur. These inaccuracies affect 
process stability and the quality of the joining process. In the worst case, 
these inaccuracies produce imperfections that make the component or the 
assembly part useless. 
 In order to be able to secure uniform quality demands at worldwide 
production sites, objective assessment criteria are necessary. These criteria have 
to be interpreted fully automated and non-destructive during the production 
process. This enables an automated control of construction parts of different 
quality for post-stored process steps, e.g. special rework procedures. Due 
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to the complexity of quality criteria, the manual evaluation of component 
quality is strongly restricted. 
 The simplest form of process monitoring is a quality rating after the laser 
welding process where the corresponding quality criteria are checked. Optical 
camera systems for three-dimensional (3D) seam visualization are state-of-
the-art for laser welding applications. A measuring principle for the visual 
process analysis is laser triangulation, for example. For this purpose, the laser 
seam geometry is optically analysed and the three-dimensional information 
of the seam surface is generated and compared with defined quality criteria 
like seam length or seam height, for example. General quality criteria like 
seaming location, welding sink, edge notches or surface pores and cracks 
can only be detected within certain limits. For volume information optical 
systems are normally not usable. Volume defects like volume pores and inner 
microcracks or the binding length that is representative of the maximum 
force level cannot be detected that way.
 For these quality criteria, non-destructive analysis for industrial applications 
is not yet available and alternatives have to be developed. Methods like 
computer tomography, ultrasonic or thermo-graphic procedures are promising 
approaches. 
 The success of a monitoring method is also determined by local conditions 
like the seam variation (e.g. fillet or overlap joints), and of the component 
contour. The quality of a process monitoring system is decided through 
the reliable detection of actual imperfections in combination with minimal 
pseudo error rate. Pseudo errors are events where the process monitoring 
system reports an imperfection that is not, however, present according to 
the pre-defined assessment criteria. 
 Therefore an intensive qualification phase is necessary for each process 
monitoring system when maximum reliability should be reached. These 
quality limits are manual prerequisites for margins of error that are verified 
in a regular qualification process.
 In the next degree of complexity of process monitoring systems, inline 
process detection of characteristic process variables (e.g., the temperature 
or the length of the melting bath), is required. Certain process variables are 
then correlated with characteristic quality features. A typical example is 
the correlation between thermal conductance and the reduction of effective 
weld width when two metal sheets are not joined correctly. With defects 
in the welding seam, the effective weld width is reduced and the thermal 
conductance through that cross section drops. As a result, the heat that the 
laser beam induces into the upper metal sheet cannot drain off freely into 
the lower sheet and the temperature of the upper sheet rises due to heat 
accumulation. That can be measured inline during the welding process and 
thus deliver additional information for the process quality.
 However, the real goals are process-monitoring systems that contribute 
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actively to error prevention. For this purpose, it is no longer sufficient to 
only detect a defect, but process variables have to be identified that are good 
quality regulating variables at the timescale of the welding process. 
 The regulation of laser processes is very difficult due to their high process 
complexity and the high process dynamics. Nevertheless, there are first 
approaches such as the full penetration hole extraction in laser welding 
processes for overlap joints (Nicolosi et al., 2009). The future challenges in 
this field lie in the development of new, at this time unknown, error prevention 
strategies for laser welding applications on one hand, and the qualification 
of existing approaches for industrial practicability on the other.

21.5.3 Simulation of laser processes

To reduce development times and costs, the need for virtual validation 
concepts that allow a detailed variation of technical parameters to locate 
the stable process window for joining technologies is essential. For laser 
joining technologies, process simulations are not yet available because of 
the complexity of the laser welding process. For that reason, the further 
development of laser process simulations is essential to completely understand 
the laser welding process in detail. With a deeper process understanding, 
the quality of laser applications can be improved if the causes of seam 
imperfections like pores, cracks and spatters can be identified and avoided 
by specific process optimization. 
 Even for a quite simple laser weld model, like an overlap joint with 
two plain metal sheets, process simulation has to factor a lot of physical 
properties and dynamic effects: wavelength-dependent absorption of laser 
light for different incident angles, polarization, the temperature-dependent 
properties of the material in different phases (solid, liquid and gas phase/
plasma) and pressures which determine the dynamics in the melt and in the 
keyhole/vapour plume to take only a few into consideration. Many of those 
physical properties are only available for concrete temperatures under idealized 
preparation and laboratory conditions, but for the relevant temperature range of 
the real laser welding process, they are not universally known. The unknown 
values can only be estimated or calculated if suitable physical models exist. 
Nevertheless, there are approaches of process simulation models (Otto and 
Schmidt, 2010) that can compete with real laser welding processes under 
special circumstances but computational effort is enormous.
 In the next step, laser process simulation models have to be developed 
further to steadily predict real laser welding processes more exactly. When 
laser welding process simulation can make reliable predictions for real laser 
applications, the question whether new multi-material car body designs can 
be realized with laser welding technology can then be estimated before 
the first hardware prototypes of structural elements exist. That will reduce 
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the development period, raise the quality of laser welding applications and 
massively reduce costs and capacities for expensive safeguard experiments. 
At this point, virtual technologies like laser process simulation will become 
an essential tool for all future laser application in the body shop and  
beyond. 

21.5.4 Environmental compatibility

Environmental compatibility is one of the main targets for Audi as a premium 
automotive manufacturer. The current CO2 debate and new regulations will 
lead to further developments of new technologies that aim to reduce energy 
consumption. One approach is the improvement of existing combustion 
engine concepts, but in future the focus will shift increasingly to alternative 
concepts such as electric engines or fuel cells. In addition to the improvement 
of existing engine concepts, the overall weight of the car has to be reduced 
to fulfil the environmental demands. Moreover, an integrated approach with 
total life cycle energy demands per car is important. Taking this approach one 
step further, the necessary energy for producing a car becomes as important 
as the fuel consumption. For that reason Audi board member for production, 
Dr Frank Dreves, has stated that a CO2-neutral production plant is one of 
the major targets for Audi and ‘Ingolstadt should be the first CO2 neutral 
automotive plant world wide’. 
 Mr Arne Lakeit, Head of Manufacturing Engineering, explains how to 
reach that challenging target: ‘All sectors of the production plant, from the 
primary energy production over the complete production process to intelligent 
concepts for waste-heat recovery have to be taken into account. In the primary 
energy production process, Audi uses the heat of a waste incinerating plant 
and renewable energy concepts like photovoltaic cells on the roof of buildings 
and wind turbines for the production plant in Ingolstadt. Furthermore every 
single energy consumer in the production process is analysed and energy 
consumption will be optimised.’ 
 With the developments in laser source efficiency and the technological 
advantages of laser applications in terms of weight saving, laser technology 
has become a very important part on the way to CO2-neutral production. The 
nearly ten times higher wall plug efficiency when replacing a lamp-pumped 
Nd:YAG laser with a direct diode laser in combination with the huge number 
of laser sources in use in the Audi body shop, lead to massive energy and 
CO2 savings per year. Besides the direct energy saving as a result of the 
higher wall plug efficiency, the reduced waste heat enables smaller and 
more efficient laser cooling systems, which conserves cooling water. For Mr 
Lakeit, energy saving is an important contribution for an environmentally 
correct production but he is establishing a more holistic approach: ‘The 
reduction and recycling of waste, air pollution and water consumption are 
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equally important to realize a worldwide environmental correct production 
for Audi’.
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Abstract: With so many advantages, such as lightweight, antirust, low cost 
of maintenance and simple manufacturing process, the production of high-
level stainless steel railway vehicles has become the development strategy 
of European, American and other developed nations. High-quality surface 
state and structure strength can be achieved by the partial penetration lap 
laser welding of the side panel structure. Laser welding will be the new 
technology for the manufacture of railway vehicles. The laser welding 
process, in uence of laser welding parameters on the surface and strength, 
the heat source model of lap laser welding, methods of quality control, and 
future trends in laser welding are discussed in this chapter.

Key words: laser lap welding, process parameters, quality control, heat 
source model.

22.1 Introduction: the role of laser welding in 

railway engineering

Stainless steel railway vehicles have many advantages such as lightweight 
body structure, high anti-corrosion, safety features, good environmental 
performance, etc. SUS301L is one of the most widely applied materials in 
the stainless steel vehicle structure on unpainted outside panels [1]. Because 
of its low thermal conductivity and large linear expansion coef cient, 
stainless steel is usually assembled with resistance spot welding (RSW). 
But due to the punched power and thermal input of resistance of the spot 
welding electrode, there will be a visible indentation 1 cm in diameter left 
on the surface of the stainless steel vehicle body, in uencing the appearance 
quality and airtightness. It is necessary and urgent to nd a new method to 
resolve these issues.
 Recently, high power density welding processes have been increasingly 
used in industrial manufacturing, because of their enormous advantages, 
such as minor shape distortions, reduction of size of heat-affected zone 
(HAZ), and faster welding speed associated with high penetration [2]. Some 
studies [3,4] have investigated the possibility of applying laser technology 
to replace resistance spot welding for stiffener assembly on rail vehicle side 
panels. Japanese Kawasaki Heavy Industries have studied the method of lap 
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laser welding of SUS304 stainless steel with no visible indentation on the 
outside surface, which was reported in Ref. [3]. The author also pointed out 
the problems discussed above and summarized the resistance spot welding 
joint as ‘point’ connections, and the laser welding joint as ‘line’ connections. 
Some experiments [5,6] indicated that the welding speed should match the 
laser power, namely high welding speed matching high laser power, to get 
a joint with no visible indentation on the surface. Various studies have 
indicated that the welding speed could be up to 5 m/min, which was too 
high for ordinary lasers [3,4].
 In addition, laser welding technology will be applied to Siemens magnetic 
levitation train in Germany, DMU IC4 level high-speed train in Denmark, 
ETR500 high-speed commuter trains in Italy, and so on.

22.2 Laser welding technology for stainless steel 

railway vehicles

The disk laser is a brilliant combination of a solid-state laser and a diode 
laser. The diode laser provides a high degree of pumping ef ciency and the 
solid-state laser, as a disk laser, provides the high beam quality [7]. The 
optimized combination of high laser power plus excellent beam quality is 
kept constant across the entire power range. YAG laser beam welding with 
a continuous wave is a high energy density and low heat input process. The 
result is a small HAZ, which cools very rapidly with very little distortion, 
and a high depth-to-width ratio for the fusion zone [8].
 SUS301L is a kind of austenitic stainless steel with reliable structural 
strength. Because of its light weight and environment protection, SUS301L 
is widely applied in the stainless steel vehicle structure as the outside panel 
with no painting [9]. Due to deformation caused by the welding heat, the 
stainless steel is assembled with resistance spot welding with small thermal 
importation. But because of the punched power and thermal input of resistance 
of spot welding electrodes, there will be a 1 cm in diameter left indentation 
on the outside surface of the stainless steel vehicle body (Fig. 22.1(a)). This 
in uences the appearance of public transport vehicles, and should not be 
ignored.
 To laser weld SUS301L stainless steel to get an overlap joint with no 
welded traces on the outside surface (shown in Fig. 22.1(b)) and higher 
tensile strength than that of resistance spot welding is a new area of research 
and will be applied in railway vehicle manufacturing.
 Ordinarily, laser beam welding involves many variables: laser power, 
welding speed, defocusing distance and type of shielding gas, any of which 
may have an important effect on heat ows and uid ows in the weld pool. 
In turn, this will affect penetration depth, shape and microstructure of the 
weld fusion zone. Both the shape and microstructure of the fusion zone will 
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have a considerable in uence on the properties of the joints and the quality 
of the exterior surface.

22.2.1 Influence of laser welding parameters

In uence of laser power

The in uence of laser power was investigated, keeping both welding speed 
and defocusing distance constant at 22 mm/s and zero, respectively. The 
penetration depth increased sharply with increasing laser power from 1.5 to 
2.5 kW as shown in Fig. 22.2. 

Electrode

Electrode

Exterior surface Exterior surfaceCross section

(a) Resistance spot welding (b) Overlap laser welding
Cross section

Top plate surface

Welding direction

Laser keyhole

Shielding zone

Assist gas
Focused 
laser beam

Punched trace

22.1 Appearance of cross section of (a) resistance spot welding and 
(b) laser welding joints. 
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22.2 The influence of laser power on penetration depth of overlap 
joint. 
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 Figure 22.3 shows an example of a cross section of overlap weld joint 
using laser power of 2.0 kW. The microstructure of the cross section is 
shown with an inverted parabola shape, as the intensity of the laser beam 
has a Gaussian-like distribution (Fig. 22.4). The fusion zone is symmetrical 
about the axis of the laser beam. No welding cracks or pores (porosity) were 
found in any of the welds, and this may be partly due to the good crack 
resistance of the base metal and the welding conditions provided.
 Mazumder and Steen [10] investigated a typical keyhole welding process 
model and the cylindrical coordinate system (r, q, z) used in the model which 

22kU X27 500μm 31/OCT/08

22.3 The microstructure of the cross section of overlap joint with the 
parameters P = 2.0 kW, v = 22 mm/s, Dd = 0 mm.
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22.4 Gaussian-like distribution of the intensity of laser beam.
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is shown in Fig. 22.4. According to this model, the results also indicate 
that the development of the weld pool is essentially symmetrical about the 
axis of the laser beam. Laser power has less of an in uence on both weld 
pro le and HAZ width in comparison with its effect on penetration depth. 
This is in agreement with other researchers’ work, where they pointed out 
that changing laser power between 3 and 5 kW [11] did not result in any 
signi cant change in the size or shape of the weld.
 When the laser power is lower than 2 kW and the penetration depth is 
below 1.4 mm, there are no welded traces on the exterior, but on the contrary 
distinct welded traces appear on the surface. 

In uence of welding speed

The in uence of welding speed was investigated at the optimum laser power 
(2 kW) and zero defocusing distance. Figure 22.5 shows the relationship 
between welding speed and fusion zone area. The fusion zone area is de ned 
as half of the product of depth and width of the fusion zone. The fusion zone 
area decreased sharply from 2.26 to 1.59 mm2 with the increase in welding 
speed from 16 to 28 mm/s. 
 The dependence of the fusion zone area on welding speed was con rmed 
at a different laser power (2.3 kW). A lower welding speed resulted in a 
considerable increase in the fusion zone area and consequently an increase 
in shear tensile strength of the overlap joint leading to unacceptable surface 
quality as shown in Fig. 22.6. When the weld speed is higher than 22 mm/s, 
there is no welded trace on the exterior surface. The shear tensile strength 
of the overlap joint at a speed of 25 mm/s is lower than that of the joint at 
a speed of 22 mm/s.
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22.5 The influence of welding speed on area of fusion zone. 
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In uence of heat input

The in uence of heat input as a function of laser power was clari ed to be 
HI = P/S. The above results have shown that the laser power and welding 
speed should be optimized in order to minimize heat input and to obtain a 
satisfactory weld with reliable quality. This re ects one of the most notable 
features of laser welding compared with other welding processes, namely 
low heat input. 
 Turning to the macrographs shown in Figs 22.3 and 22.7, incomplete 
penetration and no welded trace on the exterior surface with higher shear 

(a)

(b)

(c)

22.6 The influence of welding speed on area of surface quality:  
(a) P = 2.0 kW, v = 25 mm/s, Dd = 0 mm; (b) P = 2.0 kW, v = 22 mm/s, 
Dd = 0 mm; (c) P = 2.0 kW, v = 19 mm/s, Dd = 0 mm.
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tensile strength than that of RSW fusion zone pro le could be obtained 
using either P = 2 kW, S = 22 mm/s (Fig. 22.7) or P = 2.3 kW, S = 25 
mm/s (Fig. 22.11). However, P = 2 kW, S = 22 mm/s resulted in a smaller 
welded trace on the exterior surface. In laser welding, if the laser power is 
too high, the spatter will increase to pollute the focus lens, increasing the 
risk of lens explosion [12]. When achieving the same result, the lower laser 
power should be selected.

Effect of defocusing distance

Defocusing distance is the distance between the specimen surface and the 
optical focal point. In order to study its in uence on both penetration depth 
and surface quality, a lap joint was made by changing the defocusing distance 
between –2 and 2 mm. Laser power (2 kW) and welding speed (22 mm/s) 
were selected to obtain incomplete penetration.
 The relationship of the defocusing distance and the penetration of the 
overlap joint is shown in Fig. 22.8. The penetration depth is considerably 
decreased by changing the defocused distance from –2 mm to 2 mm. In laser 
welding, when the focus is below the upper surface, the laser power density 
of the interior is higher than the surface, and the energy transfers deeper into 
the material, making it possible to weld thick materials with deep penetration. 
For thin materials, a positive focal position is usually used [13]. 

22kU ¥27 500 μm 31/OCT/08

22.7 The microstructure of the cross section of overlap joint with the 
parameters P = 2.3 kW, v = 25 mm/s, Dd = 0 mm.
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22.2.2 Features of laser welding joints in stainless steel 
railway vehicles

Microstructure of laser beam welds

In laser welding, the material is molten for a very short period and solidi es 
quickly, resulting in the difference between the microstructure of the laser 
welding and that of conventional welding methods. Molten metal rst 
crystallized in the solid–liquid interface then grows up rapidly to the interior 
of the molten zone. The crystallized form in the fusion line extends to the 
center of the weld seam and nally combines there, and almost no HAZ 
can be seen as demonstrated in Fig. 22.9(a). No cracking or porosity was 
observed. 
 A clear dividing line marking the boundary of the fusion zone can be 
seen in the microstructure of the transition from the base material to the 
fusion zone (Fig. 22.9(b)). With the great degree of subcooling existing in 
the solid–liquid interface, the crystal of the fusion line grows upwards into 
columnar dentrites with rapid crystallization speed and distributed in parallel 
perpendicular to the fusion line. In the weld seam center, the gradient of 
temperature is smaller than that of its surroundings and the unfused suspended 
particle becomes the solidi cation surface of non-spontaneous nucleation, 
growing up freely from the cooling conditions into equiaxed dendrites (Fig. 
22.9(c)). The equiaxed grains of the center were ne and shaped during the 
re-crystallization of the welding heat circulation. 
 Microstructures of type SUS301L steel weld metals made using two 
different welding speeds, 19 and 22 mm/s, with the same laser power, 2 
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22.8 The influence of defocusing distance on penetration depth of 
overlap joint.
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kW, are shown in Fig. 22.10(a) and (b), respectively. The noticeable feature 
is the highly directional nature of the microstructure around the axis of the 
laser beam. This is due to solidi cation of the weld metal at high cooling 
rate compared with that of conventional GTA welding [14].
 It can also be noticed that the higher the welding speed, the ner the 
dendritic structure (Fig. 22.10(b)). This is attributed to an increase in both 
solidi cation and cooling rates due to low heat input resulting from high 
welding speed. Concerning the effect of laser power, the higher the laser 
power, the coarser is the dendritic structure due to decreasing cooling rate. 
However, the effect of laser power was relatively smaller than that of welding 
speed. 

Mechanical properties

Shear tensile test results of all type 301L laser lap welds with incomplete 
penetration showed that failure took place in the weld metal. Vickers hardness 
measurements with a 50 g loading force were carried out on the laser welding 

22.9 Microstructure of the overlap laser welding joint: (a) The 
microstructure of laser welding with parameters P = 2.0 kW,  
v = 22 mm/s, Dd = 0 mm; (b) the junction of weld seam and 
basement material with parameters P = 2.0 kW, v = 22 mm/s,  
Dd = 0 mm; (c) the equiaxes dendrites in the seam center with the 
parameters P = 2.0 kW, v = 22 mm/s, Dd = 0 mm.
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seams produced with different parameters. Figure 22.11 shows a cross 
section of a laser lap welded joint with the diagram of hardness. As expected,  
the hardness of the weld seam is higher than that of the base material. But the 
hardness of the weld seam center is lower than that of the part between  
the center and the fusion line. 
 The cooling rate of the weld seam center is more moderate than that of its 
surrounding part, and equiaxed dendrites appear in the center in the form of 
polygonal ferrite (PF) (as shown in Fig. 22.12(a)). In the zone between the 
fusion line and the weld seam center, the cooling rate is rapid and columnar 

22.10 The dendritic structure of overlap joint with different 
welding speed: (a) the dendritic structure of laser welding with the 
parameters P = 2.0 kW, v = 19 mm/s, Dd = 0 mm; (b) the dendritic 
structure of laser welding with the parameters P = 2.0 kW, v = 22 
mm/s, Dd = 0 mm.
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22.11 Cross section of an overlap laser welding joint with diagram of 
hardness P = 1.2 kW, V = 1.2 m min–1 Df = 0 mm.
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dentrites appear there in the form of acicular ferrite (AF) (as shown in Fig. 
22.12(b)). Between the two adjacent acicular ferrite (AF), there is martensite 
(M-A constituent as the main element). The cementite or martensite and 
the acicular ferrite (AF) have higher hardness than polygonal ferrite (PF), 
explaining the lower hardness in the weld seam center.

22.3 Heat source model of lap laser welding of 

stainless steel vehicles

22.3.1 Model and mesh

The physical model of a stainless steel vehicle side panel is shown in Fig. 22.13. 
According to the features of the side structure, the side part is symmetrical. 
So half of the physical model is taken as the nite element model in the 

22kU 500 50μm 31/OCT/08 22kU 500 50μm 31/OCT/08

(a) (b)

22.12 The phase organization of the weld: (a) the equiaxed dendrites 
in the weld seam center; (b) the columnate dentrites surrounding the 
center.
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Side 
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Laser Laser

22.13 Physical model.
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simulation, as shown in Fig. 22.14. Since the laser energy density is high, 
the mesh near the weld is smaller, and in order to reduce the computational 
cost, the mesh size increases gradually relatively far away from the seam.

22.3.2 Boundary conditions

The initial temperature of the material is 20°C. Taking into account the 
laser heating, the welding surface convection and radiation heat transfer 
[15] are shown by:

  
– + – ) ( – )4 4k T

z
h T( T T) + ( T q) =4

e s+ (
z

TT( extTT TTse
 

[22.1]

where Ts is surface temperature, Text is the ambient temperature, h is the 
convective heat transfer, s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and  is the 
thermal radiation coef  cient [16]. 
 SUS301L is much used in stainless steel car body material. Thermal 
conductivity and the speci  c heat coef  cient of SUS301L are shown in Fig. 
22.15 and other parameters are listed in Table 22.1.

22.3.3 Selecting a heat source model

Figure 22.16 shows the microstructure of the weld of partial lap laser welding 
of stainless steel. According to the shape of the weld, the heat source model 
is selected. The combination of three-dimensional positive cone + three-
dimensional inverted cone + half-ellipsoid heat source model is shown in 
Fig. 22.17. The upper and central parts of the heat source model are two 
three-dimensional cones. The lower part is ellipsoid heat source. The three-
dimensional cone heat model is actually a series of  at plate Gaussian heat 
sources superimposed along the thickness. After calculation, the energy 
distribution rate of the three heat source models is 0.25:0.3:0.45.

Skeleton structure

Side panel

22.14 Simulated diagram.
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22.15 Thermal conductivity and specific heat coefficient.

Table 22.1 Relative physical properties of SUS301L material

Boiling point  
Tg (°C)

Liquefaction 
temperature Tl 
(°C)

Latent heat Lf

(J·Kg–1)
Density p
(kg/m3)

Poisson’s ratio 
m

3073 1447 2.6 ¥ 105 7800 0.3

22.16 Cross section of laser gap weld.
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The three-dimensional cone heat equations are shown below [17]:
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[22.2]

 In these equations, ze, zi are z coordinate positions where the heat source 
is working on the surface of the workpiece, and re, ri are the radii of the 
heat source distribution [18]. All the parameters are determined based on 
experience and the test results.
 The ellipsoid heat source formula is given by: 
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where, ah, bh and ch, respectively, are the half axle lengths in the y, x and 
z directions, respectively.

22.3.4 Weld shapes under different parameters 

Figure 22.18 shows the comparison of molten pools between simulation 
and experiment. It can be seen in the  gure that the simulated pool shape is 
similar to a vase shape, and the trend of the fusion line is in good agreement 
with the experimental results.
 Figure 22.19 shows the simulated pool shapes for different laser powers 
with the welding speed S = 22 mm/s and defocus Dd = 0 mm unchanged. The 
laser powers are 1.3, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 2.7 kW. According to the experiment 

Three-dimensional positive cone

Three-dimensional inverted cone

Half-ellipsoid

22.17 Combination of heat source models. 
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results in Ref. [19], the simulated vase-shaped pool is consistent with the 
experimental results. As the laser power increases, so too does the weld 
penetration. By comparing the simulation and experimental results, when 
the laser power is higher than 2.5 kW, the weld penetration is more than 
1.5 mm, and there are welded traces on the outer surface. When the laser 
power is less than 1.5 kW, the joint strength is too low to meet production 
requirements. Therefore, the range of power options for stainless steel vehicles 
is 1.5–2.5 kW.

22.18 Comparison of molten pool between simulation and 
experiment.

P = 1.3 kW P = 1.5 kW P = 2.0 kW

P = 2.5 kW P = 2.7 kW

22.19 Simulated pool shapes for different laser powers.
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 Figure 22.20 shows the simulated pool shapes for different welding speeds 
with the laser power P = 2.0 kW and defocus Dd = 0 mm unchanged. The 
welding speeds are 15, 17, 22, 27 and 29 mm/s. As the welding speed is 
increased, the weld penetration decreases. By comparing the simulation and 
experimental results, when the welding speed is less than 17 mm/s, the weld 
marks on the outer surface are obvious. When the welding speed is higher 
than 27 mm/s, the joint strength is too low to meet production requirements. 
Therefore, the range of welding speed options for stainless steel vehicles is 
17–27 mm/s.

22.4 Quality control of laser welding joints in 

stainless steel vehicles

As an alternative to spot welding for the vehicle body, laser partial penetration 
welding of two stainless steel sheets is used. In laser partial-penetration 
lap welding, the laser beam is focused on the surface of the sample and 
the other parameters are controlled to guarantee partial-penetration welds 
without welded traces on the exterior surface. Figure 22.21 shows the 
joint arrangement for laser welding. By changing the welding parameters, 
such as laser power and welding speed, different widths and penetrations 
should be achieved. In order to understand the laser weld defects, the metal 
structure, convex surface and pores of the laser partial-penetration lap weld 
are observed, and these defects on the fatigue strength should be explored. 
The extent of laser weld penetration has an important impact on the fatigue 
strength. Considering the impact, non-destructive inspection methods are 
necessary to evaluate the extent of penetration.

S = 15 mm/s S = 17 mm/s S = 22 mm/s

S = 27 mm/s S = 29 mm/s

22.20 Simulated pool shapes for different welding speeds. 
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22.4.1 Quality requests

The side wall structure of the railway vehicle is produced using a single-
sided spot welding, which is an ideal way to ensure a good atness of the 
outer surface of the side wall. Compared to arc welding, using resistance 
spot welding can reduce the body’s welding deformation. But due to the 
large number of weld spots, local deformation is induced. According to the 
JISZ3140-1989 [20] spot welding test, the strength of the laser welding joint 
should be bigger than that of the resistance spot welding joint. The amount 
of deformation should be less than 2 mm/m, and there should be no trace 
of the weld discoloration.
 Figures 22.21 and 22.22 show the mode of laser welding of railway 
vehicles and the structure of the side panel, respectively.

22.4.2 Ultrasonic inspection

In order to con rm the state of penetration of the laser weld, a separate and 
wedge-shaped high-frequency probe with oscillator front-end should be 
used. The ultrasonic aw detection was carried out inside the laser weld. 
The results showed that a high-frequency wave detection probe could easily 
identify and con rm the weld, and the scanning was over a large area. 
Currently, the quality test of the laser welding of railway vehicles relies 
only on joint-destructive testing, and there is no quality assessment of laser 
weld non-destructive testing to evaluate weld quality control standards and 
methods. So it is urgent to explore the use of ultrasonic probes to detect joint 
penetration and the state of penetration of the laser welding joint and it is 
necessary to increase development of non-destructive testing devices. 
 Figure 22.23 shows the working principle of the ultrasonic probe.

Focused 
laser beam

2 
m

m

P
en

et
ra

tio
n

Weld

Width

No visible indentation on the surface

SUS30IL stainless steel

SUS30IL stainless steel

1 m
m

22.21 Schematic diagram of joint arrangement of laser welding.
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22.5 Future trends

Use of laser welding of austenitic stainless steel, aluminum alloy and low 
alloy high strength steel for the manufacture of railway vehicles is growing. 
Increasing the application of laser welding technology to railway vehicles 
will play an important role in increasing the competitive environment in the 
future marketplace, and this technology has signi cant commercial value.
 The application of laser welding technology to railway vehicles has the 
following four prospects:

The weld connecting 
side panel and frame

Exterior surface of side panel

22.22 Lap laser welding of stainless steel vehicle structure.

22.23 Ultrasonic probe. 
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1. Laser welding technology has been applied to high-speed train bodies in 
Japan. In addition, laser welding technology will be applied on Siemens 
magnetic levitation train in Germany, DMU IC4 level high-speed train 
in Denmark, ETR500 high-speed commuter trains in Italy, and so on.

2. The manufacturing standard of high-speed stainless steel bodies has 
seen a substantial increase, and there is a possibility for it to replace 
aluminum. It is necessary to develop the manufacturing technology.

3. The trends in advanced body structure design are for the overall load-
bearing structures to have no frame, a car shell roof and oor, and both 
sides made of laminated sheet, which sandwich a light structure. This 
kind of structure can be achieved by laser welding technology, and also 
re ects the structure of the advanced design concept.

4. When the overall body is produced by laser welding technology replacing 
resistance spot welding, the fatigue strength can be increased by 15% 
and the vehicle’s rigidity and strength are greatly improved, leading to 
a decrease in weight.

22.6 Sources of further information and advice

Laser welding technology of stainless steel vehicle car body

For the high-quality requirements of unpainted stainless steel body surface, 
although resistance spot welding can signi cantly improve the deformation 
of the surface state, there is still solid joint deformation at the surface. 
Major domestic and foreign companies that manufacture stainless steel rail 
passenger cars in recent years have begun to use laser welding to solve these 
problems. High-quality surface state and structural strength can be achieved 
by the partial penetration lap laser welding of the side panel structure.

Laser-MAG hybrid welding method for side body applications

The beam side body is currently welded by MAG welding methods, mostly 
using one-sided welding and surface rendering. MAG welding methods 
present the disadvantage that it is not easy to ensure adequate penetration. 
With a large welding current, welding speed is very low, resulting in thick 
deposited metal. Figure 22.24 shows that Laser-MAG hybrid welding can 
achieve a deeper penetration. 

Laser welding of aluminum sheets

Currently, one of the main welding problems has been welding distortion of 
aluminum sheets. Especially in thin-walled aluminum Maglev car projects, 
welding of long seams is needed for 1 mm and 2 mm thick aluminum alloy 
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sheets. The traditional method is MIG welding and the welding quality cannot 
meet the requirements of welding deformation. Laser welding and hybrid 
welding should be developed as new welding technologies to counter such 
problems in the future.
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Abstract: Laser welding, especially hybrid MAG-laser welding, shows great 
potential in the welding of structural steels in the shipbuilding industry. 
Advantageous properties include low distortion, high welding speed and easy 
automation. The shipbuilding industry has been one of the first to introduce 
high power laser and laser-hybrid welding for structural applications, with 
reducing distortion being the major motivation. However, many challenges 
had to be dealt with before laser welding processes could be introduced on 
an industrial scale. Today, laser-based welding is used quite extensively 
in European yards. This chapter reviews the advantages and challenges 
associated with laser welding, the mechanical properties that can be 
achieved, and its development and application in the shipbuilding industry.

Key words: laser welding, laser hybrid welding, mechanical properties, 
Classification Society guidelines, shipbuilding, ship yard applications.

23.1 Introduction

Laser and laser-hybrid welding offer many advantages over traditional welding 
processes due to their higher power density. The advantages include high-
speed seam welding, low distortion, single pass welding of thick workpieces, 
easy automation, and positive effects on the working environment. For 
these reasons, the use of laser-based welding in structural applications has 
increased dramatically in heavier sections. In the fully synergetic hybrid 
processes, plasma formed at the interaction point of the laser on the workpiece 
surface controls the arc-root by reducing the cathode voltage drop, so that 
the interaction point becomes the same for the laser and the arc. When 
welding thick parts and/or in the presence of a gap, a hybrid laser welding 
process using the MAG process is most advantageous because, integrated 
in the process, it offers easy addition of filler material. In heavy-section 

This chapter is a revised and updated version of Chapter 8 ‘Shipbuilding applications of 
hybrid laser-arc welding’ by J. K. Kristensen originally published in Hybrid laser-arc 
welding, edited by Flemming Olsen, Woodhead Publishing Ltd, 2009, ISBN 978-1-
84569-370-1.
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laser-arc hybrid welding, penetration is to a first approximation determined 
by the laser alone, but a high welding speed may be maintained even in the 
case of a relatively large gap. Increased ability to bridge a gap as well as a 
significant increase in speed may thus be taken advantage of by using the 
hybrid process rather than traditional high power pure laser welding and, 
furthermore, the heat input per unit length (and therefore also the distortion) 
is typically not increased significantly. 
 Laser and especially laser-hybrid welding are now making an important 
impact on the medium- and heavy-section welding industry. The shipbuilding 
industry has been one of the first to introduce high-power laser and laser-
hybrid welding, but this technology is also relevant to other areas, for 
example, pipe and boiler manufacturing. Many concrete initiatives have 
been taken during the last two decades, and several European shipyards 
have now introduced the process. The major motivation for this is reduced 
distortion; it is estimated that between 20 and 30% of the man-hours used 
in shipbuilding presently is due to reworking caused by welding distortions. 
Figure 23.1 illustrates this very convincingly. 

23.2 The approval of laser-based welding in 

shipbuilding

In addition to physical defects produced during welding, a welded structure 
may develop flaws or completely fail in service owing to:

∑ limited strength or ductility,
∑ limited toughness (e.g. impact or quasi-static),
∑ environmentally assisted cracking (hydrogen cracking and/or stress 

corrosion cracking),
∑ general corrosion,
∑ fatigue.

23.1 Typical arc welded deck panels for a passenger ship; note the 
distortions.
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 For traditional arc welding, a number of mechanical tests have been 
developed for assuring that the ductility and toughness is sufficient and that 
serious cracks do not develop during the lifetime of a product. Evaluating a 
number of the following mechanical properties is usually recommended as 
part of welding procedure testing:

∑ hardness,
∑ strength and ductility,
∑ impact toughness, sometimes supplemented by crock tip opening 

displacement (CTOD) values,
∑ weld defects, such as geometrical defects, cracks or pores.

Compared to traditional arc welding techniques, laser-based welding offers 
many advantages, owing to the low distortion and high speed characterising 
the deep penetration laser welding process. However, the properties of the 
weldment pose a major challenge. The introduction of first pure laser welding 
and later hybrid laser-arc welding necessitated a number of general problems 
related to the properties of welded structures being solved. Developments 
during the previous three to four decades in materials and their response to 
welding had to be reconsidered in the light of this new technology.
 The ductility of the weld could no longer be measured by the standard 
tensile testing techniques due to the narrow weld and potentially hard 
weld metal. Impact and toughness testing showed fracture path deviation, 
making evaluation of the tests difficult. Solidification cracking also turned 
out to be a challenge when welding thicker sections and the techniques for 
performing non-destructive evaluation of welds also had to be reconsidered. 
Related to fatigue, concern was raised about the potential sharpness of the 
geometrical stress concentration imperfections in, for example, the top bead 
and the weld toe regions, and similarly the fatigue crack growth rate in the 
potentially martensitic weld metal was questioned, as was the general and 
stress corrosion properties of the weldments. 

23.2.1 Self-quenching

Comparing the heat input per unit length for typical arc and laser welds (for 
the same penetration or throat thickness, respectively) shows that the heat 
input in laser welds is typically almost an order of magnitude lower than in 
arc welds. It must therefore be taken into consideration that structural steels 
may harden significantly in both the weld metal (WM) and the heat-affected 
zone (HAZ) as a consequence of the fast thermal cycle inherently connected 
to high-power, high-speed laser welding. This immediately gave rise to 
concerns related to hardness, ductility, toughness, fatigue and corrosion. 
Three approaches to controlling this challenge may be identified:
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∑ Scenario 1: Limiting the weld speed so that the microstructure and 
consequently also the mechanical properties become acceptable for the 
relevant steels.

∑ Scenario 2: Preheating in order to decrease the cooling time and thus 
the hardness. It is primarily the cooling rate in the temperature interval 
800–500°C that influences the hardness in steels.

∑ Scenario 3: Limiting the steel composition so that the mechanical 
properties become acceptable for all welding speeds, i.e. also for a fully 
martensitic microstructure.

All three approaches are used industrially. Important consequences of scenario 
1 are limitations to productivity as well as a need to use steel composition 
dependent welding parameters. Scenario 2 is of course difficult to use on 
large structures. The third scenario takes advantage of the fact that the 
maximum hardness of a fully martensitic structure to a first approximation 
is determined solely by the carbon content. This talks in favour of scenario 
3, but it must be taken into account that a consequence of this scenario may 
be a limitation in carbon content to, e.g., approx. 0.12% in order to limit the 
maximum hardness to roughly 380 HV, and this limitation in composition 
of course sets further limits on the manufacturing of the steels.

23.2.2 The effects of mismatching

Compared to arc welds, where HAZ properties often control the performance 
of a welded joint, in laser welds the weld metal dominates the properties. 
Furthermore, the possibility of influencing the composition of the weld metal 
by the filler material is very limited, because the zero gap situation must 
normally be accepted. In general, a high degree of overmatching in strength 
will occur and an overmatch by a factor of two is not unusual. The high 
level of overmatching combined with the aforementioned narrowness of the 
weld makes laser-based welds of structural steels an extreme example of a 
mismatching joint of the ‘sandwich-type’. 
 The effect of such heterogeneities has been much investigated and discussed. 
It is, however, generally found that weld metal notched wide-plate tests 
under transverse loading conditions show a beneficial effect of weld metal 
strength overmatching, by promoting failure in the lower strength, but higher 
toughness base plate. In contrast, undermatched welds require a high straining 
capacity in the soft weld metal due to the deformation being localised here. 
It may also be noted that crack propagation preferably takes place in the 
softer zones, i.e. the fracture path for a crack initiated in the weld metal of 
an overmatched weld deviates into the softer and tougher base metal. These 
conclusions are supported by experimental and numerical investigations on 
laser welds using smaller specimens as well as wide plates [1]–[4]. 
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 The impact toughness of the weld metal was at first very difficult to 
measure by the standard Charpy V-notch test technique due to fracture 
path deviation into the softer base metal. These test results were therefore 
originally disregarded but, based on the understanding described above, 
the traditional Charpy test is now considered valid even in the presence of 
fracture path deviation.

23.2.3 Solidification flaws

Solidification flaws constitute a type of weld imperfection which is occasionally 
found in laser welds in structural steels. The imperfection is a solidification 
defect but, unlike usual solidification cracks or hot cracks, solidification 
flaws are generally small, isolated imperfections occurring with a certain 
regularity along the weld. The flaws are normally embedded and seen 
only in the weld centreline. The causes of the flaws are manifold and their 
interactions complex, but controlling this phenomenon is a key challenge in 
thick plate structural steel laser welding. If total freedom from the flaws is 
to be achieved then the steel composition and also the welding parameters 
have to be controlled. 
 One approach has been to correlate the steel composition with the 
volume of the weld parameter tolerance box (weldability lobe). In this way, 
the steel is tested by a range of weld parameters, and the size of the weld 
parameter box obtained is taken as a measure of the weldability with respect 
to solidification flaw formation of the actual steel. For pure laser welding, 
this approach has been adopted since 2004 in many Classification Society 
rules for shipbuilding (e.g., [5]). The approach was later extended to use in 
laser hybrid welding [6].

23.2.4 Mechanical properties

Shipbuilding steels are typically ferritic steels strengthened by C, Mn and 
various microalloying elements such as Ti, V or Nb. Different production 
routes are used depending on the demands on the steels and the techniques 
available at given steelworks. Carbon is typically in the range 0.05–0.18% 
(weight), Mn in the range 0.5–1.5% and S & P in the range 0.005–0.03%. 
The guaranteed yield strength of structural steels for shipbuilding typically 
falls in the range 235–460 MPa, but higher grades are also used.
 The heat input per unit length for typical laser-based (pure or hybrid) 
welds is typically almost an order of magnitude lower than for a similar arc 
weld. It must therefore be taken into consideration that structural steels may 
become hard in both the weld metal and the HAZ as a consequence of the 
fast thermal cycle. The resulting hardness for a given heat input depends very 
much on the composition of the steel, which determines hardenability, as 
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well as on the carbon content alone, as this controls the maximum possible 
hardness in a fully martensitic structure. Figure 23.2 [7] thus shows three 
examples of hardness traverses in three different 15 mm steels, which were 

Hardness testing of laser/MAG hybrid welded 
S235 steel 0.07C, 1.13Mn steel, 0.5 mm Gap
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Hardness testing of laser/MAG hybrid welded 
RQT690 steel 0.14C, 1.39Mn, 0.0021B, 0.5 mm gap
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Hardness testing of laser/MAG welded S355 
steel 0.15C, 1.38Mn steel, 0.5 mm gap
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23.2 Hardness profiles for welds in S235 (0.07C, 1.13Mn) (top), S355 
(0.15C, 1.38Mn) (bottom) and RQT 690 (0.14C, 1.39Mn, 0.0021B) 
(middle) steels. The welding data are given in the text. Source: Ref. 
[7]. 
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welded with the hybrid MAG-laser process using an EN 440-G3Si1 (SG2) 
solid wire, 0.5 mm gap, a total power of 18.5 kW and a welding speed of 
1.2 m/min.
 Measuring the impact toughness of the weld metal was initially very 
challenging to using the standard Charpy V-notch test due to fracture path 
deviation into the softer base metal. These test results were disregarded at 
first, but based on a large number of wide plate and other large-scale tests as 
well as numerical simulation, the traditional Charpy test is now considered 
valid even in the presence of fracture path deviation. As an example, Fig. 
23.3 [7] shows a full Charpy V-notch transition curve for a weld in the 12 
mm S235 structural steel welded with an initial gap of 0.5 mm, a total power 
of 18.5 kW and a welding speed of 1.2 m/min. The transition temperature 
is below –40°C and, due to the very tough combined structure, the level of 
the high temperature shoulder is significantly higher than the level of the 
base metal alone.
 There are inherent differences, such as weld profile, mismatch level, 
residual stress, and heterogeneity of the weld metal that may affect the 
fatigue behaviour of hybrid laser welds, perhaps for the better compared to 
conventional fusion welds. Fatigue behaviour has been extensively investigated 
using four-point bending and uniaxial loading, and Fig. 23.4 [7] shows as an 
example the results of a four-point bending test in laser hybrid welded 20 
mm RQT690 steel. In general, fatigue tests show similar results, i.e. that the 
fatigue behaviour of laser-based welds in structural steels shows properties 
in excess of the FAT100 line.

23.2.5 Unified guidelines

The challenge of getting approval for the new welding approach that pure 
laser and laser hybrid welding represented from the ship classification 

Charpy V-notch testing of laser/MAG hybrid weld 
S235 steel (.069C, 1.13 Mn) – 0.5 mm joint gap
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23.3 Charpy V-notch transition curve for the 0.5 mm gap weld made 
in 12 mm S235 structural steel. The maximum energy of the testing 
equipment is 300 J. Source: Ref [7].
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societies was tremendous and could not be overcome by one shipyard or 
one country alone. A large number of tests have been performed in various 
European collaboration projects over more than two decades, which involved 
several yards and classification societies as well as many institutes and 
universities. 
 The work performed involved:

∑ process development (including filler metal addition),
∑ sensor-based seam tracking and real-time adaptive control,
∑ mechanical properties:
 – hardness and strength,
 – ductility,
 – toughness (impact and quasi-static),
 – fatigue,
∑ corrosion properties:
 – stress corrosion,
 – general corrosion,
∑ weld imperfections and defects:
 – surface defects,
∑ hydrogen introduced cracking (cold cracking),
 – solidification cracking (hot cracking),
 – porosity,
∑ health and safety aspects:
 – working environment,
 – external environment,
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23.4 Four-point bending test of a 20 mm RQT690 steel. Source: Ref. 
[7].
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∑ NDT (non-destructive testing):
 – on-line and off-line,
∑ wide plate and large-scale testing,
∑ repair welding.

The European ship classification societies issued their first unified guidelines 
for the approval of pure CO2 laser welding in 1996 [8]. These guidelines 
only considered pure CO2 laser welding and, because solidification cracking 
was still a problem in thicker sections, 100% non-destructive testing was 
typically demanded, which made it economically unfavourable for shipyards 
to apply laser welding to a larger scale. Normal NDT practice has only been 
allowed in shipyards since 2004, as have other laser sources and hybrid 
laser/MAG welding [5].

23.3 Industrial examples

The shipbuilding industry was a pioneer in being first to adopt pure laser 
and later laser hybrid welding in the manufacture of large steel structures. 
In particular, cruise and passenger ships are well suited to this application, 
because the steelwork is dominated by the large amount of deck structures 
needed, which typically are made in 5–10 mm plate thickness. Figure 23.5 
shows a large (the world’s biggest – in 2008) cruise ship that was built at 
Aker Yard in Turku, Finland, now STX Finland Cruise Oy.

23.3.1 Meyer Werft, Germany

By 1995 Meyer Werft had included the first simple sandwich panels in ship 
structures, though these were of minor structural importance. From 1998, 
these panels were also used for passenger decks. The panels were of the 
type shown in Fig. 23.6.
 Meyer Werft invested in a new and technically ambitious panel 
manufacturing line in 2001, which is equipped with a total of four high-power 
CO2 laser (12 kW) hybrid welding machines. Since 20 m long plates were 
not available for the entire range of required plate thicknesses (4.5–30 mm), 

23.5 Large cruise ship built at Aker Yard in Turku, Finland, now STX 
Finland Cruise Oy. (Courtesy: Kari Laiho, STX Finland Cruise Oy, 
Turku.)
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and structural optimisation called for a high flexibility in plate thickness and 
materials used within one section (‘tailored decks’), a butt welding station 
was needed to produce plate ‘strips’ of up to 20 m long and 4 m wide [9]. 
These 20 m long ‘strips’ delivered from the first butt welding station are 
then joined and strengthened with stiffeners in order to form deck panels, 
which can be up to 20 m ¥ 20 m in size. In order to reduce man-hours, fully 
automated operation including material handling, edge preparation by grinding/
milling and welding is used along the entire panel line [9]. The resulting 
principal layout of the steel pre-manufacturing workshop is shown in Fig. 
23.7, and Fig. 23.8 shows the installation as well as a stiffener welding head 
and clamping tools.
 In 2010 a further system was installed that can join deck sections with a 
width of up to 30 m and a length of 25 m (maximum 750 m2). Interestingly, 
disc laser-based hybrid welding is used for the butt welds. The installation 
area in the workshop covers 2,300 m2 and the longitudinal traverses, which 
the laser welding system moves upon, have a length of 43.5 m and a weight 
of 73 tons [10]. Laser hybrid welds in a large cruise ship now account for 
approximately 50% of the total weld length, which may be in the order of 
400 km, and it is estimated that a total of 1,300 km laser weld is performed 

23.6 The first laser welded sandwich panels produced at Meyer 
Werft, Germany. (Courtesy: Guido Pethan, Meyer Werft.)

Output Input

I-Girder assembly

Deck assembly

Commissioning

Manual assembly Commissioning

Profile line Office

Web line
Panel line Cutting area

23.7 Layout of new pre-manufacturing workshop at Meyer Werft, 
arrows indicate laser hybrid welding positions. (Courtesy: Guido 
Pethan, Meyer Werft.)
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yearly at the yard [11]. The majority of the plates welded are ‘thin’ plates, 
i.e. in the order of 5–8 mm [9].

23.3.2 Fincantieri, Italy

The Fincantieri yard has also had a laser installation since around 1996. The 
original installation was for butt welding of plates for deck structures and 
uses a 17 kW laser source in combination with an advanced clamping system. 
This installation has, however, been used mainly for development work. In 
2008 the yard invested in a new highly automated panel line installation of 
4–20 mm thick panels, somewhat similar to the above at Meyer Werft, in 
which butt welding is performed using a 10 kW fibre laser for hybrid welding. 
This installation may produce panels up to 16 ¥ 36 m and, due to the small 
distortion, the time and the cost of following ordinary filled welding of 

23.8 Photos of the installation as well as of a stiffener welding head 
and clamping tools. (Courtesy: Guido Pethan, Meyer Werft.)
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stiffeners are reduced as is the cost of the later fitting processes. The stiffener 
mounting and welding gantry only require one operator. The automated 
mounting process allows welding without initial tack welding [12].

23.3.3 Blohm + Voss, Germany

Blohm + Voss GmbH typically builds frigates, corvettes and mega-yachts, and 
the yard has used laser technology for more than ten years for manufacturing 
complete deck parts (including frames, and longitudinal and transversal 
stiffeners). These welds are typically T-joints in the plate thickness range t 
= 3–12 mm, which are welded with two 12 kW CO2 lasers simultaneously 
without additional wire, with nitrogen laser cutting for the edge preparation 
[13]. Figure 23.9 shows a T-joint welding head and cross section. 

23.3.4 STX Finland Cruise Oy, Turku, Finland

These yards mainly build cruise ships and ferries. STX has implemented 
laser hybrid welding into production since December 2006. The laser 
technology is installed on the existing panel line, which reduced the total 
costs of the investment. At this stage, laser hybrid is used for welding butt 
welds in panel fabrication. The laser beam is delivered by a 6 kW fibre laser 
[14]. Figure 23.10 shows an overview of the installation as well as various 
elements of it. 

23.3.5 Odense Steel Shipyard, Denmark

Unlike the other yards mentioned, Odense Steel Shipyard builds mainly very 
large commercial ships, particularly container ships such as the one shown 
in Fig. 23.11, which in 2008 was the largest container ship in the world. At 
Odense Steel Shipyard, a combined laser welding and cutting installation was 
installed in 1997. Interestingly, the same 12 kW CO2 laser source is used 
for both purposes. The first production of ship elements with laser welding 
took place in January 1998 followed by various instances of laser welding 
in production. In August 2000 the first trials using CO2 laser/MAG hybrid 
welding was performed, followed by the production of parts for different 
blocks with laser hybrid welding [15]. Figure 23.12 shows the installation 
together with a welding head. Sadly the yard is in the process of being closed 
down and the last ship was delivered in January 2012.

23.4 Future trends

Laser welding in shipbuilding has so far mainly been a European speciality, 
but the technique will most likely also be taken up in other areas of the world 
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where shipbuilding is a major activity, such as Japan, Korea and China. A 
recent paper reviewing basic investigations was presented by authors from 
Nagasaki Shipyard of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries [16]. Many joint European 
projects have been carried out over the years and recently they have been 
including laser sources that allow fibre delivery of the laser light (e.g. [17]). 
Fibre and disc laser sources seem to have great potential for automated 
or robotised welding, and much effort is being devoted to solving safety 
challenges that arise when welding in open areas such as docks.

t = 10 mm, GL D36

t

23.9 A T-joint welding head and cross section. (Courtesy: Jens Keil, 
Blohm + Voss.)
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23.10 An overview of the installation as well as the laser head 
(bottom, left) and the laser source and MAG power supply (bottom, 
right). Due to the safety requirements caused by the laser light 
wavelength, the installation is encapsulated. (Courtesy: Kari Laiho, 
STX Finland Cruise Oy, Turku.)

23.11 11,000 TEU container vessel at Odense Steel Shipyard. With 
11,000 TEU containers including 1,000 FEU reefers, the ship was 
in 2008 the world’s largest container carrier and reefer vessel. 
(Courtesy: Odense Steel Shipyard.)
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23.12 The laser installation at Odense Steel Shipyard (left) and the 
T-joint hybrid welding head (right). (Courtesy: Mads Elvang, Odense 
Steel Shipyard.)

23.5 Conclusion

Laser welding shows great potential in the welding of structural steels in 
general and in shipbuilding in particular. Its attractive properties include 
high welding speed, low distortion and easy automation. In comparison 
to pure laser welding, hybrid MAG-laser welding has the advantage of an 
increased ability to bridge a gap as well as a significant increase in speed 
when welding a wide gap.
 As a result of intensive work during the last two decades, tests have been 
modified to suit the demands of laser welds. Furthermore, relevant standards 
and Classification Society guidelines have been made, allowing the use of 
laser hybrid welding in ship production.
 Wide-plate and other large-scale tests using a pre-placed artificial weld 
defect have been performed. The findings of the large-scale tests are in 
accordance with the results of the small-scale tests, and it may be concluded 
that laser welds behave at least as well as arc welds. In all cases, the fracture 
deviated into the base metal immediately after initiation. In the narrow zone 
of a laser weld, overmatching seems to be beneficial in preventing flaws 
from developing in transverse loading conditions. The impact toughness 
properties also generally show acceptable results as does the ductility.
 With regard to hardness and strength, pure and hybrid laser/MAG welding 
are very similar, owing to their similar weld geometries and degree of 
overmatching. The resulting hardness may, due to the fast thermal cycle 
inherently connected to the processes, become quite high. Besides the heat 
input caused by welding, the hardenability depends very much on steel 
composition and carbon content. Fatigue behaviour has also been extensively 
investigated, and tests typically show results in excess of the FAT100 
line.
 The weld imperfections most likely to occur are pores and solidification 
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flaws, of which the latter are more critical owing to their flat and sharp 
character. An understanding of the influence of steel composition and weld 
parameters on the occurrence of solidification flaws has been achieved, and it 
seems possible to avoid solidification flaws entirely in laser-based welding of 
structural steels, by combining control of the steel composition and welding 
parameters. 
 Today, laser-based welding is used quite extensively in European yards, 
and fibre and disc laser sources have great potential for robotised welding 
as well as welding in the dock area.
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root pass welding, 463
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KH with surrounding melt pool, 63
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solid-state lasers
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vapour plume behaviour, 58–60
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60–1
solidification cracking, 341, 343

formation and prevention, 361, 364–9
sample in laser weld fusion zone, 343

solidification flaws, 600
spacer, 568
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spin welding, 287
spot welding
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thick plates by CO2 laser, 311
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schematic diagram of joint 
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laser welding, 559–62
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surface modification, 450–3
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SEM and Si distribution at molten 
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Si distribution, Plate XXII
surface tension model, 540
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relative physical properties, 587
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Taguchi method, 523
tandem twin-beam configuration, 455
tensile strength, 243–5
thermal conduction

laser absorption analysis, 318
modified zone of borosilicate glass, 
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titanium alloys, 215–47

corrosion, 247
defects, 241–3
laser welding, 231–3
laser welding technologies, 233–8

publication summary, 234–6
mechanical properties, 243–7
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transmission laser welding
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NIR laser, 292

transport phenomena
laser-induced plasma, 107–8
metal, 106–7

transverse shrinkage, 380–5, 385–7
heat input under bead on plate welding, 
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tungsten inert gas (TIG), 80, 121
24Laser, 404
twin-beam laser
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energy distribution of laser spot, 
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laser head created using a prism, 
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laser profile, 439
laser spot profile from two 
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welding system, 438
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application, 437–56
cutting, 453–6
dissimilar materials welding, 

447–50
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glass melting structure, 316–17
local melting of glass plate, 317
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315–16
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overlapped welding of borosilicate 
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thermal conduction model for laser 
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overlap welding of glass plates,  
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underfilling, 339–40
underfilled weld bead, 340
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vapour plume behaviour, 58–60
vibration welding, 287
volume-of-fluid (VOF), 115, 523

weld length, 565
weld pool dynamics, 115–17

corresponding velocity distribution, 
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pulsed laser welding process, Plate I
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parameters, 463–6
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root pass welding, 463
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welding deformation, 378–9
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welding distortion, 391–2
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